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Purity Personified
No other soap leaves such a sense of freshness

and cleatiHness as Lifebuoy Soap. Use it any-

way you wish and you will find it has unusual

and exceptional properties. It not only cleanses

like magic but also safeguards the health, as it

disinfects— purifies, at the same time. Buy a
cake and use it all up and if not all we say of

it, dealer will promptly refund purchase money.
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"The Quality Store"

Men's Summer Suits
Our stock is now complete with the Newest, Nobbiest Line of

Men's Really Swell Summer Suits ever shown on the Western
Coast. All the fads approved by fashion are here. M. & B.

Clothing- has no superior in fit, style or finish. Take a look

through our lines. We sell by mail, too. Write for instructions

for self-measurement.
'

Swell Summer Suits $8.50 to $20.00

Mullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
N. W. Cor. First and Spring Sts. IvOS ANGELES, CAE.

M All Kinds of Furniture
Carpets, Rugs, Mattings and Linoleums

FULL

All g-oods g-uaranteed as represented.
Address all orders to Dept. C-

Wheel Chairs

Sold or Rented

ROLL Rattan l^ockcrs, $5
11 g-oods guara
Address all <

FURNITURE AND CARPET HOUSE
S3f--3-S ,50. SPRING ST^

Combination Toilet

Stand and Table, $20

iA^^»A^^A^^*^^^»^ (

DE TACtlf

dRANT

SEND TODAY
FOR FREE

DESCRIPTIVE
PRINTED
MATTER

60,000 ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

Located in Fresno and Kings Counties in the center of the State. All

rich alluvial soil on King-s River bottom in the best fruit-growing- reg-ion

of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn and all other cereal crops
to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling- of dairy stock. We are selling it in ten-acre

lots or larg-er at $:?5.00 to $50.00 per acre ; one fourth cash, balance in eight
annual payments if desired. If you want a g-ood piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding-
that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing- to work you
can make a start on the Lag-una with less money than anywhere else,

and the climate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES & SAUNDERS. MANAGERS.

Laton, Fresno County, California.
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DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University.

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
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James W. licllman
161 N. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES

DEALER IN

General Hardware, Garden Tools, Hose, Household

and Kitchen Utensils

SOLE AGENT FOR

Monitor and Mascot Refrigerators

Eureka Opal Refrigerators

The Celebrated Glenwood Ranges

Wc could fill a book with testimonials from customers, such

as the following' :

In our opinion the Glenwood Rausre has more merit than any thingr else on the market. It is the best

cooker that wehaveever had in our house during thirty years' experience in housekeeping'. It is eco-

nomical in the use of fuel aud is satisfactory in every respect. Newell Mathezvs, 2103 Union Ave.

We are pleased with the Glenwood Rangre, and do not hesitate to recommend it to any one wanting a
coal or wood stove. It bakes fine and is economical. Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Green, 1504 W. 8th St.

We find the Glsiiwood Rang-e satisfactory in every respect. /. A. Lothian, 530 South Hill St.

The Glenwood Rang-e we purchased of you is a good cooker and baker and very economical in the use
of fuel, and works perfectly satisfactory in all respects. Niles Pease, 719 South Hill St.

I am using- one of your Glenwood Ranges and find it very satisfactory. It is a good cooker and
economical in the use of fuel. I recommend the Glenwood Range. Chas. Elton, 1930 Downey Ave.

LEARN THE TRUTH
Every man and woman, particularly
those entered upon matrimony, should
possess a copy of the new and val-

uable book

SEXOLOGY
l.y William H. Walling, A. M., M. D.,
which sensibly treats of the sexologic-
al relations of both sexes, and, as well,
h<iw and when to advise son or

daughter.

Unequaled endorsement of the

press, ministry, legal and medical pro-
fessions. DO YOU KNOW that the

main cause of unhappiness, ill-health,

sickly children, and divorce is admitted by physicians

aT\d shown by court records to be ignorance ofthe laws
of self and sex. Sent, cfoth-bound, post-paid, for $1 .00.

Write for "Other People's Opinions,
" and Table of

Contents, also our 100-page illustrated catalogue of books
of mert—free.

Puritan Pub. Co., Dept. 32, Philadelphia

Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

SPANISH
AMERICA

RELATING
CHIEFLY TO

Largest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE ^e^^now^^e^aS^P.^'
50 cents, which will be refunded on first order of $5.00
or more,

W. W. BLAKE
QAUTE 8 CITY. OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

Jeas Suprenrlicy
^

I
EverywhereAdinowled^An

Catalog
Free

*«--rfUM»to#i^

BAUSCHf^LOMB,
Lenses 6 Shutter>s

#a000.00 offered forjAoto*made wrth them

Rochester, N.Y.
NEWYORK. BOSTON. CHiCAOO.
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You can make money and

get more pleasure out of

your camera by reading Num-
ber 31 of

THE PHOTO- MINIATURE

whioh tells all about Press

Photography, its possibilities

for profit and pleasure, and

how to win success.

THE PHOTO -MINIATURE
is a monthly magazine of plain and practical in-

formation about photoarraphy. Every number is a

complete book on its subject, fully illustrated. 51

numbers—you will enjoy them all. 25c per copy.

SOL.P BV ALL. DEALERS
If yonr dealer can't supply, address

TENNANT & WARD, PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK

Disrriptivi' List of Series Frre on Jiii/itesl

OOT
fOVtM
SWOES
y^heubest

in the

world at the

Popular price of

$3.50
So-E-Z

(sf "easj to the foot)

Shoes
They are indeed "so easy to
the foot " made on full swell
fashionable lasts in all desir-
able styles. Express charges
prepaid U. S. and Canada for
$3.75.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

FOURTH*-''BROADWAY

BRICHT'S DISEASE
and DIABETES

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE CURE

The stockholders of the Jno. J. Fulton Co. of San Francisco announce to the world the cnrm*

bility of Chronic Brisrbt's Disease and Diabetes based on hundreds of cures and two years of

demonstration, disclosintr about 87^ of recoveries. In attestation of these momentous facts we
present the names of some of the stoct^holders, business and professional men of this city, every
one of whom had to have previous opinions reversed and be satisfied of the genuineness of the

discovery before investinir in tliis corporation, vi»: Hon. Barclay Henley, Attorney and ex-memtM-r
of Conorress; Thos. Kirkpatrick, capitalist; Hon. D. M. Burns, President Candolaria MinincCo.;
A. E. Shattuck, President Pacific States Type Foundry; Edward Mills, Prosident Bullock & Jones

Co.; Capt. Roberts, President Sacramento Transportation Co.; D. E. Bender, capitalist; Wm.
Sharp, capitalist; W. B. Bradford, Alaska Packers As-in.; C. W. Clark, capitalist (Sacramento);
W. C. Price, capitalist (Pasadena); G. E. Bate.s, Attorney; E. O. Miller, Attorney; Chas. McLane.
Affency Director N. Y. Life Ins. Co.; R. D. Sessions, Attorney So. Pac. R. Co.; Judge Biirelow,

ex-Supreme Judare State of Nevada; Col. D. B. Fairbanks, Cashier Petalnma Savings Bank; and
many others.

The list of the cured runs into hundreds and includes dratrrists and physlciaas. The ISX of

failures was largely amonir cases that were at death's door and many snch recovered.

The Specifics that have at last conquered these dread diseases are known as the Pulton Com.
pounds. The Renal Compound for Bright's and Kidney Disease is $1; the Diabetes Compound is

$1.50. We have established an agency in your city and you will find pamphlets and Comtmunds at

THE OWL DRUG CO., LOS ANGELES
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BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Roller
Makes, Keeps and
Restores beauty
in nature's own way

'pHE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
-* tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and g-ives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet "

in the corners of the eyes.

A jar of skin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ^0^
Mailed upon receipt of price,

Jv/C.

Rubber Catalog-ue Free.
Agents Wanted.

C J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS

Supplying- Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St.

F. W. Braon Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles

PROF. STIMSON'S BOOK

The Gate Beautiful
is a book for every kind of reader,

thinker, or worker
;
for every lover of

the Beautiful in any form or sub-

stance
;
for every reverent worshipper

of Nature or of God. It is a book to

give to life and labor new dignity, sub-

limity and meaning. To the art stu-

dent,
' 'The Gate Beautiful " will indeed

prove a gate opening into a new world,

where every high aspiration of life

shall have assumed nobler and grander

proportions ;
he will find himself

breathing the air that fosters genius.
Send for prospectus M. Copiously illustrated. In-

cluding two color charts. Cloth edition. Royal
quarto, gold top, bound in buckram. $7.50 net; postage
43 cents. Paper-covered edition, on thin paper, nar-
row margins, $3.50 net ; postage 26 cents.

*S°" Cloth edition sent unless otherwise specified.
For sale in Los Angeles, California, by

Fowler Brcs., 221 West Second Street
C. C. Parker, 246 South Broadway
Stoll & Thayer Co., 252 South Spring Street, and
At all Booksellers, or of

ALBERT BRANDT, PUDIlSlier, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

/PERFECTS
[ANY/i DISH

».'V>"

TABLE SAUCE &
RELISH

^3Bi.*{

_CQNIAINS^NOOJL

A Delicious
«SMACK f9

follows every taste of ALPHA New
England SALAD CREAM, the ideal

Salad Dressing and Table Sauce. Perfects

any dish. CONTAINS NO OIL,
but if desired you can add your favorite

brand of oil.

Try ALPHA on salads, fish, baked

beans, cold meats, cucumbers, sliced

tomatoes, lettuce, etc. ALPHA is the

most welcome condiment ever placed on

yourtable. Healthful. Preferred to catsup.
Suits everybody. Creates appetite. Aids

digestion. Every bottle guaranteed abso-

lutely pure .

NE,VE,R, NE.VE.R SPOILS

Your money back if you don't like it.

AT ALL GROCERS.
Martha Taft "Wentworth Recipe

Book (6o Recipes and Suggestions) sent
free for grocer's name.

THE H. J. BLODGETT CO. (Inc.)

00 Thayer St. - Boston, Mass.

Also Mannfactiirers of

fWONT>EBl.AND PUDDING TABLETS
One tablet makes a quart of milk into a milk jelly
more delicious, refresliing and nourishing than
other desserts. Also make Delicious Ice
Cream. Package of 10 Tablets by mail 10c. No
samples.





EDUCATION AL I N S TU T U T I O N S

THROOP

POIYTKHNK INSTITUTE

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

The only completely equipped Manual Training-
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.).
Daily exercises in Sloyd, Wood Turning- and

Carpentry, Forging, Pattern-Making, Machine-
Shop Practice, Wood-Carving, Clay-Modeling,
Cooking, Se-n ing and Dressmaking, Electrical
Engineering, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Dra-wing, Freehand Drawing and
Painting, Biological Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.

Diplomas of graduation from Throop Insti-
tute accepted by the leading colleges and uni-
versities of the country.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
W. A. Edwards, LL.D., President
Theodore Coleman, Secretary

THE PACIFIC SCHOOL OF

OSTEOPATHY
Incorporated is9"

Renioverl from Los Angeles to South Pasadena. Only twenty-
five minutes from the business center of Los An^jeles upon two
lines of the Pacific Electric Railway. The College has well

equipped laboratories, and all of the work is on a laboratory
basis. Undergraduate and graduate courses of study are

offered, and we believe that no College has better facilities for

thorough scientific work.

Catalogue will be mailed upon application.

C. A. WHITING, Sc.D., D.O.

SOUTH PASADLNA.CAL. Chairman of the Facuttv.

The South Pasadena Osteopathic

SANATORIUM
This Sanatorium is new and first-class in every respect.

Large sunny rooms ; steam heated ; electric lighted ; electric

elevator. Climate unexcelled for a Sanatorium.

For full information address the Director.

D. L..TASKER. D.O., D.Sc.O.

SOUTH PASADENA CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES IV1ILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

An English and Classical Boarding and Day School.
Boys received at any time when there is a vacancy.
Send for catalogue.

WALTER J. BAILEY. A. M.. Prinoiral

Telephone Main 1556

St. Ndttliew's Military Sdiool

SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA

Founded 1866. Prepares for college or for

life. Regular detail of U. S. Army officer.

For catalogue and illustrated circular address

Rev. William A. Brewer, A. B.

I^ector and Headmaster

Manzanita Hall
PAL.O ALTO, California

Silofi
AND EASTERN UNIVERSITIES

The school is situated on the out-
skirts of the town, and about two miles
from the University. The educational

atmosphere furnishes the strongest
kind of a stimulus and arouses the am-
bition of the boys. An ambitious
student does not have to be disciplined.
Close, friendly contact is sought. No
boy has been sick in bed a day during
the ten years of the history of the
school. There is careful supervision
of the out-door life in tennis, baseball
and football. This is supplemented by
regular gymnasium work.

OPH/VS AUGUST 25
For catalogue, address

Jambs Le R. Dixon, Principal.

^PWValoma tpilet5?ap AT ALL
DRUG STORES



Tourist Hotels

"The Anarelas," Los Anireles.

The "Knatsf«rd" Hotel. Salt Lakt City.

THe An^el\is, Los A.n^ele8
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and eleg-ant.

The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

THe K.nutsford, Salt LaKe City

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

THE IDYLLWILD SANATORIUM .rB°^^"s'^

IDYLLWILD-AMONG-THE-PINES, STRAWBERRY VALLEY
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Steam heat, electric light, modern plumbing, with mountain spring water piped
throughout. Resident physician and corps of trained nurses. Nature's cure for

asthma, la grippe, rheumatism, and all pulmonary diseases. 737,000 acres of pine
forests. Grand mountain scenery. Furnished cottages and tents to rent for house-

keeping.
Train (Santa Fe via Pasadena) leaves Los Angeles Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

day, 8:30 a.m. Stage meets passengers at Hemet 12:40, arrives at Idyllwild at 5:->0 p.m.
For literature, write

R. A. LOWE, Manager, Idyllwild, Riverside Co., California.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE — Rinc up MvllwiUJ. Riverside Co.. and call for Mr. Lowe.
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Sweet Picklechips
are HFI iniOIJ.SI Y SPICED

CUCUMBER WAFERS

We want you to try this new and dainty pickle product, and will send,

prepaid to any address,

A 12-OZ. Bottle Sweet Picklechips
EOR 25 CENTS, the reiular retail price

Your money will be refunded if you do not find Picklechips the most delightful

relish you have ever tasted. Our sole object is to acquaint you with the

merit of our Food Products.

JAMES HILL &. SONS CO. ™-"LOS ANGELES l/lliylirO Ulll C OrWIilO t^t\ PORTLAND
CAL.

TKe Ne^w Glen^wood
FRANK A. MILLER. Proprietor

Quaint and artistic ;
in the midst of orange groves and lawns ; just the place for a

summer's stay. Exquisitely located in the most beautiful spot in Southern California—

RIVERSIDE
The latest built and best equipped hotel of its kind in Southern California ; easy of

access
;
built on the old Mission style, and with its campanile and chime of the old

Mission bells, offers a strange commingling of the old and the new. All the comforts

and luxuries of today.

Illustrated Booklet Mailed Free to Any Address.

Rates Upon Application.

California's Mission Hotel
ANYVfl THFATRIPAI Pflin PRFiM ^'^^*'*^" ^^^'^ wrlakles. it is not a freckle coatlnr; it re-

moTM tkem. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Lm Amffcles



PASADENA

/ SELL ORANQE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with good water
riirbts. I have them in the Hubnrbs of Pasadena,
6nely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Pine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

Jm
REAL.ESTATE,rj
URANCE,,LOA.HfcSw
IK

16 S. Raymond Ave.

mMMi^
Pasadena, Cal.

REDLANDS

ORANGE GROVES
IN REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

For Sale at Lowest Prices.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledsre of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a srrove or a house or a ifood paying-
business proi)erty in Redlands and vicinity.

For information address

JOHN P. F/SK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. REDLANDS. CAL.

PORTERVILLE

(itrus and Deciduous fruits

FARMING. STOCK RAISINO
DAIRVINO, MINING, LUMBERING

PORTERVIllE (ALIfORMA

Offers better hiducements to the Homeseeker
than any other portion of the United
States. For particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
fORTBRVILLB, CALIFORNIA
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DRU6S WON'T DO
King Baby Rules the World

When the Vital Elements

coursing- through the Arteries

and Veins become Thin and

Poor, they must be Supplied with

New Material and New Pood be-

fore they can Replenish the

Waste constantly taking place in

the Tissues of the body.
We have gathered from Na-

ture's storehouse those necessary
elements — purified and refined

them in our Laboratories.

The Glycerinated - Hypophos-

phites of Lime and Soda, tone for

bone and nerve strength ;
Guia-

col - Antiseptic and Germicide,

combining them with the Purest

of Pure Norwegian Cod Liver

Oil — all health-giving, waste-

repairing, blood-forming, tissue-

building Food -Medicine — Ozo-

mulsion— a Pood and Medicine

that makes King Baby and all

Children healthy, Men Manly,
and Women Strong.

If there is so much as One Grain of

Doubt remaining with you About

This, let us Remove it in Our Way.
Our Way is to Give Free to all A
TRIAIv Bottle of Ozomulsion, that it

May Bear Witness that Our Statements

Are True.

Sent Free by Mail

Sample bottle

ftWWWVW^W^'WWWWWV*

Have you tried it ? The Food That
Does Good— the cod liver oil emulsion
"PAR EXCELLENCF" that Phy-
sicians use in their families and pre-
scribe in their hospital and private
practice, and Druggists sell in One
Size Only— Large Bottles, weighing
Over Two Pounds, for One Dollar.

Pleasant, Easy to Take and So Agree-
able. Write, Enclosing Ten Cents in

Stamps or Silver, to pay postage, for
Free SAMPLE Bottle, giving your
complete address, with street and
number.

OZOMULSION FOOD COMPANY
LABORATORIES, 98 PINE ST., NEW YORK
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Short Line Beach
Adjoining OCEAN PARK

on tHe SoutH

TWO ELECTRIC ROADS
Los Anf^eles-Pacific

and Traction Railroad

The Ltos Angeles-Pacific Company are now straightening their road direct into

Short Line Beach, making this resort the closest Beach to the citj of Los Angeles.

SHort Line BeacK has Water, Gas, Sewer, Electricity, and every City Con-

venience. A ten-foot board walk along the entire ocean front from our south line

to Santa Monica. Electric lights burn every night along the ocean front.

Prices

From $300 up—being 30 per cent, bolo-w Ocean Park prices.

50 per Ccni ADVANCE
The completion of the Traction R. R., and straightening of the Los Angeles-

Pacific will advance prices at Short Line Beach 50 percent. BUY NO"W and
MAI\.E THE ADVANCE. For maps and full particulars, apply to

STRONG & DICKINSON, 135 S. Broadway. Los Angeles

CARROLL J. DALY & CO., 211 W. First St., Los Angeles

ROBERT MARSH & CO.. 536 Douglas BIdg., Los Angeles

or OFFICE ON THE TRACT



What Ails Your

Dr. Wehner. Physician-in-Chief Cranitonic Laboratories, Making Microscopical
Examination of Hair.

In a microscopical examination of 1,000 different samples of

human hair, made in the Cranitonic Hair and Scalp Institute [in-

corporated under the laws of the State of New York] 24 different

diseases of the hair and scalp were discovered, many of them
Highly Contagious and all Fatal to the Life of Hair.

Upon receipt of this FORM carefully filled out, and enclosing
a few hairs, or a sample from the daily combings, we will send

you a dainty bottle of Cranitonic Hair Food and a trial cake of

Cranitonic Shampoo Scalp Soap by mail prepaid and a diagnosis
and complete REPORT upon the condition of your hair after

scientific microscopical examinations by our Physicians and

Bacteriologists, absolutely FREE,

Applicant's Name in full-

Address in full

Have yoo Dandruff? Is the Dandruff Oily or Dry ?

Is your hair falling out ? Losing Color?

Does your scalp itch? Any scaly eruptions
•

Any eczema, on Scalp or body ? Occupation Sex

Cranitonic Hair Food Co., 526 West Broadway New York.
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Dreamier
IV»»Crcam»

For the COMPLEXION
WILL CURE TAN, SUNBURN AND ALL SKIN DISEASES

Send for free Sample and Circular FOR SALE EVERY^WHERE
recamii:r manufacturing company

131 WE:ST 3l9t STREET, NEW YORK

Jas. Smith & Co.
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fA July 1, 1903

ro Real Estate Investors :

People from every section of the United States are
flocking to Southern California—the Mecca for million-
aires ;

the garden spot of America for men possessed of
but modest means.

Foundations fpr fortunes are being laid in Los
Angeles—through every line of endeavor. There's not
another city anywhere that offers equal inducements to
Investors.

Nowhere else will you find money so plentiful, or
business conditions so eloquent of good times.

Then think of the beauties of this favored land—
* 'flowing with milk and honey.'' Every day seems like
Sunday in Southern California—people attired in their
best, and nature resplendent in gorgeous apparel.

One enthusiastic visitor writes— **It's like being
lapt in soft sleep, enveloped in a golden haze, bright-
ening as one speeds o'er the glinting waves to Santa
Catalina, the enchanted isle of a summer sea—bespread
with aspodel and lillies. ' '

This same visitor was so impressed by our seaside
resorts that he engaged a cottage for the summer at one
of the beaches and sent back East for his family to join
him.

It's the same old story—once see Southern California
and you will not be contented to live anywhere else.

Write for further information. Our business is buy-
ing and selling Real Estate—and we stand ready to aid
and advise.

Very cordially yours.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION First National Bank. State Bank and Trust Company, Dun or Bradstreet
Codes: Bedford McNeil and Western Union.



Blair's Shoe Store

311 SOtTH
BROADWAY

Douglas's $3.50 Shoes,

Ivadies' $3.50 Shoes,

bought at BLAIR'S, fitted by expert

fitters, brings a customer back

- every time. Try us ONCE.

Blair's Shoe Store

SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Purcliasc through home dealers, but

do not fail to investigate the advan-

tages offered in our new spoon feed.

L. E. WMerman Company
173 Broadway, New York.

18 Ooldea L«nc. Loodoa- 6 Kue d« Uatt«TT«. Pkria.
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SSOCIATlOf

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - - $15,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL --.-.-... 3.000,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - 400,000
MONTHLY INCOME -.--... 200,000

The Largest Co-operative Bank in the United States.

Pays 6 per cent, on Terni Deposits, and

5 per cent, on Ordinary Deposits.

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St., San Francisco, California

DR. WASHINGTON DODGE. Prca.
' WM. CORBIN, Sec'y and Gen'I Mpr.
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the: SANTA ri: trail.
By SHARLOT M. HALL.

^•^HIS way walked Fate
;
and as she went, flung far the line of destiny

^^\ That bound an untracked continent to brotherhood from sea to sea—
That long, gray trail of dream and hope marked mile by mile with graves

that keep

On every barren hill and slope some stout heart lost in dreamless sleep.

Patience and faith and fortitude were willed to it, and justified ;

Stern, homely virtues, plain and rude
;
eternal as the sky and wide.

Nor ever Viking dared the sea in braver mood than these who went

Strong-armed to wrest from Mystery their birthright, half a continent.

Gay, hawk-eyed, dark-faced voyageurs, tired of the river's muddy tide.

Or drawn by whispered, golden lures, or beckoned by the prairies wide,

These first, and lightly down the wind their songs float backward as they pass ;

So light they go, nor leave behind scarce one deep footprint on the grass.

And after them, lean, keen, and grim, one fit untrodden heights to scan ;

The gray peak looking down on him knew something kindred in the man.

Half prophet, seer, his eyes could trace, in those lone wastes that seemed to wait,

The larger promise of his race, the germ of many an unborn State.

Then Fremont, passing not alone
;
beside him, silent, dim, unguessed.

Unheralded, to claim her own, the Soul of the Awakening West.

Behind, above the thundering herds of fear-swept bison, seemed to beat

A hymn prophetic without words, the trample of a million feet.

That long gray trail ! That path of fate ! For gain or loss, for life or death.

Driven by greed or hope or hate, it drew them to the latest breath :

It broke them to its mighty mold
;

it seared their weakness to the bone
;

It stripped themjstark to sun and cold, and mocked at whimperer and drone.

Cepyrlchtad 1903]by Chat. F. Lummis. All richtt rM«rv*d.
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And they were Men who bore its mark ;

and they were Men its service made—
Strong-souled to face the utter dark, and watch with Fear still unafraid ;

Stern school of heroes unconfessed ; unweig^hed for meed of right or wronjf ;

By glib late-comers dispossessed of honors that to them belong' :

As in the fire-tried furnace hour, strange, warring elements will fuse

To purpose, unity and power, to truer strength and nobler use ;

Unconscious—save that here was life a man might live as manhood meant-

They wrought a nation from their strife, and shaped it with their discontent.

No pulseless, still-born hope was theirs
;
each man a later Argonaut,

Who from great dreams and ceaseless cares out-wove the Golden Fleece he sought

And single-handed out of need made potent opportunity ;

Nor shamed the hour with laggard deed, nor quailed from naked Destiny.

They touched the wilderness to flower; they gave the unvoiced solitudes

A tongue that spoke with trumpet power the message of their iron moods ;

But ah ! the cost ! The hands that bled i
The toll of heart-aches and of tears I

The stern, white faces of the dead that paved that highway through the years !

The long grass hides the rutted trail where tracked those mighty caravans

Whose far-lit camp-fires low and pale elude, howe'er the vision scans

That lost horizon, shrunk to fit the little roads that come and go.

By easy ways (of greatness quit), that any chance-drawn foot may know ;

Ivight trails thai traffic o'er the dust of them that were a braver breed.

Forgotten in the careless lust for larger gain and lesser deed.

Mother of all the roads that hold the power o'er men that makes or mars !

These lead to cities,-'lands, and gold ; this^led to the*eternal^stars I

Dewey,' Ariz.



THUS FAR-AND MUCH FARTHER.
MONG the last days of 1895, a number of Cal-

ifornians restive under our general American
carelessness of history and its legacies

—and

particularly ashamed of the negative van-

dalism which v^as permitting the peerless

monuments of early California to be wrecked

b}' I the elements, by tourists, tramps and

pillagers
—

incorporated the Landmarks Club "to conserve

the Missions and other historic landmarks of Southern Cali-

fornia." The limitation of its scope to Southern California was
made necessary by practical considerations. The work requires

not only expert direction, but constant personal supervision.

To conduct, personally, year after year, the repairing and safe-

guarding of the historic buildings from Santa Barbara to San

Diego, a line of 300 miles, was as much as people could well

undertake who had any sensible expectation of accomplishing
what they began. These were people who knew what they
wished ; how to get it, and how to hang on until they did get
it —and they have hung on. They have already accomplished
far more than anyone dreamed possible ;

but it is only the be-

ginning of this enormous work, and there will need continuous

effort for a great many years to come.

The old Franciscan Missions were inevitably the first point
of attack for the Landmarks Club, and will long continue to be

its chief concern, though not its only one. This for the very

simple reason that they are as a group by far the most imposing,
the most important, and the most romantic landmarks in the

United States, architecturally and historically. There is nothing

whatever, east of New Mexico, to compare for a moment with
these wonderful monuments, which the Franciscan missionaries

built in the wilderness more than a century ago. Few people,

PIH
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THUS FAR AND MUCH FARTHER

and make clothing (they had
to be good carpenters, masons,

ers, blacksmiths, soap-makers.

even today, and even in Cali-

fornia, have a remote concep-

tion of the magnitude and cost

of the 21 Missions and several

branches built in California for

the Indians, beginning before

the Declaration of Indepen-

dence.

It is to be borne in mind al-

ways that these Missions were

not merely churches for the In-

dians. They were that—and

in all the Eastern States our

Superior Race never has built,

to this day, one church for the

Indians remotely rivaling the

poorest of these
;
and none too

many as noble for its own

people. It is enough to make
one gasp to realize that the

stone church at San Juan Cap-

istrano, which was built with

untutored Indian labor nearly
a hundred years ago, could not

be rebuilt today, with a rail-

road at its doors, for $100,000.

And this church is but a small

part of the whole plan of

Capistrano. Nor were the mis-

sions merely schools for relig-

ious and primary education.

Nor were they only industrial

schools. They were all these

things; and they were, besides,

little walled cities, in some of

which there lived, at one time,

nearly 3,000 people. Of these,

all but perhaps a dozen

were Indian neophytes, con-

verted, taught to read and

write, to sing, to play musical

instruments, to spin, weave

always gone naked before),

tanners, gilders, wagon-mak-
candle-makers, shoe-makers.
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Capistkano Mission. Photo by C. F. L.
L,andmarks Club preservation (by buttresses) of the remains of the great stone church.
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Capistkano—Serra's old church reroofed by the Club. Photo by C. F. L.

farmers, orchardists, vintners, makers of olive oil; who had
been taug^ht to dwell in houses instead of brush hovels ; who
had been taught the use of domestic animals — oxen, cows,

horses, sheep, fowls and all the rest that we employ toda}-

(for there were no domestic animals whatever in California when
the Franciscans entered)

—and otherwise trained in all the

handicrafts necessary for a self-supporting community in a

country farther from civilization, and farther from a store, than

any corner of Africa can be said to be today. At the larger of

these establishments, the lines of buildings and enclosures were

literally counted by the mile. It is doubtful if the Mission

establishment of San Luis Rey could be replaced today, as it

stood in Father Peyri's time, for a quarter of a million dollars.

Disestablishment by Mexico in 1834 (a polite political term

Capistrano—Remains of the great stone church.

Debris removed by the Club, See cut on p. 7.

Photo by C. F. L
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At a few of these Missions—as for instance, San Luis Rey,

San Gabriel, and Santa Barbara— tbe Church (which finally re-

covered, under our government, title to at least the buildings

of which it had been robbed, though it never got back its great
landed holdings) still maintains services and occupation. At
other Missions—and these are the specific concern of the Land-
marks Club—there are no longer congregations. The diocese

is poor, and cannot, of course, maintain these enormous estab-

lishments simply as historical monuments. Only a hopeless

narrowmindedness can object that the legal title to these ruins

is vested in the Catholic Church. To scholars, and to those

ample enough in heart and head to be worthy to be named

American, this is in fact an ideal status. If these monuments

belonged to the State, they would become the prey of poli-

ticians ; if they were in private hands, they would presently be

sold. Even the Landmarks Club is liable to change with time.

But if there is any human institution which is permanent and

invariable, it is the Catholic Church. It has seen innumerable

governments rise and fall and go forgotten ;
and it is still doing

business at the old stand. It could sell these venerable build-

ings, so far as the law goes. But it will not. With this stabil-

ity of ownership, surpassing even the English law of entail,

there is something to work on. And the vital fact is that who-
ever "owns" these monuments, they are yours and mine, and

every other one's who cares for beauty and romance. They are

here, a graphic lesson on the blackboard for us, for our children,

and our children's children, /";/ seaila scculorum ; an example in

artistic and architectural beauty, in sincerity, in heroism, and

in the manhood which can do the impossible. And if ever there

was a generation that needed this reminder, not only architect-

urally but otherwise, it is the generation in which we live.

When the Landmarks Club was incorporated, the most im-

portant of the Missions within its geographical scope were fall-

ing to pieces with a rapidity that was nothing less than appall-

ing. San Luis Rey, probably the queen of all the Missions,

though already fearfully dilapidated, had just been revivified by
a little colony of the same Franciscan Order that pioneered
California for civilization, six years before the battle of Lexing-
ton. They have made extensive repairs there, saving the

enormous church. Another little group of the same order was
(and still is) occupying and caring for the magnificent estab-

lishment of Santa Barbara. At San Buenaventura and San

Gabriel, services have been maintained by the secular priests.

But San Diego, the mother Mission, founded in 1769 by that

marvellous Apostle of California, Fray Junipero Serra ; San
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San Fernando Mission. Photo\by C. F. L., iSqb

[Coudition'of the Monastery roof (70 x 240 ft.) before the Club's work.

Juan Capistrano, founded alsotby him in 1776; San Fernando,
founded in 1797 by his successors

; Pala, founded in 1816 by
Father Peyri as a branch of San Luis Rey—all these were

The Same. Photo by C. F. L.

practically deserted and in ruins. If the Club had not done the

work it has done in the last seven years, there would be practic-

ally nothing- left of either of these four Missions. Aside from

San Fernando Mission—the Monastery Rekoofed. Photo by C. F. L., i8q~

(I-an4marks Club's celebratioa of the centennial of the Mission.)



L)ANUMAKKS CHIB WoKIC AT SaN FkkNANOO MISSION. /'*,/
The Church, "Before and After."

Back of Monastery,
"
Before aad After."



Mission San Fernando. Photo by C. F. L.

The roofless church, throug-h a break ia the monastery. Both now repaired by the Landmarks Club.
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^ the looting- of their tiles to

^ roof neighboring- pig--pens,

^ the decay of the sycamore
'^ branches which served as

^ rafters caused the tiled roofs

^ to break down ; and the

^ adobe walls — invulnerable

1 to time, almost artillery
^

proof, but hardly more re-

sistant to water than so

. many walls of loaf sugar—
S were melting- into indistin-

^ guishable mounds. Only
% those who have watched
?
Q this decay can realize at all

^ how frightfully rapid it

B was. It is no exaggeration

% to say that human power
u] could not have restored

w these four missions if there

g had been five years' delay

t in the attempt.
« The Club has already so

'> safeguarded the chief

structures at these Missions

2 that they will last practic-

1 ally as they are, for at least

S another century ;
and can

A then be renewed for cen-
^ turies more b}^ an equivalent

amount of work. The Club

has roofed three huge build-

ings at Capistrano, two at

San Fernando, and one at

Pala. It has altogether

replaced about 52,000 square
feet of roofs — more than

half of that amount being
covered with the ancient

tiles. It has raised some-

thing over $6,000, and ap-

plied about $5,500 in these repairs
—
by careful management

getting at least thirty per cent, more work for its money
than market ratings; and the roofing, while the most vital, and

perhaps the most impressive, of its work, has been but a frac-
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tion of it. In each case the Club has secured a long lease on

the ruins, which will be renewed for as long as is desired. This

makes all these Missions practically public property for proper

uses—that is, to enjoy as the public enjoys a park.

The first work of the Club was done at that gem of all

the Missions, San Juan Capistrano ;
and the latest work also,

for in so huge an undertaking it is necessary first to take the

most important points. At Capistrano the Club has reroofed,

with tiles, 387 feet in length of the principal buildings (includ-

ing the old adobe church which Serra himself founded), with a

total roof area of 9,640 square feet. It has reroofed with

gravel and asphalt (as they were originally) an area of 5,250

square feet of corridors; and it has just finished reroofing, with

a shake roof, the southwesterly building, 112 feet long, and

with a roof area of 4, 150 square feet. It has also rebuilt serious

breaches in adobe walls, and tied in, with iron rods, some walls
that were about to fall outward

;
has buttressed the crumbling

stone pilasters which support all that is left of the great
stone church from the earthquake of 1812 and the gun-
powder of 1865 (when misguided persons blew up a majority of

what the earthquake spared) ;
has removed about 400 tons of

debris from fallen walls and roofs ; has put in an irrigation

system which serves to keep alive the little mission garden ; and
his, in general, brought order out of the wreck— as ma}' be ap-

proximately judged by the accompanying photographs.
At San Fernando the Club has reroofed the enormous monas-

tery, 240 X 70 feet, with tiles—a roof area of 21,000 feet, or

nearly half an acre^—besides rebuilding breaches in the adobe
walls, through which one could have run a two-stor)^ freight
train

; and has reroofed with shakes the church, 135x36 feet,
a roof area of 6,800 feet. In all cases it is to be understood
that the ancient and ponderous tiles are used for this work ; and
it has required great searching and much expense to secure

enough of them to patch up these roofs. In every case the roof
structure is a substantial one of Oregon pine, good for at least

a centur)% If tiles cannot be procured, protection is given by
a solid roof of shakes, upon which tiles can be laid whenever
funds admit of so expensive an undertaking. Tiles of the same
pattern can be made to order, but are nowadays costly. The
chief immediate thing is to preserve the buildings from damp-
ness. If this generation is too Philistine to care to tile them,
there will be something on which the next generation can ex-

pend its better taste.

At Pala—that jewel among the valleys of Southern Cali-

fornia, and now doubly interesting as the new home of the
evicted Warner's Ranch Indians, the first Indians in United
States history moved to better lands and more lands than they
had before—the Club has already reroofed the chapel with tiles

(a building 144x27 feet) and rooms to its right, 47x27 feet;
built up the broken walls of the whole front to roof level

;

and is, at this writing, going on with the reroofing of those
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rooms with tiles. Total area reroofed with tiles, 5, 157 square
feet. Walls built up, for roofing, but not yet roofed, 132x27 ft.

Incidentally the Club has also (after a long campaign) secured
the transfer of these ruins from a squatter back to their rightful

ownership, and has taken a long lease.

At San Diego, the first of all the Franciscan Missions in Cali-

fornia, the Club has expended about $500 in safe-guarding the
few walls of the church that remain. There is some hope of

replacing the entire edifice, a modest structure not to be com-
pared architecturally with any other Mission ; but of a historical

priority and interest which entitle it to consideration.
At San Luis Rey the Club stands for the restoration, this

year, of a line of superb Roman arches, which were an import-
ant feature of this Mission, but which were thrown down by
a recent storm.

Incidentally, too, the Club kept the historic Plaza of Los
Angeles from obliteration, a few years ago, and preserved

—
by

a campaign lasting through several months of hard work—some
hundreds of the historic street names of this city.
So far as is known, the Landmarks Club was the first incor-

porated body in the United States to undertake such work on
such a scale, considering the geographical area covered, the

magnitude of the work to be done, and the length of time it will

require. It has had no public monies of any sort, but has se-

cured all its funds by private contribution. Its members are
scattered all over the world. From every State in the Union,
and from every civilized country, contributions have come to its

aid. Its example and its success have encouraged other public-
spirited people elsewhere to similar undertakings. An organi-
zation called the California Historical Landmarks League—
unfortunately appropriating the characteristic word of the
Club's title—has just been incorporated to care for the historic

landmarks in the northern part of the State. In Texas, the De
/Zavala chapter of the Daughters of the Republic of Texas has
taken up work on the lines of the Landmarks Club. The
Native Daughters of the Golden West, a California organiza-
tion, is also interested in these matters. Mr. W. R. Hearst, of
the San Francisco Examiner, has also started a movement and
fund for the purchase and preservation of historical buildings
and places in California. And the leaven is still working.
This work belongs to all right Americans. There is no use

to argue its necessity with such as need argument. For those
who can feel that this is a duty and a privilege, the way is made
easy by organization. There are no impediments ; there is no
trouble. The Landmarks Club does the work, and does it ex-

pertly. All it needs is the funds to work with. It perpetrates
no botcheries and no stupid "restorations;" it preserves and
safe-guards the ruins. Whatever repairs it makes are done pre-

cisely in the original fashion, and under the direction of men
who have given most of their lives to the study of this field.

There are no salaries in the Club ; contributions go direct to
the work of preserving the landmarks. There are no bars to

membership ;
and the Club is glad to welcome to its roll all who

care for history, romance and national self-respect.
Chas. F. Lummis.
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'THE EXILES OF CUPA.
By GRANT WfiLLACE,

[The actual removal of 98 Mission Indians from the Warner Ranch Hot

Springs to Pala, their new home, May 12th, 13th and 14th, closed the first

chapter in a celebrated case. Readers of this magazine are familiar with

the record ; how all prior courts, and finally the Supreme Court of the

United States, decided against the Indians under a Mexican land grant,
and dispossessed them of their immemorial homes ;

how Congress appro-

priated $100,000 to procure them a new home and remove them to it ; how
after the usual routine (thro' an Inspector) the Government decided to pay
$70,000 for a dry ranch of 2370 acres ; how a campaign against this folly

was made by the Sequoya League, and a commission appointed to select the

best location possible ; how that Commission, after examining 107 ranches,

selected the Pala Valley, 3,438 acres with 140 miner's inches of water for

irrigation, for $46,300 ; how the Commission also secured the withdrawal

from entry of all public lands contiguous to Pala (about 5,000 acres) to be

added to the Reservation
;
how the Indians were stirred up by foolish and

by malicious advisers to resist removal
;
and how their law-abiding spirit

led them at the last, in spite of all, to go obediently. In this historic case

it is of interest to record the accompanying notes by Mr. Grant Wallace of

the San Francisco Bulletin, and photographs made by Mr. Wallace and by
Mr. Sawyer of the Ivos Angeles Herald. Besides the 98 Indians who were

removed by Inspector James E. Jenkins, about two dozen more have
drifted in, since, to Pala

;
and as none of the other villages under sentence

of eviction have made any talk of resistance, except the Hot Spring
pueblo, there is every reason to believe that the remainder of the 300 In-

dians will be transferred successfully. Those at Pala are rapidly be-

coming reconciled, and most of them are working steadily in preparing
their new homes—for which the Government pays them $2 per day wages.
This is in accordance with the recommendation of the Sequoya League, that

instead of rationing the Indians (whom the Government is bound to sup-

port until their crops make them self-supporting) and letting the contracts

for building homes, and constructing the irrigating system, to Americans,
the Indians be set at this work, and paid for it—a suggestion which Com-
missioner Jones immediately and gladly adopted. A few of the oldest In-

dians, and a few irreconcilables, are still
** unreconstructed ;

" but the

younger and more progressive of the tribe realize how much better they

PuERTA DE La Cruz, a Hamlet of the Warner's Ranch Indians. Photo by C. F. L.
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The Wagons at the Hot Springs.

Ready for the removal.

Photo by Grant Wallace

are off materially ; and having been able to understand that they had to

leave their old home, are relieved to find the new one so much superior—
instead of worse, as they know to be the case with other Mission Indians,

The process of adjusting themselves to the new conditions, and rooting to

the new soil, will need time and a lot of tact and patience and practical

sense on the part of the officials in charge. So far as the Indians are con-

cerned, there is every reason to believe that if given a fair chance by their

official directors they will improve their new opportunity in good
faith.—Ed.]

|HILE it would be too much to expect any one at all

familiar with the Spanish or Mexican land laws to

believe that the decision of the United States Supreme
Court was based on full familiarity with those laws, all that is

past and cannot be recalled. It is a pity for the Warner's Ranch
Indians to have to lose homes dearer to them than any others,

no matter how much more valuable or more comfortable
;
but as

Women Loading Their Household Goods. Photo by Grant Wallace
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Capt. Cibimoat "Hitchin<; Up" to ti I'hoto by Grant Wallace

a matter of fact the Warner's Ranch Indians are no>v far better

off than almost any others of the thousands of Mission Indians.

These are safely settled in a beautiful and fertile valley ; their

fellows are half starving on barren mountain sides and the

inhospitable desert.

Last month the removal of the Warner's Ranch Indians

threatened to result in bloodshed, thanks to a few fool "friends"

Old Manokla, I'hoto by Grant WatUtct

Who tutjk lo ihe monatainn and wa^ tu>i luund.
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Goodbye to the Graves of Theik Fathers. Photo by Grant Wallace

of the bedeviled Cupeiios, who had long- cheated them with

vag-ue hopes of reversing- the decision of the Supreme Court.

Happily that danger is passed. Had not Cibimoat and a few
irreconcilables been sorely bedevilled and muddled by evil ad-

visers, they would have g-one peaceably to Pala a month earlier
;

but through the efforts of these "friends" they had been

wroug-ht up to believe, themselves, that they would offer armed

Teamsters Waiting at the Hot Springs.

Ready to Start.

Photo by Grant Wallace
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resistance to the eviction. It is only fair to say that a large

proportion of the Indians—the younger element—accepted the

inevitable and urged all their people to do likewise ;
but the

hard-heads listened only to what they liked to hear, and their

real friends—those who urged them to obey the government and

go peaceably to the new home—were considered their enemies.

The sense of justice is strong in all Indians, and they saw only
the injustice of losing their old home, as we do ; but could not

see, as we see, why even if unjust it was inevitable.

Three of the leading irreconcilables—Juan Maria Cibimoat,

Ambrosio Ortega and Cecilio Blacktooth (the last year's cap-

tain) spent nine days, and rode their broncos nearly 200 miles

Pulling Out fkom thh Hot Springs. Photo by Grant Wallace

the round trip, to San Bernardino on a fruitless errand to beg
President Roosevelt to "intervene." They had been coached

b)' lawyers too ignorant to be aware that even the President

cannot set aside the decision of the Supreme Court. While the}'

were absent, chasing rainbows, James E. Jenkins, one of the

eight Government Indian Inspectors, arrived from Oklahoma to

supervise the eviction. By his tact, firmness and kindness he

succeeded in inducing most of the villagers to reconsider their

new determination—for a few months before, they had no

thought of disobeying the Government—"
to stay and die in

their homes." With the return of the above trio, however,
chaos came again. The 44 teamsters employed by Inspector

Jenkins, after waiting all day among the 30 adobe houses of the

Hot Springs, drove back to their four-day camp below the barbed

wire fence which kept intruders from Agua Caliente.

More juntas (councils) were held, both in Pancho's house and





U. S. Indian Inspector Jas. E. Jenkins, who Superintknded
THE Removal; and Martin Jaurro, Indian Police.
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in the chaparral south of the town. A few leading malcontents

came to the final junta, Monday nig-ht, fully expecting- to be

ironed. John Brown, Ihe San Bernardino lawyer, who had all

along advised the Indians not to go, and not to obey the Govern-

ment, came driving in at breakneck speed. After an interview

with the grim Inspector, he showed his change of heart, and

tried, by doing yeoman service in council and out, to induce

them to remove peaceably. Miss Laura Cornelius (Neoskalita)

also, an Iroquois Indian girl of nearly JPUre blood, daughter of a

long line of chiefs, author of
"
Legends of the Oneidas," and

now teacher in the Riverside Government Indian School, in a

strong speech helped to break the deadlock, But it was due

chiefly to the tact and firmness of Jenkins that the Cupeiios

bowed to the inevitable. It must not be forgotten, however,
that the way had been paved for 14 months by the quiet,

straightforward work on their behalf of the Warner's Ranch
Indian Commission. It is due to these friends that, for the first

time in a century of dishonest dealings with American Indians,

a tribe has been given superior lands to those filched from them.

And while the Indians hated to hear what the Commission had
to tell them, they were fain, in spite of themselves, to trust the

men who always told them the truth.

I was informed by some San Ysidro and Mesa Grande Indians

that the evicted ones had at least forty modern repeating rifles

and a new supply of ammunition, and that many were in a mood
to use them, I camped for several days with the waiting team-

sters, and found all those in my vicinity armed with heavy
revolvers, with which they whiled away the tedium of the

hours by shooting at crows and targets. I saw four rifles among
them, and was told that there were many more rolled up in their

blankets. Inspector Jenkins, however, was unarmed, nor is it

believed he had anything to do with the arming of the team-

sters. I was present when Inspector Jenkins, calling his four

dozen teamsters together at the dead-line on the way in, warned
them to say nothing to inflame the Indians

;
that an outbreak

was imminent, and that the old women, armed with butcher

knives, were likely to fight rather than be moved. The
Cupeiios could never forgive the government ofl&cers who had

suggested bringing troops "carrying their warrants on their

backs," to remove them. Yet these facts suggest the query,

whether, had an outbreak occurred, a lot of armed and undis-

ciplined teamsters would have accomplished the removal with
less of discredit and bloodshed than a platoon of disciplined and

respect-compelling soldiers.

Night after night, sounds of wailing came from the adobe
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homes of the Indians. When Tuesday [May 12] came, many of

them went to the little adobe chapel to pray, and then gathered
for the last time among- the unpainted wooden crosses within

the rude stockade of their ancient burying-ground, a pathetic

and forlorn group, to wail out their grief over the graves of

their fathers. Then hastily loading a little food and a few

valuables into such light wagons and surreys as they owned,
about twenty-five families drove away for Pala, ahead of the

wagon-train. The great four- and six-horse wagons were

quickly loaded with the home-made furniture, bedding and

clothing, spotlessly clean from recent washing in the boiling

springs ; stoves, ollas, stone mortars, window sashes, boxes,

baskets, bags of dried fruit and acorns, and coops of chickens

and ducks.

While I helped Lay-reader Ambrosio's mother to round up and

encoop a wary brood of chickens, I observed the wife of her

other son, Jesus, throwing an armful of books— spellers, arith-

metics, poems—into the bonfire, along with bows and arrows,

and superannuated aboriginal bric-a-brac. In reply to a sur-

prised query, she explained that now they hated the white

people and their religion and their books. Dogged and dejected.

Captain Cibemoat, with his wife Ramona, and little girl, was
the last to go. While I helped him hitch a bony mustang to

his top buggy, a tear or two coursed down his knife-scarred

face
;
and as the teamsters tore down his little board cabin

wherein he had kept a restaurant, he muttered,
"
May they eat

sand!"

Amid the shouting of the teamsters, the howling of dogs,

the lowing of cattle, and the wailing of some of the women
who rode on the great wagons, the caravan started. For nearly

three days the long wagon-train, followed by a dozen of the

younger Indians on their broncos, driving their small herd of

half a hundred ponies and cattle, wound its dusty way over the

mesa and around the mountain roads. Only 98 Indians accom-

panied the train, the San Jose villagers taking to the woods

temporarily, and those from Puerta la Cruz trekking to Pala

the next week.

At their first stop for dinner they lingered long on the last

acre of Warner's Ranch, as though loath to go through the

gates. At night, at Oak Grove, they drew the first rations

ever issued to the Cupenos by the government—some at first

refused to accept them, saying they were not objects of charity.

At Pauba cattle ranch the next night, where was a vast herd

of cattle, a large number of rough-riding cowboys conducting
an old time

"
round-up," roped and shot a steer and, with
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the assistance of the Indians, soon had it ready for broil-

ing over the exiles' campfires. The first disappointment on

their arrival at Pala, due to the absence of any visible pro-

vision for their housing", soon gave way to a better feeling,

with the erection of a tent village along the well-wooded banks

of the San Luis Rey river. It may sound strange to those who
cherish their misinformation concerning- the habits of the "red

man " (who is never red, but brown), to know that their bitter-

est complaint at Pala arose from what they thought (before

they saw the stream) the impossibility of keeping their cloth-

ing and persons clean. At Agua Caliente it had been a matter

In thk New Tent Village at Pala. Photo by Grant Wallac

of pride with them to keep their linen spotless, and each person
took a bath in the hot springs every da}-.

Only 98 Indians were actually removed, but some two dozen

have since come in—among them a number of outside Pariahs

who could not be g-iven homes there.

At the end of my two weeks' stay among- them, I found that

many of the older people were still
"
muy triste." They had

not yet ceased wasting fresh tears over old griefs. Ever}- other

tent or brush ramada was still a house of tears, and still their
"
sorrow's crown of sorrow is remembering happier things," for

their love of home is stronger than with us.

Although devout church members—scarcely a name among them

being unwashed by baptism—they refused the first Sunday to hold

services in the restored Pala Mission, or anywhere else, asking

surlily of the visiting- priest, "What kind of a g-od is this you
ask us to worship, who deserts us when we need him most?" In-
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stead, thirty of them joined some swart friends from Pauma
in a "sooish amokat

" or rabbit hunt, killing" their gfame with

peeled clubs thrown unerringly while galloping at full speed.

Monday, however, the principal men, better pleased after an

inspection of the fertile and beautiful valley of Pala, had a flag-

raising at the little school house—the only building now on the

site of the projected village. An Indian girl played the organ,

and a score of dusky children—who will compare favorably in

intelligence with average white youngsters
—

joined in singing
the praises of "America—sweet land of liberty." School was

Raising the Flag at the Little Schoolhouse at 1'ala. J'liotn bv Grant Wallace

Opened, and later a policeman
—young Antonio Chaves—was

elected by popular vote.

At Pala they are to have a village similar to their old pueblo
at Agua Caliente (though to be built of lumber). For the

building of this village, and digging and cementing of irrigating

canals, they are to receive $2 a day, besides rations, until they
can subsist on their crops. They have the additional advan-

tage of aloofness from elbowing whites— and the class that

largely frequented the Hot Springs. There would seem to be

no reason why these Indians should not soon be happier and
more self-reliant at Pala that at Warner's Ranch.
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DULLTING THE QUAKER INDIANS.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

II.

GENERAL statement in the April number of

this magazine was followed in the June num-
ber by an illustrated article, showing some-

thing of the nature and visible character—for

all people wear in their frontispiece some
token of what they are—of the Hopi Indians

of Moqui, and a general statement of how
they are being evil entreated, in the name of civilization and edu-

cation, by Charles E. Burton, the pin-head official it is their mis-

fortune to have over them as superintendent and disbursing

agent. This matter has been taken up in deadly earnest by the

Sequoya League, and this series of exposures will continue as

long as the Bully holds his place. There are some things with

which patience never ceases to be a virtue
;
but the outrageous

imposition on these, the most gentle and most tractable of all

the Indians in North America, is not one of them. The League
is not directed by "old women of either sex

;

"
its ruling spirits

are men of long and serious experience on the frontier—and

with Indians, with Indian agents, with hysteric tourists, and

with all the classes they must learn to weigh who graduate in

the out-door school. It knows the difficulties of an agent, of

which one is impertinent meddling by the uninformed ; and it

will back up all good agents within its scope against this sort
—as it has already done when occasion arose.

But it is not Western men who find it necessary to bluff, bull-

doze, bullyrag and outrage the weak
;

this is a procedure of

cowards ;
and the League not only will not sanction it, but will

fight this sort of thing actively, as fast as it can get to the case.

In the case of Burton and the Hopi, the League has been

eminently patient. It has "held its horses" for more than a

year after the contemptible oppression of these People of Peace

became an open scandal to those familiar with the facts. It

has had its agents on the ground for five months, and has

gathered, besides, overwhelming evidence from a large number
of reliable people (including government employes, visitors,

scientific men and others), all of whom can afford cross-exam-

ination in court quite as well as Mr. Burton. It is a "dead

open-and-shut case," and the League will press it until it finds

the remedy. This is the literal corner-stone of the League,
that it Believes in Something ;

and that it can Wear Out, and

that it will^^'ax Out, any person, persons, traditions or rout-

ine that are based simply on the Easiest Way out of It.
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Enough accurate material has been gathered in this case to

run by installments through a year of this magazine. As these

pages are crowded, the editor hopes that this may not be neces-

sary. He believes in the good faith of the present administra-

tion of the Indian Department, and has not a shadow of a doubt

that as soon as that department is officially cognizant of undis-

puted facts, Mr. Burton will no longer rule at Moqui. Mean-
time an affidavit which shows in detail somewhat of the things
the League is prepared to prove, follows.* It covers a relatively

short span of time, but is in keeping with what the League can

prove as to Burton's administration.

Meantime it is perhaps idle to note that the Bully is in a

Frame of Mind—possibly the first time he has been conscious of

this asset. At a safe distance, this gentleman who bullies the

Hopi but keeps prudent hands off the Navajoes (who are not sub-

missive) fills the air with red threats to "whip,"
"

arrest," and

"attack the private life" of the chairman of the Executive

Committee of the Sequoya League. Large and interesting

audiences would pay handsomely for admission to witness him
in any one of these undertakings. He has written many letters

on this theme—which, of course, come direct to headquarters,

where they swell a certain collection which is interesting to the

humorous. Arizona is not exactly an assemblage of tenderfeet;

and Mr. Burton has been pretty thoroughly sized up there ; so

also have his accusers. If he is really ambitious, he doubtless

knows where he can find satisfaction
;
but he is mistaken in

thinking that whipping or arresting any one person, or any
dozen persons, or any hundred persons will stop the current

which is going to sweep him out of the place he abuses. The
bullying of the Hopi is now a matter of public record

;
and the

American people can be reasonably trusted to think straight

when they see straight. There is more interest in the Moqui
matter in Washington and New York (where there are larger

populations) than in Los Angeles ; and what Mr. Burton had
better busy himself withal is to be prepared to prove that he

has not abused the Hopi. No one will have accused him of

bullying an adult frontier American
;
and until they do, he may

as well confine his energies to disproving the charges that are

made—that he has steadily, ignorantly, and cowardly bullied

the least resistant people known to history.

*For the affidavit see pagre 47.
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AFFIDAVIT OF A TFACHFR.
By BELLE AXTELL KOLP*

'S a teacher from the Government day school at Oraibi,

Ariz.; as one who has "seen with her own eyesigfht
"

the cruelties inflicted upon the Hopi people there
;
as a

sympathizer with these oppressed people ; as an American—I

offer, unsolicited- by any one but these poor, persecuted wards of

the United States Government, my services in this fight for

right, justice, and humane treatment for the Hopi Indians. In

doing this I am but keeping a promise which I made to them.

Among the last words they said to me were these : "Tell our

friends how hard it is for us—tell them to help us."

I began my work as teacher in the day school at Oraibi, Dec.

31, 1902 ;
I resigned from the service Feb. 5, 1903. I resigned

that I might be free to speak and act according to the dictates

of my own conscience with regard to the persecutions which the

Hopi people were compelled to endure from those in charge of

the school at Oraibi, John L. Ballinger and wife, and from the

Reservation Agent, Chas. E. Burton. I left Oraibi Feb. 17,

1903. Although there a trifle less than seven weeks, I wit-

nessed more of "Man's inhumanity to man" than I ever saw

before, or ever hope to see again. And all done in the name of

the
"
Big Chief at Washington." Whenever a punishment was

threatened or carried out, it was represented to the Indians that

it was by "Washington's" orders. I have heard both the

principal of the school, John L. Ballinger, and his wife, so talk

to the children ;
and Mrs. Ballinger told me that

"
Mr. Burton

was going to get United States soldiers to come on to the Res-

ervation to put a stop to the Indians' dances." By permission
of Mr. Burton I attended one of these dances. I saw nothing
immoral or improper. Most of these dances are religious cere-

monies which have been carried on for hundreds of years. They
are as sacred and as solemn to these people as religious cere-

monies in our churches are to us.

When I began work at Oraibi, the daily attendance at the

school was about 125 children. There were two schoolrooms

and two teachers. When I left, there were 174 children in the

school, and still two teachers—one of them having in her charge
96 children, whose ages ranged from less than four years to

others who were 18 or 20. One of the latter—a girl
—was said

to have been married. The school age is from 5 to 18. There

were, when I left, at least a dozen little ones in school who were

not more than four years of age. They were not strong enough
* Mrs. Kolp is a niece of the late Governor and Chief Justice of New Mexico, Hon. S.

B. Axtell ; and is fully vouched for.—Ed.
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to walk the mile which lay between the village where the In-

dians live and the schoolhouse. These children, with others,

were taken forcibly from their homes by an armed body of

Government employes and Navajo Indians, under leadership of

C. E. Burton—not for the purpose of "making better Indians,"

but for the benefit of those in charge. Mr. Ballinger wanted to

establish a boarding school at Oraibi to take the place of the

day school. This would permit drawing more rations and a

better salary ;
also allow him a clerk—which position his wife

was to take
;
so that instead of being school-cook at a salary of

$30 per month, or teacher at $52 per month, she could draw from

the Government $100 per month. I know these things, for it

was all discussed in my presence.

After consultations with Mr. Burton, a raid— or, as Mr.

Ballinger called it, a "round-up"—was planned and decided

upon. About 10 o'clock on the night of Feb. 2, 1903, the raid-

ing party—consisting of Agent Burton, Physician Murtaugh,

Carpenter Stauffer, Blacksmith Copeland, and a squad of Navajo
Indian "policemen"—arrived at the school grounds from Gov-

ernment headquarters at Keam's Canon. The Navajos, armed

with rifles, were sent to surround the Hopi village in the night.

The next morning—Tuesday—the white men previously named,
and Mr. Ballinger, joined the Indian guards up on the mesa,

about 5:30 o'clock. I do not know whether all of the white men
were armed, but I saw revolvers on Burton, Ballinger and

Stauffer. The snow thickly covered the ground, and was still

falling. Those children who could be found, who were not al-

ready enrolled in the school, were sent down to the school under

guard. The attendance at school on the fourth was about 150.

That was not enough.
"

I know there are more children up
there," said Mr. Ballinger. "We must go after them again."

The Indian police were reinforced by more Navajos—seven, I

think, came up from Little Burro Spring
—and this time the

raiders made a "clean sweep." This took place in the early

morning of Feb. 5th. Men, women and children were dragged
almost naked from their beds and houses. Under the eyes and

the guns of the invaders they were allowed to put on a few

articles of clothing, and then—many of them barefooted and

without any breakfast, the parents and grandparents were forced

to take upon their backs such children as were unable to walk

the distance (some of the little ones entirely nude) and go down
to the school building, through the ice and snow in front of the

guns of the dreaded Navajos. They were kept there all day,

until after six in the evening, while clothing could be made or

found for the children. Before being allowed to go back to



Two Hopi Girls.

(Pueblo of Sichomovi.)

Photo by A. C. Vreman
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their homes these orders were given them by Mr. Burton through
his Indian interpreter

—"You must have these children in school

every day. If the weather is very stormy, or if they are not

able to walk to school, you must carry them here and come down
and get them when school is out. They must be in the school.

If they are not, we will tal^e them aivayfrom you." That same

evening a meeting of the school employes was called, and I

gave in my resignation. I could not be with those Hopi people
and withhold my sympathy from them, as I was ordered to do

by Mr. Burton. (You will find enclosed letter to me from

Mr. Burton to that effect.)* I never found that being sympa-
thetic and friendly made these people "sullen and hard to

manage."
On the Monday following the raid (Feb. 9th), some of the

little ones were not in school. The next morning they were not

present at roll call. As I had been up to the village on Mon-

day afternoon to visit some of the children who were ill, I knew
the dangerous condition of the trail, and I told Mr. and Mrs.

Ballinger that those little ones could not walk down or up it
—

that I had carried three of those who had been brought down to

school in the morning, and who had been turned out of school

earlier than usual, up the steps, and that I had fallen several

times (I found these children standing in the trail, crying and

half frozen). That they did not have sufiicient clothing, and

would he please not insist upon their being in school until the

weather moderated. "That does not make any difference,'

said he,
"
they are better off here—after they get here—and

they must come to school. Their parents or some of the larger

children can carry them." So he took the horses and wagons
and with the school "policeman" (father of Nellie Kiwani),
rode up to the village, found the children, and made the parent,

go down to the school with the children on their backs, while

he rode down in the wagon.
Rations and clothing for about 125 children were allowed that

school when I was there. When I left, bread for 174 children

was made once a week from 150 pounds of flour. Less than one

pound of flour per week for each child. And sometimes the

bread was so poorly made that nothing save a hungry dog or a

starving burro could or would eat it. The only thing many of

the children had for their breakfast was a handful of parched
corn. All that was allowed them for their dinners on school

days was a slice of bread, a few stewed prunes, dried f>eaches, or

molasses, and a part of a teacup of boiled beans, cornmeal

mush, or a tiny piece of boiled beef, goat or salt pork. Abso-

lutely nothing else, except a cup of water.

*
I bol(\ Hurion's letter.—Rd.
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If it were a rule to cut the hair of the Indian boys, that rule

was never enforced while I was there (with the larger boys),

except in case of punishment. One morning Mr. Balling-er
came to me and said, "I do not want you to sympathize with

Bryan. I cut his hair just now, and I had to use him pretty

roug-hly. He nearly got the best of me." Bryan had indeed
been used "pretty roughly," judging from his bruised face.

Though he was a new recruit, he was one of the best boys in

my school. The children were all truthful with me.
A physician is provided by the Government for these people,

but he is stationed at Keam's Canon, 40 miles away from Oraibi.

I know of the death of two of the school children who died

without having had any attention from Dr. Murtaugh, although
his attention was called to both cases. One of the school bo3's—Henry—about eight years of age, had his leg broken on the

afternoon of Friday, Jan. 30th, while on his way home from

school, about two hours before the departure of Mr. and Mrs.

Ballinger for Keam's Canon, where they went to plan with Mr.
Burton for the "round-up." Mr. Ballinger saw the boy as his

father was carrying him home from the place where the accident

occurred; but neither Mr. Ballinger nor his wife paid any atten-

tion to the child further than to stop on their way and tell the

missionary, Mr. Epp, of the accident. Dr. Murtaugh was noti-

fied on Saturday, but he did not come to Oraibi until Monday
night with the raiding party ;

and then the boy was dead and
buried. Another of the school children—Lena, aged about
fourteen—was ill for five weeks or more, and died without

having been seen by the doctor. A few spoonsful of cough
syrup were sent to her from the school medicines. The doctor

was at the village while she was sick
;
but I know that he did

not see her, for I asked him what he thought of her case and he
said he had not seen her. Lena died and was buried on Feb.
15th. Though rations were drawn for these children, they never
received them. All that Lena had from the school stores during
her illness was a loaf of bread and one change of clothing, be-

sides the cough syrup. ,

An employe [name held by the Editor] told me that she had
seen Mr. Ballinger break sticks on the boys' backs when whip-
ping them in the school dining-room.

Mrs. Ballinger told me that she whipped the children in her
school-room when they needed punishing.

In my room, which was my living-room (as I did my own
housekeeping at Oraibi), I had many pictures

—
paintings and

photographs—which the school children took great delight in

looking at and asking questions about. It was all new to them,
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and I enjoyed explaining things. One day, after they had been

coming to my room for three or four weeks, Mr. Ballinger said

to me, "Don't you know that you are breaking school rules by

allowing the school children to visit you in your room ?
"

I re-

plied that
"

I knew that rule applied to boarding schools."
"
It

applies to this school, if I want to enforce it," said he. Then I

asked him if he objected to their visits to me, and if so, why,
since they were learning of things outside their little world.

His reply was, "We do not want them to know too much, and

they must stay away." And he gave those orders to the

children, with threats of whipping if they disobeyed. I was
told of these threats by several of the children, both boys and

girls. It must have been so, for they did not come any more,

except to look in the doorway, smile and shake their heads.

A Hopi man— La-pu
—who has a wife and two children—who

lives, dresses and speaks "American," and who sometimes is in-

terpreter at chapel services for the missionaries, was fined by

Agent Burton for leaving the Reservation to earn money to sup-

port his family. He was made to work out that fine by doing
work in the Government school kitchen, and in the living-rooms

of the Principal's family
—

scrubbing, washing, etc.

A few days after beginning my work at Oraibi, Mr. Burton

came to me and said,
" The Indians here will find out that you

are from near Pasadena, and will ask you questions about Mrs.

Gates. I do not wish you to talk with them about her." On
my asking him who Mrs. Gates was, and why I was not to talk

of her, he explained that "she was a lady from Pasadena who
had been out there, and that she had done things which made
it necessary for him to request her to go."* Subsequently I

learned that Mrs. Gates had done nothing but what was helpful

in every way to the Hopi people, and the Hopi people all love

her. I have recently become acquainted with the lady, and I

know her to be a very superior woman—one who would do noth-

ing but what was good. I was told by Mrs. Ballinger that if

Mr. Burton heard me tell the Hopi that Mrs. Gates was "pas-
lolomai" (the Indian term for all that is good) he would dis-

charge me.

While at Canon Diablo, on my way back from Oraibi to my
home in California, I met a missionary among the Navajo In-

dians. He told me of former troubles at Oraibi, and that he

* Mrs. Peter Goddard Gates is a serious sttident of ethnoloiry who has boea pursnlnr
her studies in Arizona for several years. She is deeply and sanely interested In the Indians,

and is an authorized and trusted atrent of the Sequoya League. A woman of the hiirhi^at

refinement and of spotless character, she is no less noted for thoroughness, understanding
and common sense. She has been a ray of hope to the Hop', and a valued aid to those who
are trylnir to "make Better Indians."—En.
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had bought from a Hopi Indian there a blanket which had been

cut into shreds*; and had also seen remains of pottery which
had been broken by H. Kampmeier—a former principal at

Oraibi under the Burton regime. These things were destroyed

because of parents not sending children to school.

On Feb. 18th, I was told by a trader on the Navajo Reserva-

tion [name held by the Editor] about what occurred up at the

Indian village of Oraibi at the time of the school raid of Feb.

5th. The Navajo assistants who went from Little Burro Spring
told him "what fun they had." They also told him that Mr.

Burton would not dare to do such things with t/iem [the Nava-

jos] . Mrs. Ballinger also told me of some of the situations up
on the mesa— (she had her information from the white men).
While the raid was going on, she said to me,

"
I'd like to have

been up there this morning to have seen the fun when the Hopi
woke up and saw the Navajos with their guns. I wonder what

they thought ?" What occurred at the school I saw for myself,
I am grieved to say ;

and I only wish that those who have it in

their power to change and make better the conditions for the

Hopi people, could have seen it as I did. When I -asked Mrs.

Ballinger why the raid was made in such a storm, she laughed
and said, "Why, so the Indians can't get the children away and

hide them in the rocks. They can be tracked if they try to

run through the snow."

These people need neither guns, clubs, force, nor brutalit}^ to

make them
"
better Indians." Justice and mercy—kindness and

friendship
—will lead them any place. It will cost less

;
and

these abused, embittered people will love, instead of hate, the

name of "Washington."
BELLE AXTELL KOLP.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2nd day of June, 1903.

ROGER S. PAGE,
Notary Public,

In and for Los Angeles County, State of California.

*See paire 479, April number of this magrazine.
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THE PASSING OF A MAN.

<(@rtHE Man that Built the Oregon" will be Irving- M.

j^ Scott's epitaph in the popular mind (so long as that

unstable tablet can hold an epitaph for any man); and

that in itself is a large tribute to a life. But if I were to write

the legend it would read,
" The Man who Made the Man that

Built the Oregon." It was a magnificent triumph to plan and

rivet the ribs of steel, and sheathe that iron pachyderm which
of all the American navy, in the only time of^stress and anxiety
that an American navy has known within a generation's

memory, held foremost place in the universal thought ;
but the

mechanical part of it, the engineering triumph, the material

conquest, was the least notable feature. Probably there is no

better vessel in the navy today than the "Oregon;" but she

had a certain empiric advantage, and she played before the

footlights. But she was not the only ship that Scott built, and
built well. The "

Olympia," which was Dewey's flagship in

From a Daguerreotype
Ir\-ing M. Scott in 1860.

(The first picture made of him in California.)
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Ruins of Hebkon Mills on Scott Farm, Baltimore Co., Md.
Built about 1781) by Abraham Scott, trreat-firreat-trrandfather of Irvingr M. Scott.

the battle of Manila Bay ;
the

"
Charleston," the

"
Monterey,"

the "Ohio," and other mailed bearers of the nation's honor

upon the deep were built by this same man upon the remote

shores of the State which had not only the commercial handi-

cap of an unfavorable market, but the whole inertia of Eastern

provincialism and Eastern "business interests" to overcome.

It was perhaps as serious a task to secure the contracts for so

impossible a thing as ship-building on the Pacific Coast, as it

was to build on the Pacific Coast ships never surpassed on the

Atlantic seaboard. And however this may be, the major
achievement of all was the self-making of the man who could

do both. Irving M. Scott who did these things was a man
whom neither the coast nor the country could well spare so un-

timely as he has left us. In the true sense he was a Self-Made

Man -and the cynical mot as to this
"
acquitting Providence

of the responsibility" has no application in his case. Environ-

ment, heredity and fortune might have been proud of such a

handiwork as this foundry-boy of good American stock, a spinal

marrow of his own, a clear head and a clean heart, and with

the advantage of California for aperient, cast in iron and sand-

papered for himself.

I have known few men so interesting ;
still fewer, of his
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BiRTHPLACK OF IrVING M. SCOTT ON " OlD REGULATION" FaRM.
House built about 1787, now occupied by Miss Eleanor Scott, sister of Irving- M.,

Baltimore Co., Md., 20 miles from Baltimore.

accomplishment, so unsophisticated and unspoiled. Genuine,

simple, competent for larg-e things and alive to small ones—
which are more important

—this unassuming millionaire, this

graduate from iron-founder to national figure, was a type

almost alone. Risen into prominence by consummate skill in

one line, I never knew him to talk shop. Ferruled in a rough

school, he retained neither within nor without a token of its

crudities. A great iron-master, he had bent himself to under-

stand and love what was truth in art
;
and without the "ad-

vantages
" of a patter training he was a genuine art critic.

There are probably not in America more than half a dozen col-

lections of paintings so noble as that which this ship-building
San Franciscan assembled in his home. The sincerity which

was one of his own main-springs was his lodestone in art—and no

artist has ever found a better. Scott's collection of old can-

vases is not only valuable in money ;
somehow he felt the

Masters. And not only in old art, but in that which is con-

temporary, the same intuition guided him as safely. He was a

sane and generous patron of the artists that really Mean Some-

thing ;
he was not, despite his lack of technical frills, easily im-

posed upon by the insincere and superficial artists that are our

present average.



Thb Bkst Rkcknt Likknkss ok Irving M. Scott.
A study (photo) made in IWl by Wm. Keith.
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Photo by Marceau
Mk. Scott in 1880.

He had a sane judgment in

philosopliy and letters. He was

clean and clear in the relations of

a man and friend
;

and Cali-t* fornia, which has not many like

HPI *'*^
', him, is not alone the loser by

his untimely death. The United

States has not Scotts to spare.

The biographical data of his

life are given here as part of

the record of an important Cali-

fornia life
;
but the vital essence

of Irving M. Scott is a thing that

I at least am incompetent to

write. It was the plain, quiet,

quenchless, good faith which

was the secret of the "Oregon"
and his other ships, in defiance

of the attraction of gravitation

as represented by Eastern pro-

vincialism, by the heavy up-hill market of such an enterprise

3,000 miles from the cold material for building men of war. It

was the spirit and the fibre which somehow steered this self-

educated man, uncolleged and none too much commonschooled,
to a sober judgment in letters, and a taste in art, such as few of

our academic Croesuses can match
;
and with this perduring

fibre was that certain personal quality which those who knew
him well will longest remember—longer even than his rare

talent. Always gentle, always helpful, never supine, he was
one of those men whom you always know where to find. No one

ever saw him discouraged nor blue nor
"
ready to quit."

He was a simple man and a quiet ;
but a great one in a self-

respecting sense of the word
;
and to those who knew and loved

him it is a comfort that if such a presence could not last with

us as long as we would, we were enriched by it at all.

C. P. L.

Irving- Murray Scott was born in Baltimore County, Maryland, eighteen
miles north of Baltimore, on December 25, 1837. He was the seventh son

of the Rev. John Scott, of the "
Society of Friends," and Elizabeth Littig-,

his wife. The house where he was born, known as " Hebron Mills," was
situated on a tract of land purchased from L<ord Baltimore by his great

grandfather, Abraham Scott on August 7th, 1786, the grant being known
as "Old Regulation." The family have lived there continuously since its

purchase.
The ancestral record can be traced as far back as Robert Scott, a land-

holder in Chiselhurst, England in the year 1251. Abraham Scott (father
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of the Abraham named above) emigrated to America in 1722, owing to the

persecution of the Quakers. He brought with him this certificate :

From our monthly mens meetitiflr held in Cumberland, in old England, ye 22, sixth
month, 1722. To our dearly beloved friends and brethren in Philadelphia, or elsewhere in

Pennsylvania to whom the meetinK-sendeth irreetintr. Whereas ye bearer of Abraham Scott
has offered this meet his inclination to transport himself hence to your City, or Natioa, and
desired a few lines from us concerning- his e-oinfir in Amity, etc. We do therefore aig-nify
unto you that so far as we know, he has been of a pretty orderly conversation and is in

unity with Friends and comes with consent of this meeting in order to settle among yon for
the better advancement of his trade, or way of living; and also upon inquiry we do not find
but that he, ye said Abraham, is free and clear of all women on account of marriage.

Signed on behalf of ye above meeting by John Scott his father, and eighteen other
signatures.

Mr. Scott took pride in his Quaker origin, and was fond of quoting the

al)ove, as showing the care that Quakers took of their members and the

protection their methods afforded against fraud and misrepresentation.
A woolen and a grist mill were operated within the walls of Mr. Scott's

birthplace, and "Old Nick," the miller, helped him to gain in childhood

both his first taste for machinery and an aversion to drunkenness, which

clung to him for life. (Old Nick went on periodic sprees.) From his

father he inherited his high sense of justice and probity ; and from his

mother, who painted in water colors with considerable skill, his love of art.

His early education was gained at the Milton Academy. John Wilkes

Booth was a schoolmate, and Edwin Booth was a frequent visitor. After

he left the academy, his mother wished him to study medicine and become
a physician, while he wished to study engineering. She feared, on account

of his deafness, the dangers in the streets of Baltimore. He finally pre-

vailed, and learned iron and wood-working in the shops of Obed Hussey,
the inventor of the reaping machine. Next he learned marine engineering
in the shops of Murray & Hazelhurst, in the meantime studying mechan-

ical drawing and German at the Mechanics Institutes, Baltimore, Md.

From there he was sent to Body's Island, Va., to set up a lighthouse for

the U. S. Government. It was on the boat going to his destination that

the weeping of some slaves, separated from their families and sold south,

first turned the lad's prejudice in favor of slave-holding to a belief in

emancipation.
He came to California, by way of the Isthmus of Panama, in the year

1860, on the steamer " Golden City," to set up some engines bought of

Murray & Hazelhurst by Mr. Peter Donahue, owner of the Union Iron

Works, becoming chief draftsman of that establishment the year follow-

ing. In 1863 he was married to Miss Laura Hord, daughter of Mr. John R.

Hord, of Covington, Ky. In that year he also became associated with the

Miners Foundry, to learn about mining machinery. In the later part of

1863, he became the superintendent of the Union Iron Works. A few

months later he was made general manager, which office, with that of

vice-president of the company, he held until the works were taken over by
the United States Shipbuilding Company. Of the latter company he was
a trustee at the time of his death.

In 1865 Mr. Donahue sold out, and the firm became H. J. Booth & Co.,
the members being H. J. Booth. G. W. Prescott and I. M. Scott. About
1873 Mr. Booth sold out, and the firm name was changed to Prescott, Scott

& Co., Mr. H. F. Scott entering the partnership. The firm was distin-

guished at this time for its mining machinery, owing t o Mr. Scott's me-
chanical inventions and their application to mining. Most of the machinery
of the Comstock lode was the result of his work in this line.

In 1880 he made a trip around the world, and made a special study of the

shipyards of Europe. Realizing that the cream had been skimmed from
the business of manufacturing mining machinery, he determined to add a

shipbuilding plant to the Union Iron Works. His partners were not in

accord with his ideas. One of them sold out and others desired to do so ;
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The Last Pictuke of Mr. Scott.



Dbath Mask of Irving M. Scott.

By Robert I. Altken.
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but he persuaded them to remain in the firm and then associated Mr.

George and Mr. James Dickey with the corporation. It was his courage,
foresight, determination and unaided personal endeavor that caused the
Union Iron Works to be moved to the Potrero, and shipbuilding to become
an industry on the Pacific Coast. This was done in the face of every oppo-
sition, of every discouragement, and with credit almost entirely depending
on his own exertions. The first contract with the U. S. Govermucut was
for the caisson of the Mare Island dry dock. The following year he secured
the contract for the

"
Charleston," in the face of the greatest opposition

from Bastern competitors. On his way to the Capitol to make a final

report before signing the contract for this cruiser he was taken very ill.

Afraid of fainting, he stepped out on one of the balconies of the Capitol in

the bitter wind and pulled himself together sufficiently to make the report,

sign the contract, and get back to his hotel, where he was ill for some
time. This was probably the beginning of the disease which eventually
caused his death. During that session of Congress he had an ingot of steel

from the Pacific Rolling Mills placed on the Capitol steps as an ocular
demonstration that such work could be and^was done in California. The
contracts for the "San Francisco," "the "Monterey," "Oregon" and
other vessels of war followed—one, the "

Chitase," being built for Japan.
Throughout these years of intense commercial activity, Mr. Scott found

time both to indulge his literary and artistic tastes, and to serve the commu-
nity in many "public" ways. He was a rapid, eager and absorbing reader,
going quickly to the heart of a book, grasping that which was vital in it, and
adding it permanently to his own mental storehouse. The range of his in-

terest was peculiarly wide, and the accuracy of his memory remarkable.
From their earliest years, his children counted on his reading poetry aloud
as a regular

"
Sunday treat."

He was president of the following societies and institutions :

Washington Irving I^iterary Society, 1857 to 1860
;
Addisonian Society,

1863 to 1865 ; Howard Street lyiterary Society, 1865 to 1869 ; Mechanics' In-

stitute, 1878 to 1880 ; Authors' Carnival, 1880
;
Art Association, 1876 to

1881 ;
Commercial Museum of the Pacific Coast

;
California State Cotn-

mis»ion to the Columbian Exposition, 1892 to 1893
; Young Men's Republi-

can Club. 1865 to 1872.

At different times he was Regent of the University of California ;

trustee of the Leland Stanford, Jr., University ; and was one of the

original trustees of the Free Library. Appointed by Governor Perkins on
his staff, with rank of Chief Engineer ; by Governor Stoneman as Mem-
ber of the State Prison

; by Governor Budd as Member of the Mexican Ex-
position for 1896 ; and by Governor Markham as Park Commissoner, but
declined to serve except in the last case.
He delivered many addresses and orations on public occasions, and was

repeatedly called upon as member of the reception committee to welcome
distinguished guests.
He was elected a director in the Centred Pacific R. R. in 1898. He was a

Member of the International Congress which met in Ostend on August 23,

1902, appointment by U. S. Government. He was a member of the fol-

lowing clubs
;

Pacific Union, Bohemian, University, Union I^eague and
Press Club, all of San Francisco

; Burlingame Club, of San Mateo county,
Cal.

;
and the L/awyers' Club and Artists' Club, of New York City.

He was nominated for State Senator, and as a delegate to form the State
Constitution ;

was elected a member of the Freeholders to form the Charter
of San Francisco in 1895

;
and appointed to a Convention of 100 to form-

ulate a Charter for the city of San Francisco in 1896.

The degree of Doctor of Philosophy was conferred on him by the Uni-
versity of Santa Clara in honor of his distinguished services to the State
of California, on the SOth anniversary of the founding of the College.
He was the only

"
Captain of Industry

" west of the Mississippi river in-

vited to attend the banquet to Prince Henry of Prussia, given at Sherry's
New York, and tendered by Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan and others.
He was elected a Presidential Elector on the Republican ticket in 1896, and

was prominently spoken of for Vice-President of the United States in 1900.

Campaign buttons bearing the motto "
McKinley and Scott " were worn in

Philadelphia, Pa., during the convention.
He died at his home, 507 Harrison street, San Francisco, April 28th, at

2:30 p. m., after a very short illness.
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IN CANON DIABLO.
By IDAH MEACHAM STROBRIDGE.

RUCE GARNKTT was sharpening drills in the little

stone blacksmith shop built at the mouth of the tunnel.

He was bending low over the anvil as he hammered the

glowing end of a bar of steel into just the right bevel and curve,

and Elinor standing in the doorway, could not well see his face.

Somehow, though, it struck her that he had a worried look—
almost one of fear—unusual to the face which the wife's loving

eyes had learned to read as a page of clear print.

Had he some trouble he had kept from her ? Had he .

But, no 1 They had no secrets from each other ;
these lovers

married now a year.

They had been lovers of a lifetime. For, away back in the

Contra Costa foothills, in far California days, Bruce had played

at being the little Elinor's sweetheart when
"
that Garnettboy

"

and
"
Laslie's little girl" were never seen one without the other.

It was a sweet childhood that grew into a youth which was

good, wherein they were lovers still. Lovers till Neil Harding
came between them and made the little quarrel of a day seem a

great and serious thing to them, and then—before either well

knew what had been done— the breach widened, and Elinor had

found herself Neil's wife, not Bruce's. Bruce Garnett had gone

away across the Sierras, taking her brother Ralph with him, to

prospect for gold and silver among the mountains of another

State.

Awful years had followed, when the whole meaning of the

terrible mistake was understood, and the lies and petty tricks

were all known. At last came a winter, when, a deserted wife,

she struggled, and fought, and almost fell, fighting for her life

against want and hunger bravely enough, but almost without

avail. Indeed she would have succumbed, but that those over

on the other side of the mountain heard, and brother Ralph
sent money that meant life to her. Nor did she know until

long afterward that it was
"
the Garnett boy," leal and loving

still, who had forced the money into Ralph's hand, forbidding

him to give even so slight a hint of the sender.

Then came news of her husband's death—a letter from one

of his comrades that left no doubt in her mind of its truth ; and

remembering the wretchedness and shame she had known as his

wife, she mourned—not for him, but for the lost years of her

youth ; she wept—not for her husband, but for what he might
have been.

Over mountain, the two (//t'/'two
—her dearest in all the world ;

for, long before, she had come to know that her love and her
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lover had never altered), had found in Canon Diablo what they

had been seeking-
—a quartz claim with gold in paying quanti-

ties. They were working it and making- money, Ralph wrote ;

they had built a comfortable home, and henceforth Nevada was

to be their camp-ground.
It was when winter was breaking up that Garnett wrote her.

"
I wonder if you would like it?" he said. "I do. It is so

wholesome and restful, even with all the hard work. There

isn't a sound to tell of human presence for hours at a time, but

the tap of the sledge on the drills. There are many things we
haven't

;
but there are others we have that they miss out in the

big world—the snow-flecked cliffs, warm-tinted in the sunshine ;

the pure mountain air that gives new life to a man
;
the magni-

ficent coloring of the rock walls of the canon
;
the white cloud-

world that goes sliding over the narrow strip of sky above us ;

and, now, down in the gorge where the willows and wild roses

grow on the banks of the brook, budding- leaves that tell of

spring. The snow is almost gone ;
but from some of the over-

hanging cliffs, where the sun comes late and goes early, there

are still icicles 15 and 20 feet long. There is a long fringe of

them that hangs over the trail at one point and menace us as

we pass on our way up and down to the station.

"They are melting fast—will soon be gone—for the days are

spring-like, though the nights are still cold. We have a moon
now

;
and the canon is wonderful at night. Last night I walked

a long way out on the edge of the gorge. If you could have
seen the moonlight on cliff and chasm—the shadow of rock and

crag
—the glistening frost crystals on all ! Then I went down

the trail alone, with no company but the rhythmic cadence of

water running under the ice crust where it is bridged by winter
—and over the boulders where spring has torn the crust away ;

nothing to keep me company but the melody of the water-music,
the white winter moon, and memories of you. Yes

; you were
there with me in the moonlight. Down the trail we went

through the frost crystals and the night. I want you, Elinor, I

want you 1 Not with me as then, just a white spirit of the

night, but to have and to hold till death do us part. Haven't
I waited long enough for 3'ou, dear ? Will you come and call

this little, rough stone cabin home, till the mine—our mine—
earns us a better one ?

"This is the hour of the day that most seems yours
—when

Ralph is putting in the last shots at the mine before coming
down for the night. I come down first, to make a fire in the

cold little cabin, and every evening when the fire is started I

sit and look at the window-picture and think of you. Shall I
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tell you of our picture ? I see a giant sentinel cliff towering to

the sky, but blending- so perfectly in all its colorings
—

its lights

and shadows, its snow patchings and all—with the canon walls

on the further side that the gateway to the outer world seems

barred. There is no outlet
; the canon is surrounded by prison

walls; the sky above is the only opening. Now the picture

changes. The sun is sending horizontal rays of light through
a cleft in the Granite Creek mountains unseen before. The
dark sentinel has parted from the sun-kissed wall, and the gate-

way is open ! The light fades from amber to old gold
—darker

and darker, duller and duller. The last glint is going—blend-

ing into the sombre hue of the brown old cliff—gone 1 Twi-

light draws the curtain. Up at the mine I hear the sound of

the last shot, like a sunset gun, reverberating through the

canon.

"Elinor, Elinor, I am not saying at all what I sat down to

say ! But it is because I would ask so much of you, that I can

say so little of what is in my heart. Do you understand ?

Ralph and I feel sure that the mine will make us all independent

by and by ;
but for the present there is nothing here but our-

selves, what we make for ourselves. Can you take the hard-

ships for the sake of the happiness ? Will you come—now."

Today—after all the years of heartache—they were husband

and wife. The mine had prospered beyond all expectation.

The year had been one of good fortune, joy, and perfect peace.

Until within the last two days Elinor had never seen a cloud

cross her husband's face. He would tell her, she argued to her-

self
;
she would bide his time, and wait. Yet she had a fore-

boding of evil ; and there was a little sinking of her heart as

she watched him at the forge.

Garnett gave the last tap to the drill, and plunged it hissing

into the tempering tub. Just as he turned away there was a

great crackling and roar came up from the gorge, and they
turned quickly toward it.

"The ice 1 the ice at the waterfall ! See, Bruce !

" she cried.

"It is gone I

'

The great ice crust that had caked all winter, layer upon

layer forming, as the weeks went by, on the face of the bench

down which the waters of the creek poured in summer time, had
loosened under the warmth of the February sun and gone crash-

ing into the chasm below. They stood a full minute hearken-

ing to the echoes.
"
By George," said Bruce, going back to the forge and shov-

ing the last drill still further into the red coals, "That was an

avalanche !

"
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He stood working the lever up and down sending showers of

fiery sparks upward at each puff of the bellows.

"Now," he went on,
"
the fringe of icicles hanging over the

trail will go next, and then we'll have spring. That will be

the last of the ice."
"
Oh, Bruce dear, it has turned so warm, and the ice is melt-

ing so fast, that I'm afraid to have you go down the trail while

it is so dangerous. Promise me not to go till after it has fallen !"

As she laid a nervous hand on his sleeve, his arm drew her to

him, while his other hand kept rhythmic time at the forge.
"

I can't promise that, little wife, for we're just about out of

powder, and I've got to go down to the telegraph office tomorrow

and order some more."

"Wait a day or two," she pleaded, her eyes full of fear. "A

day won't make much difference."

"Ah, but this day would," he answered,
"
for they only ship

Thursdays—powder-day—and if I don't order now I'll have to

wait a week
;
and we'd be out long before that. I wish I could

do what you want, darling, but really I can't. I don't want to

stop work. I'll have to go down tomorrow."

The kiss he gave her was only half a comfort.

"Bruce, I'm afraid. I have a feeling of something dreadful

coming upon me." (Garnett turned his face away and his lips

were pressed tightly together.)
" That ice fringe there is like

some great beast lying in wait to spring on its victim when

he shall come under the eaves of the cliff. Bruce, Bruce, don't

go ;
it is lying in wait for you 1

"

"
Nonsense, my darling, don't let any such foolish thoughts

have place in your mind. Harm cannot touch two such happy
ones as we are, dear !

"

But, as he spoke, the troubled look came back and he released

her to take the last drill from the fire. The hammer, beating

the white-hot metal into shape upon the anvil, silenced all other

sounds, and neither spoke again until he had plunged it into

the tub with its fellows, and was looking at his watch.

"Quarter of twelve, Elinor. Run down to the house, dear,

and I'll be down as soon as I help Ralph put in the last shots."

But he did not go into the tunnel again. When she had gone
he took from his pocket a letter that he had carried, unopened,

for two days, deliberating what to do. It was directed to his

wife, and the handwriting was Neil Harding's.

There was no use waiting any longer. He must open it to

see what trouble threatened his wife, and how she could be

spared. . She was his wife. His, Bruce Garnett's. Living or

dead, Neil Harding was no longer her husband.
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" Dear Old Nell : Does this surprise you ? You see I am not

dead. Not by a long shot, my dear. And I'm on to your little game,
too. You didn't mourn me any too long, did you ? Well, I'm not kick-

ing about that. If you and your old sweetheart want to stick together
why all right

—I'm agreeable ; only you must make it worth mj' while
to be agreeable. See ? I hear he and Ralph have struck a big thing
in a gold mine. So—being as it's all in the family—the boys can
divvy up with a poor devil that's been down on his luck ; and I'll go
away—and stay away this time. If this don't suit you, you can put out
Bruce Garnett and take me in—that's all. Remember I'm your hus-
band, and he's not. I'll see you soon. Neil Harding."

Well it was for Harding that he was not within killing dis-

tance when Bruce finished reading the letter 1

But—God !
—What was to be done ? How shield Elinor from

this awful thing ? He looked down to the cabin. She had
turned and was waving her hand to him ere she entered the door.

Just then a loud report sounded from the gorge far below. A
terrific roar that sent the echoes thundering like invading can-

non. Klinor waved her hand again, saying something he could

not hear. He answered her with a shout. The fringe of icicles

over the trail had fallen.

When the mail-train from the West came into the station

that morning a single passenger left it—a shabby man, still

young, but evidently worn by dissipation. He asked the way
to Canon Diablo; also the distance. Five miles? Oh, he could

walk that. Needed a walk to brace him up, you know. So,

after a drink at the bar, and an admiring glance at a pretty

waitress who had flitted past him once or twice, he struck out

on the trail.

Canon Diablo lies full four thousand feet higher than the

railroad
;
and long before he had reached the hard climbing he

was wellnigh exhausted. But he kept on, with frequent rests

to wipe the perspiration from his face. He was unused to such

exertion
; but he wasn't going back. Not much ! There was

that at the end of his journey worth all the unwonted effort—
something that would put money in his pocket, money for all

the rest of his life. For he never once doubted that those two—
the wife whose happiness he had once destroyed and was now
on the way to strangle again, and the friend he had betrayed

—
would buy his silence. Honor, he knew only as a word ; and

such natures as theirs he had never comprehended. It would

be worth all the climb, and a dozen miles further, just to see

them when he laid the law down to them—his law. He laughed
as he stood there. Then he stopped, and a startled look came
into his face. Suppose she should want to go with him after

all ? He wasn't half a bad fellow, you know ;
and women were

always soft over him—she was as bad as any of 'em, once, by
Jove! and may be was still pretty badly gone on him. Well, hang
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it I he didn't want her, that was sure. He had had enough of

being a married man. But he wanted the money, and he would

get it. What fools they must be to stay in a place where it was
winter nine months of the year ! There were icicles hanging
over him that were twenty feet long, if one I It never would
be summer here. Though, to be sure, it was getting pretty hot

now on the trail. Well, he must hurry on. It must be near

noon.

He lifted his eyes sunward, and then to the fringe of frozen

white overhead. Water was dripping from every point, and

running in little trickling lines down the face of the clifiF.

Even as he looked, there was a snapping, crackling sound,
and then a terrible roar that reached to the canon beyond.

Crashing down upon the trail—a blow that shattered rocks be-

neath it—the whole ice fringe of the cliffs of Canon Diablo—tons

upon tons—fell, and, rebounding, leaped into the chasm below,

sweeping everything before it.

Los Angreles.
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THE LADY OF THE: GALLEON.
By LOUISE HERRICK WALL.

III.

*irifASTKRING the new emotion, she went on in French,

^#vl
"

It is not enough to count our Spanish treasure in the

presence of this stricken old man—a wounded and fal-

len enemy—to huddle our people in a death-trap beneath the

feet of your sailora, so that above them as they lie, sweating and

panting, they may hear the laughter of men who live in the

sunlight and breathe the sweet air of Heaven, but you must

keep our wounded Ofi&cers in a cabin so foul that even the

light of a lantern burns dimly in the stench of it. I ask too

much in asking that one, and he scarcely more than a boy, shall

escape from the slow death by suffocation that you have ap-

pointed for them all."

Her anger brought no change of colour to her cheek, but her

white face shone as a tropic sky shines when the lightning

plays upon it. Not one of us knew so little French as to remain

unmoved.

"Let me speak to her," I cried.
" What is it she wants?" the Commodore demanded in the

same breath.

I explained her request, and told him of the malicious con-

struction she had put upon all that he had done.

"Do not argue with an angry woman ; no, nor with a beauti-

ful, angry child," he said, smiling his kind, warm smile. "Tell

her that her cabin shall be divided with canvas and her brother

laid there at once."

When I turned to translate, I found that she had left her

place and had gone over to the Don. She was kneeling by the

bunk, straightening the sheet over his heavy limbs, that in the

sudden sleep of weakness, had fallen wide and lay in abandon,
as the body of a dead horse lies in a field. We, wanderers and

outcasts, stood and in silence watched her, the smooth whiteness

of her woman's hand, the smoke-black of her soft hair, and just

the white round of her cheek. We saw all the passion of her

anger melted and transfused into this yet more piercing, heart-

stirring passion of tenderness.

Presently she rose and came forward, a rainbow look of doubt

and hope on her face. "Will he let me have my brother?"

she asked of me in the submissive tones of a child who has

promised to be good. Methuselah in his nine hundredth year

could not have stood against her sweetness, and God knows we
were young.
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And so it was that Juan Vald^s, crying with delirium, was
carried to his sister's cabin.

"
Why all this pother about the life of one Spanish Papist

the more or less?" cried the Surgeon, mopping his thin red face;

for he would let no one but himself carry the sick man's

wounded shoulder.
" '

Death's the best bower anchor and brings

us all up at last.' Young blade or old lancet, 'tis all one : we
are food for the same rust."

His face was worn to the bone with loss of rest, and I thought
to detain him with talk.

"Do you fathom why the Priest sets himself against this

move ?
" I asked.

"Pay no heed to yon priestling," he snapped. "He's as

windy as a pair of brass-nosed bellows. He is one that knows
neither when to thrust nor when to parry. Shall I come upon
thee with an old saying that was a man when King Pepin of

France was a little boy ?' Then,
'

Beware of Papists. They
that pray to a woman, fight like wenches, and scold like

shrews.' But why do I waste breath on a young popinjay ? I

could as soon put wisdom into a blown bladder."

Thereupon he left me, for in these days he gave himself no

respite from our own and the Spanish sick
;
and since he gave

his body no rest, he would serve his tongue and his friends no

better.

Our possession of the Cahadongd's papers made many things
clear to us. The trade of the galleons from Mexico to the

Philippine Islands was not free to all Spaniards of Manila, but

was restricted within close limits. The galleons in the service

were provided by the King of Spain who paid the Officers and

the crew, but the profits of the Oriental trade were divided be-

tween the convents and the Jesuits of Manila to support their

missions for the propagation of the Paith. A galleon return-

ing from Mexico, like the one we had just captured, contained

little but the subsidy to support the colony, the moneys gotten
from the sale of the Oriental dyes and spices that had been sold

in Mexico, with a few kinds of church stores—such as priests'

robes, altar cloths, dresses for the nuns in the convents, Romish

indulgences, and such like small merchandize. On the voyage
from Manila, on the other hand, the galleons were laden deep
with bales of Oriental stuffs to be sold in Mexico. We recog-

nized the sagacity of our Commodore that he had lain in wait for

the armed merchantmen when she was light with stores and

heavy with coin.

In the present situation, however, there was small time to

dwell with complacency upon past sagacities, since there was at
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every moment occasion for new displays of the same virtue.

The word that Tam Mackinnon had given me of the shortage of

water on the galleon was confirmed by the same heavy news from

Mr. Saumarez in his report to Mr. Anson. Far from our being able

to recruit our water supplies for our prisoners from the galleon,

it appeared that she had even less fresh water on board than

our own ship. We were sharply reminded of the extraordinary

risques that we had been told these Spanish navigators took of

perishing by that most anguishing death—drought at sea.

When these galleons sail, they carry no water-casks ; but such

water as they set out with is stored in earthen jars, like those

used in Southern Europe for storing oil. She is strung from

stays and shrouds with scores of these jars, as a tinker with his

pots, and these must be filled and refilled by chance rains, as no

ship could carry enough water in this fashion to last for a long

voyage. The Cabadonga purposed to have reached the port of

Manila ere this time, so her jars were all but empty, and if our

prisoners were not to perish of thirst beneath our feet, we must
make shift to gather rain water for them by their own childish

method. Mr. Saumarez had further reported that, upon enquiry,
he had learned that most of the mats that the Spaniards used

for gathering the rain had been destroyed by the fire in the gal-

leon's rigging. The few that remained he said he would ar-

range along the gunwale, at the first evidence of rain, and con-

duct all that was caught by the mats into the bamboo trough
that led to the empty jars, employing the method explained to

him by one of the Spanish crew.

Upon receiving these news, Mr. Anson had ordered that the

whole crew of both ships, men and ofi&cers alike, those who
worked from morning till night under the July sun, and those

who cooked in the heat of the galley, should be put upon an al-

lowance of a pint and a half of water a day, while the prisoners

in the shadow of the hold were put upon a pint a day. In this

torrid zone, where the sun was nearly vertical, the waste of

bodily fluid could scarce be made good by a gallon of fluid a

day, and the sufferings on this one head were almost more than

could be borne.

Then came days of ceaseless work and ceaseless watchfulness.

Days that dragged their hot links of hours through the thick

stench of the ship, when the cries of delirious men calling,

"Agua 1 Agua 1 O Dios 1 Maria ! Agua !

" were only drowned

by sudden furious squalls of rain, leaving, for all their violence,

but a few inches of water in the butts and all the air one evil

drenching steam. The weight of common clothing was more

than our men could bear ; but cutlass and pistol must be worne,
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though the metal first scorched and then rusted deep in the

flesh of the conqueror. It was we who wore irons. The sentry-

men posted at the hatchway-guards paced their rounds with

dull eyes, scarcely less stricken in dragging through their

circle of Hell than the wretches who lay in the still fetor of the

circle beneath. I was in the full spring and vigour of youth ;

but I, too, young and sure and bold, saw that above us were

Powers stronger than youth or hope.

To me there was one moment to live for in each day. In the

morning when the water was issued to us, I took half of my
portion in a pannikin, that no drop might be lost, and carried it

to the door of the cabin where Sister Carmelita was ever with

her brother. I never knew what mood the opening of the door

would reveal
;

it was enough that it showed her. In the grow-

ing heat of those days she had thrown off the heavy black dress

and veil, and wore white of a most gauzy tissue, woven, I after-

wards learned, in Manila, of shreds of the pine-apple leaf
;

it

was like to silk, but not so soft. How the gown was shaped I

cannot say. At one side the long silver rosary held the folds in

place ;
but it was gay, modish stuff at heart, and wanted no

leave to fall off from her, shining down, like a fine lady's ball-

gown. Through its gauze I saw her arms and throat, not so

white as her face, but warm and womanly sweet. I stood with

my bare head uncovered, one mop of shameless yellow, for we
had to lay aside wigs and even the decency of powder in those

days, and she would put out her two hands for the pannikin,

looking up at me for an instant with such a mingled look as

sent me off thinking dizzily.
" And would I ought or would I nought
This look would never from my thought."

One morning she came to the door only after I had knocked

twice. Her lips had lost something of their colour and her eyes

were those of a watcher. I spoke my deep regret in French.

She lifted the back of her hand wearily to her forehead, as

though to push back a lock, though none had fallen, "Monsieur,
it is too warm to speak French. When the day is warm my
French—melts."

I turned on my heel.

Next morning, as she took the panikin, she said,
"
Monsieur

Lightfoot." This was the first time she had spoken my name.
I held my breath. Her eyes shone fresh as a new-waked child's.
"
There are two persons on this ship that think very highly of

you."
"Ah?" I cried.

Through the gauze I saw her breathing deeply. She was
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looking down at the panikin, slowly washing its meagre
draught against the edges of the pan.

"
Yes," she went on,

looking up for a second and then down again, "You are one and

I am the other." The laugh in her eyes was half fear, as, with

deep gravity on her lips, she stepped back into the cabin and

closed the door.

A few nights after—it was in the dark of the moon—I had

been standing my watch near the after-hatchway guard and had

lingered to look out upon the night. The stars were big and

near, the black sea was whitened in long lines with the phos-

phorescence of breaking waves, and the light slipped backward

from our bows. Par off to leeward I could »ee the galleon turn-

ing her wake of white fire. Then I heard a sound that drew me
by its stealthiness ; for the night was full of sounds, as the air

rustled in the sails and the unhappy voices of the sick came

heavily. I moved as softly as might be toward the funnel's

mouth, holding out my arms and groping my way,when someone,
in the favour of the darkness, stooped and sped past me under

my outstretched arms.

Here was the beginning of mischief I

I turned swiftly and saw a shadow moving across the deck

toward Mr. Saumarez's cabin. I sprang forward in time to see

the light of a lamp closed out by the closing of Sister Carmelita's

door.

There were two things to do : my duty, to report to the Com-
modore

; my pleasure, to find out for myself what mischief was

brewing. I thought onl}' of the second course.

At my knock, Sister Carmelita opened. She threw the door

wide, with a gesture of candour, and stood in the nun's black

dress, holding in her hand a white altar cloth upon which she

seemed to be most steadfastly at work. Over her shoulder I

could see the young Spaniard, much wasted but with his fine

eyes clear with reason.
*'

May I enter ?" I asked severely.

"It is we who are guests here," she replied, her brows drawn
as they were in anger.

I closed the door behind me.
"
May I ask why you need to communicate with the prisoners

in the hold ?
"

I said, thinking to take her by surprise.

"I have already discovered that there is nothing that you

may not ask," she retorted.
*'
This is a waste of words," I cried, angrily, in my turn.

"
I

have come here for the sole purpose of saving you from the hu-

miliation of being reported to the Commodore."

"Always unselfish !

" she breathed, scarce audibly; and seatinfi^
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herself, she gathered the folds of the rich cloth into her lap and

set a slow careful stitch in the golden grapes that she wrought
about its border. With her head a little tilted, she drew out

her arm with a wonderful long thread.
"

I had hoped," she said, as I remained standing without a

word,
"
that you were going to explain to us why an interview

with his Lieutenant was to be preferred to one with the Com-
modore."

I had honestly w^ished to serve her, but her manner was more
than flesh could bear. I bowed and turned to go without fur-

ther speech of her.

"Yes, go to your Commodore," she cried, rising and letting

her stitchery fall. "Tell him that I was guilty of walking

upon his decks
;
that I breathed the good air reserved for Eng-

lishmen. Tell him anything else you can think of, for telling

is a nursery habit you do well to practise."

But her voice had changed in speaking. I looked and her

eyelashes were heavy with tears.

"I will not report what I have just seen," I said in the

fulness of folly. "But hereafter I shall watch you," I added in

a tone of menace.

"Bon Dieu I

" she cried gaily, throwing out both hands
toward her brother

;

"
Juan, from this moment the Lieutenant

is going to begin to watch me I
"

They laughed together, a short joyous little burst, two laughs
made one by perfect understanding, and I myself could not for-

bear to smile, though I knew this was not the treatment I de-

served.

When I left the cabin, I came upon Dr. Barry, who had been
about to knock. On recognizing me, he started and exclaimed,

"What, sick?"
"
No, why should you say that ?

"
I asked suspiciously.

"
There's naught but sickness. The Priest's down to-day, and

I saw you coming from there," jerking his head toward the

closed door.
"

Is that a ship's hospital ?
"

"No, but she's ship's nurse," he answered. "Since her

brother's mending she is up half the night with the bad ones.

She makes babies, plague on't, blubbering babies of those

womanish Spaniards," he grumbled.
" That is ill work 1

"
I replied.

"Ill work 1 111 work ! Now hark ye to English prejudice !

Why, man, that little thunder-and-lightning, moonshine thing
is more of a woman now than one of your blue-eyed English
Angels gets to be in a life-time. She was planned for a woman
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from the beginning of the world. There's not a yarn of neutral

stuff in the twist of her. It's the woman-article pure. Talk no

more to me of Papists," he went on, as though my inveteracy
had wasted his patience.

'*
She's a damned Saint, and I'll spit

the man that gainsays it !

" and he stalked off swearing that

times were set to a new measure when an old sea-dog must be

howled down by every swaggering puppy in the litter.

In the days that followed, days of heat and thirst, sickness

and work, I kept, as best I could, my promise of watchfulness.

We were sailing now on calm seas, broken by the misty heads

of Islands that marked our approach to the Chinese coast ; but

even the sight of land failed to pierce the lethargy into which

we had fallen, for upon us all the foulness of the ship was work-

ing a dulling change. I goaded myself, as a rider goads a spent

horse, with the spur of the new danger. Many times each

night I would start from sleep and hasten on deck in a sweat of

fear, to walk around first one of the hatchways and then the

other. A few nights after my encounter, I was standing watch,

when about the middle of the night there came up a sudden

squall. It was black weather, full of the tumult of the wind

in the shrouds, the play of the gun-carriages, the shouts of the

crew shortening sail, and to the hurly-burly I lent my voice,

sending orders, as my custom was, clear to the fore topgallant

yard, without a trumpet.
As all was made snug, aad I was relieved, I noticed Mr. Anson

peering out at the weather from under the break of the poop.

Then I walked forward and silently back past the after-hatch-

way guard, as I had formed a restless habit of doing. I had

scarce taken three paces, when I ran into a crouching figure. I

grasped the wet body in my arms, with small surprise to find

that I held Sister Carmelita. I tried to draw her away, but a

light rope that she was lowering down the funnel with both

hands made her fast to the side of the guard. In silence she

struggled with all her strength, still holding to the rope, as a

game salmon struggles on the line. Her force was not great,

but her power of twisting and wrenching from my hold made it

impossible for me to handle her gently. I held her hard against

my breast, so that her hair was against my lips, with a sweet

human smell in its dampness. I set my teeth with the joy of

the struggle, with the sweet furious thing in my arms and the

black gale around us making a privacy of storm. I threw out

one hand to release hers from the rope, and our wet hands

wrestled in dead earnest, her two against my one. With a little

sob her grip went to nothing under mine, and I held the rope.
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It ran hot through my palms with the weight it supported.

Pinioning her between my elbows, I brought the rope up, hand

over hand, and could feel the tug of some heavy object nearing
the top. My captive lay quite still in my hold, relaxed, be-

drenched and very small
;
then with a sudden snatch, she made

a quick pass and the edge of a dagger severed the rope and ran

like an icicle across the back of my hand. I snatched at the

bundle, but it turned over and over and plunged downward. Par
ofif I heard it fall into the depths of the ship. I stood hold-

ing Sister Carmelita and a Manila rope's end.

She gave a short, gasping, little laugh. "You hurt me!"
she said, plaintively.

I released her so suddenly that she staggered.
"Will you come with me to the Commodore ?

"
I asked.

For once I think she knew she could gain nothing by delay ;

for she turned, and facing the storm, we went aft together and
were blown under the shelter of the poop, where but now I had
seen Mr. Anson scanning the weather. He started forward and
searched us by the weak light of the binnacle.

"
What's this ?

" he asked sharply.
I motioned him out of hearing of the man at the wheel, and

we two faced him. The culprit with her cheeks bespattered
with rain drops, like great tears, and I carrying the foolish coil

of rope. I recalled her jibe about the nursery practice of tell-

ing, and found no ready words.

"I am waiting, Mr. Light foot," the Commodore said in a

certain grave tone of his that I knew covered amusement. I

lifted my hand stupidly and gave him the rope.

"What's this ?
" he said again, taking a step toward the light.

"Blood!"
I lifted my right hand. Yes, the dagger had opened a seam.
"
Oh, did I make that ?

" the girl cried.
" The poor hand 1"

She caught it between her two and laid the edges of the wound
together.

"
So long and deep !

" She drew her breath between
her teeth with a little sound

;
"and it hurts—so bad." Turning

to the Commodore, she cried, "I cut him !

" and then with one

of those quick changes of hers, a little laugh bubbling up in

her throat, she added,
"
and he has come to ask you to punish

me—Ah, no, but the Commodore has no French."

"This cut is no part of the story," I exclaimed, drawing
away my hand rudely. "I came to report to you. Sir, that I

have just found this lady lowering something down the hatch-

way-guard to our prisoners. As I was about to recover the ob-

ject, she cut the rope and it fell into the hold. The sound that

came up to me was as of iron or steel muffled in cloth."
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"
By God 1 that's mutiny, and death, by the Articles of War !

"

he shouted. "Tell her that to-morrow the hold shall be searched,

and every Spaniard found with a weapon shall be punished for

mutiny. Madam," he cried, turning: toward her himself and in

his ang-er forg-etting- that she could not understand,
*'
do you not

recogfnize the wickedness of what you have done ? You shud-

dered but now at this little blood you have let, and yet you have

plotted that our decks should run with blood. The voyage is

almost over ; at Macao you and your countrymen were to be set

free, with no loss of personal property or of dignity, and you
have repaid courtesy with treachery and honour with dishonour."

I translated hotly, for I shared his indignation.

"Tell your Commodore," she said quietly, "that there is

neither treachery nor mutiny in what I have done. If I had put
a cutlass into every Spanish hand, I should have done too little.

How are we bound to you but by the ties of hatred
; by imprison-

ment and deadly thirst, and by the blood of our fallen ? Once
we had no quarrel with you. The Cabadonga was no ship of

war. We sailed peacefully upon the roads our galleons have

travelled for a hundred years, when 5'ou fell upon us, shot down
our Officers, looted our treasure, jBung our men into prison ; and

now because we have stirred in our chains, because one spirit

remains unbroken on this foul ship, you cry out,
'

Treason I
'

There can be no treason where there has been no trust, and

mutiny is impossible in an enemy. I am no hireling that has

mutinied against a master." She came to a dead stop. "I am
a Spaniard !

" she said, and all the pride and glory and rustling

banners of old Spain shone in her words.

"She is right," the Commodore said to me in a moved voice.

"In this matter of treason I spoke unadvisedly, but remind her

that England and Spain are at war, and the capture of the gal-

leon was a measure of war."

She stood silent, wrapped in the sombreness of her drenched

garments, thinking intently.

"If you will trust me," she said at length, "I myself will

take from the men the few weapons I have been able to give

them. I wish to go to them and tell them that there is no

hope.
"

Of this plan the Commodore and I spoke at some length. He
felt that the loathsome state of the crowded hold and the pres-

ence of the hundreds of desperate men made her going impos-

sible ;
but I urged that in no other way could the weapons be re-

covered with so much ease and secrecy. Should we search the

hold with an armed force of men, even could riot be prevented,

yet every tongue on board ship would be set wagging, and the

lady's part in the plot could scarce remain long concealed.
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I could see that he gave weight to these reasons. He paced

slowly before me on the deck
; and, at length, going so far as

the hatchway-guard, he stood harkening down, where the ill

fumes rose into the sultry heat of the night. The wind and

rain had something abated, but the ship drove heavily through
the rough dark of the sea.

"I have decided," were the words he said, as he came back,
"
to let her do as she asks ;

but it must be done to-night. Has
she strength for any more ?

"

When I had told her his words, she bowed without speaking.
" Then it must be at once," he said with energy. "We may

be sure that the fall of those weapons has roused every hornet

in the nest. Mr. Lightfoot, I wish you to go with her to show
her the way. Remain here and I will send the key to the after-

hatch and a dark lantern." Then, changing from the brief

manner of command, he bowed and said earnestly,
"
Say to the

Spanish lady that I need not remind her that where there is

trust there may be treachery
—I am trusting her to do this

office alone."

[to BK CONTINUED.]

HOMEinCIlPING IN CALIFORNIA.
(Respectfully submitted to "Those Easterners.")

By E. C. TOMPKINS.

^^i^HAT the French language has no single word exactly corresponding
^^\ to " home" is a linguistic commpnplace, and that the Frenchman

is wont to seat himaelf at a sidewalk table of his favorite restau-

rant for a glass of weak wine and a chunk of strong bread is within the

observation of any personally-conducted tourist. Obviously, then, the

Frenchman has no home—and wants none. Yet, truth told, there is no
more home-loving creature on earth than the everyday Frenchman—and
the clean, decent, wholesome, industrious, ordinary people are the ones to

be considered in making a fair estimate of character and condition in any
country.

California, and Californians, have been judg^ed not uncommonly in much
the same casual and superficial manner by visitors from " the East "—and
the connotations of "the East " to the mind of a dweller of the Pacific

Coast are not unlike those of " abroad" to other Americans. It is repeat-

edly asserted that the horne-instinct, home-care and home-love are notice-

ably less than in the Eastern States. One who knows city and country
life thoroughly. East and West, can understand the wherefore of this error

in judgment. The dweller in the land of alternate heat and cold must

necessarily keep within walls hundreds of days when the Californian is

free of the air and sunshine. Out-of-doors is always so much more beauti-'

ful and healthful than in-doors can possibly be, that the house, alone, does

not stand for home. To eat under the trees, to sleep in a tent, to choose a

nook amid the hills or on the beach for a reading-room /re tern., is not to

discredit the four walls on which pictures of trees and hills and waterfalls

are hung.
" The band plays

" in our blossomy parks every Sunday in the
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year. There is always perfume in the air, and a song'. The weather is

right the most of the year for a perpetual picnic. We go from church
doors to the hills, the woods, the beach and the boats. (The wonder is

that more church services are not held in the open rather than in the dim,
cathedral light of painted windows and the somnorific atmosphere of

wool carpets and dusty cushions. We have not yet outlived the idea that

religion must be associated with gloom and the pipe-organ. )

In the East the family must hasten within doors for fear of sun-stroke, or

frozen ears. They learn to make walled-in life endurable, comfortable,
even beautiful (depending greatly on the bulge of the provider's purse).
From habit of thought it grows into belief that those only, who sit in

shaded rooms in summer and cluster around the blazing hearth or hot air

register in winter, are home-lovers and home-keepers. On the contrary, do
not they who are nol so constantly within its walls love home better ? Cer-

tainly their conversation has less of work, worry and wardrobe. Home-

keeping is so much easier here ;
it does not furnish so many topics for dis-

cussion. There is no packing away of muslins until " next summer," and
of woolens until "next winter." We do not put fuel in store and list

doors and windows against zero weather. We need not can fruit
;
for there

is always fresh fruit in the market stalls, and fresh vegetables. We do
not gather in our house plants nor bed down the left-out ones or tie them

up in straw night-gowns. There are no bursted water pipes to contend

with, no snow and slush to clean from doorsteps and walks, no frozen

foods in cupboards, no melted butter, no thunder-storm cream and milk.

We do less crocheting and battenberg and honiton point, fewer cushion

tops and slipper toes ; we would rather climb hills, ride horseback, hoe in

the garden and play golf. We can " clean house "
any week in the year

or every week if we choose. We have not so many ailments to pet and

talk about.

All this does not mean for a moment that we do not love our homes and

our dear ones. Because of these favoring conditions we are not forced to

make housekeeping, its details and results, a fetich. Home is a word of

larger meaning to the Californian. His home is almost anywhere in his

golden State where he and his own may choose to camp. Indeed, this

State pride and self-satisfaction is something carried to ridiculous ex-

tremes by those who do not know the country outside their own bound-

aries.

The chicken-rancher, orchardist, alfalfa grower, tradesman—the man of

small affairs in town or country—bundles his family into any sort of a

vehicle and takes a vacation and outing when and where he chooses.

They are quite likely to have a better time than those who carry more

with them and leave more behind to worry about. A "
good time "

is in

the air of California. While the Puritans of New England were discussing

the comparative degree of sin in remaining away from the Sunday meet-

ing, or harnessing a horse to carry them there (being unable to walk) ; or

whether it were wicked for a man to kiss his wife on Sunday, the gay and

happy Castilian of old California threw wide the gates of his hacienda and

welcomed the wayfarer to share his hospitality. There were music and

feasting, song and dance, but the loyal heart of home beat just as true

under the laurel and evergreen oak as by the ingle-side of bleak New Eng-
land. There is something of heredity in it, and in the thought concerning
it. Is it an actual loss, I wonder, never to have felt the sting of the bitter

cold that makes it a joy to get into the tire-heated rooms and "cuddle

doun " with the dear ones, folding the heavy curtains and heaping thick
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rugs against the crack at the door sill ? Are joyous associations less

heartsome than mutual struggle and sympathy ? My heart can never give
over its loyalty to a New England ancestry and many happy years of life

in that climate of brave souls and draadful weather
; yet I must defend my

California from this " home-instinct "
heresy, abroad in tke land concern-

ing her.

The flower of human companionship is not necessarily nor in its best

estate a house plant. The lover of home is not a worshipper of things ;

need not be a bearer of sacrificial burdens. She who is too close a home-

keeper may become anything but the most genial factor in family life.

This is written in the climate of the central portion of the State ; of

course, one may climb the mountains to blizzards, or go down into Death

Valley to find the hottest heat ever manufactured for any climatic purpose ;

but conditions as noted stand, with slight variation, for the whole of habit-

able California.

San Francisco.

the: passion or a storm.
By HENRY THEODORE FISHER*

f
lyOUDS of steaming vapor did smoke
The hesperianfsky, dim and dark,

And the threatened village folk

Shuddered back from the lightning sparks.

It seemed the mighty breath of God
Came sweeping up from the horizon,

And gusts of fury newsed abroad,
That Providence turned Amazon.

'Veering winds and wafting clouds

Roared and wept in the dismal gloom,
While overhead amassing shrouds

Broke up like the crack o' doom.

A pouring downfall fell alack 1

On the heedless heads below,
And leaked in through the open crack

Of many a cottage window.

The inclement hour grew calmer,

In the last rays of sunset glow,
While cross the fields of the farmer

Lay the living water's overflow.

After the shower's passing vail

Of rain, unruffled the streams and trees,

All nature felt from hill to dale.

Caressed by a boisterous breeze.

*^ sw«et sinrer of Arizona.
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SOTHINOWITHOUti^NDTOTHINK A MTTUTt,

On the eastbound Santa Pe Limited, a few weeks ago, . „„to^to.

a young: man of Chicago named Walter Dupee, who of run

seems to have inherited more of easy money than of the game hog.

gray matter that earned it for him, bragged to his fellow pas-

sengers that he killed out here last season over 5,000 quail, and

this season exactly 9,980. It is not incredible that the young
gentleman "lied some." It is to be hoped that he did. But
even with a large margin for braggadocio, he remains a neces-

sary text for a few remarks.

The Lion has known very many tribes of savages. He has

known most of the wild beasts of North and South America, in

their native habitat. But he has never known human nor

quadruped beasts that would do such wanton, cowardly, shame-

less slaughter, except among civilized men. And the Lion is no

vegetarian either. He knows as well as another what is the

tingle in every pulse when a gray eye looks along a rifle barrel,

and to the very crook of a finger Something Drops. He would
disown his proper children if they had not the hunter blood

;
and

he thinks very little of the man or woman who has not some

capacity for big game. They have lost something of what
their Maker willed to them. The man is to be pitied who has

never known that splendid orgasm when, between two twinkles

of the eye and two flashes of antlered gray amid the bushes,

arms and eye and a little octagon of steel have leapt together
and made a Conquest. Nowadays, a great many excellent men
live their three score years and ten, and are gathered to their

fathers, and in all their scope have not lived so long as one

lives in a minute who stands face to face with a Cinnamon that

Likes Strangers—raw. And perhaps of all hunting in the

world there is nothing quite so superb as the only absolutely
even game—man to man across two blue tubes.

But there is some little difference between hunters and butch-

ers. The rotund and ruddy and good-natured gentleman who
puts, steel to the neck of the tame steer, and carves tenderloins

for our civilized behoof, I have nothing against. On the con-

trary, I respect him as of the creatures that even in civilization

fit their place. He is a gentleman and a scholar beside the
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^rton to whom we have applied his professional desifirnation as
an adjective. He kills professionally, methodically, soberly.
But this young- man, cursed with money and leisure he did not

earn, is another matter. He was probably right in bragging
of the only thing for which he is distinguished. He has money ;

he has what it pleases our carelets mood to call
"
education

;

"

he does not have to earn a living—poor devil !
—but can do as he

pleases. And what he pleases to do, is to go out and wallow in

the murder of creatures whose lives are at least as useful as his
own. Not for his need

;
not for the feeding of those that

hunger ;
but because the poor cub knows no better. Not even

for "sport"—for the titter-witted wantons who are thus exter-

minating our game have no more conception of Sport than an
educated pig has of Predestination. You might teach manli-
ness to seminary girls or old maids

; but a thousand years' tre-

panning would never transform a Game-Hog into a Sportsman.
Every real hunter despises these gun-puppies. It would be in-

teresting to see Mr. Dupee make his brag to a hunter like Roose-
velt. There are plenty of Dupees, of many sorts, socially and
otherwise. But all that can do these things are of one certain

sort—a latter-day people "civilized" beyond their brains. No
savage ever did so brutal, so cowardly or so contemptible an act.

No Apache was ever so wanton
; and there is no other country

in the world except the United States where a person who does

such things and lets the fact be known would not be over-

whelmed with universal contempt. Unfortunately in this

country we have not reached that certain maturity which keeps

grown people from these infantile barbarities. We cannot

change the fact
;
but it is possible to let the gentlemen who are

proud of this sort of achievement record themselves—and in

this the L/ion is very glad to assist them.

^ ^ „ „ There are more than a few interests which would be
XHKIH lyABOR ^j

FOK THBiR glad to down " Gen. Leonard Wood ; and their misery
PAINS, makes strange bedfellows. It is natural that in army
circles there should be some jealousy of the promotion of this

post-surgeon, by sweeping stages, to near the head of the army—over the heads of innumerable seniors and the whole

tanglewood of red tape, and for no reason at all except Merit.

It wasn't "regular," and the best man doesn't like to be super-

seded. Still, it is only in a negative way, and among its

nonentities, that the army is
"
agin" this gallant soldier.

There will always be
"
a knife for Wood" in the hands of

those who tried to prey on Cuba, and whose steals he

thwarted. When their itching fingers were right in an "easy"

pocket, it was pretty hard to feel that iron hand close down on

their wrists ; and they will never forgive him.
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It must be confessed, too, that there has been more than a

little aid and comfort to the enemy from some of the nicest

people in the country
—but Academic. With this class—even

the noblest of them—there is a certain constitutional distrust

of the Men who Do Things. Their own activities are high and

fine, but on paper. They wrestle mightily with the great

problems of thought and ethics, and their services to their

generation cannot be over-estimated. But they have never Come
Down to Brass Tacks. They could no more handle a gang of

workmen, or an Indian agency, or a police force—not to mention

a nation—than they could steal or lie. If given such a respon-

sibility, they would bend their whole conscience to its discharge—but would make total shipwreck and ludicrous failure. And
for the same reason that would make them fail, they cannot

quite comprehend the man who succeeds—they have never

learned the Outdoor Savvy. They have never Got Up their

Man-Muscle—and they never will. They are unduly afraid of it.

Its exercise is Rude
;

it is built up only in unpadded gymna-
siums

;
no man ever swelled it without Going to an Incon-

venience.

It takes both sorts to make a people great. We need the

intellectual and moral recluses, the Noble Tadpoles that are All

Head. We need equally the men who are mostly f st. And,
above all, we need as numerous crossbreeds as can be

;
the tad-

pole which hasn't lost its head but has developed other members.

We need clean men to Do Things. The teachers who sit in easy
chairs and Tell us How, deserve all honor and affection. If we

pity them that at recess they cannot come out and bear a hand
with us at the game, we do so quietly

—though we rather better

believe in the sort of moral and intellectual giant, like Jordan,

who can be University President, scientist, leader of public

thought—and play first base in a baseball game with the under-

graduates without losing "dignity." They not only better

serve the nation—they serve themselves better.

Whatever the reasons, there is clearly a strong desire to dis-

credit Wood while he is out of the country.

But the gentlemen
—and those who are not—will have their

labor for their pains. If there is a man anywhere as straight

as a die, it is Leonard Wood. If there is any man anywhere
that manly Americans can properly look up to, it is he. He has

the Clean Heart, the Poised Mind, and the Inevitable Hand of

the Right Outdoor Man. And so long as there is a man of his

own caliber in the White House, malice or grundyism will make
no impression at headquarters. As the Outlook Y^ry well says :

" The reputation of a man like Gen. Wood is part of the moral
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capital of the country. To belittle such a reputation without
good cause is a very serious offence against the public welfare."

CANKOT w)SE IT And speaking of Dignity and its Loss
IF YOU
RVRR HAD XT

THE

IF YOU
Lix^iQ Sairy Gamp, "there ain't no sich a person.

No Man ever Lost his Dignity. Many men have lost
what they thought was their Dignity ;

and I know a
Large People who Hold their Hands over their Pockets for
Fear of such Loss. But there's Nothing There. Dignity is

Inherent. You can't lose it
—

if you Have it. You Can if you
Haven't.
The people who Have Dignity to Lose are those who wear it

as a Garment. It isn't. Can you Lose your Bones ? Well,
Dignity is even more intimate. It is the Marrow of the Man—
if it is at all in him. Fancy a person going about and purpose-
fully refraining from certain things for fear he might Lose his
Marrow !

The Liver that a man hath is reasonably tied tight to him.
He doesn't fairly know, save upon contemplation, where or
what or how it is, nor what may disturb it. Or, to coin a

proverb, "The only man that has a Stomach is he who Doesn't
Know it.

" Ditto
"

' '

Dignity.
"

While the indefatigable President is policing the Post

WORST Ofl&ce Department (where his
" Move On !

"
is evidently

EVKK. needed) perhaps it would not be amiss for him to turn
his disinheriting eye on the new two-cent stamp. There are,

doubtless, worse scandals in the Department; but certainly there
are none which come so near us. In our happy American way
of Letting Her Rip, we know how to dodge our responsibility
for corrupt ofi&cials

; but stamps are as intimate and inevitable
as undergarments. Only those whom God created for this pur-
pose buy chromos—these Over-works of Art are not compulsory.
But stamps are; and for the chromo-minded person (who paints
them) to be able to jump down our throats with his abomina-
tion of a design, is too much. The new stamped-envelope effigy
has a certain distinction of restful ugliness ;

and being big,
and bare, and rude, and safely to be worshipped under the deca-

logue (since it is not any likeness of anything in the heavens
above, or on the earth beneath, or in the water under the
earth) it is, for these self-same reasons, better than most of our
modern offences in the way of stamps. It is half a century
since the United States has had a single really dignified stamp.
It will be several centuries before we have another, unless we
find some way to educate our government "artists." Doubtless
the only way to educate them is to put competent men in their

place.
The envelope imprint is really an improvement ; but the

omnipresent gummed two-cent stamp is the Very Worst.
There have been, in this world of tears, artistic stamps of

medium size or less ; but this is not one of them. It is not only
small

; it is a runt. It is puny, painful and snippy. It pre-
tends to be a picture of G. Washington ; but in fact, it is a

chromo-lithograph of the Mind of a Washington Government
Artist in the last stages of inflammation. The best of his
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genus are bad enough, and this gentleman is the lowest deep.
It is enough to have Washington architects to despoil the face of

our public buildings
—as 99 out of every 100 are spoiled—and

"designers" to formulate the tin-plate bank-notes, w^hich the
tenderfoot sows "in our midst;" but these are relatively remote

grievances. The gentleman whose teapot mentality confronts
and daunts us with ever}' letter we send or receive, is right Up
to Us. There is no escaping him. And he is a public enemy.
In view of the President's temper, there is little doubt that the

Machens, and Perry S. Heaths, and others of the Push who
corrupt our postoffice morals, are going to get, and very quickly,
their everlasting come-uppance. And when those who steal

only our money and honor are safely behind the bars, let us
have a little pot of boiling oil for this Gopher in Art, who gnaws
at the root of our universal taste. The only reason why
philately has been a respectable and improving amusement for

the young of all ages is that in all the world, and in its darkest

corners, there have been very few stamps invented so utterly

contemptible as that which now adorns more letters than any
other stamp in the world.

The Lion has no mind to doubt such men as Newell ^^s Arizona
isvo
MATTKR.

and Lippincott, the government experts in whose direct rbsbsvoir

hands is practically the work of national irrigation in

the Southwest
;
nor Maxwell, the unattached champion who has

crusaded so long and so mightily for this cause. They are all

of the sort that justify, against many odds, our faith in a

democracy.
After a thorough talk-over with these men, the Lion is con-

vinced that there is no Senegambian in the Tonto woodpile.
The point is simply that, as experts in a new experiment, they
believe the Tonto reservoir is a better "opener" than the San
Carlos. They stand for San Carlos later

;
and for relief of the

parched Pimas at once—by pumping. An explicit statement of

the official facts will presently be given in these pages.
The more generic question, as to the intent of the National

Irrigation movement, and its prior obligation to provide new
homes rather than pension bankrupt gamblers in land, is another

thing. In that, personal assurances do not
"
go." It is a prin-

ciple, not a detail. Unless National Irrigation means sincerely
to revive our lost chance to Put the Man on the Land, to recall

somewhat of that splendid national era of home-making which
marked the settlement of the Mid-West and the Northwest—
why, it is foredoomed and foredamned. And the nation with
it. Land speculators and purchasers of corner lots are very
good in their kind

;
but they are to a nation about as serious

and salutary as a plug hat. The marrow and bone and sinew of

any land is the people that Use it
;
the people that take it virgin

and break it to maternity ;
in a word, the Home-Makers. They

may not be as precise as you and I
; their grammar may make

the judicious grieve. But they fnake a country, which you and
I merely adorn.
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gronc and some posts missing-, the East— *'wal, it

RKMovKD.
averages purty good." New England burning up with

drouth and forest fires
;
Kansas City and St. Louis, and various

other points, sputtering under ten feet of flood-water—their

golden mean would be rather tolerable. Their constitutional

trouble, however, is that they have not learned to manage their

own averages. They are much like my Pueblo friends (in mental

process, not in faith) who sit and chat with their smallpox
neighbor, and take the children to see him. "But my dear

Jose, you and the babies will Take It."
"

If God 80 wills," says Jose placidly.
"

If He wills, also, we
shall take it even if we stay away.

"

Enough water has gone to waste in one week, within the cor-

poration limits of Kansas City, to guarantee the whole vast State

of Kansas against another drouth in three years to come. In

parched New England there are enough sempiternal streams to

water every furrow of every field for all time. The congenital
misfortune of the conservative mind is that it never puts 2

and 2 together, "all by its lonesome." Being trepanned in

youth with the multiplication-table, it performs the feat in fam-
iliar lines

;
but never per se. And the Conservative Mind is

merely the Mind that Never Removed.

FOR A If there is any cause for which a Western American
HBART ^^^ probe his pockets with good heart and a ready fist, it

is the proposed memorial to that fine type of Old-School

American, J. Sterling Morton, to be erected in Nebraska City,
where was his home. Mr. Morton was not unknown to political
life—which he graced with honesty and sobriety

—but his long
claim on the affectionate remembrance of his countrymen is that

he was the father and inventor of Arbor Day ; and this aspect
of a ripe and useful life is what the memorial is planned to

commemorate. Mr. Morton's favorite and concise gospel,
"Plant Trees," might well be made a national slogan. We are

just beginning to realize the vital necessity of following this

advice ;
some fifty years from now, probably, the nation will

fully realize what Mr. Morton saw and felt so far in advance of

his generation. An effective design has been chosen by the

Arbor Day Memorial Association ;
and only a few thousand

dollars are lacking to cover its cost. Subscriptions may be sent

to the president of the Association, ex-Governor Robt. W.
Purnas, Nebraska City, Neb. And having "given down" for

the monument, let us build a million others of our own—monu-
ments more perennial than bronze, and nobler ; the shafts of

grateful trees.

The death of Dr. C. W. Doyle, of Santa Cruz, Cal., removes
too soon a name of no small promise in Western letters. Dr.

Doyle was born in India 52 years ago ; and out of his early en-

vironment sprang the very striking book
" The Taming of the

Jungle." He has resided for many years in California ; and his
" Shadow of Quong Lung" was not only a strong, but an inti-

mate, picture of Highbinder life in San Francisco. It is a pity
that death cut short our reasonable expectation of worthy suc-

cessors to these uncommon books. Chas. F. Lummis.
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To give a clear, correct and unpadded
record of a man and his work is much

for a biographer to accomplish. To interpret

both man and work with just, appreciative and

illuminating criticism is more. Rarest of all is it that one has the in-

sight to perceive and the skill to convey what the work most intimately
meant to the worker himself. These three things Mr. G. K. Chesterton

has attempted in Robert Browning— just added to the series of "English
Men of I^etters"—and has failed in no one of them. There will inevitably
be many to challenge his conclusions at one point or another, but for the

future no student of Browning can ignore his work or fail to be affected

by it. Nor, for that matter, can any reader who cares for sane and pene-

trating thought, expressed in the easy yet pungent style of a master in the

craft, afford to neglect making its acquaintance.

Among the most stimulating pages of this book, tonic and awakening
as it is throughout, are those which deal with The Ring and the Book—
which Mr. Chesterton regards as the great epic of this age, for more than

one reason. I quote, with regret that it must be briefly :

The poet of the old epic is the poet who had learnt to speak; Browning- in the new epic is

the poet who has learnt to listen. This listening' to truth and error, to heretics, to fools,
to intellectual bullies, to desperate partisans, to mere chatterers, to aystematic poisoners of
the mind, is the hardest lesson that humanity has ever been set to learn. The Ring and the
Book is the embodiment of this terrible maffnanimity and patience. It is the epic of free

speech .... It is not by any means self-evident upon the face of it that an institution
like the liberty of speech is right or just. It is not natural or obvious to let a man utter
follies and abominations which you believe to be bad for mankind any more than it is

natural or obvious to let a man dig up a part of the public road, or infect half a town with
typhoid fever. The theory of free speech, that truth is so much larger and stranger and
more many-sided than we know of, that it is very much better at all costs to hear every
one's account of it, is a theory which has been justified upon the whole by experiment, but
which remains a very daring and even a very surprising theory .... Browning was
upon the whole the first poet to apply the principle to poetry.

At a single relatively minor point, Mr. Chesterton seems to have failed

to make the most of his material. He discusses with his accustomed

clarity the propriety of publishing the correspondence between Elizabeth

Barrett and her husband-to-be, but does not suggest that there is any clue

to what the two whose soul-secrets were thus made public would have

thought about it—a question of vital consequence in such a discussion.

Now Elizabeth Barrett did express herself definitely and exactly upon this

very question, in one of these very letters, and Browning at least did not

dissent. She said (page 480, Vol. 1, of the published Letters), apropos of

Harriet Martineau's declared objection to the publication of intimate per-

sonal correspondence :

I, for my part, valtie letters (to talk literature) as the most vital part of biography . .

We should all be ready to say that if the secrets of our daily lives and inner souls may
instruct other s«rviving souls, let them be open to men hereafter even as they are to God
now. Dust to dust, and soul secrets to humanity—there are uatMral heirs to all these
things. Not that I do not intimately understand the shrinking back from the idea of
publicity on any terms—not that I would not myself destroy papers of mine which were
sacred to me for personal reasons—but then I never would call this natural weakness,
virtue—nor would I, as a teacher of the public, annomuce it and attempt to justify it as an
example to other minds and acts, I hope.

Mr. Chesterton was doubtless familiar with this passage— indeed, he
takes substantially the same ground. Yet he might "well have substituted
this quotation for one of those which he actually chose. The Macmillan
Co., N. Y. 75 cents, net.
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'l^ARVATED Rvidencing' earnest thought and wide research, and containing
SUGGESTIONS" much that is interesting and sugg'estive. The Law of Mtntal

AND PiK. Medicine, by Dr. Thomson J. Hudson (Doctor, by the way, not in

Medicine, but in Laws and Philosophy) falls far short of "placing mental

therapeutics upon a firmly scientific basis." Dr. Hudson undoubtedly be-
lieves with entire sincerity that his argument is welded together of exact

logic and rigid scientific method ; yet there are fatal gaps in his logical
chain, and too frequently his method is scientific in appearance (mly.
The result is that no confidence whatever can be placed in the major con-
clusions which the author presents as highly probable, if not definitely
established. Such an assertion as this is not to be made concerning the
work of a serious investigator without oflFering proof—and sufficient proof
may be given, even within the small space here available.
Dr. Hudson's position may be summed up, briefly but fairly, somewhat

as follows : The human body—like that of every other animal—is wholly
composed of cells, each of which is a living individual, possessed of suffi-

cient intelligence to enable it to perform properly its share of organic
function. These intelligent entities are presided over and their function-

ing absolutely controlled by a central intelligence, which the author calls
" the subjective mind "—the elder and infinitely the more powerful brother
in the duplex mental organism. All disease is in its essence either insuffi-

cient or excessive activity of a group or groups of cells, and may accord-

ingly be abolished by the despotic authority of the central intelligence.
The subjective mind may be moved to exercise this authority by suggestion,
either from its own partner, the "

objective mind " of the same person, or
from without. All that can be done for the restoration of health by either
material or mental remedy is, directly or indirectly, to energize the mental
organism in control of the bodily functions. Medicine can accomplish
good in just three ways and no more—as a cell-food, as a cell-irritant, or
as a " larvated suggestion," otherwise a //ar^Ao.
Now this seems plausible enough, granting certain premises, but it

wholly ignores one absolutely vital fact—that a large part of what is

called
" disease "

is but the struggle for existence between competing
forms of life. All communicable diseases are now known to be neither
more nor less than the invasion of the organism by an alien and independ-
ent form of life, and the effort on the one hand to expel or destroy the in-

truder and on the other to maintain and improve the foothold gained.
•

Allowing the subjective mind supreme control over its own forces, its be-
hest has no force in the camps of the enemy, these being ruled by a hos-
tile intelligence of equal rank. In many such cases—not in all, as yet

—
the modern physician is able to supply much more than cell-food, cell-

stimulant or encouraging suggestion. It is exactly his business to furnish
to the beleaguered garrison both allies and weapons, in the form of " mate-
rial remedies." Dr. Hudson can hardly be wholly innocent of the bacterial

origin of certain classes of disease, yet I do not find the faintest hint of it

in his book. This is utterly destructive to any claim of scientific validity
for his *' Law," since a working hypothesis must be shown to account for
all known pertinent facts.

Even more surprising is his treatment of suggestion by {)ersonal contact.
He develops at much length the theorems that all communication between
the nerve cells is carried on only by the projection of filamentous processes,
and that the withdrawal by any cell of its tentacles from contact with
those of its neighbor breaks the line of communication and absolutely in-

hibits the transmission of sensation or intelligence. Yet he asserts that by
pressing the tips of one person's fingers upon the body of another '* a ckain
of communication is established between the subjective minds of the two
individuals," and hence healing suggestions may be directly transmitted.
Which is very much like showing that a one-inch break in a wire would
prevent the passage of an electric current, and later complacently an-

nouncing,
"
Having shown that the ends of the wires are within a hundred

feet of one another, all conditions are evidently complete for sending a

message."
It seems worth mention that Dr. Hudson devotes some four pages to an

ardent defence of New England pie as made by our grandmothers, the
curious article of flavored hardware known as "railroad pie," however,
being condemned without benefit of clergy. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.
$1.20 net.
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The voice of a maa, lifted to tell unstutteringly those truthsJS f how it fekls
concerning life which burn hottest in his own heart, is always?^j T: iTo be
worth an attentive ear. And if the voice be both trained andjj i. |\ probi,km.
melodious, its utterances are, in the finest sense, Iviterature. 77!^ Souls of
Black Folk falls, without possibility of dispute, under this category. Its

author. Prof. W, E. Burghardt DuBois is a man of scholarly taste and
achievemeiit, of sympathetic and sensitive temper, of noble and unselfish

ambition, a cultured gentleman by any just standard—and a negro. The
fourteen essays included in the present volume deal boldly, frankly and
without any apparent mental reservations, with the "negro question."
Prof. DuBois does not stop with the broader economic, political and educa-
tional problems, but answers with as little reserve the intimate personal
question, How does it feel to be such a man as you are and yet to be of a
race branded and set apart ? No mind to which thinking is more than a
tradition can fail to find his eloquent and penetrating discussion of these
vital problems of absorbing interest.

I do not propose to criticize or discuss this living expression of the hope
and the sorrow of a race—only to recommend it, and to back the recom-
mendation by quoting what seems to me one of its finest passages.

Here we have brouffht our three grifts and ming-led them with yours : a (rift of story and
song-—soft, stirrinff melody in an ill-harmonized and u n melodious land ; the g'ift of sweat
and brawn to beat back the wilderness, conquer the soil, and lay the foundations of this
vast economic empire two hundred years earlier than your weak hands could have done it;

the third, a grift of the Spirit. Around us the history of the land has centered for thrice a
hundred years; out of the nation's heart we have called all that was best to throttle and
subdue all that was worst; fire and blood, prayer and sacrifice, have billowed over this
people, and they have found peace only in the altars of the God of Risrht. Nor has our srift

of the Spirit been merely passive. Actively we have woven ourselves with the very warp
and woof of this nation—wefoasrht their battles, shared their sorrow, ming-led our blood
with theirs, and g^eneration after g^eueration have pleaded with a headstrong-, careless
people to despise not Justice, Mercy, and Truth, lest the nation be smitten with a curse.
Our song, our toil, our cheer, and warning- have been given to this nation in blood-brother-
hood. Are not these gifts worth the g-iving? Is not this work and striving? Would
America have been America without her Neg-ro people?

A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.20 net.

The splendor of the local color in John H. Whitson's Barbara, the storm-swepT
A Wontan of the West, is apt to dazzle even the most accustomed shores of
reader, and divert him from a just appreciation of the novel and san diego.
ingenious methods by which the lady-heroine pursues a first husband from
Kansas to Cripple Creek, follows a blind trail to San Diego, is convinced
of the first one's death and accepts the convincer as a second, finds she has
one too many alive, and is finally relieved of the superfluous individual.
One is fairly lost in wonder at the docility with which Mr. Whitson's

coloring materials fall into place on the canvas under his master hand.

Taking, for example, Barbara's trip from Colorado to California, the
author stands Moqui Indians on the station platform at "The Needles, that

queerly named town near the Colorado River "— whither they must have
walked some 300 miles from their reservation to oblige the lady ;

and after
the train has crossed the San Bernardino Mountains, he sends it

" whiz-
zing down the fair valley of the San Joaquin," which takes its sudden
shift on the map all smiling, through the "

thriving cities "
lying between

Orange and San Diego. Lest excitement should be lacking, a little later
on he provides for her a funnel-shaped cloud, which, belching from its

greenish mouth and rolling folds thunder, rain and a gale of wind chases
her from the " barracudae grounds

"
just off Point Loma, right through

the Bay and clear under the lee of Spreckels wharf, where it kicks up such
a disturbance that she cannot safely land from a tug tied to the wharf
until the fury of the waves has abated. Dwellers in San Diego, who see

just this sort of thing every few days, will be delighted that so typical a
scene has been immortalized in print. The artist who illustrates this

thrilling battle with the tempest has caught the true spirit of this inde-

pendent Woman of the West—two strands of whose hair are depicted as

fluttering out, loosely yet with irresistible determination, right against
the gale. Little, Brown & Co., Boston. Sl.SO.

Wirt Gerrare counts Siberia as not only the larger, but the appraising
better, fraction of Russia—freer, capable of greater development the bkar's hide
and ultimately to weigh more in world politics and commerce. and claws.
Accordingly the larger portion of his Greater Russia is devoted to the

country east of the Urals. The book is the result of the author's personal
travel and observation, and contains ii uch information of value. The
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index is nearly worthless—a pity, since a competent index would have
made the book useful for reference purposes. The author's final conclusion—that the rest of the world which is, or would like to be, interested in the
commerce of the Par East must arm unitedly, and be ready to discuss the

question with Russia with hard gloves and to a finish—is as may be. Cer-

tainly that view of it is no longer exclusively English. It is upsetting to

preconceived notions of Siberian travel to learn that one may ride without

change from Moscow to Irkutsk—seven days' journey—in a train provided
not only with the ordinary luxuries of the best American "

Limiteds," but
with such extras as a fully equipped dark room for photographers. The
Macmillan Co., New York. $3 net.

SWBBT Of three new text-books lately received from the American
SiMPWCiTY Book Co., Prof. Louis Bevier's Brief Greek Syntax a.nd the high-

11UCH OVERDONE. school edition of C. C. Curtiss's American Standard Bookkteping
seem entirely competent and useful. But Child Literature, by Mae Henion
Sims is a reversion to a type which I had supposed was extinct.

"
Litera-

ture " is a somewhat elastic word, but there is at least a doubt whether it

may be stretched to cover such abstrusely scientific information as, for ex-

ample, the little monograph on the cetaceans which follows :

Did you ever see a whale ?
Whales live in the sea.
Men do not catch whales with hooks.
They must have strong- spears and spear them.
One man alone cannot catch a whale. He must bare others to help him.

If one may trust the evidence of the illustrations, the book is not a native

product. The one accompanying the treatise quoted is peculiarly delightful
for its study of sea-going costumes. It presents a bearded, ruddy and burly
gentleman—possibly the Professoroflcthyology responsible forthe brochure—with billy-cock hat, overcoat, light trousers, patent-leather shoes, spats
and an ivory-handled umbrella, and a rotund lad in blouse, knickers and cap,
both absorbed in the contemplation of something presumably a whale,
though its glistening is more like unto that to be expected from Captain
Nemo's " Nautilus."

*'*HB PEOPi^E Julia Ellen Rogers must be credited with one of the most satis-

.,.i^«wiTH THE factory of recent "nature books," in her Among Green Trees,
OREEN HEADS." whose sub-title, "A Guide to pleasant and profitable acquaintance

with familiar trees " is accurately descriptive. The style is direct and
agreeable, the information reliable and entertaining, the choice of topics

discriminating, the illustration rarely attractive, and the manner of the

publisher's work most admirable. The work is divided into four parts
dealing respectively with the nature-study side, the physiological, the

practical questions of cultivation, and the identification of varieties. The
book limits its field to the northeastern United States and Canada. A. W.
Mumford, Chicago. $3.00 net.

THE MISSIONS A useful illustrated handbook on California Missions and Land-
AND HOW TO marks has been prepared by Mrs. Armitage S. C. Fort)es, Chair-
REACH THEM. man of the California History and Landmarks Committee of the

State Federation of Women's Clubs. To a brief historical sketch of each
mission, it adds such practical details as are expected from a guidebook.
A little more care would have saved Mrs. Forbes from some slips in matters
of fact. For example, if there is an "

auxiliary
" to the Landmarks Club,

the Landmarks Club does not know it ; the scene of Ramona was laid at

Camulos, not at Guajome (which, by the way, is consistently misspelled in

the paragraph concerning it);
" Pala " does not mean shovel—nor is the

valley so shaped—but is a Luiseno word meaning water ; and the roofs
of San Juan (^apistrano have been re-covered by the Landmarks Club with
tiles, not with shingles. It is true enough that no one of these matters is

of very great importance, but it is also true that between "pretty near"
and "

exactly
" lies an immense gap. Out West Co., Los Angeles. 25c.

HOW The story of how William Travers Jerome became District Attor-
Tammanv ney of New York, as told by Alfred Hodder, in A Fightfor the City,

WAS BKATEN. is a peculiarly inspiriting one, and will be heartily relished by every
American who believes that, in spite of appearances, voters do not after
all prefer to be humbugged and .soft-sawdered and generally politically be-

devilled. Judge Jerome made his fight for election by telling uufiinchingly
the whole biting truth, and by telling it when, where and how it should
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bite deepest. What a rumpus that kind of a canvas* kicked up, not only
among his party opponents but among his political associates, can easily
be guessed by any adult person who has ever sniffed at the bubbling of the

political stew. Mr. Hodder wisely draws freely upon Judge Jerome's cam-
paign speeches, which appear to have been models of vigorous straight-
hitting. Not many professed biographies succeed in drawing a clearer
and more vital picture of their subject than does this book—which does not

pose as a biography at all—of Mr. Jerome. The Macmillan Co., New
York. $1.50 nei.

In his Trust Finance, Edward Sherwood Meade, of the Wharton a warning
School of Finance, University of Pennsylvania, treats fully the To TRUSTFUL
methods by which those gigantic corporations which we have invBSTORS.
agreed to call " trusts " have been organized, and their stocks and bonds
floated upon the market, as well as the probable future of these "securi-
ties " from the standpoint of the investor. Upon the latter point Dr. Meade
selects the U. S. Steel Corporation as a subject for dissection, and his con-
clusions are not calculated to cheer the holders of stock in that concern or
in others which have been formed and administered along similar lines.

The author recommends national control of all corporations, full publicity,
and regulations compelling them to lay aside the larger part of their

profits until an adequate reserve has been established. D. Appleton& Co.,
New York. $1.25 net ; postage, 12 cents.

It is with sorrow rather than anger that the author of The Thh reai<
Garden of a Commuter''s Wife now tells how the People of the inwardness
Whirlpool—otherwise, a colony of New York society folk—have of "Thk swim."
invaded the delightful neighborhood of the "

garden," have done their
best to infect it with their own madness, and have succeeded in interfering
with the peace of mind of those who retain old-fashioned ideals of home
and duty and motherhood. Both sorrow and anger are tempered by a

keenly humorous perception of the ridiculous side of the invasion—and
the invaders—which might otherwise seem intolerable. The Commuter's
Wife now has twin lads to run about the garden and they help to light up
the pages of her experience-book. The two love-stories involved also work
out as they should, and the book is thoroughly entertaining, as well as
worth while on other counts. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

Hamlet, in the series of " Pocket English and American Clas- sixty
sics" is as handsome and convenient a little volume as its fellows. pages
Fortunately, the " Notes " and " Outline Questions

" are not com- Too much.
pulsory. There are professors and editors outside of Nebraska who con-
ceive that a great work of art is to be illuminated by such problems as.
Which of these tnen, Horatio or Marcellus, is likely to be most tempted to

talk ofthe nighVs experiences ? and. Does it seem, that Polonius is m,aking a
stated remittance, or has Laertes sent hom,e for the m.oney? The Nebraska
Professor of lyiterature who edits this volume offers sixty pages (in fine

print) of just such profound and vital questions as these. The Macmillan
Co., New York. 25 cents.

Olive Thorne Miller's True Bird Stories ara valuable not only for the en-
tertainment and instruction of young persons of all ages—their ostensible
function—but as data for a sound Animal Psychology. They are drawn
from notes made in her bird room and afield, and are evidently quite un-
twisted records of actual and affectionate observation. Each bird is to

Mrs. Miller an individual, possessing its own distinct character and per-
sonality, and deserving not only study but personal friendship. The illus-

trations, by Eouis Agassiz Fuertes, are delightful. Houghton, Mifflin Sl

Co., Boston. $1 net.

The theory upon which Athletics and Outdoor Sports for Women has
been prepared may be gathered from a single sentence in the introduction :

*' The 'event ' for which women should train is a long and happy life of
usefulness—with no ' nerves.' " This statement may be endorsed with en-
tire safety, and the book is as good as the theory. It is edited by Lacille
Eaton Hill. Director of Physical Training at Wellesley. Each of its four-
teen chapters is prepared by a different specialist, and the illustrations are
numerous and useful. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.
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Volume IV of the magnificent series of "sources" on the history of the

Philippine Islands covers the period from 1576 to 1582. The most important
documents translated are the " Relations "

(reports to the home govern-
ment) of Governor Francisco de Sande, and accounts of expeditions to

Borneo, Jolo and Mindanao. As has already been stated, this superb work
will be completed in 55 volumes, orders are accepted only for the entire

series, and the price is $4 net per volume. The Arthur H. Clark Co.,
Cleveland.

The samples of Simeon Ford's after dinner speeches now published
under the title of A Few Remarks, quite justify his reputation as a pro-
moter of hilarity. Indeed they are even funnier than was necessary for
their original purpose—since laughter bubbles easily from them that have
just been sufficiently dined and wined. Mr. Ford has carefully avoided
anything which might require his hearers to think, and thereby risk im-

pairing their digestion. Doubleday, Page «& Co., New York. $1 net.

Mr. Zangwill announces The Grey IVi^ as containing his newest and
oldest work. The 175 pages filled by

'* The Big Bow Mystery
" may safely

be skipped by any who don't care to see a clever man doing somersaults
on a trash-heap. Even so, there are almost 400 pages left—which will be

enough to satisfy most appetites. His fireworks are the real thing and
coruscate brilliantly ; but they do not illuminate. The Macmillan Co.,
New York. $1.50.

The Water/owl Family is up to the standard of preceding volumes of
the " American Sportsman's Library," which is to say that it fills its

purpose admirably. The authors in this case are L. C. Sanford, L. B.

Bishop and T. S. Van Dyke. It is announced that this series is to be ex-
tended to twenty volumes, instead of the ten originally planned. The Mac-
millan Co., New York, $2 net.

The fifth volume in the series treating the Historic Highways of Amer-
ica, by Archer Butler Hulbert, takes up 'I he Old Glade Road—the highway
from Philadelphia to Pittsburg over which relief reached Fort Pitt from
its investment by Pontiac's savage forces, and which was a vital factor in
the settlement and conquest of the trans-Allegheny empire. The Arthur
H. Clark Co., Cleveland.

H. D. Hemenway, Director of the Hartford School of Horticulture, has

prepared a manual entitled How To Make School Gardens. It is the re-

sult of j'cars of practical experience, is intended for the use of both
teachers and pupils, and contains suggestions that will be of value to other
than school-gardeners. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. SI net.

Ralph Henry Barbour tells, in The Land OfJoy, an entirely pleasant and
genuine story of a couple of Harvard undergraduates, their friends and
sweethearts. It is his first novel, though he has written good short stories
of college life, and he scores a success with it. Doubleday, Page & Co.,
New York. $1.50.

Seven of the last stories to come from Bret Harte's pen are published
under the title of the longest of them— 7V^«/'5 Trust. Colonel StarbotUe,
Jack Hamlin and other old friends appear again, with many new ones, and
play their parts as entertainingly as ever. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston.
$1.25.

To the "
Little Novels by Favourite Authors "are added a sufti

shivery ghost story
—Mufi Overboard, by P. Marion Crawford—and

tale of love and laughter—Mr. Keegan's Flopemcnt, by Winston Churciiui.
The Macmillan Co., New York. SO cents each.

Wild Birds in City Parks is a descriptive list of 100 birds which have
been observed in Lincoln Park, Chicago. A. W. Mumford. Chicasro. 2.S

cents.

Charlks Am

By one of those blunders which "somebody" will occasionalK
titles under the likenesses on pages 101 and 103 of this number wcie iraus-

posed. The half-tone on p. 101 is intended to represent Frederick Haynes
Newell, while that on p. 103 is meant for Charles D. Walcott, despi

•

title lines.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

« THE NATIONS HAND IN THE DESERT.

^1
fHE first anniversary of the Executive approval of the

National Irrigation Act occurred on the I7th of last

month, and the same date — most significantly and appro-

priately—was the one hundred and twenty-eighth anniversary
of that other great day in the upward progress of the American

people, the Battle of Bunker Hill. Much has been accom-

plished in connection with the new policy during the first year
of its existence. The Geological Survey, to which the work was
committed by the Secretary of the Interior, has created a branch

known as the United States Reclamation Service, and placed
at its head one of the ablest and best trained young scientific

men in the country, Mr. Frederick Haynes Newell. The forces

have been organized and put into active operation throughout
the West. Many projects have been considered, and a few of

the most important and promising have been made the subject

of careful preliminary surveys and estimates. Finally, five

great undertakings have been definitely selected, and it seems

likely that within a few months actual construction will have

begun upon some or all of them. If so, the second anniversary
of the Act will see millions invested in substantial works, while

another year or two will reveal the dawn of a new and mo-

mentous era in our social history
—the swarming of the people

upon the soil conquered from the silence and sterility of the

desert by the strong hand of the nation.

In entering upon this work we are treading what is,

for us, an almost unbroken path. Under such circum-

stances, it was inevitable that differences of opinion
should arise and that there should be misunderstanding, criti-

cism, disappointment, even bitter complaint. From the earliest

hour of its history, national irrigation has had one luminous

object in view—to reclaim the largest -possible area of land and
to settle it with the largest possible number of human beings.

This object has stood out, clear and distinct, like a mountain

peak against the sky. But how to reach it !
—that was a very

different! matter. Should we leave it to private enterprise ?

ONI^V THE
MOUNTAIN
PEAK CtEAK.
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Should we give the lands to the States ? Should the nation

boldly assume the burden and take it upon its own broad

shoulders ? And, if the latter, by precisely what road should

the mountain peak be approached ? The future historian may
find it interesting to follow the tortuous meanderings of public

opinion on this subject and to chronicle the vicissitudes of the

Irrigation Idea in its long and adventurous journey across the

years. Congress, in its wisdom, recognized that the American

people had decided, first, that the time had come when the

desert must be reclaimed ; and, second, that in order to make
sure that it should be done promptly and thoroughly, they would

do it themselves. And then Congress left to the Secretary of

the Interior the onerous and delicate duty of arranging the de-

tails, granting him rather extraordinary powers for the purpose.

Secretary Hitchcock, and his principal assistants. Director Wal-

cott and Chief Newell, assumed the responsibility without

flinching. They proceeded to select what they regarded as the

best opportunities for initial projects under the new policy and

to make rules and regulations to govern the use of water and

the settlement of lands. And thereby hangs not simply a tale,

but a howl of rage and disappointment.

The matter involves many minor details, but there is

BIO WITH one point at issue which is really big and generic, the
FATE, decision of which must be followed by far-reaching and

epoch-making consequences. The question is this : Can the

Government build works where the land susceptible of irriga-

tion is largel}', or even exclusively^ in private ownership ? Or
do the letter and spirit of the Act require that only lands in

public ownership shall be reclaimed, save when the watering of

private lands may be an unavoidable incident of the work ?

The particular instance which has given rise to controversy on

this subject is the construction of the Tonto reservoir in Ari-

zona,* but it is doubtless a question which must be met all over

the arid region. It should be met frankly and squarely, and

while we are still at the threshold of the new policy. It would

be both cowardly and foolish to dodge such an issue.

* Tbe opponents of the Tonto proposition assert that absolutely no public land will be

irriirablc therefrom, but the Government claims that forty to fifty p«-r cent, of the land

which may hi watered by storacre and pnmpinar (it is estimated that the works will provide

20,000 horse-power and a complete plant for electrical transmission to points of n<t) will be

public land. The opponents assert that tin- Pima Indians will be left to suffer for water,

of which they were lonir since unjustly deprived by white settlers, in consequence of the

construction of the Tonto reservoir, instead of the San Carlos. The Government claims

that the Pimas cannot be taken care of und jr the National Irrigation Act, which makes no

provision for fnrnishinir water except to those who can reimburse the Reclamation Fund,
hut nays the lands of the Pimas may be irriirated as conveniently by power from the

Tonto dam as from any other source. It Is anticipated that early legislation will provide

for this. In the meantime, live test wells are belnfr sunk on the reserration.
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Ethan Allen Hitchcock, Secretary of the Interior.

It is perfectly true, of course, that the paramount ^ policy

object of national irrigation is to make habitable and both just

cultivable the fertile portions of the public domain. ^^° i^egal.

And this must necessarily be its chief usefulness, since the

larger part of the land in the arid region is public property.

But, in my opinion, it by no means follows that millions of acres

of land in private ownership may not justly and legally receive

the benefit of water developed by means of the national system.
In fact, it is plain to my mind that it would be both unjust and

illegal to fail to make provision for large amounts of land which
are privately owned and which otherwise may never be made
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useful to human beings and never pay reasonable tribute to

State or nation in the form of taxes. Now, let us see why this

is so.

A COMMON With few exceptions, the streams on which it is pro-

showTng^hy posed to store water and develop power have long: been
used for irrigation. Their entire flow at low-water

stage is diverted each year into canals already in operation,
while an amount of water much in excess of their low-water
flow has been claimed and appropriated in accordance with local

laws and customs. As a practical question, it is found utterly

impossible to store the flood waters of such streams without

interfering with vested rights, unless it be frankly conceded at

the outset that private lands dependent on this source of supply
shall satisfy their reasonable needs from the new works, paying
the Government therefor in just the same manner that the set-

tlers on public lands are required to do. As a rule, there are

three classes of lands within reach of every stream in the
arid region, viz.: first, those owned by earliest appropriators,
which have an abundance of water; second, those owned by
later appropriators, which have sufficient water for a short time
each season and a claim for more water when it happens to be
in the stream: third, those which have no water at all, and can-
not have until the full storage and pumping possibilities of the

stream and locality shall be realized by means of national irri-

gation. Taking the arid region as a whole, the third class of

land is much the largest, and it was for the benefit of this class

that the movement was undertaken primaril}-. But if the

Government should shut its eyes to the claims of the second
class it would do a grave injustice and have endless litigation on
its hands. This would inevitably follow, since the water which
the Government proposes to store or to pump is absolutely the

only water which can ever be made available for the use of

these lands now in private ownership, but receiving only partial
and very unsatisfactory irrigation. That is one aspect of the

case, and the commonest aspect. But take another where the

issue is more sharply defined.

JUSTICE There are streams where every drop of water which
^°

^roNBKRS *'^" possibly be stored will be required to irrigate lands

now in private ownership. These lands were mostly
taken up by those who sought to make homes in good faith on
the public domain. They settled under laws deliberately enacted

by Congress. If those laws proved to be an invitation to dis-

aster, it is certainly not the fault of the homeseekers. They
depended for water upon speculative corporations chartered

under the law and vested with sweeping franchises and rights
in the most precious element of natural wealth. These specu-
lative corporations frequently oversold their supply and more

frequently went bankrupt before they had finished their works.

Again, the homeseekers were not responsible for the situation

in which they found themselves. Indeed, it very often happened
that they had paid for their water rights in advance, thus fur-

nishing the speculators with the capital on which to speculate
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Charles D. Walcott, Director of the Geological Survey.

and exploit the unfortunate settlers. Now, then, to insist that
the Government shall appropriate the only water that can ever
be brought to these private lands, and take that water away to

public lands where nobody lives, would be so palpably unjust
that the proposition could not possibly find an advocate or de-

fender among those who know the facts. It therefore becomes
necessary not only to irrigate lands of which a part are in pri-
vate ownership, but it will sometimes be necessary to irrigate
lands of which all are in private ownership. Not to do so would
be an act of injustice, of inhumanity. It would put the Gov-
ernment in the untenable position of punishing one class of its

citizens in order that another class may be benefited. With one
hand it would hold out the hope of independence to prospective
settlers who have not yet left their eastern or foreign homes,
while with the other hand it would deprive some of our best
aad bravest pioneers of their only chance to win the independ-
ence they have fought for. It is unthinkable !
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IT IS so NOMiN- Confronted with these stern and stubborn facts, the
ATKDiN

THE^^^
critics of the Interior Department say : "We will ad-
mit that the law ought to be as you say, but the fact is

that it is not so—the fact is, you would never have dared to ask
for the law on these grounds, and would never have got it if

you had." Let us see about that.

For the first six years of its history, the national irrigation
movement was purely academic. It was doing an educational
service of incalculable value, but it proposed no specific policy

beyond scientific investigation of the great problem. The plan
of ceding the lands to the States was, indeed, favored by the
first Irrigation Congress, but abandoned by the second, which
solemnly declared :

" The problem is national in its essence."
And that was ten years ago. The famous report of Capt.
Chittenden gave the first definite direction to the movement.
This advocated national construction of reservoirs, and made no

attempt to deal with the respective claims of private and public
lands. Upon this report the National Irrigation Association

predicated its aggressive campaign, and adopted the first defi-

nite declaration as to the specific policy demanded by the friends

of the cause. That declaration contained the following :

That the National Government, as a part of its policy of internal im-
provements, shall build the great reservoirs necessary to save for beneficial
use the flood waters that now run to waste in the arid region, and shall pre-
serve the forests and reforest denuded areas as sources of water supply.

Does any one mean to say that under this declaration the In-

terior Department could not do what it is now proposing to do ?

But it was the President of the United States who is chiefly re-

sponsible for the liberal interpretation of national irrigation
which is now to be applied. In his first message to Congress
Mr. Roosevelt said :

"Great storage works are necessary to equalize the flow of streams and
to save the flood waters. Their construction has been conclusively shown
to be an undertaking too vast for private effort. Nor can it best be accom-
plished by the individual States acting alone. Far-reaching interstate

problems are involved
;
and the resources of single States would often be

inadequate. It is properly a national function, at least in some of its

features. /I is as right for the National Government to make the streams
and rivers of the arid region useful by engineering works for water storage
as to make useful the rivers and harbors of the humid region by engineering
works of another kind. The storing of the floods in reservoirs at the head-
waters of our rivers is but an enlargement of our present policy of river

control, under which levees are built on the lower reaches of the same
streams. ^^

When has the question ever been asked, in connection with
river and harbor improvement or the building of levees, "Is

private property to be benefited by this expenditure ?
" On the

other hand, is it not always private property which is benefited

by such works ? True, the entire country is benefited incident-

ally, and this will be most emphatically true of national irriga-

tion, but direct benefits are conferred upon individuals and com-
munities in the immediate neighborhood. Nobody complains
and nobody has a right to complain. It is the business of this

nation to "provide for the common defense," and to
"
promote

the general welfare," according to the language of the Constitu-
tion. So we have done on the Coast of the Atlantic ;

so we
have done, and must do yet more, along the banks of the Miss-
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issippi ; and so, thank God, we are about to do among the
mountains and valleys of the arid West. Does anybody say that
this is an after-thought

— that it was neither considered nor in-

tended when the National Irrigation Act was framed, debated,
passed and approved ? Then let him refer to the language of

the Act.
Section 4, defining the duties of the Secretary of the Interior,

says he shall determine and give public notice
"
of the charges

which shall be made per acre upon the said entries (of public
land) and upon lands in private ownership which may be irri-

gated by the waters of the said irrigation project." Section 5,

says, "No right to the use of water on land in private ozvnership
shall be sold for a tract exceeding 160 acres, to any one landowner,"
etc. This goes to the heart of the matter—to the very center of the
mountain peak of truth at which national irrigation has aimed
from the beginning—the proposition that the land shall be divided

among the largest possible number of homemakers. The dis-

tinction between public and private ownership is, after all, im-

aginary rather than real. The land which is public today will
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be private tomorrow ; the land which is private today was pub-
lic yesterday. The Government has had no purpose except to

give its citizens a chance to make homes, to enjoy the fruits

thereof, and to pass them on to their children. This purpose is

subserved when the water is so used as to enable the land to

sustain a multitude of proprietors. It makes little difference
whether the title to the land passed before or after the adoption
of the new policy. All this was known and appreciated when
the bill was under discussion and it was for this precise reason
that the provisions which have been quoted were embodied in
the law.

BBCAusK IT IS But if there were absolutely no warrant, either in law

KvEKi^AsTim^i^ ^jj. -jj precedent, for what the Secretary of the Interior
has determined to do in Arizona, I, for one, would sus-

tain him at any and every cost, if I fought alone. Why ? Be-
cause I believe that, upon the broadest and highest ethical

grounds, he is everlastingly right. I believe if he should now
be driven by public clamor from the position he has deliberately
assumed, on the ground that the resources of this nation may
not be used to protect, to benefit and even to save the people of
this nation, it would bring to ashes the brightest hopes of hu-

manity and "shut the gates of mercy on mankind." The world
is trembling with the travail which precedes the birth of insti-

tutions. All thoughtful men and women know that this is so.

The Governor of Iowa recently remarked to a class of college
graduates :

"We are entering the domain of altruism. I do not want these young men
and women to be satisfied with the individual good to all men which re-

sults from the efiForts of each for personal well being. The time is at hand
when men must conscientiously and intentionally aim at the uplifting of
others. No diviner maxim ever emanated from the golden throne than "

I

am my brother's keeper," and it is becoming, and must more and more
become, a maxim of society and government as well as of individual life.

IVe arc witnessing an awakening, the like of which man never be/ore saw/'

Yes, and it happens that God, in His infinite providence, is

using the necessities of our far Western land as a means of

answering the demands of this
"
awakening." The nation

reaches its hand into the desert, and, lo ! private monopoly in

water and in land is scourged like the money-changers from the

temple ! The nation reaches its hand into the desert, and the

wasting floods are tamed, the streams are harnessed, and the
stricken forests are made to spring into life again upon the
mountain sides ! The nation reaches its hand into the desert,
and the barred doors of a sleeping empire are thrown wide open
to the eager and the willing ! That which lay beyond the reach
of individuals is to be grasped by the hand of Associated Man.
Thus far have we gone by the passage of the National Irriga-

tion Act and the interpretation which the Secretary of the In-

terior has given to it. And not one inch of the ground which
has been gained shall be surrendered—not one single inch!

Wm. K Smythk
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THE ne:w plans under way.
[HE new plans outlined in this department last month

were publicly inaugurated with a meeting at the Woman's
Club House, corner of Tenth and Pigueroa streets, Los

Angeles, on the evening of June 15th. Mr. A. H. Naftzger

presided and delivered a brief address in which he described

what the League had accomplished during the past year and a

half, and referred to the new methods which will be adopted
with the hope of largely increasing its usefulness in the future.

One of the most gratifying features of the meeting was the

genuine enthusiasm manifested by the audience, a number taking

part in the speaking. Each spoke briefly and to the point, and

several made very valuable suggestions. It was evident that

the new plan of membership and of work commends itself to

the judgment of those who are most familiar with public move-

ments of the sort.

The principal address was delivered by Mr. William E.

Smythe, President of the League.
" We have appropriated the beautiful and significant word, Constructive,"

said the speaker. "It is not a new word in the dictionary sense, but is

rather new in its application to economics. So far as I know, it has never
been used before in the title of any organization or to describe the general
character of any particular policy or cause. It has, therefore, the virtue of

originality and freedom from entanglement with any other idea now before
the public. In its essence, the word is affirmative. It is formative—crea-
tive. It breathes progress. It means building—building institutions and
building the State—not the State in the narrow sense of California, but in
the wide sense of our whole body politic. Whatever makes for the develop-
ment of our people and our country is constructive. The laying of a side-
walk is an act of constructive progress, and so also may be the adoption of
an amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
"I emphasize the word which we are bringing to the front because I be-

lieve it embodies, perhaps better than any other word in our langfuage, the
need of the country and, particularly, of California. We ought to be, and
unless we are to go backward, we must be, a constructive people. And we
must apply the spirit of construction not only to material things, but to
the social and political organization which is so closely related to our
material development—which is, indeed, the brain and heart and soul
of it."

The proposition to bring the women into the movement on

the basis of absolute equality with men was most favorably
received. In explanation of this, Mr. Smythe spoke as follows :
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" We aim to bring into this constructive movement the thoughtful men

and women of California and, ultimately, of the United States. Some
people will ask, why the women ? And the answer is, because the point
has been reached, in the evolution of civilization, when public opinion is

shaped as much by women as by men ; when the educational work of the
world is done rather more by women than by men ; and when no popular
movement may hope to succeed unless it be approved by that intuitive
sense of justice with which God has peculiarly endowed womankind. If

the women of California really desire that the Constructive League shall
become a living, a breathing and an expanding power in the life of this

State, then it must surely become such. For woman votes everywhere,
save at the ballot-box, and her influence votes even there. The fact that
she is, for the present, denied the ballot is only another reason why she
should be given full suffrage, with all that it implies, in a popular move-
ment like that which we have undertaken."

Next to the participation of the women, no feature of the

new plans has received such hearty approval as the proposition

to have the local branches of the League become active in local

constructive work. The speaker referred to this matter as

follows :

" The unit of our organization is the local club. We desire that each
local club shall occupy a sphere of its own in which it shall be supreme,
yet that it shall affiliate with the broader State and national movements,
cooperating in their work of propaganda and in carrying out particular
things in which they may be engaged. But let us look for a moment at
the all-important local club.

" There is no community so small or so large that it has not constructive
work of its own that must be done to keep it moving along the line of

progress. It may be the improvement of streets and parks. It may be
the revision and amendment of the local charter. It may be the utiliza-

tion of public property, now idle and unproductive. For instance, in the

city where I live we have thousands of acres of land belonging to the

municipality which might be made a productive asset of high value, but
which are now utterly idle and useless.
" We want the local constructive club to take the lead in doing every-

thing which will add to the beauty or prosperity of the community in

which it exists. In most of our larger cities there are various organiza-
tions for this purpose. Where this is the case, our local clubs seek to affili-

ate with other organizations, which are asked to name representatives to
serve on our managing committee. Thus all the forces working for im-

provement are unified, while each organization retains its individuality.
But in a large majority of western communities there are no such organi-
zations. Where this is the case, the local constructive club aims to cover
the entire field and to take the lead in bringing about improvements
"The local clubs are federated in the Constructive League, which is

governed by the usual officers and executive committee. It also has a
Council composed of representative men and women who bring this organi-
zation into the closest relations with public-spirited people throughout the

country. The local clubs enjoy absolute independence in dealing with
local questions, while the attitude of the League on the larger issues that
affect the entire membership is determined by means of initiative and
referendum."

The speaker then suggested three large lines of work, in addi-

tion to that which may be done by each club in its local field.

These three subjects each represent a different method of work
which the League may wisely adopt.

First, popular education concerning the interesting political

institutions of New Zealand. It is not expected that these ques-

tions will be live issues in the immediate future.
"
But noth-

ing could be clearer," said the speaker,
"
than that the day will

surely come when we must adopt some such policies in order to
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give men easy access to the soil and so develop our resources

to the best advantage. It is time to enter upon a great work of

education, and prepare our people for what is to be done by the

statesmanship of the future."

Second, the perfection and extension of cooperative organiza-

tion among producers. This work can be done without obtain-

ing new legislation. The Irish Agricultural Organization So-

ciety has done it for Ireland very successfully.* It must be with

us, as it has been with Horace Plunkett and his associates, a

labor of years. But no single thing which the Constructive

League can possibly do will more powerfully assist in raising

the standard of living for our people.

Third, the formulation, advocacy and enactment of a new

irrigation law for California. This is the nearest and most

urgent duty of the League. We fought the Works Bill last

winter, and expect to be called upon to do so again. As was
said at the time, "we are unwilling that anyone should build

a shanty where we are proposing to erect a palace." The time

has come to begin work on the palace. An irrigation bill will

be drawn in line with the principles of the League. It will be

carefully perfected with the aid of those who do the real work
of irrigation

—who turn the stream from its channel and dig
their living from the soil. This done, the measure must be ex-

pounded and made plain to the people. Then a legislature must
be chosen which will make the measure a law. This may only
be done by realizing one of the fundamental objects of the

League—"to vitalize our politics and compel political parties to

deal with living questions of constructive character."

The inaugural meeting of the reorganized movement was a

complete success, and there is no doubt whatever that the League
will go forward with increasing prosperity and usefulness.

Thanks to the generous reports of the newspapers, the audience

included nearly all the people of Southern California
; and,

thanks to the Associated Press, the audience extended through-
out the State.

No doubt was felt, in advance of the meeting, that the new

plan of including women in the membership would prove popu-

lar, nor that the proposition to frame and urge a substitute for the

Works Bill would arouse wide public interest. The gratifying

surprise of the meeting was the fact that such deep interest was
manifested in the plan of making the League useful in connec-

tion with local improvements. Among the highly interesting

suggestions which came forth spontaneously from the meeting
were the following : that the League should take a foremost

part in carrying through to completion the project for the re-

*See Out West for June, pag-e "ilO.
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construction of
"
El Camino Real" (the King's Highway or

old Mission Road) from San Francisco to San Diego, and that
for this purpose local clubs shall be formed to cooperate in

bringing each county and each community into a plan of coopera-
tive action ;

that the League shall assist in popularizing and
realizing the plans of the Los Angeles Highway Commission
for the construction of four roads in that county, with the city
in the center, and the highways in the shape of a cross, granite
mile-stones to mark each ten blocks, which will be numbered as

is done on the thoroughfares of the city ;
that the League serve

as the ever-ready machinery to enable the public to circulate

petitions in connection with the use of the initiative, referendum
and recall provided by the new charter of Los Angeles. There
were other suggestions, but these will serve to show what a

rich field of local usefulness the club membership may well cul-

tivate under the new plan.
The work of the organizers has begun, and is proceeding

vigorously. What is wanted now is members, and plenty of

them. Early in the autumn local clubs will enter upon a

definite program of important work, and complete federation,
not only of the various branches of the League, but of kindred

movements, will be affected. It is expected that the new consti-

tution and complete list of new officers will be announced in

August Out West.

cooperative: colont-buiuders.
A STRUGGLE FOR HOMES AND INDEPENDENCE IN THE MOUNTAINS

OP COLORADO.*

NE is often asked to name the best place in the United
States for the establishment of a colony, and one is

always compelled to reply that no place is best in all re-

spects and that each enjoys some peculiar advantage. But wide

acquaintance with the arid region justifies the statement that,
all things considered, no locality is superior to the Western

Slope of Colorado.
To begin with, it enjoys the inestimable blessing of abundant

water supply. If you glance casually at a map you will get
the impression that the locality consists exclusively of mount-
ains. The mountains are there, indeed, and it is these which
make the wealth of the country. They furnish the large and

perennial streams, make the character of the climate, and sup-
ply large and growing home markets in the shape of mining
camps. They also place a severe limitation upon the amount of

land which may be cultivated, and thus have a certain economic
value in protecting the products of the neighborhood against
disastrous competition. And this is

"
protection

" more effective

and enduring than any tariff system that can possibly be
devised.

In the midst of these multitudinous mountains, there are

many rich valleys of most fertile soil which has been eroded

*Thi8 article In based on data suppliod by Mr. F. B. Loiran, Secretary of the Colorado
Cotiperative Company. The work it doscribes has been nnder my observation for nome
years, and, now that the success of the undertaking appears to be well assured, it may be
presented to our readers for just what we believe it to be—an earnest attempt of earneat
men to make homes for themselves In the wilderness.—W. K. S.
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from the mountain-sides and deposited by the streams in the
course of centuries. While the soil is well suited to general
farming-, it is peculiarly adapted to the growth of fruits.

Western Colorado is famous for its peaches and apples, which
find a ready market in the mining centers close at hand and in

the large cities, such as Denver and Pueblo. Vegetables and
small fruits grown here are also of rare quality, and these, too,
are quickly absorbed by the miners in the higher mountains,
where practically nothing is produced from the soil. Alfalfa-

raising and dairying are extremely profitable. In fact, it is an
all-round farming country, but of a rather gilt-edged variety.
These beautiful vallevs have a climate distinctly their own.

PiNON, THE Temporary Settlement.

gained from altitude, from the warm winds which make
their way from the vast southwestern deserts through the
canons of the Colorado, and from the protection which they
enjoy from the mountains on every hand. The scenery is inde-

scribably grand. It presents not merely pictures, but pictures
that are painted and tinted and wrought into fantastic shapes.
To the ever-changing aspect which the mountains, buttes and
mesas gain from light and shadow, from sun and cloud, new and
strange beauties are added by the reds, pinks, yellows and grays
of soil and rock. The dry, tonic air, the warm, friendly soil,

the wild majesty of nature, the newness and virginity of it all—these are conditions to inspire men to their best efforts and
make them think of lofty ideals. I have never looked upon one
of these valle)'s of the Western Slope without saying to myself :.

"Here is a place worth fighting for, and some day men will

fight for it." That day has come, and thereby hangs a tale.
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AFTER THE WRECK OF TOPOLOBAMPO.

One of the greatest colony failures of modern times was the
socialistic experiment at Topolobarapo, Mexico. But this did
not utterly discourage some of the participants, for they had no
sooner escaped from that ill-fated venture than they plunged
headlong into another bold attempt to improve the conditions of
life for average people. And in this, history was merely repeat-
ing itself in a curious way. The most successful colony in

Colorado was founded by men who were nearly ruined by the
socialistic colonies of Phalanx times, during the Forties. This
was Greeley, the mother of settlements on the Eastern Slope of
Colorado.

Sawmill Among thi; 1'inks.

Immediately after the failure of Topolobampo, many of the

disappointed colonists gathered at Denver. There, in 1894,

they formed the Colorado Cooperative Company, the principal
object of which was to reclaim a portion of the public domain
by irrigation and establish independent homes for its stock-
holders. After examination of various localities, they relected
a district known as Tabeguache Park, in the Western part of
Montrose county, near the Utah boundary. The amount of

capital named in the articles of incorporation was $100,000,
which was later increased by $50,000.
But the capital was entirely on paper. The incorporators had

scarcely money enough to reach the colony. Their resources
consisted exclusively of ambition, the ability to labor and the

opportunity offered by access to the public domain. The finan-

cial plan was to sell shares at $100 each to a thousand or more
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individuals. It was contemplated that some of the stockholders

would go to the colony and engage in the work of improve-
ments, chiefly that of canal-building, while others would re-

main at their trades and professions in various parts of the

country and contribute their share to the capital by monthly
installments. This plan had worked successfully in other

colonies, notably at Anaheim, where German settlers from San
Francisco inaugurated the modern settlement of Southern Cali-

fornia half a century ago. A most important provision of the

Colorado plan was the limitation of the amount of stock which
an individual could buy to a single share. This preserved the

democratic basis of the organization
—"

one man, one vote."

The plan was simple enough and workable enough— if a sufii-

ROCK-CUT ON L(INE OF CaNAL.

cient number of earnest and persistent souls could be brought
together and held to the task. It proposed honest cooperation
of men and money in providing irrigation facilities and laying
the foundation of a settlement. This done, each stockholder
would be in a position to obtain a homestead on public land and
to get water at cost.

ON THE ROCKS OP DISCORD
With the aid of some advertising in the Denver papers, the

nucleus of the colony was quickly formed. It is worth while to

note that here, as in the case of Greeley, the more advanced
ideas of social reform which some of the members had practic-

ally tested in former experiences were abandoned, or greatly
modified. Nevertheless, the principle of cooperation was not
limited to the construction and ownership of irrigation works.
Stockholders enjoyed other privileges by virtue of their member-
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Tkkstlk Across thk CaSon.

ship, such as the right to pur-
chase g-oods at the company's
store at actual cost and to claim

employment of the company, pro-
vided the applicant was available

for such work as needed to be
done. Members were also entitled

to a monthly coupon book to pay
for the necessary food supplies
while working- for the company.
A temporary settlement was

made and named Pition, after the

nut-pines of the neighborhood.
This is about five miles below the

point where water is diverted
from San Miguel River, the
source of supply for irrigation.

During 1896, the membership in-

creased rapidly, reaching a total

of about four hundred. And then
trouble came.
Three-fourths of the members

had never seen the site selected

for the colony. Many of them
were not within the State. A
considerable proportion lived in

and around Denver, which was
the headquarters of the company. The result was the growth
of two factions which came to be known, respectively, as

"
the

Denver faction" and "the Pioneers." The latter was com-
posed of those on the ground and doing the actual work of de-

velopment. They were in a position to know the exact nature
of the problem with which they were dealing, whil,e the power
to govern the enterprise rested with the Denver members. The
result was discord, discouragement and a narrow escape from
complete disruption. Had the colony failed then, it would have
added another to the long list of disappointments in cooperative
enterprise, and furnished Spencerian thinkers with an additional

argument to justify their belief in individualism and "the sur-
vival of the fittest."

But the colony did not fail at this critical juncture. Among the

pioneers of Piiion there were some with red blood in their veins.

They were unwilling to abandon their fight for homes, and, as

they rightfully felt, their fight for humanity. Some of the
weak-kneed dropped out. Absentees who had been paying for

stock by installments also left the company to its fate. But the

"stayers "—well, they simply stayed ! Some of them went out
to work and sent back their earnings to sustain their families.
Others managed to purchase a small sawmill, which they set up
at Pinon, and proceeded to make useful and profitable in the
manufacture of lumber, lath and shingles. By these heroic
measures they were able to keep the work on the all-important
irrigation ditch going, and this in spite of the fact that they
were working largely in rock formation, which was expensive.
Nevertheless, they persevered, and kept the enterprise and the
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community alive until confidence and numbers began to return.

Finally, they had the power to remove the headquarters from
Denver to Pinon, and to elect a new Board of Directors and a

business manager of strength and ability. Since then the work
has proceeded prosperously, and it is now felt that the hard
corner has been turned—that success is absolutely sure.

THE COLONY OF TODAY.
Since the formation of the colony nine years ago, 998 shares

of stock have been issued, three-fourths of which are now held

by members on the ground. The present membership is 302 ;

the number of stockholders present in the colony, 82. The total

population of the settlement is 232, of whom 72 are men, 57

women and 103 children. At Pinon, at thel sawmill and the

Group of Settlers at Sawmtll.

ditch-building camps, 78 buildings are used as residences, in-

cluding 6 boarding-houses. There is a large building in the
center of the village known as Association Hall. This was
built by subscription, and is free to the public for religious or

political purposes, as well as for dancing, school and dramatic
entertainments. The buildings, invariably of lumber, are of

somewhat temporary character, but within most of the homes
there is evidence of taste and culture, and doubtless when the
settlers build permanent houses they will be substantial and
attractive.

The industries of the community are embraced in five depart-
ments—the sawmill, the freighting, the store, the dairy and the

garden. Each department has a supervisor, who makes monthly
reports to the Board of Directors. Particular pride is felt in
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the colony school, which is maintained at a high standard and
has a large attendance.
The colonists have been assembled from many parts of the

world. Nearly every State in the Union, as well as several

European countries, are represented. The utmost tolerance pre-
vails as to religious and political matters. No one will be sur-

prised, however, to learn that Socialism is the predominant
political creed of these brave Soldiers of Cooperation. In view
of this fact, it is the more creditable to them that in their

present work they have gone no further in the way of radical
measures than they had reason to believe they could go success-

fully. Thus it has become necessary to depart from the original
plan which permitted no single member to own more than one
share of stock. In order to pull through their difficulties it was
necessary to accept assistance where it could be found. Never-

theless, the control still rests with the people, who discuss their
affairs in town meeting and choose their directors annually.

It is expected that water will be delivered upon the fertile

lands of Tabeguache Park in the spring of 1904. Then people
and buildings will leave Piiion and move into the Promised
Land.
Here is a beautiful valley of 30,000 acres, favored with the

best climate and surrounded with the noblest scenery. Irriga-
tion, industry and a high ideal of human brotherhood ought
to make it, in years to come, not merely a garden spot, but one
of the famous and historic places in the West. For in the dark

days of 1896, when the undertaking was very nearly upon the
shoals of disaster, men and women suffered real hardships and
manifested genuine heroism in order that this new outpost on
the frontiers of civilization—and of the higher civilization for

which Cooperation stands—should not perish from the earth.

It is possible that the struggle for the reclamation of Tabe-

guache Park is the very last instance of the kind we shall see

in the arid region, though it is far from the first. The new
policy of national irrigation means that hereafter the plethoric

public purse shall be drawn upon to make the public domain
habitable, so that American citizens may enter into their

heritage without these toils and sacrifices. The glorious work
is already begun, though it will be years yet before the results

may be harvested by those who need homes. In the meantime,
the man who wants to take up land at once will surely do well

to make the acquaintance of the cooperative colony-builders at

Piiion, Colorado.

The views presented in illustration of this article were taken a year ajro. Since then,
the larcre trestle has been completed and much other costly ditch work accomplished.
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CALIFORNIA SUMMER RESORTS.

By A. J. WELLS.

^HEN President Roosevelt called California " the land beyond the

West," he indicated its relations to other lands. There is no

standard of comparison. It is a land by itself, with almost noth-

ing of the usual about it. Its landscapes are as exceptional as its pro-

ductions
;
its climate as unique as its topography ;

its resting places as

romantic as its history. Is any other land as full of scenic wonders ? Is

any other as rich in beauty ? Does any other offer alike a refuge from
winter cold and summer heat ? Yet this land of the orange has vast re-

gions where the summer temperature is the most perfect in the world.

The mountain valleys ;
the giant forests of the Sierra slopes ;

the region
of the glacial lakes

;
the redwoods of the Coast Range ;

the lower terraces

near the sea, and the seaside cities from Santa Cruz to San Diego have an

almost ideal summer climate
;
no heat, no dust, no sultry nights, no insect

Mt. Shasta.

pests, no storms, no clouds, no sudden changes, but tonic, balsamic, de-

lightful air for months together.

Begin with the Shasta country. Here at the foot of this
" Burned out crater, healed with snow,"

at an elevation which disturbs no one's breathing, the air is full of life,

and what charm of canon and river, of forest and snowy mountain. I

have watched out of sunshine on a July afternoon a vagrant cloud on

Shasta's summit distilling rain on the lower slopes, and scattering snow
above. I have crossed wild mountain-meadows in the neighborhood, lush

with grass and starred with flowers, and have found, almost warm, the

couch of the deer, which my footsteps startled; from beside Castle Lake,

lying placid among the hills 7,000 feet above the sea, I have seen the sunset

glow on Shasta, or from the banks of the McCloud, twenty-five miles away,
have dropped the fishing-rod to watch the morning spread upon the mount-

ains, the passing pageant more attractive than the trout. If one cares for

fine scenery, it is all about him, with breadth and distance and atmosphere
unexcelled. The whole upper canon of the Sacramento is full of springs ;

trout abound, shade is abundant, and in camp or hotel or cottage, summer

days are full of comfort.
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The Ferky Sta i i

Coming lower down among- the broken hills of the Ccast Kang-e in

Sonoma County, we are in the volcanic belt, a wonderland of chemical

forces and combinations called the Geysers. The altitude here is only
about 1,700 feet, but the nearer presence of the ocean, while not evidenced

by either winds or fog's, is felt in the tempered air. The Geysers are not

a show place, to be visited as one would a museum or look over the Petri-

fied Forest, not far away. "Geyser Cafion " is indeed a star actor in the

Plutonian play, and the stage accompaniments are suggestive and startl-

ing. But all these impressive phenomena are set in the midst of pictur-

esque and charming scenery, and the medicinal springs are wonderful

enough to make the fortune of a principality in Europe, if located there.

iMKK Tahor.
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Going still further toward the Coast, we have the pleasant town of

Cloverdale, with Glen Mineral Springs, and the romantic Russian River
;

near Ukiah are the well-known Vichy Springs and, accessible by stage, the

Witter Springs, while Willits occupies a pleasant little valley on the edge
of the great redwood forest of Mendocino County. EJel River is not far

away, and an attractive hotel makes the little railroad tovTn a good place
for rest or recreation. It is on the line of the California Northwestern.

Passing L,ake County, full of springs and dells, and bathed everywhere
in a delicious atmosphere, we cross over the Sacramento Valley and go into

the foothills of the Sierras. Here is Auburn, a beautiful town, with a dry
and pure air, and attractions which will make it a city some day, with
orchard lawns and orange groves for its environs.

Dutch Flat, further up, and Towles and Blue Canon, have the air of the

Rubicon Point, Tahoe.

pines and the mountain, the romance of the olden time lingering in every
gulch, and with the beauty of the Alps and Appenines surrounding them.
Below the line of the Overland lie the glacial lakes, Independence,

Donner and Weber. They are famous for their beauty and their trout, and

many sportsmen go there year by year, never wearying of the attraction

of the pine forest, the sapphire lake and the fish that respond to the deceit-

ful lure. Wonderfully restful are such regions of the Sierras, and lungs
never inhaled a sweeter air.

But the matchless lake lies beyond. Tahoe is one of the world's gems,
and the lake and the region roundabout is perhaps the most popular mount-
ain resort in the State. Europe has nothing like it. Lakes are found at

higher elevations than this, but none with Tahoe's majestic proportions,
its surpassing splendor of color, and its great depth, and all about it are
other mountain lakes, scooped out of the granite by the glacier, and trout

streams and waterfalls, and mountain peaks and mountain meadows with
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Akch Rocks, Santa Cruz.

willow-fringed brooks and magnificent forests—a region whose attractions

are not soon exhausted.

The ride around the lake in the little steamer is one of great enjoyment.
We took it years ago in the perfect weather of that region, and the memory
of that transparent water, and of the glorified mountains reflected in it, is

a joy today. So we recall the trout stream at the old dam among the

trees, and the stretches of clear water among the willows in the mountain
meadow beyond, and are half afraid to go back and try it again lest the

glamour of those July days be left out of the later experience.

I>K1, MONTK
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" We had a vision of our own—
Ah, why should we undo it ?

"

Cascade Lake, Fallen Leaf, Heather and others—what gems they are !

and what wildness, solitariness, aloofness, what sense of seclusion for the

introspective man upon their shores ! The great lake has its crowds, its

social atmosphere, but these hidden " lakes of the woods " have a charm
for the tired man who needs to go back to his work with recruited energies,

and a camp in these highlands—ah, dear me, we feel like a Scotchman, and

cannot be content in town while " our heart's in the highlands."
Cross the breadth of the State now, angling down past San Francisco,

where you will want your overcoat on a July afternoon, but will find per-

HOTEI- CORONADO.

feet weather in September and October, on to Santa Cruz. Here is the

atmosphere of the sea, full of ozone, coming in to you fresh every moment,
not damp, with no suspicion of fog, warmed by the sunshine, and exhilar-

ating as wine. Bathe in the surf, ride on the cliffs, go through the wind-

ing streets of the picturesque little city ;
take lunch in a canon not far

away ; go up the mountain side, and from among the tenanted redwoods,
and over the roofs of resort hotels, look down upon ocean and bay ; every-
where the prospect is pleasing and the air delicious. Now look at the map.
Santa Cruz is eighty miles south of Richmond, Va.; it is four hundred
miles south of Nice and Mentone ;

it is the region of Southern Sicily, and
the island of Smyrna. Its climate is that of the Isles of Greece, in which
ardent Sappho

" loved and sung," and its temperature in July is exactly

right.

Near neighbors are Del Monte and Pacific Grove, but they lie across the
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Pacific Grovb.

famous Monterey Bay. Stop there a little. Go out for a day's sport with

the fish. It is morning', and all your senses are alive with the joy of it,

when suddenly a tug at your line quickens every pulse, and a great salmon,

weighing twenty-five pounds, breaks into sight with a kind of indignant
rush and you are in the midst of a battle that would stir a mummy to excite-

ment. There is an air of
"
misty antiquity

" about the town of Monterey
interesting in so new a country, and it has a quaintness which attracts the

artist folk.

Del Monte is a combination of nature and art—the freedom of the wilder-

ness with the luxury of a palace. The magnificent yet homelike hotel,

suggesting an English country house ; the fine grounds which keep the

charm of wildness in touch with artistic gardening ; the splendid drives,

Glass-bottom Boat, Montbrbt.
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the views of bay and mountain ; the lake, the games, the bathing, the

fishing and hunting ; the sighing of the forest and the lullaby of the surf ;

the cool evenings, the crackling tires in the fireplaces, all combine to make
an ideal place of rest. Robert L,ouis Stevenson loved the scenery of the

coast about Monterey, and that delightful combination of ocean and shore,
known as the Seventeen Mile Drive, is said to have been set apart at his

suggestion.
Pacific Grove lies near the point of the peninsula, close to the shore of

the charming bay, and is a little world by itself. With a summer popula-
tion of 8,000, it combines the resources of the city with the quiet of the

country, and street and grove, shop and camp are on good terms all

summer. Not only so, but here rest and recreation are joined with oppor-
tunities for mental and moral culture. A great assembly hall provides for

religious and educational gatherings, and the beauty of the forest and the

charm of the ocean is made the inspiration for study and work.

It is the philosophy of Goethe put into practice.

The Boulkvakd, Santa Barbaka.
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" Rest is not quitting-

The busy career,

Rest is the fitting

Of self to its sphere."

Nature does not speak the same languag^e to all of us.

and every man hears in the tongue he can understand.
" Kettles and pans

Says the bell of St. Ann's.

Apples and lemons

Says the bell of St. Clements,"

She is polyglot,

The Cliff Housk, San Fkancipco.

and we hear as we can, and go our way taking the good the gods provide.

Down the coast, sitting serene beside her smiling summer sea, is Santa

Barbara, and those whom Destiny has allotted other and less favored

habitations go there at intervals to share the beauty, to breathe the air,

and rest in the shadow of the trees, or on the verandas of her great hotels.
" How do you grow old so gracefully?" one asked Dumas, and he an-

swered, "Madam, I give all my time to it." One who goes to Santa Bar-

bara wants to give all his time to the enjoyment of it, and then will go
back again, feeling that some secret of contentment is here, that haste is

crudity, and that time only is needed to ripen experience into satisfaction.

The " Fountain of Youth " was probably a delusion, but in such an air as

this, beside such a gleaming sea, even old age should find compensation,
and grow lean and shrunken more gracefully than elsewhere.
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Time would fail us to tell of Santa Monica, Redondo, Long Beach and

San Diego, the towns! and cities washed by the same ocean currents and
bathed in the same matchless atmosphere that Santa Barbara is. Coronado
has been as much praised, reviewed, kodaked and painted as the Channel

City. The great hotel on the finger of sand is wonderfully attractive, but

the seasonal reappearance of the Tent City, on the same beach, is a tribute

to the climate, and to the many resources of the region. Whether you go
there for rest, for

" the harvest of a quiet eye," or for the gayer passing
of the days, you will come away with a backward look.

Nor is Southern California without a mountain climate of the finest in

midsummer, or earlier and later, if you wish. From May to October, such

AvAi.oN. Catai.ina Islam

places as the Ojai Valley, back of Ventura, at an elevation of about 1,000

feet
;
the Alpine Tavern, at the summit of Mt. Lowe ; Squirrel Inn, above

San Bernardino
; Smiley Park, Seven Oaks, and the whole Bear Valley

region in the San Bernardino Mountains near Redlands are delightful re-

sorts, over-arched by skies that seem never to have borne a cloud.

It is the same summer sea all the way below Point Concepcion ; a little

softer air blows over it than farther north, but the summer climate of all

the coast we have traversed cannot be matched even on Mediterranean

shores.

Going up the brown Sierra foothills now, we take the stage at Visalia

for Redstone Park, and thence by pack and saddle to the camp in the Giant

Forest at Round Meadow. Here is a haunt for Robin Hood, a green wood
beside which Sherwood Forest was but a grove of callow saplings. A
Scotch neighbor said of John Ruskin that he was " much resigned to his

own company," and such a man would be at home at once in the sun-

flecked solitude of this woodland. Seven townships, embracing the

largest number of Big Trees, in one of the most wonderful regions of the
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High Sierras, are under the protection of the Government, and here the

camp is located. Easily accessible from it is the magnificent scenery of

of the Kings River and Kern River Canons, rivalling Yosemite. And the

trout ! Isaac Walton never caught such "
whoppers" as are found here, nor

did English sportsmen ever see the resplendent golden trout, which are

found only in Kern River and Whitney Creek, and not elsewhere in the

world. Bear and deer, mountain lions, grouse and squirrels, are plenty,

and if hunter becomes the hunted, the trees are large and tall. Kings
River Caiion can be reached by stage and trail from Sanger, and like the

other is a wild and beautiful mountain region. The General Grant Na-

NoRTH Beach Bath House, Santa Monica.

tional Park is easily reached from Millwood, and the great Canon itself,

with its colossal walls, is made by horseback trail from the same point.

Cedar Grove is on the South Fork of Kings River, under the brow of the

high Sierra, and here is a summer camp. From this as a base of sup-

plies, the wilderness invites your exploration ; great trout wait for your

lure, and mountains invite you to climb to where the vision is taxed by dis-

tance, and the mind is filled with wonder.

But the great scenic wonder of the world lies northward, and returning
to Sanger, we go to Raymond, and take stage for Yosemite. Midway lies
" Wawona," a mountain hotel in as fine a setting as California can show.

The Merced, the mountain meadow, the Falls below Bald Mountain, Sig-
nal Peak, from which the eye ranges out over the Sacramento Valley to the

Coast Range, and the proximity of the Mariposa Grove, make this a de-

lightful resort. What a camping place the Mariposa Grove would be. The
fluted tree trunks, the absence of undergrowth, the thick, brown carpet,
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HoTKL Arcadia, S.\sr\ Mm

the soft air that seems to caress you, the clear water, never far to seek, the

outlook from the edge of the plateau over the great Natural Park whefe
the hotel stands, the vigorous old trees themselves, so free from signs of

age or decrepitude, so untouched by decay that it is a tonic to move
among them—the man who is not soon weary of his own company renews
his youth in this grand fellowship of the trees, and goes his way with a

stronger pulse-beat.

Yosemite will fitly end our hasty review of the places which invite us to

simpler life. "Alabama," said the Indian, when fleeing from the face of

his enemy, and crossing, as he supposed, the last river, "Alabama, here

we rest." If anywhere a restless man could rest, it would seem to be in

this glorious valley. There is such beauty, such sublimity, such fadeless

splendor of clitr and tree and waterfall, such variety of interest, yet such a

sense of seclusion, of remoteness, of aloofness from the strife of business

and the cares of life, that the air is full of repose : the very water of the

cataracts at a little distance seems to come down leisurely, swaying earth-

ward with an easy grace ; the stirring of the pine boughs in this
" Garden

LoNi; IJivACii— Till-: Nkw Hath Hoi'sk.
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of the Gods "
is like the gentle breathing- of a summer day, and the quiet

is broken only by the rhythmic movement of the stream at your feet, and

the musical vibration of the waterfalls in the distance. Tennyson's island-

valley of Avalon, where Arthur would rest, and " heal him of his grievous

wound," was not more fair than this mountain valley, and a camp amid

the flowers and trees of the valley floor, buttressed by these sheer walls, on

which every waterfall is a line of light, and over all the pale blue of the

Californian sky—Ah, that ought to take the twist out of the most gnarled
human growth, if repeated often enough.
"All work and no play

"—that old proverb packed the wisdom of centu-

ries into a sentence. Froebel says that " the true child is a playing child."

Mariposa Grove.

So the true man has his playtimes. He goes apart for rest and recreation,

as Browning went at last to Asolo, to
"
disport," as he said, "in the open

air, to amuse one's self at random." And if a man can go apart under Cali-

fornia skies, in air full of the iodines of the sea, or the breath of the

pines ;
on the shores of forested lakes, or where

"Cataracts blow their trumpets
from the steep

"

and in this great glad world of sun and summer find a thousand idyllic

places in which to rest, and come back to work with recruited energies—if

he can and does not, he is drawing on the organic springs of existence too

freely. The Vacation Habit is a good one. And a vacation in California

has no parallel.
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Eagi-k Lake— In the High Siekkas.

MEMORIES or the: sierras.
By LILLIAN SHUEY.

WS it the bird of silver tongue

^ That to the tall pines flew,

Or thoughts of plumy boughs, low bung,
That stir my heart anew ?

Is it the cedar-scented wind,
The white azaleas rare,

Or is it something undefined,

That lifts my spirit's care ?

Is it the thought of dear great trees

That makes me brave to do.

Is it the wood's fair memories,
Or is it thoughts of you ?

Oakland, Cal.
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Systematic Shampooing

"Young Americans who do not wish

to lose their hair before they are forty,

must begin to look after their scalps

before they are twenty."—Ne-w Tork Medical Record.

with Packer's Tar Soap means healthy hair and

scalp
—and you cannot begin too early. To get

the best results, specify

PACKER'S
Our Leaflet :

— "The Value of Systematic Shampooing," sent free. Address

THE PACKER MANUFACTURING CO. (Suite 87 W), 81 Fulton Street, New York
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PEARUNE TAKES THE
HARD WORK OUT OF

WASHING AND CLEANING

SIMMY A

MATTER or
}NTEUJGEN<E

^« It AVoivt IKirt
— woiVt everv over

^ tire a delicate
womarv to do arv

ordirvary wasK if sKe
vises PEARUNE ii\

Dearlirve'sWay
t DoKt stick to Cea=
^ tviries old nvetKods.

IsKt it time sonve
tKiag was dorve to

make wasKirvg a

Won\8ii\s Work

MENHEN3

BORATED
TALCUM

Powder
DELIGHTFUL AFTER BATHING, A LUXURY AFTERSHAVINC

. Beautifies and Preserves the Complexion.
A posltWe relief for PRirKT.TnEAT, CfUFINQ andSUNBURN, and all afBictlonl

of the ikin. For aore. h istered and peripirioft feet it has no equal. Removes all odor
of perspiration. Get MENNEN'S (ilie original), a little higher In price, perhaps,
than worthless substitutes, but there ia a reason for it. Sold everywhere, or mailed for

25ccntfl. Avoid uiRMFULlMrraTiOPis, (Sample free) .

GERHARD MENKEN CO., Newark. N.J.

^Tew"^ Mennen's Violet Talcum ^eT,S/

'^ HAYNES-APPERSON
Is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the
contest from New York to Boston and back with-
out repairs 'or adjustments of any kind.

SURREY, 12 HORSE-POWER, f1800. Front head-Hght extra.

It is the only machine that has won every Endurance Con-
test held in America and every contest orrace ever entered.

17 "'ITJrZ.X"'" Stock Machines
The machmejcoM buy is the kind that makes this

Absolutely Unequalled Record
Our catalogue gives the records complete. Send for it and

ask for the "
Little Book," too.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory, where every detail of
Haynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSON CO., - . Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.
The oldest makers of motor cars in America.

Branch Store, 381-385 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
Eastern Representatives, Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1139-41.43 Fulton

St., Brooklyn, N. Y.,and 66 West 43d St., New York. National Auto,
mobile & Mfg. Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.
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Suggestions
for Summer

Santa Barbara...

*'

Sitting serene beside her smiling summer sea
;

"
sit-

uated under the brow of the Santa Ynez Mountains—
a combination of mountain and ocean rarely seen.

Excursions at greatly reduced rates, July 3 and 4,

August 7 and 8, September 4 and 5.

Lake Tahoc...

One of the world's gems—6220 feet above sea level—
clear as crystal. Fishing, hunting, boating, mountain-

climbing, or horeback-riding through the forests.

Direct rail communication now to the lake.

Mount Shasta...

Pure, majestic, supreme over all else, the dominating

point in the landscape. From the moment the traveler

first steps from the cars into the glorious atmosphere,

fragrant with the breath of pine, no regret enters his

soul until the time when he must bid it adieu.

Yoscmitc Valley and the Mariposa Bi^ Trees...

The great scenic wonder of the world.

All reached exclusively and speedily by the

SoutKern Pacific
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Southern California Music Co.

The largest Music Store on the Pacific Coast and

the finest in the United States devoted solely to

the sale of musical instruments. The home of the

world famous PIANOLA, the genuine CHICKERING
PIANO, the VOSE. the KURTZMANN. and other well

known instruments. Our straightforward method of

doing business, and our guarantee on all instru-

ments are features that are appreciated by the

musical public. Write or call for any information

desired.

332^334 S. Broadway LOS ANGELES, CAL
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A Most Delicious / ^

1^^ i Shredded Whole
li^CSSCI^t Wheat Biscuit is

made in the most hygienic and scientific

food laboratory in the world. The wheat is

spun into light shreds, containing thousands
of open pores and is not crushed flat and dense
as m case of other foods. These pores absorb the

gestive juices and provide far greater surface for

their action than is given by any other food.

The following simple "course before coflee" is much in vogue with
club men everywhere. The simplicity of preparation and the little cost,

together with the delicious taste of the compotes, make this dessert in
rare favor in the home.

Use iSeasonable Fruit and

SHREDDED

BISCUIT
Split and slightly toast the Biscuit, then

serve with berries, sliced peaches, bananas

or any seasonable fruit. Simple, isn't it.

Your verdict will be

"Simply Delicious.**
FOR SHORTCAKE—With sharp knife halve tlie Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit lengrthwise,

prepare pineapple as for sauce (or bananas or mixed fruit) and set aside. When servinsr arrange
fialves in layers covered with fruit and add sugar and whipped crearrt.

Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit is Sold by All Grocers.

Send for "The Vital Question
"
(Recipes, illustrated in colors) FREE. Address

TSha NATURAL FOOD CO., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

100 Lots Tree
First 100 applicants
sending' stamp will
receive deed 25 feet.

Suburb New York, title perfect. 20th CENTURY
REALTY COMPANY, 6 Wall St., NEW YORK.

Cures
HEADACHES

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a luild

Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, SOc
and $1.00 Bottles

f" FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

KIDDER'S PASTILLES, r^effor Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail. 35 cents.

Charlestown, Mass.

IS THE ENGRAVING IN THIS MAGAZINE

GOOD ENOUGH ? WE DO IT—AND

COULD DO AS GOOD FOR YOU.

OUT WEST CO., LOS ANGELES.

f^ a

BftOHAHGEL®;]
The JELLY that requires no cooking. One
package Bromangeton, one pint boiling

water—that's all. Costs a trifle more than

substitutes, but it's a great deal better.

ALL GROCERS.
STERN & SAALBERG, Mfrs.

NEW YORK

DELICIOUS DESSERT
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RAINIER
€j*f/iir//vG CO. I/LLIV
SEATTLE,WASH. Phone.RAINIER 30

)INNER CHICAGO.
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THE TOTEM
POLE ROUTE
LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT5UN

Over S,000 miles oP ever chansfing'
scen.erpr, no^vtiei-e else equzLlfed.
Twenty^ n>ur hours of summer sunlight
to view the woivder-s of Ala^Ra. durin.gf
a. trip on the psJatial steamship "^POHANE."
Majeslic snow capped mountains. Vastr
tie^ids of ice ^i\d gig'anLtlc g'lax^iers-,
the st2ki\ding;' monuments of prehistoric
agies. A thousand islands, bays and in-
lets passed enroute.
Awe-inspiring, exhilaratingVeducationai.
Inside passa^'e, sea sicRness unknown.

SREXaoaVE excursions LEAyiNG-

mCOMA. SEATTI^ AISDTICTORIA'
MA5r26-Jl]NE9-23-JULYr-21-AUG.4

Reservations now bein^ madeApply toGompai^
offices, any Railroad or wurist Agtnt fbr rates
and fiiLL infbrmation. 5end 6cents inpostagie.
to cover cost of mailins^ and receive copy "All
the Year Rbund Toursrbeautitiilly illustrated.

CD.O LJ IN A IN ISf

Genera-l Passei\§fer A^gfent:
lO MarhetStr. San Francisco
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VIEW OF CIRCULAR BRIDGE AND VALLEV. MT. LOWE.

Visitors to Southern (aiilornid
CAN SEE ALL THE
SCENIC POINTS
OF INTEREST VIA

PA(iri( ElECTRK RY.

MT. LOWE. LONG BEACH, SAN GABRIEL MISSION, PASADENA,
OSTRICH FARM, BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA

From mountain peak to foaming surf"

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

Fof information call on or write H. F. GENTRY, Agent

MaTn*9oo 250 S. Spring

,-, „..«. SB • ra
;i

\\ . B iiiia 1 nrw^!!

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Obstrvatlon Cart—
-— Free from Smoki

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angeles, for Santa Monica via. Sizteentb
street, every ISminuies from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevne
Ave., for Colejrrove and Sherman, every honr from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Antreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hoar from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Angeles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevne
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

••SI"For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Sinifle Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

To Owners of Gasoline Engines.

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
<lnfs Dwnv rntlrely witli all startlin; an<\

ruiinliiic l>atterlcs, their niiiii>yan>.c ' I

exi>rnsc. No lielt— no switch— no Ixit-

terles. Can lie attat hcd to any eni^tne
now iisliiK batteries. I'lilly i;iinrantee<l ;

write fur ilesi rlptlvc lataloif.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.
42 Main Strrrt Prndlrton. Ind.

Odkldnd Poultry Ydrds...

1301 Castro St., Oakland. Cal.

Over 60 yards of fowU
All varieties of Land and
WatiT Fowls. Oldest Poul-
try cstahtishment on the
I'.icitic Co.ist. Wc Ku.iran-
tef '» li.itch on .-tU euKs we
soil. Wo p.iy e.xprcsv.

Send for 60-paoe Catalogse

RamonaToilet 3oap FOR .SALEEVERYWHERE



EAMES TRIGYCLE CO.

Patentees and Maiiufaciurers of Tricycle Chairs
j

for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling- Chairs,
and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OLR CATALOGUE, :

and see if one of our designs will not suit your case. I

2018 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO
OR S34 S. BROADWAY. LOS ANQELES. CAL.

\

NAVAJO INDIAN BLANKETS
MOQUI PLACQUES, POTTERY, ETC.

Sales Rooms, 1408 West Ninth Street

LOS ANOELES, (AL.

S^s^'^r F". W. VOLZ Indian
Trader

P.O.-CANON DIABLO. ARIZ..

The Best Wines

of California

arc good enough for anybody

A trial order will convince

you that our Wines are

just what you've been look-

ing and longing for

5-year-old Port, per gallon,

5-year-old Sherry, Angelica or "T^P
Muscat, per gallon § 0\t

60c

20-year-old Port, Sherry, An-

gelica, Muscat, Malaga, d?l ^A
Madeira or Orange, per gal. «pi»»?\/

Send for Complete Price List

EDWARD OERMAIN WINE (0.

393.399 LOS ANGELES ST.

CORNER FOURTH

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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TO KEEP COOL
you must have a whirliiiB- fan to drive the heated im-
pure air from your rooms. Will yon pay $15 or more
for an electric fan, or will you buy our famous

Water Motor Fan
which makes 2,000 revolutions

a minute and throws a current

of air as strongr as does an
electric fan yet costs only

$1.50
It can be attached to any spig-ot dirt-ct, or cunnected

by rubber hose and attached to wall In same or another
room. Can be adjusted by anyone, even a child, quickly
and easily. The fan is ten inches in diameter. Re-
quires but low pressure, the motor being- fed throug-h
a 1-16 inch hole. Runs smoothly, without noise or
annoyance -especially desirable for the sickroom.
Cannot g-et out of order.

Price Complete, $1.50 Booklet Free

Good Agents Wanted to .sell the Water Motor Fan
to the thousands who have been waiting for a perfect
fan at a low price.

DELAWARE RUBBER CO., Dept. 102

631 Market Street Philadelphia, Pa.

MATURED
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Will You be "Judge and Jury?"

WE CLAIM THE

Equitable Life Assurance Society
"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD"

TO RF THF RF^T it is the strongest. Assets $360,000,000. Surplus $75,000,000.
I V/ L»l- I i IL. L»L-J I Pays death losses the promptest.

Pays most on maturing- policies.

Fill out coupon and we will furnish proof.

Mr. A. IV1. JONES, General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, California

Please tell me the cost of a policy in the Equitable for $ .

I was born the day of 18-

NAME
,

Address

Schell's Patent Adjustable Form
For Dressmaking
It Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It Is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

design by
means of this

form, which
is made to

duplicate
anyone's
form, and
can be Inde-

pendentiy
and minutely

corrected
as the per-
son's form
chances.

Is made
to stand as

person stands, for-
ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will hangr and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. Whenorder-
ingr send a perfectly
fitted

lining^
with

waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

(front, hips and back)^
with close fittiufir col-
lar and sleeves.

Los Angeles Office: 316 South Broadway
Rooms 3 and 4 Phone James 4441

San Francisco : 503 Powell St. phone red 2986

Dr. Ogdcn's
Medicated Oxygen Co.

147 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.

Treatment by Inhalation. Sent to

any part of the world. It cures Rose

Cold, Hay Fever, Rheumatism, Gout,

Asthma, Nervousness and Insomnia.

We don't take a case we can not cure

or benefit.

Send for Literaturb

Our Anti-Dipheutic prevents Diph-
theria, Sore Throat, and all Throat Ir-

ritations. Used by thousands of moth-
ers for their children. A Disinfective,

Antiseptic Microbe Destroyer.

COMPLETE. EXPRESS PAID. S1.SO

Hummel) Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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THE NEW

Hum Petticoat
is a tailor-made garment. It jives a perfect
srlove fit at the top, impossible to attain with
any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and
waist, and adds that ar-

tistic irrace to the beauty
lines of a srraceful figrure

that cannot be obtained
with any other petticoat

Every lady knows the

advantafires of a tailor-

made trarment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting- garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wish to see them, at

555 S. BrOddWdy, Los Angeles, (di.

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED
** Warranted Linen "

ARE YOURS?

AIQ BDIIOLJ We are raakinff and sellinr theMIM DnUS>n best Art Tool in use. Applies
color by jet of air, enablins' the
lartist to do better work and save
Itime. No studio complete wlth-

^^^^^^^^^lout it. Circulars free.

^^'^ ^^119^ Address, AIR BRUSH IMFO. CO..

ART MfOBIf 115 Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,

bmfort
MtDICINAL

TOIIi£T *"«'

Powder

WHY IT IS THE BEST.
UecauRe it Is a scientific preparation In powder

form, iinequaled In Its aliUlty to prevent and heal all

Inflamed and uncomfortable conditions of the skin.

It win not harm the most delicate skin, yet It has

power to heal the most obstinate skin affections, and
is unfjup«tioii:il)ly the best toilet and nursery
powder in the world. It Is unequaled for

Sunburn, Kruptlons of the Skin. Chaflnit,
PHckly Heat, After a Kath, to I'revent I'er-

splrafion Odors, After a Shave. Tired, ArhuiK
F*-*'!. In the SWk-Kooni : In faot.forall Skin
Aff«'Ctlons it is a Ilealint; Wonder.
FOB SALE AT TOILET AND DRUG STORES. SBc. A BOX.

// yoiKS doea moI krep •«, take fn> otKer, but
Kriiil 2,-, rrtitt to the Cotnfort fotnter Vo., Hart-
foril, i'onn., and reerire box, pott-paid.

To those who know TYPEWRITERS
and the value of a dollar

$35 ^PP^^^s most stronjrly.

It has established a higher ''standard"
at a lower price. Our printed matter
tells how.

CHICAGO WRITING MACHINE CO.

72 Wbndkli, St., Chicago, U. S. A.



glfLES, 1^EPE4TIN6 SHOTGUNS,
Metallic Cartridges

\m lo^DED Shotgun Shells.

^m.^ rorA/f hlftds OfSfiooljng

\nd Amnumftmn t'>riM&b Of{Huns

winchester
Repeating Arms 0"^

New Haven, Conn.

Ijjjjgmpillfcwi
III! I

III
.1

Pacific Coast Agency : 127-135 First Street, San Francisco — A. Muller, Agent
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LtrsNt Nitloial Bank ii Soithin Calltonia

riRST NATIONAL BANK
or L08 ANOBLKS

Deaiflrnated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock S 400.000

Sarflus and Undivided Profit* over 360,000

Depoilts 5,000,000

J. M. Elliott, Preit. W. G. Kbrckhopp, V.-Pre»t
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Preit.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
J. D. Blckaell H. Jevne W. G. Kcrckhoff
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. D. Hooker

J. C. Drake

All Departments of a Modem Banidflg Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES JJEPOSITARY

Capital, . . - -

Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000.00
200,000.00
650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and^ Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. Nojinterest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.

W. D. Woolwlne, Cashier.

T. L. Duque. Pres. I. N. Van Nuys. V. P. E. J. Vawter, Jr., Cashier

Money loaned on real estate at lowest rates.
Save time and expense by applying- to

MAIN STREET SAVINGS BANK
PAID'UP CAPITAL., 0100,000

Junction Main, Spring^nd Temple Sts. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

DIRKCTORS:— H. W. Hellman, I. N. Van Nuys, O. T. Johnson, H.
W. O'Melveny. T. L. Duque, L. Winter, Kaspare Cohn, W. G. Kerck-
hoff, H. Newmark.

PAUL P. BERNHARD & CO.

RED RUBBER
Tel. Main 5357

STAMPS
Seals, Badges, CheckH, Steel Stamps, Stencils. Ac.

512 Montjromory St., SAN PR ANCISCO. C AL.

The Only Double-Traclc Railway Between

the Missouri River and Ctilcago.

Why Not Go

East via San Francisco and

tsii

Limited
The IVIost Luxurious Train in the Worid.

Buffet smoking and library cars

with barber and bath, Booklovers

Library, Pullman private compart-
ment observation cars, drawing-
room sleeping cars, all meals in

dining cars; entire train electric

lighted, through to Chicago, with-

out change. Direct connection for

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS
Tickets, reservations and full in-

formation can be obtained from
W. D. Campbei.i.. CionM .Virent

Chicago ^ North-Western Ry.
347 South Spring: Street,

Lo5 Antreles, Cal.

For TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTING

m're, Tthphotu or H'rite Wirt, Telfphone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDGE JOHN PARTRIDQE
For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

Wire, TeUphoiit or Write

JOHN PARTRIDQE, 306 CaHfornla 5t., 5mi Pranclaco
California

Gray Hair Restored.
"WALNUHA HAIR STAIN"
lioMoirmiray. SIrrak.Mt, or lUi'ftrlip.1

lli«(r, »r Ui'aril ln«l»nl»nr«u«l}.
i;ivei«Miy kIi.xIp from l.larht ltro«n
to KIkpI.. !»«« not w«iih or rub
ofT. rontain* no iv.iwmo. uml ii< not

iivlnre yon w
ilil, largi- m«'
KH'TKAIHN'-

i.oHlpalil, laxtji'
»iw

'

nlzp for XUI
A\ ivntn. •^""

1 i.lc..St. Ui«»«. *"

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevcutH early wrinkles. It la not a treckle coating; it re

moTMtham. ANTVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Lo« AnrclCft



LEARN

I]i
BY MAIL

Seventeen of the most famous social writers
in the country, including- Mrs. John Sherwood,
Mrs. Burton Kingfsland, Adelaide Gordon, Mrs.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Mrs. Harriet Hubbard
Ayer, Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster, Mrs. John
A. Logan and Marion Hariand, have just pre-
pared a course of instruction in social usagre and

The Aft of Being Agreeable
It teaches the correct thine to do, to say, to

write, to wear on all occasions. A complete
K-ttide to perfect ease of manner. An ideal
text book for the polite education of children.
Good manners are today essential to success.

Free Bureau of Inquiry-
supplies special information and explanation.
Keeps members in touch with chanifiner social
forms. Our illustrated Free Book firives a com-
plete description of the course of instruction
and membership privileges. Sent on request.

01

Dept. O.W., 156 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

FACE

BLEACH
^e>>GIVE5 THE 5KIN

'A YOUTHFUL APPEARANCE

Removes Pimples, Freckles,

all Discolorations & Blemishes

Makes A Perfect Complexion
Unquestionably the best, safest and sur-
est preparation for purifying, beauti-

fying and preserving the complex-
ion, giving it the healthful glow of

youth, and making it clear, fairaiid

perfect, and removing pimples,
freckles, moth, brown spots, oiliness,
blackheads, sallowness, skin dis-
eases and all skin discolorations. is

'Mme. A. RUPPERT'S WORLD RENOWNED
FACE BLEACH. A Free trial bottle will
be sent to any lady who will clip this

advertisement and forward with it her name and
address ;—or a large bottle.—enough in many cases
to thoroughly clear the complexion,—will be sent
for 82. Also a ;ar of my superb Egyptian Balm will
be sent free with each 82 bottle if vou will forward
this advertisement with your order.
Mme. A. RVPPERT, 6 E. 14th St., New fork Cit^

In the

Home

there 's

fun

Iphen

alipays ^J

H ires
Footbeer

A package makes five gallons.
Sold everywhere, or by mail
for 25 cents.

II

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiii:

= This Library Table Made of Solid =

I Oak, 28 X 42, Weathered Oak, a |
S Short Time Only, for S16.00 |

S I F. B. REICHENBACH |
Designer and Maker of Fine S
Furniture, Parquet Floors. S
Reproduces Any Style, from S
Any Period Desired. Send S
for illustrations. S

§ 618 S. Broadway, Los Angeles |
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniR

%\
Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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The Berkeley Hotel
BOSTON. MASS.

Particularly Desirable Location, Attractive Kestaurant, Appointments of

the Highest Class. Visitors to IJoston will find the Berkeley convenient

and service of the best. MODERN IN EVERV DETAIL.

European and American Plan ^>!*

BERK.ELEY and DOYLSTON STS. John A. SherlocK

WILLIAMSON BROS.
oia
Reliable
Dealer* ii

Pianos --

Organs . .

Behr Bros.

Shoninger
Ivers & Pond
Bush & Gerts
Poole
Schubert
Haddorflf
Victor
Karlbach
Strohber, etc.

Sonthern Calitornia

Headq natters for

Standard
Sewing Machines

PIANO STORE: 327 S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES. CAL.

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. &. Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S S00THIN6 SYRUP

has been used fot over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by Drusrarists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

TN COMPOUNDING, an incomplete mixture was accident-
*

ally spilled on the back of the hand, and on washing after-
ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENE. It is absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by magic. IT CANNOT FAIL. If
the growth be light, one application will remove it; the heavy
growth, such as the beard or growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward.

Modem supersedes electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested Its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-cases (securely

sealed j, on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,
with your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

Local and General Agents Wanted
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO.

Dkpt. ©e. CiNoiNWATi, Ohio
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED

«*"We offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest Injury

CREAM RORINE
A scientific astringent cream which acts di-

rectly upon enlarged pores, cleansing, purify-

ing, contracting them, and successfully eradi-

cating blackheads, pimples and other disfig-

uring eruptions. Price by mail, $1.10.

THE WINDSOR BOUDOIR
7 EAST ACth street

NEW YORK
All enquiries as to our special treatment for en-

larged pores, enclosing- stamp, will receive prompt
attention.

SCALP TREATMENT
Scalp treatment is as much a science

as the practice of medicine. It requires
not only .

study, investi-

gation and
knowledge,
but wide and
practical
experience.
We believe
the splendid
results of our
method speak
more for it

than any
claims
or promises.
We shall be

pleased to

consult with those who are afflicted with
disease of the hair or scalp and explain
our treatment. We shampoo with green
soap— keeps the hair soft and glossy.

Our stock of GRAY HAIR. SWITCHES,
WAVES and POMPADOURS is com-
plete. We invite your inspection

BENNETT TOILET PIRLORS
COR. FI^TH AND SPR.NQ 3TS.

Help—Ail kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



The Strattord
MICHIGAN and

JACKSON BOULEVARDS

CHICAGO

GEO. B. WEAVER

European Plan

$1.50 per Day and Upwards

Located in the heart of the

Business, Shopping and Thea-

ter districts fronting on Lake

Michigan.
The handsomest Dutch

Room in America on the

ground floor, and noted for its

very excellent cuisine.

French Restaurant on parlor floor.

The sanitary equipment of this

Hotel is of the very best and latest

improved appliances.

KINO OF WINE

tSSUBO TO

IM ACCOROANCe«MTH
COKONA B1.ANCA

H J WOdl.l.ACGTT
•niisiAiCMusTBeaoTWEO'iHurgYPmi

Corona Blanca
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California's
official label (as above facsimile) truaranteeinsr its contents to be trvi*
and pure California -winea.

These are the finest wines California produces, atred naturally,
from 4 to 30 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East FreigKt Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

IlstablisHed 1560

Los ^n^eles, California
Z-^^

Modernness is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most np-to-
—i—— date laundry equipment in the West, and inclades

—
facilities, such as our "NO SAW EDGK on

Collars and Cuffs "
machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances

have enabled us to weed out inefficient help. Skillfulness, promptness and coartesy

prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Phone Main 638.

Empire Laundry
149 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANQELES S«tbfutJM JDmtnaXMi
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FREE INFORMATION

ABOIT CALIFORNIA

We have the larg-est Information Bureau in the
West and are prepared to answer all. inquiries
and furnish literature of the leading- Hotels and
Resorts, Routes of Travel, and the different

Counties of California.

A Booklet entitled ''Touring California'
A complete Guide to the State
Can be had for the asking-

We are also the owners and operators of

The Hotel Cabinet System
Special Home-Seekers'

Literature

PECK'S TOLRIST BUREAl CO.
[ INCORPORATED ]

11 Montgomery St., San Francisco
410 South Broadway, Los Angeles

2^ou are kindly requested to send postage.

THE TOIRIST -:&"i

TREE INEORMATION

BLREAU Of CAUEORNIA

TOURISTS IN SEARCH
OF RELIABLE INFORMATION
CONCERNING RAILWAYS,
RESORTS, HOTELS, SCHOOLS
And all points of interest in City or

State, are invited to call at our office,

where all information will be cheerfully

given without charge.

Descriptive literature will be found
in our Racks in all the. principal Hotels
and Boards of Trade of Southern
California.

C. A. Hubert, Manager

211 W. 4Tn ST., LOS ANGELES

B20 D ST., SAN DIEGO

The Phonograph is distinguished from other

talking machines by its absolute freedom from scratching
and pure, natural tones of music or voice.

The Phonograph is infinitely superior.

The Phonograph is sold in 5,000 stores. Call at

the nearest dealer's and hear the modem Phonograph
with the new Edison Moulded Records ^nd the Ne<u>

Reproducer. Phonographs from $10.00 to jioo.oa

Records, 50c.; $5.00 ptr dozen.

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO.. Orange. N. J.

NEW YORK, 83 Chambers St. CHICAGO, 504 Wabash

Market St EUROPE, 32 Rcmpart Saim Georges,

fe SAN FRANCISCO, 9J}

sTwEBf. Belgium.

HOTEL EMPIRE
BROADWAY AND 63RD St., NEW YORK CiTY

ABSOI.UTEUY FIREPROOF
European Plan Exclu.sively. Local and Long--

Distance Telephone in every room.

MODERATE RATES
From Courtland or Liberty Street ferries take

car marked 6th and Amsterdam Aves., direct to
hotel door—20 minutes. From Grand Central Sta-
tion take Red car marked Broadway to Fort Lee
Ferry and reach hotel door in 6 minutes. From all
Ferries and Ocean Steamers take 9th Ave. Elevated
Railway to 59th Street which is on^ minute walk
from the Empire. All surface cars oif Metropolitan
System pass the Empire. Only 10 minutes to all
principal Theaters and Department Stores.

Music every eveningr. W. JolMSM Qgjnn, Prop.
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WKen you come to

CALIFORNIA
You must come to tKe

Sacramento
Valley
Because ^^ offer rich land, suitable for fruit, alfalfa and grsLin, at from

i^H^HBHH $30 to $100 per acre.

Because ^^ have a mild climate, generous rainfall, and plenty of water

^^^^^^H for irrigation.

Because ^* have unexcelled transportation facilities—rail and river.

Because *^" acres will support an industrious family.

Because *-*"^ orchards, dairies and hop fields afford work for every indus-

IBBHU^^H trious man and family.

Because ^^^ ^^^ rates ($25) from any Missouri River point to ANY point in

BHiBB^B th^ Sacramento Valley, are effective until June 15.

Because y°" ^^^ allowed 5-day stop-over privileges at any and all main-line

I stations, which allows you full opportunity to visit this great
and fertile Valley.

WE STILL HAVE PICTURE BOOKS,
PHOTOGRAPHS, DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS

AND OTHER LI FERATURE
GOTTEN UP FOR YOU

WHY NOT WRITE TO ANY OR ALL
OF US, FOR MORE INFORMATION?

VICE PRESIDENTS OF TNE SACR4MENT0 VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

MORRIS BROOKE, Sacramento—Sacramento C. F. FOSTER, Coming—Tehama County 9 CD
County W. C. GREEN, Georgetown—El Dorado Conntr

C. W. THOMAS, Wood Land -Yolo County E. A. FORBES. MaryaTille—Tuba County
J. H. WILLS, Auburn -Placer County J. M. WALLING, Nevada City—Nevada Co.
R. M. GRKEN, Oroville—Butte County P. R. GARNETT, Willows—Glenn County
J. W. KAKKTH. Colusa—Colusa County J. J. CHAMBERS. Reddinir—Shasta County
H. P. STAHLER, Yuba City—Sutter County W. S. GRBKN. PrftiJtnt, Colusa, California
RALEIGH UARCAR. VacaTille-Solano Co. F. E. WRIGHT, .V#fr//arv. Colusa. California
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SAVAGE

JSAVARIFL ES
The supreme confidence users of Savage Rifles feel when hunting

big game, results in the most successful shots. There is no uncertainty-

over the chance of your rifle misfiring, clogging or shooting inaccurately.

That the most famous hunters of large and dangerous game pin

their faith to a Savage is not due to any matter of sentiment— they

know by actual experience the superiority of the Savage system.

Catalogue No. 3 is of interest to all sportsmen. Mailed on request.

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY
UTICA. N. Y.. U. S. A.

BAKER & HAMILTON, Pacific Coast Ag-ents
Sax Fkanctsco axd Sacramento, Cal.

Ttl[ NEW rORK (ENTRAL US
COMPRISING THE

\NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER
MICHIGAN CENTRAL (NIAGARA FALLS ROUTE)

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN ( Route of 20th Century Limited)

C, C, C. <& ST. L. {"BIG FOUR")
BOSTON & ALBANY

PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE
LAKE ERIE A WESTERN

Take you from^CnicAGo and St. Louis to Detroit, Cleveland, Indian-

apolis, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Niagara Falls, Buffalo,
Albany, New York and Boston.

The most complete train service in the world. Six tourist cars weekly between

Chicago and Boston. City Offices and Information Bureaus :

637 Market St., San francisco—Carlton C. Oranc, Pacific Coast Agt.

324 S. Broadway, Los Angeles—r. M. Byron, So. California Pass. Agt.
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The
Piano-Fortes
Of
Steinway

For generations the march of proflrress in piano-forte construction has been led by the

house of Steinway & Sons. Its product is universally acknowledtred to be beyond all com-

petition. The world's g-reatest masters have found expression of their most sublime

thoughts in The Steinway Piano, and the grandeur of its achievments has received the

irrateful recognition of artists of eminence the world over. It has been the prond recipient

of encomium in every known tong-ue. Throuirh all the years of its history, replete with

advances alonsr every line of science and mechanics, every endeavor to wrest from it the

position of pre-eminence has met with failure. In the art centers of the world The Stein-

way Piano is the only instrument recoarnized as meeting the exacting requirements of

artists. Steinway & Sons have received appointments as manufacturers to the lead inff

rulers of the world, and their instruments are in constant use in every imperial honsehold.

Geo. J. Birkel Co.
Sole sellini.' agents for Steiniuay Pianos and Cecilian Piano Players

—in all of Southern California, and Arizona

545-5^7 South Spring Street, Los Jtngeles, California

DIRECT FROM THE RUINS

Sample

of Our

Collections

^'^^mc

^^B ^^ipi ^^IP ^^P '

To those interested In Relics of Pre-Columbian America, especially of Arizona and

New Mexico i

We personally superintend Exploring Ruins, and Collect the Implements, Orna-

ments, Utensils, etc. We can supply you with Choice Specimens of Pottery, Beads,

Paints, Implements and Ornaments of Bone, Stone and Shell. Every specimen

ffuaranteed Genuine Pre-Historic. Catalogue, etc., sent on application.

References : Apache County Bank. Concho, Ariz.
Denver Land Co , Broomfleld, Colo. Reamer lln^. (ollector. St. Johns. Arizona

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatla« ; it r<

moves them. ANTVO CO., 427 N. Main St., L«« **!>
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2 FINEST IN THE WORLD S
= THE LIGHT RUNNING i

"POX°

Pleases the Employer—
Delights the Stenographer

WHY?
Because it

Lasts Ivonger
Does Better Work
Easier to Operate

THAN
ANY
OTHER

TYPEWRITER
MADE

FULL AUTOMATIO
Lig-ht Touch

Hig-h Speed

Simplicity

Durability

Bail-Bearing- Carriage
Automatic Line Spacer
Line Lock

Adjustable Type Bars
Individual Key Tension
Aluminum Key Levers
Half-Inch Key Dip
Two-Ounce Tension

[Instead of 4 to 6]

Points

Wherein

the

FOX
Excels

All

Others

Send for Catalogrue
Agents wanted in every town in the State.

Also carry full line of Typewriters' supplies

CBIIO flfFIII[ SUPPl! CO.

5 230 >^ South Spring Street

£ Los Angeles, Cal.

""""""

« >

>
-

lillllllllli

-U--

The
Hxact Time

sf the

ELGIN
WATCH

•*vr

Huns
the J^achinery

Sf J^odern Life.

Wherever correct time

is essential the Elgin
Watch is val-

ued.

An illustrated history of the watch sent free.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO., Elgin, IIL



SECTIONAL BOOK CASES
This is the only Macey agency on the Coast—the only place

where you can buy these goods with the opportunity of first

examining them and then having them delivered to your home.
The stock is now on display, and includes the celebrated

Macey Sectional Book Case in all qualities and all finishes—
Solid Mahogany, Polished Quarter-Sawed Oak, Plain Oak and
Golden Elm.

The Macey is the Original Sectional Book Case

It is the only kind having non-binding doors. It is the only
kind having self-disappearing doors. These are the principal
features in any sectional bookcase, but they cannot be used by
any other maker. Material, workmanship and finish are all

absolutely best. The Macey is sold under an absolute guaran-
tee that it is superior.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

NiLiLS pease: furniture:
439-441-443 S. Spring St.. Los Angeles, Cal.

CO.

Summer...

Vacations

May be

SPENT
PROFITABLY

By Planning for FALL and WINTER
COMFORT Jn YOUR HOMES

ECONOMY and ARTISTIC TASTE

ARE VIRTUES

Which may be cultivated to your advantage b»

spending part of your leisure rummaging through

our stock of

Furniture and Draperies

BROADWAY DRAPERY and

FURNITURE COMPANY

447 S. BROADWAY LOS ANOELES. CAL.

Machin
Tailor- Made

Waists

Arc

Faultless

In Fit,

Original

In Design.

Exclusive

In Style

READY FOR WEAR
OR MADE TO ORDER

Machin Shirt Co.
HIOH QRMOm SHIRT MAKERS

|24 South Spring St. LOS ANOELES. CAL
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"Nothing So Rare as Resting on JUr

One WKo Rno^ws
and Rncws He PLncws

Los Angei^es, Cal., March 30, 1903.

Pneumatic Mattress Company^
New York, N. T.

Genti^kmex :
— Without special curiosity in the matter—for I find it most con-

venient to carry both my bed and my overcoat inside me—it has fallen in my way
to test a great many kinds of beds. Doubtless there are some invented by man that

I have not slept on
;
but I have proved all the important kinds, civilized and un-

civilized, and purely natural, that are known of in North and South America.

From the feather-beds of my New England boyhood, and curled hair and moss
and excelsior

;
from a blanket in the bottom of my birch bark canoe, and the per-

pendicular slumber of my saddle on the plains ; the petates of the Mexican In-

dians, the colchones of the pueblos, the bamboo flea-frames of the Peruvian

Coast and interior, shepherd's sheepskins on the adobe floor, and down to the

sleeping accommodations which have no standing in the Patent Office—the soft

side of a rock, a mattress and coverlet of the desert sands, and the crotch of a

tree (where my bedstead was just high enough to escape rather larger and more

exigent wild beasts than fleas) it has casually happened to me to find out by ex-

perience what most kinds of a bed feel like.

I am free to say that your air-stuffed mattress is not only the most comfort-

able thing I have found, but that it strikes me as the most rational for anyone who
needs a mattress at all. If I were to carry anything into the wilderness for a bed

I would certainly take that
;
and at home, where the bare ground is not so in-

viting, the Pneumatic palliative is enjoyed and respected by all that test it.

Sincerely yours, CHA.S. T. LUMMIS,
Editor of "OUT "WEST."

Let us send you catalog and other literature, or call on W. H.
Hoegee CSL Co., Xxafts-Lyon -Arms Co., Los Angeles.

They carry a stock of our goods.

Our illustrated booklet,
^^
Evolution of the Air Bed''' and Catalog C of Pneumatic

Cushions, Pillorvs^Yacht Cushions , etc., sent free on request. Mention' Out West."

Pneumatic Mattress and Cushion Co.
1 SOUTH ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.
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A POINT Worth Money
We want to prove our ability in makiatr a stylish suit, one that will not only wear, but hold its

Khape, and be in every respect
"
up to date." We have a first-class line of the very latest thinffR

from the looms of Europe and America, and we have cutters and tailors who know how to put them

tosrether. We stand behind our work, and guarantee fit, quality and durability. We make prices

that save you a lot of money. We want you satisfied or we don't want your money.

j POPKIN & LISTER ['^s^^^L'^^i'otl: J

Oxfords, $6
The acme of Oxford perfection—French Calf-

skin, or Hyle's Patent Calf—new Po-tay-toe
last, like the picture. Just the shape for tin-

younir fellow who "has some snap about him."
Send JO cents additional if to go by mail.

WETHERBY-KAYSER
SHOE COMPANY

Los Angeles and Pasadena

CALIFORNIA

A WONDERriL INVENTION
It is interesting to note that fortunes are

frequently made by the invention of articles

of minor importance. Many of th* most

popular devices are those designed to benefit

the people and meet popular conditions, and
one of the most interesting of these that has

ever been invented is the Dr. White Electr

Comb, patented Jan. 1, '99. These wonder-

ful combs positively cure dandruff, hair fall-

ing out, sick and nervous headaches, and

when used in connection with Dr. White's

Electric Hair Brush are positively guaranteed
to make straight hair curly in 25 days' time.

Thousands of these combs have been sold in

the various cities of the Union, and the

demand is constantly increasing. Our agents
are rapidly becoming rich selling these combs.

They positively sell on sight Send for

sample. Men's size 35c, ladies' 50c— half price

while we are introducing them. The Dr.

White Electric Comb Co., Decatur, 111.

INCREASE YOUK SALARY OR INCOME
safely and surely through a mail business; bow and
what to do to do this successfully, read the M^n i irtVr

Journal. Special — Send 15 cents today fn

months' trial subscription. Louis Gnenther, :

119 Dearborn street, Chicago. Money refu::..-.

not satisfactory.

:si^Mir^^H^4HI*^HNNNMMMi^^^'
A SENSIBLE PLACE

TO EAT

%

The Vegetarian I^estaurant
^IB'S^Q WEST THIRD ST.. Bmr. Broadway and Hill. St.. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

We serve no flesh food. Flesh-making foods, however, fill our menu. Pre-

pared and served in the most appetizing styles. OUR CULINARY
DEPARTMENT will hereafter be open to public inspection, and we will

spare no effort in fulfilling our object, which is to advance the health of patrons.

We Serve Our 0>vn Dairy and BaKery Products
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Nothing Secret about

Orangeine
Powders—

Its composition is as open as its results are prompt,
and is published in direction booklet in eVery pac'k.age.

NOTE The varied and numerous uses of Orangrelne have been evolved "by Humanity for Humanity," and Its

wide claims would seem ridiculous were they not suggested and sustained by countless human experiences.

The Principle of Orangeine.

Orangeine combines both schools of

medicine, and illustrates the following
great principle now advocated by all

progressive physicians, viz.: The con-

certed, concordant action of remedies skillfullj)
selected and combined, is vastly greater than
the action of the same remedies, alternately

prescribed.

What Orangeine is Doing for Humanity.

Orangeine supplies almost instant re-

lief from pain, prompt correction for the

little ills which lead to serious ailment,
and a gradual, far reaching reconstruc-

tive power from extreme physical debil-

ity, and the stubborn symptoms which
cause chronic ailments.

Orangeine Applications Widely Demonstrated.

Heat Prostration, Headache (all kinds) Hay Fever,
Stomach Upsets, Neuralgia, Asthma,
Bowel Troubles, Nervousness, Colds,
Indigestion, Sea Sickness. Grip,
Dyspepsia, Car Sickness, Fatigue,

and a host of common ailments,

Orangeine Dispels Hay Fever.
During the past five years, Orangeine has made a phenomenal record for the relief of Hay
Fever, in even most stubborn and long continued cases. Thousands of former suflFerers

have, through Orangeine, found immunity which they could not find at any Hay Fever
resort, and our advice has been everywhere confirmed to Hay Fever sufferers, to "Stay at
Home or Go Anywhere," provided they TAKE Orangeine, under our simple directions.

A Few Suggestive Experiences.
Mr. J. A, Waldron, Managrln? Edl- Mr. Frank T. Bliss, of Morris, Miss Hattie McClelland, Madison,

tor of The Pieiv York Dramatic Mir- m., describes his experience: Ind., writes: "Have taken four pow-
ror, says: "I am not only a steady "I have been a sufferer from hay ders a day, and am getting along: fine,
user of 'Orang-eine' Powders, being fever for over twenty years, have Have had only slight attack of "hay
of an age when their singular and tried every remedy obtainable, fev€r' so far, and am perfectly free
admirable stimulating powers prove but until this year I have been from it to today, something that has
very beneficial, and being also sub- compelled to spend the hay fever never happened before at this season
ject to Hay Fever in summer and season in northern Michigan. I of the year."
Grip in winter; but I have formed the have been enabled to stay at Mr Conrad Rockel, Dallas City 111

philanthropic^
habit of dispensing home this year with perfect free- •writes- "'Orangeine* is doing' me

/or
various tem- dom from this dread disease by rnuch good. I think two boxes more

feh Orancfiinp so using Orangeine' powders as ^ill keep 'hay fever' off entirely."
directed."

^^^ j_ ^ i^^^^^^ Marshall, Mich.,
writes: "I find it the best thing I ever
tried, and I have tried everything."
Miss Bernice Dutton, Little Rock,

Ark., writes: "Orangeine makes one
feel more lil:e working. More like

,
. MissNellaMiles, Stockton, N.Y., living. The powders are so simple,

hay fever,' and I have tried a great writes: "1 find 'Orangeine' very so easy to take, so convenient to
number." good for 'hay fever.'

"
carry, and yet so effective."

Tridl PacIcAOTP ITpPP orangeine is sold by druggists everywhere In 2,Sc. SOc and fl.00 packages.
*•** » awikd^C «" CC On receipt of request we will mail 10c trial package Free with full direc-

tions, composition and description of its wide human influences. Address "Or&ngeine. Chicago."

them to friend
porary ailments which 'Orangeine' so
accurately reaches.
"From my experience, I predict

that the wonders of 'Orangeine' are
yet in their infancy."

P. J. Cunningham, Leslie, Mich.,
writes:

"
'Orangeine' is the only rem-

edy that has given me any relief from

Mr. 0.
J._ Carpenter, Killduff. la.,

writes:
"
'Orangeine' has cer-

tainly helped me. Have been us-
ing it for hay fever.'"
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We arc showing the

largest stock of Men's and

Women's Oxfords on the Pacific

Coast. At $3.50 wc have an almost unlimited

variety of styles, and all kinds of leathers. We handle the

best $3.50 shoe that amount of money can buy.

Buckskin shoes for outing wear will be worn by everyone.

Sizes for Men, Women and Children, $3.25 to $4.00.
Barefoot sandals protect bare feet when wading or bathing, $1.00

to $1.75. Mail orders given careful attention.

C. M. STAUB SHOE CO. Los Angeles

^^!lrJ«Paloma Toilet5?ap AX ALL.
DRUG STORE?

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. &. Co., Tel. Mam 509.
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Don't let the heat of summer undermine your strength,

enervate your system and lay it open to the inroads of

disease. Keep your blood cool and full of life by tak-

ing a small glass of Pabst Malt Extract before each

meal— it's The "Best" Tonic, both in name and reality.

For all men, and for all women— at all times, every-
where—Pabst Malt Extract is a builder of health,

strength, vigor and vitality. For invalids and convales-

cents, and for those enfeebled by age, it is both meat

and drink— a tonic that enriches the blood,

quiets the heart action, steadies the nerves

and renews the wasted tissues of the body.

For fifty years I have been more or less an
invalid—the doctors say my blood had not sufficient

red corpuscles to give me strength. For the past
fifteen years I have used Pabst Malt Extract, The
"
Best Tonic," and it has always given me re-

newed strength and vigor. The fact that I am
now seventy-two years old and am enjoying
better health than when I first began to

take your Malt Extract makes me commend
it heartily to my friends and to those whom I

have cared for in my work as a practical nurse.

1 know of no batter Tonic for those suffering
from general debility, or for convalescents.

J. M. SHORT, 464 East 55th Street. Chicago.

LIQUID EXTRACT OFj

^'HOPS

Cfi'

lEE.WIS.
.A.

Avoid cheap imitations—lacking the

strength and purity of Pabst Extract—
they are frequently adulterated

and usually harmful— your system
demands THE BEST — and Pabst
Malt Extract is the "Best" Tonic—
The pi'oof lies in the using.

Send Your Name and Address for Our Booklet

PABST EXTRACT DEPARTMENT
MILWAUKEE. WIS., U.S.A. MILWAl
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AGATE )JICKEL-^TEEL
Kitcheiv Utef\sils

tfaVifxg Tl\js

TRADEMARK
(burrjed itj ^k ^^^^^
ttje efjarnel) CkM. V^

jSAFE
We Make 1520 Kinds

There must be some reason wtiy the Mfrs of

AGATE NICKEL- STEEL WARE
attach a tMue label to every piece iiihowin^
Chemists Certificates that the Cnamcl is

absolutely free from poison
Cost any more? Ves, a little; send Tor
booklet o«id s»^o wtiy.

L;iL;qi^ ^ g^osjej^p ipp&go.
NEW YORK BOSTON

. CHICAGO

liariiiful to the skin, destroy the most
]

licautifiil complexion. Tliey tlirlve

impurities. Use only

LABLACHB
I'ace Powder. Its delicate natural flower

perfume is a powerful antiseptic which

destroys jL'ernis
and prevent* c<>ntai;ion,

UABLACHK removes Impurities, makes
the skin soft, smooth and velvety, restores a faded complexion, and

liciifhtens a beautlfuf one. Brwart of dattgcrout substituK!. Klesh,

White, rink. Cream Tints, 80c a box. Drugglits or by mall.

Bbn Lkvy * Co.. Frrnrh Perfiimen, US Kingston Street, Boston.

OPALS
OKNUINR MBXICAN

OPALS CUT AND POL-
ISIIKD RBAUY FOK
MOUNTING.

7fi,000 FOR 8ALK. WK WANT LIVE AOBNTS
KVKKVWmcKK. .KKNI> 35 CKNTS KOR 8AMPLK
WORTH $2.1)0, (IK $1.1K) FOK KXTKA KINK ONK.

MEXICAN OPAL CO.
607 Froit Block, Loi Angelei, Ctl.

kkpkkknck: statk hank and TKI'ST CO.

$

$
SECURITY — ECONOmY — EQUITY

eni lis
THm FAMILY MAM'S

SAVING FUND

Information is yonrs for the asking.

GEORGE SMEDLEY YARNALL
4<J2 Trust Buildinjf

LOa ANOeLMB, Caufokmia

rkpkksenting

Tim Pioviniini [ill! IMWn
OF PHIUAOmi-FHIA

DEATH RATE
EXPENSE RATE
PREMIUM RATES

$%$%$%%$S$$$$fS$%SS$f$$$%%$$$

Maier & Zobelein

Brewery
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BOTTLED BEER
Pot Paaiily uac aad Rxport • spcctelty.

A pore, wtaoleaooic krvcntc*. recommcndad by
proail*eBt phyitclan*.

OFFICE, 44-0 ALISO STREET
TEL Main 91

RamonaToIlet 3oap FOR &ALE
EVERYWHERE
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Andre-w JacKson
Arm CKairs. $2.75
Same

style
with rockers, $:).25.

lixact cfupHcates of the chairs
used by "Old Hickory" himself.

Old HicKory
TKe Furniture of Our ForefatHers

Its quaintness will always

appeal to you. Its wear-

resisting and comfort-giv-

ing qualities will always

keep it in highest favor for

porch and lawn use. Eco-

nomicalt because it costs

little at the start and lasts

long.

Los Angeles Furniture

Company SoutK Broad-way

Old HicKory
Arm CHair. $1.75

Like cut. S ft. 4 in. hl^h.
IMnch scat.

Opposite Cify Hjtll

Los Angeles

iiiiiiiiiiir
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fVLL ROf\DS LE/^D TO ROME
And all Railroada lead to the Eaat.

But there is onlyr one

OWIttHH.

NortKern Pacific
With it! Picttitcaquc Scenery, Fine Trains, Stipcrb Service,

and Duttlcss, Desertleas Route

It takes you throusrU the entire Northwest and througrh all the principal cities, including San

Francisco, Portland, Tacotna, Seattle, Si>okane, Butte, Helena, Hismarck, Pariro, MinneaiHilisand
St. Paul. Two overland trains daily between Portland and St. Paul, with eleirauit Pullman and
tourist sleepers, dining cars, etc. The North Coaat Limited Is one of the finest trains on wheels.

The Northern PaciBc is

The Only All-rail Linc to Ycllowstonc National Park
You can tret in a sleeping car at Portland and go to Gardner, at the very entrance to the I'ark,

without ffettinir off the car. On your way East stop at the park and view this most wonderful cre-

ation of natnre. Tourist cars leave L<>s Angreles every day. Fare to all direct points as low as by
any line. Full information furnished, slcepintr car reservations made, and Yellowstone Park
tickets sold by

C. E. JOHNSON. Passenger Agent

125 WEST THIRD STREET LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

llllllllllll- •llllllllllll- -llllllllllll-
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Before Goin^
%

EAST
It is worth your while to thoroughly

post yourself about the Three Fast

Trains from San Francisco to

Chicago every day via the Southern

Pacific, Union Pacific and

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Less than Three Days to Chicago,

and the advantage of through train

service all the way. Leave San

Francisco at 8 a.m., 10 a.m. (The

Overland Limited), or 6 p.m. All

meals in dining cars. Daily tourist

car service.

From Chicago to San Francisco, Three

Through Trains via the above route every

day in the year. The Overland Limited
and Two Other Handsomely,; Equipped
Trains. Complete information on request.

A. MILLER C. L CANFIELD
General Passenger Agent General Agent

CHICAGO 635 Market St., SAN FRANCISCO
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* SOUTHERN PACIFIC

Glacier
Point

Yosemite

Valley

The only route by which the

Big Trees
and the principal attractions of

the Valley, indudinj; Inspira-

tion Point, Glacier Point, and

all the Falls, can be fully en-

joyed from your seat in the

coach without taking saddle

trips.

9»

4*

Yosemite Valley I
-AND 2*

MARIPOSA BIG TREES

It is the only spot I have ever found that came up to the brag."

Ralph Wai.do Emerson.

G. A. PARI\YNS
General j\^onX

•j
261 South Spring St. LOS ANGELES, CAL. ^
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AN OUTING Without

Discomforts

Coronado Tent City
OFFERS MANY ADVANTAGES AS A RESORT

Ideally located between San Diego Bay and the Pacific Ocean. A cli-

mate well nigh perfect. Fine Fishings Boating and Bathing. Every

convenience for the enjoyment of patrons.

Open June I to September 30

Under same management as Hotel del Coronado. Foil information as

to Excursion Rates and Tent City Rates of any agent of the

SANTA FE
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We Go
to Bohemia
for Hops

We send our own buyers there

every year to get the best that are

grown, and we pay for them twice

what common hops cost.

A partner in our business buys
our barley, and selects the best

from all.

We get our water from six wells,

bored to rock.

Our yeast is all developed from

the original mother cells which

helped make Schlitz Beer famous.

We even filter air

All the air that touches Schlitz

Beer comes to it through air filters.

And the beer itself is filtered

through white wood pulp.

Then we age it for months,

until it can't cause biliousness.

We sterilize every bottle.

Yet ScHlitz Beer
costs only

common beer

prices

Ask for the brewery bottling
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Uncle Sam says it's

all right
Uncle Sam, in the person of ten of his government officials, is always in charge of every

department of our distillery. During the entire process of distillation, after the whiskey
is stored in ,f)arrels in our warehouses, during the seven years it remains there, from the
very grain wg buy to the whiskey you get, Uncle Sam is constantly on the watch We dare
not take a gallon of our own whiskey from our own warehouse unless he says it's all right.
And when he does say so, that whiskey goes direct to you, with all its original strength, rich-
ness and flavor, carrying a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARAN-
TEE of PURITY and AGE, and saving the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
HAYNER WHISKEY Is the best for medicinal purposes. That's why it is preferred for
other uses. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's
why YOU should try it. Your money back if you're not satisfied.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration !

HAYNER WHISKEY

4
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

FULL $

QUARTS 4
M EXPRESS

PREPAID
We will send you FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S SEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for $4.00, and we will pay the express charges. Try it and
if you don't find it all right and as good as you ever used or can buy from
anybody else at any price, send it back at our expense, and your $4.00 will be
returned to you by next mail. Just think that offer over. How could it be
fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Better let
us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, get a
friend to join you. We ship in a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
inside.

If you can use S80 Quarts or can get some of your friends to join you,
we will send you S80 Quarts for S16.00 by Freight Prepaid, thus
saving you S4,00. We have been in business over 36 years and have a
paid-up capital of $500,000.00 so you run no risk.

Write our nearest ofiQce and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, MINN.

49 Distillery, Tbot, O. Established 1866

Government statHstics show that the Miami Valley in Ohio produces better grain and
has purer water than any other section of this country. It is Nature's garden. Right
in the heart of this favored spot is our distillery. We have at our very door the two es-

sentials for producing the finest whiskey in the world—the best grain and the purest
water. Add to these one of the most completely equipped distilleries ever operated, and
an experience of 36 years in distilling whiskey, and you have a combination that is un-

equaled anywhere. That's why HAYNER WHISKEY is the best for medicinal and
other uses. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's

why YOU should try it. Don't forget that it goes direct from our own distillery to 5'ou,

with all its original strength, richness and flavor, carries a UNITED STATES REG-
ISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE, and saves you the
dealer's enormous profits. Your money back if you're not satisfied. Read onr offer

above. The Hayner Distilling Company.



CraniTonic
The Food that Does The Hair Good

The-lldir-Thdt-Can't-Come-Out
THE HAIR THAT FEEDS ON CRANITONIC

APP Vm I IN TPOI IRI PV Millions of people are worryiiur about their hair and'^^-' * ^^^ "'^ R w\,\JKJiJt^i^ i are troubled with either dandruff, fallinir hair or itching
scalp. The cause of this is due to a disease of the scalp. We know now from microscopical investigation
and bacteriolojrical research that this disease is the work of a microbe hidden deep down in the scalp that
destroys the hair follicle. To cure the surface indications we must reach the cause below. This CtmI-
tonlc Hair-Food does.

Cranltonic Hair - Food destroys the microbe that causes dandruff and fallinor faair, and nourishes the
hair-root back to health.

Cranltonic Mair - Food makes hair arrow—prevents hair splitting—renders coarse hair soft and silky.

Cranltonic Hair - Food cleanses the scalp of all irritation and keeps it healthful. The life of the hair
is in the scalp.

Cranltonic Hair - Food restores tray hair to its natural color, not by dyeinjr, but by trently stimnlatinjr—^^^—^^^———^ the piirinent cells that irive color to the hair.

CRANITONIC HAIR-FOOD Is absolutely harmless, contains no orease. sediment,
dye matter or dangerous drugs. It Is pure, clean, clear as a

crystal, dellghttui to use and certain In Its results

HAIR EDUCATION
All readersof Out Wkst who are troubled about

their hair and who would like a micro.scopic exam-
ination of their hair, and will call, or send .1 few
hairs pulled from the head, or .1 sample from the
daily conibiinfs, will receive from our Medical Ucpt.
by mail, absolutely free, a full report and diagnosis.

HAIR-FOOD FREE
To enable the public to observe Its Purity, Learn

of its Possibilities and what it has done for others,
a Trial bottle of Craaltoalc Nalr-Fowl and a book en-
titled Hair Education will be sent, by mail, prepaid, to
all who send name and complete address, aksolitrty
free.

CRANITONIC HAIR-FOOD CO.
^^ lIOLltORN VIADUCT

LONDON. !•:. C. 526 West Broadway, New York
ALL DEALERS: TWO SIZES ONE AND \\N0 DOLLARS THE BOTTLE
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For Dainty I^uncHeons
There is nothing so tempting and satisfying as Libby's
Luncheon Meats. There are many delicious ways Libby's
Peerless Dried Beef, Potted and Deviled Ham, Chicken
Loaf and Veal Loaf can be served indoors and outdoors.

Libby's (Natural Flavor) Pood Pl*OCl\lCtS
Send for our book, "How to Make Good Things to Eat."

libby's Atlas of the World sent postpaid for five 2c stamps.

Libby, McNeill & Libby
C K ic ago
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Baker's
nd Chocolate

Because they yield the

MOST and BEST FOR
THE MONEY.

They can be depended upon
lo produce uniform results.

You don't have to experiment
with them to find out what

they will do.

A book of Choice Recipes

(80 pages), sent free, will tell

you how to use them to the

best advantage.

V/ALTERBAKER& CO. Ltd.

EsTABLisHBD 1780 DORCHKSTER, MASS.
40 Hi^he^i Atuard.t in Europe andAmerica

The Old Reliable

POWDER
Absolutely Pure

THERE IS NOSUBSTITUTE
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SAN FRANCISCO
606 Hearst Building $2
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SOAP IS MORE THAN SOAP
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A boon in hot

weather, for it

refreshes, in-

vigorates and
soothes the dry,

burning and

aching skin.

It safeguards
health while it

cleanses.

Buy one cake—that's all we ask—and use it

all up, and if it is not all we say of it, dealer

will promptly refund purchase money.
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Buy one cake—that's all we ask—and use it

all up, and if it is not all we say of it, dealer

will promptly refund purchase money.

A boon in hot

weather, for it

refreshes, in-

vigorates and
soothes the dry,

burning and

aching skin.

It safeguards
health while it

cleanses.



"The Quality Store"

Spring, Sximmer, Fall
or Winter ?.o?„P.o

Stands the test of the severest critics. Just now

young men will be interested in our line of

SM'^ell Sximmer Sxiits at $8 to $18
S"well Sviinmer Xro\isers, $3 to $5

Send for self-measurement blanks. We fill mail orders care-

fully and quickly. Everything for men and boys, except shoes.

Mullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
N. W. Cor. First and Spring Sts. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

All Kinds of Furniture
Carpets, l^ugs, Mattings and Linoleums

FULL

All sroods guaranteed as represented.
Address all orders to Dept. C

Wheel Chairs

Sold or Rented

ROLL Rattan l^ockcrs, $5
il sroods puara
Address all (

FURNITURE AND CARPET HOUSE
53>'3-S SQ. SRRING ST.^

Mu'ic Cabinets,
SS to $25

Df TAOIE

GRANT

SEND TODAY
FOR FREE

DESCRIPTIVE
PRINTED
MATTER

60,000 ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

Located in Fresno and King's Counties in the center of the State. All

rich alluvial soil on King-s River bottom in the best fruit-growing- region

of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn and all other cereal crops
to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling of dairy stock. We are selling it in ten-acre

lots or larger at $35.00 to $50.00 per acre ; one fourth cash, balance in eight

annual payments if desired. If you want a good piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding
that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing to work you
can make a start on the Laguna with less money than anywhere else,

and the climate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES <£ SAUNDERS. MANAGERS.
laton, Fresno County, Caufornia.
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SWOES

Our flace
in the Shoe

Business

Has been acquired
after years of fair

dealingf, and giv-
ing the best shoes on
the market at a reas-

onable price.

So-E-Z 'thffoot? Shoes

$3.50
Foot-Form and Hanan

Shoest $5 to $7
Our Non-Crock Shoe Polish is the best
Shoe DressinR- — Combinatioa, large
size, 2Sc.; Paste, 10c.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

FOURTH*-''BROADWAY

/PERFECTS
lANY/i DISH

^h

TABLE SAUCE &
"" RELISH

^SStb^*i

ilQfellAiNSJiODiL

A Delicious
«SMACK 9f

follows every taste of ALPHA New
England SALAD CREAM, the ideal

Salad Dressing and Table Sauce. Perfects

any dish. CONTAINS NO OIL,
but if desired you can add your favorite

brand of oil.

Try ALPHA on salads, fish, baked

beans, cold meats, cucumbers, sliced

tomatoes, lettuce, etc. ALPHA is the

most welcome condiment ever placed on

your table. Healthful. Preferred to catsup.
Suits everybody. Creates appetite. Aids

digestion. Every bottle guaranteed abso-

lutely pure .

NE,VE,R, NE.VE:R SPOILS

Your money back if you don't like it.

AT ALL GROCERS.
Martha Taft Wentworth Recipe

Book (6o Recipes and Suggestions) sent
free for grocer's name.

THE H. J. BLODGETT CO. (Inc.)

00 Thayer St. = Boston, Mass.

Also Manufacturers of

,
WOITDERL.^ND PUDDING TABLETS
One tablet mnkea a qiinrt of milk into a milk jelly
more lieliciiiis, refreshing and nourishing than
other desserts. Also make Delicious Ice
Cream. Package of 10 Tablets by mail 10c. No
samples.



i have made /% careful
Chemical ^naly^is of

Soxocfont
forf/iffT(,'(.'f/i,

AND FIND Nothing injurious
OR ODJeCTIONABLE IN ITS CO^IPO-
SITION.

HAVE YOU GOOD TEETH ?

DO YOU WISH TO KEEP THEM SO?
THEN REMEMBER THIS—

For Two Score Years and Ten the one great TOOTH

HEALTH, BREATH PURIFIER and COMFORT to the

MOUTHS of genteel Americans has been

SOZODONT
PKOF. STIMSON'S BOOK

The Gate Beautiful
is a book for every kind of reader,

thinker, or worker
;
for every lover of

the Beautiful in any form or sub-

stance ;
for every reverent worshipper

of Nature or of God. It is a book to

give to life and labor new dignity, sub-

limity and meaning:. To the art stu-

dent, "The Gate Beautiful" will indeed

prove a gate opening into a new world,

where every high aspiration of life

shall have assumed nobler and grander

proportions ; he will find himself

breathing the air that fosters genius.
Send for pronpectuK M. Copiously illustrated. In-

cluding two color charts. Cloth edition. Royal
quarto, irold top, bound in buckram. $7.5U net; poscitrt-
43 cents. Paper-coverert edition, on thin paper, nar-
row maririns, $3.50 net ; postaj^e 26 cents.

Ikir Cloth edition sent unless otnerwise specified.
Kor sale in Los Antri-les, California, bjr

Fowler Bros.. 221 West Second Street
C. C. Parker, 24ii South Broadway
Stoll & Thayer Co., 252 South Sprinir Street, and

iiLBEiirBliAiE''iw'e'r, iRfNioii, m mm

BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Roller
Makcs, Keeps and
RBaroREB Beauty
IN NATURE-8 own way
'T*HE cup-shaped teeth have a syc-
-* tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and grives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every iwrtioa of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet "

in the corners of the eyes.

A far of skin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ^C\c
Mailed upon receipt of price,

-J^J^'

Rubber Catalogue Free.
Ag-ents Wanted.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS

Suppb'ing Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St

F. W. Braun Co., 50J N. Main, Los Angeles

\

\
ThE NEW

jPriocesse PettM
is a tailor-made (garment. It rives a perfect

(flove fit at the top, impossible to attain with

any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinklci at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic jrrace to the beauty
lines of a trracefnl figure

that cannot l>e obtained

with any other petticoat

Every lady knows the

advantacres of a tailor-

made irarment, and these

petticoatsare appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fittintr garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wisli to see them, at

555 S. BfOddWdy, los An^elcs. (Jl.

't-t ^^

X
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Exttact
Hot days and sultry nights sap your energy.
Lack of energy means nervousness—and that means a

tendency to worry. Worry kills—work doesn't.

Pabst Malt Extract, The "Best" Tonic, soothes tired

nerves, and gives you renewed strength and vitality
—

helps

stop worry, and makes work easier.

It builds up and braces up—it is quieting and refreshing.
It is more than a tonic—it's a nerve food.

"I am using: Pabst Malt Extract and find it

splendid for the nerves, and for want of appetite
from overwork."—W. R. Hodgkins, Los Angeles,
Calif.

' '

I use Pabst Malt Extract in my practice. I

consider it an ideal tonic, nutritive and strength-

ening; to the patient."—J. M. Hanley, M. D.,
Chillicothe, Ohio.

"
I am a nurse, and find Pabst Malt Extract

truly the
"
best," especially for nursing mothers."—Alice E. Wilber, Hinsdale, Ills.

"
I find Pabst Malt Extract The "Rest" Tonic,

one of the finest bracers for the convalescent that is

on the market."—Kittie M. Partridge (Nurse)
Detroit, Mich.

Avoid cheap imitations—lacking the strength and

purity of Pabst Extract— they are frequently
adulterated and usually harmful. Your system
demands THE BEST— and Pabst Malt Extract
is The "Best " Tonic. The proof lies in the using.

SOLO BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Send your name and address for our Booklet

PABST EXTRACT DEPARTMENT
Milwa\iKee, Wisconsin, U. S. A.



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

212 lAiEST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

coUeg-e on the Pacific Coast. Citalogue and circulars free, '^~'— ' t>._-. «^-.

THE PACIFIC SCHOOL OF

OSTEOPATHY
INCOKPORATBD 1897

Removed from Los Angeles to South Pasadena. Only twenty-

five minutes from the business center of Los Angeles upon two

lines of the Pacific Electric Railway. The College has well

equipped laboratories, and all of the work is on a laboratory

basis. Undergraduate and graduate courses of study are

offered, and we t>elieve that no College has better facilities for

thorough scientific work.

Catalogue will be mailed upon application.

C. A. WHITING, Sc.D., D.O.

SOUTH PASADKNA.CAL. Chairm.in o/ thi Faculty.

The South Pasadena Osteopathic

SANATORIUM
This Sanatorium is new and first-class in every respect.

Large sunny rooms ; steam heated ; electric lighted ; electric

elevator. Climate unexcelled for a Sanatorium.

For full information address the Director.

D. L. TASKER. D.O., D.ScO.

SOUTH PASADENA CALIFORNIA

Telephone Black '2f^>\

|lllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllillllll||||||ll= In order to make the com- =
= ing month the banner month =
^ I" point of enrollment the =
= British American School of =
= Correspondence. Rochester, =
S M- Y., will give every reader =
= of this paper a complete =
= course in bookkeeping free. =
= They claim it is the best =
= school of its kind, and ^
= would be pleased to have =
S EVERY READER TAKE AD ^
= VANTAGE or THIS WONDER =
S FUL OPPORTtMTY =
= WRITE TO THEM =

^

St. Mattticw's Military Stlioo!

SAN MATEO. CALIFORNIA

Founded 1866. Prepares for college or for

life. Regular detail of U. S. Army officer.

For catalogue and illustrated circular address

Rev. William A. Brewer, A. B.

Rector and Headmaster

Occidental College ^osangeies.cai

Thk Collkgb. Four Courses—Classical, Scientific,
Literary, .ind Literary-Musical. Two new bnildinirs,
to cost $70,(XX), to be erected this year.
AcADKMV. Prepares for Occidental. State Univer-

sity, etc. The Occidental School of Music—Theory,
History, Vocal and Instrumental.
First semester begins SepteMil>er 1\ V*i)X

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

LOS ANOtLtS MILITARY ACADEMV
COMMONVJEALTH AVENUE

Prep.Tres boys for colleire, (•overnment schools, tech-
nical scIkkiIs and business. Boys received and cared for
at st>ecial rates dnrinir vacation, l.'^-.icre campus.
swimmintr baths, summer camp. Illustrated cata-
logue upon ri-qnost. Phone Main 1556. Walter J.

Bailey. A.M., Superintendent. Downtow^n office, 410 S.

Broadway, Los Anireles, California.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
will tiiid at 115 S. BROADWAY.
LOS AN6ELES, CALIFORNIA,

a goodly line of our llat-openin^f blank books so popular in school work. They will also

discover an establishment equipped to fill orders for office, desk and library supplies of
whatsoever nature; and that we are printers, binders, stationers, designers and engravers.



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

TtlROOP

polytkunk iNSTiiyiE
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

The only completely equipped Manual Traininsr
School ion the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.).
Daily exercises' in Sloyd, Wood Turning- and

Carpentry, Forgring-, Pattern-Making-, Machine-
Shop Practice, Wood-Carving-, Clay-Modeling-,
Cooking, Sew ing and Dressmaking, Electrical
Eng-ineering-, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawing-, Freehand Dra-wing and
Painting-, Biological Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.
Diplomas of g-raduation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leading colleg-es and uni-
versities of the country.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
W. A. Edwards, LL.D., President
Thbodore Coleman, Secretary

UNITARIAN LITERATLRE SENT TREE
Apply to MISS ANNIE B. HINCKLEY

Vice-President Barnstable Alliance, Barnstable, Mass.

Send for larg-e illustrated catalogue and college

journal. Address

E. P. HEALD, President

24 Post Street SAN FRANCISCO

The Dobinson School of Expression
In "the Italy of America,"

Los Angeles, Cal. 614 South Hill St.

Eng-lish Literature, Word Analysis, Interpretation.
Elocution, Physical Culture, Shakespeare, Health, Deep

Breathing, the Speaking Voice.
The Dramatic Department includes training for the stage

and placing of competent pupils.
Write for catalogue.

Joseph
7951

614 S. GRAND AVE., LOS ANGELES
In its own new building, with large gymnasium. The
g-reatest and strongest commercial school in Los An-
jreles. Its graduates are the most competent and se-

cure and hold the best positions. Investigate.
LACKEY. HOOD & HOLLMAN, Managers.

ILLUSTRATING is a Money=Making
profession. Weteacli you by mail to become
an Illustrator, Ad.-\«'riter, Journalist,
Proofreader, Bookkeeper, StenograpJi-
er, Electrician, Electrical Eug:ineer,elc.
Write for Free illustrated boolc, "Struggles
With the World," and mention the subject
which interests you. Correspondence Insti-
tute of America, Box 892 SCRANTON, PA.

r
Strong, Modern, Progressive

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

K

There is a greater demand for Woodbury g-raduates by business tirms
than can be supplied. We want One Hundred or more bright, active young
men and young wsmen to learn SHORTHAND, TYPEWRITING and BOOKKEEPING.
Abundant teaching force, modern methods, wide-awake management.
Enter any day. The Cqllcge jotirnalteWs it all. Write today. 'R'^SIOENT
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Tourist Hotels

"The Anffelns," Los Ansreles.

The "Knntsftfrd** Hotal. Salt Lake City.

TKe Angelus, Los A.n^eles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring: Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.
The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

TKe Unutsford, Salt LaKe City

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

TKe Ne^v Glen^vood
FRANK A. MILLER. Proprietor

Quaint and artistic ; in the midst of orange groves and lawns ; just the place for a

summer's stay. Exquisitely located in the most beautiful spot in Southern California—

RIVERSIDE
The latest built and best equipped hotel of its kind in Southern California ; easy of

access ; built on the old Mission style, and with its campanile and chime of the old

Mission bells, offers a strange commingling of the old and thenew. All the comforts

and luxuries of today.

Illustrated Booklet Mailed Free to Any Address.

Rates Upon Application.

California's Mission Hotel
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DRUGS WONT DO
King Baby Rules the World

When the Vital Elements

coursing through the Arteries

and Veins become Thin and

Poor, they must be Supplied with

New Material and New Pood be-

fore they can Replenish the

Waste constantly taking place in

the Tissues of the body.
We have gathered from Na-

ture's storehouse those necessary

elements — purified and refined

them in our Laboratories.

The Glycerinated - Hypophos-
phites of Lime and Soda, tone for

bone and nerve strength ; Guia-

col - Antiseptic and Germicide,

combining them with the Purest

of Pure Norwegian Cod Liver

Oil — all health-giving, waste-

repairing, blood-forming, tissue-

building Food -Medicine — Ozo-

mulsion— a Pood and Medicine

that makes King Baby and all

Children healthy. Men Manly,
and Women Strong.

If there is so much as One Grain of

Doubt remaining with you About

This, let us Remove it in Our Way.
Our Way is to Give Free to all A
TRIAIv Bottle of Ozomulsion, that it

May Bear Witness that Our Statements

Are True.

Sent Free by Mail

Sample bottle

Have you tried it ? The Food That
Does Good— the cod liver oil emulsion
"PAR EXCELLENCE" that Phy-
sicians use in their families and pre-
scribe in their hospital and private
practice, and Druggists sell in One
Size Only— Large Bottles, weighing
Over Two Pounds, for One Dollar.

Pleasant, Easy to Take and So Agree-
able. Write, Enclosing Ten Cents in

Stamps or Silver, to pay postage, for
Free SAMPLE Bottle, giving your
complete address, with street and
number.

OZOMULSION FOOD OOMRANY
LABORATORIES. 98 PINE ST., NEW YORK
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What Ails Your

Dr. Wehner. Physician-in-Chief Cranitonic Laboratories, Making Microscopical
Examination of Hair. •

In a microscopical examination of 1,000 different samples of

human hair, made in the Cranitonic Hair and Scalp Institute [in-

corporated under the laws of the State of New York] 24 different

diseases of the hair and scalp were discovered, many of them
Highly Contagious and all Fatal to the Life op Hair.

Upon receipt of this FORM carefully filled out, and enclosing
a few hairs, or a sample from the daily combings, we will send

you a dainty bottle of Cranitonic Hair Food and a trial cake of

Cranitonic Shampoo Scalp Soap by mail prepaid and a diagnosis
and complete REPORT upon the condition of your hair after
scientific microscopical examinations by our Physicians and

Bacteriologists, absolutely FREE.

Applicant's Name in full-

Address in full

Have you Dandruff? Is the Dandruff Oily or Dry ? •

Is your hair falling out? Losing Color?

Does your scalp itch? .Any scaly eruptions

Any eczema on Scalp or body ? Occupation Sex

Cranitonic Hair Food Co., 526 West Broadway New York.
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Suggestions for

Summer
Santa Barbara...

"Sitting serene beside her smiling summer sea;" situated

under the brow of the Santa Ynez Mountains— a combination

of mountain and ocean rarely seen. Excursions at greatly

reduced rates, August 7 and 8, September 4 and 5.

Lake Tahoc... ^

:

One of the world's gems— 6220 feet above sea level—clear*

as crystal. Fishing, hunting, boating, mountain-climbing, or
,

horseback riding through the forests. Direct rail communi-

cation now to the lake. 3

Mount- Shasta...

Pure, majestic, supreme over all else, the dominating point i

in, the landscape. From the moment the traveler first steps q

from the cars into the glorious atmosphere, fragrant with the
|

breath of pine, no regret enters his soul until the time when

he must bid it adieu.

Yoscmitc Valley and the Mariposa Big Trees...

The great scenic wonder of the world.

A// reached exclusively and speedily by the

SoutKern Pacific
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Capitalists and Investors:

The Pacific Southwest—of which Los Angeles Is the

ecognized financial center— Is almost a virgin field
or the Investment of capital.

The day of ''big things,'' of combinations and en-

arged industries is just beginning in Southern Call-
ornla, Arizona and New Mexico.

The marked industrial progress in Los Angeles de-
ands better conveniences for the consummation of large
inanclal transactions in the development of tributary
errltory.

The Merchants Trust Company—recently formed from
he ranks of solid, substantial business men—invites
he accumulated capital of the East to assist in the
evelopment of our new industries.

The Trust Companies of New York City in the last
iscal year outearned the banks by six per cent. West-
rn securities pay a higher rate of interest than do
astern securities, and are equally safe.

Taking these facts Into consideration, the posslbll-
ties for profit through the purchase of stock in the
erchants Trust Company—which is an investment and not
speculation—is apparent.
Prospectus and further particulars; also any desired

nformatlon concerning Los Angeles Real Estate, will be
heerfully furnished.

Very cordially yours.

REFERENCES : First National Bank, State Bank and Trust Company. Dun or Bradstreet

Codes: Bedford McNeil and Western Union.
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L.C Waterman Company
173 Hroadvvay. nhw A'okk

la Golden l.anc.Lcmilon 6 Kuede Hanovre.raris

Blair's Shoe Store

311 SOtTH
BROADWAY

Douglas's $3.50 Shoes,

Ladies' $3.50 Shoes,

bought at BLAIR'S, fitted by expert

fitters, brings a customer back

every time. Try us ONCE.

Blair's Shoe Store

^vvvvvvvv^^vv%^vvvv%%%%%%vvvvvvvvvvvv%vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv;

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - $15,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL ----.--.- 3.000.000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - - - 400.000
MONTHLY INCOME -.-... 200,000

The Largest Co-operative Bank in the United States.

Pays 6 per cent, on Term Deposits, and

5 per cent, on Ordinary Deposits.

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St., San Francisco, California

DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, Pr«. WM. CORBIN, S«c'y and Gro'I Mgr.
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' PIIIXOTTO AND HIS WORK.
By PETER ROBERTSON.

^N his book of travel, Oceana., Froude, the historian, has a

\ chapter on California, and he even ventures a prediction

therein that a new school of art might well develop in that

rich and beautiful corner of the Western world.

The School of Art, perhaps, does not yet assume very defi-

nite form, but the Far West, already credited with literature,

music, poetry and histrionism, has also contributed several valu-

able painters. There are some, not born in California, who
found only the inspiration here

;
but there are others, already

making- their names, who are Californian in birth, bringing up,

and first development of the artistic bent.

If you met Ernest Peixotto on the street, as you looked at his

spare, short figure, his spirituelle face, his gentle, magnetic
and sympathetic eyes, you would turn and look again and say,

"Surely an artist of some kind!" Not of the wild, hare-

brained order of Bohemians, not of the far-off, gazing-into-the-

infinite kind
;
not the unkempt, long-haired fellow ; not the

bitter, poverty-stricken, hate-everybody sort of chap. A face

wonderfully expressive, thoughtful, far more than intelligent; a

luminant, artistic face, in fact. Eyes that are not dreaming, yet

have the soft absorptive quality; which light up and become

penetrating, quizzical, but altogether kindly, when he begins
to speak. He is not a loud and emphatic arguer on art

;
he is

not a disputatious, excitable enthusiast. Yet enthusiast he is
—

only his enthusiasm glows and burns and seems always to come
from the very inner consciousness. His censure of other artistic

Drawing's by courtesy of Charles Scribner's Sons.

Copyright 1093 by Chas. F. Lummis. All rights reserved.
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work is always gentle ; his belief in himself is more a hope of

talent than a self-satisfied assurance of genius. He is an artist,

indeed, so singularly kindly, so quiet, so unusually sane that

his personal qualities might well cast a doubt upon his genius,
if his work were not there to prove its value.

Ernest Peixotto, though young (he was born in San Francisco

in 1869) has already had some years of prominence in the artis-

tic world, and his work has brought him in, what is rare with

the average artist, a large and steady income. For Mr. Peix-

otto is deeply imbued with the idea that art is not necessarily

of any less ideal value because one can get paid for it regularly.

That is why he is today known as one of the first illustrators in

the country, and Charles Scribner's Sons consider him one of

their most important men.

He began his art studies at the San Francisco School of

Design, then presided over by Emil Carlsen, not only one of the

greatest still-life painters, but a peculiarly strong and effective

teacher. Peixotto never tires of acknowledging the great good
he derived from Carlsen. But the young Californian's tempera-
ment absorbed its encouragement from everything, and it was
such a temperament as a man of Carlsen's communicative force

found most congenial to work upon. Peixotto was only 19 when
he went to Paris ;

and how he worked is to be judged by his

record at the Academie Julian, Ateliers de Peinture, Sculpture
et Dessin, known to everybody through Trilby. It is here worth

remarking that some years after that, he took the part of Little

Billee in a burlesque of Du Maurier's story at the Bohemian
Club in San Francisco, and anyone who knows him will realize

how ideal an ingenuous boy he was, even in travesty. It may
not rank with his other pictures, but the Bohemian Club owns
—and would not part with it for any money—a

"
cartoon "

of

that occasion, painted by Peixotto, full of humorous exaggera-
tion and life, representing the apotheosis of Trilby. There is

also an admirable portrait of President Horace G. Piatt, hang-

ing in the Club's library, from the same brush.

That nature should speak to him with intense sympathy
needs no explanation. His temperament finds soul in everything,

and part of the charm of all his painting lies in the spirit of

beauty, and the indefinable ideality, which are behind even the

architectural sketches of which he is so fond. The years in

Paris, in the atmosphere of true art, away from the material in-

fluences, developed him remarkably. He was not one of those

who lay aside their ideals to plunge into excitement and pleas-

ure, returning to work with splitting headaches and towels

around their heads. His art was always his pursuit. From the



Ernest C. Pbixotto, Photo by Arnold Genthe
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The I(Ady in Yellow. From the painting by Ernest Petxotto

charmingf rural scenery and the simple human life of the little

village of Giverney he imbibed the summer beauty, the summer

sunshine, the summer moonlight, and the sympathy and quiet

of ingenuous human nature. The results were found in the

salon of 1890 and 1891. Le Vieux Garde de Chasse was a

picture of peasant life, an old man sitting before the fire. Dans
VEglise was a canvas of delicate realism; a dimly lighted church,

sparsely dotted with figures, full of devotional sentiment.
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When Peixotto returned to his San Francisco home, he was

welcomed as one of the coming men. To his paintings, at an

exhibition, he added some pastels and pen-and-ink sketches, in

which he disclosed not only a distinctly individual technique,

but something- of a fine, rare, indefinable, emotional quality.

In 1895 he had another picture in the Salon, Wojnan oj

Rijsoord, vihich. was awarded a "Mention Honorable," and

which was afterward sent to the National Academy in New
York. It is study of a peasant Dutch woman's head in dark,

subdued grays against a settled background—a very quiet color-

scheme, the head something suggestive of a Madonna.

In 1897 he left San Francisco once more, and that winter

brought him up to the front rank of illustrators. He was called

upon by Scribner's, Harper's and other publishers, and in the

following spring he was specially engaged to illustrate Henry
Cabot Lodge's Story of the Revolution. It took him a year, but

how thorough an artist he is was shown in the study he made of

the battle fields, the incidents and the characters of the period.

He also did the sketches for Robert Louis Stevenson's Letters,

and for books by several American authors of prominence. In

the spring of 1899 he went back to Europe to make a sketching

trip through Touraine, but was called to England to execute

fifty illustrations for Roosevelt's Life of Cromivell. This gave

him the opportunity to study the England of Cromwell's time as

he had done our own revolutionary period. In the winter he

went to Paris again and took a studio, where he painted one of his

most notable pictures, the Lady in Telloiv, a singularly charm-

ing color-scheme in browns and yellows ; a woman's figure with

back turned, supposed to be looking into a hand-glass ; an orange

corsage, a skirt of lemon yellow-satin of brilliant texture, the

orange of the corsage repeated in a pair of slippers tucked

under the dressing stage, and the yellow of the waist balanced

by some jonquils on the same stand and a spot of brass on a

table to the left, covered with rich tapestry.

He resumed his illustrating after this, doing the Exposition

for Scribner's, and writing, with sketches, a series of articles on

picturesque, out-of-the-way places in France, such as Albi, Car-

cassonne, Cordes and Rocamadour. A summer was spent in

Les Martignes, a little fishing village near Marseilles, and then

he went into Italy, staying in the Italian Riviera, near Genoa,

at a little place called Rapallo, on which he contributed an illus-

trated article to Harper's. The spring he spent among the

Florentine galleries, and the summer he devoted to a long driv-

ing trip from Turin to Verona, illustrating, as he went, a series

of articles by Edith Wharton. Venice saw him later, and he



Palazzo Besano in Via deqli Omenoni, Milan.

House of Pompeo Leoni.
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toured Dalmatia and visited Naples, Sicily, Malta and Tuni>i.

Of those places he drew sketches for various magfazines. Last

winter he returned to France and passed the summer, painting
near Fontainebleu.

He has recently held an exhibition in San Francisco of his

later works, and most of them were sold at once. Mrs, Hearst
—most gfenerous and discriminating of art patrons

—was cap-

tured by "The Lady in Yellow," which was Peixotto's Salon

contribution in 1901, and now owns it. It was sent by request

for exhibition at Chicago and Philadelphia.
The black-and-whites in pen and ink, for which Peixotto is

famous, are usually of architectural subjects. A leading char-

acteristic is a sensation of sunshine and outdoor light, quite

vivid. There is a remarkable rendering of intricate detail by
means of little dots and lines, which suggest, without abso-

lutely portraying, the intricacy. For subjects of richer tone,

Peixotto chooses wash, with a "charcoal gray" water color.

While engaged on the drawings of the Congressional Library,
he adopted a combination of pen-and-ink, and wash, which

he uses with most characteristic effect. Lately he has done

some delightful figure work with the use of colors, specimens of

which will be found in the story of Mrs. Peixotto—who is a

very clever and charming writer— (7iuseppc^s Christmas, which

appeared in Scribner's in January, and in a particularly bright

article of his own— l^ie Marionettes—in Scribner's for March,
this year. But he often works with crayon, too ;

in fact, his

artistic sense tells him with unfailing accuracy what medium it

is best to use. But Peixotto's painting, which, as has been

noted, has been seen in four Salons, develops all the time. In

his last exhibition, one could see that his art is no freak of the

moment, or passing mood. Here is every evidence of a young
painter with a firm and thoroughly crystallized idea of what he

thinks art should be, and his work proves that it is so. His

pictures all seem to tell you that he believes in trying for p>er-

fect accuracy of proportion, perfect fidelity to nature ; and still

there is never a point in which he forgets the artistic sensi-

bility, or sacrifices the fine (luality of the ideal to aggressive

literal ness. In his Venetian pictures, one feels Italy ; the blue

sky of Italy is there, the architecture is almost in absolute de-

tail, yet the warm sun illuminates it, and Peixotto puts poetry

into the whole scene. There is even the laziness of the land,

and one can hear the rhythmic splash of the gondola, and fancy

he listens to the Italian melody. Not only in Venice, not only in

the French village, in every subject there is familiarity with

place, scenery, people. There is a feeling, as one stands and
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The oldest and once the most venerated pilgrrimaee in all of France.
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looks at the canvas, that here is no guess work. That rarest of

all effects—atmosphere, that carries one, he does not know how,
to the spot of the picture

—
is everywhere. There is something-

intangible, but absolutely felt in these canvases ; something

subtle, the ideal that lies behind and saturates all scenes. The

very hardness of some of the buildings strikes one as. unmistak-

ably true.

There is something more in the Woman of Rijsoord, some-

thing Rembrandt-like in tone. The face brings up the old

Dutch painting. The)' are true Dutch eyes ; it is a realizable

Dutch nose ; and the rounded chin, the plump lips, the phleg-
matic temperament, relieved by something in the eyes that

speaks no weak character, make the Wo7nan of Rijsoord a study
almost as good as seeing the woman herself.

One does not need to be told that Peixotto has traveled where
he has painted, and painted where he has traveled. It is in evi-

dence. People who have been where he has worked, hardly
need a plate on the picture, so faithfully does he seem to catch

the atmosphere, the characteristics, the peculiarities, the color

of his subjects. He is yet to achieve greater fame. That he

has given so much time to illustrating has not been a loss to his

painting. It has been an enduring benefit. He has found, in

the necessity of thoroughly comprehending the places he has

had to illustrate, that the artistic sense absorbs as much from

hard, practical detail as it does from the ideal study. His con-

scientiousness, his skill and his hard work have taught him the

solid foundation of things, and his temperament has found the

ideal, the beautiful, the psychological, in the real of every-day
life and in the different phases of material nature.

San Francisco, Cal.

THE RAINBOW TROUT AND ITS HOME.
By CLOUDSLEY RUTTER,

Naturalist, U. S. Fish Commission Steamer, "Albatross."

'NGLERS are frequently heard to claim preeminence for the

Eastern Brook or some alien trout, but they talk thus only
when not fishing in the West. When an angler casts his

fly in some Sierra Nevada stream, and a five pound Rainbow or

even a one-pounder takes it—well that particular fish is the finest

that ever came out of water (or refused to come out, as the case

may be). And there is truth without exaggeration in the state-

ment, for, taken all in all, the Rainbow in his favorite haunts

comes near being the sportsman's ideal fish. He is gamey
enough to satisfy experts who delight in light tackle, or those

who from a spirit of fairness like to see him fight for his life
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"Excbkdingly.Vabiablb in Color."

(and lose it ! ) ; he takes the hook so cautiously, or daintily, as

some sportsmen describe it, that great skill may be acquired in

hooking-, and, indeed, is necessary if a large percentage of the

strikes are hooked
;
his flesh is firm and delicate enough in flavor

to satisfy even an epicure ;
and his beauty of shape and color

are the despair of artists.

The fighting ability of a Rainbow reaches its height at two
and a half pounds weight. Though the larger fish lasts longer,

he usually sulks toward the end of a fight, thus drawing out

the struggle without any recompensing excitement, while the

two-and-a-half-pounder has no equal for force and activity. The
skill in fishing for Rainbows lies not only in knowing how and

where to cast the fly, nor even in knowing how to handle the

hooked fish, be it large or small ; the chief skill lies in seeing
the strikes and in hooking the fish when the strike is seen. I

have been fishing, meeting with fairly good success in my own

estimation, when an expert would exclaim,
"
Why didn't you

'Caddick Lakv^ arb Excrbdinoly Abundant."
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hook that fish ?
" or

"
That was a fine strike !

" and I was not

aware that a fish had been within a yard of my hook.

The Rainbow is related to the Atlantic Salmon and to the

Cut-throat Trout of the Rocky Mountains—all belonging- to the

genus Salmo—and it cannot be distinguished from the young of

the Steelhead. When a Rainbow enters salt water and grows to

a large size it is a Steelhead
;
when it continues in fresh water

it remains small and is known as a Rainbow. It is exceedingly
variable in color, and also in many of the characteristics that





"The McCloud Rivek is the Home of the Rainbow Trout,
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not been published to settle definitely whether the Rainbow
and Steelhead are identical, though there is little doubt that

they are, and that Sahno irideus should be given as a synonym
of Sahno gairdfieri^ which is the older name. It will always be

convenient, however, to use the two common names, "steel-
head "

being restricted to sea-run specimens.
The color is brightest in the larger fishes, and this when first

removed from the water, at which time the name "rainbow"
is no exaggeration. The sides of the head and body are washed

McCloud River is a Bbadtifui. Strbam.

by a broad band of pinkish purple, somewhat iridescent, the
color deepest along the middle and fading out on the dusky olive

back and silvery white belly. The sides above the middle, and

frequently below, are thickly spotted with black. The delicacy
of color in the purplish band is soon lost after the fish is taken
from the water, as it is also when kept in an aquarium.
The ground-color often varies greatly in accordance with sur-

roundings. I have caught specimens in a particularly dark

pool that were almost black ; and again, in larger pools and
more exposed localities, the ground-color was almost wholly
bright silvery. It is probable that the color of the individual

changes in accordance with its surroundings, though such

change does not take place rapidly. The arrangement of the

spots is likewise exceedingly variable.
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Certain shades of color, or certain more or less definite ar-

rangements of spots, are often characteristic of particular
streams or lakes, thus givingf rise to the many local varieties

recognized by sportsmen. Sometimes there are even two very
distinct arrangements of color markings among a number of

specimens from one locality, as has been found in North Fork
of Feather River near its source. One of the most distinct

color forms is found in Gold Lake, tributary to Middle Fork of

Feather River, and in other lakes near by though tributary to

Yuba River. Some of the trout in these lakes have the sides

"Is Accessible Throughout by Trail."

and belly and lower fins bright orange red
; others in the same

lakes have the ordinary rainbow coloration. Any sportsman
can tell of half a dozen other color varieties.

The color of the flesh is indifferently white or pinkish, though
it is usually white in small specimens. The pinkish flesh is

sometimes characteristic in particular localities, as is the case
at the source of Yuba River, where certain lakes are known as
"Salmon Lakes" on account of the color of the flesh of the trout
found in them.
The Rainbow Trout is native throughout middle and northern

California, and, thanks to the State Fish Commission, there is

scarcely a suitable stream ift the State that has not been stocked.

Considering the Rainbow and Steelhead as identical, the species
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**Thb Purest ok Water."

is found as far north and west as Kadiak Island, Alaska, though
the Alaskan Steelhead may be the sea-run form of the Cutthroat.

The food of the Rainbow consists largely of insects, the large
caddice larva that has a shell of line gravel being the favorite.

Small fishes are taken occasionally, especially those that are

crippled in some wa}"^ ;
Rainbow is an excellent surgeon.

Rainbow has few enemies. Aside from the destruction of

spawn by young Rainbows and other fishes, the only enemy
worth considering is the Dolly Varden Trout, which is found in

only one stream in California.

The McCloud River is the home of. the Rainbow Trout as

well as the Quinnat Salmon
;
and it is the most southern stream

inhabited by the Dolly Varden. It has been the least stocked,

and yet is the best supplied with fish of any important stream

in the State
;
and while it has probably not been fished as much

as the Upper Sacramento, yet a great many sportsmen have cast

their lines therein. The McCloud is a much larger stream than

the Upper Sacramento ;
it is swift and cool, with numerous

rapids, all of which characters make it attractive to Rainbows.
The stream is also frequented by spawning salmon, and there is

nothing that Rainbow devours with greater relish than salmon

eggs and alevins. Caddice larva: are exceedingly abundant,
and furnish food when salmon eggs are not in season.

Independent of its fishes, McCloud River is a beautiful stream

for an outing ;
that is, if rugged mountain scenery and the

purest of water count for anything. It is accessible throughout

by trail, and may be reached by wagon from Sisson and Redding,
and also from several intermediate points. The United States

Fish Commission has a hatchery at Baird, near the mouth of

the river.
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' HOP-PICKING IN THE PLEASANTON
VALLEY.

By OTTILIA WILLI. - — -

•|Cle)ESTLED between two ranges of rounded, rolling-,

@|^ green-crested hills, forty-five miles from San Fran-

cisco, lies the little town of Pleasanton—its name fairly

earned by cool, shady streets, genial climate, and happy, care-

free inhabitants—mainly types of southern Kurope. The

valley cradling this little town is so fertile, fruitful, sun-kissed,

fog-cooled, that all things
—even to the hearts of the inhabit-

ants—seem to grow larger here than elsewhere. No wonder

then that the largest hop-fields in the world, under one wire,

are found in the Pleasanton valley.

Ten months in the year the little town leads a dreamy, leis-

urely life—and then a revolution ! With August comes the hop-

picking season, and everybody is seized with a worldly interest.

School, which has been in session just a month, is closed
;
chil-

dren, as well as adults, bring forth their
"
hop-picking clothes,"

and every daily duty suffers more or less as long as there is a

catkin on the vine.

Ten years ago the four hundred and fifty acres of the Pleas-

anton hop-yard were covered by a lagoon. Six years of

labor, aided by a steam dredge, and nine miles of canal,

cleared the land of water and made it ready for the plow. To-

day, ever}^ modern equipment and invention applicable to hop-

Ready for the Pickers.

Illustrated from photographs by the author.
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culture facilitate the labor of the thousands employed from the

time the soil is plowed until the hops are ready for the market.

The Pleasanton hop-yard is set out with poles twenty feet

high, placed thirty-six feet apart each way ; in each row be-

tween the poles are six rows of vines. Across the tops of the

poles, running- north and south, is No. 4 cable wire, and cross-

ing this, from east to west, is No. 6 trellis wire. The latter,

running over anchor poles at each end, sustains the yard. Over
sixteen million pounds of wire are used for this network over-

head.

In February, at the close of the rainy season, the ground is

plowed, and the last year's vines are grubbed and pruned.

The Hop-Pickers' Camp.

Then, from each plant hill three lines of string are stretched,

fanlike, to the trellis above ; when the new shoots appear, the

three hardiest-looking are trained to the three strings. This

done, the rest is left to nature.

A Massachusetts woman, upon her first visit to the hop yard,
once asked how long it would take to walk through all the

rows of the entire field, and was answered by the overseer :

"A woman from your part of the country once tried it and

started down yonder row, and she was married before she

reached the other end." It is stated that the Massachusetts

woman remained to pick hops that season. However true this

yarn may be, it is the fact that the string used each year would

reach from California to New York, and half way back.

One could not wish to see a more beautiful sight than the

Pleasanton hop-fields present during July and August. When
the vines have climbed and twined upward until they have

reached the trellis, a distance of twenty feet from the ground,
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A Massachusetts Family in a California Hopfield.

they droop the rest of their growth over the wires in graceful

clusters, like thick draperies, as if to shield the roots from too

much sun, yet so fairy-light that the whole curtain swings and

shivers in all its length to the gentlest whisper of the breeze.

In their climbing, hop vines insist upon being trainedfrom right

to left, so that they may follow the sun, declining to grow upon
other terms

;
each night the head of the vine points toward the

setting sun.

The hop is a dioecious plant
—that is, the same vine does not

carry flowers with both stamens and pistils. Therefore, in the

planting, one male plant (staminate) is allowed for every hundred

females (pistillate) . With favorable weather the hops are ready
for picking by the end of August. This usually lasts from

three to four weeks, and must be begun when the hops begin to
"
turn," lest those which hang longest should become over-ripe.

Just before the hops turn, the exact date of the picking is an-

nounced throughout the State by the daily papers and by plac-

ards. The county road, leading through Pleasanton past the

hop-yard, is oiled, in anticipation of the increased travel on it,

and even the weather seems to put itself in readiness for the

event. Immediately, in response to the call for pickers, begins a

steady influx of campers, representing nearly every part of the

globe. Some bring their own tents, others hire them from the
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Hop Company, and still others construct picturesque and com-
fortable shacks of willow branches and leaves.

Hardl)' elsewhere can be found so manj' nationalities,

classes and types, busied at a common occupation. There are

the office man and woman, the clerk, the professional man, the

student, the teacher and the invalid, eager for the physical
benefits to be derived from working in the hop field, or bent on

enjoying a vacation in the country without loss of pay. There
are the people of the village itself, many of whom, the whole

family working, earn^enough during the hop-picking season to

tide them over to the following August. Besides these, there

are bands of Japanese, alwa^^s peaceful, quiet and industrious; a

" Willow Lank."

smaller percentage of Chinese
;
some negroes, the ever-present

Italian, the
"
Hobo," and lastly, the Paiutes.

Between two and three thousand people, so widely different in

taste, habit and temper, could not be allowed to herd indis-

criminately without actual danger ; accordingly the yard is

divided into five or six sections. To one are assigned the town

people and the health or recreation seekers
;

to another, the

Japanese, and so on; so that every person finds congenial people
about him, or at least the type to which he is best habited.

Each picker is allowed a row, and is responsible for the picking
on that row. The hops are picked into baskets, and these

emptied into sacks, which are weighed twice a day, noon and

evening, by one of the overseers of each section. The other

overseer pays the pickers each time the sacks are weighed, by
checks (yellow and blue) from an autographic register. The

yellow checks can be cashed at any time, at the office or at any
store ;

the blue checks only at the end of the season, at the
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ofi&ce. This system is adopted to keep the pickers
—who are

inclined to be of vagrant temper
— to their work till it is

complete.
Adults earn from a dollar and a half to three dollars a day ;

children seven and eight years old, seventy to eighty cents a

day. As early as half-past five in the morning the town people—men, women and children—begin to wend their way to the

hop yard, on foot, in carts or in wagons. On these daily trips

the hospitality and neighborliness, inborn to those of the blood

of southern Europe, are noticeable in a marked degree. No cart

or wagon ever makes the trip with half or even three-fourths of

a load. Neighbors, acquaintances, strangers
— all receive alike

An Avenue Between Sections.
Kilns in the background.

the hearty invitation to "jump in" or "on," as the case may
be, and the rich ranch-owner's daughter, or the physician's wife,

rides side by side with her own or her neighbor's servant—un-

reluctantly and in free comradeship.
The midday lunch is enjoyed in the field, at the restaurant,

in the home, or in the camp. As there are both grocery store

and butcher shop in the camp (both owned by the Hop Com-

pany), meals, hot or cold, boiled or fried, can be prepared by
the campers, when and how they please. For the butcher shop
the company does its own killing. Twenty artesian wells dot the

yard, and consequently there is abundant water, cool, healthful
and easy of access.
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Cauoht by a Snapshot.

No restrictions are laid upon the worker as to time and
amount of labor to be given. He is paid so much per pound, and
has the privilege of making ten cents or three dollars per day,
as he chooses. All that is required of him is that he pick the

hops clean. In this respect the Paiutes excel.

Let us leave the work of the field for a few minutes and take

a look at the Indians, and at the social side of the hop-picking.
The arrival of the Paiutes is an annual event in the history of

the town and of the hop yard
—and rightly, for nowhere else,

away from their own home, can these strangely interesting

people be so well studied as in this camp, where they build their

shelter, buy their food, prepare it in their own way, and carry
on their mode of living regardless of curious eyes.

For the past few years they have been brought from Reno,
Nevada. As their railroad fare is paid, and they have an oppor-

tunity to earn a goodly sum by easy labor, they are always anx-

ious to come. A strip of land towards the foothills is reserved

for them, and, as soon as they arrive in the camp, they set about

constructing rude shelters of willow branches—in most cases

only thin walls to the windward. In a few hours all of them

(150 to 200) are
"
domiciled" for the season.

Like the rest of their race, the Paiutes are either superstitious
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Haajpai
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Indian Women Picking Hops.

Occasionally a few Paiutes, who are beginning to feel a

twentieth century spirit all their own, slip into the dance-hall

and awkwardly occupy chairs and benches at the rear end of the

floor. Sometimes two of the more ambitious squaws will ven-

ture into a remote corner, and make grotesque attempts at a two-

step or a waltz
;
but they certainly are less successful on the

floor than in the hop-field.

Turning now again to the day's work: after weighing, the

hops are taken to the kilns, and lifted by elevators to the dry-

room. There are four floors in the dry-room (all on the same

level) with a furnace under each. The kilns are built in the

shape of an inverted truncated pyramid, thus causing the heat

to be distributed over a very large surface. The dry-floors, imme-

diately above the kilns, are constructed of slats covered with

burlap, to allow the heat of the furnaces to come through. A
*'

floor
" of hops is spread evenly over the burlap, to a thickness

of from sixteen to twenty-four inches, and is kept there from

ten to twelve hours—the duration being regulated, of course, by

the heat and the thickness of the hops. The temperature of the

dry-room varies from 150 to 17()"F. For an hour, just before

the hops are taken out of the dry-room, they are put through a

process of sulphuring, to bleach them and to give them an even
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"Often Earn 50 to 75 Cents a Day Apiece.'

color. For this purpose fifteen to twenty tons of sulphur are

used every season. The immediate drying of the hops is en-

trusted to two experts, who return every year to repeat their

former successes.

While in the cooler, the hops take on sufficient moisture to

make them bale well. The baling- takes two or three weeks, de-

pending upon the size of the crop.
When the hops are dried, the conversion from green to dry

figures out about 3/^ tol; i.e., 100 lbs. of green hops weigh
about 30 lbs. when dry. A green pick of 2,500,000 lbs. when
dry would weigh only 750,000 lbs.

Hops are of a superior or inferior quality according to the per
cent, of lupulin they contain. Lupulin is the fine yellow powder
that contains the bitter, medicinal principle of hops ; therefore,
the more of this the hops contain, the greater the demand for

them. The world-wide reputation of the Pleasantons, together
with the evenness of so large a crop, insures them always a

ready market
; they are shipped annually to London, England,

where they are handled by one large house.
The first cost of setting out the Pleasanton Hop Company

plant was over $200,000. It stands toda}^ as an investment of

$300,000.

Pleasanton, Cal.
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AN OLD ENGLISH PLAY IN CALIFORNIA.
By RAYMOND MACDONALD ALDEN*

\0 produce a play of the time of Shakespeare as nearly as

possible in the manner, and on the kind of stage,
which was familiar to Shakespeare's origfinal audi-

ences : this was the problem lately undertaken by the Eng-
lish Club of Stanford University. To some people, without

what Dr. Benjamin Ide Wheeler calls "historical-mindedness,"
it may seem foolish to attempt to put one's self out of

sight of modern improvement—electric lights, gilded decora-

tions, elaborate stage machinery, and all the rest— and to imag-
ine one's self in the primitive and inadequate theater of the

days of Elizabeth. But to those with the right sort of imagina-
tion such an effort is its own reward ; and this was discovered

by those who saw the recent performances at Stanford.

Of course there was no effort to take away the central roof of

the theater, leaving a part of the audience under the open sky,

nor to require the audience in the pit to stand throughout the

performance, all of which would have been historic but rather

uncomfortable. Up to the footlights one saw the usual Assem-

bly Hall of the University ;
back of these one saw an Eliza-

bethan stage. This was partly roofed over, forming in reality

a covered stage, and another, uncovered, that projected into the

pit ;
while behind and above was a third stage, or balcony,

representing any elevated scene which the play might require.

Still higher than the stage-roof and the balcony one saw a little

hut or tower, from which an occasional drop-scene might be

lowered, and in the window of which appeared the trumpeter
who blew three blasts as a warning that the play was about to

begin.

The stage-picture also included a few of the gallery-boxes,
where the richer or more aristocratic Elizabethans found seats

on either side of the stage ;
and this part of the old English

audience was represented, as well as the actors. Still further,

there was a number of Elizabethan gallants on three-legged
stools at either corner of the stage itself, where, after the an-

cient free-and-easy manner, they could exchange jokes with the

players and make themselves quite as conspicuous. The life

and color resulting from the presence of these merry young gen-

tlemen, as well as the ladies in the balcony-boxes, was one of

the most noticeable features of the play, and the spectators real-

ized how much the gay costumes of our ancestors did to compen-
sate for the comparative dullness of the early stage itself.

The amount of scenery used was very slight. There seems to

* Under whose direction the play was stasred.
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be some uncertainty as to just how much there was of this

sort of thing in Shakespeare's time, but it is certain that com-

pared with the trappings of a modern theater it was slight

enough. In the play at Stanford there was one drop-scene,

representing a forest in rough fashion, but all other changes of

scene were indicated by movable properties which were carried

on and off by stage-boys in costume, and by placards hung from

one of the pillars.
"
Venturewell's House," the "Bell Inn,"

and the like, were distinguished by signs of this sort. When
one reads of such devices as having been in use in the

Elizabethan theater, he is likely to laugh at the crudeness

of such a performance, and to wonder how the serious

enjoyment of the spectators could have been maintained, but a

view of a good play, under the old conditions helps to make

things clearer. "What astonished me most," said a distin-

guished guest, in speaking of the performance at Stanford,

"was the perfect satisfaction I felt with the few properties and

the sign-boards, as indicating the different scenes. It never

occurred to me that it was not an adequate way of representing
the situation." The same thought was expressed by many
others. The fact is, the Elizabethan theater left a good many
things to the imagination of its audiences, and trained their

imaginations by so doing in a way which an elaborate modern
theatre can hardly rival.

Between the acts there was no curtain lowered, but the musi-

cians in one of the balcony boxes struck up genuine Elizabethan

airs on their fiddles, while a dancing boy ran out and went

through jigs which were at least intended to be Elizabethan,
too. Meantime another boy was selling cross-buns and apples
to the stage audience

;
the young gallants were strolling about

the stage exchanging flirtations with masked ladies in the

boxes. A grocer and his wife, who had also mounted the stage
in their eagerness to be near the scene of action, were cracking
nuts or buying beer of the attendants

; and altogether the scene

was such a bustling bit of old London life of Shakespeare's day
that one had to rub his eyes to make sure that some fairy had
not transported him over three centuries of time !

The play itself is not properly a part of our present subject,

except as to its general character and suggestiveness. It was
"
The Knight of the Burning Pestle," a lively comedy by

Beaumont and Fletcher, the young dramatists who in 1610 were

just succeeding Shakespeare as the chief figures in the English
romantic drama. The play is not only full of fun, but also full

of good old songs of the Elizabethan day, which at the Stan-

ford performance were sung in every case to genuine Elizabethan
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music—full of action, too, of the vigorous and uproarious kind

for which English audiences have always had an undisguised, if

somewhat vulgar, liking. The scene changed constantly from

one place to another, in a way that would be impossible if the

scenery were really to be changed to suit, and there were

fights, and a ghost, and a funeral, which turned out not

to be a funeral, and plenty of other sensations. In this

respect the Elizabethan play contrasted strongly with the

Greek play which the Stanford students had presented just a

year before. That was simple, severe, with little action, with

few actors and no changes of scene—having all the character-

istics, in a word, which the critics still call "classical." The
old English play, with its complexity, its vivacity, its perpetu-

ally changing actors and scenes, was a brilliantly contrasting

piece of the later "romantic" style.

One might make a single concluding reflection on this inter-

esting experiment. The quality of the acting was universally

commented on as being exceptionally satisfactory, although it

was the work of college undergraduates, largely inexperienced,

and without any professional coaching whatever. In some cases

this was no doubt due to the happy choice of particularly gifted

students
;
but in general it suggested that the very spontaneity

and naturalness of these actors, without the conventional stage

manners and tones which all but the very best professionals find

it so difficult to avoid, give of themselves a high t5^pe of dramatic

work. The experiment was therefore a hopeful one for further

work of the same character by university students, and certainly,

following so close upon the success of the Greek play (the

"Antigone "), it speaks well for the versatility of our California

college men and women.
. Stanford University.
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BULLYING THE " QUAni:R INDIANS/'
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

III.

@ni[HE Commissioner of In-

dian Affairs has prom-
ised the thorough inves-

tigation asked by the Sequoya
League in its charges against
Chas. E. Burton, the narrow-be-

tween-the-eyes agent who has

for four years been terrorizing,

abusing, and by six-shooter-sua-

sion haggling the hair of the

Hopi Indians of Moqui. If the

investigation is strictly carried

out, the reign of the Pinhead
Tyrant will soon be at an end.
And Commissioner Jones has

agreed to have the trial con-

ducted by one of the persons
suggested by the League. Indian

Inspector J. E. Jenkins will be in

charge. He is an alert and com-
petent man, and was named for

this task by the League in recog-
nition of his honorable record.

Formal complaint against Bur-
ton was made by the League in

the following form :

To the Hon. Comtnissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C:
Sir : The Sequoya Leag^ue, incorporated to assist Indians in common-

sense ways—one of which ways is to furnish their official protector, the

Department, with accurate, competent and disinterested information as to
actual conditions in the field — after eighj: months' careful investigation,
with its authorized agent on the ground for five-and-a-half months, now
through its Executive Committee respectfully requests you to order a full
and searching investigation into the charges hereinafter preferred against
Charles E. Burton, Superintendent and Special Disbursing Agent for the

Moquis and Navajos, stationed at Keam's Caiion, Ariz.
We respectfully ask that this investigation be open and under oath, and

conducted by oflicials familiar with and respected in the West
;
and very

respectfully suggest that, though none of these gentlemen are personally
known to this Executive Committee, Supervisor A. O. Wright, or Special
Agent J. E. Jenkins, or Superintendent S. M. McCowan of the Chilocco
School, all have such reputation in this region that their verdict would
command public confidence.
We respectfully request that the witnesses whose names are subjoined

be summoned, and any others whose testimony can serve to bring out the
truth and the equities of the case.
We respectfully request that a representative of this League, to be named

by the Executive Committee, be summoned to be present at said investi-

gation, and authorized to assist the officials of the Government in bringing
out the evidence this Eeague has been gathering for more than eight
months.

CHARGES.
We charge that Charles E. Burton, Superintendent and Special Disburs-

Burton's Man Tied This Man's Hands
With Wire and Sheared His Head

AS a Punishment.
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ing Agent for the Moquis and Navajos, at Keam's Canon, Ariz., is an in-

competent and unsuitable person for such position ; for the following
reasons, among others :

Generai. Incompetence : This does not refer to routine ability, of
which the Department has the best opportunity to judge ; but to qualifica-
tions no less important in a man who has to control or direct pupils or a

people
—

particularly to civilize and educate them. Mr. Burton has been
about four years in this spot under Government pay to guide these 2600
Indians in the plan of civilization formulated by the Department with so
much pains. In that time he has gained neither the respect, the confidence
nor the good-will of his wards, nor of those who know them. He has not
tried to understand the Indians, and does not understand them. He is still

unable to communicate with them, except through incompetent interpre-
ters. But the Indians understand hint. The 1800 Moquis (properly called

Hopi) fear and detest him as an unfeeling, unwise and despotic oppressor.
Their judgment of his mental equipment is, as expressed to his face (not

angrily, but as a mere statement of fact), "you talk and act as a boy."
The 800 Navajos under this Agency despise him because he coerces the
submissive Hopi, but does not pretend to coerce the spirited Navajos—and
all Indians detest a coward. He has absolutely failed to enlist or to interest
either tribe in the Government plans for their advancement. He cannot
lead them a step in any direction : and no man can drive any people far.

He has no influence save by compulsion or intimidation ; the Indians will
do nothing at his instance save as they have to. He still

" induces "
little

children to come to school by armed raids of the immemorial and dreaded
enemies of their people. For centuries the nomad Navajos raided, mur-
dered and plundered the house-building, agricultural Moquis ; and he uses
these traditional foes as his *'

policemen." Intimidation and force are his

only
"
civilizing agencies." Yet the Moquis are notoriously the gentlest,

most inoffensive and most tractable Indians in this country, and have been
for centuries. Their very name, Hopi, means " The Peaceful People."
Other persons (in the Service, and out) have been able to help these
Indians in civilization by winning their respect and trust. Any person
wise and patient can lead the Moquis forward ; and a superintendent
adding these qualities to the prestige of his office, among a people whose
reverence for authority is profound, and who obey their own laws more
scrupulously than any American community obeys American laws, could
work wonders here. A man who, after four years with the same pupils, has
no other hold upon them, than show of weapons, beating, dragging and
otherwise coercing them, is not qualified as a teacher anywhere.
This Ivcague is dominated not by "Old Women of either sex," but by prac-

tical men of far longer experience with the frontier and with Indians than
Mr. Burton has had. They understand the difficulties of his position ; they
know the people he has in chai'ge ; and they are not sentimentalists. But
as practical men of experience with Indians, with schools, and with other
matter-of-fact things, they believe the way to get a horse to drink is to

bring him to the water without abuse, and induce him to feel that he
wishes to drink. We have never known a horse to be beaten or kicked into

thinking he was thirsty. We believe there can be no education anywhere
save by the trust and willingness of the pupil ;

and that these cannot be
clubbed into him. We believe they can be secured only by such measures
as the regulations of the Service repeatedly and wisely inculcate—" tact
and perseverance," "inducing," "patience," etc., as well as "firmness.
This ability and this tact Mr, Burton absolutely lacks

;
and his firmness

is only toward the humble Moquis, never for the uncowed Navajos. If he
were disarmed of his six-shooters and Winchesters, he could not fill the

Moqui schools to half their present enrollment, if at all. It is the weapons,
not the man, that still rule—after four years. No people are more respon-
sive to justice, friendliness and tact : and anyone with common sense, ex-

perience and reasonable consideration and adaptability, could carry out
the Department's policies here if there were not a gun in Arizona.
Arbitrary and Despotic Conduct : We charge that Mr. Burton

has not only intimidated the Moquis so the children flee in terror
when he or his subordinates are seen approaching, and adults retire
to their houses — whereas both hasten out to greet other persons (in-

cluding teachers) who are trying with real patience and tact to uplift
them. We charge that he has also intimidated the employes under
him, threatening to withhold their credits if they discuss his policies
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among theniBelves at all, and rebuking- those who seem to be gaining the
confidence of the Indians ; that his despotic action toward reputable Amer-
icans justifiably visiting the reservation has often been complained of.

We charge that he is habitually hostile to those teachers and those visitors
who show consideration for the Indians, or whom the Indians seem to
trust ;

and that though the Moquis are in serious destitution he has
hampered efforts to aid them—even refusing the ofifer of a responsible
citizen to increase at his own expense their wretched, inadequate and
laborious water supply, which is insufficient not only for irrigation but for

drinking and washing. The League does not uphold ignorant and meddle-
some tourists, many of whom should be ordered off any reservation.

Ii^LKCAiv Vioi,KNCE : We charge that Mr. Burton's administration stead-

ily has been, and habitually is, marked by physical violence—assaults,

draggings, shovings, kickings, blows with the fist, floggings, destruction
of property, and other actions directly in violation of the rules of the Ser-
vice, clearly illegal and inhuman, and absolutely needless and wanton, as
toward the inofl'ensive Moquis. Mr. Burton has been far too prudent to

attempt these measures with the Navajos. Rule 46 makes him "respon-
sible for . . . the conduct and efficiency of the employees." We charge
that under his responsible direction, and with his knowledge, fathers,
mothers and children have been violently handled—struck, dragged, driven,
torn roughly apart, menaced with fire arms, shot after, and given

" cruel
and degrading punishments." We charge that one of his teachers smashed
all the crockery in a house, and cut the blankets to pieces with a knife, be-
cause the unprotected mother and daughter fled in terror at his approach.
We respectfully ask that Mr. Burton's two subordinates, H. Kampmeyer
(recently transferred to a school in the State of Washington) and — Bal-

linger, Kampmeyer's successor as teacher at Oraibi, be included in this

investigation ; both on charges of brutality ; and that if they be found
guilty they be summarily dismissed from the Service.
Violation of Rules of the Service : We charge that Mr. Burton

violates the entire spirit and meaning of the regulations established by the

Department for "the preparation of Indian youth for the duties and privi-

leges and responsibilities of American citizenship," the " formation of
character" and " moral responsibility." The reign of terror he has estab-
lished and maintained there obviously does not develop any of these desir-
able qualities. We specifically charge him with disregarding Rules 3, 12,

13, 14 ; and particularly with gross and repeated violation of Rules 248
and 249.
"
248. Disciplinary measures shall be devised with reference to local and

individual needs, and on the principle that the school is a formative, and
not a penal, institution.
"

249. In no case shall the school employees resort to abusive language,
ridicule, corporal punishment, or any other cruel or degrading measure."
We charge that in contempt of this sensible and authoritative order of

the Department, pupils in his power have been struck and whipped ; a ten-

year-old boy knocked down, and kicked when down ; children not five years
old, dragged or driven long distances in the snow, insufficiently clad

;
one

boy whipped till he fainted, and was kept in the teacher's room over night
to recover (his offense having been using a word of Hopi at the table)—
and many similar "

disciplinary measures." We charge that not only have
the children been violently castigated but that parents have been habitually
punished because their children were in terror of their masters ; punished
by imprisonment, personal assault and other "cruel and degrading"
punishment.
We charge that Mr. Burton has habitually applied the so-called

" Hair-
Cut Order" (advised by the Department for the "civilization" of the

Indians) as a punitive measure—the precise thing for which the King of

Spain in the year 1621 emphatically rebuked certain of his " Indian

Agents
" in this same region. The Order referred to, and its supplement-

ary Order, both commend Agents to
" induce " and to use "

tact, judgment
and perseverance;" and they were given until June 30th to report pro-
gress. We charge that Mr. Burton suppressed the second and interpret-
ive Order (which made clear the non-coercive spirit of the first) ; that
armed with the first Order he hastily, eagerly and bullyingly coerced the

Moquis ; surrounding their towns with armed Navajos and whites, herding
the unwilling men into their council chambers ; having them held, and
forcibly shearing them against their indignant protests, as they had been

sheep, in at least one instance so wounding a man that he wore the scars
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upon his face months later. We charge that as a punishment because his

five-year-old boy was in mortal terror of Kampmeyer, who had flogged
him, and would not come down to school but clung to his father, the father
was dragged down from the cliff to the school, his hands bound behind him
with baling wire, and his hair forcibly haggled off by the teacher.
We are convinced that these and many like procedures are not what was

contemplated by the Department when it enjoined using
"
tact, judgment

and perseverance." We believe that cutting a father's hair by force and
as a punishment is not only

'*

degrading and cruel " among Indians or
whites, but that it is in direct contempt of the Department, and damaging
to its dignity and to the success of the policy by which it aims to make the
Indians "

fit for American citizenship." And we desire the investigation
to note how many Navajos Mr. Burton has "

persuaded
" to have their hair

cut, outside a few who keep their "
jobs

" under him only on that
condition.
We respectfully but particularly request that witnesses in this case be

officially assured of protection—and then Given Protection. We urge this
in the most respectful spirit, solely because we are long familiar with the
methods an Agent often employs to "

punish
"
any one, Indian or white,

who dares testify adversely. The Hopi have been so often officially threat-
ened that unless they would come to school, or get their hair cut, or make
some other important compliance, their towns should be shelled by U. S.

troops, and their children taken from them forever—and have, in fact, been
o often so roughly handled for their slowness in becoming white men—
that they are ready to believe almost any promised calamity can and will
be inflicted on them if they dare speak against their Agent. As for em-
ployes, traders and missionaries, the standing threat of losing their posi-
tions, or their leave to remain and teach the Indians, is no vague contin-

gency. All realize that it is hanging over their heads. We have reason
to believe that certain recent removals made by Mr. Burton were purely to
"
get rid of people that knew too much," or to punish them for having

ventured to speak to him or to fellow employes concerning some of the

gross abuses of his administration. This is in direct violation of the rules
of the Service ; and we ask that these dismissals be made part of the
matters to be investigated ; particularly those of Miss Watkins and Mrs.
Dandridge.
We respect the Department's predisposition in favor of its employes,

particularly of those who make satisfactory reports and fill their schools—
the means not always being specified in their reports ;

at Moqui the schools
are filled at the point of the six-shooter. No branch of the public service
could be administered without due protection of its agents against irre-

sponsible gossip, ignorant or hysterical meddling, and personal grievances.
But we are neither irresponsible, impatient, nor uninformed. We have
waited quietly and patiently, long after the matter became a scandal

;
and

still waited until full investigation by disinterested, competent and reli-

able agents had verified the almost universal protest of the Indians, and
of practically all Americans familiar with the case. As to the common
sense and unimpeachable veracity and reliability of the special agent who
has, under our authority, conducted the larger part of the investigation,
we can produce overwhelming evidence. Meantime, as offset to the not

wholly disinterested representations Mr. Burton may have made to the De-
partment concerning this surveillance, it is perhaps sufficient to hand you
the appended voucher from Rt. Rev. Bishop Tuttle, of Missouri, who is,

we believe, personally known to the Hon. Secretary of the Interior as a

trustworthy person. We also beg to call your attention to the fact that the
memorial appended endorsing the League's petition for an investigation is

signed by some employes, and by seven or eight citizens of high standing,
who are personally familiar with the facts.
With this brief outline of the more important things we expect to be

able to prove, we respectfully ask that Mr. Burton be suspended as Super-
intendent and special Disbursing Agent pending investigation of these

responsible and serious charges.

(A list follows of witnesses asked to be subpoenaed.)

Signed by the Executive Committee of the Sequoya League.
A strong endorsement by scientists, travelers, teachers and

others familiar with the facts, accompanied this paper.
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THE LADY OF THE GALLHON.
By LOUISE HERRICK WALL.

IV.

W THOUGHT the lady walked most wearily, as we set out on

J[ our strangle journey downward. I carried the lantern close,

and we passed unobserved in the darkness of the mid-watch
down the hatchway to the gfun-deck and then below to the berth-

deck, where our fagged-out sailors, sharing the common hard-

ship, snored in stifling quarters. I carried the key of the hatch

leading to the hold, and I knew I should find the trap-door
—for

it was nothing more—toward the center of the deck space.

Stooping under the hammocks, keeping the light turned from
the half-naked man above me, I searched for the hatch by mov-

ing the lantern foot by foot over the unclean deck, the lady

standing close, while the rats squeaked and ran with slipping
claws on the timbers overhead. Under a heavy chest, I at

length found what I sought ; and setting my whole weight
against the barricade, I pushed it slowly from over the trap-

door. The sailor above me turned in his sleep and thrust out a

naked leg. We stood still, listening, motionless save for the

curious jostling heave of the ship shouldering her way deep in

the sea. When I took the lock from the staple and carefully

pushed aside the cover, such noisome air swept up from the hold

that I drew back. We heard the sound of voices below us

whispering.
"Are you afraid ?

"
I asked, for I felt Sister Carmelita shud-

der as she put her foot on the ladder.
'* Do not speak !

" she breathed, and once more began the de-

scent. Her long wet garments dragged on the rungs, as she

made her way backward with slow, womanish clingings. I

came close after, flashing the light boldly, for the place was
astir with life—rats, vermin, men.
Under the guarded hatchway, for we were in the after-hold,

were huddled the prisoners, hundreds of vague shapes in the

black hollow of the ship. The beam of our lantern shook a

ray here and there over the staring faces, and the whispering
ceased. With the ship's labour, the water in the bilge charged

against the sides, heavy, sullen, and near at hand. Despite the

heat, there was, withal, a loathsome chillness. Everything
wavered before the eyes, as in a miasm—the hammocks, the

faces, the half-seen prisoners. Only the foul darkness was per-

manent
; upon it the rest was blotted fitfully.

*'

Quien es ?
"

called the voice of an old man.
"
Soy yo, Carmelita Maria Vald^s !

"
the Sister answered

clear and cheery as a young cock out of the darkness.
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I saw that new courage had come to her at sight of their

misery.
" Go back 1

" she said to me, fiercely ;

"
you shall not look at

them. It is enough to be caged like this without being gaped
at. Give me the lantern and go back 1

"

I climbed half up the ladder, breathing better for the air of

the berth-deck that came down. Above there our sailors snored,

all out of unison
; below, carrying the lantern, the Sister went

toward the prisoners. I could see her standing in a little circle

of her own light, like a picture of the Good Shepherd, while

about her on all sides, pressing upon her, the prisoners stood,

and knelt and lay at her feet, every face turned upon her as

though they had come to be healed of disease or cleansed of

devils. The hold rumbled with the sound of their voices, and

now and then the clearer tone of hers came to me. Once the

faltering light drew out a long glint from the blade of a cutlass.

"Poor devils 1

"
I muttered, and pulled myself to the top of

the ladder into the blither air of English snoring. It was quite

dark on the berth-deck, and silent, except for the ill-concerted

breathing of the men. I sat at the top of the open hatch, with

my feet on the ladder and my shoulders braced against the chest

that I had pushed aside
;
but I was no sooner seated than I be-

came conscious of some waking presence near me. Throwing
out my arm I struck a man who crouched beside me full in the

face. I grappled and shook him, but he made feeble resistance.

He had plainly retreated from the ladder just ahead of me, the

noise of my steps disguising his.
" What do you mean by following and spying on an Officer ?"

I demanded in a low voice.

"I followed Sister Carmelita. I am interested in her latest

indiscretions." I dropped the man's shoulder and struck my
flint. In the flash I saw the Priest's face, white from illness,

his long tucked-in lip quivering as a rabbit's over a lettuce leaf.

"I have never doubted that your interest was in some way
concerned," I said bluntly.

"
Her honour as a daughter of Holy Church concerns me,"

he replied with attempted dignity,
"What concerns me," I said, springing up sharply and drag-

ging him to his feet, for I heard the Sister's returning step, "is

to rid this place of you."
So saying, I put my hands squarely on his shoulders and

steered his small figure as best I could through and under the

thick of the hammocks and up to the deck above. On coming
down, I found the lady leaning against a stanchion not far from
the ladder. The lantern burned dimly at her feet, and the piti-
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ful little horde of weapons was clasped in her arms. Some of

the prisoners had followed her, and as I came into the light

they turned upon me with hatred in their wasted faces. She

proffered me the small arms, without looking* up.
"
Here they

are; take them," she said in a strange voice; and as I took

them, she bowed forward and caught at the stanchion for sup-

port. I thought she was about to swoon and threw out my arm,
but she tore herself from me and broke into bitter sobbing. At
the sound, I let the pistols and cutlasses fall where they would,
and gathered her and all her wet bunting into my arms to carry
her from the place, but at the same instant the Spaniards near-

est us gave a shout and fell upon me. As scores of men rushed

out of the darkness, I dropped the girl, drew my sword, with a

bound covered the fallen arms on the deck and laid about with
a vigour that taught the swarming scoundrels that an arm with
a sword is better than fifty without. Their fury was against

me, but for a moment not one came within the steel-lit circle of

my reach. Then from behind the others sprang out a naked

man, nothing upon him but a great growth of ape-black hair.

He whirled a rope above his head and, with a yell, let fall its

coils over me, and flung me to the deck by the incredible craft of

arm that I had once seen practised by the natives of Buenos

Ayres in noosing the wild cattle on their plains. As I fell, I

felt the lash and gathering-in grip of a second coil that bound

my sword arm against my body. With my unbound hand I

caught up a pistol and cocked it against my thigh. A billet of

wood struck the pistol from my grasp, and the billet was in the

hand of my companion.
"
Fool 1

" she cried,
"
don't shoot 1

"

The prisoners drove in upon me, but the man who held the

leash stood off and let swing another circle of rope that for a

breath hovered over my head and then dropped down and tight-

ened about my throat. Then he leaped up and passed the

end over a hammock-hook above me, and drew upon the

hangman's cord. As I felt the throttle of it, I called with the

last of my voice—
"
Tell them, Carmelita Vald^s, that they can kill me, but that

the Commodore will straighten my account."

She stooped, snatched a cutlass from its sheath, and came

upon them furiously ; and the feeble madmen, their passion al-

ready spent, gave way before her. Out of the flood of her

Spanish, I heard the name '*

Macao," and I knew that she told

them of the Commodore's promise of a speedy release. They
seemed suddenly confounded with the folly of what they did.

My pretty hangman knew his nakedness and slunk behind the
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others, as she set her dag-ger to the ropes that held me. When
she had cut all but the noose about my neck, she said to me in

a threatening- roice, "I have promised in your name that if

you are released you will have none of these men punished. Is

it so ?
"

I gathered myself leisurely and measured the distance to the

ladder's foot.

"I promise them death," I shouted, as I stripped the rope
from her grasp and gained the ladder with a spring. As I

climbed, I sent my voice—my topgallant-yard voice—in the

lustiest shout of my life up the hatch to the men above. We
heard their bare heels as they bounded from their hammocks on

the deck over us. I put my hands against the closed hatch

and raised my head for a second shout, when the ladder shook

and the girl threw herself upon me, clinging and climbing as a

child clings and climbs, until in a second she had reached my
face and pressed her mouth upon my parted lips. She hung
with her full weight about my neck. My voice choked and my
hands fell from the hatch

;
we tottered on the unsteady footing

of the ladder, as she whispered beseeching prayers of mercy.
But as she clasped me in her arms, I felt nothing but anger

against her. My mood could not come about so fast, and, I take

it, a boy's maiden passion is largely self-will, and for love itself

he would not be baulked. But my anger toward the scurvy

Spaniards seemed to die into disgust. My soul was sick, like

the air about us.
"
Let me go," I said roughly,

*'
and we will

quit this hole."

We only stopped for the small arms and lantern. A word
from me quieted the drowsy sailors, who, between sleep and

fear, stumbled about on the deck questioping one another of the

alarum.

As we came out in the silence the stars still shone, but in the

East the edge of the horizon, in one spot, seemed to curl and

wither under a tiny thread of fire. With clean air in our

throats and a new day coming up out of the sea, a strange feel-

ing took hold upon me—a rage of disappointment against my-
self and against the woman who had cheated me—she had

forced what I desired upon me, but at a moment when I had no

power to enjoy. I was baffled and hot with shame
;
then sud-

denly hot with purpose. The door of her cabin was at hand
;

there was but a second more.
"
Senorita Valdes 1

"
I cried insolently, "you offered to pay

for my silence, but you have not paid enough."

My lips had not seized the kiss when the cabin door flew open
and a man struck me across the cheek.
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"Juan I Padre 1" she cried, for just behind the young Span-

iard came the priest! Before she could speak again, the youth
had forced her into the cabin and turned the lock upon her.

Jeu de main, jeu de vilain,'" I scoffed, as he turned
;
for the

blazing coolness of the fight was upon me.

"Now," he demanded in French, in a calm voice, "are you

ready to answer for yourself ?
"

"
Quite ready," I said.

He looked at the priest who stood by with that furtive, under-

ground, subtile-over-nothing smile. Had my quarrel been with

him, I should have spared my sword and pinned him up, as boys
at home nail a mole to a barn door. I well believed that I owed
him the pleasure of this fight, and in my mood it was more of

a pleasure than he could fathom.
"

I am ready," I repeated, "but you have no sword."

The young prisoner dropped his hand against his empty side

with a cry.

"I can mend that," I said ;

"
I know where I can lay hands

on a sword, the very marrow of my own. Stand back in the

shadow," I added in a whisper ; for the ofl&cer of the deck was

peering toward us.
"
Wait for me here."

I still held in my hands the cutlasses and pistols we had

brought from the hold
;

these must be delivered to the Commo-
dore without delay.

I found him at the door of his cabin, and he stepped forward

eagerly to meet me.
" You have been gone an hour," he cried.

"What has happened?"
"All goes well," I answered. "The prisoners are quiet, and

the lady is safe in her cabin."

"Mr. Lightfoot!" he said heartily, "I wish to thank you
for the handsome manner in which you have done your duty to-

night. You are a brave and ready ofi&cer."

I bowed without speaking; for as he spoke my mood had once

more veered, as it had done before that night. I felt no pleasure
in his praise, though I knew it to be well-deserved. I suddenly
saw that I was about to fight a sick man and a prisoner of war

and, what was worse, to fight and perchance kill the brother of

Carmelita Vald^s : the night's work and the night's folly had
cost me more, I misdoubted, than his commendation could make

good.
He laid his hand on my arm.

"
My lad, you are losing con-

ceit of yourself?" he said. "Remember, that's the fighting

half of a man— in love and war."

I took his hand and wrung it hard. I had left the young
Spaniard with his ghostly Father, but the Commodore's hand-
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grip was all the shrift I should get, and no man need want a

better.

I made my way softly into the cabin I shared with Lieutenant

Brett. As I entered he roused.
"

Is it my watch ?
" he asked.

"No; this is Lightfoot," I answered. "I am going to turn

in presently ;

" and I stood by until I heard his breath come

regular. He lay asleep in his cloaths, as we all slept. His

pistol-belt was buckled, but, as I well knew, his sword lay at his

right hand. I stole over and drew it stealthily from its sheath.

The long triangular blade came out whispering and sighing its

whole length, and its master sighed in his sleep.

Valdes stood alone in the shadow.

"We must be quick," I said; "day is breaking. There is

no time for punctilios, and no quiet place but the foretop. Are

you satisfied to fight there ? "

He bowed, and put out his hand for the naked sword.
"

I will carry both," I said, holding it close to my side, "You
must not be seen armed."

We passed the officer of the deck at a good distance
;
he on

the weather, we on the lee side.

When we reached the fore rigging, I pointed up.
' '

Can you

go aloft ?
"

I asked.

"I am an officer of the Spanish Navy," he said
;
and laying

hold of the ratlines, flashed up ahead of me with such lightness

and grace as I have seldom seen in a man. As we crept through
the lubber's hole and into the top, the fire in the East was

quickening ;
the sea heaved calmly and drew into itself the light

and colour of the dawn. A rail ran about the platform, and its

dozen feet of open space gave us room for our business. I

pushed aside some coils of rope and cleared the space, until

there was nothing except the lubber's hole to entrap a man.

Then I turned and faced my antagonist. He was leaning

lightly against the topmast rigging, his slender figure giving
itself to the ship's motion. His dark hair was unpowdered, and

his cloaths, thrown on at a moment's notice, were yet worn gal-

lantly withal. I unsheathed my sword and held both toward

him. They were a pair of long, slim, wicked little coliche-

mardes, broad in the forte, tapering swiftly to the foible, deli-

cately tipped, and nothing to choose between them.

Bowing, he selected my sword and, shaking back the lace

from his wrist, fell into position.

During these seconds of preparation, the blackness of my
future was so revealed to me that the only path of honour open
to me was, in my mind, to allow myself to be wounded before
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worse came of it

;
and yet the sting of his blow was on my

cheek, and something: within me cried for his blood.

"Are you ready ?
"

I asked.
'*

I am waiting^," he replied. "On g^uard 1"

At the word our swords engaged, and for one long moment
each felt the others' metal. I knew in an instant that I need

feel no pity for my antagonist. Though weakened by fever, he

was such a swordsman as the Centurion could find no match for.

As I parried his first brilliant feint, my conscience fell from me
and left me a free man fighting for life. I saw that my one

chance was in a game of prudence. He thrust and I parried the

stroke downward, and was able to hold his sword by my su-

perior strength ; with incredible swiftness, he disengaged and

made a bold lunge that caught me in the left side. At that in-

stant, the sun leaped from the sea and sent its red blaze full

into the Spaniard's eyes. He broke, recovered uncertainly, and

my sword rushed at him
; but suddenly changing my purpose,

I struck his sword upward with a frightful blow that set it

flashing over the rail.
" Take your life," I cried,

"
for I will not."

His eyes closed, and he wavered and sank slowly forward at

my feet. I dropped beside him, and tearing open his ruffles,

searched his body for a wound, but I found only the old musket-

wound in his shoulder, strained and slightly bleeding ; then I

searched my sword, and it was clean of stain, and I knew that

he had fainted. I still sat beside him in the flood of sunlight
when the men found us, for the fall of the sword had be-

trayed us.

They carried the Spaniard down, and helped me to follow. I

held my wound hard, scarce knowing where I went. A key was
turned somewhere and a woman screamed,

" You have killed

him 1
"

I tried to speak, but everything left me.

When I opened my eyes, it was in the stifling heat of my
cabin. Barry stood near me :

" *

Stabbed with a white wench's black eye ; run through the

ear with a love-song ; the very pin of his heart cleft with the

blind bow-boy's butt-shaft,'
" was what he said, with an air of

professional regret.

I swore at him. "Sew me up 1 That's your business," I

clamoured.
"
Not unless you wish to be embroidered," he answered ;

"for

you are already sewn."

I put my hand to my side. I was as neat as a poultice.

"Then I have no need of you," I spat out.
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A whimsical look of pain went over his hag-g^ard face.
" That

is true," he said, and turned to go.
"
Barry," I called out,

" What of this wound ?
"

He came a stiff step back, and stood over me like a Judge about

to pass sentence :

"
Lieutenant Lightfoot, ye are twenty-two ;

this nick in the side bleeds much but will soon heal, and that

other hurt that we know of, almost as soon. At twenty-two

love is heady with self-conceit and 'hot i' the mouth.' At

twenty-two naught is lacking : for petty encounters ye are

armed with the irony proper to that age
—subtile as the kick of

a mule—and for graver quarrels, there is this conclusive re-

partee of the sword
;
a sword not variable, mind ye, like the

Sword of Justice, but one that can be trusted to serve the better

fencer. A grand age, my boy, once enjoyed and always remem-

bered. Remembered and, God help us, bitterly envied by such

old men as Surgeon Barry, whose love is timorous with self-

knowledge, and who can receive wounds, although we have lost

the power to heal of them."

He turned and went out from me slowly, like the old man
that he called himself, and left me to ponder and fall asleep

over his words.

From loss of blood and sleep I drowsed away that day and

night, and waked at dawn to find the ship alive with clamour.

Barry hurried in with food and said we had dropped anchor in

the mouth of the Canton River
;
that an inconceivable host of

Chinese fishing boats lay about us, and that the Commodore had

given orders to put Don Jeronimo de Montero, the other officers

and prisoners to the number of one hundred men ashore in our

boats.

It was great news. The day of our deliverance had dawned
;

our bitter vigils were over, and it broke upon us at last like a

marvel, as though we had thought forever and ever to ride

those seas, captor and captive, athirst and wearying.
As the cabin door closed on Barry, I was on my feet. I felt a

stiff pain in my side when I moved, as if the edges of my wound

were of buckram
;
but I was soon in my proper cloaths and on

the spar-deck, making my way through the hurry of men to

the gangway ladder that no one might leave the ship except

beneath my eyes. I searched the crowd vainly, and then turned

my eyes steadfastly on the door of the lady's cabin.

After a time she came forth, looking as I had never seen her.

She carried her black robes swept eagerly away from her little

scarlet slippers, and over her smoke-black hair was thrown a

mantilla of black lace. Her lips were joyously parted, not in a

smile, but in what lingers on a woman's cheek when a smile has
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ifone. There was such a radiance of lovely exaltation in her face

and bearing- that I caught my breath tolook upon her. She seemed
confused by the crowded deck, and as she paused the Priest

slipped to her side. Her lips closed, and some of the lig^ht went
from her face. They turned from me toward the rail, away
from the press g^athering about the lowering boats. I moved

silently and stood near them. They spoke in rapid Spanish :

he insisting, she repudiating. Then he lifted the rosary at her

side and spoke in a tone of menace. With a swift motion, she

snatched the rosary from him, snapping- its slender chain, and
with an arm hig-h-lifted, and a face of anger and laughter

mixed, she flung the long silver chain far out toward the sea,

then turning back, with her eyes wide with a sort of laughing

terror, she extended to him two open empty hands. With an

angry cry, he caught her wrists : at the same moment my hands

closed over his puny neck. She started at sight of me.

"Let him go," she said; "he means no harm. The good

Father," she went on merrily, ''takes me for an Innocent. He
has been trying to persuade me that I am in his keeping, and

that these robes, that I put on at his instance, give the Church
a claim upon me—upon me and upon my estates

;
is it not so. Rev-

erend Father ?
" But when she saw his face working with

anger and weakness, she spoke to him again, in Spanish, and,

it seemed to me, very gently besought his pardon. He turned

from us, his face twitching as that of one about to break into

childish weeping.
I knew that my moment had come.

"I beseech your forgiveness, Seiiorita," I cried.
" What I

tried to do yesterday was the act of a ruffian. I heartily repent
it."

"A sudden conversion 1 Has your wound then, made a monk
of you. Monsieur ?

"

"No," I said, m}"^ temper flashing up in a queer weak flush that

I felt racing from my heart to my forehead
;

''I am no monk, and
I leave disguises that deceive no one to others."

She responded to this irony of twenty-two with a little laugh,
and looked down at her dress.

"
It deceived me," she said,

"
be-

cause all this time I have thought I passed for a member of the
*

most virtuous profession.'
"

"Ah, Senorita 1

"
I cried,

"
for the sake of God do not jest

when there is so little time. I love you with my whole heart

and soul. Your going like this would be the end of the world

for me." I shook with passion and weakness, and had to hold

hard to the rail.

She looked at me kindly from her beautiful deep eyes.
"

I do
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forgive you," she said gently. "You would not have dreamed

of doing—that, except for what I had to do in the hold. And,
Lieutenant Lightfoot, I have been told how generously you

spared your enemy when you might have killed him
;
that I

shall always remember." Her voice trembled, and her lovely

face was turned up to me.

"I don't want thanks and forgiveness!" I cried.
"

I want

your love. Don't struggle against me any more, Carmelita.

Don't you know you belong to me ?
"

"Coxcomb !" she answered, flashing on me the lightning of

her eyes and the thunder of her brows. "Do you suppose in

one little month of bows and smiles and panikins I have for-

gotten who it was stationed at the mast-head to shoot my
father and our dear friends. Look ! Look !

" she cried, sud-

denly pointing.
"
Here comes^ my answer 1

"

I looked, and near at hand through the hatchway issued a

feeble file of our prisoners, white, ghost-like creatures, crawl-

ing like feeble moths into the sun. They had gone down
bronzed and ruddy men, and came forth smelling of death,

more skeletons than living men.
"
Since the night in the hold, I have seen nothing but these,"

she whispered; "wasted with fever, perishing of thirst; all

heaped together in that dreadful place." She whitened and

shuddered in the sunlight.
"

If this is Knglish mercy, then

give me English hate."
" You must remember," I retorted,

"
that we had the honour

to capture a force almost three times as great as our own. The
hold was the only safe place. These men who lay in idleness

have had a pint of water each day, while our English sailors,

working long hours under the sky, have had but little more.

Some of us have had even less," I added.

For a second the anger died out of her face, and those ador-

able eyebrows bent themselves into a wavering line.

"Ah, Monsieur !

" said the Senorita, with an accent almost

caressing, your reward was in feeling yourself "such a very fine

fellow."

I seized the moment of melting.
"
Let us forget that we are

enemies," I pleaded.
"

I love you."
"A Christian in addition to other virtues ! You love your

enemies !
" she mocked, shutting her sharp, little teeth to-

gether in pure malice. Then with such a change of manner as

made her like one transformed, that beautiful look of inward hap-
piness came once more upon her face, and she spoke softly.

"
I also love," she said,

"
and tomorrow I marry the man that

I love."
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She turned swiftly and left me ttandins: alone.

From her cabin door came the man who had wounded me with

my own sword, leaning upon the arm of a sailor. She went up
to him, spoke, and presently they lau^^hed tofir^ther, as I had so

often heard them ; then there suddenly came upon me, like the

stab of a sword, what a fool, what a benifi^hted fool, I had been.

I turned my eyes from them, and in great misery of heart I

again took my stand at the side where each must pass before en-

tering the boats.

As I bad foreseen, for one moment we were close together in

the press, and I said very bitterly in her ear, what I had been

preparing,
*' You have deceived a man who trusted yon, and

you have broken an honest heart."

For an instant her own love gave her compassion. She looked

up into my face with such a mixture of kindness, coquetry and

malice as I am sure only her face could express.
"
Be comforted.

Monsieur," she said demurely,
"
there is still left a deeper, ten-

derer love, that no woman can ever touch."

Was she playing the Nun again ?

I leaned toward her with my lips almost touching her cheek.

I felt then, as I have felt since, that if I had her between my
two arms, as I held her the night of the storm, I could make her

love me.
"

I speak," she said,
"
of the faithful love you bear Lieutenant

Lightfoot, of His Brittanic Majesty's Navy. Adieu I

"

She set her little scarlet slipper on the gangway ladder and
lifted her laughing face, so close, so close, that until this day I

ask myself why I did not kiss it, and even at that last hour per-

haps—
Then, as she paused on the ladder to gather her robes for

the descent, she whispered up,
''

If you had known, would you
have killed him ?

"

** God knows," I answered gloomily.
**

Yes," she flashed back ; "God knows, and I also; bat we
will not tell."

THB SlfD.
Suualito. CaL
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CINDA RILLA AND THi: PRINCE:.

By ABBY L. WA TERMAN.

^^rtHKRE was to be a dance at Beeman's store. Jack Evert

^ brought the word to Bond's Ranch, and when he had

driven on down the road, old Bond locked Cinda Rilla in

her room. The girl had enough to do without dancing away
good strength, old Bond reasoned ; and Cinda Rilla coaxed and

pleaded and raged in vain. But when the ranch was sunk in

darkness and Cinda Rilla could hear no more wagons rattling by
on the road, the tapping of the grape-leaves on her window
drew her there with sudden hope. Would the vine hold her ?

Ah, fairy god-mother I And the coach-and-six was the pinto

pony taken from the corral, with just the rope slipped over his

nose.

And the Prince ?

The Prince was the new boss of the section-gang, and when
Cinda Rilla slipped through the crowd of boys and men at the

door, after tying the pinto to a pepper-tree outside Beeman's store,

the Prince was "calling off" for the dance, and leading, with

Jack Evert's pretty sister. Women, with their babies, were sit-

ting on boxes against the walls of the old vacant store, still

called by the name of its last occupant. A woman wai playing
a piano at one end of the room, and, seated high upon an old

dry-goods box beside her, a man jigged away upon a fiddle; and

the tune was, "A Life on the Ocean Wave." Three sets of

balancing men and girls filled the floor space, and above the

scuffling feet, the talk, and the screaming laughter, the Prince,

a dashing figure in corduroys and a flaunting red tie, sang in a

great ringing voice :

"
Oh, the first two gents cross over
And leave the ladies stand I

Second gents cross over
And take the ladies' hand !

"

—He wa» flirting with the cross-eyed girl opposite
—

" Now balance to the comers— "

There was a break—the voice stopped, and the dance and
music swept on without the Prince. Over the head of his teet-

ering partner he had seen Cinda Rilla ! She stood just within

the door, a bit frightened and breathless, with her hands at her

sides clinching the folds of her pink calico gown. The fog had
curled every little tendril of her red hair, loosened about her

face by the long fa»t ride. And she was looking at the Prince I

"
Halloo, Rilla ! How'd you get here ? "

"
Did the ol' man let you come, Rilla ?

"

'* We rode 'round for you, Rilla, but he said you couldn't come."

"Give me thelnex', won't you, Rilla ?
"
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"
Oh, chuck him, Rilla, an' gfive me the nex' !

"

They were friendly, neighbor voices, and Cinda Rilla's mo-

mentary frigfht fled. Her hands relaxed, and she came down the

room swinging her skirts saucily.

"Oh, I jus' come !

" she laughed to the first questioners ; but

the dance was promised to no one, for the Prince was coming to

her.
"
Give me this dance 1

"
It was hardly a question ;

his voice

was confident.

Cinda Rilla twirled about on the ends of her toes and laughed

up at him over her shoulder.
"

I don' know you 1
"

"
Oh, come now, you know me well enough !

"

"Never saw you in my life !

"

"
Well, I've seen you an' you know it !

"

She laughed again, but her eyelids drooped.
"

I saw you through the window at that Sorrento dance, an'

you saw me watching you, so don't play off that way !

"

"We-11—that ain't bein' introduced."

Her eyes met his again. He laughed this time.
" Huh ! That don't matter. I watched you for an hour that

night an' "

"
Why didn't you come in ?

"

"
'Fraid you'd chuck me."

"
Ain't you 'fraid now ?

"

He took hold of her hands and held her eyes with his. "No,
I ain't afraid now. They're beginning. Come on !

" And they
whirled down the room together.

It was nearly twelve, and the Prince and Cinda Rilla had
danced every dance together. And the "cruel step-sisters"

talked, of course, and Cinda Rilla's neighbor lads were sorely

vexed. The Prince was just leading her out for one more dance

when the constable, lounging easily in the door, called out to

Cinda Rilla :

"Was that your pinto tied to the pepper-tree a while back,
Rilla?"

Rilla stopped still. Pepper-tree
—

pinto
—where was she ?

"'Cause if it was, he's gone."
"Gonel The pinto?"
"
Yes, he's gone. He'll make right for home. Don't you

worry. Some of the folks '11 go 'round with you."

"No, he won't 1 Pa only bought him las' week ! He'll make
right for Lawson's, where he was raised, an' pa '11 know in

the mornin' 1 Let me go—let me go, I say 1

" The Prince was

trying to hold her back.
"
Wait ! I'll take you home, child 1 I'll get you home 1 Sam '11
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let me have his buckboard. There ain't no hurry, it's only

twelve^ but I'll see Sam. You wait here—Rilla !

" But when
he turned to find Sam, Cinda Rilla slipped out of the door as

quietly as she had slipped in, and fled away in the fog. There
was but one thought in her mind now. To get the pinto home

by morning: that her father might not know. By taking the

trail through Gill's canon she would cut off three miles, and

might head off the pinto coming by the road. She ran down
the village street and struck into the trail leading over the hills.

She fell on the rocks, jumped up, fell again, scrambled to her

feet once more and ran on in the blackness. She could hear the

surf booming against the bluffs behind her and the fog was settling

down over everything. She knew the trail too well to lose it,

even in this dark, and in half an hour she was at the top of the

canon and running wildly down its steep sides. She reached

the road, breathless and panting, bruised by falls on the rocky

trail, and the overhanging brush. She could neither see nor

hear anything on the road. She crept under a great thorn-bush

and crouched there, listening. Only the thud, thud of the surf

came back to her anxious ears. She waited. She thought it

must be two hours since she had left Beeman's store, and the

pinto would be at Lawson's by this time. Suddenly, quite close

to her, a coyote cried. It startled her, but she was not afraid.

There was only one thing in the world, that night, that she

feared—that she would not find the pinto and her father would
know. She came out into the road again and looked up and
down. The fog hid everything. There was nothing for it but

to walk to Lawson's, three miles. She would probably find the

pinto waiting by the corral. Then there was the long ride

home ! She'd make the pinto race every step to pay up for his

trick ! And trotting down the dusty road to Lawson's, a pink,

bedraggled little figure, Cinda Rilla thought of the Prince.

The Prince, meanwhile, came back from hunting Sam, and

angrily demanded of the loiterers about the door :

"
Where's Rilla ?

"

"Why, she went out the door when you left, an' we ain't seen

her since," said the constable.
" You let her go 1

"

"Oh, see here, young man, don't rare up so. There ain't

none here that has any strings on the girl !

"

The Prince controlled himself.
" Do you think she went home ?

"

"Well, maybe—can't say. But mos' likely she went to

Lawson's after the pinto."

The Prince was saddling his own horse now, by the light
from the door.
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"We'd hev took her home. She'd ought not to hev gone,"

said Jack Evert, uneasily.
"
Rill don't wait for nothin'

;
she jus' goes off half-cocked,"

said the constable.

"Where does she live ?
" asked the Prince.

"About four miles back up the slough. You know ol' Bond's

place? She's Bond's girl. Keep to the right when you pass
Olivenheim road—"

The constable broke in: "If she's gone after the pinto, she'd

take the trail by Gill's canon. Mos' like that's what she's done.

Better take the trail an' you'll catch up to her by the time she

strikes the road. So long !

" And the Prince, too, disappeared
in the fog.

And so Cinda Rilla had gone but a mile down the road to

Lawson's, when she heard the beat of hoofs on the road behind

her. Was it the pinto, strayed, maybe, and belated ? Then
someone called, and Cinda Rilla knew it was the Prince, and

crept to the side of the road—frightened as she had not been in

all that mad scramble down the canon. He would have passed

her, hid as she was by the brush and the fog, but the horse

shied, and in a moment the Prince was down and had Cinda
Rilla in his arm, scolding and praising her in a breath.

"
Get on my horse !

" he commanded at last.

"I've got to get the pinto," whispered Cinda Rilla. She was
so cold and tired, now that he had come. She had not thought
of it before. He put his coat about her and lifted her into the

saddle.

"We'll find the pinto, all right," he said cheerfully. Then
he laughed. "Gosh 1

" he said.
" That little thing ! Gosh I

"

They found the pinto standing quietly by the corral at Law-
son's. The first light was in the sky, and the fog had cleared a

little. The Prince took the pinto's rope and turned quietly up
the road, leading the two animals.

"
This ain't the way," said Cinda Rilla, starting.

" We turn

back, for home !

"

"It's the way we're going," said the Prince.
"But pa, an'—an' the pinto? He'll know 1 Oh, he'll know

anyhow 1 It's gettin' awful light !

"
'

We'll see your father by an' by, Rilla. We're going over
that hill now, to Olivenheim. And the minister's going to

marry us I Rilla, you will, won't you ?
" He came to her side." You will, Rilla ?

" Cinda Rilla was trembling."
I love you, you know, Rilla ?"

"
Yes," whispered Cinda Rilla.

II
And you'll go, Rilla?"

"Yes," she whispered again ; then, raising her head : "And—and—then we—we'll take the pinto back to pa."
Berkeley, Gal.
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IN DEAN-HARVEST TIME.
By ANITA DE LACUNA.

@rtHE "little schoolmarm "
taught school "on the river."

j^ That means anywhere from Sacramento down to the

bay, and on either of the three rivers—Sacramento,
Mokelumne and San Joaquin

—which seem to a strangfer to be

inextricably tangled up in a network of "sloos." In this case

it meant at "the Grove," in the tiny schoolhouse that faced

the Sacramento, near the ugly shed of the mail-boat landing,

next door to the dubious odors of Chinatown, and within shout-

ing distance of "the Store"—that whirlpool of commercial

excitement.

She boarded at
"
old man Gordon's," where she was mothered

by Mrs. Gordon, and waited upon like a queen by Jim. Tall,

broad-shouldered and good-looking was Jim.
"
Linked sweet-

ness long drawn out," whispered the little schoolmarm to her

oldest pupil at first sight of him—and then proceeded to fall in

love. But he was ahead of her in this, having spied her at the

wharf when she landed, and being violently in love by the time

she had crossed the muddy street.

The little schoolmarm had a mission—the most absorbing
which had yet stirred her gentle breast—no less than to lift the

whole Gordon family to a higher intellectual plane. Their Eng-
lish was to be purified and a course of reading was to lead them

step by step to appreciate the beauties of literature. She soon

found, however, that the calm with which old man Gordon
mutilated his mother tongue was part and parcel of his very

dignified self and as little to be uprooted as Monte Diablo,

while, for Mrs. Gordon, to speak English correctly was to avoid

the pronoun
"
me," and her polite

"
Will you read to Jim and I

this evening ?
" was offered with a complacency beyond cor-

rection.

But Jim's docility and eagerness to learn made ample amends.

Without the slightest irritation, he allowed his most exciting
tales to be annotated after this fashion :

"Oh, Miss Jennie, you hed oughter hev gone—should have

gone to the wharf when the Modoc come in—came in—and saw
—seen—what Joe done—did—this afternoon. He dove—dived

from the wharf into the river after one of the coolie kids^
children—and brought it up all drippin' and squallin'."

And so on.

The evening readings were somewhat of a tax on all con-

cerned. In the middle of a choice selection, old man Gordon
would commence to discuss with Joe whether one could use a

drill to plant barley in the tules, or the relative profit in
"
black-
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eyes" or "pinks." Then Mrs. Gordon would sharply take

them to task for their "unpoliteness," and the reading would

proceed to an accompaniment of muttered grumbling".
The lady herself listened most intently. She disapproved of

any book which was, from her point of view, without a distinct

moral purpose. If drinking, smoking and gambling were not

roundly denounced, and, above all, if no one was converted,
then indeed was the unhappy author rated for his immoral

production.

To Jim the reading was a trying aflfair in many ways. Tired

from the day's work in the fields and comfortably stretched in

an easy chair, the cozy sitting-room and the musical voice of

the reader was so soothing that the effort to keep awake ab-

sorbed most of his attention. Yet he must be able to discuss

any problem which might arise, under penalty of a look of re-

proach from the eyes of his beloved, not to be lightly endured.

One Friday evening the family were gathered for the custom-

ary reading, after a day of special trial for the little school-

marm. A new boy had been introducing the exciting sport of

stoning a Chinaman. This had summoned all Chinatown to

the warpath, and the task of pouring oil on the troubled waters
had somewhat strained the nerves of our heroine. Old man
Gordon was full of woe over the sharp dealing of a commission

man, and could hardly be quieted down sufficiently for the read-

ing to proceed.

"Now, look-a-here. Miss Jennie, what do ye think of this ?

One of the darned buyers contracted with me to take all my
beans at two and a-half cents, and I thought that was all right,

but when I come to read over the contrack this mornin', why,
he'd made it out so that the beans hed to be delivered on the

bank by the first of this month. Now, we only got to pullin'

Monday, an' ef beans hed gone down, he'd of backed out jest as

slick. But they've gone up to three cents, an' when I sez to him
this mornin' thet he knowed plaguey well that I cuddn't hev de-

livered them beans tell a couple of weeks from now, he up an'

sez thet he wanted 'em jest the same an' thet I hed to let him
hev 'em. But I jest told him thet he cuddn't hev a darned bean,
fer bein' so darned smart. Ef they hed gone down, I cuddn't

hev made him take 'em, bein's I am too late, and now he shan't

hev 'em, if I hev to eat 'em."

Miss Jennie was politely condoling, and tried to go on with

her reading, but the frequent interruptions brought her danger-

ously near to the limit of her endurance. Jim, too, was more
than usually heavy-eyed. He had been riding the bean roller

all day, for which one must have his anatomy well strung to-

gether, 'unless he wishes to leave himself in sections all over the
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bean sheet. So he sat bolt upright, not daring to rest his weary
head against the chair-back, lest sleep should take him un-

awares. Even so, he soon caught himself in the middle of a

loud snore, and to cover his confusion and prove that he was

very wide awake indeed, he repeated the paragraph which Miss

Jennie was just reading
—"

Love is strong as death
; jealousy is

cruel as the grave."
She raised her eyes from the book to remark, with a slightly

condescending air, *'That is a quotation from Shakespeare."
In his anxiety to appear quite alive to the situation, Jim

drew upon his mental resources to a degree which amazed even

himself.

"I don't think that's from Shakespeare, because I never read

anything of his'n, and I know that I read that very verse one

day when I was sick with the measles that time. I remember

it, for Dock he come in and lifted my scalp because I was using

my eyes."

"Well," said Miss Jennie, "it was probably a quotation,

just as it is here."
' '

No, it warn't. If I could only jest think what book it was
in!"

"I suppose there is not the slightest danger of your being
mistaken ?

"

The note of sarcasm nettled Jim, and he said stiffly :

"I ain't much of an authority, but when I'm sure of a thing,
I'm pretty doggoned sure."

The next instant he would have given his best horse to have

recalled the words, for the little schoolmarm seemed suddenly
transformed into a veritable ice maiden.

"You will have ample opportunity to prove your assertion

before I shall again offer myself as an authority," and the read-

ing was resumed in an atmosphere distinctly chilled.

When the story came to an end a few minutes later. Miss Jennie

turned to Joe in her airiest manner and with her sweetest smile :

"
I suppose I must be up bright and early, if you are to show

me how you harvest beans. I want to know all about them,
from the time they are shelled till they are sewed up in bags."
Old Mr. Gordon fairly howled with laughter.
"
She thinks beans gits shelled jest like green peas, I suppose.

Wall, you city gals air clever when it cums to farmin'."

Joe, who had certainly never invited the young lady to view
the bean-harvesting, or anything else in fact, turned all colors,

cast a frightened look at Jim, and then gasped :

"Why, yes, certainly, any time you like."

Jim turned white, then red, and, as he sprang to open the

door for his lady love, tried to catch her eye. But she barely
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included him in her "Good night, all," and glided by him utterly

unseeing.
The next morning at the breakfast table, though she chatted

with Jim as pleasantly as with the others, he felt his heart turn

to ashes when she asked Joe when he would be ready to show
her those wonderful beans. Old man Gordon, who was still full

of his quarrel with the bean buyer, had not perceived that his

son was being snubbed by the little schoolmarm, but Mrs.

Gordon promptly flung herself into the breach. "Joe, there

ain't no need of all you three men to boss them Japs this morn-

in'. One of ye hez to stay an' help me fix a place to shet them
settin' hens in, and I guess you're the handiest. Them critters

would like to give me a lot of chicks to look after durin' the

rainy season, but I'll jest fool 'em. Jim kin hitch up the cart

an' drive Jennie over to see the beans gittin' rolled
;

it '11 be

pleasanter settin' in the cart to watch 'em." "Wall," said Mr.

Gordon, blind to his wife's winks and signs,
"

I was cal'latin'

to drive down to the lower field to take a look at thet thar rye

grass, but I'll take Jennie out to whar the bean sheets is spread
fust an' she kin set on the bean straw." Again the good
mother to the rescue :

"
Now, Old Man, why can't ye go down first an' see yer old

grass an' then bring the cart back fer Jim an' Jennie ?
"

"
Oh, nonsense," said Miss Jennie,

"
I'm going to drive down

with Mr. Gordon, if he will let me
;
and I should like to see the

rye grass, too. I will not keep you waiting a second, if you will

let me get my hat." And away she darted, leaving no chance

for further remonstrance.

As she perched herself alongside of the old man in the rickety

cart, looking like a bit of Dresden china, in a bewildering hat

and most bewitching gown, Jim thought that he had never

seen a fairer sight, and, as the cart drove off, he felt as though
the wheels were crushing the heart out of him.

Having gained her point, our little schoolmarm was now be-

ginning to rue it, and as the tall form of her lover was left far

behind, the small ache in her heart became a sharp pain ; as she

was jolted along over ruts and furrows and listened to an un-

biassed summary of bean-buyers, both general and particular, a

mist of tears shut out the beauty of the morning. Old man
Gordon saw nothing of her trouble and talked placidly on.

There was nothing in the landscape to divert the mind—level as

far as the eye could reach, with here and there a stretch of levee

topped with willows, and an occasional tall walnut or chestnut.

The various rivers meandering through theland were so entirely

hidden from view by the levees that sundry small craft appeared
as sailing directly over the fields. Swarms of blackbirds
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flaunted their scarlet epaulettes among the tules and ming-led

their cries with the whirr of the steam threshing machines

busy in the various ranches along- the way.
At any other time the little schoolmarm would have deluged

the old farmer with questions, for she entered heart and soul

into the life about her, and could already converse fluently about

summer fallow and the relative value of farming tools
;
and

had even learned not to call a cow "he." But today she sat

silent.

When they reached the rye grass, the old gentleman drove all

around the field to inspect the fencing, and Miss Jennie roused

herself sufficiently to ask :

" What is rye grass ? What is it good for ?
"

"Wall, it's mighty good fodder. It got started here unbe-

knownst, and when I see thet it war takin' the hull field, I war

goin' to hev it all ploughed up. Then a Dutch feller thet I hed
workin' fer me, he sez,

' Mine gootness, dot vas de best ting
fer dose cows dot efer vas,' an' cum to think of it, I hed ben

wonderin' what tuk all the cattle down this way the hull time,

even when it war all under water, an' it war jest this grass."

On the way back to the bean fields, the road was blocked by a

bean thresher. This roused Mr. Gordon to wrathful comment :

"Ye'U never see one of them blame things on my farm. Nothin'

but a roller fer beans fer me. Them steam machines do the

work a heap quicker, but ef the beans is jest a least bit too soft,

they're dead ruined, an' ye don't run half so much resk with a

roller."

When they drove up to the bean sheets, the busy scene

thrilled the disconsolate maiden into something like interest.

In one part of the field a group of Japanese were pulling up the

vines and turning the roots up to the sun
;
and in another, half

a dozen more were forking the dried vines upon a large wagon.
Two huge sheets of burlap were spread on a well-cleared space,

and on these the vines were piled. Over them, round and round,
went the heavy roller, a section of a sycamore tree fitted into a

frame, to which were harnessed a couple of immense horses. As
it rolled, the straw was crushed to chaff and the beans loosened

from the pods. On one sheet the men were
"
clearing up ;

" the

straw was all forked off and piled outside of the sheet, and the

beans and fine chaff were put through a fanning machine, the

chaff flying away in a thick cloud, while the beans streamed

into the waiting sacks.

Miss Jennie was ready with her questions :

"Why do you not hire white men to do this work ?
"

"
Wall, white men don't like to pull beans

;
it's turible hard

on the hands, an' when they've ben pullin' fer a few days, like
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as not, they'll up an' quit an' leave ye to hunt up a fresh lot.

I'd a durn sight rether hev Chinamen than Japs ;
fer steady

pokin' away at a hard job, give me a Coolie every time, but ef I

can't git Coolies, I'll take Japs. Them Japs does make me

mad, though ; they're jest like a lot of kids, everlastin'ly sky-

larkin' an' foolin'. Ef one feller is stoopin' over, the next will

fire a clod of dirt at him, er jump on his back, er some sech fool-

ishness. Sech a singin' an' squallin' as they keep up at night

after work is over, ye never heerd. The Coolies is sober an'

never cuts up, but they are gittin' so sca'ce that the wages is

jest double what they used to be, an' the farmer's lucky ef he

kin git any kind of men to harvest his crop."

"It does seem kind of mean to prefer Chinamen to whites,

but if you cannot get them, you cannot be blamed."

"Wall, thet isn't all. Ef you hire white men, you've got to

feed 'em. My old lady ain't strong enough to cook fer a lot of

men, an' the Japs does their own cook in', sech as it is. Thar's

another thing ;
most of the white men as does harvestin' work

air filthy hobos, and the old lady hates to hev 'em settin' down
in her clean kitchen. Now, them Japs thar gits out a

washin' on Sunday to beat the band. Every rag of their duds

is washed, an' they mostly takes a swim in the river to polish

themselves off. When its heathens er hobos, give me heathens.

Thet ain't to say thet I'd ruther hev 'em, instead of clean

whites ;
but them sort is sca'ce, an' I'm mighty glad to git one

to help boss the Japs."

Here the roller, with Jim mounted on it, came jolting by, and

the conversation was continued in clear, incisive tones :

"Where did Joe come from? He seems like such a nice

fellow."

"Wall, Joe's dad rented land down on Andros island and

planted nigh about five hundred acres in spuds, an' then

the levee broke an' the hull thing, with seed an' labor, was lost.

His dad is goin' round with his threshin' machine till sech time

as he gets on his feet again, an' Joe, he is workin' out till his dad

gits some more land."

Here Joe appeared and took Jim's place on the roller. Mr.

Gordon called out :

"Here, you Jim; make a seat on the bean straw fer Miss

Jennie. I think I'll drive down to the Grove an' git the mail.''

"Oh," said Miss Perversity,
"

I would like to go with you
for the mail, if you do not mind. I guess I've seen all there is to

bean harvesting."
That evening at supper it was announced that measles had

broken out, and school was to be closed for a week or two.

"If that is so," said Miss Jennie, "I think that I will go
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down by the Mokelumne river boat on Monday and see how my
family are getting along- without me."

As she stood on the porch, bright and early Monday morn-

ing, waiting to be driven to the nearest landing, Jim drove up
in the little cart—to her surprise, dressed in his Sunday best.

She made no comment, but bade the old folks good-bye and

mounted beside what she felt in her heart of hearts to be the

finest looking young fellow on the river. Her amazement in-

creased when Jim accompanied her on board, and, leading the

way to a seat on the forward deck, sat down beside her as

naturally as though trips taken in company by Jim and Miss

Jennie were an every day occurrence.

Still the little schoolmarm made no comment, but watched
with excessively manifest interest the loading of a lot of sacks

of beans. It was a lengthy job. The rats had held high carni-

val among the sacks, and every other one had a hole or two.

These were deftly sewed up whenever discovered
;
but there is

nothing so elusive as a bean when given a hole to slip through,
and many a sack was half emptied before the damage by the

rats was remedied. But at length the very last one was
trundled on board, neatly piled on deck and the lot marked
"500."

It seemed to Miss Jennie that the boat stopped every other

rod of the way. There were beans to the left and beans to the

right, with an occasional load of potatoes or green vegetables.

The landing of the boat at one of the ranches rented by Chinese

was like stirring up an ant heap. Such a jabbering as they

kept up 1 But they were right down to business, and kept tally

as though life depended on not missing a single bean. Occa-

sionally a Chinese woman took part in the shipping of a load of

produce, and Miss Jennie was surprised to see that her business

air would have done credit to a white man.

Presently Jim ventured,
"
Isn't the sun hot here ? Wouldn't

you like to try the other side ?
" But Miss Jennie was searching

in her grip for something and pretended not to hear. Then, in

an abstracted way, she rose and wandered along the deck, leaving
the grip open. Good little Miss Jennie had brought her pocket
bible with her and it lay uppermost in the grip. Jim picked it up
and carelessly turned the pages. Perhaps the lover instinct

made him turn to that ancient song of King Solomon. Sud-

denly his eye caught the words, "Love is strong as death;

jealousy is cruel as the grave." He shut the book with a snap,

and dropped it into the grip. As he started to walk towards his

lady-love, the boat gave a sudden lurch and bumped against the

bank. Loud cries of "Beans overboard I

" were heard and,
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Jennie, forgetting that she was on her dignity, turned in great
excitement :

**A lot of beans are lost. What will they do ?"

The question was answered by a dozen men springing over

the rail. The boat was made fast to a tree, and the men poked
and splashed about in the waist-deep water for the missing

sacks, while the purser counted up and announced that twelve

were missing. When eleven had been fished out, the captain
ordered the hunt to be abandoned.

*'What will they do with those wet beans?" asked Miss

Jennie, and, as she asked, met her lover's eye. To her wonder-

ing gaze appeared quite a different young man from the one she

had left a few moments before. The discovery that he had
been in the right on the question of authorship had given him
such an increase in self-respect that the coward in him disap-
peared forever. Perhaps you think that he took the first opportu-
nity to show the young lady the verse which had cost him so

many hours of pain ? Not so
;
Jim might be a coward in the pres-

ence of the bewitching little maid at his side, but he was no
fool. He answered her question in the most matter-of-fact way :

*'A wet bean is a spoiled one, fer when it dries it is all

wrinkled ; but they will spread them out on the deck to dry, and
when we land they will be all tucked into the sacks again and
no one will be the wiser. What do you bet that though only
eleven sacks went up on deck, there don't twelve come down
agin ? Jest you mark my words, there will be twelve."
Sure enough. Towards evening, just before the boat reached

San Francisco, Jim and Miss Jennie watched and counted as a

procession of stevedores came marching down from the upper
deck, each one shouldering a sack. When twelve sacks, the last

two-thirds full and with very long "ears," were borne down to

the forward deck and deposited with the rest, the last vestige
of pride's barrier was swept away on the tide of their laughter.
Some years later, while Mrs. Jennie was seated at her desk

writing a letter, Jim, who had been taking an after-dinner rest,
came to her side and held out an open bible, with his finger
pointing to the verse of ancient fame. Mrs. Jennie glanced at

it absent-mindedly :

"Don't bother me when I'm writing. I have to order some
new overalls for Jimmie-boy. The way the darling wears them
out does beat everything."
But while one lobe of her brain was busy with the overalls,

the other was forming a question ;
and as Jim was retreating,

she called out :

" When did you find that verse ?
"

"
Oh, that day we went down the rirer, when the beans fell

overboard. Don't you remember ? "
"
Yes, I remember that day ; but why didn't you show it to

me then ?
"

"
I knew better."

"What a clever husband I have got !
" And she meant it.

OakUnd. Cal.
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BEING AN AMERICAN.
THe[ Ramifications of a Democratic Pecli|(ree.

By FRANK ROBBINS.

i^S^^M Y FRIEND O'Melveny,
"* the Judge," as I call him, is a pleas-

^Jlf^^^l^ ant man to know, and a delightful one with whom to dine.

^1^3^fi^ He is old-fashioned enough to give you a sound port with

\^|"ir>^^ your cheese and after it, instead of coffee and a liqueur
—

' ^ -"^ the latter always suggesting, to me at least, that your host

has, as it were, with deliberation and intent concluded his en-

gagement to feed you ;
while the '*

Judge's
" method makes a good dinner

a mere prelude to a delightful entertainment of wine, tobacco and good
talk. The glow induced by the port, and the tranquility intensified by a

cigar, combine to convert a talkative guest into a quiet listener. I have

sometimes thought that the "
Judge

" was designing in this
;
for he has a

fine analytical mind—he would call it a "legal" one—and a sweet Mi-

lesian gift of narration; these attributes, naturally, tending to make him like

a good listener. One evening I sat at his table twirling the stem of my wine

glass and waiting for the yarn I knew was coming. I did not wait long.

He proceeded to lead for an opening in this wise :

" The proceedings of our courts bring to light some very nourishing food

for the philosophical mind. Do you believe in Heredity ?
" Without wait-

ing for my answer he continued : "In my recent practice I have come

across a typical American. In describing a simple democrat it may seem

strange to begin with his pedigree; and yet it is the most important part of

the picture if the portrait is to be truly and faithfully painted."

I lighted a cigar, placing myself comfortably, and he proceeded :

"After all, when one considers the fact that everyone has two parents
—

at least—four grandparents and eight great-grandparents, it is easy to

see how the chance of blue blood increases in geometrical progress with

the number of generations. In fact any of us may with certainty claim

that the current of chivalric royalty flows in his veins ;
while none may

deny that the villainous, sluggish carmine of a two-century-old crime con-

tributes its quota in drops to his arterial circulation. The great differ-

ence, perhaps, 'twixt your pure aristocrat and the common self-made man,
lies in the ifact that the former has kept his stud-book posted up to date.

This should be, and no doubt is, a great consolation to the grandchildren
of the latter, who have forgotten, or who have never known, the smell of

the tallow and hides to which they owe their present social eminence.
"

I do not purpose, however, to go back very many generations in this

genealogy. It is only introduced to show why my client is what he is
;

not merely that you may know what his forebears were.
" Back somewhere in the eighteenth century, there came to Canada one

Chevalier de Jardin, an adventurous gentleman, with no capital save his

wit and his sword. A year or so after his arrival he married a young lady
who had been sent out by a beneficent king, with others of her kind,

having nothing but wit and beauty for a marriage portion. The sum of

two such wits, plus beauty and a sword, was, however, sufficient plen-

ishing for the time and place. The twain prospered and, in due course,

the thrifty pair lorded it over the lands, beasts and peasants of a fruitful

seigneury upon the banks of the St. Lawrence ; they had children too, who
in turn had children. Finally, one of the last reigned over his feudal and

ancestral domain. In the natural course of transmission it is believed that

into this worthy gentleman's veins there had been infused a strain of the
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original owners of the conquered soil of New France ; be that as it may,
he, too, married and had issue in one daughter and sole heiress—Camille

Marie Gascouelle de Gaspe de Jardin was her name.
" When General Wolfe ascended the Heights of Abraham, under his

command was one ensign, Mjles Fitzgerald. Little is known of him
save that he was of indomitable courage, of handsome person, and of most

pleasing and persuasive manner
; although, from his own account, he was

kin to all the nobility, and descended from most of the royalty of his

native island of Ireland. After the Conquest—or *

Cession,' as the French

prefer to call it—this gentleman espoused Mile, de Gaspe de Jardin
; and,

settling upon her domain, became a hospitable seigneur and worthy lord

of the manor. With his progeny we have nothing to do, save one, a cadet,
Patrice Myles de Jardin Fitzgerald, who, as a lieutenant of foot, was
made a prisoner at the battle of Chippewa in 1814, thence sent to New York,
where he was paroled and remained, after the war was over, living at ease

upon a credit won by his agreeable person and address.
"
Now, not changing the subject, but to introduce new factors in the for-

mula : Master Hans Van Haarlem—son of a thrifty Dutch merchant of

New York—while cruising in his sloop, laden with trading produce, be-

tween his native city and the port of Boston met, in the latter place, Miss

Prudence Doolittle. He being impressed with her beauty and she by his

thrift, they mated, and he took his bride to his father's house. In du«

course the fair wife presented her liege with a single pledge of her affec-

tion in the form of a little daughter, who was christened ' Prudence ' in

honor of her mother. The name was an admirable one for one who was
to husband so vast an estate as that of the Van Haarlem was becoming by
virtue of accumulations of good hard money and the appreciation of cer-

tain lands which had been acquired for the purpose of growing cabbages
by this sweet innocent's grandpapa ; but one, perhaps, not so well suited

to a capricious maid, who fairly detested the odor of cabbage, and led papa
and grandpapa around by their noses ; and one completely belied—so the

wise folk said—when she married the dashing ex-lieutenant and prisoner,
Pat Fitzgerald ; presenting that gallant officer most dutifully and pro-

liiically with sons and daughters. Among the last was Marien Van der

Haarlem Fitzgerald who, with brothers and sisters, inherited great wealth,
some beauty, and a preposterously aristocratic tendency. This young lady

joined the others in referring to her grandpapa as the 'Patroon,' and

harking back to Holland and Ireland for a most exalted pedigree.
" You will have noted that the particle

' der ' has crept into my narrative ;

the family added it, or revived it, about the time of the appreciation of the

ralue of the cabbage garden.
" The accumulated coin had been used to erect stores and tenements

upon the land, and the new generation, living upon its rents, ignored the

origin of its wealth and remembered only the traditional splendor of the an-

cestors in the mother countries.
"
However, I would have you understand, these fortunate heirs were

nice, hospitable folk—religious in their way, and kind to the poor. Living
up to their lights, they paid their servants well, and were liberal to

churches and to charities. That their tenement houses were not always in

the best sanitary condition they were not aware ; that being due to the

zeal of their agents, who, like faithful servants, took a pride in making the

estate yield its utmost.
" The reason for so particularizing the generation of Marien Van der

Haarlem Fitzgerald is that she plays a most important part in this narra-

tive—no less than that of becoming the mother of my client.
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"
Being a person of taste, you will note that with delicacy and deference

to the sex I have placed the distaff side of the house in advance
; but now

for the other.
" The first of the Ruperts of Virginia was unquestionably—so the ar-

chives of that family inform me—a gentleman of excellent birth and

breeding. To be sure, in searching the records of the Old Dominion I find

that the first of that name came to the colony as a bond-servant, and the

log of the ship in which he came over gives him no enviable reputation—
actually stating that he was landed at Jamestown in irons. Be that as it

may, the Ruperts were, and morever are, a fine family. The Revolution

found Randolph Page Rupert fighting manfully for the cause of Liberty
—

which, please remark, was not necessarily that of Freedom. In the course of

this gentleman's marches he found himself upon occasion in Philadelphia
where he was quartered upon the excellent Quaker family of Goodyear.
Grace—a lovely daughter of this house—charmed the young soldier

; and
when Cornwallis had surrendered, he returned to the object of his affec-

tion, wooed her, and won her
; carrying her—together with a sufficient

marriage portion to rehabilitate his encumbered estate and buy a number
of slaves—to his ancestral plantation upon the banks of the Potomac

;

where, amongst other sons and daughters, was born Charles Goodyear
Rupert, who, at the time of the war of 1812, bore a commission in the army
and participated valiantly in the resistance of the attacks of the British

at New Orleans.
" You will remember that prior to this war the Gulf Coast and the Span-

ism Main were infested with pirates. Pardon me ! I mean that those

waters were largely used by certain gentlemen adventurers who, sailing
their own vessels under their own flags, prosecuted a precarious, though
lucrative, independent trade. Chief amongst these was one Juan del Cu-

chillo, a gentleman of Spain. It is to be regretted that I find it impossible
to give full detail of this brave mariner's birth and career. He was very
careless with his papers. Though he always averred that he was a son of

the Archbishop of Toledo, the fact cannot be authenticated, Don Juan was

present with his ship at a most distressing accident whereby a large trad-

ing ship was burnt and sunk—not however until after the most valuable

portion of her cargo had been rescued.
" This unfortunate vessel carried to the bottom with her all but one of

her passengers. This exception was a beautiful young Jewess, calling
herself Rebecca Cohn. The beauty and helplessness of this young girl
attracted the bold and chivalric sailor, and the twain were shortly after-

wards united.

"A year later the fair Rebecca died in giving birth to a girl child, who,
in due time, became a beautiful young woman who was called ' Juanita.'

Don Juan idolized his daughter, and, growing in years, he greatly desired

to retire to the land to enjoy the fortune he had amassed in the course of his

adventurous career. Owing to certain governmental restrictions this was
impossible until the British were preparing their attack upon New Orleans

;

when he offered the services of himself, his crews and his vessels for the

defence of the city, upon the condition that their little irregularities of pre-
vious conduct should be overlooked. His offer and conditions being ac-

cepted, his valor in the actions which followed has become a matter of

national history. When peace was proclaimed, Don Juan with his daughter
took residence in the city which he had so nobly assisted in defending ;

and his name, house, and hospitality became famous. Captain Rupert, en-

joying the last, met the Senorita Juanita, and a mutual flame enwrapped
the pair. Don Juan in no wise objecting, they were married.
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"
Captain Rupert's family, not having been consulted in the matter—be-

sides having heard certain rumors detrimental to the character of the

worthy Don Juan—intimated that any further connection with him and

any recognition of his new relations were undesirable. Acting upon this

hint the Captain remainedin New Orleans, living upon the princely bounty
of his father-in-law.
" In 1820, Mrs. Rupert was delivered of a fine boy, who naturally became

the pride and delight of his grandfather. Two years later, during an

epidemic of yellow fever, the mother died and her father was also stricken.

Before the old man died he made a will leaving his now well-invested for-

tune to his grandson—Juan Randolph Rupert—under the trusteeship of his

father. The dying sailor urged upon the latter that he should take the

boy to the North—where his story would not be known—and there educate

and establish him. After this good advice, Doa Juan called for the

priest, received the rites of Holy Mother Church, and passed to his long
rest, full of years and honor, at peace with God and the world.

"
Following the venerable man's instructions. Captain Rupert took his

boy to New York where he established himself In a manner befitting his

position. The boy was sent to the best private schools, thence to Harvard,
where he took an honorable degree. His father's good manners and his

own ;
his associations at school and at college ; his wealth, all aided in his

reception into the best and most exclusive society—where, of course, he
met the Fitzgeralds. And again

' in due course '

(I like that expression—
it belongs to scientific classification) at Grace Church—the Bishop offici-

ating—he was united in the bonds of holy matrimony to Marien Van der

Haarlem Fitzgerald. It was the event of the season of 1856. A year later

a lesser social, but greater domestic, event occurred ;
for it was no less

than the advent of another man-child, who was christened Fitzgerald Van-
der-Haarlem Rupert. This gentleman is my client.

"After all this prelude to his introduction it will be well to drop geneal-

ogy ;
but before doing so I would like to point a moral—a story without a

moral being like venison without currant jelly, palatable enough perhaps,
but lacking in propriety. The moral is that in pedigrees, as in most other

things, we select the most agreeable. You have doubtless noticed how
quietly I dropped the God-fearing, slave-trading, Puritanical family of Doo-
little

;
the honest, peace-loving, Quaker connection of Goodyear ; also, save

by inference, the shrewd, painstaking, Jewish father of Rebecca Cohn ;

and, even how lightly has been touched the plodding, cabbage-growing
Van Haarlem. These, nevertheless be it observed, were the honey-gather-

ing bees. Contrary to the usage of bees, however, they have been thrust

out to make room for the Fitzgeralds and Ruperts—the men of the sword

taking natural precedence over the men of the yardstick. The metaphor
seems to be growing involved. I think we had better drop it, and—if you
have finished your cigar—we will join the ladies."
" But !

" said I.

" But what ?
" said the Judge.

" The rest of your story," I answered.
" Pshaw !

" said the Judge,
" that comes of having no '

legal mind '—
can't you see that is in process of development, and that it remains
with the court to determine ?

"

And I had to be satisfied.

Lob Aoffelu.
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'^ EARLY ENGLISH VOYAGES
To tKe PaciHc Coast of America.

(From their own, and contemporary English, accounts.)

VIII.—WooDES Rogers, 1708.

@rtWENTY-THREE years after Dampier's visit to California

J^
—and with that rather second-rate sea-robber in a subor-

dinate position— a pirate worthy to rank with Drake and

Cavendish scourged the Pacific and spent some two months on

the Lower California coast. He was Woodes Rogers. This

voyage around the world (1708-11) gave the world "Robinson

Crusoe ;" and that individual himself (Selkirk) became one of

Rogers's pirates. A digest of the voyage, from Rogers's own

account, follows:

fAPTAIN

WOODES ROGERS in the "
Duke," and Captain Stephen

Courtney in the "
Duchess," sailed from Bristol June 15, 1708, on a

vogage round the world. "
It has been universally allowed by such

as are proper Judges of such Expeditions, that there never was any Voyage
of this nature so happily adjusted, so well provided for in all respects, or

in which the Accidents, that usually happen in Privateers were so effect-

ually guarded against. . . . Captain Woodes Rogers, who commanded in

chief, was a bold, active, indefatigable Officer, one that would not give up
his Opinion too readily to others. . . . He had been a large Sufferer by
the French, and was naturally no great Friend to that Nation. . . . He
had a peculiar Art of maintaining his Authority over his Seamen, and a

Readiness in finding out Expedients in the most difficult Conjectures. Cap-
tain Stephen Courteney was a Man of Birth, Fortune, and of very amiable

Qualities : He contributed considerably to the Expence of the Voyage.
. . . Captain Thomas Dover, who was third in Command, was a Proprie-
tor also

;
. . . He was by Profession a Physician, and, towards the Decline

of his Life, made a Noise in the World, by recommending the Use of crude

Mercury. . . . As for Captain Edward Cooke, who was second to Captain

Courteney, he had been taken twice by the French, once by four Dunkirk

Privateers, and again by two Men-of-War of fifty Guns. The Pilot, in

the larger Ship, was Captain William, Dampier, who was now to proceed
for the Fourth time into the South Seas, where his Name was very well

known, and, from his Exploits, terrible to the Spaniards.^^

They first set sail for Cork,
" in order to make up our Complement of

Men. . . . Both Ships had legal Commissions ... to cruise on the

Coasts of Peru and Mexico, in the South Seas, against her Majesty's Ene-

mies, the French and Spaniards. . . . Most of us, the chief Officers,

embraced this Design of Privateering round the World, to retrieve the

Losses we had sustained by the Enemy. Our Complement of Sailors in

both Ships was 333. . . . We had now above double the Number of

Officers usual in Privateers." This was to prevent mutinies, "and that

we might have a large Provision for a succession of Officers in each Ship,
in case of Mortality."
On the 1st of September they began their voyage from Cork to the

Canaries. On the 10th they took a sail showing Swedish colors. They
found it difficult to prove she was a Prize, so " We let her go without the

least Embezzlement." The men on board the Duke "
mutiny'd," insisting

that, by letting the Swedish ship go without plundering her, the oflficers
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had sacrificed their interest. But the " Malecontents " were quelled for

the time
; though they afterward gave a great deal of trouble, and did

more mischief when in irons than before. But with **

Whippings and
difiFerent Corrections "

they brought the " Crew to Order and Discipline,

always very difficult in Privateers, and without which 'tis impossible to

carry on any distant Undertaking like ours."

On the 18th they took a small "
Spanish Ship bound from TenerifiF to

Fuerteventura with several Men and Women Passengers, and laden with

sundry sorts of Goods." The next day they bore away for Oratavia Road,
where they stood off-and-on. They treated about ransoming the Vessel,
but the English merchants residing in the Town expostulated, alleging
that there was a free Trade agreed to in those Islands between her Majesty
of Great Britain and the Kings of France and Spain, so religiously ob-

served by the latter that they had caused an English Ship, taken there by
a French Privateer, to be restored. "

Captains Rogers and Courteney . . .

threatened to cruise among the Islands, to make amends for their lost

Time, and to cannonade the Town of Oratavia, unless they received Satis-

faction." On the 22nd,
" We lay by oif the Town, took the Goods out of

the Prize, sold the Bark to Mr. Cross for 450 Dollars, and put the Prisoner*

aboard her. Thus ended this troublesome Affair," and they once more set

about their Voyage. On the last day of Septemt)er they anchored in the

Harbour of St. Vincent. ... " While we lay here, new Disturbances
arose amongst the men in relation to Plunder

; for here we had an Oppor-
tunity of purchasing Things, and therefore every Man wished, that he
had something to purchase with. The Effects taken in the late Prize occa-

sioned these Heart-burnings." But they settled the affair
"
by framing

such Articles, as, without giving our Owners any Ground of Complaint,
might inspire the Seamen with Courage and Constancy, and make them

willing to obey." They sailed away from this place leaving their "Lin-
guist," who had broken his word by staying on shore longer than had been

agreed upon. They were inclined to do this in order to set a proper exam-

ple. ... "In our passage towards the Coast of Brazil some new Dis-

putes arose amongst the Men. On the 18th of November, we anchored
before the Island of Grande. . . . While we lay here, there were new
Quarrels, and things had certainly come to a great Height on board the

Duchess, if Captain Courteney had not put eight of the Ringleaders imme-

diately into Irons." . . . On the 24th, they fired upon a Canoe, wounding an
Indian rower. " He that owned and steered her was a Frier, and had a

Quantity of Gold, which he got at the Mines, I suppose by his Trade of

confessing the Ignorant. . . . The Man that was wounded could not

move, and was brought by our Men, with the Father and several Slaves,
that rowed the large Canoe, on board our Ship, where our Surgeon dressed

the wounded Indian, who died in two Hours time. I made the Father as

welcome as I could ;
but he was very uneasy at the Loss of his Gold, and

the Death of his Slave ; and said he would seek for Justice in Portugal or

England."
Continuing their voyage, they coasted very far to t he South, where the

great cold induced them to bear away for the Island of Juan Fernandez.
..." On February 1, 1709, we came before that Island." . . . Cap-
tain Dover, with the Boat's Crew went ashore in their Pinnace, though
they were not less than four Leagues off. ... " As soon as it was dark,
we saw a Light ashore. Our Boat was then about a League from the

Island, and bore away for the Ships as soon as she saw the Lights. We
put our Lights aboard for the Boat." They designed to make their Ships

ready to engage, believing the light came from French ships at anchor,
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and they must either fight them or want water. ... " All this Stir and

Apprehension arose, we afterward found, from one poor naked Man, who
passed, in our Imagination at present, for a Spanish Garrison, a Body of

l*^renchmen, or a Crew of Pirates." About noon the next day, two boats

which had been sent ashore filled with armed men returned "' and brought
an abundance of Cray-fish with a Man cloathed in Goat skins, who looked

wilder than the first Owners of them. He had been on the Island four

Years and four Months, being left there by Captain Straddling in the

Cinque-ports; his name was Alexander Selkirk, a Scotsman, who had been
master of the Cinque-ports, a ship that came here last with Captain Dam-
pier, who told me that this was the best Man in her. I immediately agreed
with him to be a Mate on board our Ship : 'Twas he that made the Fire

last Night when he saw our Ships, which he judged to be English. . . .

He told us that he was born at Largo, in the county of Fife, in Scotland,
and was bred a Sailor from his Youth. The Reason of his being left here,
was a Difference between him and his Captain." He had been left on the

Island with " his Cloaths, and Bedding, with a Firelock, some Powder,
Bullets, and Tobacco, a Hatchet, a Knife, a Kettle, a Bible, some practical

Pieces, and his mathematical Instruments and Books. . . . For the first

eight months, he had much ado to bear up against Melancholy, and the

Terror of being left alone in such a desolate Place. He built two Huts
with Pimento trees, covered them with long Grass, and lined them with
the Skins of Goats, which he killed with his gun as he wanted, so long as

his Powder las ed, which was but a Pound; and that being almost spent,
he got Fire by rubbing two Sticks of Pimento Wood together upon his

Knee. In the lesser Hut, at some Distance from the other, he dressed his Vic-

tuals
; and in the larger he slept, and employed himself in reading, singing

Psalms and praying ;
so he said, he was a better Christian while in his

Solitude, than ever he was before, or than, he was afraid, he should ever
be again. At first he never eat anything till Hunger Constrained him,

partly for Grief, and partly for want of Breat and Salt : Nor did he go to

Bed, till he could watch no longer ;
the Pimento Wood which burnt very

clear, served him both for Fire and Candle, and refreshed him with its

fragrant Smell. He might have had Fish enough, but would not eat them
for want of Salt, because they occasioned a Looseness, except Cray-fish,
which are as large as our I^obsters, and very good : These he sometimes

boiled, and at other times broiled, as he did his Goat's Flesh, of which he
made very good Broth, for they are not so rank as ours : ... When his

Powder failed, he took them by Speed of Feet ; for his way of Living,
continual E^xercise of Walking and Running, cleared him of all gross
Humours

;
so that he ran with wonderful Swiftness thro' the Woods, and

up the Rocks and Hills, as we perceived when we employed them to catch

Goats for us : We had a Bull-dog, which we sent, with several of our nim-

blest Runners, to help him in catching Goats
;
but he distanced and tired

both the Dog and the Men, caught the Goats, and brought them to us on
his Back. . . . He came at last to relish his Meat well enough without
Salt or Bread ; and, in the Season had plenty of good Turneps, which had
been sowed there by Captain Dampier's Men, and have now overspread
some Acres of Ground. He had enough good Cabbage from the Cabbage-
trees [terminal buds from certain palm-trees— probably euterpe oleraced],
and seasoned his Meat with the Fruit of the Pimento-trees, which is the
same as Jamaica Pepper, and smells deliciously.
He found also a black Pepper, called Malogeta, which was very good to

expel Winds and against Griping in the Guts. He soon wore out all

his Shoes and Cloaths by running in the Woods ; and, at last, being
forced to shift without them, his Feet became so hard, that he ran
everywhere without Difficulty ; and it was some time before he could wear
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Shoes after we found him

; for, not being used to any so long-, his Feet
swelled, when he came first to wear them again. After he had conquered
his Melancholy, he diverted himself sometimes with cutting his Name on
the Trees, and the Time of his being left, and continuance there. He was
at first much pestered with Cats and Rats, that had bred in Great Numbers,
from some of each Species, which had got ashore from Ships that put in
there to wood and water : The Rats gnawed his Feet and Cloaths while

asleep, which obliged him to cherish the Cats with his Goats flesh, by
which many of them became so tame, that they would lie about him in

Hundreds, and soon delivered him from the Rats : He likewise tamed
some Kids

; and, to divert himself, would, now-and-then, sing and dance
with them, and his Cats : So that, by the Favour of Providence, and
Vigour of his Youth, being now but thirty Years old, he came, at last, to

conquer all the Inconveniences of his Solitude, and to be very easy. When
his Cloaths wore out, he made himself a Coat and a Cap of Goat-skins,
which he stitched together, with little Thongs of the same, that he cut
with his Knife. He had no other Needle, but a Nail ; and when his Knife
was worn to the Back, he made others, as well as he could, of some Iron

Hoops, that were left ashore, which he beat thin, and ground upon Stones.

Having some Linen cloth by him, he sewed him some Shirts with a Nail,
and stitched them with the Worsted of his old Stockings, which he pulled
out on purpose. He had his last Shirt on, when we found him on the
Island. At his first coming on board us, he had so much forgot his Lan-
guage, for want of Use, that we could scarcely understand him—for he
seemed to speak his Words by halves. We offered him a Dram ; but he
would not touch it, having drank nothing but Water since his being there ;

and it was sometime before he could relish our Victuals."

February 3 they set up the tents on shore, one for the sick of each Ship.
"The Governor [Selkirk] never failed of procuring us two or three Goats
a Day for our sick Men

; by which, with the Help of the Greens, and the
Wholesome Air, they recovered very soon from the Scurvy ;

so that Captain
Dover and I both thought it a very agreeable seat, the weather being
neither too hot, nor too cold."

They spent their time till the 10th refitting their ships, and taking on
wood and water. By boiling sea-lions, they extracted eighty gallons of

oil, for their lamps, and to save candles. "We made what Haste we could
to get all the necessaries on board, being willing to lose no Time ;

for we
were informed at the Canaries, that five stout French Ships were coming
together to these Seas. . . . On the 28th, we hoisted both Pinnances into
the Water, to try them under Sail, with a Gun fixed in each of them, and
whatever else was requisite to render them very serviceable small Priva-
teers. . . . On i'l/a)' [evidently a misprint for Mch.] 15. in the Evening we
saw a Sail

;
Our Consort being nearest, soon took her. She was a little

Vessel, of sixteen Ton from Payta, bound to Cheripe for Flour, with a
small Sum of Monej' to purchase it ; the Master's Name Antonio Feliagos,
a Mestizo, or one t)egotten between an Indian and a Spaniard ; his Crew
eight Men, one of them a Spaniard, one a Negro, and the rest Indians. . . .

They assured us, that all the French Ships, being Seven in Number, sailed

out of these Seas six Months ago ; and that no more were to return : Add-
ing that the Spaniards had such an aversion to them, that, at Callao, the

Seaport for Lima, they killed so many of the French, and quarrelled so

frequently with them, that none were suffered to come ashore there for

some time before they sailed from thence. . . . Our Prisoners told us,

they expected the Widow of the late Viceroy of Peru, would shortly em-

barque for Acapulco, with her Family and Riches, and stop at Payta to re-

fresh, or sail in Sight, as customary, in one of the King's Ships, of thirty-
six Guns ; and that, about eight months ago, there was a Ship, with

200,000 Pieces of Eight aboard, the rest of her Cargo Liquors and Flour,
which had passed Payta for Acapulco. Our Prisoners added, that they left

Seignor Morel in a stout Ship, with dry Goods for Z./>«a, recmiting at

Payta, where he expected in a few Days a French built Ship belonging to

the Spaniards to come from Panama richly laden, with a Bishop aboard.

Payta is a common recruiting Place, to those, who go to or from Lima, or

most Parts to Windward, in their Trade to Panama, or any Part of the
Coast of Mexico. Upon this Advice, we agreed to spend as much Time as

possible cruising ofl" of Payta, without discovering ourselves, for fear of

hindering^ our other Designs.

[TO B8 COMTINUKD.J
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cSequoya League^^•—i-*' ^^*_^ (INCORPORATED )(INCORPORATED ) 'i

TO MAKE BETTER. INDIANiS ''

Se-quo-ya,
''^

the Aynerican Cadmus'^ {born rjji,
died 1842), was the only Indian that ever in-

vented a written language. The League takes its

title from this great Cherokee, for whom, also, science
has Tianied {"Sequoias") the hugest trees in the world,
the giant Redwoods of California.

ExBCUTiVB Committee.

Dr. D«vld Stsrr Jordan, President Stanford University.
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Cliief Biolog'l Survey, Washington
Dr. George Bird Grinnell, Ed. Forest and Stream, N. Y
Chas. F. Lummis, Los Angeles, Chairman.

Advisory Board

Ricliard Egan, Capistrami, Cal.
D. M. Riordan, Los Angeles.
Chas. Cassatt Davis, attorney, Los Angelet.

Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, Col. Phys. and Surg'as, N. Y.
Dr. Geo. J. Engelmann, Boston.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher. Washington.
F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washington.
Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
Mrs. F. N Douhleday. New York.
Dr. Washington Matthews, Washington.
Hon. A. K. Smiley, (Mohonk), Redlands, Cal.

George Kennan, Washington.

Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, University of California.

Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard. California.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.
W. J. McGee, Bureau of Ethnology.
F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College.
Stewart Culin, Brooklyn Inst.

Geo. A. Dorsey, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.
Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Pres. Los Angeles Nat'l Bk.

Life Members.
Amelia B. Hollenback, Josephine W. Drexel, Thos. Scattergood, Miss Mira Hershey.

Y the time these pages are read, the investigation of the

Moqui outrages will be under way, in charge of U. S. In-

dian Inspector James E. Jenkins, and with a competent

representative of the Sequoya League present (by invitation of

the Department) to present the evidence the League has been

collecting for nearly a year. Considering the attitude of the

Department in promising an exact investigation, the character

of Mr. Jenkins, who has the matter in charge, the witnesses and

the affidavits the League presents, there is no reasonable doubt

of the outcome. The League has tried to be gentle to Burton,

believing him to be a man who meant well, but who had a great

deal of fault to find with his Creator for his mental equipment.
How thoroughly he has exceeded his authority, and brought dis-

credit on the Department, is best shown by the fact that Burton

has coerced most of the Moquis to cut their hair, and has re-

fused to feed those who would not be barbered by him. He is the

man who was given by the Department a tool which it was be-

lieved might help to alleviate the Indians. He has used it as a

club to drive them. A personal letter from the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs to the Chairman of the Executive Committee of

the Sequoya League says :

"About the Hair Cutting Order : There never was such an

order issued by the Indian Office, so far as the Indians generally
are concerned, but we have insisted all along, that the Indians

in the employ of the Government must wear their hair like

white employes. All that the Office ever did in this matter,
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was to urge agents by moral suasion to do all in their power to

induce the Indians to adopt civilized ways."
The Indians of Moqui, at least, have been agitated by official

statement that the Hair Cut Order had been renewed. I am as-

sured by the Department that this is absolutely not true.

\\ is not the time, now, to quarrel with the remark that
"
the

Indians in the employ of the Government must wear their hair

like white employes;" "white employes" can wear their hair

anyhow they Blooming Please. The Department would not

think of issuing an order compelling an "Arizona Shingle" in the

case of any white employe who cared to let his hair increase be-

yond his ears. The Department has virtually abandoned the ob-

noxious regulation, finding it the laughing stock of the whole

country, and there is no need to pursue the matter beyond the

grave. The point is that Burton altogether exceeded even the

tentative orders of the Department ; coerced Indians who were
not employes ;

cut off their hair by force ; had hair cut as a pun-
ishment, and not as a "civilizing agency;" and in general

proved himself unfit to interpret the orders of his superiors, or to

be entrusted with them. The New York Sun^ of June 17th, re-

marks editorially of Mr. Burton that he is "absolutely incap-
able of understanding and appreciating the Moquis, and he acts

like an unbaked barbarian." Which puts the case with neat-

ness and economy.
A similar attitude has been taken by the press all over the

country. Nothing else the Department is likely to do would
strike so popular a chord as the Burtonizing of Burton.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LBAGUB'S WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $331.

New contributions—Miss Mira Hershey, Los Angeles, $50

(Life Membership). $2 each—Mrs. D. A. Senter, Miss Augusta
Senter, Pasadena, Cal.; J. E. Haverstick, Phila.; Grace Nichol-

son, Pasadena, Cal.; Prank H. Scott, Edith Scott, Bertram

Scott, Marion Scott, Chicago ; Henrietta T. L. Wolcott, Ded-

ham, Mass.

$1 each—John MacGrady, Pointe Gatineau, Quebec, Can.;

Lieut. J. H. Weber, Oceanside, Cal.; "A Friend ;

" H. S. Rich-

ardson, Concord, Mass.
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LOS ANGELES, CAL.

OFFICERS.

fresident, Chas. F. Lummis.
Vice-President, Marg-aret Collier Graham.

Secretary, Arthur B. Benton, 114 N. Sprin? St.

Treasurer, J. G. Mossin, American National Bank.

Correspondinc Secretary, Mrs. M. E. Stilson.

812 Kensingfton Road.
Chairman Membership Committee, Mrs. J. G. Mossin,

TO CONSERVE THE MISSIONS
AND OTHER HISTORIC
LANDMARKS OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

DIRBCTORS.
J. G. Mossin.

Henry W. O'Melveay.
Rev. M. S. Lfiebana.

Sumner P. Hunt.

Arthur B. Benton.

Margraret Collier GraU.i i

Chas. F. Lummis.
1033 Santee St.

Honorary Life Mbmbbrs : R. Effan, Tessa I,. Kelso.

LiFB Members : Jas. B. Lankershim, J. Downey Harvey, Edward E. Ayer, John F.

Francis, Mrs. John F. Francis, Mrs. Alfred Solano, Marg-aret Collier Graham, Miss Collier,

Andrew McNally, Rt. Rev. Geo. Monttromery, Miss M. F. Wills, B. P. Porter, Prof. Clia:>

C. Bragdon, Mrs. Jas. W. Scott, Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, Miss Annie D. Apperson, Mis>

Airnes Lane, Mrs. M. W. Kincaid, Col. H. G. Otis, H. Jevne, J. R. Newberry, Dr. W. Jarvis

Barlow, Marion Brooks Barlow, Geo. W. Marston, Chas. L. Hutchinson, U. S. Grant, jr.

Isabel M. R. Severance, Mrs. Louisa C. Bacon, Miss Susan Bacon, Miss Mira Hershey.
Jeremiah Ahern, William Marshall Garland, Geo. L. Fleitz, Miss Josephine W. Drexel.

Mrs. Sarah M. Utt, Miss Anita Utt, Emily Runyon Earl, D. M. Riordan, Frank J. Sullivan.
Alice Phelan Suliivan, John Jewett Garland, Alfred Solano.

Advisory Board : Mrs Caroline M. Severance, Gen. H.G. Otis, R. Eg^an, W. C. Patter-

son, Adeline Stearns Wing, Tessa L. Kelso, Don Marcos Forster, Chas. Cassat Davis, Miss
M. F. Wills, C. D. Willard, John F. Francis, Frank J. Polley, Rev. Hugh K. Walker,
Elmer Wachtel, Maj. H. T. Lee, Rt. Rev. Joseph H. Johnson, Bishop of Los Angeles.

'FTER many vexatious delays, arrang-ements have been made by the

Club to finish roofing the entire front of the Pala Mission, and re-

place a few of the rooms on the patio ; also to have the whole

property scrupulously and constantly cared for and kept in repair for five

years.

The Landmarks Club Cook Book — "a Collection of California Recipes
from Everywhere," and beyond doubt the best volume of Spanish, old

Californian, and cosmopolitan, cookery yet published — is selling hand-

somely and winning golden opinions from judicious housekeepers. Bound
in cloth, 260 pages, $1.50 ; by mail, $1.60. C. C, Parker, or Mrs. J. G.

Mossin, or the Out West Co., lyos Angeles.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE WOKK.

Previously acknowledged, $6230.

New Contributions—Rent Monastery of San Fernando, $84 ; OuT WEST
Co., printing, $10 ; Mrs. J. Wolfskill, Los Angeles, $3.

$1 each—Dr. J, A. Munk, Mrs. J. A. Fairchild, Miss Elizabeth Shank-

land, Miss Emeline Childs, Laura A. Hubbell, Mrs. N. B. Blackstone, Los

Angeles; N. W. Russ, Pueblo, Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bulterv. «_..-. h,

Pasadena
;
H. S. Richardson, Concord, Mass.



There is no law to prevent the newspapers from electing

Thomas, Richard and Henry to the vice-presidency of the U. S.

on the instalment plan and a year ahead. It amuses our

Enlighteners ;
it is

"
sweet as remembered kisses after death "

to Henry, Richard and Thomas ;
and it probably does Us less

harm than anything else we read at breakfast. For it isn't

Compulsory. By next year, the Able Reporter himself will have

forgotten to whom he tossed his nickel. And we not only do

not have to ratify
—our Daily Guide doesn't even expect us to

do so.

But there are several laws to forbid our taking the vice-presi-

dency as a joke, and letting it go at that. That ancient equine
statute known in the digests as Horse Sense is some of them.

And the rest are the enactments of Destiny in the last two

years.

After the experience we have just had, it would seem wanton
to harp—outside an asylum for the Daft—on the visible fact

that we can no longer afford Tail-End vice-presidents. It is

now Up to Us to notice that they sometimes become Presidents
—and to make sure that they be fit to be.

THE DIGESTION
"^^ ^^^ been remarked before, and on no better author-

ov OUR ity, "the only man that has a real Stomach is the man
UNCI.K SAM. ^jjQ doesn't know he has Any." Let us hope that this

shall continue to be the case with Uncle Sam. No prior person

politic in the world's history has ever needed so robustious a di-

gestion. The gastric juices of other, and smaller, and less

gorged, republics have sometimes been sorely tested ; but besides

these internal fluids, our modern giant of all democracies seems

to have a quartz-crusher comfortably installed in his inner con-

sciousness. '*Eat slowly, and masticate your food well" is a

fit dogma of the hygienists ; but Uncle Sam never does have
time to chew at all. Every year

—which with the nation we

may call a square meal— he swallows half a million or more
Purriners

; mostly ignorant, 99% un-American in every fiber,

30% at least vicious or sub-ignorant
—and still he seldom

hears from his stomach. Only now and again he asks the
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Doctor what the deuce can cause that heartburn, which he has
no thought to relate to his stomach. As a matter of fact, his

incomprehensible digestion does
"
tote even " with his gluttony.

America has changed by this gorge ; but not fast enough nor

deep enough to realize it. And the American language is so

little affected that only a German philologist could ponderate
the difference.

How enormous this assimiliation is, few of us realize— though
there is nothing more interesting nor more vital to be under-

stood. Doubtless the most diagrammatic case is presented by
that remarkable study of the "Linguistic Conditions of

Chicago," which has been issued by Carl Darling Buck, of the

University of Chicago. This extraordinary paper
—a twenty-

page quarto, issued by the University
—is one of the most strik-

ing comments ever printed on American conditions.

In the vast German empire
—not lower than fourth among the

world-powers, and probably at present easily third— there are

three cities which contain as many German-speaking people as

Chicag-o. These are Berlin, Hamburg and Breslau. The only
other city in the world which contains more Germans than

Chicago is also in the United States—namely. New York. The
German-speaking population of Chicago is larger than the pop-
ulation of Munich, or of Dresden, or of Leipsic, or of Cologne ;

in fact, nearly as great as that of all four put together. It is

the 5th German city in the world
;
and more than 500,000 Chi-

cagoans speak German.

It is the 3d Swedish city in the world, and has more than

twice as many Swedes as any other city in the country. Almost
as many people speak Swedish in that American city as the

total population of Los Angeles at the last census.

Chicago is the 4th Polish city in the world ; and far more

people in Chicago talk Polish than there were in Los Angeles
of all sorts in 1900.

Chicago is the 3rd Norwegian city in the world
;
and more

Chicagoans talk that language than the total present popula-
tion of Portland, Maine.

Chicago is the 2nd Bohemian city in the world
;
and more

people in Chicago speak that language than the total popula-
tion of Portland, Oregon ; Atlanta, Georgia ; Richmond, Vir-

ginia ; Nashville, Tennessee
;
and so on for quantity.

Forty distinct languages are spoken by colonies in the city of

Chicago, not counting dialects. More than half the total popu-
lation of Chicago speaks a foreign language—not by having
learned it as scholars, but by having been born to it. The fol-
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lowing table is enough to make one gasp—that is, one who ever

thinks a little :

I-ANGtJAGK SPOKKN IN CHICAGO BT

German 500,000
Polish 125,000
Swedish 100,000
Bohemian 90,000
Norwegian 50,000
Yiddish 50,000
Dutch 35,000
Italian 25,000
Danish 20,000
French 15,000
Irish 10,000
Croatian and Servian 10,000
Slovakian 10,000
Lithuanian 10,000
Russian 7,000
Hungarian 5,000

besides colonies of Greek, Frisian, Roumanian, Welsh, Slo-

venian, Flemish, Chinese, Spanish, Finnish, Scotch Gaelic,

Lettic, Arabic, Armenian, Manx, Icelandic, Albanian, Bul-

garian, Turkish, Japanese, Portuguese, Breton, Esthonian,

Basque, Gypsy.
There are Beveridges and others who object to the admission

of New Mexico and Arizona to statehood because they are
"
not

American enough "—90% of their population having been in

America only 250 years. In the one city of Chicago there are

more than twice the population of the two territories who
always speak German when they can do as they prefer. There
are in the city of Chicago more people than the total population
of Arizona who talk Polish whenever they can. There are

100,000 people in Chicago who talk Swedish if no one hinders.

And so on, until in one American city there are 40 foreign

languages spoken by 1,078,400 American citizens out of a total

population of less than two millions.

But to take certain liberties with the State motto of Con-

necticut, "he who has swallowed can digest." In the second

generation, even Chicagoans become Americans. In New
Mexico and Arizona, the bulk of the population were Ameri-
cans two centuries before 75% of the modern population of

Chicago ever heard of America.

HIGH TIME Innumerable Americans will echo the New York Sun's
THEY "wish that the scholars of the Bureau of Ethnology
DID HAVE,

j-^j^^j j^j^y others] had a little influence in the Indian

Bureau."

Doubtless they will have, some day
—

possibly as soon as the
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"scholars of the Bureau " come to have a little influence m the

Bureau itself, instead of beini^; suppressed, squelched, snubbed

and made errand-boys by that Incomprehensible Effigy which

the ignorance of politicians and the cowardice of others have

set and retained as their Boss. Probably even sooner—for the

Smithsonian Regents are Too Old and too Respectable to Learn ;

while the ward-politician distrust of all scholars does not right-

fully belong to the present administration of the Interior De-

partment. That attitude is an inheritance from older days,

when our Indian Bureau was probably the most corrupt, shame-

less and ignorant branch of government in any part of America.

It was the congenital suspicion which ignoramuses always feel

towards people so preposterous as to Wish to Learn ;
the in-

evitable hatred of rascals toward honest men—and scholars

have to be honest before they can truly be scholars at all. But

the present administration ought no more to learn its mental

than its moral standards from that disreputable past. It is

neither a thief nor a fool. It has a great deal to learn—as have

all of us, who ever did learn a little—but it is Straight ;
and

there is always a way to learn. So, all the more pity if it

thoughtlessly adopts "the tradition of the Office"—made when
the Office was a public scandal—and retains the entailed habit

to
" D n them d d scholars." It is another case of the

head being wagged by the tail—a competent official uncon-

sciously taking his cue, in a vital matter, from the $75 clerks

who pretty nearly Run the Government, their superiors being
too overworked to read half the papers they sign. As a matter

of fact and of common sense, the Department's best friends

ought to be (and are willing to be) those who know its wards,

as it cannot pretend to.

So far as I know—and I have given these matters some little

thought—there is not in the whole Indian Service a single man
whom scholars anywhere ever heard of

;
not one who could

write a book on Indians which would not be derided by the com-

petent. Of course they all Know Enough to hold the power of

life and death over 250,000 First Americans
;
of course they can

laugh at
"
thim dommed Lithery Fellers wot do write ;" but

they do not know enough of their professional theme to know

who, when and what the World has Done About It before them,
and to learn by the wisdom and the blunders of their prede-

cessors. The sneerness with which they Look Down on the

men who have learned a thousand times as much about Indians ;

who have studied more books on Indians than they ever read

arithmetics, grammars and novels combined; who have seen

more frontiers, endured more hardships, braved more dangers,
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than all the Indian Bureau ever did—it is one of the most ex-

quisite documents now extant in the bibliogfraphy of humor.
These unread administrators of human life and happiness are

now mostly good men, and mostly competent in ordinary lines

of business. They like to speak of themselves as
"
Practical

Men "—a sharp distinction from men that read—and they can do
it to newspaper reporters in Washingfton. Their Adventures,
their Parlous hair-breadth 'Scapes from Mortal Indians (and all

Indians are Dangerous, in Washington), their Hardships—all

these make good reading, in some parts of the Geography. But
I do not know a Detested Scholar, in this line, beside whose

personal experience these exploits of the Bureau Hero are not
as a child's first Red-top Boots to the Perils of Hercules. There
are no Bandeliers in the Indian Service ; no Powells, McGees,
Grinnells, Hodges, Cushings, Dalls, Powerses, Merriams—nor

any of the hundred other Americans whose names carry weight.
This is rather a pity, among the people who, if put tq the rack,

will confess that they are the Smartest on Earth, if not the

Only; but that is not half the pity it is to see the real Business

Men who are now at head of the Department discharging
the only clerks that Know the Stock. It is high time for men
of the mental and moral status of Secretary Hitchcock and
Commissioner Jones to curtail their cheap, red-tape, routine

blunderers, and turn for advice to the men who Know Some-

thing. An important branch of the Government is maintained

precisely to educate men about Indians. It would seem to be

common sense for the Department, whose business it is to Ad-
minister Indians, to get some use and help from the Bureau
whose business it is to Understand Indians—instead of looking

upon any man who does Know Indians, as a Nachul-Born Enemy
of the Department. Honesty has been brought far up the scale,

in this administration. The day of thieving agents and cor-

rupt contracts is pretty well gone by ; and every thoughtful
man honors those who have brought about this change. But
even honesty is not a whit more important than Savvy. And
the only way to get Savvy is to Mix with those that Have it.

If the Department wished legal advice, it would probably
consult lawyers rather than brewers. If it aimed to be vaccin-

ated, the chances are that it would summon a doctor, and not a

plumber. Now, understanding Indians (or any Different People)
is as serious a profession as law or medicine—and requires a

much longer and harder course. Until the Department learns

the very simple facts that Statecraft isn't Learned by Appoint-

ment, and that it is impossible to make a Good Record in admin-

istering any people without knowing what they are (even as
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most of us would prefer to entrust our stables to a man who
knew a horse from a cow), it will go on as it has always gone—
Blundering- for the World's Record in human lives, and making
a chapter in history it is a pity we cannot universally foresee in

its relative proportions.
Does the Department fancy that the only reason why Amer-

icans are overwhelmingly ready to believe evil of its Indian

policies is that Americans are mostly fools ? They may be—but
that isn't the reason. The reason is that the Department doesn't

even live up to the common sense which teaches all of us not to

turn over our horses to cobblers nor our shoes to jockeys. It is

time for it to begin
—and not only the hour but the men are

here.

Speaking of "game hogs," as I did last month, callow murder
tourists with more money than brains are not the only in thb

porkers. There are a great many people in California, first degrbb.

neither new nor young nor wealthy, who will never make sports-

men, nor Men. Much is forgiven to a raw country, and to a

people not yet adjusted to their new environments ;
but if we

are fit and entitled to do half the bragging of California that

we like to do, public sentiment here must soon crystallize in

lines which will make impossible certain things which now dis-

credit our humanity, our common sense, and our courage. At
that wonderful resort of Catalina Island, one of the most strik-

ing sea resorts in the world, and certainly without a rival in the
United States, the massacre of fish is something unworthy of

Digger Indians—and, in fact, impossible to Diggers. It is only

people who have been Civilized Beyond their Brains that can do
such things. Parties there go out and catch every fish they can.

It is a mark of the undeveloped mind not to Know When one has

Enough ;
and these people seem never to have enough. Day

after day, tons upon tons of fish, caught by half-baked anglers,
are brought into Avalon to be shown off, to be photographed
with their proud captors, and then hauled far out and dumped
into the ocean, lest they breed a pestilence along the shore.

Now it is not too much to say that there is no other country in

the world where this would be possible. No savage tribe on

earth, no Dago community, no village of Spanish sea-board

peasants, no Guinea negroes, no cannibals on the Amazon, ever

do such things. People who can do this would do anything
—if

they had the nerve. It may look like a far comparison ;
but it

is the same maggot that breeds mobs. A man who would catch

500 trout in a day, Because he Could, and let 400 of them be

wasted, has no real morals. He may be an Esteemed Citizen—
but it is only because he is afraid of the law or the disgrace made
and provided against common criminals. He is neither brave,
nor gentle, nor quite honest. Such a person should be consti-

tutionally disfranchised from the use of the rod. He is not only
an insult to decent sportsmen, he is a robber of his own grand-
children. The Pacific is large water

;
but it has its boundaries.

There are a good many fish, but they have their end. Already
the "fish-hog" all along the California coast has seriously
decimated the fish. If public opinion allows him to keep both
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his porcine Feet in the Trough, the time will come, and very
soon, when there will not be fish for those that need them.

It is time for the class of Americans who are up-buildingf
California to a marvel among all commonwealths, to rate these
offenders as they deserve ; and if there can be no law to punish
a man who kills a hundred pounds of yellow-tail to dump into

the ocean, there can be, at least, the visible contempt of decent

people. Of all the ^ood things that Roosevelt has said, nothing
was manlier nor truer than his warning that

"
no section of the

country must be used to be skinned for the benefit of the few
in a little while

;

" and the people who grossly, ignorantly and

cowardly skin the ocean of its food supply, and its true sport,
are as much public enemies as those who destroy the forests

upon which our watersheds (and so our life) depend, or vandals
of any other sort.

DUX Patriotic women of Oregon are trying to erect a statue
FEMiNA in Portland to Sacajawea, the heroic Indian woman who

FACTi. accompanied Lewis and Clark, 98 years ago— the first

American expedition across the continent to the Pacific—as

guide and interpreter. She saved the journals and papers of
this epoch-making expedition ; she probably saved their lives.

She trudged from the Missouri to the Coast, with her tiny baby
strapped on her back. Any woman who could do that, deserves
a monument

;
but more than that, she was a large factor in the

success of the first, the most famous, and economically perhaps
the most important, expedition that the Government of the
United States ever sent West. She deserves a monument if any
one does

;
and it is to be hoped that the movement to commem-

morate her will be a success, first financially, and second in the
artistic fruits. Membership in the association is only 50 cents.

Monies in any amount may be sent to Mrs. Sarah A. Evans,
Secretary, Oswego, Oregon.

sAVAGRs— Among simple frontiersmen who knew little of his-

AMATBUR AND tory, the Apache was wont to pass for tolerably Bad
PROFESsioNAi.. Mcdiciue. The most savage and unmitigated Indian

the world has ever known, he used occasionally to Peg Out his

victims under an ef&cacious bonfire.

But the Apache was a Tenderfoot. He didn't know the

A, B, C of devilment. White American Citizens have roasted
more human beings at the stake in the last three years than all

the Hellish Apaches have roasted since history began. And
with a depth of fiendishness the Apache must takeoff his hat to.

The Chiricahuas are long ago done with Human Broilers.

They are now steady, industrious farmers. No people alive

continue the old Apache industry except American voters.

''Americans" burning "Niggers" at the stake
; skinning them,

hacking them, carrying home chunks of man-meat for relics

in American households! "Americans!" Bah I They are

not even dogs !

Neither in morals nor in brains.

For what they think they do to the Negro individual, they
are in fact doing to themselves, and to their own children, and
to their children's children.
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We are the Modestest People in the World ; and we do not
care a Boston Dollar who knows it.

The JVezv England Magazine for July has an interesting arti-

cle concerning- "the first American Geography," alleging that
work of scholarship to have been by one Jedidiah Morse, noto-
rious for

"
Geography made Easy," whose first edition was pub-

lished in 1784. This resurrection of things too much forgotten
was worth while ; but it is always a pity to mar such a task by
ignorance or insolence. The "first American Geography

"
in-

deed ! In the backward year of 1500 the first map of America
was made by Juan de la Cosa

;
and the first American geography

was by Enciso, so lately as 1517.

The writer of the article in question as to the Rev. Jedidiah
Morse would have had as much pleasure as profit had he taken
some pains to learn of the hundreds of American geographies
written, printed and read the world around, all the way from
one to three-and-a-half centuries before the Rev. Jedidiah began
to infest this Vale of Tears. A magnificent three-volume

geography, even of California (with maps, illustrations and
incomparably better scientific scope than Morse's), was printed
in Madrid just four years before Jedidiah Morse was born. This
is only a hint at the innumerable company of men who wrote

better, and had studied deeper, in American geography far, far

before this amiable New England Divine.
In fact, Morse's information as to the enormous majority of

the American continent is probably derived direct from his pre-
decessors by centuries.

It is one of the strange things which inevitably strike every se-

rious student of American history ; that, in the old days, Spain
was the only European nation which found the New World Worth
Studying. England did not touch this hemisphere for more
than a century ;

and then only as a Business Opening. Up to

within the latter part of the Seventeen-Hundreds, the most his-

toric voyages to America made by the English were solely for

the purpose of piracy. It is only of late years that any serious

study of our New World has begun among Us of the Dominant
Tongue ;

but it is 400 years since the Spanish explorers began
to make geographies, ethnological studies, religious, philo-

sophical, economical, and other works—to such an extent that
the most careful buyer could not with one million dollars pur-
chase the published books in Spanish, which are indispensable to

the student of America, and printed before Morse's first geo-
graphy—or any other work in English of deep value to the
student of Americana.
Time has changed all these things ; We are It ;

but it is also

just as well not to forget that there have been thoughtful people
considerably before us.

The passing of John P. Francis, last month, from Los An-
geles to the only Better Country, was the snuffing-out of one of

the lives that Do Good. It was a Quiet Man who thought of

Other People First. He resembled the rest of us in the tendency
to die off

;
but in all the community that knew him he was the

only "Prince John." Chas. F. Lummis.
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WHICH rs
WRITTEN

Sherwin Cody finds within him-

(like St. Paul or Dr. JekjU) two

personalities strugg-ling- for mastery, and
even asking each other impertinent questions. In

his Best English Essays he poses sometimes in the role of editor, some-
times in that of critic. His duty as editor he conceives to be to "

separate
the work which the common reader will care to read from that which he
will not care to read, so that with the limited time at the reader's disposal
and limited energy remaining after the drudgery of life has had its share,
some parts of a great author will actually get read

;

" and within that

limit he acquits himself reasonably. But as critic, he is provocative of

amusement or wrath, according to the point of view from which he is in-

spected. Certainly, as a masterpiece of brisk and chipper self-confidence

his summing-up of " the essential points of the philosophy of Kant, Comte,

Hegel, and their fellows"—and of Emerson, to boot—in exactly eight lines,

stands quite alone.

Mr. Cody offers his selections from Bacon, DeQuincey, Carlyle and others
—and his own Preface, General and Special Introductions and Notes—not

only for the production of " a certain intellectual pleasure that is denied to

the novel or drama," but for the purely practical object of affording to

every one " models of style, or ways of using words, exactly suited to every-

day conversation and business and social letter-writing." If there he any
weak-kneed minds inclined to stagger over the notion of using Ruskin, Car-

lyle and Matthew Arnold as models for everyday conversation and business

and social letter writing, let them penetrate a little farther into Mr. Cody's

thought, and gain courage :

If one Is g-oinsT to write only of one particular class of ideas, one will need only one type
of style; but as no other writer will be precisely like Addison or Raskin or Matthew
Arnold, and may have ideas that would havedeliirhted Bacon or Carlyle or DeQuincey, and

may even have ideas representinir all ten of our typical writers which he will wish to ex-

press in ten consecutive sentences, or even in ten consecutive phrases, or ten consecntlre

words, so he will need all ten styles to express those ten ideas in the only perfect way.

If any artist in words can draw a picture more moving—to inextinguish-
able laughter—than that of the " no other writer," mentioned by Mr. Cody,
in whose mental womb lie ten noble ideas which cannot fitly see the light

of day for lack of ten consecutive words, each in the style of a different

accoucheur of thought, it will be worth a fancy admission price.

I have chosen the sentence quoted as fairly typical of both the manner
and the matter of this gentleman who regards himself as foreordained

pathfinder over literary trails, but many other gems which he presents
with no false diffidence are quite as delightful in their own way. He re-

marks, for example, that if

"
Paradise Lost,"

" The Excursion,"
"
Childe Harold " or

' Don Juan," or
" The Ria* aa4

the Book," were to be written today, they would probably be written in prose.

And a little later, that

Great as Shakespeare was, we can see how eren he miffht hare done better.
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This is not to say that Mr. Cody does not say some clever things smartly.
He does, and just there lies the trap for such minds as may mistake his

cocksure swiftness for the ease of a secure guide. His " Note* " are too

insignificant to be mentioned were it not for such an evidence that he has

not understood his author as is given by Note 2, on page 6
;
and such an un-

warrantable translation as " the opposite is true," for negatur. A. C.

McClurg & Co. , Chicago. $1 net.

The Voice in the Desert is of peculiar interest in this office, since how TO
it was begun as a short story for Out West, but grew under its catch an
author's hands to the proportions of a novel—so its author, aTmospheke.

Pauline Bradford Mackie, writes me. Morever, I peculiarly like the

delicately distinctive flavor of Mrs. Hopkins's work at its best, and am
thoroughly convinced that her be»t to-now—which was good enough to

single out as notable—will be much bettered later on. The present story
is one to be recommended with a clear conscience, but with serious quali-
fications at the very points about which the author evidently took the most

pains. She has tried to catch the "
atmosphere

" of the desert and put it

into a book. Now, the only way to "catch" an atmosphere is to let it

catch you—to live in it until it has soaked in. Mrs. Hopkins only visited

the desert and relied upon impressions, confirmed and modified by reading.
As to this, I have at hand a much more competent opinion than my own—
that of as sane and clear-eyed a gentlewoman as ever spent most of her life

in what we have agreed to call
" the desert." I quote from a personal letter,

written with no thought either of publication or of influencing my own judg-
ment :

"In taking her color blindly from Van Dyke, the writer took to herself

two of his minor, but very palpable, mistakes ; two which particularly
show that she took nearly all her desert second-hand. Indeed, all her

philosophy as to the effects of the desert on character is but the traditions

that have been floating up and down for ages. But then I don't fancy she

took the story seriously, and it is a pretty readable little dose for ' the in-

veterate.' The thing I liked least was the effort to personify the desert in

the character of '

Yucca.' The real desert is too deep and solemn and

mysterious for any such mummery. It is indeed like some very great, lonely,
noble human soul

;
the thought might have been a fine one, worked out

logically, but the woman resulting would have been too great to fit the

pages of the story.
* * * However, I am probably not quite sane about the

desert : it intoxicates me as not even the mountains do. I well understand

why wise men of old went into the desert for spiritual exaltation and in-

spiration." McClure, Phillips & Co., New York, $1.50.

Herbert Wace, post-graduate student at Berkeley and assistant t:^s, evolution
instructor in Economics, announces to his foster-father in London OF i,ovE
—the poet, Dane Kempton—his engagement to Hester Stebbins, a •*^nd markiage.

Stanford Senior and both poet and scientist. Kempton finds something
of ardor lacking, something too deliberate and reasoning, and a lack of the

fine rapture of the true lover in Wace's tale—whence arise The Ketnpton-
Wace Letters. They are devoted to a frank, free and sometimes passionate
discussion of love, marriage and conjugal affection. The younger man
holds that nutrition and reproduction are the primal facts of life, that ro-

mantic love is but one of Nature's tricks to secure the perpetuation of the

species, that it is in fact a form of disease or madness, and that the Ad-
vance Guard of humanity (of which he counts himself one) should rise

superior to such blindness and mate open-eyed and calmly. The poet
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maintains that the "irresistible marriage alone is the right one. Upon it,

alone, does the sacrament rest." And, as appears at the end of the

letters, the woman who has occasioned them agrees with the poet. The

anonymous author—or authors—puts the case strongly on either side, and

the book is sane, clean and stimulating. Indeed, I know of no other ar?»u-

ment on this most elemental, basic and inclusive of all themes which is

at once so profound, so sweeping and so lofty as this. Yet most of us will

agree, when all has been said, that to love and be loved is better than the

best analysis, and that the final meaning of it all reaches into the Infinite

in every direction. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

A PLAN THAT Prof. Chamberlain planned his geographical reader, Uow We
GANG'D Are Fed, better than he executed it. For one thing, he repeatedly

AGI.BY. fails to tell his story so that the reader not previously informed

would get any definite knowledge from it at all. Here is one of the worst

specimens :

Growers have to spray or fumigate the trees to destroy the scale that I upoke of which is

a irreat enemy of theorangre, to kill the insects, and to wash off dirt. This is sometimes

done by puttintr a srreat piece of canvas over the tree, forminir a sort of tent which prevents

the fumes from escapinfir.

And that is absolutely all upon the subject of spraying and fumigation.
It is inexcusable and intolerable that a professional teacher—and in a State

Normal School at that—should perpetrate such a muddle of both English
and ideas as that. And the book is pock-marked with blunders, which are,

by turns, funny and exasperating. It is funny to read of cows fastened in

their stanchions—a stanchion not being the stall, but an upright post or

bar in the stall. And it is exasperating to be informed, as the page is

turned over, that milk from which the cream has been removed is called

skimmed milk. It isn't—except by a certain brand of professors and their

ilk. The authority for "skim-milk" is of as respectable antiquity as

Shakespeare and of as up-to-date modernity as the Century Dictionary.
The Macmillan Co., New York. 40 cents.

j]5^
The homely little stories of life in the Jewish quarter of an

AND Austrian town which make up Martha Wolfenstein's Idyls of the
GBNTll,B. Gass seem to me to be of the very first quality within their limits,
and narrower limits have been wide enough to hold a book on the list of

"bestsellers" for months together. A Mother in Israel, humble of sta-

tion but great of heart, and her grandson, "the little scholar," are the

central characters throughout, but many others are drawn, with fewet
strokes to be sure, but with the living touch. Humor and pathos are so

blended as to keep a sympathetic reader in a mood of tender laughter
almost to the moment when the mob maddened by the "Judenhetre"
brings the tale to pitifully tragic end. The author's name is new in the

literary workshop, but the single book qualifies her as an entitled member
of the craft. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

A wiNNKK IN From nameless collier-lad to millionaire Captain of Industry,
POACHING AND ^vith a Seat in the House of Lords, is the course of Thomtson^s
OTHER MATTRRS. n, .... , t -j . ,. t. •

Progress within a score of years or so. Incidentally he acquires
a beautiful and aristocratic wife and such experience with the ways of

revolutionists in Spain and the Ku Klux Klan in North Carolina as would
have put an immediate period to the career of a less resourceful man. C
J. Cutcliflfe Hyne tells the story and keeps the interest so tense that mira-
cles seem the most natural thing in the world ; while little slips as to his
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hero's age or in such matters as giving: the Democratic party a shaping-

voice in American financial policies in the later sixties are of no conse-

quence whatever. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

A hundred years ago last June, the voice of William Bllery ^ fighter
Channing began to sound from the pulpit of the I*ederal Street poR
Church in Boston—and voices so noble and potent as his proved to piCace.

have not been numerous in the history of the race. Some of the best of

his .sermons and addresses on war, a just conception of national honor and

dignity, genuine patriotism and cognate subjects, are now published by the

International Union as a part of its campaign of education. If every
candidate for the ministry were required to pass a searching examination

in the letter and spirit of these splendidly logical, trenchant and fearless

Discourses on War, there would be less bloodthirsty Christianity preached*
Ginn & Co., Boston. 50 cents net; postage 10 cents.

The Mystery of Murray Davenport is the story of a man who decides to

blot out his identity absolutely
—to disappear wholly from the face of the

earth as Murray Davenport, reappearing after a few weeks as Francis

Turl, unrecognizable to his most intimate friends or dearest enemies.

With the changed appearance, the hero assumes a new viewpoint toward

life and undertakes to sink his former identity even out of his own memory,
his reason being that he has been uniformly unlucky and is tired of it*

How he accomplishes this without the aid of witchcraft or miracle is told by
Robert Neilsen Stephens in manner that is almost convincing. A some-

what similar, but shorter, story recently appeared in one of the magazines
which avoided a serious oversight made by this author. He has failed to

provide a past record for the new individual which would stand even the

most casual investigation. Iv. C. Page & Co., Boston. $1.50.

San Francisco and Thereabouts, by Charles Keeler, is heartily com-
mended to anybody who is interested in the subject, and that includes—or

should include—pretty much everybody. It is accurate, interesting, writ-

ten by a thoroughly competent hand, illustrated beautifully and with dis-

cretion, handsomely printed and bound, and sold for next to nothing. Nor
has it any of the earmarks which are apt to stick out all over publications

of Boards of Trade and similar commercial organizations. The California

Promotion Committee, San Francisco. 50 cents.

The Captain's Tollgate is the very last of those delightful webs of comic

impossibilities which Frank R. Stockton was wont to spin with the utmost

gravity into the semblance of sober truth. It is just Stockton—and no

more need be said to whet the appetite of judicious novel-readers. The
volume includes a simple and admirable biographical sketch, by Mrs.

Stockton, an excellent portrait and a bibliographical list. D. Appleton &
Co., New York. $1.50.

The Sins of a Saint is a historical novel, dealing with the brief and

tragic reign of Fdwy the Fair, grandson of Alfred the Great. The
" Saint " of the title is Dunstan, later Archbishop of Canterbury and first

of England's long line of ecclesiastical "powers behind the throne," and
his sins, according to M. J., the writer of this tale, were such as spring
from unscrupulous ambition. D. Appleton & Co., New York. $1.50.

In their "Modern I^anguage Series," D. C. Heath «& Co., of Boston, pub
lish Marianela, by R. P^rez Gald(5s, one of the leading modern Spanish
novelists. The Introduction, Notes and Vocabulary seem competent.
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A hundred of the beat of the cartoons with which McCutcheon has been

adding to the hilarity of nations have been collected and published in

book-form. The "
Boy

" cartoons are particularly sympathetic and de-

lightful, but there are others which fall not far short of these. A fourth

edition of the book is already announced. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.

$1.25 net; postage, 25 cents.

The reports of George F. Kunz (not only Tiffany's gem expert, but

probably the foremost living authority on precious stones) are always in-

teresting. That for 1901 (printed as a "separate
" from the report of the

Geological Survey of the United States) does not fall short of its prede-

cessors. It is a pamphlet of 50 pages, reviewing the world's production of

precious stones in 1901.

Roland B. Dixon of Harvard, and Alfred L. Kroeber of the University

of California, issue their brief paper on " The Native Languages of Cali-

fornia," as a '*

separate
" from the American Anthropologist; with lin.

guistic maps and classifications.

The incident in Mrs. Burton Harrison's The Unwelcome Mrs. Hatch is

but a setting for the proper display of temperament and emotion. It will

do as well as another book of its class for the lover of refined melodrama.

D. Appleton «& Co., New York, fl.25.

Mystica Algooat is offered as an Indian Legend and a Story of Southern

California. It is worthless, except possibly as an awful warning. The
Editor Publishing Co., Franklin, O.

Chari,bs Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

' THE LOGIC or i:ve:nts.

WT is evident that the real battle for the irrigation of Cali-

J[ fornia will be fought out, at least in its preliminary stages,

during the next two years. The San Francisco organs of

the Water and Forest Association have formally announced that

the Works Bill will again be presented to the Legislature, and

that, in the meantime, popular education in its behalf will be

undertaken. The opponents of the Works Bill, represented by
the Constructive League, have also announced that they will

frame a measure- embodying their views and present it as an

alternative to the one which the people and the Legislature re-

jected last winter.

I can think of no prospect more interesting or inspiring than

the one which now opens before us—the prospect of a great
State entering deliberately, with an enthusiasm born of intense

conviction, upon this effort to solve its foremost economic

problem. It is fortunate that there is to be a genuine conflict.

Nothing is so dangerous as public indifference. Wrong is always
done in the dark. The hope that California shall find the way
to abiding peace and prosperity through a new and comprehen-
sive policy of dealing with the waters, the forests, and the soil

lies in the prospect that the debate is to go on in the light, and

that no citizen and no community desiring to take part in it is

to be denied the privilege. Much space in these pages will

necessarily be given during the next few months to a discussion

of this overshadowing issue in the life of our people. The

present article is written for the purpose of clearing away some
of the underbrush that encumbers the field at this time.

The supporters of the Works Bill, in their periodical

called Water and Forest, publish an article entitled :

"Basis of a Model Water Law," consisting of the rec-

ommendations of agents and experts employed by the Agricul-

tural Department to investigate California conditions in the

summer of 1900. The report is signed "Wm. B. Smythe,
Marsden Manson, J. M. Wilson, Frank Soule, C. K. Grunsky,

THB VIEWS
OF THE

EXPERTS.
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C. D. Marx, E. M. Bog^gs, and J. D. Schuyler." In the intro-

duction to the article it is said :

Each expert in charg-c of an investiR'ation ha» based his conclusions on
the facts gathered in his particular field, and these conclusions are made a

part of his individual report. After the work was completed a conference
of the experts was held at Berkeley, which showed that there was a practical

unanimity of opinion among them regarding the more important measures

necessary to develop to the fullest extent the agricultural possibilities of
California. The conclusions they reached and their recommendations are

given below.

I had charge of the investigation in one part of the State and

made my recommendations in an individual report. I did not

attend the conference at Berkeley. I did not consult with the

other agents and experts in regard to the conclusions printed in

Waaler and Forest^ and am not sure that I ever saw those conclu-

sions until they appeared in print. While desiring to be held

responsible only for such recommendations as I wrote and signed,

I was in full sympathy at the time with the able and sincere

men who, in the report which has been quoted, proffered the

State their best suggestions as to the lines on which a new irri-

gation law might be framed. My one serious difference with

them was on the question of the ownership of irrigation works.

It seemed to me that they did not make themselves clear as be-

tween private and public ownership ;
while then, as now, I

favored ownership of the water, and all the agencies of its

storage and distribution, by the proprietors and tillers of the

soil.

PROM THE '^^^ investigation of conditions in Honey Lake Basin

STANDPOINT OF was the work assigned to me. I found there a splendid
ONE vALi,Kv.

valley where a large area (probably 150,000 acres) might
be reclaimed if the water were stored and used with reasonable

economy. At present, only about 10 per cent, of this area is in

cultivation, and there is constant friction, accompanied by much

expensive litigation, about water rights. As a means of settling

existing disputes, granting new appropriations, and providing
for the orderly distribution of water in the future, I recom-

mended the adoption of the Wyoming system of laws
;
while as a

means of uniting the conflicting rights into a single comprehen-
sive system, and vesting its ownership in the proprietors of the

land, I recommended the adoption of the District plan, but with

two vital changes. These were, first, administration by State

officials ; and, second. State guarantee of the interest of Dis-

trict bonds. The object of these changes was to insure cheap

money for construction purposes and to protect the community
from errors liable to arise out of its own inexperience in dealing
with large affairs.
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As I have repeatedly explained in these pages, in
prvgRsiTY of

various newspapers and on the platform, the Works Bill caufornia

is not the Wyoming: law, though it has some features in
conditions.

common with it. Its departure from Wyoming- principles is

sharp and complete in the two vital matters of adjudication and

administration. As to the first, it was feeble to the point of

futility ;
as to the second, its scheme of vesting the distribution

of water in the hands of "deputy engineers," to be appointed

upon the request of water-selling corporations and paid by them,

was as vicious and dangerous as anything that could be devised
—and as far from the Wyoming plan of water commissioners re-

sponsible only to the people. But I am frank to say, I do not now
believe that even the Wyoming law itself is well suited to exist-

ing conditions in California. In other words, if the Works Bill

proposed the enactment of the Wyoming statute line for line,

and section for section, I would not now support, but do all in

my power to defeat, it. I have devoted the last three years

almost exclusively to the study of the situation in all parts of

the State and know a good deal more than I did in the summer
of 1900. At that time, I was considering the matter almost

purely from the standpoint of a single valley, lying east of the

Sierras, where conditions both of nature and of development
are very similar to those in the Rocky Mountain region. In the

Sacramento Valley, with its great abundance of water and slight

irrigation, matters are different ;
in the San Joaquin, with the

normal flow of streams all used, but with large opportunities for

storage, they are different again ;
while in Southern California,

where water is as gold and every drop is used with utmost econ-

omy, there are still other differences. Wyoming, on the other

hand, presents practically uniform conditions throughout its

length and breadth. It has a short growing season, a lot of

water, and mighty few people to use it. It by no means follows

that a law adopted in Wyoming when it was admitted to the

Union, more than a dozen years ago, must necessarily fit Cali-

fornia when settlement and development have been under way
over half a century.

It is charged that in expressing this view I must plead ^^ ^^ ^
guilty to inconsistency. I do not think so, but it would chargb of

not trouble me at all if such were the case.
"
Wise inconsistency.

men change their minds—fools never," runs the old adage. And
Emerson remarked that "consistency is the nightmare of little

minds." The whole subject of irrigation thought is today in

a plastic state. We are in the midst of a marvelous process of

evolution ; and, while we must hold fast to principles which we
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rei^ard as fundamental, we may all have to modify or change
our ideas concerning: details, else we shall never come tog^ether

in support of a workable system. But I still want the es«ential

features which the Wyoming law claims to stand for—settle-

ment of controversies over rights, wise use of the remaining

supply, and orderly distribution of water under some form of

public authority. I can believe in these things without seeking
to impose the Wyoming law upon an unwilling people, just as

the Republicans of Iowa can believe in a protective tariff with-

out indorsing all the schedules of the Dingley Law, or as the

Premier of England can believe in bimetalism without thinking
it wise to commit his country to the policy in the absence of

support from other powerful nations. Moreover, unforeseen

events have changed the whole face of the situation in the last

three years.

__^_„___ Three years ago we were demanding measurement of

BY CHANGE streams, that we might know the extent of the remain-
OF GovKRNORs.

-^^^ water supply. That was one of the prime objects of

a State Engineering Bureau—the first step toward a scientific

system. Today the streams are being measured by competent
federal authorities, the State paying half the bill. How did

this come about ? There is a sign over the Capitol at Sacra-

mento which reads :

This Place Has Changed Hands
HEREAFTER IT V/JXX, BE CONDUCTED

AS A THOROUGHI,Y FIRST-CI,ASS ESTABLISHMENT.

THE

The great plan of State and National cooperation for the

development of the resources of California, twice blocked and
defeated by Governor Gage, was strongly urged and promptly
signed by Governor Pardee. Not only are the streams being

measured, but the duty of water is being investigated, drainage

problems are being studied, and, most important of all, plans
are being worked out for a scientific forestry policy. Three

years ago it seemed almost hopeless to dream of such things,

yet they have come to pass. The necessary appropriations and
officials might have been provided by State legislation, as is

done in Wyoming, but events shaped themselves otherwise.

What difference does it make, so long as the results are obtained ?

Three years ago we were talking about the urgent
TENDRNCv uccd of adjudicating water titles on all the streams of

TO MERGE,
^j^p State, and that was one of the strongest arguments

in favor of the Wyoming law. Here, too, the irresistible logic

of events has been exerting a powerful influence. For instance,
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the two leading examples of the need of compulsory adjudica-

tion which we used in our arguments three years ago were the

situations then existing on Cache Creek in Sacramento Valley

and on Kings River in the San Joaquin Valley. And in both

case* the situation at that time was pitiable. There were con-

flicting rights which led to constant litigation and seriously in-

terfered with all further development. But in the last three

years, without the enactment of a single new law by the Legis-

lature, the situation on Cache Creek has been completely revo-

lutionized, while that on Kings River has changed so materially

that there is no longer any pressing demand for reform in that

quarter. Not only on these two streams, but in other parts of

California and other parts of the West, a new tendency has

strongly asserted itself. This is the tendency toward merging

conflicting interests into one comprehensive system. All the

rights on Cache Creek are now owned by a single interest, and

the way has been cleared for any plan of reorganization which

the community may favor. So on Kings River also, the process

of consolidation has eliminated the most important elements of

discord. Another striking instance is seen at Redlands, where

all the canals taking water from a common source are now

being merged into one mutual water company. Even more sig-

nificant is the great merger now under way in the Salt River

Valley of Arizona. How much farther this new tendency may
go in disposing of the disheartening conflicts over water rights

no man may say, but it is easily demonstrable that the need of

compulsory adjudication in California has been materially less-

ened by the logic of recent events. The truth is that men
sometimes get tired of fighting. They make progress through

suffering and hardship. The lesson they are learning in Cali-

fornia and throughout the West is that the only really satisfac-

tory solution of an irrigation dispute is more water; that the

most unlikely source of supply is the court house ; and that the

sensible way to proceed is to get together, handle the stream to

the best advantage and, when necessary, supplement its natural

flow by pumping and storage. This is the policy which is now

being adopted by widely separated communities. To a very

large extent, it obviates the necessity of compulsory adjudica-

tion and simplifies the problem of administration.

But something yet more wonderful has happened ^^^ grkatkst
during the past three years. This is the totally unfore- event

seen accession to the Presidency of a statesman who be-
°^ ^^^'

lieves that the national power should be exerted in building the

West by means of public works of irrigation. The significance
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of this event is too deep and too far-reaching to be reviewed at

this time. Its first result was seen in the enactment of the

National Irrigation Law on June 17, 1902. In consequence of

this, surveying parties are already at work on the watershed of

the Sacramento in the North and on the lower reaches of the

Colorado in the South. These two enterprises represent two

aspects of the new policy. In the Sacramento it is the enlarge-

ment of the established policy of river control, and benefits will

be reaped through the irrigation of great tracts of land in pri-

vate ownership. On the Colorado, it is the new plan of reclaim-

ing the arid public domain through national enterprise. Can

any thinking man fail to see in what a very material degree
this event has altered the situation in California and

made it absolutely necessary for us to revise our plans of State

legislation ? In order to give due weight to this fact, the

reader must also know that the Interior Department has some
views of its own in regard to the organization of the irrigation

industry where the national fund is expended. It demands the

merging of conflicting rights into landowners' associations,

which is strictly in line with the new and powerful tendency
which we have already observed as one of the most notable de-

velopments of the past three years.

Does it follow that there is no longer any need of

COMING legislation in California ? By no means. But what
BATTi^K. ^Qjjg follow is this : That when we come to frame the

needed legislation we should do so in the light of events and

we should adapt our policies to the tendencies and circum-

stances which surround us. We have now passed beyond the

academic stage of the discussion. We are face to face with the

great practical question of storing the floods, perpetuating and

extending the forests, and determining for all time to come the

ownership of water and of the works whereby it is to be con-

trolled. These are subjects on which men will differ widely and

honestly. There are many sincere advocates in California of

the corporation method of development. They believe private

enterprise more efl&cient and economical than public enterprise.

They have a perfect right to present a measure looking to this

end. They have already done so, and have notified us that they
will do so again. Those of us who believe the adoption of this

method would be a stupendous blunder, entailing sad conse-

quences even to the remotest generation, have the same right to

oppose it and to bring forward an alternative measure. We
shall do so.

And that, by the way, is the vital point of the entire discus-

sion—that, rather than the merits of the Wyoming: system of
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adjudication, appropriation and distribution. As to the latter,

I predict that the future will show that it is a wholly impossible

proposition in California. It is not suited to the greatly diver-

sified conditions existing- here. It is foreign to the temper of

our people. They will not put the management of their ditches

and canals out of their own hands. Those who still persist in

demanding such laws for California are certain to be regarded
as doctrinaires. And it was James Russell Lowell who said :

In our opinion, there is no more unsafe politician than a conscientiously
rijrid doctrinaire, nothing more sure to end in disaster than a theoretic
scheme of policy that admits of no pliability for contingencies.

Wm. E. Smythe.

THE BUILDING OF CALIFORNIA.
THE B-IKST SCIKNTIFIC STEPS TOWARD SAVING THE FORESTS, THE WATERS

AND THE WASTES OF IRRIGATION.

IEW appreciate the importance of the work which is now be.

ing done by the national Government in preparing the way
for the growth of an enlarged economic life throughout

the West. Those engaged in public movements sometimes be-

come discouraged, feeling that there are no tangible results to

show for their labor of love. But the fact is that no effort

made for the benefit of the country is ever lost. Not a line is

written, not a speech made, not an idea suggested, not a meeting
held which does not do good somewhere, somehow, or some-

time. It may be like the poet's arrow which he shot into the

air and which fell to earth "he knew not where," but which
he found long afterward in the heart of an oak. All the energy
and enthusiasm which had been lavished on the West will be

found, in due time, in the form of actual achievement.

During the present summer three branches of the national

Government are planning work which goes to the very root of

future economic conditions. The appropriations to pay for the

undertaking made very little noise in Congress. We heard more
of the bill at Sacramento which carried the State's share of the

cost, although that attracted small attention in comparison
with many other matters of trivial character. But a few years
hence the people will wake up and realize that some very big

things have been done, and that these are but the stepping
stones to bigger things yet to be realized.

THE SAVING OF THE FORESTS.

During the past three years there has been a great awakening
concerning the relation of the forests to the common prosperity.
We have formerly had so much timber, and so few people to use

it, that we -have treated the subject as one which interested only
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those engaged in the lumber business. If men wanted to buy
timber lands let them ;

if they wanted to cut their own trees on

their own land, that was their affair. Why did it interest the

public any more than the operations of the farmer in planting
and reaping on his own land? That is the old view of the

matter.

But now men have come to see that there is a very intimate

relation between the trees clothing the watersheds of our streams

and the supply of moisture available for irrigation. And any
one may see that the extent to which irrigation may be devel-

oped is directly related to the growth of cities and towns and to

the volume of business which may be done by merchant, manu-

facturer, banker and transportation lines. This puts an entirely

new face on the matter. It now becomes everybody's business

to see that timber shall not be wantonly destroyed ;
that the

watersheds shall not be denuded, at least not without systematic

replanting ;
that the streams shall not be dried at their sources ;

that the opportunity for expansion on the soil shall not be cut

off
; finally, that the growth of city and town, with all it means

to every element in our commercial and professional life, shall

not be needlessly curtailed.

We are going to save the forests. We will no longer permit
the public timber lands to be acquired for a hundredth part of

their value. And, when acquired, we will not permit them to

be cut ofif without any regard to the demands of scientific

forestry. Furthermore, on the principle that a man must so use

his own as not to injure his neighbor, we shall have something
to sa)' about the lumbering of private lands. Still further, we

may deem it wise and necessary to replant areas already denuded

and thus to restore natural conditions.

But just how are we to accomplish these important results ?

Plainly, it cannot be done without a vast amount of exact in-

formation, nor without the advice and assistance of men who
have made a profound study of forests and their economic uses.

Happily, the State has gone to work in the right way to solve

the problem. By appropriating a few thousand dollars to sup-

plement a like amount from the national treasury, it has secured

the services of the foremost experts in the United States. The

following announcement, sent out from Washington early in

July, is here reproduced in order that it may stand as a part of

the record of Western progress and be referred to in the future as

the starting point of a new era in dealing with our resources :

The Bureau of Forettrj has begun the task of securing all information

necessary for a forest policy for California. The work is on such a large
scale that several years will be required to complete it. Six men are now
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examining- the public lands in the State to determine what parts of them
are suitable for national forest reserves, and similar studies will be made
of lands for State reserves. A study will be made of all lands owned
by the State in order to determine the uses to which they may best
be put, who should administer them and what sort of administration they
should have.
A forest map of California will be made showing- the location of all

forest areas and distinguishing- between different kinds of forest. In con-
nection with this forest map will be a study of the important trees in order
to learn with exactness the commercial range of valuable species.
An investigation will be made of the eifects of lumbering on forests in

order to determine what ought to be done to cut-over lands. The effect of
fire on forests, especially in lumbering, and what may be done by the State
to prevent fire, are some of the subjects that will take a long time tff work
out. In September E. A. Sterling of the bureau will try to determine
what is the cheapest and most effective method of protection from fire of
land that has been lumbered.
The bureau will also make a study of the chaparral lands of Southern

California in order to learn whether it will pay to plant them with timber
trees. A very interesting question has been asked as to whether chaparral,
which includes a great variety of scrub trees, such as manzanita, scrub oak,
valley mahogany and scrub cherry, will retain the moisture in the soil as
well as timber trees. L/. C. Miller, who has charge of this work, is now
making a study of the conditions under which chaparral grows in the San
Gabriel mountains, near Pasadena, where the bureau has been planting
pines and cedars for several years.
The results of these separate investigations will be gathered together by

William C. Hodge of the bureau, who has general charge of California
work, and will be presented to the State in a formal report, accompanied
by maps.

THB SAVING OF THE WATERS.

While the Bureau of Forestry is thus etigag-ed, the experts of

the Geological Survey are busily at work planning- to save the

waters of California. To begin with, they are measuring the

flow of important streams in order that there may be a scien-

tific basis for future irrigation projects. Next, they are explor-

ing reservoir sites to ascertain where water may be stored, and

how much. This study will also include estimates of the cost

of effecting storage. The work is of a general character, but it

does not stop there.

The Geological Survey is also taking the preliminary steps

looking to specific plans for the construction of great reservoirs

at the headwaters of important streams and of canals for the

distribution of the supply over enormous areas. For one thing,

it is giving attention to the problem of the Sacramento—a

problem which includes the drainage of overflowed lands as well

as storage and distribution. Men are coming to believe that

the only satisfactory solution of the economic situation in the

Sacramento Valley will be one comprehensive work which shall

take account of the stream from its source to its mouth, and

which shall subdue it to human control by works of engineering
as splendid as those which the English Government has built in

Egpyt and in India. Whatever the final outcome may be, the

Government has entered upon the preliminary work which looks

in this direction and which, if consummated, will in due time
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lead to the creation of a vast number of little farms in the Sacra-

mento Valley, to the uncovering^ of fertile lands now given over

to the swamp, and to the provision of navigation facilities, to-

gether with an almost unlimited supply of power. How distant

the great consummation may be it is impossible to say, but un-

less it is begun it can never be finished. And it is begun in the

summer of 1903.

At the same time, the Survey is at work on the Colorado River

in the South on reclamation plans which, if found feasible, and

carried into execution, will quadruple the productive capacity of

that part of the State.

THE SAVING OF OTHER WASTES.

The Division of Irrigation Investigations of the Department
of Agriculture, through the experiment station connected with

the Universit}'^ of California, is carrying on a series of experi-

ments which will also have a very important bearing on water

problems. Some of these have to do with a determination of

the evaporation of water from soil and plant surfaces, and from

cultivated and non-cultivated soil surfaces, and will be under the

direction of Professors Fortier, of Utah, and A. P. Stover, lec-

turer on irrigation at the University.

An exhaustive study of pumping water for irrigation will be

made by Professors J. N. Le Conte and A. J. Turner, both of

the College of Mechanical Engineering, who will work in con-

nection with the general investigation. Another phase will be

the investigation of pumping as it affects the level of ground
water. In addition to these, the question of seepage losses will

be taken up, the value of winter irrigation, and the location of

wastes in irrigating. And what is, perhaps, quite as im-

portant as anything else, there will be an exhaustive study of

the duty of water, so that at last we may have a truly scientific

basis governing the amount of water to be applied to different

crops and soils. The series of investigations will cover a period

of two years, and will be extremely thorough.
All in all, it is obvious that California is making progress

toward a richer and more enlightened economic life. We begin
to see in concrete form the results of many years of effort to

make a bigger and better commonwealth. What is now going
on is only the beginning. But it is beginning in the right way,
and we must depend on the public spirit of the future to see

that full advantage is taken of these splendid first steps.
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' the: new constitution.

@rtHE committee which has been engaged in preparing- a

J^ constitution for the League, to fit its new methods of

work, presents the following, which will probably be

adopted without any material changes :

CONSTITUTION.
I.
—NAMB.

This Association shall be known as The Constructive L/Cague.

n.—OBJKCT.
The object of the I^eague is TO BUILD THE STATE, by the follow-

ing methods :

1. By uniting public-spirited men and women in local Constructive

Clubs for the discussion, formulation and advocacy of creative measures

looking to the improvement of communities, to the material development
of State and nation, and to the constant elevation of the common standard

of living.

2. By the federation of local Clubs into State or national bodies, or

both.

3. By inducing existing parties to deal with living questions of con-

structive character, and thus vitalizing politics, local. State and national.

4. By performing a work of popular education by means of meetings^
lectures and literature.

III.—ADMINISTRATION.

The management of this Association shall vest in an Eixecutive Com-
mittee of seven, elected by the incorporators, with full power to act, to fill

vacancies in its own number, and to increase that number.

IV.—THK COUNCIL.

There shall be a Council composed of members at large, to be appointed

by the Executive Committee, and of one representative elected annually by
each local Club. The functions of the Council shall be to advise the Ex-
ecutive Committee ; and, in general, to forward the aims of the League.

V.—OFFICERS.

The other officers of the League shall be appointed by the Executive
Committee and shall be as follows : A President, four Vice-Presidents, a

Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, a Treasurer, and as many Organizers
as may be required from time to time. The officers shall receive such com-

pensation as may be determined by the Executive Committee, and the

Treasurer shall furnish a reasonable bond.

VI.—MEMBERSHIP.

Membership in the League shall be open to any person who shall sub-
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scribe to the Constitution and pay the annual dues. These dues shall be
$1.00 per annum, in advance, delinquent January 15th of each year.
Junior membership, for boys and g-irls under 16, shall be 50 cents per
annum, in advance. I^ife membership shall be $10.

vn.—IvOCAI< CONSTRUCTIVB CI.DB3.

LfOcal Constructive Clubs, taking- charter from the League, may be
formed in any city or town in the United States, on petition of three re-

sponsible persons. Acceptance of the charter shall pledg^e the said Club to

observe the provisions of this Constitution, and to work within lines ap-

proved by the League.
vn.—MBMBERSHIP IN W)CAI, CI,UBS.

Membership in local Clubs shall t>e by application, and in accordance
with the by-laws of said local Club, and shall include membership in the

League and in federated State or national bodies, with full pririleges in

same. The annual fee shall be $1.00, as hereinbefore provided, which shall

be remitted to the Treasurer of the League or paid to his representstire,
and such other sura as the local Club may find necessary or expedient to

fix in order to meet its own expenses.
IX.—ADOPTION OF I,EAGUB POWCIES.

Each local Constructive Club shall possess absolute authority in the

adoption of platform and advocacy of policies relating solely to the commu-
nity in which it exists and shall shape its course in that respect without in-

terference from the League.
The general policies of the League shall be determined by the system of

Initiative and Referendum. The power of initiative shall lie both with the

g-eneral organization and with each local club. That is to say, measures

may be proposed either by the Executive Committee, by the Council or by
any club belonging to the League. But before becoming- a legal part of

the platform and the official policy of the League, measures must in every
case be favorably passed upon by referendum to all Constructive Clubs

existing at the time. Such questions shall be determined by a majority
vote of the members of the several clubs present and voting, after due

notice, as provided by local by-laws. And, in order to become effective,

measures must be approved by the Executive Committee and by a majority
of the Council. Provided, that no measure shall be submitted to referen-

dum vote until approved by the Executive Committee.
X.—AFFII,IATION WITH EXISTING ORGANIZATIONS.

Since the object of the League is to unite all forces which are working
for social and economic upbuilding along true constructive lines, existing

organizations of kindred character may be affiliated with the League and
with local Constructive Clubs. When any such organization shall have
voted to affiliate, it shall be given representation in the Council of the

League, if a general organization ; or, if purely local, it shall be given
representation in the managing committee of the appropriate Constructive

Club.
XI.—AMENDMEKTS.

This Constitution may be amended by a majority vote of the Executive

Committee, or by a delegate convention called by tke President upon ad-

vice of a majority of the Council, or upon petition of not less than twenty-
five per cent, of the organized Clubs.

If the Committee has been successful in its labors, very little

comment by way of elucidation is needed to make the new plans

perfectly plain to the reader. But a word should be said in re-

gard to the large powers given to the Executive Committee.
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We are undertaking the g-radual reorganization of a large

existing body into a more compact and effective instrumentality
for the expression of public opinion. At the best, some months
will be required to bring this about. In the meantime, there

must be a governing body with full power to act on all important
matters as they arise. It is necessary to make provision for this

in the constitution. The Executive Committee will be com-

posed of those who have borne the burden of the work from the

beginning, so that there will be no change in management until

the reorganization shall be complete and the new methods of

work firmly established. Provision is made for the amendment
of the constitution either by the Executive Committee, or by
a delegate convention to be assembled at any time upon call of

the President with the Council's advice, or upon request of one-

quarter of the local Clubs composing the League. It is to be as-

sumed that one of the earliest amendments will provide for the

choice of general ofl&cers in true democratic fashion, by the

whole membership or by delegates representing it. The friends

of the League are asked to give the constitution careful study
and suggest improvements which may occur to them.

T
SOME CONSTRUCTIVE RESULTS.

[HE Fresno Plains have been converted from a poor
desert pasture into a great district of garden, orchard

and vineyard during the past generation. But the

people of that locality have learned that it is possible to get too

much of a good thing. It is unfortunate to have too little

water, and equally unfortunate to have too much. Years of

irrigation have raised the water-level around Fresno until thou-

sands of acres have been seriously injured. Alkali has devel-

oped and trees and vines have died. In some places the vine-

yards and orchards have actually reverted to pasture again. A
year ago some of the citizens became alarmed and made up
their minds to endeavor to interest the public in a grand scheme
for the drainage of their lands. They began by interesting the

Agricultural Department at Washington, which promised to

make the necessary investigation, if Congress would provide the

appropriation. Congress was induced to do so, and the Agricul-
tural Department kept its word. A thorough examination of

the soil was made and a comprehensive plan mapped out. This

provides for a drainage district of about thirty square miles for

removing the subsoil water. Drains would be required six or

seven feet deep, running east and west half a mile apart. The
outlet would be provided by means of a diagonal ditch, seven

feet deep and six miles long. The estimated cost is $237,000,
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or $13 an acre. An alternative plan would provide drain-pipes,

with some eijyhtcen different pumping plants. This would be

much more expensive, but the ifovernment engineers recommend
it as likely to be far more satisfactory and efifective in the end.

In view of the value of a Fresno raisin crop, the landowners

ought not to balk at paying much more than $13 an acre to save

their property from ruin. That figure might have seemed pro-

hibitory when settlement began, but now the community is rich

and prosperous. It has the money to invest, and nothing could

be more certain than that splendid dividends can be reaped from

the investment.

The marvelous progress so quickly made in perfecting compre-
hensive plans for this drainage work justifies a few words in re-

gard to the man who did much in bringing it about. John S.

Dore lives in the district which is being seriously affected by lack

of drainage. A year ago last February the West Park Construc-

tive Club was formed through his influence. While its primary

object was to bring the people of the locality into cooperation

with a large State movement, Mr. Dore instantly saw how it

could be turned to good account in solving the drainage pro-

blem. He immediately brought its influence to bear on the

Secretary of Agriculture and California members of Congress.

In a marvelously short time the Secretary had given )ns ap-

proval to the needed investigation, and Congress had made the

money available for the work. In the meantime, Mr. Dore was

arousing the interest of his own people and of the soil experts

at the State University. During the summer the investigations

were made. Early in the fall it was officially announced that

the proposed drainage scheme was entirely feasible, but that it

would require a new and comprehensive State law to permit of

its being carried into effect. Then Mr. Dore set about finding

a first-class lawyer to draft the necessary legislation. With the

aid of the University, he induced one of the best legal minds in

the State to give his attention to the matter. The next thing
was to get the Legislature to pass the bill and the Governor to

sign it. Mr. Dore vibrated between Fresno and Sacramento

until both of these objects were accomplished. At last the pre-

liminary work is complete. It only remains for the Fresno

people to form a drainage district under the new law and pro-

ceed to make their lands among the most valuable in the State.

Mr. Dore has done his own people a priceless service, but that is

not all he has done. He has shown the entire State the way of

escape from an evil which is inseparable from irrigation. And
he has illustrated the value of good citizenship in a way that is

most refreshing. Really, there is nothing that we cannot do in

the building of California if we can only find a few indomitable

spirits to lend a hand I
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•OU will no doubt agree that Out West is a good magazine— but

we wish to make it better than ever, and are now projecting a

vigorous subscription campaign thoroughly to cover Southern

California and Arizona. Briefly, the basis for. a special appeal
to all Californians is that the magazine is not only a great credit to our

section from a literary standpoint, under the able editorial direction of Chas.

F. Lummis, but is perhaps the best immigration agent (presenting intelli-

gent and attractive information about the land we live in to the better

class of Easterners) emanating from the far West.

We expend a great deal of money on Out West, and its profit and

expansion must depend primarily on its subscription list. So, though we
feel that you are getting full value for your $2.00 in the magazine itself,

and as much or more indirectly through its incessant work for this State,

we have decided on a further inducement which we hope will add thou-

sands of names to the Out West list.

We are preparing a beautiful portfolio, enclosing artists' proof sheets of

lithotone engravings (with fac sitnile autographs) of prominent Western

writers. These superb plates will all be made from recent photographs,
will be therein shown for the first time, and will be loose, so that they may
be framed if desired. The price will be $2.00' each for these sets, but the

edition will be limited as nearly as possible to cover list of new subscrib-

ers, to whom they will be presented without charge. Our old subscribers

can also secure a set by sending us the year's subscription of a friend.

That is, both the old and the new subscribers receive the portfolio under

this arrangement and at no additional expense to either.

In the order of the receipt of new subscriptions the portfolio will be for-

warded when completed.
$2.00 isn't a vast amount in itself, but a few thousand year's subscrip-

tions added to our present list will evidence the patriotism of our neigh-

bors and enable us to publish a magazine superior to anything heretofore

produced in the West.

Address Circulation Department

OUT WEST
115 SoutK Droad^way Los Angeles, Cal
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From Baby in the High Chair
to Grandma in the Rocker,

I Oil I ^\ is liked by every
ll ei I"W member of the

family. So easy and quick
to prepare and can be used
with fresh or candied fruits,

imts, fig-s, dates in hundreds
of different combinations.

FOUR. Frviit Flavors i

Ivcmon, Orange, Raspberry
and Strawberry. At all Gro-

cers. 10c. Try it today.

The: Oenesel Purl Food Co.U Roy, N.Y]

NAVAJO INDIAN BLANKETS
MOQUI PLACQUES, POTTERY, ETC.

Sales Rooms. 1408 West Ninth Street

LOS ANOEIES, (AL.

. W. VOLZ Ke-r
P.O.—CANON DIABLO. ARIZ..

Mail orders
Address to

EAMES TRIOYCLE CO.

PaiiMitc'i--, and Manufacturer^ of 'rrnyt:.- Chairs
for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling- Chairs,
and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.
and see if one of our designs will not suit your case. I

2018 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO
\

OR S34 S. BROADWAY. LOS ANQELES. CAL.
j

The Best Wines

of California

are ^ood enough for anybody

60c

A trial order will convince

you that our Wines are

just what you've been look-

ing and longing for

5-year-old Port, per gallon,

5-year-old Sherry, Angelica or 7^f»
Muscat, per gallon / •^^

20-year-old Port, Sherry, An-
gelica, Muscat, Malaga, ^1 CA
Madeira or Orange, per gal. *pl.C?v/

Send for Complete Price List

EDWARD OfRMAIN WINf (0.

393 399 LOS ANGELES ST.
CORNCn FOURTH

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
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WILLIAMSON BROS.
Old
ReliabU
Dealar* in

Pianos--

Organs,.
Behr Bros.

Shoninger
Ivers & Pond
Bush & Gerts
Poole
Schubert
Haddorff
Victor
Karlbach
Strohber, etc.

Southern California

Headquarters for

Standard
Sewing Machines

PIANO STORE: 327 S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The Beri^eley Hotel
BOSTON. MASS.

Particularly Desirable Location, Attractive Kestaurant, Appointments of

the Highest Class. Visitors to Boston will find the Berkeley convenient

and service of the best. MODERN IN EVERY DETAIL.

Eruropean and A.inerican Plan ><•>!•

BERI\ELEY and DOYLSTON STS. JoHn i\. SKerlocK

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E, Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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WINCHESTER
*«s.

Repeating Arms 0^
New Haven. Gonn.
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Pacific Coast Agency: 127-135 First Street, San Francisco — A. Muller, Agent.
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CREAM RORINE
A scientific astringent cream which acts di-

rectly upon enlarged pores, cleansing, purify-

ing, contracting them, and successfully eradi-

cating blackheads, pimples and other disfig-

uring eruptions. Price by mail, $1.10.

THE WINDSOR BOUDOIR
T EAST 46th STREET

NEW YORK
All enquiries as to onr special treatment for en-

larired pores, enclosinir stamp, will receive prompt
attention.

SCALP TREATMENT

Scalp treatment is as much a science
as the practice of medicine. It requires
not only
study, investi-

gation and
knowledge,
but wide and
practical
experience.
We believe
the splendid
results of our
method speak ^"^
more for it *^-^

than any ^®ljjf^ ^2'^^^
claims ^^«^ "t*"'-'^'^

or promises.
We shall be

pleased to
consult with those who are atfiicted with
disease of the hair or scalp and explain
our treatment. We shampoo with green
soap— keeps the hair soft and glossy.

Our stock of GRAY HAIR. SWITCHES.
WAVES and POMPADOURS is com-
l)lctc. We invite your insi>ection

BENNETT TOILET PIRLORS
cofr. n^TH AND BRm.NO srs.

^^^^
For

Q^Udrti)

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used foi over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS. ALLAYS all PAIN. CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by Druffgrists in every
part of the world. Be snre and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothinfr Syrnp." and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

IN COMPOUNDINCf. an Incomnlete mixture wa« kccldrnt-

ally spilled on the back of the hand, and on washing after-

war.! It was <llsi ovcrol that the hair was completely mnovad.
We nanicl tlir nrw ,llv mery MODENE. It U aUolutdy
harinlns. I'ut works siirr rnults. Apply for a few minutca and
the litir .llsa|>|>ears as If l>y magic. iT CANNOT FAIL. If

the growth l<e lli;ht. one application will remove It; the haary
growth, luch as the heant or growth on mole*, may requite two
or more appMi atlons. and without slightest li\)ury tvunplcaaant
ffellnc wfifn appllct or rvcrafterwaril.

.\foJfHf suftrstdit tUetrtfyris.

Used by propir of rrnttrmfiit. m4 rtcMnneatfed by ail

M'vlrne tent l>v umJMm BM>i (aacurelr
srnlr,! i. on re.elt>t

:
c Saadmooay hy letter ,

will, your full «.t.irr, , :>. Postagv^lamp* taken.

I iKM ASl) i.KNkKAL AUBNTS WAHT«D
MODKNK. .MANUFAOTURINO OO.

Dkit. fte. OinfnnnATi, Onio
KVKHV BOTTLB GUAKANT*lin

*r M/r offrr $1,000 for faltorc or tbe sUgbtesttaJunr
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» FINEST IN THE WORLD

S THE LIGHT RUNNING

"POX iVeli wrv
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Pleases the Employer—
Delights the Stenographer

WHY?
Because it

Lasts Longer
Does Better Work
Easier to Operate

THAN
ANY
OTHER

TYPEWRITER
MADE

FULL AUTOMATIC
Light Touch

High Speed

Simple
Durable

Ball-Bearing Carriage
Automatic Line Spacer
Line Lock

Adjustable Type Bars
Individual Key Tension
Aluminum Key Levers-

Half-Inch Key Dip
Two-Ounce Tension

[Instead of 4 to 6]

Points

Wherein

the

FOX
Excels

All

Others

"Non-Smnt" Carbons and Ribbons.
Agrents wanted in every town on the Coast.

Ask us for catalog-ue.

I 230 >^ South Spring Street =
S Los Angeles, Cal. 5

Hiiiiiiiiii:^ iiiHimm

hours were tolled

by ye olde town
^ clock*

In modern days

told by millions of

ILLGIN
Watches

An illustrated history of the 'watch

^J sent free.

1
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.,

E-lgin, 111.
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AGATE
NICKEL-STEEL^

MARE

P^We Make ftMl^20Kif\ds%J
of KifcKetx^^^^**"^ Ifefxsils

There is a BLUE LABEL attached
to every piece of

AGATC NICKEL-STEELWARE
as a guaranty of

Absolute PurityNO POISON
has ever been Found in the tuiiimol

IF SUBSTITUTES ARE OFFERED, WRITE US.

Department & House -

rumishing Stores
everywhere sell them.

LALANCE S
AiHOSJLMij

fcMfgCoi

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
^BOSTON.

Dr. O^dcn's
Medicated Oxygen Co.

147 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.

Treatment by Inhalation. Sent to

any part of the world. It cures Rose

Cold, Hay Fever, Rheumatism, Gout,

Asthma, Nervousness and Insomnia.

We don't take a case we can not cure

or benefit.

SmHD FOH LlTEHATUmm

Our Anti-Dipheutic prevents Diph-
theria, Sore Throat, and all Throat Ir-

ritations. Used by thousands of moth-

ers for their children. A Disinfective,

Antiseptic Microbe Destroyer.

OOMPLETE, EXPRESS RAID, St.SO

To those who know TYPEWRITERS
and the value of a dollar

Zbc Cbicago
$35 3^PP**l* most strongly.

It has established a higher "standard"
at a lower price. Our printed matter
tells how.

CniCAGO WRITING MACHINE CO.

72 Wendell St., Chicago, U. S. A.

FACE

BLEACH %
,(o>GiVES THE 5KIN

^A YOUTHFUL APPEARANCE

Removes Pimples, Freckles,

all Discolorations & Blemishes TJ

Makes A Perfect Complexion %
Unquestionably the best, safest nii<i sur-
est prep.Tration for purifying, beautU

fyliiK :inii preserving: tin- lonipk-x-
ion. jjiviiiR it tlu- he.iltlifiil glow of

youth, anil making it clear, fairniut

perfect,
and reniovinjj pitii!''<s.

freckles, m.ith.brownsiwts.oiliiu s,

hiackheads, sallowiu-ss, skin il -

crises aiwi nil skin disi-oloralioi'. !-

'Mme. A. Rl'PPERT'S WORID RENOV»Mn
FACE BLEACH. A Free tri.nl l>oii . « 1!

be sent to any ladv who will clip ili >•

advertisement and forward with it her nanu ant
address;—or a larjje bottle.—enoujth in fr>aii\ ^ .i--is

to thoroughly clear the complexion,—will l>e sent
for 92. Alsoa jarof mvsuiKMh E|rypM«n Balm will
be -sent free with each t'l bottle if you w ill forward
this :i(hTrli<!fnu-nt with your order.
nm« .%. ll|-|>PlillT, 6 . I4U CI., ll»wT*rk til; %
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Short Line Beach
Adjoining OCEAN PARK

on tHe SoutH

TWO ELECTRIC ROADS
Los Angeles-Pacific

an'd Traction Railroad

The Los Angeles-Pacific Company are now straightening their road direct into

Short Line Beach, making this resort the closest Beach to the city of Los Angeles.

SHort Line DeacH has Water, Gas, Sewer, Electricity, and every City Con-

venience. A ten-foot board walk along the entire ocean front from our south line

to Santa Monica. Electric lights burn every night along the ocean front.

Prices

From $300 up—being 30 per cent, belo-w Ocean Park prices.

50 per Cent. ADVANCE
The completion of the Traction R. R., and straightening of the Los Angeles-

Pacific will advance prices at Short Line Beach SO percent. BUY NOW and
MAR.E THE ADVANCE. For maps and full particulars, apply to

STRONG & DICKINSON, 135 S. Broadway. Los Angeles

CARROLL J. DALY & CO., 211 W. First St., Los Angeles

ROBERT MARSH & CO.. 536 Douglas BIdg., Los Angeles

or OFFICE ON THE TRACT
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AS THE CORSET FITS
SO DOES THE GOWN

ROYAL
WORCESTER,

P BONtoN
*^0FLSEt5

ARE THE BEST IN
THE WORLD BECAUSE
THEY CONFORM TO
THE FIGURE AND
ALWAYS ^ <Jd oSd ^

FIT PROPERLY
NEWEST STRAIGHT
FRONT MODELS WITH
PRINCESS HIP MADE
IN A GREAT VARIETY
OF THE CHOICEST
FABRICS e^a£? c^ 00 00

SEND FOR
THE

R.OYAL
BLUEBQDK
HANDSOMELY
ILLUSTRATED

FREE ON REQUEST

fOR^ALE
^Y DEALER^

EVERYWHERE

00 THE
.V- PRINCESS
> HIP PRODUCES

THE MOST
STYLISH
EFFECT

^^'R.OYAL WORCESTEFL CORSET CO
WORCESTER^- MASS. *

CHICAGO. c0 NEW YORK. <^ SAN FIVANCISCO
ri^fflw^wfflffiWfflw\T<fflffifflfflww\iY'iT/\wwwwffiffly/\tfyi/v/wvi<\ff^yynrr^lTfW^WliywwWffll!f^ffl\T(l!r^^
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THE HOTEL LOKENZ, REDDING, CAL.
BUROPBAN OK AMERICAN PI,AN.

W'. /. GILLESPIE and J. H. HOYLE, Proprietors.

OOKING down Yuba street, from Market, you see a magnificent structure

rise before you—the new Lorenz Hotel, ablaze with its myriad lights against
the summer sky, the headquarters for the traveling public, and the rendez-

vous for the elite of Northern California.

The location is an ideal one from every point of consideration. The new Car-

negie lyibrary, in course of construction in the midst of a spacious lawn or garden,

donated by the city of Redding, stands adjacent to it.

Thp Lorenz is the largest hotel in the State north of San Francisco, and every-

thing known to science of hotel construction which conduces to health, pleasure or

comfort will be found in it.

All its public rooms are spacious and luxurious, and include, besides the parlors,

the beautiful dining-room, with its unobstructed view of the great Lassen Buttes ;

a fine caf^ buffet, card-rooms and writing-rooms. The Lorenz is heated by steam

and open fire-places; and has all the modern requirements of toilet and bath-rooms,

sanitary plumbing, and a superb Otis elevator has been included ; in fact, nothing
has been omitted which can contribute to the health and comfort of the guests.

There are direct telegraph wires and telephone connections in the house. The
markets of San Francisco are drawn upon for liberal daily supplies of sea-foods,

and the country round about for vegetables.
It is probably not too much to say that no hotel in the country can provide a

bill of fare of greater variety, or prepare the articles for the table with greater

excellence.

No man is better or more favorably known to the traveling public than W. J.

Gillespie of Redding. His name attached to an undertaking of this kind is a suffi-

cient guarantee of its success.
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Mr. Gillespie was born in Taunton, Mass., October 30, 1852. He was educated
in the common schools, but while yet a boy took Horace Greeley's advice,

" Go
West, young- man," and has never regretted the change from bleak little Massa-
chusetts which, since her settlement, has never exported any products of her soil,

except granite and ice. Soon after his arrival in Yankee Jim, Placer County, Cal.,
he began life as a clerk in a mercantile house ; later on he was engaged in the same
line of work in Auburn ; thence to Reno, Nev., where he served as a messenger boy.

His preliminary education in the hotel business was acquired under W. R.
Chamberlain, in the Depot Hotel at Reno. Subsequently he worked in the same
hotel under H. A. Clawson, and was on his staif when he opened Depot Hotels in
Ivos Angeles; Ogden, Utah; Ashland, Ore., and Redding, Cal. "When Clawson went
down to his rest in 1890, he willed his property in Ashland, Ore., and Redding, Cal.,
to W. J. Gillespie and H. D. Parker.

It is in fact due to the thorough unanimity of purpose and to the high estimate
of business capacity which each of these men held towards each other that they are
in a large measure indebted for their unvaried success.

Parker took charge of the Ashland hotel; subsequently, he sold out and engaged
in business in San Francisco, but met with reverses and returned to Redding. The
caf6 of the Lorenz Hotel is now under the management of the veteran mixer of
Boston bamboo. Mr. Parker is the nephew of the founder of the Parker House in
Boston, which has a world-wide reputation, and the same excellent standard will be
maintained here.

Mr. Hoyle, one of the proprietors, is a well-known San Francisco electrician.
W. J. Gillespie is a member of the Weber Lodge of Masons, and of the El Monte

Commandery, and a thirty-second degree Mason; the thirty-third is the highest
degree conferred within the Order. He is also a member of the Sacramento Lodge
of Flks. Mr. Gillespie married a daughter of the late Hon. A. R. Andrews, of Red-
ding, Cal. The announcement of the death of this accomplished gentleman, pioneer
and soldier, has filled with sorrow a large circle of friends. His genial qualities,
his exemplary life, his Christian virtues, endeared him to all with whom he was
associated, and left upon all with whom he came in contract the impress of his gen-
erous nature. But though he has departed from this life, he has left behind him
the rich legacy of an example worthy of our imitation, and a character calculated to
excite our emulation and to command our esteem. His career has been an eventful
one. He was born in Martha Mills, Fleming County, Kentucky, of an illustrious

parentage, in 1829. At an early age he entered the Flemingsburg Academy, and on
graduating from that institution in 1847, he enlisted in the Third Kentucky Infantry
as a private, and was promoted to the grade of sergeant in the same regiment,
during the war with Mexico.

That veteran army, which planted its victorious standards on the national
palace of Mexico and won an empire for its country, contained many a knightly
soldier, but it could boast of no truer gentleman or more chivalrous spirit than
Alexander Robertson Andrews. Soon after the close of the conflict he started to
the war-won province, arriving in California in 1849. At Upper Redding Springs
(now known as Shasta), which was then far beyond the limits of civilization, he
actively participated in the arduous campaigns against the Indians in blazing the
way through the Cottonwood country.

The late John S. Hittell, one of the most distinguished writers of our time, was
appointed historian by the prospectors, and took notes of their trip which were, un-
fortunately, lost. The prospectors did not see the trace of a white man, in all the
country which they explored, from the North Fork of Cottonwood, until they re-
turned to their last camp near the Bee Gum Fork.

The arduous duties of a mining and milling career, extending over a period of
thirty years, and the deleterious effects of placer mining to which he had been ex-
posed, seriously injured a constitution which was never robust. He was compelled,
therefore, to retire to his farm near Redding. Later on he followed the profes-
sion of law, and represented his district in the legislature.

The remaining years of his life were passed chiefly at the Depot Hotel in Red-
ding, cheered by the presence and affection of the cherished partner of his life, the
devotion of his children, the admiration and love of numerous friends, and the sin-
cere regard and esteem of the community of which he was an ornament.

In the fullness of years, at the age of seventy-three, he sank peacefully to rest
on the 24th of December, 1901, the laurel wreath of the chivalrous soldier en-
circling his honored brow, and the confiding trust of Christian hope cheering and
inspiring his heart.

Among the numerous friends who lament the loss of this accomplished gentle-
man, none can more deeply grieve than the Bench and Bar who passed resolutions
of respect, and the brotherhood of the great Masonic fraternity, in which he held
high membership.

Besides his son Dudley, and Mrs. Lydia Saeltzer, deceased, Mrs. Ella Sutton,
Mrs. Edward Sweeney and Mrs. W. J. Gillespie survive him.



Dnring the past five years, thousands of former^
sufferers have through Orangeine found

Immunity and Relief
which thoy could not find at any Hay Fever resort.

TRIAL POWDERS FREE.
Orangeine Powders are sold by all progressive

druggists, 25c. (6 powders) ; 50c (15 powders); fl (35

powders). Write us for sample, full information,
composition, and far-reaching human results.

Address "ORANGEINE. CHICAGO"

Orangeine
FOR HUMANITY

Corrects "Bad Feeling"- -Prevents Sickness>-Off-
sets "Wear and Tear."

Suiciili/ dispels {eVen chronic cases of)

Hay Fever, Colds, Dyspepsia,
Headache, Asthma, Indigestion
Stomach Upsets, Blues, Neuralgia,

and a host of common ills

EVERY MAIL IS LIKE THIS
Rrv. F. W. Hamilton, Kozbarr SUtion, hauUta, Ham., writM:

"OranKeinehaH become a hoaitehold necesHitj. lam nererwithoat
It. ThankHto itR moderate, reitaUr Dse, I have jort paM«d throogh
a prolonged period of l:i)>or and nerroan strain, not only withoot
undue fatigue, bat feelintt better after than before the ezparienoe.'*

Mr. J. J. Conet Canon City, Colo, wrlton: "After ten w^rtu of
facial nenralgia, I took two OranKeine |>owdeni per diem, in S cup
of hot water. I am cared. Chronic asthma, which I hare had for
yearH, hax been relieved, and at 68 I am in better health than
for year«."

Mra. L. C. Bracdon. Lockport, N. Y., writes: "Oranseine la*
Ood-ttend to |>oor workins women. When over tired, I take an
Orangeine powder, and feel revived in ten minatea."

"NO MORE HEADACHE."
Mm. K. Odfll. New Cit.v. N. Y., writes: 'I encloM tiJOO for

OranKeine. I would not be without it fur worlilx. When I was a
littieKirl, I was overcome by heat Ixun-strokei and have enffered
with headache, and never found anythinie to help me, antil I found
Oranueine. I can truthfully HaT.I have never felt so well in my
life as since taking it. NU MUUE HKADACHE.

Pi*/\VAn " The intelU{jrnt, timely use of Orangeine^1 \IWt I gecurett goml health and immunityfmm
ctmimun and aeagiJiuUtle aUmejU«.

uilllllllllllilllllllllllllllilllllllllllllillllllllllllli:

E This Library Table Made of Solid =

I Oak, 28 X 42, Weathered Oak, a |
= Short Time Only, for S1S.OO =

I F. B. REICHENBACH 1

I

Designer and Maker of Fine S
Furniture, Parquet Floors. g
Reproduces Any Style, from S
Any Period Dettlred. Send S

5 for illustrations. g

I 1618 S. Broadway, Los Angeles |
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

HOTEL EMPIRE
BROADWAY AND 63RD St,, New YORK CiTY

Euro(>can Plan Exclusively. Local and Lonr-
Distance Telephone in every room.

MODERATE RATES
From Courtland or Liberty Street ferries take

car marked 6th and AniHterdam Aves., direct to
hotel door—2t' minutes. From Graad Central Sta-
tion take Red car marked Kroadway to Fort Lee
Ferry and reach hotel door in 6 minutes. From all

Ferries and Ocean Steamers take 9th Ave. Elevated
Railway to 59th Street which is one minute walk
from the Empire. All surface cars of Metropolitan
System pass the Empire. Only 10 minnt*« to all

principal The.iters and Department Stores.

Music every evening. W JolMMR Qilni. Prop.



TRISCUIT is unexcelled as a

food for children, because it con-

tains all the elements of Whole

Wheat, which go to properly nour-

ish the whole body. Wheat con-

tains the properties to make bone,

teeth, muscle, in fact every part

of the body.

TRISCUIT
IS

NATURE'S FOOD
BY

NATURE'S PROCESS

TRISCUIT, the

highest achievement

known to the science

of food production,

is made possible by
that other great
achievement, the ap-

plication of electricity; forTriscuit

is made and baked by electricity.

~-^

WITH COCOA OR OTHER DRINK

Composed of the whole wheat

berry, God's perfect gift to man.

Not touched by human hands

during the process of manufacture.

Cleaned, filamented, formed and

baked by electricity.

AS A BHEAU OR TOAST

TRISCUIT is a neat compact
form of filamented wheat, its shape
and size making it convenient to

be carried wherever you may go,

and to be used at any time.

Triscuit is an all-day food for

everybody, and contains the prop-

erties for sound teeth, perfect di-

gestion, and an entirely healthy

body in accord with Nature's

laws.

Triscuit can be used as a Bread,

Toast, Wafer or Cracker. Delicious

with Cheese, Fruit, Preserves, etc.

WITH CHEESE OR FRl'IT PRESERVE
'

Placing Triscuit in warming oven a

a few moments will renew crispness.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET (FREE.)

THe Natural Food Company,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED
" Warranted Linen "

ARE YOURS?

AIR BRIIQH ^^ ^i'^ making and sellinsr theMin snuon ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^j .^^ ^^^ Applies
color by jet of air, enablinar the
lartis^to do better work and save

Jtime. No studio complete with-

^^^^l^^^^^iont it. Circulars free.
''®'' ^^1^^ Address, AIR B8USH IMFO. CO.,

ART WORK ^^ Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,

^^

BROHAHOEL®^]
The JELLY that requires no cooking-. One
package Bromangelon, one pint boiling
water—that's all. Costs a trifle more than
substitutes, but it's a great deal better.

ALL GROCERS.
STERN & SAALBERG, Mfr«.

NBW YORK

DELICIOUS DESSERT
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Dreamier
lV*»Cream°

For the COMPLEXION
WILL CURE TAN, SUNBURN AND ALL SKIN DISEASES

Send for free Sample and Circular FOR SALE HVERYM^HERE
RECAMIER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

131 VV^EST 3l9t STREET, NEW YORK

KINODFWINE

ISSUED TO

IN ACCOROANCr«WTH^
COKONA BUANCA

H J WOtM.I.ACOn

Corona Blanca
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California*!
official label (as above facsimile) (ruaranteeinir its contents to be xrsx*
and pure California -^xrines.

These are the finest wines California produces, atred naturally,

from 4 to JO years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East Frei^Ht Fr«e.
Write for price lists, etc.

ILatablisKed IS&O

Los Angeles, California

5R0M0
OL/V

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia
HEADACHES

It is a mild
Laxative

Price lOc, 2Sc, SOc
and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

Gray Hair Restored.
"WALNUHA HAIR STAIN"

Ilcgtoics'iray. Stroak.il.or lUcju-ljeil

Hair, or Iteard Inntuntani-vuKly.
(lives any sliade from l.lsht Krowa
to Blacli. DoM not wiwk or rab

Tr*iu- oir. Contains no polnoiis, and Is not
»»»rk. nioky nor sreasy. OflP

To convince you we will send you a Trial slie for £UU
IioBti.ali I , lar tf< Hi M>( ei Kl>i timea as mnoh > BO eenU.
l»ACIKlCTKAIUNtH'«.. i:u !«l»lioltBld...M. l^nl- "

For TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTING
IVire, TeUphoHt or Write Wire, TtUphont or Writ*

JOHN PARTRIDQE JOHN PARTRIDQB
For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

Wire, Teltphone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDQE, 306 California 5t., S«n Francisco
California

There Never Was
a finer line of business or pleasure vehicles shown any-
where, than can be found in our repository today. See
our goods and get our prices, they will win you

BAKER & HAMILTON
130-136 N. Los Angeles St. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

**&lnpalomn tpii,et5?ap AT ALL
DRUG STORES

Hummel Bros. &. Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Up Hill or Down
All roads alike to

S>6c Oldsmobile
There is no better car for a long country tour than the standard run-

about of the world. Its simple mechanism causes no anxiety
—there is

''Nothing to watch but the road!' Price $050.^910-
Selling agencies are established in all the larger cities, where we shall be glad to give you

a practical demonstration on the road. Write for illustrated book to Dept. 54

Olds Motor Works, Detroit, MicH. FACTORIES, DETROIT
AND LANSING, MICH.

ARTISTIC

FURNITURE
Appeals to the masses, but the price

usually asked for such goods prevents

many from gratifying their taste. We
are aiming to assist all such by supply-

ing the most modern novelties in Furn-

iture, Draperies, Rugs and Mattings,

at moderate prices.

BROADWAY DRAPERY and

FURNITURE COMPANY

447 S. BROADWAY LOS ANGELES, CAL

LEADAM'S

SHOE TREES

rOR MEN

AND

WOMEN

$1.00
Without Trees

You don't realize that a Shoe Tree is indispen-

sable until you've contracted the habit. Keep a

Leadam Tree in your shoe when the foot is out. It

preserves the original shapeliness— takes outhard

ridges that form
while walkingr,

and keeps the curl

from the toe.

Booklet about

Buckskin Shoex-

a postal card

vjillfetch it.

WETHERBY KAYSER SHOE CO
215 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
59 E. Colorado St. Pasadena, Cal.
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DEPENDABLE FUKNITURE AT A FAIR PRICM
ALL. OOODS MARKED IN PLAIN FIOUREB

COMFORTABLE

I
FOR EVERYBODY

Old Hickory and Rattan Furniture

Hammocks and Easy Chairs

Grass Rugs and Carpets

The Always Popular Fiber Carpet

We Sell Through the Mail and Guarantee Satisfaction

NILES REASE FURNITURE CO.
4-39-4-^1-4-^3 S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

James W. Hcllman
161 N. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES

dhai.br in

General Hardware, Garden Tools, Hose, Household

and Kitchen Utensils

SOUB AUBNT FOR

Monitor and Mascot Refrigerators

Eureka Opal Refrigerators

The Celebrated Glenwood Ranges

W* could fill a book wtth UslimomiaU from emstomurt, tmck

as th* following :

In onr opinion the Glenwood Ranre has more merit than anythinr else on the market. It is the best

cooker tliat wehaveever had in our bouse durinir thirty years' experience in honaekeeping'. Itiseoo-

numical in the use of fuel aud is satisfactory in every respect. N*w*ll Matkrmt, 2103 Union Are-

We are pleased with the Glenwood Ranire, aud do not hesitate to recommend it lo any one wantinr a
coal or wood stove. It bakes flne and is economical. Mr. amd Mrs. E. K. Grttn, 1504 W. 8th St.

We find the Glenwood Ranare satisfactory in every respect. /. A. Lothian, 530 South Hill St.

The Glenwood Kanire we purchased of you is a srood cooker and baker and very economical in the use

of fuel, and works perfectly satisfactory in all respects. Nil** Ptase, 719 South Hill St.

I am usinar one of your Glenwood Ranges and find it Tcry satisfactory. It is a rood cooker and
economical in the use of fuol. I recommend the Glenwood Rantre. Chas. Elton, 1030 Downey Ave.

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



"We are advertised by

our loving friends.^'

I
AM sending you a picture of my two children, Ruth, four years old, and Carl Philip,

eighteen months. I began with each of them when they were about four weeks old to

feed with Mellin's Food, and I can recommend it most heartily.

Mrs. C. P. Austin, 53 Winter Street, Gardiner, Me.

Any mother can receive a sample of Mellin's Food free by simply sending us her name and address.

MELLIN'S FOOD COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.
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Liriett National Bank in Southen California

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF L.08 AIfOKL,K8

Desiflrnated Depositary of the United States.
Capital Stock $ 400,000

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360,000
Dapostts S,ooo,ooo

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhoff. V.-Prest
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
H. Jevne G. Kerckhoff

D Hooker
D. Bicknell H. Jevne W
M. Elliott F. Q. Story J.

J. C. Drake

Ali Departments of a Modem Banitlng Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E, Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES .DEPOSITARY

Capital, ....
Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000.00
230,000.00
650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits,

W. C. Patterson, President.

People are reading Mrs. Dye's
great story of Lewis and Clark

THE CONQUEST
because it stirs their Ameri-
can pride y and brings vividly
before them the deeds of the

pioneers whose adventurous
daring won for us a continent

Of all Booksellers^ $1.50

A. C. McClurg & Co. J Chicago

The Only Double-Track Railway Between

the Missouri River and Chicago.

Why Not Go

East via San Francisco and

Owerland
Limited

The Most Luxurious Train in the World.

Buffet smoking and library cars

with barber and bath, Booklovers

Library, Pullman private compart-
ment observation cars, drawing-
room sleeping cars, all meals in

dining cars; entire train electric

lighted, through to Chicago, with-

out change. Direct connection for

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS
Ticlcets, reservations and full in-

formation can be obtained from
W. D. Campbell, Gen! Agent

Chicago 4 North-Western Ry.
247 South Sprlnjc Street,

Lo5 Angeles, Cal.

PAUL P. BERNHARO & CO.

RED RUBBER
Tel. Main 5357

STAMPS
Seals, Badffes, Checks, Steel Stamp*, Stencils, Ac.

512 Montiromery St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

KIPPERS PASTILLES. ^*i;;'';j*&.
STOHKM, A(0., Mfrs.

nruKtrln
or hy Tiiiiil. .16 cf-nln.

Cliarlrstown, Mitsft.

CHEAP RATES Callfoniia. Wasliinotoa,
Orroon, Colorado

\Vc si-cure reduced rates on shipments of household
ifoods cither to or from the above State*. Write for
rati's. Map of California FREE. If not interested,
tell fi lends who are. TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FREIGHT COMKANY, R 325 Dcuborn Str««t. Ch»c«go

.San Francisco Office: 18 Montgomery St.. Room 4

Los Anreles Office : Srt South Broadway
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A Special Opportunity for those Interested in

Pictorial^^
Photography

Offered by Tennant & Ward

287 Fourth Avenue, New York

The First Four Numbers of

CAMERA WORK
Superblv illustrated with photogravures % now selling at $15

per set (Nos. }, 2, 3 and 4) are offered at $(0 per set.

A few sets only for readers of The Photo-Miniature. Send

for detailed prospectus.

Footbeer
begins

to run

A package makes five gallons.
Sold everywhere, or by mail
for 25 cents.

CHARLES E. HIRES CO., Malvern, Pa.

A SENSIBLE PLACE
TO EAT

I

The Vegetarian Restaurant
31S'319 WEST THIRD ST., Bet. Broadway and Hiul St., L.OS ANGEUES, CAL.

We serve no flesh food. Flesh-making foods, however, fill our menu. Pre-

pared and served in the most appetizing- styles. OUR CULINARY
DEPARTMENT will hereafter be open to public inspection, and we will

spare no effort in fulfilling our object, which is to advance the health of patrons.

We Serve Our O^wn Dairy and BaKery Products

BYRON MflUZy
L_^T 7\ ^T ^"^ ^^ Warranted for 10 yearsX^ JL ./-V IX V^ sS — SOHMER AGENCY.

The CECILIAN—The Perfect Piano Player
308-312 POST ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

IS THE ENGRAVING IN THIS MAGAZINE

GOOD ENOUGH ? WE DO IT—AND

COULD DO AS GOOD FOR YOU.

OUT WEST CO., LOS ANGELES.

TeacHers and Students
find here a plant equipped for doiufir School work—de-

sig-uing-, engraving, printing, and binding— the best

possible product at most reasonable prices

OUT WEST CO.
Offices, 113 S. Broad-way, Los ^n^eles
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The supreme confidence users of Savage Rifles feel when hunting

big garnet results in the most successful shots. There is no uncertainty

over the chance of your rifle misfiring, clogging or shooting inaccurately.

That the most famous hunters of large and dangerous game pin

their faith to a Savage is not due to any matter of sentiment — they

know by actual experience the superiority of the Savage system.

Catalogue No. 3 is of interest to all sportsmen. Mailed on request.

\
SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY

UTICA. N. Y.. U. S. A.

BAKER & HAMILTON, Pacific Coast Aarents

San Francisco and Sacramknto, Cal

The Oxford is the favorite summer shoe, and nowhere will you find such extra

values, and such a complete assortment of swell styles as at Staub's. Ladies'

Fine Oxfords, $3.50 and up; Men's, $3.50 and up; Children's, $1.75 to $2.50. The
Norman & Bennett Buckskin Shoes—just the thing for outing wear. Sizes for

Children, Misses, Vouths, Men and Women, prices $3.00 to $3.50.

Mail orders promptly filled.

C. M. STALB SHOE CO. 255 s. broaoway LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Ramona Toilet .Soap FO R 3 ALEEVERYWHERE

ITTCIITinil I ADOC PADITll $!<)0,000 Southern California ranch property for iwle below rait

AIIlHIIUII LRnUL UArllAL cahuenga mountain water co.. sherman. cal.
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Quaint and Artistic

Antique Reproductions in

Inexpensive

CHAIRS
It is no task to find the clever designs of the old furniture masters in costly pieces,

but to get quaint old historical ideas suitable for summer cottage furnishing is quite

another matter. We show chairs, rockers and settees that are exceptional for the

money, and will lend to the artistic appearance of any summer cottage room in which

they are placed
— handsomely finished in the dull weathered oak style

—
plain, quaint

and effective. Chairs from $3.00 up. Rockers from $3.25 up. Settees, $5.25.

LOS ANGELES FURNITURE CO.
225-229 S. BROADW^AV, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

lll[ NEW yORK (EiTRM LIS
COMPRISING THE

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER
MICHIGAN CENTRAL {NIAGARA FALLS ROUTE)

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN (Route of 20th Century Limited)

C, C, C. & ST. L. {"BIG FOUR")
BOSTON & ALBANY

PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE
LAKE ERIE <fe WESTERN

Take you from Chicago and St. Louis to Detroit, Ci.e;vei.and, Indian-

apolis, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Niagara Palls, Buffalo,
Albany, New York and Boston.

The most complete train service in the world. Six tourist cars weekly between

Chicago and Boston. City Offices and Information Bureaus :

637 Market St., San Francisco—Carlton C. Crane, Pacific Coast Agt.

324 S. Broadway, Los Angeles—F. M. Byron, So. California Pass. Agt.

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Burninic. Bl'Sterln^
sunshine (if An),'u5t (lays Is trying to the
c<)in|>l<Kl(,n unless furtlficd liy the dt-
litfhtful

LABLACHE
Face I'ljwder. that ex(|nlsife toilet luxury
which has been a necessity to beautiful
women for over thirty years, and which
Is so refreshinif and coollne to the skin.
It freshens, clears and softens the skin, preserves a tine complexion,
restores a faded one. l-lesh, White. Pink. Cream Tints. SOc. abox.
Drujrg-lsts or by mall. Beware of dangerous substitutes.

Bb.n Lkvy & Co., French Perfumers. 125 Kingston Street, Boston.

A WONDCRFIL INVENTION

It is interesting to note that fortunes are

frequently made by the invention of articles

of minor importance. Many of the most

popular devices are those designed to benefit

the people and meet popular conditions, and
one of the most interesting of these that has

ever been invented is the Dr. White Electric

Comb, patented Jan. 1, '99. These wonder-

ful combs positively cure dandruff, hair fall-

ing out, sick and nervous headaches, and
when used in connection with Dr. White's

Electric Hair Brush are positively guaranteed
to make straight hair curly in 25 days' time.

Thousands of these combs have been sold in

the various cities of the Union, and the

demand is constantly increasing. Our agents
are rapidly becoming rich selling these combs.

They positively sell on sight. Send for

sample. Men's size 35c, ladies' 50c— half price
while we are introducing them. The Dr.

White Electric Comb Co., Decatur, 111.

The Out West Loose-Leaf Lediref is best, simplest
and cheai)est.



We Could
bre^r beer
for half
our cost

We could cut down half on

materials.

We could save what we spend on

cleanliness.

We could cease filtering our air.

We could send out the beer with-

out aging it for months— but the

beer would then cause biliousness.

We could save what it costs to

sterilize every bottle— an expen-
sive process.

Yet You
ivould pay
tHe same

Common beer—brewed without

all our precautions
— costs you no

less than Schlitz Beer.

When you can get a pure beer—
a healthful beer— at just the price

of a poor beer, isn't it wise to ask

for Schlitz ?

Askfor the brewery bottling.
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Chickering Piano

Vosc Piano

Pianola

Orchestrcllc

Aeolian Piano

Nowhere in Southerii California and
in but few cities in the United States

can musical wants be so thoroughly
satisfied as at our store. In addition

to the instruments above named, for

all of which we are exclusive agents,
there is not a string-, wind or other

musical instrument made that we have
not in stock, and it is such an exten-

sive, complete, high-grade and intelli-

gentl}' selected stock, that it meets

the requirements of all.

Send for free catalog.
Mail orders promptly filled.

Southern
California

Music Co.

332-33(4 S. BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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VIEW OF CIRCULAR BRIDGE AND VALLEY. MX. LOWE.

Visitors to Southern (alifornia
CAN SEE ALL THE
SCENIC POINTS
OF INTEREST VIA

PAdfK ElECTRK RY.

MT. LOWE. LONG BEACH, SAN GABRIEL MISSION. PASADENA.
OSTRICH FARM. BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA

" From motintain peak to foamhig^ surf"

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For itiformatfon call on or write H. F. GENTRY, Agent

PHone
Main 900 250 S. Spring'

The Delightful Scenic Route t»

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

. Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars— -

Free from Smol(e

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angreles, for Santa Monica via. Sizteeatb
street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevtte
Ave., for Colegrrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hotir from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Angeles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevne
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

49"For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Sing-le Round Trip, SOc. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

3I6-3221WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

WANTED—Live agents to sell Dr. White's
Electric Combs, patented Jan. 1, '99. Cure
dandruff, hair falling out, sick and nervous
headaches, yet cost no more than an ordin-

ary comb. Sells on sight. Agents are wild
with success. Send SOc for sample (half
price). Write quick. The Dr. White Elec-
tric Comb Co., Decatur, 111.

To Owners of Gasoline Engines,

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
does away entirely with all starting- and
running batteries, their annoyance and
expense. No belt— no switch— no bat-
teries. Can be attached to any engine
now using batteries. Fully guaranteed ;

write for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.
42 Main Street Pendleton. Ind.

iKAMONA Toilet 3oA p FOR 3ALE
EVERYW^HEPfE
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The

SoiatKern Pacific
Publishes a. variety of Books and

Folders 'valuable to the man

Who Wants to l^noiv

ABOUT

California
XKe!!Li9t Includes

YOSEMITE AND BIG TREES

KINGS RIVER CANON
THEIGIANT FOREST

LAKE TAHOE
MT. SHASTA
THE COAST RESORTS

CALIFORNIA MAP FOLDER

THE ORANGE PRIMER

THE SETTLERS' PRIMER

THE LANDIOF OPPORTUNITY
CALIFORNIA INDUSTRIES

THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY
THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

THE NEW NEVADA a

THE NEW ARIZONA
AND OTHERS

Free of A.|(ents at

INFORMATION BUREAU
Cia MARK.E.T ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

or G. A. PARIiYNS. A. G. P. A.
301 S. SPRING ST.. LOS ANCEILES
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AN OUTING rSlDISCOMFORTS

CORONADO
TENT CITY

Offers many advantages as a resort. Ideally located between San Diego

Bay and the Pacific Ocean. A climate well nigh perfect. Fine fishing

boating and bathing. Every convenience for the enjoyment of patrons.

OPEN JUNE 1st to SEPTEMBER 30th
Under same management as Hotel del Coronado. Full information as to

EXCURSION RATES and TENT CITY RATES of any agent of the

SANTA FE
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Before Goin^
EAST
It is worth your while to thoroughly

post yourself about the Three Fast

Trains from San Francisco to

Chicago every day via the Southern

Pacific, Union Pacific and

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Less than Three Days to Chicago,

and the advantage of through train

service all the way. Leave San

Francisco at 8 a.m., 10 a.m. (The

Overland Limited), or 6 p.m. All

meals in dining cars. Daily tourist

car service.

From Chicago to San Francisco, Three

Through Trains via the above route every

day in the year. The Overland Limited
and Two Other Handsomely Equipped
Trains. Complete information on request.

F. A. MILLER C. L. CANFIELD
General Passenger Agent General Agent

CHICAGO 635 Market St., SAN FRANCISCO
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The best
at one-half price

rt takes five of the ordiaary
"
quarts " to make a gallon, but a HAYNER QUART is a

full quart, an honest quart of 32 ounces, four to the gallon. Now, you pay your dealer at
least $1.50 a bottle for whiskey that cannot possibly be any better than HAYNER, if as
good, or 17.50 a gallon. If you buy HAYNER WHISKEY you save at least $3.50 on every
gallon. We sell two gallons for about the same as you pay for one gallon of probably poorer
whiskey. Just think that over and remember that HAYNER WHISKEY goes direct from
our distillery to you, carries a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUAR-
ANTEE of PURITY and AGE and saves you the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
it's so good and so cheap. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied cus-
tomers. That's why YOU should try it Your money back if you're not satisfied.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration !

HAYNER WHISKEY

%

4
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

FULL $i|.00 EXPRESS

QUARTS 4 PREPAID
We will send you FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S f>EVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for $4.00, and we will pay the express charges. Try it and
if you don't find it all right and as good as you ever used or can buy from
anybody else at any price, then send it back at our expense and your $4.00
will be returned to you by next mail. Just think that offer over. How could
it be fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Better
let us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, get a
friend to join you. We ship in a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
inside.

If you cen use 20 Quarts or can get some of your friends to join you,we will send vou 20 i^uarts for «16.0© by Freight Prepaid, thus
saving you ft4.00. We have been in business over 36 years and have a
paid-up capital of $500,000.00 so you run no risk.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILMNG COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, MINN.

47 DlSTILLEBT, TKOY, O. ESTABLISHED 1866.

THIRTY-SIX YEARS OP CONTINUOUS SUCCESS. Just think what that

means. Thirty-six long years in business, each year more successfnl than the previous
one, with never a backward movement, always growing larger, ever increasing in pop-
ular favor. How many that were doing business 36 years ago are even in existence

today ? Very, very few. In this age of development and fierce competition, a con-

cern must do business right, treat its customers right and sell what is right, to even
hold its own, much less advance. To do otherwise means that the concern of today is

likely to be out of the running tomorrow. The graveyard of business failures is full to

overflowing. But thirty-six years of continuous success and still growing. Think of it !

How has it been accomplished? In just oneway. By selling abolutely pure whis-
key, direct from our own distillery to the consumer, saving him the enormoils profits of
the dealers, and carrying out to the letter every statement or offer we make, thereby
creating a confidence with our over a quarter million satisfied customers that cannot be
broken. Read above offer. The Hayner Distilliner Company.



CraniTonic
The Food that DoesThe Hair Good

TheHair-That-Can't-Come-Out
THE HAIR THAT FEEDS ON CRANITONIC

APP vol I IN TPOl IRI P V Millions of people are worryintf about their hair and
'^^y.*- Vf v>» 11-^ 1 iVV^«-'l-»i-.l-« are troubled with eitherdandruff.fallitur hair or itching
scalp. The cause of this is due to a <lisease of the scalp. We know now from microscopical investiiration
and bacterioloirical research that this disease is the work of a microbe hidden deep down in the scalp that
destroys the hair follicle. To cure the surface indications we must reach the cause below. This CrMi-
tonic Nalr-Food does.

Cranitonic Hair- Food destroys the microbe that causes dandruff and fallinir hair, and nourishes the
-^—^——^^^^^^— hair-root back to health.

Cranitonic Hair - Food niakcs hair g-row—prevents hair splittiag"—renders coarse hair soft and silky.

Cranitonic Hair - Food cleanses the scalp of all irritation and keeps It healthful. The life of the hair
is in the scalp.

Cranitonic Hair - Food restores array hair to its natural color, not by dyeiutr, but by reatly stimulating-^^^———^^^^^^— the piifment cells that (five color to the hair.

CRANITONIC HAIR-FOOD Is absolutely harmless, contains no grease, sediment,
dye matter or dangerous drugs. It Is pure, clean, clear as a

crystal, delightful to use and certain In Its results

HAIR EDUCATION
All readeraof Out Wkst who are troubled about

their hair and who would like a microscopic exam-
ination of their hair, and will call, or send a few
hairs pulled from the head, or a sample from the
daily combines, will receive from our Medical Dept.
by mail, absolutely free, a full report and diaonosls.

HAIR-FOOD FREE
To enable the public to observe its Purity, Learn

of its Possibilities and what it has done for others,
a Trial bottle of CraRltonic Nalr-Foo<l and a book en-
titled Itair Education will be sent, by mail, prepaid, to
all who send name and complete address, ntelvtely
free.

67 HOLBOKN VIADUCT
LONDON, 1-. C.

CRANITONIC HAIR-FOOD CO.
526 West Broadway, New York

ALL DEALERS: TWO SIZES ONE AND TWO DOLLARS THE BOTTLE



A Midsummer Need
is a soap that may be used with comfort upon a

weather-burned complexion.

Woodbury s Facial Soap
is balm to the hot, inflamed skin. Peculiarly soothing, refreshing
and purifying. Allays all irritation and keeps the skin smooth and
soft in spite of daily exposure to sun and wind. jfT"" ^„„""''™*S

Your dealer has it. 25 cents a cake. !m ^i^^IP^f -

^n rial rtff^r Our booklet, trial size package of Soap and Facial Cream sentr for 5 cents
J|i Ciai unci to pay postage; or for indents the same and

Powder and Dental Cream. Address Dejit. 7

nd samples of Woodbury's Facial

THE ANDREW JERGENS CO., Sole Agents, Cincinnati, 0.

i|^«^



ECONOMICAL
HOUSEKEEPERS

USE
Walter Baker's

Cocoa and Chocolate
Because they yield the

MOST and BEST FOR
THE MONEY.

They can be depended upon
to produce uniform results.

You don't have to experiment
with them to find out what

they will do.

A book of Choice Recipes
(80 pages), sent free, will tell

you how to use them to the

best advantage.

V/ALTERBAKER& CO. Ltd.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.
^O Hightjt A.toardj in Europe andAmerica

TBADK-UABK

The Old ReliablB

POWDER
Absolutel/ Pure

7HERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
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The Quality Stoke

riNE FyRNIStllNGS fOR

fASTIDIOyS fELLOWS

All that's New and Stylish in Men's

Furnishings, you will fiud here at

right prices. Pleased to show you.
See our swell line of Men's Shirts at

$1.50 and $2.00.

Mullen (EL Bluett

ClotKing Co.
First and Spring Sts., Los Angeles

^Mmommmi^mm^mm^m&mMm^:^^^^^

OUR BUSINESS
IS TO mahe folks comfortable

SOLID
OAI\ MORRIS (HAIRS

PRICE
$9.75

Iron Beds, Chiffoniers and Odd Dressers.
Address all orders to Dept. C-

Wheel Chairs
Sold or Rented S3t--3-S SQ Sf=RING ST^

Combination Book
Cases, $14 and up

DE TACIIf

dRANI

SEND TODAY
rOR FREE

DESCRIPTIVE
PRINTED
MATTER

60,000 ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

Located in Fresno and Kingrs Counties in the center of the State. All

rich alluvial soil on King's River bottom in the best fruit-growingr regrion

of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn and all other cereal crops
to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling of dairy stock. We are selling- it in ten-acre

lots or larger at $35.00 to $50.00 per acre ; one fourth cash, balance in eight

annual payments if desired. If j-ou want a good piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding'

that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing to work yon
can make a start on the Lag-una with less money than anywhere else,

and the climate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES <£ SAUNDERS. MANAGERS.
LATON, Fresno County, California.
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BOOKLETS
PROSPECTUSES
AM\Ol)NCEME\TS

EVERYTHING

in that line.

We suggest, design, engrave,

print and bind "all under one

roof"—and will even write or

edit your copy when desired.

If worth doing at all, this

is all worth doing well. We
give all work careful persr-nal

attention. Shall be glad to write or talk

about details anytime.

GOLD FOR YOU
A chance for the small or large investor

to get in on the ground floor of a thor-

oughly reliable Gold Mining Company.
First 100,000-share block goes at 15 cents

per share. Fully paid, non-assessable.

This block will not last long. You will

have to hurry. A reliable and conserva-

tive management. Thoroughly proved

high-grade gold mines. Easy of access,

close to railroad. Send for free prospectus.

DE LEON GOLD MINING
and MILLING COMPANY

Douglas Building, Los Angeles, California

"VIYELLA" Reff'd

THE POPULAR FLANNEL FOR FALL, 1903

"Viyella" comes in the latest Fall desig-ns and color combinations.

Solid Colors, Stripes and Plaids, also Printed and Fancy Woven
effects.

l^adies' Shirt Waists, Dressing Gowns, Golf and Tennis Suits,

Children's Garments, etc.

Gentlemen's Pajamas, Golf Shirts, Golf and Tennis Suits.

"Viyella" is stamped on selvedge every five yards of each piece.

"Viyella" can be obtained at leading retail stores.

Avoid imitations. Refuse suhstittttes.

Does Not Shrink
Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. &. Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



E DU C ATI O N AL INSTITUTIONS

Los A/ige/e6

^12. lAiEST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

collesre on the Pacific Coast. Catalog-ue and circulars free. Telephone Rlack 2ft.';i .

THE PACIFIC SCHOOL OF

OSTEOPATHY
INCOKPOKATKD 1H»7

Removed from Los Angeles to South Pasadena. Only twenty-

five minutes from the business center of I-os Angeles upon two

lines of the Pacific Electric Railway. The College has well

equipped laboratories, and all of the work is on a laboratory

basis. Undergraduate and graduate courses of study are

offered, and we l)elieve that no College has better facilities for

thorough scientific work.

Catalogue will be mailed upon application.

C. A. WHITING, ScD., D.O.

SOUTH PASADI-NA.CAL 7/j u/ the Faculty.

The South Pasadena Osteopathic

SANATORIUM
This Sanatorium is new and first-class in every respect.

Large supny rooms ; steam heated ; electric lighted ; electric

elevator. Climate unexcelled for a Saniitorium.

For full information address the Director.

D. L. TASKER. D.O., D.Sc.O.

SOUTH PASADENA CALIFORNIA

eiA S. QRAND AVE., LOS ANQELES
III its own new buildiiiir, with larg-e firymnasiuiii. The
greatest and stronjiest commercial school in Los An-
oreles. Its urraduates are the most competent and se-

cure and hold the best positions. Investiir-ite

LACKEY, HOOD & HOLLMAN, Manatrers.

Occidental College
^os anodes, cm

The College. Four Coursej-^Classical. Scientific,
Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new bnildinr«,
to cost $70,000, to be erected this year.
AcADE.MV. Prepares for Occidental. State Univer-

sity, etc. The Occidental School of Mnsic—Th«ory.
History, Vocal and Instrumental.
First semester besrins September 23, 1903.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMV
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

Prepares boys for college. Government schools, tech-
nical schools and business. Boys received and cared for
at special rates duriofir vacation. 15-acre campo-^.
swimming- baths, summer camp. Illustrated cat.n-

lotrue upon request. Phone Main 1556. Walter J

Bailey, A.M., Superintendent. Downtown office, 410 S.

Broadway, Los Ang-eles, California.

PASADENA 130-154 S. EUCLID AVE.

[NOIISH (lASSKAL Scliool lor dirls
14th Year BeaiNS Oct., 1903

Hoarding' and day pupils. New build inirs. Grmn.i
sium. Special care of health. Entire cha'tre taken ot

pupils during school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern colleges. European teachers
in art, mu'^ic and niodtTii languages.
Tel. Bl.ick l()7l Anna B. Orton, Principal.

C/\LIFORIMI/\ rENCIIMG SCHOOL
Competent teachers furnished schooU .nnd colleges.

Our foils and fencing paraphernalia are directly ini

ported from Paris, and are the best procurable in thi^

country. Send for price list and i>rosp>cius of school.

212 and 214 Johnson Building, corner Broadway
and Fourth St.. LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA.

CORNS Cured by Yankee Corn Plasters, 10 cent-
Jolinstone Pharmacal Co., Dep. B,o87 Ogden Ave.,Chff»i

RFfllN BUSINESS for yonrseU: stop working
ULtJIll UtJOIIlLOCJ for others. We start you in

a profitable mail-order business at your home. Pleasant
work: immense profits; unlimited ixis^ihilities. Full
information for stamp. Franklin Howard Co., Denver. Colo.

The Dobinson School of Expression
In "the Italy of America,"

Los Angeles, Cal. 1041 South Hope St.

Etig-lish Literature, Word Atialysis, Interpretation.
Elocution, Physical Culture, bhakespeare, Health, Deep

Breathing, the Speakiujf Voice.
The Dramatic Department includes training for the stage

and placinK^ of competent pupils. i

U^rite for catalop^ue.
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r-THE IMPERIAL REAL ESTATE CO.
AGENTS FOR HIGH GRADE REALTY INVESTMENTS

IMPERIAL
The Nile Valley of the West. The best

ffeneral farming- lands, with unlimited water
supply, the richest soil in America. For maps,
literature, and complete information address
the Imperial office.

IMPERIAL, CALIFORNIA

R E D LA N DS
Of Course You Will See It. The finest aavel

orangre groves on the face of the earth. The
ideal place for a home. Write to the Redlands
office for illustrated booklet.

REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA



Tourist Hotels

"The Antrelns," Los Anireles.

Tke "Knntsford" Hotel. Salt Lake City.

THe An^elus, Los A.n^eles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring: Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.

The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

TKe K.nutsford, Salt LaKe City-

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

The Berkeley Hotel
BOSTON, MASS.

Particularly Desirable Location, Attractive Kestaurant, Appointments of

the Highest Class. Visitors to Boston will find the Berkeley convenient

and service of the best. MODERN IN EVERY DETAIL.

European and American Plan >J'>!'

BERKELEY and BOYLSTON STS. JoHn A. SHerlocK
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To the Easterner :

The ' 'Erkenbrecher Letters' ' were conceived and
wrought out with the one idea of making them a feature—
unique in and of themselves—whereby the name ''The
Erkenbrecher Syndicate'' should become indelibly iden-
tified with that element and citizenship that makes for
progress and stands for the advancement of the best in-
terests of the community at large, and for the making
of the ''Queen City of the Angels'' the ''Greatest
Metropolis of the Southwest. '• They were but modestly
intentioned to make the words and names, ''Invest-
ments, ' ' ' 'Mines, ' ' ' 'Real Estate, ' ' ' 'The Erkenbrecher
Syndicate,

' ' ' 'Los Angeles, ' ' and ' 'California' '

synonymous ideas, and to do it as effectively, and,
at the same time, as pleasantly, as possible, and that
they should have succeeded in no small measure, is

certainly a source of gratification to us.
In the assemblying and republishing of these ' 'Let-

ters '' we have put them compact in small and convenient
form, to meet the requests and wishes of those desiring
to possess the full series of ' 'Letters to the Folks
Back Home, from California. ' '

Thus, they go forth anew, destined and purposed, to
blaze a new trail, as it were, across the continent of
publicity, into the hearts and homes of the people, and
make, in time, well worn ''brain paths'' In the public
mind, along which pleasant ways all ' 'Homeseeking ' '

and ''Investing'' ideas shall seek instinctively ''The
Limited,'' in ''The City of Los
California. ' '

It's free on request to any
Courteously cordially,

Erkenbrecher Syndicate,
Angeles'' in ''Southern

Send for the Booklet
address.

REFERENCES : First National Bank, State Bank and Trust Company. Dun or Bradstreet

Codes: Bedford McNeil and Western Union.
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AI)iiolut(>[y Kollablc.

It is used and endorsed by professorsand students
in most institutions of learning the world over.

Purchase through your home dealer, writing
us when you arc not served satisfactorily.

L. F.WnljTiniinro., Jlaln OfTlre, 178 Brnndwn.T. N.T.
138 Mont^mer; St. .fcjau FriiucIJco.

Blair's Shoe Store li

3ii SOUTH
BROADWAY

Douglas's $3.50 Shoes,

Ladies' $3.50 Shoes,

bought at BLAIR'S, fitted by expert

fitters, brings a customer back

every time. Try us ONCE.

Blair's Shoe Store

^W%/VW%/VWW%^^V%WWvw^%^/v%wv%%%^^v%^^w^^v^^^^%%%/v%%%%%%%%^

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
PAID-IN CAPITAL
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the: mhhting or extremes.
By GRACE ELLERY CHANNING.

OME and Los Angeles—the infinitely Old and

the exuberantly New—the Eternal City and

the Electric City !
—if one asked the casual

observer to name offhand the two cities unlikest

on earth, he might well name these two ;
if

one asked the careful student to name the two
cities likest on earth, it might equally well be

these two
; implied between these judgments would be a whole

history of the human race.

When Charles Dudley Warner christened California "Our
Italy," he was not inventing a resemblance. Between the

storied Peninsula and our long, narrow State there exists a real

analogy. San Francisco, Sacramento, the entire mountainous

North with Santa Clara Valley and Fresno may serve for our

wide-awake, commercial Piedmont and our rich and fertile Lom-
bardy ; while the temperate counties of the middle South stand

for the garden of our Italy
—Tuscany. We should have to con-

cede to San Diego the honor of being our Naples (and who dare

affirm we shall always lack a Vesuvius ?) while we may per-

haps elect Santa Catalina into a Capri, a trifle out of plumb
geographically though it be. Beyond San Diego lie our little

known Calabria and Sicily. All this the most inapprehensive

eye may grasp ;
if none has yet discovered those subtler poten-

tialities which may make a City of Rome of our City of Angels,
it is perhaps because few have yet lived intimately in these re-

moved twin cities. Lived, I say, advisedly
—not traveled,

merely ;
for the wisdom of the tourist will always be the folly

Copyright 1903 by Chas. F. Lummis. All rights reserved.
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of the resident. There are Americans who live in California

and have spent some winter months in Rome ; there are Ameri-
cans living- in Italy who have passed a Raymond's Excursion

space in Los Angeles ; neither of these is likely to have caught
that deep resemblance between her who was the Mistress of the

Old World and her who is destined to be not the least among
several mistresses of the New. They miss that fine flower of the

wanderer's joy
—

comparison. And the tourist prefers Rome.
There is every reason why he should ; here are all the things
the tourist likes—galleries, churches, sig:hts, shops, band-con-

certs, a king and queen, and a "picturesque" peasantry, at

every amelioration of whose miserable lot the tourist groans
and cries out Sacrilege and the Ruin of the Picturesque ! In

California he must fall on perfect days and sunny circumstance,
to feel its charm.

Historically and archaeologically, Rome is our elder sister -I
seem to have heard that we are .geologically so; but /or Man,
Time reckons dy Man. Age apart, however, we look for kindred

traits where we find kindred features-; and to the student of

physiognomy here is a family resemblance which should mean
something to our future and is worth our present time to ponder.
Nor is there anything Rome ever was or had or did so good that

it may not be bettered on the hills by the Pacific yet one day.
Those very hills, to begin with, are Roman; like the "City

of the Soul " ours is a hill-city too, in neither case confined to

the ancient and sacred Seven. Alike, also, they lie between the

mountains and the sea, and though it be Sierra as against Apen-
nine, the Pacific against the Mediterranean— mightiest ocean

against mightiest sea—yet the natural fact is not impaired, and

upon this is based a second and climatic one.

Counting the seasons through, who knows them both must
own a sisterhood. Such differences as exist are all in Cali-

fornia's favor, Rome is both colder and hotter than Los An-
geles, not in the mercurial fact—the thermometer does not rise

so high in summer, falls perhaps no lower in winter—but by so

much as a damp climate is extremer than a dry one, "Sensi-
ble

" heat and cold is what we suffer or rejoice by. You drip in

Rome at 80 and may be bone-dry in Los Angeles at 90 degrees
of heat

; you shiver and amass chilblains in Rome at a tempera-
ture which in Los Angeles would only send you out of doors to

warm yourself. In both cities the summer is a long delight, but
in Rome a languid and enervating- one. The popular notion of

a Roman summer is like the popular notion of a California one—not worth the resident's while to wrestle with. Punctually as

our western trade-winds, the Mediterranean breeze blows over
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Rome each day. It may be hot within, even in spite of a care-

fully adapted architecture
;
but it is always cool without, so long

as you avoid the sun—and Rome is built for shade.
"
Foreigners

(Inglese) and mad dogs walk in the sun," says the native pro-

verb, "Christians in the shade." Yet I have seen bare-headed

boys hammering away at stone walls or laying roadways in the

full beating rays of mid-July. It is, however, necessary to re-

spect the sun of Italy, as it is not necessary in California. It is

necessary also in New York and Chicago
—

direly so, but no one

does it, and therefore the intelligent American, man and beast,

faints and perishes, is prostrated and sun-stricken throughout
his burning months, while the ignorant Latin goes calmly and
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nolia—would you not say, a Californian g-ardeti ? Only if there

chance to be a stone-pine, that tree-y glory of all Italy, can you
be sure that this is rather the garden of Sallust or Lorenzo, than

some mute, inglorious American's on Adams street or Figueroa.
A single stone-pine I remember to have seen in the Capitol

grounds at Sacramento; but this adoration of artists, and pecul-

iar loveliness of Italy, we in our southland lack, so far as I am
aware. I wonder we do not coax the lovely foreigner to become

naturalized amongst us, so perfectly it belongs to our skies and

seas. Here, too, in our Italian garden are the orange and lemon,
the fig and the vine, the rose and the geranium ;

the sacred

Old Friends in Rome.

ilex is but another live-oak to the eye (yet are there absolute

oaks also), and the oleander has here its rosy apotheosis. Yet
more ;

climb to your garden's highest point and looking west-

ward on a clear day, exactly in that quarter where you used to

turn your eyes to the golden strip of the Pacific and Catalina's

phantom peaks, you may trace the pale silver of the Mediter-

ranean.

Pass the long summer months and you shall find your table

heaped with the same treasure of fruit—nectarine, plum and

peach, figs purple and green, melon and pear and grape
— all that

went to make so large a part of the summer-joy of that other

South, where branches bend low and break with pride of fruit

beneath the loftiest skies on earth. "Skies blue as Italy's"

was first written by those who never saw a Californian sky burn
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blue at noon and deeper blue at night. Certainly Italy has

wonderful skies
;
as certainly ours are deeper, and the Italian

nig-hts seem thin beside our own. The dawns of Italy are true

auroras, pink and fair
;
our own come solemnly in purple and

gold. And it is a singular thing that with all the tragedy and

greatness of empire which was the world's, with the whole

weight of human history in it, Italy lacks solemnity to one who
has known the West. Sad she is, mournful in her beauty always,
like her people who are pensive even in their mirth

;
but every-

thing about her is less solemn than our joyous West. Whether
it is the greater spaces of earth, the greater clarity of atmos-

AcAciAS IN Rome.

phere, opening to one vaster spaces of heaven, more awful

depths of color, I do not know—perhaps it is because youth is

really a more serious spectacle than age—but so it is.

Go up on one of Rome's high hills and you shall see the city

nested in the midst of plains. We call it the Campagna here—
and take off our hats

;
but call it San Fernando, the Tejunga,

or the Mesa, stretching beyond San Gabriel to the foothills and
westward in a long reach to the majesty of ocean—you have

changed the name but scarce the view. Soracte with all its

snows upon it is no sunnier than San Bernardino—the Aiban
and Sabine Mountains not so lofty as our Sierras.

Ours are the higher hills, the vaster plain, the greater sea, the

kindlier air and sun, the deeper and more sumptuous color. But
the difference, is lost in the alikeness, and one goes about exclaim-
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ing-: "But for that wall—that palace
— that column—that single

monument— I should believe I was in Los Angeles." And when
one adds that modern Rome is extending everywhere her trolley

lines, and has even had a building boom of tragic dimensions,
one feels the fatality of similarity.

Here we touch the core of the matter. Can all this alikeness be

for nothing- ? Is it possible for two cities to be born so much
alike by nature, and the destiny of the one bear no natural pro-

portion or relation to the other?—its geography, climate,

scenery, vegetation, go for naught, exercise no similar influence

upon the race in constant contact with them ? We do not ex-

pect the child born today to develop in life and character pre-

cisely as her two-thousand-years-younger ancestress did
; but if

she reproduces minutely the features of that remotely great

grandmother we shall anticipate that she will
"
take after her "

more or less. Caesars and Colosseums and an Hierarchical

Church we do not look to produce on our free Western shores
;

but a civilization which shall be to the world in its day what
the Roman civilization at its purest was to its—a city which

shall be to that new civilization what Rome was to the old— is

that unreasonable ?

Modern Rome has little to teach us—the tables indeed are

turned, and she is taking all her lessons from us, for bad and

good. It would be strange, however, if so clever an animal as

man could have inhabited a land so like our own, for so long- be-

fore us, without now and then developing an idea about it

worth preserving. What he developed that was incidental to

his own day and history has nothing to say to ours, but that

which was the outcome of his climate and topography remains

singularly applicable to our own—a wisdom of the ages worth

considering, breathed straight from the
"
lone Mother of dead

empire
" to our Republican baby of the West. To insist upon

learning everything all over again for one's self—inventing an

alphabet with every baby born, is stupid. We cannot blame our

Eastern ancestors for modeling their homes and gardens, as

they framed their lives and laws, after English, Dutch and Ger-

man models ;
but when the Easterner moves West and plants

his snow-shedding roofs beneath a shower of rose-petals, and
builds him his Dutch or English lidless house upon a shadeless
sidewalk and then immures himself—it is time to call him back
to the decencies. The Greek, the Spaniard, the Provencal, the

Italian— all these knew something of conditions with which he
is but a clumsy experimenter ;

but the oldest mother of all is

Rome ; and perhaps from her lips he would more readily hear

reason, from whose lips he received his law.
In such a hope these studies have been made.

Rome, Italy.
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ORCHIDS.
By L. CLARE DA VIS*

*ir#5)ATURE'S aristocrats, from their delicate, crinkled,

^I'J^ silken or velvety smooth petals, to the superb, fra-

grant hearts of them ! That is her story written in-

delibly upon the orchid, in dainty shades of cream, yellow, pink,

rose, mauve, purple, and in virgin white. One feels it in the

very moment of stepping- from the crude, fresh, invigorating air

of out-of-doors into the soft, humid, perfumed atmosphere of the

greenhouse where are gathered these titled foreigners from

many tropic lands. The orchid has been called the flower of

the millionaire, "because its rarity and high price hitherto

put its enjoyment practicall)'^ out of reach of others." I fear it

was also somewhat the habit of the
"
others "

to depreciate the

beautiful flower because it had been so often forced to associate

with some parvenu who valued it chiefly because it cost a great
deal of money. A little study of this exotio inclines one to

forget the millionaire and to consider the orchid purely as a

highly developed and rarely beautiful flower with an individu-

ality so marked as to be almost human
;
with the delicate habits

of a sprite of the air, and a lineage that marks it an aristo-

crat in its own right. As such it is becoming known and loved

b}' many amateurs throughout America who are far from being
in the millionaire class.

The orchid will never become common, however, while coal

remains at its present price ;
for it requires more coal for the

orchid house, even in the mild winter climate of California, than

is needed to take care of a family. The family furnace may
cool off at night, but the orchid house must never go below a

temperature of 60°
;
while for actual growth the East Indian

varieties like a temperature of from 75° to 85° and even as high
as 95°. As yet no substitute has been found for coal—nothing,
at least, that will give the requisite heat—though hopes are en-

tertained by the California orchidist that oil may prove an

effective and cheaper substitute.

At present the orchid fancier, like the camera enthusiast,

finds that the first cost of his pet is but a fraction of the ex-

pense thereto attached. But when the taste for orchids has en-

tered the soul, there is no cure for it save bankruptcy or death.

I even suspect that the bankrupt rising from the crash would

light a candle, set it in a glass-topped box and try what could

be done in the way of orchid growing.
*The author desires to express her indebtedness to Dr. A. W. Hoisholt, of Stockton, Cal.,

an orchid-fancier of more than ten years' standingfi and now owner of the choicest collec-

tion on the Coast, for many courtesies, including' the original photographs herewith pre-

sented.
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One enthusiast tells that he began by warming his orchids

with a coal oil lamp, and went to his improvised greenhouse one

morning to find the lamp smoking like a miniature Mt. Pelee,

the place showered with soot, and the plants, of course, ruined.

The orchid is a native of the tropics, coming to us from East

India, Australia, the Philippines, China, Brazil, Peru, New
Granada, Hawaii, Central America and Mexico

;
and

quite a large family of its "poor relations" may be found

growing wild and comparatively uncared for in Eastern North
America. To insure success in the hothouse, an effort must be

made to secure the same conditions of heat and moisture that

the plant knew in its native habitat. Por this reason the

orchid house is divided into several sections, so that the East
Indian and Philippine varieties, requiring great heat, may be

nearest the boiler, those from Brazil and other intermediate

zones may come next, and varieties from yet cooler climes, last.

Some plants from Peru and Mexico require plenty of sunlight as

well as heat. To insure moisture the tables, the floor, the moss
and lichen-covered walls are kept showered with water, for

moisture there must be— not too much, but enough.
Climatic conditions without are to be reckoned with. The

grower near the coast finds it possible to grow orchids with less

care than must be given to the greenhouse in the drier interior,

but excessive fog is not desirable. A hot, dry wind blowing
through the orchid house would be fatal

;
so would a cold, wet

gust. Por this reason ventilation is secured by placing the

ventilators near the ground, that the generous supply of fresh

air may pass over the pipes and so be warmed and take up
moisture from the damp earthen floors before reaching the

plants. To let out the top heat small ventilators are placed in

the roof.

The orchid is not, as many suppose, parasitic in its nature.

True, the larger class—called Epiphytal
—grows on the trunks or

branches of trees in its native land, and in its adopted home pre-

fers to cling to a section of bark or a rough block of wood. It

does not, however, penetrate or absorb their substance, but

feeds delicately on the moisture in the air, from which it is

sometimes called an air plant. Of this class are the beautiful

Cattleya and Phalcenotsis^ the Aerides, Dendrobiuni, Saccola-

bium, Oncidiuni^ Sianhopea and others.

Even the Terrestrials, which grow in the soil, ask but a light,

rich, mossy loam in which to thrust their roots, from which

they spring sprite-like into the air or swing head downward as

in imitation of the animal-friends they knew in the jungle. Of
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these very handsome and well known are different species of

Cypripedium, Odontoglossum, Calanthe, Neoitia^ etc.

Fastidious in all its habits, the orchid demands and is grate-

ful for frequent bathing. It belongs literally to the
"
leisure

class." As a seed it lies in its well-warmed, spring}^ bed of

moss often a full year before deigning to put out even the

tiniest leaflet to show that it means to be up and doing, by and

bye. At the end of another year, if the conditions suit, it will

have made, perhaps, three-quarters of an inch of growth in its

two blade-like leaflets. At the end of two years, with its two
leaves grown two inches, and its tiny pseudo-bulb predicting

bloom, it is possible to call it a plant, but not by any sort of

forcing or coaxing will it condescend to flower before the fourth

or sixth or seventh year. When it does put forth its blossoms

one is reminded that all highly organized life is slow in matur-

ing, but that the results are often worth while. It gives proof,

too, in its endurance, of being well bred
;
a spray of the ap-

parently delicate Philippine orchid, cut for me in February,

keeping in perfect condition for four weeks in a small vase of

water only occasionally renewed.

The various kinds of orchids bloom at different times of the

year, so that, in California, from December until April a suc-

cession of delicately tinted, exquisitely fragrant bloom is the

reward of him who has an orchid house and knows how to

use it.

The orchid's curious beauty is its own excuse for being. A
few species of the genus Vanilla^ climbing plants, have a

commercial value, producing the vanilla flavoring extract of

commerce, but they have rather inferior blossoms, and are not

grown in the greenhouse.
There is, perhaps, no other family of plants in the world that

shows such fascinating variety of form, such distinct individu-

ality in its blossoms. While many are wonderfully beautiful in

form and color, others are merely curious from a fancied resem-

blance to insect and animal life. El Spirito Santo, or the
"
Holy

Ghost orchid," is always interesting to the layman, because its

pure white petals seem to enclose a white dove—from which it

takes its name.

The earliest importations of orchid plants cost as mucli as

$1,000 each, for rare kinds. Good plants may now be secured

for a dollar or two, but ten dollars is not an unusual price for a

plant. Importations are now larger, and the product secured

more widely distributed. Ordinarily, propagation is effected by

dividing the bulbs, or by taking young growths from'the base of
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the stem. Except for experiments in hybridizing, few are the

growers who have the patience to grow orchids from seed.

"Look at this marvelous growth," exclaimed the Doctor,
with shining eyes, pointing to a flowerless plant that he had
tended from its infancy and which was then putting up seven

pseudo-bulbs, and as many leaves about eight inches long."
"And how long has this been growing, Doctor ?

"

"Seven years."
It must be a genuine lover who serves for his mistress seven

years, and feels that
"
the years were as but a few days for the

love he had to her."

Yet man feels in a sense a creative spirit when, with awk-
ward fingers, he transfers the pollen of one beautiful flower to

the pistils of another with a view to producing a new species.

The seed of this crossing ripens in a twelvemonth, and is im-

mediately sown on top of a pot or on a slab of wood. Then
the orchid lover waits patiently for the result of this mating.
If it be something new and altogether lovely, the good news is

sent to other orchid lovers.

A record has been kept of the pedigree and this, with a photo-

graph of the new wonder, is sent to the orchid journals—per-
haps across seas to London, where the greatest number of

orchids are grown.
The orchid of the greenhouse is subject to various and sun-

dry diseases, to keep up its reputation as a pampered aristocrat.

Of these the most injurious are "Rot," and "Spot," caused

from injudicious watering.
It has also many enemies, and one staunch friend—the green

frog, whose croak is the single humble, homely note in the luxurious

abode of these pedigreed pets. While the orchid feeds delicately

on moisture and "hot air," the frog enjoys his dinner of red

spider, thrips and cockroaches, with mealy bug and borers for

breakfast and ants and snails for luncheon. That many of

these delicacies are
"
imported" adds doubtless to the gourmet's

satisfaction.

The orchid was first introduced in the greenhouses of Kngland
little more than a century ago, the first specimens having been

brought from the tropics by returning missionaries and officers.

ivHwr, many new and striking kinds were discovered on account

of the elKtravagant sums offered for novelties. Stimulated by
these prizes, collectors scoured every part of the tropics, risking
and often sacrificing life in the mountains, jungles and fever-

haunted swamps in (luest of the finest specimens. So great is

the danger from wild animals that collectors are often forced to

urge their native helpers on at the point of a brace of pistols.



Cattleya Bowkingiana.
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It must not be inferred from this that the orchid is an unusual

plant in its own home. On the contrary, it outstrips all others

there, taking- and holding- the best positions ; swinging airily

from the trunks of lofty trees, which must be felled to secure

it, clambering over dripping rocks in shady places, clinging

daringly to mountain sides at points a; high as 14,000 feet, and

throwing itself with reckless abandon into jungle depths where
the foot of man may not go.

Even when good plants were secured it was difficult to pack
them properly for transit from the forests to a seaport and for

the long sea voyage. It may be guessed how uncongenial was
the journey, with its changes of temperature and frequent

storms, to these southland dwellers. Little was known of their

habits and proper treatment. Growers could but guess and

experiment, until intelligent study was given the orchid in its

native land. It is related that an accident revealed the wayward
bent and disposition of the Stanhopeas. They had been planted
in pots over and again only to rot and die. A pot was accident-

ally broken, but as the plant had steadily refused to grow no
attention was paid to it. Then, behold through the cracks the

flower spikes forced their way and burst into bloom, growing
head downward—which is the Stanhopea's preference

—and is

not to be trifled with. In the wild freedom of its tropical

home, many are the orchid's cunning devices for attracting

bees, moths, and butterflies, and so securing fertilization. The
matter of natural fertilization is too many-sided for the scope
of a magazine article, and it has been well handled b}^ such

masters as Darwin and others. But it is so full of interest and

poetry that one cannot forbear touching upon it, and I quote
from Grant Allen, who has written so charmingly of the

"
Mar-

riage Customs of Plants." He says:

Highest of all the threefold flowers and most wonderful are the great

group of orchids. It would be quite impossible for me to give you any
account of the infinite devices invented by these plants to secure insect

fertilization, and even the flower is so extremely complex that I can hardly
undertake to do it. The ovary in orchids is inferior and curiously twisted.

It supports six perianth pieces, three of which are sepals, often long and

very handsome, while two are petals, often arching like a hood over the

center of the flower. The third petal, called the lip, is quite different in

shape and appearance from the other two and usually hangs down in a very
conspicuous manner. There are no visible stamens to be recognized as

such, but the pollen is contained in a pair of tiny bags or sacks close to the

stigma. It is united into two sticky, club-shaped lumps usually called the

pollen masses. In other words, the orchids have got rid of all their

stamens except one, and even that one has united with the stigma. . . .

The spotted orchis has a long tube or spur at the base of its sepals, and this

contains abundant honey. The pollen masses are neatly lodged in two
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little sacks or pockets near the stig^ma and are so placed that their lower

ends come against the bee's head as he sucks the honey. These lower

ends are gummy or viscid, and if you press a straw or pencil point against
them the pollen masses gum themselves to it naturally and come readily
out of the sacks as you withdraw the pencil. In the same way, when the

bee presses them with his head the pollen masses stick to it and he carries

them away with him as he leaves the flower. At first, the pollen masses
stand erect on his forehead, but as he flies through the air they dry and
contract so that they come to incline forward and outward. By the time

he reaches another plant they have assumed such a position that they are

brought into contact with the stigma as he sucks the honey. But the

stigma is gummy, too, and makes the pollen adhere to it, and in this way
cross-fertilization is rendered almost a dead certainty. The result of these

various clever dodges is that the orchids have become one of the dominant

plant families of the world and in the tropics usurp many of the best and
most favored positions.

Miiller tells of the fertilization of the Cypripedium Calceolus

(one of the
"
Lady's Slipper

"
variet)') by various bees thus :

These bees attracted by the color and perfume of the flower fly into the

slipper-shaped lip and lick and bite the hairs lining its floor, which are

sometimes covered with small drops of honey. They try for some time to

escape by climbing up the vaulted sides of their prison towards the orifice

that they entered by ;
at last, after creeping beneath the stigma, they

manage, with a great efi'ort, to escape by one of two small openings at the

base of the lip ;
in doing so they smear one shoulder with a sticky pollen

from the anther immediately above. In the next flower the bee, as it

creeps under the stigma, leaves some pollen on its papillae, which are long
and point obliquely forward

;
then squeezing itself again through one of

the small orifices it acquires another load of pollen ;
cross-fertilization is

thus eftected regularly.

Many further interesting examples could be given of the

methods of fertilization. Species with a short and not very
narrow nectary, says Darwin, are fertilized by bees and flies

;

those with a much elongated nectary, or one having a very nar-

row entrance, by butterflies and moths.

The concealment of the honey in a nectary protected by other

parts of the flower, says Miiller, protects the honey from rain

and permits a larger supply to be accumulated, thus attracting

visitors in an increased degree. Its disadvantages are that the

honey is less easily discovered, less acute visitors are excluded,

the more intelligent cannot obtain it so quickly and fertilization

is slow. But (mark Nature's clever schemes) the path to the

concealed honey is hinted at by colored spots that point towards

the hone)% and the more intelligent find it quickly.

Stockton, Cal.
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So we packed Sancho, the one-eyed donkey (intended for use

as a riding- animal for the ladies), and at last began the steep

ascent of the rock-bound trail that leads ultimately to the Susie

and Tallac trails.

We carried our first nooning's refreshment in the creels slung

over our shoulders, so that Sancho might pursue his uninter-

rupted and peaceful journey to Heather Lake, where he would

be relieved of his burden for the night. Thither he was at

once driven by two sturdy lads who ate their luncheon as they
walked ;

while the rest of us, with as keen appetites, delayed
on the shores of Susie Lake to lunch and enjoy the luxury of

unhampered leisure. Each day in the mountains is like Lowell's
"
Cathedral Day ;

" and so this, while it lasted, was the supreme

day in our experiences. The picture melted and took form

ag-ain in our memories, to be recalled in duller city ways—the

snow-burdened peaks rising- close about us
;
the tall, straight

shafts of the firs and pines ;
the boulders crumbling as if smitten

by some g-iant's hammer ;
the lily-laden pools with their dark-

green shadows
;
the ground pine fringing our path, the dwarfed

ceanothus, as delicate as the trailing arbutus, and scores of

other flowering plants in wild and charming profusion ;
and

always the allurement of the trail itself, winding and turning,

ascending and descending, now in the open, now under shelter-

ing trees, leading us enchanted to still greater enchantment

beyond.
The trail from Susie Lake to Heather led us past a snow-bank

under which a mountain stream, formed of melting snow from a.

higher bank, had cut its way, leaving a snow-cave or tunnel

some forty feet long and ten feet wide with rounded apertures
at each end. The ceiling of the cave was marked by hundreds

of groined arches, while the sides and bottom, except where the

stream flowed, were fantastic with thousands of stalactites.

When we reached Heather Lake, we gave ourselves up to the

delights and freedom of the place. Some of us sat idly in the

moored boat and watched a swimmer breasting the high waves—for the inevitable storm was blackening the lake. In a distant

cove that offered moderate shelter, the fisherman of the party
was casting his line for our supper. In the little shack on the

rocks above, a lady with house-keeping instincts was arranging
our stores on the shelves

; already the great stone fire-place was

bursting with flames. The shack is only about six feet by

eight, but the fire-place is four by four. The shadows warned
us that some preparation must be made for an outdoor camp,
and we began to hunt a sheltered spot for the camp-fire, since

the wind was blowing hard. This found and fuel for the night
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gathered, we sat down to supper in the shack with hearty gfood-

will. The wind roared outside as if it would pluck our frail

shelter from the rocks and hurl it into the black depths beyond ;

but we were merry within, turning the bacon on a spit and

searchinjr for potatoes in the coals that mocked us with their

hidden treasure.

The night around the camp-fire was not so tempestuous as

mi^ht have been expected, judging from the roaring and crash-

ing of the forest ; for the wind seemed to blow above us, leav-

ing the atmosphere quiet for several feet near the ground. We
thought to roll up in our blankets and sleep ; but the bleak

LI
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end of the lake. This is a low-growing plant, quite unlike the

Scottish plant ; yet the mountain lake with its small tiny island

suggested, even in its sterner features, the scenery of the
"
Lady

of the Lake."

About mid-day we set our faces toward Desolation Valley, the

two young men driving the well-laden Sancho, while the rest of

the party crossed in a boat to the entrance to the valley. Here

we found a trail so precipitous that Sancho, modest and reti-

cent as he had shown himself to be hitherto, became recalcitrant.

He sat down in the trail and slid some thirty feet, then rolled

GiLMORE Lake, Desolation Valley, and Pyramid Range in the Distance.

over in a disconsolate heap. But our knights were undaunted.

The}^ relieved him of his load, and when he still refused to as-

sume an intelligent attitude, they lassoed his hoofs and with a

quick jerk turned him to an upright position. The men con-

veyed the pack to the crest of the hill, and Sancho, having no

further quarrel with destiny, gravely picked his way up the

trail.

A rest, luncheon, repacking the mule—and we began our in-

teresting journey through Desolation Valley. The direction we
were to take was indicated by

"
ducks"—piles of stones at vary-

ing intervals, and most reassuring in that pathless basin.

Without these we should have had to retrace our steps many
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;
for the surface is indented with cups and saucers, deep

holes and shallow, often so filled with water as to render advance

impossible. To the right loomed Pyramid Peak, stern in its

snow-clad remoteness ;
but our road kept us to the left, in the

direction of a piece of hemlock woods that skirted the valley.

We climbed and dropped, and climbed and dropped again, over

the water-worn and rocky floor of the valley. It is its wild

appearance that gives the valley its name, and not the feeling

induced
; for Desolation Valley is beautiful in its setting and

most interesting in its contour. But no fish are in the endless

chain of lakes, and only dwarfed trees grow in its rock-bound

domains. Wherever the soil has collected in sheltered nooks,

grass grows and flowers bloom. These tiny oases are very fre-

quent and most charming in their surprises.

The walk through the woods brought us to wide meadows
where many herds of cattle grazed. Woods again skirted the

meadows, and at last brought us to the brow of a hill. Far be-

low us lay the Lake of the Woods. The trail was steep, Sancho
was reckless, and our descent was rapid. We had rested and

lingered so prodigally on our way that evening was beginning
to cast its shadows in the valley when we finally reached the

narrow end of the lake and a fitting camp-ground. We found a

circular grove with a rock-built altar in its center. Our camp-

i^Ak
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Lake of the Woods—Pyramid Peak at Lkft.

fire was soon lighting- up the wall of trees around us, and

making more dense the blackness beyond. The quiet of the spot
settled down upon us like a garment. We felt as if we had
come to a shore where we might stay forever, and our hearts

sang,
" We will return no more."

And now the moon shed its luster over the lakes, and we saw
reflected with a wondrous beauty Pyramid Peak. The lake

deepened under this reflection until it seemed as if we were

standing on the rim of the world, overlooking space. The fire

roared and sent its sparks to fade among the stars. For the

second night we wrapped our blankets about us, and lying close

to the fire, we looked into the night. How shall we ever forget
the sweet solemnity of that star-begirt grove ? We could hear

the water lapping on the shore
; high above us swung the crests

of the trees. The enchantment of the place subdued our

hearts
;
we had found perfect peace.

The morning brought back the warmer tints of the scene.

Far in the distance, as through a gateway, we could see the

haze that hung over Strawberry Valley. To the right rose

Pyramid ;
to the left. Eagle Mountain

;
the lake lay at their

base, within the sheltering woods.

We were to return by the lyucile trail, a much shorter route
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than the one throug^h Desolation Valley, so we lingfered until
late in the afternoon, revelling: in the indescribable allurements
of the region. Some of us walked to the '*g-ateway," hoping:
to view from a g-reat height Strawberry Valley below us. But
the loveliness everywhere detained us, and we finally gave up
the search for the mountain watch-tower, to bask in the sun
under the shelter of a great rock.
The dusk was gathering as we pursued our way over the

Lucile trail. Here new wonders greeted us ; first, the silent

Lake Lucile, high up in the craggy mountain bed, 8,000 feet

above the sea-level
; then the almost precipitous but well built

trail, the sudden turns in the road that brought us out upon a

SusiK Lakb.

promontory a thousand feet above the Grass Lake country ; the
fallen forest giants that barred our way and sent us seeking
new trails ; and all the country glowing in the soft Mghi of

evening.
And now we are on the Grass Lake trail ; now wending our

way through the Glen Alpine Springs enclosure ; and now we
are beneath the flag that waves over Camp Agassiz. We have
known a pleasure no after sorrow can dim.
This wonderful region of lakes lies southwest of Lake Tahoe.

The famous Mount Tallas is one of the peaks. Do not be en-

ticed by the glory of Lake Tahoe to remain on its shore, nor be

deterred by the few steep miles lying between it and the won-
drous lake country beyond, but discover for yourself one of the
most enchanting regions in the High Sierras.

Univprsiiy of Souniern Ciiliforiiia. n
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Tahiti.

ON PAPEETi: BEACH.*
By CHARLES KEELER.

[he
"
Soutliern Cross" was having her bot-

tom scraped as I stepped aboard of her

with Captain Lake to examine some

pearls he had brought from the Pomotu
Islands. The little steamer was lying- a

few feet off the water-front, and at her

side was a row of six black heads in the

water. They were good-natured looking

heads, some with bushy hair, and one with

a grey beard ;
and all were pufl&ng and

snorting and laughing there in the tide.

Suddenly one head disappeared, and then

another and another, until there were no

heads visible, and I waited a long time,

wondering if they would ever appear again,

but presently one after another came up
with a sputter and a laugh. Then I saw an arm uplifted from

the sea and in the hand a piece of cocoanut shell. The mys-

tery of cleaning ships' bottoms in the South Seas was explained.

These divers had no doubt gained proficiency in their art in

the Pomotuan pearl fisheries. There are schooners constantly

plying between Papeete and the various atolls of the Pomotu

group, carrying a miscellaneous cargo of merchandise to be used

in barter with the natives, in exchange for pearl-shell, pearls

and copra. I went aboard one of these little craft just before

she sailed on a cruise, and was surprised to find what an assort-

ment of supplies was deemed necessary to fill the wants of

simple savages. The bolts of bright-colored calico, cheap

ribbons and laces, were to be expected as a matter of course,

and hatchets, chisels and other tools did not seem out of place ;

but when I learned that there were ice-machines, sewing-ma-

chines, and in fact all sortsi

of machines which only the

refinements of civilization

are supposed to require, I

gave up all attempt at pic- ^

turing the life of these sav-

age pearl divers.

As to their skill as divers,

however, there can be no

question. They are said to

*IllttStrated from drawing's by Louise M. Keeler.

A Bit of Tahiti Hakbor.
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remain under water from two to three minutes, and to go
down to a depth of thirteen fathoms. It is a very wearing
life, which only the strongest men can long endure ;

and

as perfect pearls are seldom found, it is not surprising that

they bring a large price in the Papeete market. The chief com-

merce of Tahiti is in pearl-shell, which is brought to Papeete

by the boat-load to be exported to Europe. The French govern-
ment has very wisely guarded with great care the interests of

the natives in pearl fishing, prohibiting foreigners in diving
suits from taking part in the work, and enforcing a close season

upon alternate years for each island.

Everything upon Papeete beach lis done in the same charm-

EVKNINQ IN i'APIOhTK HaKHOK.

ingly simple fashion. Even the bicycles are pedaled with bare

feet. I confess that it was something of a disillusion to find

bicycles at all upon this far-away coral strand. The horses and

carriages were less incongruous, although I had not pictured

them in my fancies of Tahiti. The carriages and wagons were

not unlike the vehicles of home, save for being rather more

clumsy, as if made to withstand the wear and tear to which they
are subjected ; but the horses are descended from a Chilean

stock, which has no doubt degenerated in the course of years.

The little animals reminded me very strongly, on first acquaint-

ance, of overgrown jack-rabbits. When once fairly in motion

they bound along in their loose harnesses, regardless of conse-

quences, and pedestrians must dodge them at short notice. I

learned, however, in the course of time, to respect these stunted

beasts for their power of endurance.
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It is hard to realize that the discovery and settlement of

Tahiti by Europeans is contemporaneous with that of California;

but as I strolled up to the substantial barracks which the French

have erected, and on into the hills, I found many old houses

built of rubble and covered with coral lime, very similar in effect

to the adobe houses of early California, hinting at a domestic

architecture of half a century or more ago, which was charac-

teristic of Spain. There are many stone walls about town, and

buildings with tiled roofs that give the place a continental air.

Indeed there is a settled look about Papeete, nestling amid its

tropical foliage beside the quiet waters of the bay, which be-

speaks repose. No one is in a hurry. Nothing is in process of

CooK."s ]!a\, Mookea.

construction. The houses are all made
;
the gardens are grown

up about them
;
the work is all done.

To be sure, the clothes must be washed here, as in less favored

parts of the earth
;
but there is no toiling over washtubs about

it. On strolling down the beach at almost any time of the day
one may see how it is done.

There is a most picturesque cement basin along the Quai du

Commerce^ with a tiled roof to protect it from the sun, and

here the women sit or paddle about with their washing, some
dressed in loose gowns of bright calico

;
and others, generally

the belles of the company, clad only in their gay parens—strips

of cloth tied about them. They laugh and talk and pound
their clothes with sticks in the most sociable little groups,
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making' a picnic of this as of nearly every occasion in their

simple lives. It is a veritable South Sea Island washing bee,

and who would not enjoy washing under such propitious circum-

stances ? There is a ditch running along a square not far

away, where other women are at work washing clothes
;
and

their graceful figures in bright gowns imaged in the still water

beneath the spreadinof shade of arching trees, form pictures

which would gladden the heart of an artist.

I had been watching these women at work one morning, and

had strolled down the beach in the shade of the acacia trees,

thinking how delightfully simple and primitive life was here.

A dusky-skinned man had passed me with a pole over his

shoulder from which swung a bunch of bread-fruits and cocoa-

nuts at one end, and a cluster of pineapples from the other.

Close by the shore a native was paddling in his narrow dugout,
which could not have kept right side up for a moment, were it

not for the outrigger with a long pole lashed to it, catamaran-

fashion. I was enjoying the barbaric scene, which recalled the

days before the missionary and trader had come here, when

suddenly, from one of the little cottages that nestled among the

trees, rang out the familiar strains of
"
Traumeri," played

upon the piano with genuine pathos in its appealing tones.

Yes, alas, the old life of happy ease is passing away, and civiliz-

ation is bringing to these gentle people its burden of sorrow,

although it cannot rob them of their childlike trust, their spirit

of brotherly love. Much of the Christianity which we only

preach, these simple natives practice. If any one is hungry

they will feed him, and he who needs a friend will not seek in

vain. There is a smile upon every face for the stranger, and a

word of welcome for him who is forsaken. I have seen natives

with coarse mouths and spatulate feet who could serve as models
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of gentleness and courtesy to the average civilized man. Rude-

ness is an almost unheard of thing in a native, but the curses

of drink and commercialism are doing their deadly work

amongst them, and another generation will find them sadly

altered.

The charm of Papeete beach cannot be fathomed by the

casual tourist ; but he who lives for a time beside this blue ex-

panse of tropical water soon falls under its spell. Imagine a

snug little harbor, deep enough to float the largest man-of-war

close to the beach, yet so small that a canoeman would require
less than an hour's time to paddle across it from point to point.

Fancy this cove cut off from the sparkling billows of the open
sea by a low coral reef which shows onl}' as a line of dazzling
white breakers with a gap left just wide enough for a gateway
in the middle. Picture the view across the still, green water of

the little bay, past the line of surf to the brilliant blue ocean,

flecked with combers by the brisk trade wind, and beyond to the

A CoKNKR OF Papeete Markkt.
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long: stretch of the island of Moorea with its outline of sharp
mountain peaks deeply cleft with defiles, lying in a pale blue

haze some seventeen miles distant. Then fill this harbor with

its fleet of ships and steamers—schooners for trade with neigh-

boring islands, a brig for California, a French bark, the big
black French cruiser Prote, with ominous ram and array of

guns frowning from decks and portholes, a little steamer or two
for local trade and New Zealand, and a motley collection of

small boats and native canoes drawn up on the beach, and
covered with the leaves of the cocoanut to keep ofF the sun.

The small quarantine island of Motu-Uta lies to the northward
of the harbor-mouth, inside of the reef, with cocoanut palms

liNf
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Tahiti.

There are many interesting- types to be found on Papeete
beach—the officers and soldiers, the £ens d'armes in their spot-

less uniforms, the French sailors in white blouses with big blue

collars, the Chinese merchants, the black Indians who are em-

ployed by some of the well-to-do families as servants, and a

meagre sprinkling of Europeans. Then there are a goodly
number of French officials to unwind the endless red-tape of

colonial administration. But by far the larger proportion of

people seen on the beach are either full-blooded natives or half-

castes. The women wear loose-hanging dresses which are fre-

quently hitched up coyly under one arm, displaying a stocky
bare ankle. Even though the nose be a trifle broad, and the

mouth a little heavy, the eyes are always large and beautiful

and every face beams on the slightest pretext with a kindly
smile. The people squat with drooping shoulders in attitudes

which are frequently far from graceful, but they walk with

superb poise and lithe, supple motions. The children have un-
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commonly bright and responsive faces. In the town the men
wear shirts and trousers, as a rule, and the more aristocratic

are attired in immaculate white duck ; but clothes are willingly

discarded in favor of the more graceful pdrcii
—a brightly

figured cloth wrapped around the waist and hanging to the

knees. This, with a wreath of ferns or flowers about the

head, completes a costume as comfortable as it is attractive,

and shows off to the best advantage the magnificently framed

figure with its splendid bronze coloring. The natives are pas-

sionately fond of flowers, and wear them in their hair and be-

hind their ears, as well as in wreaths.

It was a sad disappointment to me to find that the natives in

Papeete did not live in their primitive houses. To see the nar-

row streets crowded with little painted cottages with corrugated

iron roofs was far from the picture my fancy had formed of

the life on this remote island. I was told that the French

government would not allow thatched roofs in town on account

of the danger of fire, and furthermore that the missionaries and

traders had done all in their power to wean the natives from

their life of beautiful simplicity to our standards of propriety

and barren formality. Fortunately they have made less pro-

gress outside the confines of the town, and one has only to walk

up or down the beach a short distance to find the charm of

more unsophisticated habits. We come to little clusters of

homes made in the form of rectangular houses of bamboo, with

overhanging thatched roofs of pandanus leaves. Happy groups
of brightly clad natives gossip in the shade, or busy themselves

about the camp-fire cooking a meal of jHs^ or red mountain

bananas, and bread-fruit. Their merry voices ring out heartily,

or perchance blend in rhythmic song. In pitiful contrast with

this is a group of white houses standing in a waste of bare

ground with scarcely a spray to hide their nakedness. I was
told it was the establishment of the Mormon missionaries and

their converts.

To see the town life to the best advantage, it is necessary to

be up at daybreak and visit the market. On Sunday morning
the scene is especially animated. In an open block extend two

long roofed enclosures, one appropriated to meat and vegetables,

and the other to fish. Across the lane and along the edge of

the enclosure is a row of men, women and children with fruits

to sell, and the crowd assembled in the square would do credit

to a metropolis. In fact all Papeete is here—must be here, or

go hungry for the day. The hubbub of low-toned savage
voices rolls in waves across the morning air. The bright colors

of the womens' gowns shift and shuffle in the gray light before
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sunrise. We jostle between good-natured groups of dusky-

skinned morning gossipers. Here a man in shirt and fdreu is buy-

ing out the slender stock of pineapples which a girl has exposed
for sale

;
a woman is purchasing sheets of sheeny white bamboo

fibre to be stripped up and woven into a hat
;
a boy passes with

a long fish for breakfast
;
a man crosses our way with a big

bunch of feis^ and again the throng closes about us like a pass-

ing cloud, and all detail is lost.

In the fish-market is a most wonderful array of the finny

tribe. An ichthyologist would go into raptures over the dis-

play of fish, representing so many species unknown to more

temperate waters, some of them gorgeously colored, and many
of them grotesquely formed. At one stand a man was offering

for sale what appeared at first sight to be a bundle of thick green
sticks of bamboo, cut into three-foot lengths. On investigation

we learned that they were filled with prepared cocoanut and

shrimps, with the end of each stick securely stopped with a leaf

tied over it. By seven o'clock the market is about sold out, and

by eight, the square is deserted save for a few chance pass-

ers-by.

After marketing comes the morning coffee, for in the con-

tinental fashion breakfast is not served until ten or eleven.

When ready, however, it is a most substantial meal, and answers

until dinner at six or later. All business is suspended from ten

until two, although I have found no evidence of any one se-

riousy injuring his health by over-exertion during the inter-

vening hours. There seems to be some difference of opinion as

to the native capacity for work. Certainly the climate is not

conducive to hard manual labor, nor have the habits of genera-
tions predisposed the people to a life of systematic toil. In-

deed, why should they work ? The bread-fruit yields its ample
harvest without cultivation ; cocoanuts can be had for the

climbing, pineapples for the picking ;
and as for fish, a native has

only to go out and fill his canoe where a white man might fish all

day in vain. The Tahitians are strongly socialistic in their

feelings, and are always ready to share their possessions with
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improvident relatives or friends. They are not exacting- about

propert}' rights ;
and as there is no tax on land, there is little

need for money. It is a life free from danger and care, fostered

by the most propitious climate the earth can boast. The
temperature seldom falls below sixty and rises but little above

eighty-five or ninety. There is nearly always a refreshing
breeze from the sea, and hurricanes do not reach the shores of

this favored land.

Under these conditions the native population can not be ex-

pected to furnish any considerable amount of labor for the sys-

tematic cultivation of the islands, and the day is not far distant

when the difficulty will be met by large importations of Chinese

or natives of other islands. The coolies who have come here

thus far turn into merchants with surprising facility, and nearly
all the smaller shops of Papeete as well as those about the

islands are in their hands. Their stores are amusing from the

diversity of articles carried and the smallness of the stock. If

you would purchase a hat you do not go to a hat store and
make your selection. Nearly every shop on the beach has three

or four hats for sale, and after visiting six or eight establish-

ments and discovering at last the style you want, it is a trifle

disappointing to find the hat does not fit, and that the search

must be continued. More than likely you will be told that the

hat you have in mind does not exist in Tahiti, but that one of

the native women can make it for you. You hunt up the weaver

of straw to learn that she plaits only in strips which must be

sewed together. The hat you want is all woven and can be se-

cured by sending to the Pomotus. It will be possible to get
one by the next boat which means a delay of two or three

months ;
but why should one be in a hurry about a new hat ?

No one hurries with anything here.

Nor is this the only difficulty encountered by the stranger
who would shop in Papeete. Perchance he speaks a little

French, and thinks that in a colony of the Republic, that will

carry him anywhere. He enters a store and finds the proprietor

can converse only in Tahitian. In the next shop Chinese alone

is spoken, and the merchant proves to be extremely dull about

understanding that his prices are too high. At last j-our pur-

chase is made, and you offer an American gold piece in pay-

ment. It is eagerly accepted, and you receive in exchange sun-

dry pieces of Chile money worth less than half their face value,

and some French coins at a different exchange rate, with the

complications of Chile dollars, francs, centimes, and I know not

what denominations, to fathom. The bewildered purchaser can

only look wise and accept whatever is offered him, trusting that
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On the Lagoon, Tahiti.

it may be right or nearly so. But these are mere details, and

do not serve to disturb the even tenor of our way in this land of

peace and ease.

Of course there are merchants upon Papeete beach who carry
on a large importing and exporting trade. There are French,

German, English, and American houses here which transact a

surprising amount of business—surprising for a South Sea

Island town—but Papeete is the administrative and commercial

center of all the French possessions in these waters, and is in

constant intercourse with the Pomotus, the Marquesas, the Lee-

ward, and the other islands of the Society group of which
Tahiti is the chief. Then there is a goodly commerce with the

outer world in the exportation of the various products of the

islands—pearl shell and pearls from the Pomotus, and vanilla

beans, copra, or dried cocoanut, from Tahiti, as well as some
fresh fruits (such as oranges, bananas and cocoanuts) from the

various islands for New Zealand. The steamers for San Fran-

cisco are now also carrying fresh fruits to the American market.

As yet, however, there has been almost no systematic effort

made to develop the resources of the islands. The most de-

licious cofEee is grown here, as well as cane sugar, cocoa, and

other products of the tropics which have thiis far received but

little attention. Cotton and rice can be cultivated to advantage,
while the possibilities for tropical fruits are almost unlimited.

The most delicious guava jelly is made for home consumption,
and there is an abundance of avocados, or alligator pears, which
are considered a great delicacy at home.

It is surprising that a region so richly endowed by nature

should have remained undeveloped so long. Discovered at the

beginning of the seventeenth century by that redoubtable

Spanish sailor, Fernando de Queros, it was practically unheard

of by the other nations of Europe for nearly two hundred years,
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until the voyages of Wallis, Bougainville and Cook brought it

into prominence. Toward the close of the eighteenth century,

English missionaries, through the information furnished by

Captain Cook, chose Tahiti for their first efforts in converting

the natives. Could that little band of enthusiasts who came

here on the DufT in the year 1797, revisit the scene of their labors

today, they would be sad indeed at the outcome of it all. With

the noblest motives, and undoubted courage, they braved un-

known dangers to spread the gospel among the heathen—with

what result ? Today the natives are all professedly Christian

or Mormon, and in every district of the islands are costly

churches of both Protestant and Catholic denomination. Still,

the strife of sects continues ;
and Mormons and Seventh Day

Adventists are picking up the few crumbs already unconsumed.

The purity of motive which inspired the early missionaries has

been replaced to a large extent by commercialism, and these

splendid children of nature living like the birds in a land of

plenty are being rapidly changed into abject creatures with the

vices of civilization and the superstitions of savagery, beneath

the veneer of calico dresses and painted houses 1 Have they

given up their savage customs, their wars and their sacrifices of

human victims. Aye, but they have taken upon themselves

civilized customs more debasing and more insidiously deadly.

They have abandoned their national drink of kava, because its

use was attended with heathen rites. With rum there are no

rites but only orgies. The example of the sailor and the trader

has sunk deeper into their lives than the teaching of the mis-

sionary. Despite abuse, the natives of Tahiti never lose their

gentleness of disposition, their innate good breeding. It is an

experience worth many miles of voyaging to encounter such a

people, and to learn from them that Utopia may be more than

a dream, and that peace on earth, good will to men, since it has

been reality in one race, may sometime be achieved by others

who admit themselves superior.

^ m̂%%^ ^Ht^ *
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AT LA PAZ.
By ABBY L. WA TERMAN.

HE Ball boys had broken jail at Yuma and taken

to the desert. When their escape was known,
seven hours later, men were sent in every di-

rection seeking- their trail. It was lost at the

foot of the wall over which the boys had

dropped into the sandy road. At daybreak
the deputy sheriff, with three men, rode down
to the squat adobe house on the bank of the

river, and called to the woman frying- bacon

at an old stove set up outside the kitchen door.
"
Halloo, Jess I What do you know about this here ?

"

"About what here ?
" said the woman.

The deputy felt uncomfortable.
"
Don't trifle with the law, Jess. You know what I'm talkin'

about. Tell me where's the boys gone 1
"

/

The woman put her fry-pan on the back of the stove.
"
Oh, it's the boys agfain 1 And they're g-one ? You ought to

know where, better'n I, Sheriff. You've seen more of 'em lately

than I have." There was just a glint of triumph in the brown

eyes that flashed to his. The deputy gfot down from his horse.
"

If you hev helped in this here, Jess, we'll send you up, this

time—mind what I say 1 We'll search the house, boys."
The woman stepped to the screen door and held it open for

the men to pass.
'* You are welcome to look," she said. "Pardon the disorder

;

I was not prepared for such early visitors."

When the men had satisfied themselves that the fugitives

were not in the house, they came out and got on their horses.

The woman was taking cornbread from the oven.
" Have you had breakfast ?

" She was smiling at the deputy.
The manwas about to repeat his threat; but—he had not break-

fasted. The woman poured some coffee, broke off a piece of the

hot bread, and handed them to him before he could answer ;

then did the same for the other men.
' '

If you are after the boys, you'll have little chance to eat.

Better take it while you can."
"
Honest, Jess, don't you know where they are ?

"

Her laugh rang out. "And if I did, would I tell you?
"

Then,
mockingly,

"
Honest, Jack, I don't know where they are."

The deputy struck the spurs into his horse.
" Come on, boys, we must meet Pranks. We'll be down here

again, Jess
; don't think you've seen the last of us."
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I'll put on a kettle of beans," she laughed.
As they rode away the deputy said :

"If we catch them fellows, it'll be because we keep a close

watch on Jess. It'd 'a' ben je8' like her to hide 'em right under

our noses
; though I didn't much look to find 'em in the house

when Pranks sent me down."
" Do you think she knows ?

" asked one of the men.
" Knows ? Knows nothin' ! Couldn't tell what she knows if

you was to talk till sundown 1 That's Jess!"

They found Franks at the calaboose. He sat slouched for-

ward in his saddle while the deputy reported. Then he straight-
ened his heavy frame, pushed his sombrero off his forehead,

wiped the sweat from his face and neck with a red bandana, and

prophesied :

"
If we lose them fellows, it'll be because she helps 'em off.

If we catch 'em, it'll be because we're too smart for 'er. We'll

watch her 1

"

" What did I tell you ?
" said the deputy to his men.

And a watch was put on Jess. And Jess knew.
A year ago she had returned to her girlhood home. She

found her two brothers professional gamblers
—making the

money which had kept her in a safe and happy life. They
were bad men and fit for any crime. But they loved Jess, these

two, though they saw no reason to change their lives for her.

And when, at last, Jess learned this, she set to work to keep
their love at any cost, and to save those two heads from the

gallows. When they were brought up for robbing the Needles

stage and killing one of the posse sent out for them, Jess

worked fiercely to get them cleared. She failed. Twice she

had sent aid to them in prison. There was no proof of this,

but she knew she was suspected. When the deputy told her

that the brothers had escaped, she knew she would be watched
as carefully as they would be trailed. And how, with eyes

everywhere, could she get the money to them, which alone

could get them safely out of the country ? It was days before

hope came to her. Many of the men on the posse she knew.

Some had been schoolmates of hers. She ran them over in her

mind. Then she sent for the deputy. He had just come off

the trail the day before, and was jaded from four days in the

saddle and the fierce desert heat. But when Jess sent for him
he came. She met him on the porch.

"
Sit here. Jack; you look tired out ! Is there any news ?"

** You know the' ain't."

"Have you found nothing^ Jack ?"
"We know they ain't out of the country; we know that

much. They's about corralled, Jess."
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"Franks has so many parties out, they are sure to be taken

sooner or later," she reflected.
"
Don't you think so ?"

"Yes; they'll be took. It's only a matter of time now, for

they ain't got no guns—we know iAal, too, Jess."

"And there is five thousand on them, dead or alive. You've

been on the trail steadily, haven't you. Jack ?
"

The deputy wriggled.
"
Oh, it ain't the money. I hev to go when I'm sent."

"But if they give themselves up, no one will get the money,
will they ?

"

"Nope."
"

If a whole posse took them, five thousand wouldn't be much
among them."

The deputy looked at her.

"With the country guarded this way, they can't get much
food. Do you think—Jack—they'd starve before they'd give
themselves up—starve in some hole ?

"

"No, I guess they'd give up before they'd do that. Never
knew one to starve yet."

"Would you be surprised if they did give themselves up?"
The deputy looked at her again.
"
Oh, I don't know, Jess."

"
Of course, fhen, no one would get the five thousand ?

"

"Nope."
"Well, it will end soon. Either they'll be taken or—they'll

give themselves up—within a week."

"What are you say in', Jess ?
"

" You know what I said !

"

The woman stood up. The man stood up, too.
" Do you want it ?

" she said.

"Jess!"
" Do you want it ?

"

" Do you know where they be ?
"

"Do you want it?"

"Yes!"
"
Swear to me, no soul shall know it 1

"

"I swear!"

"Then take the watch on this house tonight, and have two

horses, good ones, ready for us."
"
For us ? How am I to know this ain't no trick ?

"

"Trick ? What do you mean ? How could I trick you ?
"

"Get me into their power."
She laughed out. "What do they want of you. Jack ? You

are not good to eat. Listen 1 Two men worn by starvation,

without arms—/ know that, too. Did I say week ?— they'll

give themselves up in two days—"
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" How do you know that, Jess ?"

"Ask how I know I I know—that's all ! If they are to be

taken it must be tonight. I can't help them—I may help you—
Jack."

"
I'll do it," said the deputy.

The first light was creeping into the sky when Jess and the

deputy rode into the silent, deserted
"
city of La Paz." Years

before. La Paz had been a thriving mining town of five thousand

people. But, its mines worked out, the place was deserted.

The Indians came down and tore the roofs from the houses to

prevent the white men from returning to occupy them. They
stood now, crumbling ruins—gray and weird in the early light.

"Is it here, Jess ?
"
whispered the deputy.

"
Here 1

" said the woman. "This was the first place
searched 1 It's—further on."

"
Not at the Rancheree ? Jess ! And I told Franks—"

"What good did it do to tell Franks! Him! And you
thought of the Rancheree at first ? If you had been sheriff.

Jack, this would have been over two weeks ago." The deputy
reined his horse in closer to hers. He said again, exulting," The Rancheree 1 And I told Franks !

"

Down the sandy street their horses' feet made little sound.
A jack-rabbit sprang away from a heap of brush and the

deputy's horse shied. He struck it with his spurs and swore
aloud. His voice sounded strangely in the silent place. The
woman gave a quick glance toward a sunken adobe at her right.
A giant cactus loomed up by the gap that had been a door.

They rode on a few paces."
Jack, I'm tired out. Let's rest here just a moment. Let

me get down and sit on this wall. Somewhere back of that

heap there's an old well. Get me some water and I'll be as
fresh as can be in no time. Here, I'll hold your horse."
The deputy climbed the wall and then turned hesitatingly

back to Jess. She drooped there, below him, with her head
bent forward on her arms.

"
She's clean beat out," he said to himself, and went on.

He could find only where the well had been. Its water had
dried in the summer heat. He remembered where there was
another, and searched for it. It was dry, too. He turned back
to Jess.

At the end of the long sandy street the desert stretched away
to the hills. Fleeing along the level plain the deputy could see
two horsemen. They were going away from La Paz. He felt

for his pistol. He had hung it on the saddle. He ran back up
the street. Jess sat where he had left her, idly throwing bits of
dirt at a lizard. The horses were not there."

Did you find the well ?
"

called Jess."
Where's them horses? "

panted the deputy.
"The horses— 'is gone,'" said Jess.
Berkeley, Cal.
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'•EL BOTON."
By CAMILLA LIES KENYON.

fLD Antonio was dying. Father Valdez, has-

tening at sundown to the old man's cabin,

found death staring from the dusky, withered

face, and blessed the saints that he had come

in time.

The air was golden with the soft Santa

Barbara sunshine, but in the dim hut the dy-

ing man lay shivering beneath his ragged blanket. Around his

chest and shoulders was drawn a heavy coat, a world too large,

in which still lingered a faint and faded trace of army blue.

The restless, clutching fingers, ever striving to draw the coat

close, hinted to the priest of nothing more than approaching

death, and set him in all haste about his holy ofl&ce. Anxious

and heedful, Antonio followed the last rites of Mother Church,
his sunken eyes staring wistfully and beseeching from his im-

passive face. No need to threaten or exhort this humble soul, or

picture a crueller world to one who had fared so meagerly in this.

Pain would the priest pardon and console
; yet Antonio eyed

him sadly. All but one little corner of his soul was cleansed,

but on that—how dark the blemish I

Even while he listened to the holy words, there—in his bosom
—his hand closed upon his treasure; the room grew dark with

the shadow of the Angel, yet scarcely could confession escape
his lips.

\\ was the secret of a lifetime—the one boon that had kept
him at peace with fortune through all these ragged, hungry
years. How often had its vainglorious splendors obtruded on
his prayers, how often allured him from righteous toil to seasons

of blissful, guilty contemplation ! It was the one blot unre-

vealed to his ghostly counselor. For how could he have endured

the inevitable mandate, "Destroy the glittering device of

Satan 1

"
Now, in this final hour, he weighed it against salva-

tion—and the tempter lost.

"Alas, Padre !" cried out the old man,
"

I am a great sinner.

I have not yet told you all."
" What is it, then, Antonio ?

" said the priest, gently.
"
Madre de Dios !

" moaned the unhappy penitent. "It is a

great sin—the sin of pride !

"

The Father stared in amazement. Far back as his memory
led him, Antonio, in his crumbling hut, had been poorest of the

poor. Of all the scattered Mission Indians none had dragged
out an existence more forlorn. The priest's eye roved through
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the miserable hut in pitying wonder, as he asked, "My son,

what has tempted you to pride ?
"

With feeble grasp the old man drew aside the folds of

faded blue. To the breast of his old army coat there clung a

single shining button.

*'Ah, Padre," sighed Antonio,
"
el hotdn /"

For a silent moment the glittering fetich swam before the

priest's wet eyes. He cleared his throat, but the healing words

fell upon deaf ears. The dead hand stiffened on the button.

San Francisco.

THE CYCLONE,.
By HENRY WALLACE PHILLIPS.

EVER will the infidel feel himself more the

tool of blind chance
;

the devout more di-

vorced from God ;
nor the pagan more the

victim of malignant devils, than when the

cyclone, fanged with lightning, comes roaring

down upon him. The volcano can equal it in

strength, but not in cunning ;
and the wicked

playfulness of the terror of the air is as

haunting to the spirit as the flames, earth-

shakings and molten rivers of the volcano.

The volcano gives warning, usually, and then charges away,
like an angry bull, or a man

;
while the cyclone comes in a

second, strikes once and is gone—like a snake or a bad woman.
So easy and graceful it is, too, to heighten the simile—wreak-

ing destruction without thought or effort.

Once, on the flat lands of Nebraska I saw one from a car plat-

form. It was a windy, open night where we were, the air full

of a balmy sweetness, the moon brilliant and nearly full
;
but to

the South a cyclone danced lightly over the sand-hills, whirling
all by itself. No man could say how far away it was, in that

land sans perspective ;
still it was evidently not too near to be

enjoyed in comfort, so we watched it. The lightning lit its

spread draperies in filmy glows, shot with white streaks. Later

I came East, and while the many-colored glamour of the city

was still over me, saw a woman dance at a roof-garden show.

By some ingenious arrangement of lights, she whirled for

awhile with her shapely self cut black in silhouette, while her

billowy swathings floated in a luminous cloud around her. In

an instant there came to my mind the memory of my lonely

cyclone out in the sand-hills of Nebraska. The dancer may
have been the estimable mother of a family, for all I know ;

but they certainly looked alike.

One cannot live long in the country of the
"
twister" with-
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out believing' it possessed of an intelligence, as freakish as it

is ready. So many strange and unaccountable things are in the

history of each visitation of the kind that it comes easy to asso-

ciate the phenomenon with a devil of great levity and malice,

blended. For instance, I landed in Sauk Rapids, Minnesota, the

day after their cyclone. A man took me out and showed me the

remains of the railroad bridge. One half lay at the bottom of

the river, a tangled mass of trusses, beams and stays, that re-

sembled the work basket of a giantess after it had encountered a

giant kitten. Now, five feet from where iron girders had been

torn in two, stood a barrel of brine, used to put out chance fires

on the bridge. Not a drop of water was spilled from the barrel.

It is possible that a man could have stood where that water barrel

was, and watched the bridge being tied in hard knots, himself

suffering nothing further than the loss of his hat and pride in

himself as the Lord of Creation. Although only a boy at the time,

I found it easy to rock the barrel with force enough to make
the water splash. That it had not so been rocked before was

proved by the fact that the water was within a fraction of an

inch of the top. It gives me a curious feeling to think of that

small, definite margin between annihilation and safety.

The survivors told stories without number of the peculiarities

of their aerial avalanche. Perhaps what I repeat are stock-

yarns, but I hope and believe that the good folk were still too

subdued of mind to deliberately "stuff" an innocent.

One was a bitter tragedy. A man, flying through the air,

caught the stub of a telegraph pole and held on. He saw a

figure bearing toward him, and, stout heart that he was, in

spite of the numbing roar of the world gone mad around him,
he clutched for it and grasped it, drawing it to the comparative

safety of the pole. It was a girl child. He had no more than

pulled her to him when a great splinter of wood, speeding like

a missile from a catapult, cruelly transfixed the baby, loosing its

little soul on the instant.

An old farmer, living at a distance from the town, did not dis-

cover the cyclone until it was nearly on top of him. In an

ecstacy of terror he grabbed the kitchen broom, ran to the door,

waved his weapon and shouted "Shoo!" at the top of his

lungs. As if it appreciated the joke of this simple incantation,

the cyclone veered and left the old man unharmed.

On the railroad tracks in town stood a number of loaded

freight cars. These, a locomotive, and a large section of the

track were yanked up by the roots and scattered in all direc-

tions. Some four or five miles off a party of gentlemen of the

strenuless life, commonly known as tramps, were encamped. I

do not know that times were unusually hard with them but
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shall say so for the sake of morals and the story. Suddenly it

beg^an to rain hams, bacon and canned gfoods upon the astonished

tramps
—the contents of the freig^ht cars. So rude was the dis-

tribution of this manna, that the hoboes took to shelter. A ham,
hurtling down througfh a mile of air, will make just as effectual

an end of a tramp as a thirteen-inch shell, or a fellow officer and

gentleman, will of a naval hero, besides being unpoetic. For

some time smoked meats and groceries swatted the fair face of

nature
; then, the bombardment over, Weary Willie sallied forth

to gather the plunder, rejoicing in the corroboration of the old

adage that it's an ill-wind that blows nobody good.
Another man appeared on the highway when the trouble was

past, attired in a hen-coop which had been jammed over his

head, and from which he could by no means extricate himself

unaided, as his arms were pinned to his sides by his wooden over-

coat.

A grim commentary on this sportive work was the line of

figures stretched out on the depot platform
—over seventy of them,

if I remember right. The strange, dirty, dark complexion of

the survivors would strike you oddly too, until you found out

that it was caused by their faces being blown full of sand—
literally driven into their skins, I mean. Then you began to

understand what a cyclone was.

All this done by mere air in motion 1 There are many
things we know, but do not believe, paradoxical as that state-

ment seems. We know the earth is round, for example ; but

most of us do not in the least believe it. The earth in the

geography is round, not this flat or mountainous earth on which

we live. So with the cyclone ;
if you look around your room

y»u see nothing ;
if you wave your hand you feel nothing, except

a sensation of cold. That it is the same stuff with which your
room is filled that tears up the ground, I doubt any one believes.

Would a man believe you could fire a charge of air through an

armor plate ? Emphatically not
; yet if the energy were at

our disposal, the thing could be demonstrated as readily as the

old experiment of firing a candle through a board.

Hardness and softness are only terms of convenience. In a

fluid the particles are more mobile, and offer small resistance to

a slowly moving body. But water will flatten a bullet as does

solid rock. In hydraulic placer camps, a workman bends a bar

of iron over the stream of water as it issues from the nozzle of

the monitor, to astonish a visitor. As for air we have a still

more striking illustration of its rigidity toward a rapid blow.

If you place a plant leaf on a plate of steel, a stick of dynamite
on top of that, and fire the dynamite, an impression of the leaf

will be driven into the steel. That the soft material of the leaf
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should have the power to dent steel is remarkable, and the fact

that it is the cushion of fluent, elastic air above which gives

resistance to the generated gases of the explosion, enabling-

them to drive the leaf into the steel is more remarkable yet.

Dynamite gives a very quick explosion. To so sudden a blow

air is more unyielding than steel.

Now it is much the same thing whether the air is struck

rapidly or strikes with rapidity. As proof of this, take the

blast from big guns. On board the "Brooklyn," U. S. N., an

officer showed me a heavy bronze plate that had been torn from

the place to which it was rivetted by the escaping gases from

the muzzles of the turret guns fired over it. The steel deck

beams of war-ships are often bent by the down-blow of the gun
blasts. Without pretense to accuracy of figures, it may be

taken that the gases from a big gun leave the muzzle with the

speed of the projectile
—

2,000 feet a second, in round numbers,
which is about 24 miles a minute.

The estimates for velocity of the whirling current of the

cyclone vary from as high as 2,000 miles an hour to 800 miles

an hour, for the extremely violent storms. The maximum
figure gives 36 miles per minute

;
the minimum 13 plus. You

see, the air of the cyclone has a striking force comparable to

the blast of a cannon. As a shot-gun will drive powder grains
into your skin, so a cyclone will drive dust grains into your
skin. The real speed of the issuing gases of a gun is, of course,

greater than the projectile, but the illustration holds for all

that.

Then, too, striking force is not the cyclone's only weapon of

offense. That a vacuous state is approached within the funnel

is shown by strong evidence—mainly that of houses found with

their walls blown out in every direction, as though from an ex-

plosion within. That is what would happen if the pressure
were suddenly greatly diminished on the outside of a house by
the passage of the cyclone vacuum over it. The contained air,

instantly expanding, would cause just such a result. If the

pressure outside were reduced from the normal fifteen pounds to

the square inch to zero, the pressure inside would be a ton to

the square foot. It is unnecessary to say the house couldn't

stand the pressure ; nor is it subjected to as much in reality. A
lessening of a little over two pounds, however, would cause an
out-thrust on, say, a roof twenty feet by thirty, of ninety tons,

and that in a clap. Under the conditions, I am willing to bet

that roof lands in the next county.

So, if the cyclone fails in the attempt to knock your house

down, it is pretty sure to blow it up.

The lifting and carrying power of violent cyclones is almost
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beyond belief. Large buildings have been picked up whole, and

carried for miles. In the Mount Carmel cyclone, Jume 4th, '77,

the steeple of a church was dropped fifteen miles from where it

had been wrenched loose 1 It is said that people who have been

through an earthquake never have confidence in anything again.
To see Mother Earth, on whom they have depended all their

lives for a symbol of stability, get up and stagger like the dis-

sipated ocean is fatal to the quality.

It would seem that the statement could be made with equal
truth of those who have survived a cyclone. There is small

choice between having a fluidized earth rolling beneath you, and

having a solidified sky falling upon you.

All this is so beyond the power of ordinary winds that it

naturally creates wonder at the cause of this enormous strength.
Before going into the genesis of the storm, I want to make a

plea for the word "cyclone," hitherto used to symbolize it. It

is not the proper word, as the reader knows. The technical

"cyclone," that of the weather-man, is a circular storm, but of

dimensions never approached by the other. "Tornado" is the

pedantic title of the smaller, infinitely more destructive storm.

Yet the fact that the word "cyclone" has been established in the

popular mind, proves what I have always felt concerning it,

that it has a look and sound of compact wickedness, altogether

lacking in the musical Spanish "tornado." "Cyclone" is a fine

word. The mere sound of it gives you a chilliness. A similar

fact in the employment of words is exhibited in the familar

sign
"
Danger 1

" which will stop you anywhere
—
perhaps right

here on the page. Now substitute
"
Peril !

" and who would
falter ? Yet peril is the exact word to express an immineat risk

of harm—danger may be remote. i Words are like men: they

gradually fall into the signification they are really meant for,

no matter what their start in life has been.

But to avoid confusion, it is necessary to change from

"cyclone" to "tornado," in getting at the history of it. The
tornado usually forms on the southeastern border of a cyclone,

which shows they have something in common
;
and both storms

are revolving wind currents, spirally ascending, with a decreased

atmospheric pressure in the interior. All the extensive storms

in the United States that move from West to East are cyclones.

The shifting of the winds during a storm means that another

part of the storm is then over the place of observation. In

general structure and behavior, the tornado may be said to be

a very small cyclone of great violence ; there the resemblance

ceases.

The tornado is allied more closely, if not identical with other

disturbances, ranging from the little dust eddy, familiar on the
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streets on gusty days, to the White Squall of the Eastern ocean,

and the sand-storm of the desert. It is likely that hail-storms

are species of tornadoes. To come at once to the tornado that

makes history, in appearance it is a jetty black cloud, from

which hangs a tail of vapor reaching to the ground, variously

appearing as a funnel, an hour-glass, or an inverted funnel in

shape, and widely differing in diameter, in different storms,

this tail of cloud being known to revolve with extraordinary

velocity.

The most credible theory of the tornado, refers its origin to

the meeting of two opposing winds, the physicial condition pre-

ceding the outbreak being a widely marked variation of tem-

perature between two places comparatively near together. The
immediate cause is that this variation sets up winds

;
a warm

wind underneath, usually saturated with moisture, and a cold,

dryer wind above it. The cold wind has a tendency to sink, the

warm one to rise
;
in following these tendencies they meet, and

the meeting gives birth to the prodigy.
Terrible is the conflict of the winds, which results in the tor-

nado as a compromise. The vanguard clouds of each are scat-

tered, torn, hurled hither and yon ;
shot up, down, and around

;

then a dark mass of brooding cloud settles toward the ground,
which can be seen to whirl violently ; finally the complete tor-

nado, with its dark smooth funnel, speeding on its way—and

woe, woe 1 to them in the way !

A rough illustration of the gyratory motion caused by the

winds in passing may be made by rolling a pencil between the

hands—the pencil standing for the tornado, and the hands for

the opposing winds.

The illustration has the weakness that the pencil revolves at

only the combined speed of the hands, while the tornado much
exceeds the combined speed of its causing winds, as far as is

known. Perhaps some other element enters into its being
—

electricity, for instance. Electricity is to guessing at primal
causes what a Mahatma is to theosophy : if you do not get any
other satisfactory solution, charge the matter to or with elec-

tricity. Still, if the announced results of recent experiments be

facts, electricity plays a more important part in meteorological

phenomena than has previously been accorded it.

The rapid rotation of the tornado hurls its component air par-
ticles away from the center, leaving a more or less partial vacuum
in the interior. The rarefaction of the air also causes precipi-

tation of water vapor, thus accounting for the blackness of the

cloud, and the excessive fall of water and hail that sometimes

accompanies these storms. At times the word cataract is the

only thing to define the rainfall—it would have to be seen to be
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appreciated. Nothing in the air-world, not even the tremendous
rain of the tropics, approaches it at its worst.

Now, although the lower wind is usually moisture-laden, it

need not necessarily be so, and then, unless there is dust and

sand, or other easily transported matter, the cone of the tornado

is not marked. This happens in the dreaded white squall,

which is a fair weather storm, occurring when the air is bril-

liantly clear, and heralded only by white clouds at a great

height. Nevertheless, those white clouds whirl, and the sea

beneath is heaped up, where the vacuum is, proving the

nature of the storm. Many other storms escape their true

classification as tornadoes, because the cone is not observed. It

has been suggested that the vicious squalls of mountain lakes,

and many other sudden, hard blows are tornadoes on a small

scale, the funnels of which are very much inclined from the

perpendicular, or entirely horizontal, looking like a roll of

black cloud, or perhaps unmarked. The opposing-wind theory

of the tornado makes it strictly analagous to the whirlpools

formed in running water. The whirlpool at Niagara is then a

huge water tornado. When one remembers how full of small

whirls any moving stream of water is, and that the air is in con-

stant motion, it is seen how reasonable it is to believe that the

tornado is of frequent occurrence, even in localities supposed

exempt, and that it only escapes recognition either by its in-

ferior force, or by its well-known characteristic, the funnel, being
absent.

One feature of the tornadoes, and of bad hail-storms that I

have seen, is a curious cloud formation in advance of the storm,

which, for lack of better phrase, I call a cobble-stone front.

The sky appears to be paved with huge black cloud boulders,

each one sharply defined, set closely together in a mortar of

lighter cloud. That this is universal, I do not know. I have

never heard reference to it
; 3'et I have seen it a number of

times, and by means of this knowledge was able to predict that

a storm would be a hail-storm at the place I lived in, although
hail in any amount was practically unknown there. I was

laughed at, but sure enough we had a smart little shower of ice,

proving that a prophet is not without honor, save in his own

country. If you see such a storm front approaching you, pro-

tect your window glass at least.

One reason for believing that the hail-storm and tornado are

the same thing, is that hail can be explained by no other tenable

hypothesis. The accepted theory of hail is that it is formed of

water, caught in an up-current from the lower cloud, and carried

to a great altitude, where it freezes ;
it then returns, gathers
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more water, is carried up again, and so on, and so on, the num-

ber of coats on tlie hail-stone indicating how many journeys it

has made, and the hardness and quality of the ice indicating

how high it went each time. Now, none other than a gyrating

body of air could thus perform with the hail-stone, and all

small, wildly gyrating bodies of air, no matter in what plane

they revolve, are in the larger sense, tornadoes. When the tornado

funnel leaves the ground, little damage is done beneath it, al-

though there will be a severe blow. Perhaps the hail storm is

a tornado with its maximum force in the higher air
;
the tor-

nado of destruction is always formed aloft.

Taking it for granted that the hail-storm is a tornado, it is

interesting to note that efforts to fight these storms have been

made in the grape-growing region of the continent of Europe,

and out of these efforts comes a curious fact.

The grape-growers' weapon is a cannon, which shoots, not a

solid projectile, but a vortex-ring at the threatening storm. The

vortex-ring of the cannon is precisely the same phenomenon as

the ring which a smoker blows from his mouth or the locomotive

from its stack. It must be remembered that a smoke-ring is

really an air-ring, and that the smoke particles have nothing to

do with it more than to show its shape, being carried

along in the whirl, just as the sand or water vapor is in the

funnel of a tornado
;

for the vortex-ring is a species of tornado.

Cut it in some place and straighten it out, and there's your tor-

nado. It is formed under similar conditions ; in blowing a

smoke ring, the smoker ejects a jet of air from his mouth ;
this is

retarded at its outer edge by the friction of the surrounding air,

while the interior of the jet progresses at its original speed ;

the result is the revolving upon itself of the ring. If you will

slip a small, round, tight-fitting rubber band over a lead pencil,

you will see that in moving forward and back it turns upon
itself as does the smoke-ring and for the same reason, although

in this case the retardation is from within, instead of without.

It is a long distance from the pretty little smoke-ring to the

city-destroying twister, but it is a straight road, nevertheless.

Well, the ring of the vortex cannon, being generated with great

force, acts as a solid body. Fired along the ground it will cut

its way through shrubbery or grass ;
fired through a light screen

it bores a round hole in it
; fired into the air it soars aloft, sing-

ing a shrill metallic note.

We have mentioned the effect of air currents of high velocity,

and the velocity of the revolving currents of these powder-gen-
erated rings is very great. They are, in fact, man-made tor-

nadoes of power. As to their efficiency in attacking the hail-
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storm, opinions differ, but the preponderating testimony seems
to be that they are in a measure successful. So, the way to

fight tornadoes is with tornadoes.

And for a truly astonishing corollary to the proposition that

the tornado and vortex-ring are identical, physically, the vortex-

atom theory of matter claims attention. This hypothesis, for-

mulated by Sir William Thomson, now Lord Kelvin, and based
on the work done by Helmholtz, showing the remarkable prop-
erties possessed by a vortex in a fluid which is infinitely every-

thing
—the ether—puts forth the idea that the whole of ma-

terial creation is nothing more than an agglomeration of tiny
whirls in said ether. That is to say, that you, and I, and the

world around us, are simply a gathering of myriads of little

tornadoes ! Small wonder that we get into trouble.

One part of this theory which is odd to the unpractised eye, is

the statement, mathematically demonstrated, that a vortex

could not be started in such a fluid as the ether is supposed to

be—homogeneous, incompressible, devoid of viscosity— by any
mechanical means known to man. That looks like a personal
creative force. And once started, it could not by any means
be stopped. That looks as if the end were not yet.

Now let us glide up the scale from these, the vortex-atom tor-

nadoes, the very least in nature, to the tornadoes that are known
to take place on the sun. Where, oh, where are the glories of our

most magnificent twister gone ? Fancy a storm of incandescent

gases and metal vapors, rainbow-hued ; glowing with a heat

unknown on earth, except in the electric arc
;
with a funnel

large enough, perhaps, to engulf our sphere of hopes, aspira-

tions, bitternesses and vanities
; and whirling at a speed abso-

lutely impossible to appreciate 1 What a numbing awfulness of

splendor ! Let us get back to earth again, and not feel quite so

insignificant.

Our tornadoes occur most frequently in the months of May,
April, June and July, in the order given. The daily maximum
period is in the afternoon, a little later than the maximum for

thunder-storms. Yet they occur all through the year. The
banner day for tornadoes was February 19th, '84, when over

sixty were formed in the tornado district of the Mississippi, and
the greatest destruction was wrought at midnight. It was an

energetic exception
—

3,300 people were killed and wounded, and

10,000 houses destroyed. Those are the figures, yet it is difl&cult

to see how 10,000 houses could be wrecked without hurting more
than 3,300 people. If the houses simply fell down, they ought to

get more than that, and a house does not simply fall down in a

tornado. It sails into the air and jumps down. The cellar

walls and the chimney top mingle their earth. Floor boards
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and shingles shake hands, and of the fragments that remain it

would be difi&cult to gather seven bushels. You would think

that such an upheaval would score ten out of a possible ten of

all within reach—but there are the figures. It is incompre-
hensible. Still, most of the tornado's feats are.

The United States is the land of the tornado, and the Mis-

sissippi valley is the especially favored district within the

United States. They are preceded by warm, vapor-laden winds,

and followed by cold, dry ones, instead of occurring in a calm at-

mosphere, as is so frequently stated. Their paths vary from a

few rods to two miles in width
; they progress along their paths at

a rate of speed varying from an almost stationary condition to

150 miles per hour ; their duration varies from a few seconds to

half an hour, the great majority being in the seconds column.

Seventy-five per cent, move from southwest to northeast, and al-

most all move in some easterly direction. The whirling movement
of the funnel is from left to right, the reverse of the way most

folks wind up their watches. Perhaps the reverse is necessarily

true, when you wind up a community. However, in the south-

ern hemisphere they turn the other way, so that doesn't seem to

hold good.
Thousands of people have been killed by them in the United

States, and the financial loss will approach a hundred million

dollars, if not exceed it. One factor that makes the charges
lower is that the region of greatest occurrence is also a thinly

settled region. People that thickly, and the figures will be ap-

palling. All too often does the traveler see the unmistakable

passage shorn through the tree-growth of a western river bank.

Is it possible for man to tame this monster ? One cannot be

optimistic just at present. The experiments I mentioned before

on atmospheric electricity may show a way, and the hail-storm

fighters of Europe suggest another. Many years ago a Mr.

Blunt patented a tornado protector for towns. It consisted of

four cannon, mounted at the cardinal points outside the limits,

arranged to veer through a small arc, and to discharge them-

selves automatically when the wind reached a certain pressure.

He founded his hopes on the reports of sea-captains, that they
had broken water-spouts by cannon discharge. This was before

the days of the vortex cannon. Perhaps a combination of the

new with the old can effect a certain insurance. For the present,

however, the resident of the "twister" district will rely on the

speed of his legs to get him into his cyclone pit, where, crouched

against its windward wall, he can wait for his house to be re-

solved into something less than its elements, and be thankful to

God if no worse harm befall him.
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died 1842) f was the only Indian that ever in-
vented a written language. The League takes its

title from this great Cherokee, for whom, also, science
has named {**Sefuoias") the hugest trees in the world,
the giant Redwoods of California,
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#HARTER to establish Ponus Council of the Sequoya
League, with headquarters at Stamford, Conn., has been

granted to :

Ernest Thompson Seton,

Grace Gallatin Seton,

Jeannie P. Piatt,

Prances H. Merritt,

Schuyler Merritt,

Elizabeth L. Smith,
Walter M. Smith,
Maria L. Smith,

Francisca P. King,
H. N. King,
S. M. Ferguson,
E. D. Ferguson,
Charles E. Barnes,
Kate C. Barnes,

Mary D. Smith,
Annie Baecher Scoville,

Harriet Beecher Scoville DeVan.
Interest in the League's work is steadily extending, and the

formation of a strong local Council in Connecticut, under the

leadership of people of the character of the above-named

founders, will undoubtedly be the beginning and nucleus of

important work there toward the Making of Better Indians.

THE MOQUI INVESTIGATION.

^rtHE inquiry asked by the Sequoya League touching the

J^ administration of Charles E. Burton, Superintendent
and Special Disbursing Agent of the Navajo and Moqui

Indians, has been concluded. It was absolutely established by
this investigation that the rules of the Service have been re-

peatedly and flagrantly violated in the matter of physical
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punishment. The rules absolutely forbid flogging in any case.

It was proved that under the Burton regime it has been applied

whenever someone felt like it. The rawhide was introduced in

evidence.

It was absolutely proved that Mr. Burton had Moqui men
held, and cut their hair under duress

;
that he overstepped and

violated even the most liberal interpretation of the notorious

Hair Cut Order
;
that he did not confine it to "employes'' nor

apply it with "tact and patience;" that he compelled it by
what he calls "Constructive Force"—which common people
would call intimidation by six-shooters, handling and threats.

It was absolutely established that his administration has been

marked by illegal violence and actual brutality. Three of his

principal subordinates were proved to have been brutes—Kamp-
meyer, Vorhies and Ballinger. Vorhies was dismissed the ser-

vice, not by Mr. Burton
;
Mr. Burton maintained the unspeak-

able Kampmeyer nearly four years, and has since steadily

maintained Kampmeyer's worthy successor—Ballinger
—and de-

fended and stood by him in the invtstigation.

It 'was proved that Mr. Burton occasionally, and some of his

subordinates more than occasionally, carry six-shooters among
these Quaker Indians—which none of them have any legal or

departmental right to do, and which only cowards would think

of doing.

It was proved that to fill one of his schools Mr. Burton raided

a Moqui town with armed men, dragged children out of their

homes and down the cliff, and had his armed posse pull "guns "

on the protesting parents; and that some of the latter were

cracked over the head with six-shooters.

It was absolutely proved that threats were made which any-

one, even remotely familiar with these people, knows to be as

terrible to them as any threat could be.

The League is perfectly content to submit that these things
sustain all its vital contentions

;
and if that is the sort of ad-

ministration to be used by the government toward the people it

is in honor and in promise bound to protect, to educate, to up-

lift, and to "fit for the duties and responsibilities of American

citizenship," let us have the exact definition and admission.

But now comes an unexpected humor in the case. And it

shows one of the serious difficulties in bringing about reason-

able methods in our treatment of our wards. The investigation

was conducted fairly, squarely and thoroughly by one of the

best men in the Indian Service
;
one of the most upright, expe-

rienced and shrewd. He was assisted, on behalf of the League,

by my own trusted assistant, a man of spotless integrity and
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extraordinary acumen—handicapped only by the fact that he

had never before seen an Indian community, nor ever before

come in contact with the labyrinth of the Service. The well

known tendency of Indian witnesses to Fall Down in the face

of a Power they fear and cannot understand, that strange ob-

session which has made children even of the warlike Indians of

this country, and has deepened the helplessness of these Hopi
*'

People of Peace "—an obsession which none of the investi-

gating party seem to apprehend at all, but one so real and so

generic that no scholar in the field looks on it as less than vital ;

the reverence for authority and the unwillingness to bear wit-

ness against it
—brought about a procession of lapses which

would be ludicrous were it not sad. And there was so long a

sequence of failures to establish non-essential details in the evi-

dence gathered by the League, that both Mr. Moody and In-

spector Jenkins seem to have become seasick with the motion.

Or, to put the figure otherwise, they could not find the forest,

there were so many trees.

The League, which was founded to get justice, is not here to

deny it. A white man is as good as an Indian to it, so long as

he behaves as well. In the thickest of the fray it stated its

belief that Mr. Burton is an honorable and nice man who would
adorn some other sphere of activity. This belief is fully con-

firmed by the investigation. It never accused him of being a

personal bully and brute ;
it did charge him with being a Pin-

head—and it believes that, under oath, Inspector Jenkins will

not declare that he believes this accusation unjust. It accused

him of maintaining an administration marked by brutality. If

tying a man's hands behind him with baling wire and chopping
off his hair

;
if kicking children, smashing furniture, bullying

women, and the like, be brutal, the charge sticks. The League
has nowhere accused Mr. Burton of individual use of brutal

violence
;

it has proved beyond peradventure that for years on

end he has upheld brutal subordinates, and made his record of

"efficiency in filling the schools," by brutal violence—applied

by subordinates.

Inspector Jenkins' report has gone forward to the Secretary
of the Interior. Whether, like the League's representative, he

was able to revise himself upon digestion of his own evidence,

I do not know. At the outset he was as much carried away by
the non-essentials as was Mr. Moody, and deemed the attack on

Mr. Burton's administration "outrageous." Maybe it was.

It failed to be proved that Hopi children now flee when Mr.

Burton approaches. It was charged that they fled when he or

his subordinates approached. The League believes that it has
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unimpeachable evidence that they did so for both ;
but it is

several months since the accusation was made
;
and a few

pounds of ten-cent candy are quite competent to have changed
the situation in that time. I think it is not of evidence that

the children did not flee in terror from some of the subordinates ;

or that they never fled from Mr. Burton.

That the time since it was first known to Mr. Burton that his

administration was under scrutiny by the League has not been

wasted without preparing- a defence—whether the candy theory
is a shrewd guess or not—I have in my hands enough letters,

signed by Mr. Burton, to prove. I have also copies of letters

sent him by those to whom he appealed
—in each case favorable

to him personally, and in each case severely criticising his treat-

ment of the Indians.

That the League was not mistaken in any vital charge of

brutal administration, the best witness is Supervisor Jenkins

himself. He recommends the summary dismissal of Kamp-
meyer from the Service. Burton, after sustaining him at

Oraibi for more than three years, asked his transfer (and I be-

lieve not on charges), to bully Indians somewhere else. In-

spector Jenkins similarly recommends that Ballinger be "de-

moted" in the Service, and put down in salary and position

to some place where he will be under the constant eye of an

inspector. Vorhies is already dismissed. Common sense, as

well as the rules of the Service, make Mr. Burton specifically

responsible for the acts of his subordinates. Neither would hang
him for a murder by his assistant

;
but when for years he

maintains, upholds and defends brutal subordinates, his re-

sponsibility exceeds theirs.

The League is never afraid of the truth
;
that is the thing it

aims at. It has never attacked Mr. Burton's private character.

It has charged that he was an unfit person to hold his present

position ;
it believes that charge absolutely established by the

present investigation. It said frankly that it would be easier

and pleasanter to attack a palpably bad man than a Good Person

whose mental and ethical limitations make him Impossible.

It is true that the best known and in many ways the most

vital witnesses named by the League, and by it requested to be

summoned, were not present
—

nor, so far as known, notified of

the investigation. They are scattered and remote. It would

have been costly to bring them to the spot. Thomas V. Keam,
the widely known and unimpeachable veteran who for a quarter

of a century has known the Moqui better, and has done them
more good, than any other white man

;
Dr. J. A. Munk, of Los

Angeles, a scholar of special research in the Southwestern field
;
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Dr. Georg^e A. Dorsey, curator of the Field Columbian Museum ;

Mr. H. R. Voth, for years a missionary among the Hopi and an

ethnological student of serious standing- ;
Mr. A. C. Vroman,

of Pasadena, a man who needs no voucher
;
Mr. E. R. Hoopes,

of Media, Pa.; the artists Sauerwen and Monsen ;
Dr. Frank

Russell, of the Peabody Museum
;

Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, the

most intimate student of the Hopi—none of these were sum-

moned, and, so far as is known, none of them were advised of

the investigation, though all of them were specifically asked by
the League to be summoned. All of them are prominent.
But it did not need them. Mr. Burton's own testimony and

that of his most friendly subordinates clinches every serious

charge the League has made against him.

Perhaps it ought not to be necessary to translate reasonably

plain English, but the fact that two so good men were misled

certainly indicates the propriety of spelling it out. Inspector

Jenkins
"
could not find any evidence "of "a reign of terror "

nor of
"

filling the schools at the point of the pistol." The
League did not charge that this six-shooter summons took the

place of the school bell every morning, nor that the Hopi were

reduced by fright to a state of coma. It might be necessary in

an insane asylum to repeat, day after day, the program of
*'
the

Raid," as described by Burton himself in his official report

(printed beyond) ;
but it was not necessary with the Hopis. It

would not be with any sane person. The individual pistols of

Kampmeyer and Vorhies, and the six-shooter round-up con-

ducted by Mr. Burton on this occasion, were
"

to fill the

schools," and were "at the point of the six-shooter." An Indian

certainly does not need an interpreter to tell him that the man
who did these things once will do them again if need be.

Doubtless no one concerned will pretend that in case the tactful

Raid of February 2nd, last past, had failed to scare the Moquis
into submission, equally gentle and enlightened methods would

not have been repeated. Whatever decent measures Mr. Burton

may have employed to fill his schools, he did employ this out-

rageous one
;
and the Indians know, and every one knows, that

he would have employed it again had not the Indians been suf-

ficiently terrorized.

When the League charged that Mr. Burton had caused a

reign of terror on the reservation, it knew whereof it affirmed.

One need not expect, indeed, on going to Moqui, to find every
Indian with "a set, white face" and his knees knocking to-

gether. It may be, of course, that using a rawhide on children

whom any gentle woman can manage without a switch, and

who were never in their lives whipped by their parents, nor
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ever -disobeyed them, fills these pupils with trust and love. It

may be that the invasion of the homes of Oraibi, the dragging
of their children down the precipice, the thumping of parents
on the head with six-shooters when they objected

—not struck,

not fought, not drew weapons, but protested in the Quakerish
fashion of these people, which is very well brought out in Mr.

Moody's report
— it may be that instead of inspiring a "reign

of terror," these things, taken on top of Mr. Kampmeyer's years
of rifle and revolver pedagogics, and fisticuff suasion, Vorhies's

refinements and Ballinger's educative boot applied where it

would do the most good to trembling children, and the long

years of threats by a succession of Misfits to cannonade their

towns, and deprive them of their children, acted only as a

Mother Winslow's Syrup on the people of Moqui. It may be

that all these gentle and soothing influences induced a feel-

ing of holy, settled calm and security ;
and that, if the truth

were known, we should find the Hopi apply their evening devo-

tions to praying for more Kampmeyer, Vorhies, Ballinger and
Burton. All this may be. Almost anything may be—if you
think so.

The Hopi are ethnically in about the development of a ten-

year-old child—except that they are much more gentle and much
more tractable than most American ten-year-olds. I do not

wish to be j.drcastic, but it is difl&cult for me to conceive of any-

thing funnier than the conviction of two admirable men that

the Hopi were not scared, simply because they could not find a

Hopi going about with his teeth chattering. American women
and children, and men too, for that matter—are often deadly
afraid of certain things. They may not have Spasms, but they
are Afraid. May be they ought not to be, but they are. It may be

that if Mr. Burton and his posse were forcibly to enter a hun-

dred homes in Los Angeles, or in Washington, drag out the

children, stick six-shooters in the faces of the parents, belay a

few of them across the skull with the aforesaid six-shooters,

march seventeen of them to prison forty miles away, and

ofl&cially recommend (and maybe personally threaten) that

some of them be sent to States Prison for the capital offense

of protecting their children— it may be none of the parties con-

cerned would be Scared, and possibly all of them would agree
that this was an educational measure marked by

"
tact and

patience," and eminently designed to fit the children and the

parents thus approached for the "higher responsibilities of

American citizenship."

It is absolutely impossible to argue with one who believes as

Inspector Jenkins did, that after all the threats, violence and
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assaults with deadly weapons which are absolutely proved, the

Indians were not intimidated. It is a matter notorious to all

that are entitled to speak on the subject at all, that even among:
the Apaches and Sioux, and other most war-like Indians this

continent has ever known, the government system has cowed
them

;
and the Hopi who are so different in their history and in

their character from any other Indian tribe have felt the pres-

sure at least no less. It ought to need no commentary. It does

not, to anyone who knows Indians—or children. These do not

wear their hearts on their sleeve. Are there some things it is

hard for you to find out from your own child ? Do you think that

by being Mayor or Senator or other Dignity, you can go through

your own ward and ask the voters to tell you each the ther-

mometer of his domestic relations ? Doubtless every man in the

service is familiar with the readiness of certain classes of In-

dians to "complain;" but certainly every field scholar knows
the infinite reserve of all Indians under certain circumstances.

Go to any pueblo in New Mexico or Arizona with all Washing-
ton at your back, and the best interpreter, and you will meet

more politeness but as much reticence as we ourselves employ
toward strangers. But let some one come in whom these people

know and trust, or who can talk to them, and you will be as-

tounded at the change of countenance and of confidence.

But if the Hopi are repressed, they were not needed. The
League's contention is established by Mr. Burton's own testi-

mony and that of his own witnesses. For that matter I do not

think it would be necessary to bring any other evidence than

Mr. Burton's own report of "the Raid" before the bar of public

opinion in the United States, to prove the League's contention

that Mr. Burton would much better become some other sphere
in life than the direction of the destinies of the Hopi.
The one thing that the League is after is better conditions

among the Indians. That this investigation will relieve the

Hopi, there is no reasonable doubt. Whether Mr. Burton shall

be transferred, as he should be, to some place where his "dis-

cretion
" will be exercised as toward people something like his

own Navajos, with whom he has been sufficiently discreet, it is

too early to prophesy ; but in the meantime, it is probably quite

safe to say that the old regime in Moqui is at an end.

Mr. Moody's very conservative and fair-minded report follows ;

and includes Mr. Burton's official account of How he Got Scholars

with Six-Shooters.
Chas. F. Lummis.
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MR. MOODY'S REPORT.
To the Executive Committee of the Sequoya League:
As duly commissioned special representative of the Sequoya League, in-

vited by the Department to attend the investigation of Chas. E. Burton,

Superintendent and Special Disbursing Agent for the Moquis and Navajos,
I have to report that Indian Inspector Jas. EJ. Jenkins and myself reached

Keam's Canon, Arizona, on Monday, July 27th, leaving there finally on

Friday, August 7th. Seven of the eight Moqui villages were personally
visited

; full opportunity was given to any Indian to make any desired

complaint ; those Indians whom the League had named as witnesses were

specially summoned
;
and all white employes were carefully examined

under oath. Inspector Jenkins conducted the investigation with the great-
est fairness, and without the slightest evidence of desire to "whitewash "

any person. He impressed me as a man of mature and well-balanced

judgment, as nearly impartial as possible, not easy to blind or deceive,

quiet but with convincing force of character, absolutely fearless and con-

scientious. He gave repeated and full assurance, both public and private,
that witnesses would be fully protected by the Department ; and I did not

see the slightest evidence that any testimony was withheld on account of

fear or intimidation. Mr. Burton stated at the beginning of the investiga-
tion that he wanted the whole truth to appear, and his conduct throughout
verified this. No objection was made to some testimony offered by wit-

nesses called by the League which any trial court would have excluded

as "
irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial." I was treated with entire

courtesy, and was given every opportunity to make whatever enquiry I

might desire, apart from either the Inspector or any of the employes. In

fact I visited each of the seven villages, either wholly alone or with no

companion but an interpreter chosen by myself, and conversed with men,
women and children in each.

MINOR ALLEGATIONS DISPROVED.
As the investigation proceeded, it became clear that the preliminary en-

quiry of the League, though sincere, earnest and searching, could by no

means be called impartial. All the affidavits offered came from persons
who had temptation to personal prejudice against Mr. Burton

;
and most

of them were challenged on other grounds. Some of the witnesses named

by the League failed to testify as was expected ; and others were among
Mr. Burton's strongest witnesses. Before passing to those vital charges
which were fully established during the investigation, common justice re-

quires that other allegations unproved or clearly disproved, be dealt with.

There was no competent evidence that intimidation or threat had been

used to prevent employes from discussing the policies of the Burton ad-

ministration, among themselves or with outsiders. £iach employe and two
of the three missionaries swore that they neither feared, nor had been

given any reason to fear, that their positions would be imperiled for any
such cause. The third missionary testified that there had been passionate
remonstrance against his discussing the policies of the agent with the

Indians and telling them that he did not believe those policies were in ac.

cordance with the orders from Washington. Each of the employes and
two of the missionaries swore that, so far as they had observed, Mr.

Burton's treatment of the Indians had been "
kind, firm and considerate,"

or in similar phrase. No substantial evidence appeared that Mr. Burton is

habitually hostile to those employes who seem to be gaining the confidence

of the Indians. On the contrary, Peter Staufer, who has been thirteen

years on the Reservation (two of them as missionary at Oraibi), who speaks
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Hopi fluently, and whom the Indians seem to like and trust, is the employe
on whom Mr. Burton seemed to rely most fully. It did appear, however,
that Mr. Burton was hostile to such teachers or visitors as sympathized
with the Indians in such manner as to encourage them in refusing to obey
his orders.*

It did not appear that, under any fair use of words, Mr. Burton had

hampered efforts to aid the Moquis. The offer to increase the water supply
at Oraibi he could not accept

—only the Department had that power. And
as to the serious destitution of the Moquis, it is to be noted, first, that Mr.

Burton had reported the likelihood of this to the Department months be-

fore the pinch came, and had secured an appropriation of $1,600 to be used

in alleviating- it ; and, second, that the League's witness, Mr. Epp, testified

that from a carload of corn sent by charitable persons for him to distri-

bute, only about half had been distributed, and that he had had great diffi-

culty in hiring Moquis to bring it from the railroad to Oraibi or the other

towns.

In reference to the employment of Navajos as policemen, I could not find

the slightest evidence that the Moquis objected to this. Indeed it is with

great difficulty that a Moqui can be persuaded to serve in that capacity.
Of the six policemen, regularly employed, two are Moquis—not an unfair

proportion, considering that there are now as many Navajos as Moquis on

the Reservation (about two thousand each, according to the last census), and

that the Navajos are far more likely to require the ministrations of an

officer than the "People of Peace." Furthermore, the Captain of Police,

a Navajo, is a fine type of man—strong, quiet and self-restrained. If our
" Guardians of the Peace " in more "

civilized "
places had as just a con-

ception of the duties and limitations of a police-officer as this Navajo dis-

played under careful examination, it would be well indeed. For example,
to my question, "Have you ever found it necessary to strike or kick a

Moqui whom you were arresting ?
" he replied promptly and with obvious

sincerity,
"
Why, I would have no right to do any such a thing as that."

The charge of cowardice against Mr. Burton because he did not force

cutting the hair of the Navajos seems unjust. So far as it goes, it is

rather proof of his discretion, since all white persons familiar with the

facts agree that such use of force would probably have resulted in a violent

outbreak. t It is of record that Mr. Burton tried two Navajo robbers for

store-breaking, found them guilty, loaded them on to a buckboard and de-

livered them to the sheriff at Holbrook, 85 miles away—this in spite of the

presence of forty or fifty armed Navajos who had declared that they would

never allow this to be done.

Finally, Mr. Burton is, personally, anything but a brutal bully. He is

kindly, courteous and conscientious, and errs more often in his anxiety that

employes and Indians shall "be friends" with him than the other way.

Except at Oraibi—which will be dealt with later in this report
—there ap-

peared no evidence that the schools are kept full at the point of a six-

shooter ; nor could I detect upon the Reservation any sign of habitual
" club-and-revolver " methods. Certainly, Mr. Burton has apparently won
the respect and affection of the white employes now there, and of some of

the Indians. Although I was with Mr. Burton several times indifferent

villages, I saw neither adult nor child flee from him, save a few of the

tiniest toddlers who sought the security of their mother's knee.

• Halr-cuttinar included.—Ed.

tit would. The Leaffue said so. But the Moqnta war* "easy."
"
Discretioa," how-

•ver, is a rood word.—Ed.
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So much space has been given to pointing- out details in which the

League's information was not verified by the investigation, because as-

suredly the Sequoya I^eague desires fair play for white men as well as for

Indians. Moreover, the evidence in Mr. Burton's favor on these and other

minor matters not here mentioned was so overwhelming as to lead me into

a very stupid blunder. At the end of the investigation I believed, and

said publicly, that the charges were as a whole unfounded and should

never have been made. This was also the opinion of Inspector Jenkins,

and of a keen and sympathetic newspaper correspondent who came to the

Reservation prejudiced against Mr. Burton, and who was present through-
out the investigation. Yet the essential charges of the League were proved
in all generic points by the testimony ofMr. Burton himself and his closest

associates. By failing to see this promptly, instead of only after the testi-

mony had been digesting in my mind for days, I proved myself, to that

extent, incompetent for the duty entrusted to me by the lyeague.

THK VITAI. CHARGES FUI.I.Y ESTABLISHED.
Of these grave generic charges which were established fully and specifi-

cally, I name, first,

VioiyATiON OF Rules of thb Skrvicb.—Rule 249 reads as follows :

" In

no case shall the school employes resort to . . . corporal punishment . . ."

In the published rules (edition of 1900) there is no exception or qualification

of this absolute prohibition. Mr. Burton offered in evidence the rawhide

riding whip which he had provided expressly for administering corporal

punishment at the Keam's Canon boarding school, and testified to having
given instructions as to how it should be applied—"over the shoulders."

Mr. Commons, the "
Disciplinarian," swore that he had used the rawhide

in three years
"
less than fifty times, perhaps less than twenty-five times."

He also swore to having administered " severe punishment
" with it on

some occasions—in one instance so severe that his wife threw cold water in

the boy's face because she thought he needed it to revive him. Testimony
was offered that the boys who received this severe punishment deserved it,

needed it and were benefited by it. This does not alter the fact that the

rule was explicitly, deliberately and repeatedly broken. If there are

secret instructions, or private understandings, by which " In no case " in

the Department's published rules really means
" not very often "or "

only
when it is desirable," then the public is clearly entitled to that informa-

tion. I do not mention here any of the Kampmeyer or Ballinger perform-
ances in violation of Rule 249, since the evidence in relation to what took

place by Mr. Burton's explicit authority is sufficient to prove the charge.
Illegal Violence.—The formal charge of the Lreague was that " Mr.

Burton's administration " has been marked by physical violence ; it no-

where stated that Mr. Burton himself had used physical violence. It very

promptly appeared during the investigation, that Kampmeyer—Burton's

subordinate for nearly four years in charge of the school at Oraibi—was a

man of violent and uncontrolled temper, and that he had been guilty of

repeated and intolerable brutalities. This Ornament to the Service had
been transferred to another reservation, at Mr. Burton's instance ; but In-

spector Jenkins has recommended his immediate and peremptory dis-

missal. Ballinger, successor to Kampmeyer at Oraibi, was proved to have
made some effort to be worthy of the mantle which had fallen upon him.

He admitted having taken a revolver with him the first time he went up to

the Mesa. He admitted having used his foot upon the son of a Conserva-

tive chief who would not go with him to point out homes from which chil-

dren had been coming to school daring the Kampmeyer regime. Ballinger
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called it

"
pushing the boy out of doors with his foot." The boy and hii

father called it "kicking." The boy and the father swore that the boy
was so lamed by the assault as to be unable to come down to school next

day ;
and the missionary swore that the matter was so reported to him at

the time, and that he saw the boy at his home during school hours. Bal-

linger and his wife swore that the boy had been present at school each day

during the week in question, and offered in evidence the *' school record "

which "corroborated" their testimony.* Ballinger volunteered in ex-

planation of his action that if he allowed the Indians to disobey his orders

they would " lose their respect for him ;

" but he did not explain—though
asked the direct question—how kicking, or "

pushing with the foot," a

Chief's son would assist in maintaining their respect. Ballinger further

admitted having drawn his revolver on a young man who was protesting

against his sister being taken down to school, but who had not offered or

attempted any forcible resistance ; and, in the clinch which followed,

striking him on the head with the revolver so as to cut a gash in his scalp.

In this connection appeared an amazing evidence of how deep-rooted is the

instinct for peace of these "
Quaker Indians." This Hopi lad, so assaulted

and beaten about the head, threw his assailant to the ground and then—
sat upon him and held his hands, offering him no further violence ! I was
moved to wonder how many men there are on earth, courageous and power-
ful as this young man had already shown himself to be, who would have
had the self-restraint which he manifested. That is to say, how many
outside the streets of the cliff-perched Hopi villages. For in all the testi-

mony as to beatings, draggings, revolver shootings, hair-hagglings and
the like, it did not once appear that any Hopi raised a hand to strike in his

own defence, or that of his wife, sister or child, or displayed a weapon.
The most that the Hopi ever did was to clinch the white assailant in a

wrestle—and it adds a dash of humor to the tragedy of this long endurance

that, by the testimony of the white men themselves, the Hopi generally
landed on top. Then he would get up and submit patiently to a punish-

ment, not lessened, at least, by the rankle upon one of " the superior race "

of defeat in physical contest.

A feeble effort was made by Mr. Burton and others to justify the carry-

ing of revolvers,
" because most of the Moquis carry knives." So do I—

and have carried, for months together, a keen-edged pruning-knife which

might have made a dangerous weapon. But most careful questioning
failed to bring out a scintilla of evidence, or even the vaguest tradition,

that any Muqui had ever used, or threatened to use, his knife as a weapon
of offence or defence against his white "superior."
This is as good a place as any to say that I have never been in any other

community whose members from the oldest to the youngest were so uni-

formly gentle in bearing and voice ; polite without a trace of obsequious-
ness ; and courteous, not by effort or training, but from the heart out. It

is astounding that any man who could possibly be considered fit to lead or

teach any one should think it necessary to strike or threaten these lovable

folk—or should have the heart to do it.

It seemed to me that for these and other reasons Ballinger deserved im-
mediate dismissal from the service. Inspector Jenkins recommended that

he be *' demoted " to some small school where he would be under the close

and constant observation of an Inspector. He also recommended for pro-
motion to the Oraibi school Mr. G. C. Lawrence, who has been serving at

* This record Is kept by themselveR. Indian school records are more than occasionally
tnffod.—Ed.
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the East Mesa school. I cannot express my approval of this recommenda-
tion in too strong terms. Mr. L^awrence seems to be a strong, sane, quiet,

well-educated man, a natural leader, and with the gift of inspiring confi-

dence. His administration will be very different from that to which Oraibi

has become accustomed.

As to Mr. Burton's responsibility for the performances of Kampmeyer
and Ballinger, the rules of the Department make him specifically responsi-

ble for the conduct of the employes. It is incredible that he did not dis-

cover Karapmeyer's character till near the end of four years' service. Cer-

tainly he could have known fully concerning his actions if he had desired

to. He knew, for example, that certain of the I^eague's witnesses were on

their way from the railroad to Oraibi, before they had reached the latter

point. And when he did discover the facts, it was clearly his duty, under

Rule 127, not merely to get the unfit employe off his hands, but to recom-

mend him for removal from the Service. While Ballinger was under

examination, Mr. Burton took active part in excusing, defending and

apologizing for him. When one of the Indian witnesses asked Inspector
Jenkins whether the employes had a right to carry revolvers, and the In-

spector replied that only policemen had that right, Mr. Burton joined Bal-

linger in vigorous protest. And Mr. Burton admitted having reproached
one of the employes with having assisted Supervisor Wright to get the

evidence upon which Voorhies, formerly in charge of the school at the

Second Mesa, had been dismissed from the service. The charges in that

case were of cruelty and the like, and the employe did what she did

under the specific order of the Supervisor.

Fii^WNG SCHOOi^S AT THE PoiNT OF A Six-Shootkr.—So far as the

Oraibi school is concerned, this was absolutely proved, and some scholars

were so obtained for the boarding school at Keam's Cafion. Kampmeyer
practiced it steadily during his long rule, taking one scholar at a time.

When Ballinger took his place, only about two-thirds of the children of

school age had been thus " induced " into school. Force having been only

partly successful, it was decided to try a little more force—and the " Raid"
was determined upon. The account of this, already published by the

League, though correct in the main, contains certain errors. Mr. Burton's

account of it to the Department appears herewith.

Department of the Interior,
Indian School Service.

MoQui Training Schooi<,

Keam's Canon, Ariz., Feb. 9, 1903.

The Honorable,
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs,

Washington, D. C.

Sir : I have the honor and the very great pleasure to report to you that

every Moqui child on the Reservation is in school, but thereon hangs a

tale.

It will perhaps be remembered that all the children of the first and

second mesas have been in school for nearly two years, but that the hostile

faction at Oraibi has held out against us, and that their children were

naked and running about the village in idleness when they should be in

school.

On February 2nd, I determined again to get all these children in school.

The trouble has always been that as soon as the people would see us com.

ing, they would either hide their children in the dark holes around the

village, or in the rocks outside of the village. I took the physician along
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to vaccinate all who should need it, as smallpox is all around us. I also

took the general mechanic and the carpenter and five policemen. We left

Keam's Caiion at 1 o'clock in the afternoon of February 2nd to drive

thirty-five miles through eight inches of snow, and the thermometer ten

degrees below zero. We had only proceeded half way when darkness over-

took us, and the remainder of the way had to be made in the darkness and

over unbroken roads. We finally reached Oraibi at 1 o'clock the next

morning, having suffered greatly with the cold. At daybreak, we went up
silently to the village and began a search through the houses for the

children. As we found them we took them to a kiva near the center of the

village and left them under guard of a policeman. Our diligent search was

only rewarded by ten children. When we had finished we proceeded to the

kiva and started with the children. About fifty of the hostiles attacked us

and attempted to take the children from us. After struggling with them
till we reached the edge of the mesa, where the trail descends abruptly to

the school, fearing that they would crowd us over the edge to our death, I

ordered the police and employees to draw their guns, which we did, and

stood off the mob, having managed to get the children started down the

trail to the school. One Moqui was knocked down in the struggle and

several were tapped over the head with the pistols, but no one was in the

least hurt.

The leaders then began to parley, saying that the Missionaries had told

them that we had no right to take their children without their consent,

that the law did not give us that right ; that the Missionaries had read

them the orders relating to the cutting of their hair, and had told them we
had no right to that, etc., etc. Imagine, if you will, our position, immedi-

ately on the edge of a lofty precipice, and only a trail where one could go
at a time, and that trail icy and snowy. I feared if we attempted to go
down they would make a rush and push us over. Fifty against seven (two

having gone with the children). After considering a moment, I ordered

all to advance and drive them back. We did so, and after some scuffling

the Indians wavered and fell back to the village. We then turned and

quietly proceeded to the school.

That afternoon I sent the ten children to Keam's Canon, and the next day
secured twelve extra policemen. The next morning we proceeded to the vil-

lage and arrested seventeen of the leaders of the mob, and started them to the

caiion that afternoon. I then had the town crier to call out from the house-

tops that if the people would take their children down to the day school at

Oraibi, I would not take any more to Keam's Canon.* The result was that

thirty-six children were taken down voluntarily by the parents of the

children. They also promised that the children should attend every day,

and I think they will, for that has been my experience that when once se-

cured, cleaned up and clothed, that they never miss a day, unless sick.

I have the seventeen prisoners here, and will give them a fair trial to-

morrow, and will further report of the action taken. I think that the

worst ones should be imprisoned off the Reservation. Two of them are old

offenders, having been taken prisoners by Gen. Corbin, many years ago,
and taken to Alcatras Island in the Pacific. They were taken from the

Reservation again, and have been twice arrested by Mr. Collins and Mr.

•Under oath, this w.-i» put a little differently. The crier was instructed to announce that

any child whose parents took him down to the Oraibi day school at once would not be taken

to Keam's Canon ; any child whom Mr. Burton and his policemen had to hunt for would be

taken to the Canon. This illnminates the "yolnaUrlly" of the next sentence rather whim-

sically. C. A. M.
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Goodman. I have g-iven a clear account of this and ask that my action be

approved. Very respectfully,

Charles E. Burton, Supt.
Mr. Burton did in fact receive a letter from the Department formally ap-

proving his action in this matter. Whether that letter meant that the

Secretary of the Interior, or the Commissioner knew of the "Raid" and

approved of it, or whether the approval was only the automatic reaction

of a minor cog in the wheel of Official Routine, I had no way of ascertain-

ing. The L/cague will doubtless want to know. And if the Department
does, with full knowledge, approve of this method of gathering scholars,
then clearly charges on this count will lie not against Mr. Burton before an

Inspector, but against the Department at the bar of public opinion.

Thb Hair-CuT Order.—On this charge, Mr. Burton's own admissions

are sufficient and conclusive. He denies using- actual violence, but admits

employing what he calls "Constructive Force." This he describes as

telling the Indians repeatedly that "
Washington had ordered that they

should have their hair cut," that they tnust cut it or allow him to cut it ;"

and following this by taking hold of men still protesting, or having them
held by others—and just cutting the hair.* In one case, entirely through
accident, he cut a gash in the hand of a man who was trying to save his

hair from the shears. There was some evidence that Mr. Burton threat-

ened leaders on the First Mesa, or at least declared to them that he was
afraid if the Indians did not let him cut their hair, soldiers would be sent

who would fill up their kivas and shoot down their houses. But Mr. Burton
has no recollection of saying any such thing. He justifies himself for so

much force as he admits using by referring to that phrase in the "
Supple-

mentary Order" which warns against
"
giving the Indians any just cause

for revolt." This he construed as involving clear permission to use any
amount of force short of "enough to cause an uprising."

I have to report, in conclusion, that I believe Mr. Burton has done what
he believed would be for the ultimate g-ood of the Indians under his

charge ; that he frankly declares his conviction that Indian costumes, In-

dian dances and Indian social habits stand in the way of "fitting- the In.

dian for citizenship," and should be discouraged in every possible way ;

that his most serious errors have sprung from his eagerness to carry out

to the last limit the wishes of the Department—and to
" make records " in

doing so, from a reluctance to sternly rebuke or report to the Department
unfit employes whom he believed to be "

loyal" to himself and his policies,

and from a congenital lack of certain qualities absolutely essential to gen-
uine leadership of men. Very respectfully,

Chas. a. Moody.
* He also refused aid in their destitution to those who wouldn't have their hair cut.

have his own letters admittinfir this.—Ed.
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|j8{*»HE Spirit of the Landmarks Club, althoug^h it was somewhat long
^^1 in spreading in the West, is daily strengthening and crystalizing ;

^ and now in several localities work of the same sort is being prose-

cuted for the preservation of historic buildings. The Landmarks Club has

resumed active repairs on the remaining buildings of the Mission of Pala,

and will soon have them complete.
The Northern California Historical Landmarks League has just secured

a lease on the Mission San Antonio de Padua, and will spend a consider-

able sum in repairs at once.

In Texas, the Daughters of the Republic of Texas have undertaken to

raise monies and purchase the remainder of the old and historic Alamo,

improve the surroundings and protect the building. It is designed to make

the Alamo a Texas Hall of Fame and museum of Texas history, art, litera-

ture and relics. This is a most worthy work, and the Landmarks Club

wishes it success. Contributions of $1 and upwards may be sent to Miss

Clara DriscoU, Box 1021, San Antonio, Tex.

CONTRimTlONS TO THK WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $6,337.

New Contributions—P. Campbell Hoyle (aged 6), Los Angelea (Life Mem-

bership), $25 ; Mr«. Percy Hoyle, Los Angeles, $3 ;
Mrs. Beeman R. Hen-

dee, $2.

$1 each—Miss Grace Kingsley, Mrs. Emma M. Greenleaf, Miss Evelyn

Hamburger, Mrs. Jaro Von Schmidt, Mrs. Walter Newhall.
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' EARUT ENGLISH VOYAGEIS
To tKe Paciftc Coast of America.

{Protn their own, and contetnporary English, accounts.)

IX.—WooDBs Rogers, 1708.—Continued.

N April 1. we took a Galleon, by which I mean no more than a Ship
built in that Manner, commanded by two Brothers, whose Names
were Joseph and John Morel. She was of the Burden of 500 Ton,

laden with dry Goods and Negroes. The next Day we took another Prize.

. . All things were preparing for Action, and a resolution taken to attack the

Town of Guiaquil, however provided." . . . On April 12 it was re-

solved to attempt the Town of Guiaquil, the Enterprise to be conducted by
the three Captains Dover, Rogers, and Courteney, vfith 320 Men. The

Blacks, Indians, and Prisoners were about 266 more. A committee was

held, and a division of the plunder was agreed upon for the encouragement
of officers and men. On the morning of the iSth they saw a sail near the

shore, and after a hot dispute, in which two of the Englishmen were

killed and two wounded (one of the killed being Captain John Rogers,
brother of Captain Woodes Rogers), the Spanish ship was taken. "The
men begged for good Quarter, and we promised them all Civility imagin-
able. This Ship came from Panama, and was bound for Lima. . . .

There were seventy Blacks, and many Passengers, with a considerable

Quantity of Pearls aboard ;
the lading. Bale goods, and something belong-

ing to the Bishop ;
but they had set him on Shore, . . . where they

touched last. The Vessel was about 270 Ton Burden, commanded by Don

Joseph Arizabella; who told us, the Bishop had been landed at Point St.

Helena, and gone by land to Guiaquil. We found several Guns in the Hold,
for the Ship would carry twenty-four, but had only six mounted. Many of

the Passengers were considerable Merchants at Lima, and the briskest

Spaniards I ever saw. Captain Cooke remained aboard her, sending the

Captain and Prisoners to our Ships.
" On the 21st in the Morning, the Beginning was sent a-head towards

Point Arena, on the Island of Puna, for fear of any Danger ;
but she

found there only an empty Vessel riding close under the Point : She

proved to be a new Spanish Bark, that had been sent to load Salt
;
but the

Men having Sight of us, abandoned her. ... At five in the Afternoon,
the Transports rowed for the Town of Guiaquil.'^ But they were dis-

covered by the "
Centinels," the alarm-bell was rung, and beacon lights

fired
"
to give the Town Notice that we were come up the River." They

fell a little way down the River and waited till break of day, and then,

with all Forces joined "sent a Flag of Truce with the Captain of the

French built ship, the Governor of Puna, and another Prisoner
; then

towed up the Barks a-breast against the Town, and came to an anchor.

When the Captain of the French built Ship came to the Corregidor, or

Mayor of the Town, he asked our Number, which the Captain magnified.
The Corregidor answered. They were Boys and not Men : And the Captain

replied. He would find they were Men
;
for they had fought him bravely in

their open Boats, though he had killed one of the Commander's Brothers,
and wounded and killed others ; and, therefore, advised him to agree for

the Ransom of the Town, for, though he had 3000 Men, he would not be

able to withstand them : To which the Corregidor replied. My Horse is

ready. On the 23rd, having towed the Barks close up before the Town,
and brought them to the Pinnance, went up the River after some Vessels,
and brought six of them to an anchor by our Barks

;
we also took Pos.
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session of two new, [vessels] of about 400 Ton each

; then went ashore with

a Flag of Truce, and the Governor came on board one of the Prizes, to

agree about the Ransom of the Town, and Ships ; but could not be then con-

cluded, but promised to meet the Captains again at seven in the Evening ;

yet he was not so good as his Word. The Boats went up the River again
for more Ships, and returned without finding any : However, we took

several Canoes, with some Plate on board. On the 24th in the Morning,
the Governor came oif again to treat : Our Captains thought to have

seized him, because he had forfeited his Word in not returning over Night,
and sending Word that Morning that he had more People come into the

Town ;
but he, alledging that it was contrary to a Flag of Truce, was set

on Shore again, and an Hour's Time given him to get his Men ready. How-
ever . . . the Governor and Captains agreeing . . , at four in the

Afternoon the Men landed, with so much Bravery, that the Span-
iards fired only their first Volley, and fled, our People pressing them,
and pursuing them to their Cannon, which they soon gained," with no loss

but that of the Gunner, an Irishman. The Englishmen marched through
both towns, driving out the enemy, placed guards in each of the three

churches, and set fire to fire or six houses in the old town, adjoin-

ing the wood, to leave the Spaniards without cover. The enemy kept

firing out of the woods all that night, but did no harm. In

the meantime the Duchess's Pinnance . . . went up the River, landed at

Every House, took their Plate and what else of Value they found, and had

some Skirmishes with the Enemy, in which one of our Men was wounded.

. . . The Afternoon was spent in shipping oflF Provisions from the Town,
and disposing all Things, in case we should be attacked in the Night. . . .

On the 26th in the Morning, Captain Courteney, marched to his Guard

again, to cover the Men who were getting down Provisions &c. Several

Prisoners were taken . . . Messengers, with a Flag of Truce, came
about ransoming the Town, but could not agree : In the afternoon brought
one Boat of Provisions aboard the Barks ; and at three returned, to ransom
the Town, which was at last agreed on for 30,000 Dollars, we to have three

Hostages, and to stay a.t Puna till they could raise the said Sum, the People

having carried their Money out of Town. . . . On the 27th in the Morn-

ing, the Hostages for Ransom were put on board, as was a Boat's Lading
of Brandy : ... On the 29th in the Morning, the Barks weighed, and got
down to Puna, where they anchored off the Town. Captain Rogers in the

Duke's Pinnance, came on board, and gave an account, that they had

taken, plundered, and ransomed the Town of Guiaquil ; that three of our

Men had been killed ; two by our own People, and one by Spaniards ; and
four wounded : That the Inhabitants, while treating, had carried off their

Money and Plate, retiring to the Woods, and leaving their guns ;
four

whereof were taken, with a considerable Quantity of Meal, Pease, Sugar,

Brandy, and Wine, which was coming down in the Barks." ... A sail

was discovered "
standing up the River, with the Tide of Flood : we sent

both Ships Boats after her, and, at four in the afternoon, she struck to the

Boats. They brought her in at Night. She was a small Spanish Bark,
from Cheripe, and bound up to Guiaquil, having on board 330 Bags of

Meal, and 140 Arrobas, of Sugar, some Onions, Quince, and Pomegranates:
This, with the six Barks, and two great Ships, ransomed with the Town
of Guiaquil, makes fourteen Prizes taken in those Seas."

Captain Rogers relates a singular circumstance of a Dutchman, who
chanced to take quarters in a house where there was some excellent brandy,
which he attacked so often that at last it laid him on the floor. When the

master of the house returned, he could not distinguish whether the Dutch-
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man was dead or asleep. The Spaniard resolved to experiment, and called
in his neighbors—who advised him to secure the Dutchman's arms, which
he did, and then they raised him up and set him on his feet. When after
a little he opened his eyes. His landlord advised him to hasten to join
his companions, and he moved with alacrity, and got safely aboard. Cap-
tain Rogers adds an " Observation that is still stranger, which is, that, of
all the Men, who landed on this occasion, there was not a Soul, that drank a

Cup too much, but this poor Dutchman ; which, if true, the Town of Guia-
quil had the Honour to be plundered by the soberest Set of People, that
ever were of their Profession." . . . The Forms of Capitulation failed
first to satisfy the Spaniards by "the Omission only of a single circum-
stance

; viz. that the Place was taken by Force of Arms, which the

Spaniards insisted should be particularly specified, to demonstrate, that

they had been beaten, before they consented to treat
;
and to this the Eng-

lish very willingly yielded, which produced the . . . Scheme of Articles,
which satisfied both Parties, procuring one the Money they wanted, and
satisfying the other as to the Point of Honour ;

a thing no Spaniard ever
willingly gave up."
The sum agreed upon for the ransom of the City, two new Ships, and six

Barks was 30,000 pieces of eight." The Plunder we took here [at Guiaquil], exclusive of the Ransom we
received for the Town, was very considerable

;
for we found there 230 Bags

of Flour, Beans, Pease, and Rice ; fifteen Jars of Oil ; 160 Jars of other

I^iquor ; some Cordage, Iron-ware, and small Nails
;
with about four half-

Jars of Powder ; about a Ton of Pitch and Tar ; a Parcel of Clothing and
Necessaries

; and, I guess, about 1200 1. in Plate, Ear-rings, &c. and 150
Bales of dry Goods ; four Guns

; and about 200 Spanish ordinary useless
Arms and Musquet-barrels ;

a few Packs of Indico, Cocoa, and Anotto ;

with about a Ton of Ivoaf-sugar,
" On the 2nd of May they were paid

22,000 pieces of eight toward the ransom, and later 3500. Fearing they would
be attacked by the French and Spanish fleet if they delayed longer, they de-
cided to proceed and on May 11th bore away for the Galopagos Islands.
"And in a very melancholy condition we were ; For we had upwards of

twenty men taken ill on board the Duke, and near fifty on board our Con-
sort seized with a malignant Fever, contracted, I suppose at Guaiquil.
. . . About this time Captain Courtney was taken ill

;
and Captain Dover

went on board to prescribe for him. In twenty-four hours, we had fifty
Men down, and the Duchess upwards of seventy ; and in the following
twenty-four Hours, there were ten more down in each Ship, On the 17th,
we discovered Land ; and, on the 18th at Daybreak, we were within four

Leagues of two large Islands, almost joining together, having passed the
other that we saw Yesterday. We sent our Boat ashore to look for Water,
and agreed with our Consort where to meet, in case of Separation. They
turned towards the Windward, and left us to try this Island for Water. All
our Prizes were to stay near us under sail, by a remarkable Rock, But, in
the Afternoon, the Boat returned with a Melancholy account, that no
Water was to be found, the Prizes we expected lying to Windward for us
by the Rock, about two Leagues off Shore ; but Mr. Hatley in a Bark, and
the Havre de Grace, turned to Windward, after our Consort the Duchess ;

so that only the Galleon, and the Bark that Mr. Selkirk was in, staid for
us. We kept plying to Windward all Night with a Eight out ; which they
followed. At five in the morning, we sent our Boat ashore again, to make
a further Search in this Island for Water, In the Evening the Boat re-

turned, and reported, that there was no Water to be found. . . . They
likewise told me, that the Island is nothing but loose Rocks, like cinders,
very rotten, and heavy ;

and the Earth so parched, that it will not bear a
Man, but breaks into Holes under his Feet ; which makes me suppose there
has been a Vulcano here. . . . On May 26 it was resolved to run in for
the Island of Plata to water

;
and so come off again, f©r fear of meeting

with two French Ships, one of sixty, and the other of forty-six Guns, and
the Spanish Man of War, who, we were advised, would be Suddenly in
Search of us ; but if we could find Water in any of those Islands going in,
we designed to fit our Ships there, and not go near the Main, our Ships
being out of Order, and our Men sickly and Weak, and several also having
been buried. We sailed on the 27th, and on the 30th ... it was agreed
to go first to Gorgona, to see if there were any English Ships there, and
afterwards to Mangla, Malaga, or Madulinar, where are some Indians,
Enemies to the Spaniards who . ; . seldom come thither, nor could
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thence get Intelligence of us ; and, if we could trade with the Indians,

might have Swine and Fowls, good Bananas, Plantains, and other Re-
freshments. In this Course, the Duchess took a Prize, which proved to be a
Vessel of the Burden of Ninety Ton, bound from Panama to Guiaquil.
called the St. Thomas de Villa Nova, Juan Navarro Navaret Commander,
There were about forty People aboard, including eleven Negro Slaves ; but
little European goods, except some Iron and Cloth. The next we made the
Island of Gorgona ; and, on the 8th, our Boats brought in another Prize,
which was a small Bark, of about fifteen Tons, called the Golden Sun. She
belonged to a Creek on the Main, and was bound for Guiaquil Andres
Enriquis Master, with ten Spaniards or Indians, and some Negroes, no
Cargo, but a very little Gold-dust, and a large Gold Chain ; together about
500 L. Value, which were secured aboard the Duchess."
On the 19th they resolved to go to Malaga, where they designed to leave

their ships and with their boats row up the River for the rich gold mine of
Barbacore.

" There we designed to surprise Canoes, as fitter than our
Boats to go against the Stream. . . . We made Sail about twelve o'Clock
that Night, and steered Northeast for the Place. In the morning I dis-

covered Captain Morel, as I had done several times before, and all the rest

of the Prisoners, who agreed that this Island called Malaga was an unfre-

quented Place, and not fit for Ships. ... I had also two Prisoners on
board that were taken in the last Prize . . . and they agreed that a Ship
could not be safe there . . . that the River was so narrow, before we could

get to the Mines, that the Indians and Spaniards might fell Trees across,
and cut off our Retreat, there being thick Woods on the Banks of the

River, from whence the Indians would gall us with their poisoned Arrows ;

for those about the Mines were at Amity with the Spaniards, and a bold
and very numerous People." So they agreed not to proceed farther on this

hazardous enterprize, and came back to Gorgona,
" our Condition being so

bad at this Juncture, that, if we had been attacked, we should scarce have
been in a condition to have defended ourselves." On the 13th of June they
anchored, and resolved to careen the Duchess first and then the Duke. The
sick men were put aboard the Galle "

n, and the sick officers on board the
Havre de Grace. They set up a tent ashore for the use of the armourer
and coopers crew, and had a place cleared for tents for their sick men. By
the 28th they had their provisions on board, all their guns mounted, having
in fourteen days caulked their ships all round, careened, rigged, and stowed
them again, both fit for the sea.

" The Spaniards, our Prisoners, being
very dilatory Sailors, were amazed at our !^xpedition. . . . On the 29th,
we set up a Tent on Shore for the Sick, who were, even by this time, much
better than when we came to the Island. . . . Our Spanish Prisoners
went into the Woods with us, shewed us Timber that was proper to be cut,
and gave us every other kind of Assistance in their Power. . . . We now
set out Ground for a Rope-yard, erected a Tent for a Smith, another for a
Block, the third for a Sail-maker ; and each had his Crew to act under him
for the Better Dispatch of Business. It is not to be supposed, that these

People were all excellent in their Professions
; but, however, they made a

shift to carry on Things very well for our Work, Necessity and Practice hav-

ing taught them many Resources, which the ablest Man, in their Branches
of Business, would never have thought of. ... We agreed together to
fit out the Havre de Grace with twenty Guns, and put men out of each Ship
aboard her under Captain Cooke's Command, resolving to carry her home
with us, and to make a third Ship to cruise in our Company whilst we were
in these Seas. This was the great Work on which we were employed from
the 29th of June to the 9th of /uly, when she was completely finished and
we gave her the Name of the Marquis, having provided a good Entertain-
ment : We saluted each of the other Ships with three Huzzas from on
board her, distributed Liquor among the Company, drank her Majesty's
and our Owner's Healths, and to our own Success, in conjunction with our
new Consort. We soon after sent two of our Main-deck Guns on t>oard the

Marquis; the Duchess did the like ; which, with four taken at Guiaquil,
and twelve that were in the Ship, made twenty very good ones." They
provided her with men from the other Ships giving her a complement of

sixty-one white men and twenty negroes, Captain Eidward Cooke, com-
mander. " We agreed that the Captain, with his Officers and Men should
have equal Wages with ours in the like Posts, to encourage them."

[to BK CONTINUED.]



If real Americans are in a working majority in the

United States, it is hig-h time for them to get together
and lay a heavy hand on the mobs of counterfeit Ameri-
cans who are making- the name a reproach to the civilized

world. No other enlightened land ever had so hideous a record

as "American" mobs have written for their country in the last

two years.
"
Lynch law" was an orderly and honorable thing

compared to the bestial atrocities of which we now read weekly
in some city of the Union. Perhaps it would be easy enough to

trace the connection of this recent epidemic of lawlessness with
some of our Rabbit Hunts in the Philippines ;

but the present

question is less what turned loose this madness among us, than
how we shall strangle it—for it has passed the symptoms of

mere "Nigger-Hunting" and "retribution for one crime," and
is now bald savagery and anarchy. Almost any victim and ex-

cuse will serve, if you wish to grill someone, and loot a few

stores, and kill a policeman or two.

The only encouraging symptoms—aside from the universal

condemnation of these hellish affairs by a press which has made
the menu familiar to such as desire to copy it

—is the discovery,
in a few of the disgraced communities, of a Man or two.

Cowards are at any time poor timber for sheriffs and governors ;

and in such a crisis the official who Falls Down is a traitor to

his office and to his country. He has neither honor, sense nor

manhood. The mobs that barbecue and mince a criminal, and
are willing to kill peace-officers to get him, are as unworthy of

citizenship as the ravisher himself. They are as un-American
as the anarchist that shoots a President. And the official who
surrenders to them is even lower than they.
But it is like a breath of fresh air, amid this national stench,

when a Governor like Durbin calls out the militia to mob-ridden

Evansville, and gives the rioters the only answer fit for Law to

give them that attack it red-handed—cold lead. The only
Good Rioters are Dead ones. And even more than a manful

governor, an honest sheriff deserves to be remembered—for it

costs him a little more. No soldier on any field ever fought
better or more highly for his country than the sheriff like

TIME
TO GET

TOGETHER.
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Whitlock of Danville, 111., who stands to his trust— and his

fifuns
—or Summers, of Iredell, N. C, or the few others of

their sort.

And this points the quickest road to stop our national dis-

fi^race. When Americans that are Americans realize that in

time of mob their place is at the sheriff's elbow
;
that it is

his business to hold the fort, and their business to help him ;

and that anyone who assails them needs shooting
—why, th«re

will be no mobs. The reason that they are now of almost

daily occurrence and of cumulative bestiality, is very largely be-

cause the Respectable Citizen either scoots for home or plays
Innocent Spectator, swelling the mob and thereby encouraging
it
—and gathering a remarkable proportion of the bullets meant

for it. The chances are a thousand to one that if any ten of

these men, with guns in their hand and a spark in their eye,

stood by the sheriff, the mob would melt without a shot. For
mobs are always cowards.

Our courts are aggravating enough ;
but anarchy is not the

way to reform them. Crime is increasing
—but more crime will

not stop it. The only way to diminish lawlessness is to uphold
the law—to respect it in personal dealings and to stand by it in

public ;
and to realize in our very marrow that the man who

breaks it is a public enemy, no matter how many pals he has,

nor how Respectable ;
and that he who stands by and lets the

law be mobbed has small reason to be proud of his citizenship.

jj^ ^
The Argonauts of San Francisco, is one of only three

II.LY or four weeklies of serious consideration in all the
SEASON. United States—the which palpable truth has already
been noted in these pages more than once. Wherefore there

is a sensible jolt when it drops demi-semi-occasionally to the

average silliness of the overworked and undertaught space-

writer.

In a recent editorial upon the amusement which threatens to

take the place of baseball as the Great American Game—namely,

lynching
—the Argonaut thinks to explain the cause by an arm-

chair ethnography of the negro. It gravely propounds that the

negro is from Africa, and that in yonder Darkest Incontinent

there is no such thing as morality. From the depths of its

philologic lore it assures us that "in the native tongue of the

negro in Africa "
(just which one of the hundreds of tongues, is

not specified), "there is not even a word for chastity." Ergo,
no wonder that chaste, courageous and refined American citizens

hold picnics, and run special trains to Barbecue Negroes, and
take Home a Piece of Meat for the Baby to Play with.
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Doubtless the negro knows no better. Doubtless, also, neither

does the Argonaut. There are philologists to whom it would

occur that virtue need not be defined until vice is familiar. As

every ethnologist knows, there is not in the world a savage
tribe where there is not at least as much sexual morality as in

any American city. It is a pity that a journal of the moral and

mental size of the Argonaut should too often be marred by a

certain race bigotry which is the very quintessence of ignorance.

It is one of the few points in which the expert of any line

catches the Argonaut napping ;
for in most things it is itself

expert. But Newspaper Science is as cheap and silly in anthro-

pology as it is in everything else
;
and the Argonaut, more than

almost any other publication in America, has habitual fun with

the average manifestation of it.

Quite apart from 'ologies, and merely within the domain of

common sense^ it does not seem out of place to remark that

whatever the negroes did or did not know, by grammar or by

habit, of a certain virtue before they were imported from their

barbarous wilds to a Christian land, the innumerable multitude

of coflFee-colored witnesses indicates that they have not been

taught it by precept and example by their masters in the United

States.

There is apparently no particular advantage in hold- ^ notablb
ing a bull by one dilemma while he gores you with the carber

other. If you must tackle the beast at all, it is well to closed.

grasp both horns and hold him off in reasonable balance.

The retirement of General Miles, coming in the dog days,

has provoked more than the due meed of paragraphic foolish-

ness and disproportion. The gallant old man has either been

disparaged, or put, after our momentary custom, a little higher
than the angels. He merits neither. As a matter of fact,

while a Greek god might advantageously swop tenements with

Miles, the General is only a human being ; and, on the other

hand, while he has done some very foolish things, neither is he

to be cast into the uttermost deep. It is just as well to remem-

ber, now that his ofi&cial career is rounded, only just so much of

his weaknesses as not to encourage their like in other officers ;

and all of the high honor he won fairly in achievements that

may well set a copy for the American Army.
In war, whether in the great Rebellion or on the once wild

Frontier, Miles was a thorough soldier, brave, brainy and tire-

less. So far as his military record is concerned, he and we may
well be proud of the story of this Boston crockery clerk who
rose by Merit to the head of the Army of the United States.
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To exalt him high above any conteraporarj whatever is of

course absurd ;
Miles is good enough as Miles, feet-to-the-

ground, without throwing others down to pedestal him upon
their prostrate forms withal.

In peace he was another man, and hardly so impressive. How
much of his best known actions in the last four or five years

should be accounted to moral courage and pure patriotism, and

how much to that surpassing vanity which has been the root of

all his misfortunes and disappointments, only a mind-reader

could determine. His feeling, certainly, in the Alger embalmed
beef infamy and in the Philippine atrocities, did him credit ;

but it cannot be denied for an instant that many of his methods

of leaking his feelings must put him outside the sympathy of

any who believe in such a thing as discipline in the Army. A
general, like other free-born Americans, is entitled to own, and

employ, a mind and a mouth
;
but he is under peculiar restric-

tions of good taste, of common sense, and of honor, not to run

them Wide Open. When the pressure becomes too heavy to be

borne, he can Resign and Talk.

But all these are bygones. Gen. Miles is no longer in a posi-

tion to be insubordinate. He is now just a private citizen, with

a magnificent record we honor. He can wear common clothes,

go as he pleases, and leave his mouth apart without fear of put-

ting his uniform into it. May he long enjoy these rights and

emoluments.

^ ,^„„„ Amid the general advance of intelligence and right

BACK TO feeling, which is leading to the preservation of historic
BARBARISM,

buildlugs aud places, it is discouraging to have to chron-

icle a shocking lapse toward the old philistinism in this State.

The beautiful mission of La Purisima Concepcion, near Lompoc,
Santa Barbara County, one of the earliest and most interesting

missions (founded in 1787) is being razed to the ground by its

private owners. While people have the legal right to do such

things, it is a disgrace to civilization that they are permitted
to rob their children and ours irremediably ; and a poor testi-

monial to their own intelligence and public spirit that they care

to. The exact facts of this pitiable episode will be duly

presented.

ONE CASK OK Youth and the time are doubtless past when a "Cali-

ARRKSTED fornia Number," even of the revered Atlantic (which
DKVBI.OPMENT.

^^^^ ^g ^j^jg noscgay for July) is taken solemnly by Cali-

fornians—save perhaps in some incubator-club of fledgeling

authors. The ability of several Californians to
'*
write things"

has become rather an old story, here as elsewhere.
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But the posies were well meant and shall be graciously worn.

Certainly none of this is California at its best
;
but most of it

is plenty good enough for the magazine procession. Character-

istic stories by Margaret Collier Graham, Mary Austin and

Mabel Craft Deering ;
solid papers by Drs. Jordan and Wheeler,

John Muir and Jack London, and some proper poems, make a

very tolerable showing—for California-to-order.

It is only to be hoped that the uninitiate reader shall not be-

gin with the opening paper, which has for its text
" The Liter-

ary Development of the Pacific Coast ;" for the judicious

stranger, after a brief Bogging Down in it, would doubtless

conclude he wished no more of a literature thus "developed."
It seems remarkable that even so far away as Boston such a

Laborious Mouse should be taken for adequate parturition in

such a case. To say nothing of its own literary quality
—with

such sentences as
"
Formality was often greeted by what to it

appeared a disregard of good manners only pardonable in the

barbarous"— its total looseness of grasp as to fact (like the

absurd picture of the
'* Boom "), its lack of information what-

soever, and its woodpecker theories—aside from all this
;
even

in so simple a matter as its Catalogue of the Literary Ships, it

is egregiously bobtailed. A review of this sort which absolutely

forgets Ambrose Bierce, Mary Hallock Foote, Grace Ellery

Channing, Charles Howard Shinn, Chas. Frederick Holder, T.

S. Van Dyke, C. W. Doyle, Gwendolen Overton, and many
others, reminds one of the Spanish proverb for the like feasts :

"
give us less table-cloth and more chocolate." Some touch of

information and appraisement for at least the more important of

the rather large number of Californians who have won success

in literature, might well have been substituted for pages of toil-

some theories, which are not even of the category "Important
If True." Mr. Bashford is a patient and growing writer

of verse
;
but his present essay reminds one irreverently of the

modern mother, who gently separated the baby from a violin*

with the soothing remark,
"
Let go, dear—you can't play

on it."

Secretary Hitchcock, of the Interior, is not much of a smoke out
barker. He is seldom heard from, and pegs quietly thb

away at his work in a fashion that puts a vast amount varmints.

behind him daily, without much cultivation of the newspapers.
But when his jaw settles together it is pretty likely to "stay
sot."

It is good news that this Bulldog of the Interior has set his

teeth in the anatomy of a clique that has notoriously been
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speculating: in Indian lands—and has begun to shake. How
deep and how high this scandal reaches, no man yet knows,

though it is commonly enough known, in a loose way, that the

Indians of Indian Territory and Oklahoma are being wholesale

"done up." The twin territories are wonderfully "progress-
ive" and "prosperous," largely because they afford so good a

chance to get rich on what the government has given the Indians

for homes.

But we shall know. The Secretary is not gripping a mere

coat-tail. He has a hold on the flesh, and a crowbar won't

loosen him.

If the tithe of the published charges made byMr. Brosius can be

proved, we shall see about the most shameful swindle in all our

political history. For extent it will have but few rivals, and
for meanness none. United States officials, paid to protect the

Indians, seem to have formed syndicates to rob them ; and
several members of the Dawes Commission are in the scandalous

category.

Meantime, that other Man with a Fixed Lower Jaw, who has

hunted big game before now, as well in office as on the plains,

has taken up the trail with Hitchcock, and is investigating

through trusted agents of his own. With two such Crocketts

at the foot of the tree, the Land-Steal Coon may as well come
down.

If these outrageous things are proved, not only should the

severest legal penalty be visited upon the Syndicated Thieves ;

they should never be allowed to forget the public's contempt of

them as about the poorest and most abject apologies for
"
Busi-

ness "
yet found out.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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Judg-ed either from the philosophic or the

^. ^^„^ ., practical standpoint, The Gate Beautiful—
^ ''"'

concisely and accurately described by a sub-

title as Principles and Methods in Vital Art Education—is a book of the
first importance. For, on the one hand, it is the deliberate and fully-

ripened answer of a powerful and penetrating mind to that mighty Why
with which the Universe confronts every human soul ; an answer beaten
out from the work and research and observation of a lifetime—modest,
yet confident—fearless, reverent and hopeful. And, on the other hand, it

sums up for other teachers, the How of a generation of successful and in-

spiring teaching and direction in many lines of applied art.

After two careful readings and many weeks of digestion, I do not feel in

the least moved toward the insolence of attempting to criticise in detail,

destructively or otherwise, a book whose author—John Ward Stimson—has
so fully earned the right to speak with authority in his own field

; nor yet
to the absurdity of trying to sum up in a few lines a work which is already,
for the most part, a concentrated extract of thought. Yet one may crudely
finger out certain of Prof. Stimson's basic chords somewhat as follows.

He undertakes to interpret all I^ife, from that of the crystal or the diatom
to that of the archangel, in terms of purposeful beauty. Beauty he counts
as by no means a matter of accident or whim, but as rooted eternally in

the infinite laws of being. All artisanship, all science, all art he correlates

into a many-toned but harmonious expression of God—the Master Artist-

Artisan, whose studio and workshop is the universe. And the true function
of the artist is to grasp and to give out whatever portion of infinite Truth
and Beauty appeals most vitally to his own individuality.
On the practical side. Prof. Ward states his curriculum thus :

Promptly and clearly to show students those Vital Principles, Absolute Laws, and
Germinal Elements of Beauty which underlie all g-ood Art work. To carefully preserve,
as with natural plants, the freshness of their individuality (without stunting- by mechan-
ical or artificial means). To help it unfold wholesomely, and cultivate wisely its senti-

ment, taste, imagrination, artistic judgment and observation—as living springs from which
its beautiful creations must arise.

Th« illustration of the book is profuse, beautiful, and of the most con-

crete value. I do not see how any really earnest art student or teacher can
afford to ignore the work. It is only bare justice to add a word of com-
mendation for the publisher who has cared—and has been able—to produce
such noble work in such fitting form. Albert Brandt, Trenton, N. J.

Cloth edition, royal quarto, $7.50, net ; postage, 40 cents. Paper-covered
edition (from the same plates), $3.50, net ; postage, 26 cents.

Very few of those who conceive themselves to have something
to say to which the world may listen with profit, speak so uni-

formly in clear, ringing and original tones as does Jack London.
And it is a notable cause for thankfulness that this voice, which won prompt
and eager attention at its first iuplifting, betrays neither the fat wheeze,

Thb use
OF

ADVERSITY,
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which is a danger of prosperity, nor the crack which betokens metal too

fragile for the test of prompt sales and large editions. His latest book.
The Call of the Wild, sounds a fuller, deeper tone than any he had before
reached. Yet it is no more than the story of a dog-

—but of a dog born
to the purple and bred in luxury who is caught up in an eddy of the

gold-hungry tide that swept so recklessly to thfe frozen North. There he is

most foully entreated, but—since it was learn or die—he soon learns the
law of club and fang and wins utter mastery of himself and of his kind.
The reader meets "Buck" first pacing in stately content about a fruit-

ranch in the Santa Clara Valley, and leaves him finally running as un-

questioned king of the timber wolves in an Alaskan valley. The steps by
which he won back to this leadership among his ancestral kindred form a

story that not only grips and holds the interest, but is of deep evolutionary
significance. The book is illustrated with exceptional taste and skill, and
is altogether one to be enjoyed. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

A STORY Though wearing the guise of fiction, Charles Warren Stoddard's
WITHOUT p-gy ffjg Pleasure of His Company seems to be really a fragment

of autobiography, glossed but lightly. Certainly
" Paul

Clitheroe's "
experiences tally closely in many respects with those of

Mr. Stoddard himself some thirty years ago ; and other characters intro-

duced are quite recognizable as among his contemporaries of the San
Francisco of that day. Apparently, Mr. Stoddard intends to describe the

plan and purpose of the book in a conversation between " Paul " and
" Miss Juno." Here is a part of it :

Why can't I tell you the story of one fellow—of myself for example ; how one day I met
this person and the next day I met that person, and the next week some one else comes on
to the statre, and stmts his little hour and departs. I'm not trying to irive my audience,
my readers, any knowledsre of that other fellow. My reader must see for himself how each
of those fellows in his own way has influenced me. The story is my story, a study of my-
self, nothinjT more or less. If the reader don't like me he may lay me down in my cloth or

paper cover, and have nothinsr more to do with me.

The result of following this method is a book entirely out of the common.
But it was worth doing, and will be all the more interesting for the sus-

picion that it might well enough have been titled Apologia Pro Mea Vita.

A. M. Robertson, San Francisco. $1.50 net.

A VERY A Ward of King Canute is a romance of the days when Canute
HANDY Qf Denmark and Edmund Ironside were arguing, after the fashion

in which argument was then conducted, over the possession of

England. The heroine is a Norse noblewoman, young, beautiful and

orphaned, who seeks vengeance and finds love. The story is full of life

and action, and the author, Ottilie A. Iviljencrantz, has taken some pains
with the historic fact. One of my volunteer assistants as to

" books a

boy'd like" observes that "hands were distributed more numerously per
capita in those days than now, or else they sprouted more rapidly

"—or

words to that effect. He instances the case of Rothgar, son of Lrodbrok,
who had his left hand lopped clean off on page 79, but a few months later,

on page 178, is able to bawl a command for silence "
through the trumpet

of his hands." But this doesn't really hurt the story. A. C. McClurg 4
Co., Chicago. $1.50.

NKAR THE From this year's grist of " historical romance," a first book by
HEAD OF Q„g Qf ^j^g younger members of the faculty of Stanford Univer-

THR CI ASS
^ r» J

' '

sity
—Roderick Talia/trro, by George Cram Cook—is distinctly

the best which has so far come to my table ; indeed I count it quite as good
a tale of love and adventures as Weymau's Gentltman of France or Doyle's
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IVhite Company, with some points to the g-ood as compared with either of

them. The title role is played by a young ex-officer of the Confederate

army who, after Appomattox, has gone to Mexico. There he draws his

sword again, and is again on the losing side. From the final tragedy of

the Empire he barely escapes with his life, yet with life's richest reward
as well. The action is full of life and vigor ;

the love-story is especially

charming ; the historic facts are not unduly juggled with
; there is an

agreeable spice of humor, and an occasional touch of philosophic thought
of a grade uncommon in novels of this class, Every lover of romantic

fiction who dips into this tale at all will finish it with enthusiasm, and an

appetite for more of the same sort. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

There is sufficient internal evidence that Walks in New Eng- an
land was written a bit at a time and for contemporaneous publica- BxcellenT

tion, even if one were not informed as to Charles Goodrich Whit- bi,end.

ing's column in the Springfield Republican. Its flavor will be best

appreciated if it is consumed in the same manner—a few mouthfuls at a

time. So taken, it is very agreeable. The New England of these essays
is that within eye-reach of Mts. Tom and Holyoke. Mr. Whiting is a

genuine nature-lover, with a painter's eye for color and atmosphere, and a

habit of thought which is both poetic and philosophical. Twenty-four

full-page illustrations, reproduced from photographs, add charm to the

book. John Lane, New York. $1.50 net.

A Gentleman of the South is a study of life and character in the fiction
" Black Belt," rather more than half a century ago, of unusual THAT is

charm and distinction. It is fiction pure and simple, but fiction
Tkuf.

of a kind which is in some sense truer than the cold fact. That is, it gives
a more vital picture of how men lived and loved and did there and then—
of motive and purpose and conscience—than could be obtained from a bare

record of events. Its author, William Garrott Brown, had already
established his title as historical student of breadth and penetration ;

this

book proves him story-teller of grace and power as well. The Mac-
millan Co., New York. $1.50.

Gwendolen Overton's first novel, The Heritage of Unrest, was duty
of quality to attract more than casual attention

; her second, against

Atme Carmel, strikes a fuller chord and with a surer touch. In desire.

setting and circumstance this story is very different from the other ; but

both are pitched to the same keynote, and their fundamental meanings are

not far apart. A priest in an isolated French-Canadian community and his

sister are the leading characters—both strong types, full-blooded and all

alive. The story deals with their trial as by fire, from which they emerge,
not unscorched but of proved metal. It is for its value as a study of hered-

ity, both physical and spiritual, of loyalty under the stress of conflicting

claims, and of final turning away from the path of desire to that of duty
that the book must be judged as of real importance. The Macmillan Co. ,

New York ;
C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.50.

His Daughter First, by Arthur Sherburne Hardy, is a very i.ovE and
well-bred novel, about very prosperous people, in the well-fed year mining

of 1902. The interest is divided between three happily-ending
stocks.

love stories—there is a fourth which does not turn out so well, but the

victim is only "companion" to the "daughter" referred to in the title,

and naturally doesn't count much—and certain dealings in the stock of an

Arizona copper-mine. The author's skill in handling the social and emo-
tional sides of his tale is not to be questioned, but he stumbles over some
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of the business details. An unlisted mining stock— *' a curbstone foot-

ball "- would hardly be reg-ularly quoted on the ticker-tape; nor has any
copper vein in Arizona been proved to run from ten to fifteen thousand feet

in depth. Indeed no part of the "Arsronaut mine "
episode is convincing.

Yet one would not willingly miss the unconcerned aplomb with which the

financial freebooter who is facing loss of both control of the mine and a
small fortune in cash sits down to lunch on "a small steak and a pint of

champagne;" nor the generous nerve with which, in the midst of his

financial wreck he draws a check for $10,000 in favor of a young man un-

known to him by name, who has just shot him. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,
Boston ; Stoll & Thayer Co., Los Angeles. $1.50.

During the later years of his life, Prof. Joseph Le Conte wrote his
*' reminiscences " for the entertainment of his family, dwelling particularly
on tke earlier years of his life. These have now been edited by William
Dallam Armes, and, with additions from letters and other sources, are

published as The Autobiography of Joseph Le Conte. They will be wel-

come to many all over the world who have come under the influence of—
and have loved—" Professor Joe." D. Appleton «& Co., New York. $1.25

net; postage 12 cents.

Cornet Strong of Ireton^s Horse rises distinctly above the dead level of

the average historical romance. There is a good love story in it, some
brisk fighting but not too much gore, a mystery well maintained to the

very end, and some reasonably good character study. Cromwell's Ironsides

and their Royalist opponents furnish the characters, and the Protector

plays a part. Dora Greenwell McChesney, who has dealt with these times
in other stories, is the author. John Lane, New York. $1.50.

Mrs. May Kellogg Sullivan has made two trips to Alaska, spending
something like eighteen months there in all. She tells of her experiences
and observations briskly and entertainingly in A IVoman IVho Went to

Alaska. The book has 392 pages, 30 half-tone illustrations, and closes by
finding in " our safe arrival another positive proof of the mercy and

goodness of God." Published by the author, 501 Tremont Temple, Boston.

$1.50.

The Reflections of a Lonely Man are rather critical than constructive ;

they ask more questions than they answer
;
their general tone is that of

mildly satirical despondency. But they make it evident that the author—
masked under the initials "A. C. M."—is lonely, if at all, of his own
choice. His "reflections" are sufficiently stimulating and provocative of

discussion to make him profitable company for any alert mind. A. C.

McClurg «& Co., Chicago. $1 net.

Celia Parker Wooley's view of life, and of the people who indulge in it,

is broad, tolerant and cheerful. The Western Slope, recently iwblished,
contains much helpful comment on a variety of topics, and almost nothing
with which one need quarrel seriously

—save and excepting her suggestion
that " the afternoon of life

" commences at thirty or thereabouts. For
most of us the sun has by no means reached the zenith at thirty. William

S. lyord, Evanston, 111.

Mistress Alice Jocelyn Her Letters^
" In the Which be set forth an Eng-

lish Mayde's Voyage to the Province of Maine and what did Befall her

Thereafter," is but a trifle—but a trifle daintily executed and most agree-

ably set. It is "endeavoured by
"

(as the title page has it, to my distaste)

C. Emma Cheney. The Blue Sky Press, Chicago.
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Evidence continues to accumulate that the man who wants to be THB bad mosals
both clergyman and novelist is commonly unfit for either pro-

<^^ *

fession. Rev. Thomas Dixon, Jr., gave in a certain amount of

testimony to that effect with his first novel The Leopard's Spots
—which,

by the way, is said to be "well along in its second hundred thousand."

His second efi^ort. The One Woman, is conclusive, so far as his fitness to in-

struct in either capacity is concerned, though it will doubtless have a very

large sale. Its hero is pictured as a sort of cross between Apollo, Sandow
and Henry Ward Beecher, minus either common-sense or self-restraint. At
the beginning of the story, he is pastor of the Pilgrim Congregational

Church, in New York, with a lovely wife, somewhat prone to jealousy of

his female parishioners, and inclined to be "
nagging

" on occasion. By
the middle of it, he has divorced her, married "

by announcement" one of

the most voluptuous, adoring and wealthy of his former parishioners, and

presides over a colossal Socialist Temple built with her money. At the

end, he is a murderer for jealousy's sake, saved from the electrical chair

only by the untiring efforts of his first wife, and re-united to her within

the prison walls. The characters of the story are, without exception, mon-

strosities, its morals mostly immorals, and its influence, so far as it has

any, must be in the wrong direction. That the author is sincere, eloquent,
and has a distinct gift for story-telling, merely adds to the mischievous

possibilities that lie in the presentation of duty as mainly a matter of the

emotions. Doubltday, Page & Co., New York. $1.50,

Any child who gets a chance at Florence Peltier's A Japanese flowers
Garland, will read it through, will return to it, and will get from from

it many things worth remembering. The central figure is a Jap-
anese lad of twelve, adopted by an American family, who adds to a dainty
knack with the paint-brush, a delightful store of tale and legend of his

native country. Having painted a charming flower garland for a birthday

present to a girl friend, he is persuaded to talk about each of the twelve

flowers at a series of Saturday-afternoon gatherings of his playmates. The
author's style is simple, direct and entertaining, her selection of both fact

and fancy discriminating, and the book is a distinctly worthy addition to

the reading-list for children. It seems specially adapted for use in school

work. The illustrations by Genjiro Yeto are thoroughly characteristic.

L/Othrop Publishing Co., Boston. 75 cents, net.

The Relacion of Miguel de Ivoarca, soldier and settler in the Philippines,

occupies the larger part of Vol. V of The Philippine Islands. Both the

Spanish text and an English translation of this important source are

given. It is in effect a summing-up of the knowledge of the Spanish
concerning the islands and their inhabitants in the year 1582. Other im-

portant documents are two letters from Bishop Salazar, a document giving
instructions to the Philippine commissary of the Holy Office, and th« decree

establishing a royal Audiencia at Manila. The Arthur H. Clark Co.,

Cleveland. 55 volumes ; $4 each.

There is much accurate information and some valid argument in William
C. Edgar's Story of a Grain of Wheat. But the matter is neither well

selected nor well arranged, the title of the book does not approximately fit

its contents, the illustrating seems to have been done on the basis of using
what happened to be on hand, and the index is simply ridiculous. Alto-

gether the book is very far from creditable to the author—for many years
editor of the foremost American milling journal—or the publishers. D.

Appleton & Co., New York. $1 net; postage, 10 cents.
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The clerg-yman of the Church of Eng-land, in William Edward Tire-

buck's ' Twixi God and Mammon is rather a weak-kneed brother for two
tolerably fine women to struggle over. Mammon—that is, the rich girl
with a Bishop for a relative—gets him, and is sorry for it later on. Hall
Caine, in an Introductory Memoir, says that " the pastoral scenes in the
farmhouse in Wales are . . . among the most exquisite pictures of rural life

to be found in the whole range of modern fiction." D. Appleton & Co., New
York. $1.50.

Gertrude Atherton's contribution to the series of "
Little Novels by

Favorite Authors "
is called Mrs. Pendleton's Four-in-Hand. It is as

sparkling as gilt tinsel, and of as much consequence. William Stearns
Davis offers The Saint of Dragon''! Dale in the same series. This needs
no more accurate description than is to be found on the title-page

—"A
Fantastic Tale." The Macmillan Co., New York. SO cents each.

Evenings in Little Russia is a competent translation of Nikolai Gogol's
"Evenings in a Village Near Dikanka." It is a pleasure to be able oc-

casionally to quote with approval the publisher's statement concerning a
book presented ;

in this case it runs,
" the first adequate rendering into

English of some of the most beautiful passages in Rnssian literature."
William S. Lord, Evanston, 111. $1.

In his Essentials of American History Thomas Bonaventure Lawlor
aims to

" show the part played by all ihe elements, racial and religious, that
have made contributions to American history

"—which is a pretty large
order for an elementary text-book. But he has succeeded exceptionally
well in his endeavor to "hold the scale evenly balanced on all questions ;

"

and the work deserves approval as a whole. Ginn & Co., Boston. $1.

Bachelor Bigotries,
"
compiled by an old maid, approved by a young

bachelor, illustrated by an ex-bachelor and published by a young married
man," consists of some hundreds of quotations, mostly cynical, on love,

marriage and kindred subjects. The book is attractive in form and appear-
ance, as is customary with the offerings of this publishing house. Paul
Elder & Co., San Francisco.

The Anarchist Constitution, as offered by a San Franciscan who pro.
claims himself to be an anarchist, is quite a marvel of crack-brained inge
nuity. This particular gentleman's remedy for the evils resulting from
law is a good deal more law with no effective method of enforcing it.

Radical Publishing Co., San Francisco. 50 cents.

A little of the particular brand of humor exploited in I. K. Friedman's
Autobiography of a Beggar ought to go a long way. The editor of the

periodical in which it originally appeared by installments was perhaps
justified in using it as an oddly-favored spice ; but it was not worth putting
into book form. Small, Maynard & Co., Boston. $1.25.

Seventeen of Mrs. Steel's stories of India have been gathered under the
title In the Guardianship of God. Each one of them is worth while, and
one—though but a tale of a cow in famine time and her old Brahmin
owner—is simple and touching enough to be called classic. The Macmillan
Co., New York. $1.50.

The leading character in E. Phillips Oppenheim's A Prince of Sinners
bears about the same relation to real life as one of Ouida's heroes. The
story, however, will serve as well as another for an idle hour, especially
since the sins appear only in retrospect. Little, Brown & Co., Boston.
$1.50.

Solar Heat, Its Practical Applications, by Charles H. Pope, is a record
of some of the attempts which have been made to harness the sunbeams,
and an argument in favor of giving concentrated attention to that task.
Published by the author, 221 Columbus Avenue, Boston. $1.

Roscoe Lewis Ashley offers his American Government as a text-book for
use in secondary schools. It seems to deserve hearty recommendation for

that purpose. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1 net.

Charlbs Auadon Mcx>dy.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

THE INSTINCT OF DEVELOPMENT.
OME shrewd philosopher has luminously said :

"
In a truly-

living organism, the instinct of development is wiser

than the wisdom of the wisest." This remark is pro-

foundly true. And if we attempt to ignore it, we invite failure

to fall upon all our efforts to build California and the West. We
may scheme and plan, but we shall succeed in the end only as

our program conforms to the instinct of development springing
from the heart and soul of things. This being so, nothing is

more valuable just now than a knowledge of social and economic

tendencies in this and in other new countries having similar

problems to solve. Without such knowledge, we may formulate

plans which appear to be theoretically sound, and even scientific
;

but if they do not run with the grain of events they can have

only academic value. In that case, they cannot assist, but only

impede our progress. The experience of the distinguished men
who framed the Works Bill is a case in point. Those who lent

their support to that measure in the utmost good faith were

amazed to find themselves in the position of leaders without a

following. The truth was, they tried to run counter to the in-

stinct of development as it is manifested today throughout the

length and breadth of the arid region. They failed. And pre-

cisely the same fate will overtake those who seek to formulate

an alternative measure, if they proceed in ignorance or disregard
of the same inexorable instinct.

During the past few months I have been engaged in

work which made it necessary for me to review the suc-

cessive steps by which the western half of the United

States has slowly advanced to settlement in a hundred years. I

have sat in my library and summoned up all the great figures

of the past—Lewis and Clark, threading their way through the

untrodden wilderness from the Mississippi to the mouth of the

Columbia ; Zebulon Pike, invading the wilds of Colorado and

hanging his name upon its loftiest peak, to remain forever
;

John Jacob Astor and Ramsay Crooks, building their trading

post in the farthest corner of Oregon ; Captain Bonneville, ex-

IN THB FOOT-
STEPS OF THE

FATHERS.
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ploring- the great valleys of the Rockies and beyond ; John C.

Fremont, finding paths to the Pacific ; Francis Parkman, fol-

lowing the Oregon trail, and Richard H. Dana, rounding
the Horn and coasting the shores of two continents. Then,
after the explorers and pioneer tourists, I have beheld the

migration of the English-speaking settlers and home-builders—
Brigham Young and his fugitive followers ; the miners and

early ranchers who rushed in whenever they caught the glitter

of gold among the mountains of a dozen nebulous States and

Territories
;
N. C. Meeker and his fellow-colonists of Greeley ;

the Anaheim, Orange and Riverside settlers who became the

forefathers of a new era in Southern California. And after

them, the men of enterprise and of capital who came to build

railroads, to lay the foundations of big cities, and to take up the

work of irrigation on a grander scale after it had gone beyond
the reach of the pioneer tillers of the soil. All these have

marched before me—the long procession of a century, from 1803

to 1903. I have heard the creak of their ox-carts, the clatter of

their horses' hoofs. I have warmed myself at their campfires,

and stood with them and gazed into the gloom of darkening

valleys, up to the somber peaks of mighty mountains, and still

further up to
*'
the serene and shining pathway of the stars."

And, as time wore on, I have felt the thrill of the first whistle

of the locomotive as it broke the stillness of the wilderness, and

have gloried as man laid his hand on great rivers and made them
subservient to his control. For if you live in a quiet place, not

too near to men nor too far from nature, and if you concentrate

your mind upon some large object of study and of thought, it is

no difficult matter to make the stream of events turn back and

flow past you, nor even to associate for a time, in a certain in-

tangible yet very real sense, with those kindred spirits who
have gone before. Under such circumstances, you create an

atmosphere of your own, and find it peopled with those who
seem almost as palpable as the members of your household, and

marked with events infinitely more live and interesting than

those chronicled in the morning paper. In this way I have

tried to discover the real tendencies of the time as influenced

by the instinct of development, with particular reference to irri-

gation. What is the result ?

„„„ „.„.^^^ The story of irrigation in the West is a marvelous
j.x1a paradox _

OF succRss paradox of success and failure. The first ditch-builders
AND PAiLUKE. ^gj,g ^^^ Mormous. They had no capital save brains

and muscle. If there had been rich men among them, a

place to buy provisions and a chance to hire labor, they might
have proceeded very differently from what they did. The
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rich men might have taken possession of the streams and, by

virtue of that strategic advantage, found a way to get large

areas of land into their private ownership. In that case, the

settlement of Utah would have been begun with speculation in

land and water which, if successful, would have produced a few

water-lords and landlords and a large community of tenant

farmers. Some of the latter would have bought land and be-

come independent after awhile, though more would have de-

generated into hired laborers. But there was neither money,

provisions nor labor open to hire. Therefore, only one thing
could be done. All the men must pull off their coats and go to

digging ditches. The land must be divided into small tracts,

to be shared among all in proportion to the labor put into the

effort to bring the indispensable water. The result : coopera-

tive canals, multitudes of landed proprietors, plenty to eat, no

water-lords, no landlords—and a degree and diffusion of pros-

perity (accompanied with a virility of civil, religious and indus-

trial institutions), at which many good people stand fairly

aghast.

The Mormons, ever the best-advertised people in the' ^ ^ SUCCESS OF
country, became the teachers of the other early com- cooperative

munities which followed them into the West. Settlers effort,

built their own ditches, individually or collectively. They
owned the land, tilling it themselves. And so they owned the

water and distributed it themselves. It was a simple partner-

ship as to water, and absolute independence as to land. Some-
times there were only two or three partners, sometimes a few

score, sometimes a few hundred. But the principle was always
the same. It was by this means that every State and Territory
in the arid region obtained its earliest and firmest grasp upon
the soil. The process went on prosperously for a quarter of a

century. It paused only when there were no longer opportunities
within reach of comparatively poor men. In the nature of

things, there was a limit beyond which struggling settlers could

not go. They could not invest hundreds of thousands of dollars

in making the land ready to produce its first sack of grain or

potatoes. They could not wait years for a return upon their

labor and investment. But what they could do was done

bravely, energetically and cheerfully. They pushed their way
into localities remote from railroads, cities and seaboard.

Now comes the remarkable part of the story. These cooper-
ative undertakings were almost uniformly successful. There is

scarcely an instance on record of failure to make a living and
win a substantial competence on the part of men who owned
both land and water, and thus became absolute masters of their

destiny. They settled in some of the most forbidding places,
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but they prospered. Good business men would have told them
that they could not hope to succeed without capital, markets, or

transportation facilities. But they did succeed.

ABSOI.UTK
What could have been more natural than that this mar-

KAii^uRB OK velous rccord of success should attract capital into the
SPECUI.ATION.

gj^jjjg channel ? The larger and better opportunities lay
far beyond the reach of a class who had only their labor and
humble savings to invest. Why not give the Eastern and for-

eign investor a chance ? Take these wasting waters of the

West and capitalize them. Issue stocks and bonds against

them; sell the securities in the markets of the world
; take the

proceeds and build reservoirs and canals. Let the settlers come
in and occupy the land. With water, it is worth $25, $50— ye3»

$100—per acre. It will pay good dividends on such a valuation.

Let it be sold at these prices, with good, smart interest on de-

ferred payments. And then let the water be sold and rented.

What—both? Why, certainly. First, sella "water right,"
which is the right to rent water. Then proceed to rent it and
collect annual rates. Ah, what an opportunity was lost when
those Mormons were turned loose in the desert to work out their

own destiny 1 Here are 200,000 of them using water as freely as

air and sunshine and not paying a red cent in tribute to the thrifty

financiers of New York, Boston and London. It was too late to

remedy that oversight, but it should not be allowed to occur

again.

So the promoters and speculators argued. They issued a pros-

pectus as alluring as a tale from the Arabian Nights, but there

was no magic about it, for the facts of success were piled up
in every Western valley, high as the mountains. The pioneers

had demonstrated the value of irrigation as a financial propo-
sition. It only remained for money to come in and do its

work ; then to fold its hands and collect its dividends. And
money came—but not the dividends. Millions—tens of millions
—were invested in the new speculation. There was a period

when anybody could float an irrigation scheme in any market.

But now no one can do so. A man who went to London with

California irrigation bonds a few years ago was politely shown
to the door with the remark:

"
Leave them on the pedestal of

Nelson's statue in Trafalgar Square. You need not worry
—no-

body will take them." The remark was approximately correct.

No enlightened mind would take them and agree to assume the

responsibility of earning dividends by selling American settlers

the right to rent melting snow, and of collecting interest for the

use of God's singing brooks. Briefly, the speculation was a

failure total and irretrievable. There is scarcely an instance

. where the enterprise of owning water apart from land, and tell-
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ing or renting it to those who till the soil, has returned regular

and permanent dividends on the actual investment.

Is there anybody who desires to take issue with me as to
^.^ ^^.^

the facts of history in this matter ? Surely, no one will histokic fact

arise to dispute the success of joint ownership of land and bisputed

water as illustrated by the cooperative organizations all over

the West. But possibly some one may claim that the private

speculation, based on ownership of water apart from land, has

turned out better than I have said. Very well
;
let such person

send me a list of successful enterprises, with full particulars.

Remember the conditions : a list of enterprises where water was

owned as a separate commodity to be sold or rented to the land-

owners, and which paid reasonable dividends regularly and over

a sufficient period to justify us in considering it thoroughly es-

tablished, and thus permanent
—the dividends to be calculated

on the basis of actual investment and to be collected from no

other source than water sales and rentals. Instances can be

found where promoters have sold out at a profit and unloaded on

the investing public, but that does not constitute a success in

the sense of which I am speaking. Other instances may be

found where enterprises have passed through one or more re-

ceiverships and thus been able to
"
boil out " a large part of the

investment and pay a profit to a second or third set of owners,

obtaining the property at a percentage of the original cost.

Such cases do not fairly meet my question, of course. They only

emphasize the point made against the speculation in water. I

have said that there is
' '

scarcely an instance " of success in this

field of enterprise. If there be a few, they represent only the

proverbial exception to a rule which we all know to be general.

Let us see just a few of the more conspicuous examples which
illustrate the rule.

The famous Riverside settlement in California repre-^ SOME
sented one of the very earliest departures from the usual striking cases

pioneer method of cooperative ditch-building. It was in- ^^ point.

tended to follow the Utah precedent, but the cost proved too

great and a capitalist had to be found. He was a good capital-

ist in every sense, but the experiment was not successful. Di-

vided ownership of land and water simply would not work. One
interest or the other must dominate. In the end, the many who
owned and tilled the land bought out the one who owned the

water. Then came peace and prosperity, and not until then.

The capitalist in this case did not lose money, if I am correctly

informed, but he did find that the only possible way to avoid the

loss of money was to withdraw from the speculation in water.

For a few years the Bear Valley enterprise at Redlands was
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everywhere held up as a shining: example of the immense profits

to be got from water speculation. The stock mounted higher
and higher. "How far has the Bear jumped todaj?" they
asked each other in the London clubs. The day came when the

Bear jumped down, to rise no more. And after a receivership
which has lasted ten mortal years, Bear Valley and all the

ditches in its neighborhood are going into one cooperative asso-

ciation, owned by the men who pick their dividends right ofif the

orange trees. They are buying the works for much less than

they cost and infinitely less than they are worth. Some one has

paid about three million dollars for
"
experience

"
in water spec-

ulation, yet Redlands is bigger, better and brighter than ever.

Take the great enterprise on the Bear River in Utah, which was

capitalized at two million dollars. In that case, a splendid sys-

tem of works was actually completed and everything ready for

the settler. The settler did not come, but the receiver did.

And, after hopeless floundering for a number of years, the en-

terprise fell into the lap of the people who chiefly made Utah
what it is. I assume they got what Fra Elbertus would describe

as
"
a prett)^ fairish" bargain. In the meantime, another set

of investors had graduated from the School of Experience in

Water Speculation with handsomely engraved diplomas known
as "securities," chiefly valuable as souvenirs of the wild and

woolly West. I might take my readers into every State and

Territory
—into almost every valley where capital was induced

to invest in such undertakings
—and we should find the same

story of failure and disappointment. It is painful to specify,

but the facts are indisputable. They speak for themselves in

thunder tones.

«»« „,^=^x^T^ Why did irrigation enterprise succeed when ownershipxha working
OF THB of land and water was united in the proprietors and

I.AW.
tillers of the soil ? Because it accorded with "the instinct

of development" which "iswiser than the wisdom of the wisest."

Why did irrigation enterprise fail when one set of men owned
the water and another set of men owned the land ? Because it

failed to accord with that imperious instinct which will not be

denied. That was the big generic reason in both cases. There
were many details, some of which I had intended to set forth,

and then to apply in the discussion of the irrigation measure

which the Constructive League will bring forward for the con-

sideration of the people. But here I am at the end of the

chapter. The series of talks on this general topic, begun last

month, will be continued until we get to the bottom of the sut)-

ject. Then our readers will be ready for an outline of the meas-

ure to be offered as a substitute to the Works Bill.

Wm. E. Smvthb.
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GLORIOUS OLD AGE.

?j
RECENT letter from Edward Everett Hale, now in his

eighty-second year, is a forcible reminder of the beauty
and dig-nity of grand old age. Merely to be old is not neces-

sarily beautiful or dignified, though it is always a title to re-

spect. Old age is not equally becoming to all men and women.
Some minds grow narrow, some tempers sour or sordid, with
time. But, as a rule, the years appear to deal kindly with the

good and great. Standing with their faces to the sunset, they
become better and greater than ever. How often, too, they
seem proof against the ravages of the years with which other

people are so often marked ! Their eyes do not grow dim, their

hearing dull, their voices feeble, nor do their hands tremble—
at least, not the good and great whom I have had the honor to

behold in the glory of their old age.
Is it true, after all, that he has most who gives most

—that he

only saves his life who loses his life in the service of others—
true, I mean, here and now, as well as in the beyond ? And is

it this which makes Edward Everett Hale so lovely, even after

he has written his
"
Memories of a Hundred Years " and turned

back to his accustomed tasks ? Years ago, when a boy, I could

not quite comprehend the meaning of Senator Hoar when I heard
him say in a public address :

"
Josiah Quincy at ninety, John

Quincy Adams at eighty, John Greenleaf Whittier at three-score

and eighteen, were infinitely younger than many a doughface,
though he have just marched—a little old man—from the

womb." I did not know the doughfaces then, nor the young old

men. Now I have met both. The Senator is right
—the old

men are
"

infinitely younger." And Edward Everett Hale, still

planning and doing for the race, without distinction of color or

previous condition of servitude, is about the youngest of them
all.

A grand old man of our own is Will Green of Colusa. How
young he seems in comparison with the doughfaces whom he is

ever stirring to action ! Day after day he keeps at his tireless

work. Others get weary, but not this youth in his glorious
seventies. Others falter at difficulties, and lose faith in them-
selves and their fellows, but not this man who has given the

best of his long life to the service of the people, without money
and without price. I know men of half his years who have

already grown gray and bent in chasing dollars. I know men
of fifty or sixty who look and act much older than Dr. Hale or

General Green. They certainly have worked no harder, but they
have worked exclusively for themselves. They have lived within
narrow horizons. They have never felt the pulse-beat of hu-

manity. And they are old. Yes, and poor, though rated high
in Bradstreefs. And there is Madame Severance. Who says
she is old ? Her face does not say so nor her voice, her eyes,
her hand-clasp. What keeps her young, in spite of the years ?

Is it the fact that her thought is all for others ;
that she lives

in a world of big ideas and constantly lends her effort to the

doing of big things ? Is it this that makes her so much younger
than the society women who were born so many years later ? I

can see no other explanation.
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I know an old gentlemen who lives in a large and beautiful

house, set in the midst of two acres of valuable city property.
His banker tells me he is worth at least twenty million dollars,

perhaps more. He is utterly obscure except for a few blocks
around his place, and would be there but for the size of his

house. He was waited upon by a committee some months ago
and solicited to contribute to a worthy public object. It came
hard, but at last he gave it up. Do you ask how much ? Two
dollars 1 And he is

"
worth "

twenty million. How "worth"
it ? Is he "worth" it to society, to humanity, to the town in

which he lives, or even to himself ? "Worth !

"—what a per-
version of terms ! At the same rate of valuation, Edward
Everett Hale, Will C. Green, Catherine M. Severance, and their

kind, must be "worth " several billion.

In no spirit of uncharitableness, but as a means of inspiration
and encouragement to young men and women who are trying to

make their lives count, it is well worth while to call attention

occasionally to these contrasts. We hear enough, if not too

much, of those who have got rich by making and saving money.
It is well that we should speak now and then of those who have
got rich by adding to the sum of human happiness. As they
stand upon the heights at the end of a long day, they can say
with that other billionaire, John G. Whittier :

How softly ebb the tides at will !

How fields, once lost or won,
Now lie behind me green and still

Beneath a level sun 1

How hushed the hiss of party hate.
The clamor of the throng !

How old, harsh voices of debate
Plow into rhythmic song !

Let winds that blow from heaven refresh,
Dear Lord, the languid air

;

And let the weakness of the flesh

Thy strength of spirit share.

And, if the eye must fail of light,
The ear forget to hear.

Make clearer still the spirit's sight,
More fine the inward ear I

Be near me in mine hours of need
To soothe, or cheer, or warn,

And down these slopes of sunset lead
As up the hills of morn 1

How hollow such a prayer coming from the lips of an old man
or woman, tottering on the edge of the grave, with nothing in

their hands, save stocks and bonds and title deeds to landed
estates ! But how rich and eloiiuent when spoken by those,
like Whittier, whose whole life has been a battle for human
rights, and whose influence is to remain a permanent part of the
wealth of mankind 1 And what a cheering thought it is that
none are so poor and humble that they may not accumulate a

competence like that to be enjoyed in glorious old age I
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• EIGHT YEARS AFTERWARD.*
N the ISth of February, 1895, William E. Smythe, then

Executive Chairman of the National Irrigation Congress,

called on Dr. Edward Everett Hale at his home in Boston

and solicited his assistance in enlisting settlers for a colony in

Idaho.

The object of the colony was to demonstrate the feasibility

of making homes for the surplus people of Eastern cities on the

desert lands of the West and thus present an unanswerable argu-

ment in favor of national irrigation. A tract of land had been

selected in the Payette Valley of Idaho under a completed

system of irrigation canals, then owned by a company of New
York capitalists. The land to be colonized was chiefly owned

by residents of Idaho, who had taken it up under the Desert

Land Law as a speculation. They held it at $20 an acre.

The site of the colony was twelve miles from the nearest rail-

road (Oregon Shortline) and an equal distance from the nearest

town (Payette), and in a locality where practically no settle-

ment had been made. It was covered with a growth of sage-

brush, which is the sure index of good soil.

Dr. Hale instantly consented to help. He gave Mr. Smythe
letters to a number of leading Bostonians, called a conference
of public-spirited citizens, and, later, presided over a meeting
at Paine Memorial Hall. Through his influence, the Boston

newspapers were induced to give large publicity to the matter.
The Associated Press telegraphed an account of the meeting
and colony project throughout the United States. The result

was a large manifestation of interest, which was particularly
marked at Chicago.
Mr. Smythe transferred his campaign to the latter city, and

in a period of seven weeks formed the Plymouth Society, con-

sisting of 200 or 300 people. This society sent a committee at

its own expense to investigate and report upon the colony site

and plans. The report was most favorable, stating that the

place was
"
better than represented," and that

"
the colony

plan is endorsed by practical men familiar with the condition of
the country."
The colony was legally incorporated in June, 1895. A month

later, the vanguard of settlers went on from Chicago to prepare
the way for settlement. About forty families were located by
September.
The original plan was to have the colony retain the owner-

ship of the townsite and sell lots for its own benefit rather than
for speculation ;

to have various small industries owned in co-

operation ;
to have the farmers live mostly in the village, after

the Mormon and European method
;

to encourage diversified

farming, so that each family might raise what it consumed ;

*This article was prepared in response to the request of Edward Everett Hale, and after
the receipt of the latest data from Idaho. It is published here as a matter of general inter-
est to those who are followingr Western development.
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and to have the Government after the manner of the New Eng:-
land town meeting.
The colony started oflE with high hopes. The people liked

the place and felt equal to the task of homemaking. But
trouble soon arose between the colonists and the canal company.
They could not agree as to rates or methods of distributing
water. It was a time of industrial depression everywhere. But
the hostility of the colonists to the water-owning corporation
was not due very largely to the prevailing hard times.

It represented a much deeper feeling
—the irrepressible con-

flict between the man who owns the land and the interest which
owns the water without which the land may not be cultivated.

The New York Company had learned by sad experience that

money alone will not colonize deserts or make them bloom with
crops and civilization. Nothing but human labor can do that—
human labor represented by the proprietors of the soil. So it

finally agreed to sell out its entire property to the rebellious

settlers. This property consisted of a magnificent canal system
which had cost $300,000, and 5,000 acres of fertile land, then
worth about $100,000, now worth two or three times as much.
The colony drove a shrewd bargain. It bought the entire prop-
erty, water and land, for $75,000, and thus became absolute
master of the situation. The Payette River furnishes a super-
abundant supply of water and, since acquiring the canals, the
settlers have extended the system over new areas. They are

selling their unimproved lands from $35 to $50 per acre, most of

it at the latter figure. The bargain they drove with the New
York Company made them a rich community.
The tide turned almost immediately after the colony obtained

complete control. Settlers have come rapidly ever since, and the
whole valley is being colonized. The town of New Plymouth
has many homes, several stores, and good church and school
facilities. The census of 1900 showed 281 people in New Ply-
mouth precinct, which is the town and its immediate neighbor-
hood. This represents only a portion of the colony, which is

now distributed over a wide area. But Plymouth has made its

best growth during the past three years since the census was
taken.

During the depression which followed the planting of the

settlement and the long and trying period of unrest on account
of the troubles with the New York Company, the original

plans fell into neglect. They have been revived with the wave
of prosperity, so that now the colony has a cooperative ice plant,
a cooperative evaporating plant for curing fruit, and other co-

operative enterprises. The people seem to be working together
harmoniously. They have made homes, made money and made
some little history. Their farms are mostly small and in diversi-

fied production. Apples and prunes are very profitable orchard

crops.
Most of the settlers came from large cities. They had a fair

average capital and are a fine class of people. On the whole,
the colony succeeded with what it undertook to do and is a

living example of the possibilities of national conquest in the

desert.
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* THE TRIUMPH OF MODESTO.

QrtHE great Modesto Irrigation District, like its sister, Tur-

J[ lock, which takes water from the same big diverting- dam
in Tuolumne River, is now practically complete. The

celebration orig-inally planned for this month, has been post-

poned until April, but the present is a g-ood time to direct atten-

tion to certain important facts about this particular district.

From the very beg:inning- of the agitation for public irriga-

tion works, down to the present time—a period of over fifteen

years
—Modesto has been the battle-ground of the movement.

If poetic justice demanded the success of one district above an-

other, it was this one. And for these reasons :

It was the economic situation in Modesto which created the

first strong popular demand for a district law. The opportunity

for a large work of reclamation was almost ideal. No place

was ever better fitted to sustain a dense population living- on

small, diversified farms. The land is very fertile and, for the

most part, presents a beautiful slope for irrigation and for the

natural drainage so essential to it. The climate admits of the

production of the widest variety of crops. By rail, it is but four

hours from San Francisco, with its g-reat market and shipping

facilities. It enjoys water transportation as well as railroad.

The Modesto country ought to be one of the most prosperous

spots on earth.

But a large proportion of the land is owned in great farms,

which formerly returned a fortune every year from crops of

grain. When world-wide conditions changed all this, the

owners of small farms could no longer make a living. Their

only hope lay in irrigation and a different class of production.

The people of the towns were also suffering from the fall in the

price of wheat and were ready to join in an irrigation move-

ment. The big landowners stood in the way. The man who
owns thousands of acres cannot irrigate successfully, as a rule,

and objects to paying taxes to enable other people to get benefits

which he does not himself desire. No private enterprise would

build enormous works on the Tuolumne with the certainty that

the major portion of the land would never patronize them. The

people who wanted water had the votes, but the people who did

not want water had the property, and so controlled the situa-

tion. What was to be done ?

Modesto sent C. C. Wright to the Legislature to solve the

problem, if he could. He framed the celebrated district law

which bears his name. It was enacted in 1887. It gave the

majority of voters the ri|rht to create an irrigation district and

levy taxes for the purpose on all the property within its bound-
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aries. They could also acquire by condemnation, if necessary,

private property essential to the undertaking^. The passage of

this law completely reversed the situation as it had formerly
existed. The man with 50,000 acres now had no more to say
than the man with one acre, or even than the resident of a

town owning- no property whatever. A district was speedily

organized, bonds voted, and the work begun.
The big landowners thought the law utterly unjust and hoped

that it was illegal. Although districts had sprung up every-

where, and appearances indicated that C. C. Wright had solved

the irrigation problem for all of California, the big landowners

proceeded to fight the new law in the courts. Defeated in Cali-

fornia, they appealed to the Supreme Court of the United
States. There they were represented by Joseph H. Choate,
among others, and opposed by Benjamin Harrison, C. C. Wright
and others. The litigation threw a shadow over the whole de-

velopment in California, demoralizing some districts and delay-
ing others. The decision, when it came at last, was in favor of
the law. The right of a majority of the people to tax those

owning a majority of the property, in order to effect results

which they thought for the good of the greatest number, was
declared constitutional by the highest court of the land.
But the Battle of Modesto was not yet over. The general

law might be sound
;

it did not follow that this particular dis-

trict had complied with it in every respect. Technicalities
could still be spun—thin as spider's web, perhaps, yet admirably
suited for court-rooms. And then it was possible to delay or
defeat the sale of bonds, to hinder the collection of taxes, to

impede the administration of the district. Nothing that inge-
nuity could suggest was neglected in the effort to nullify the
will of the people and reverse the ruling of the Supreme Court
of the United States.

Years came and went, but no water flowed upon the lands of
Modesto. Babies grew to stalwart youths or fair maidens—
youths became voters and maidens blossomed into motherhood.
Still the issue remained unsettled. The opponents of the dis-

trict would not desist
;

its friends would not surrender. It was
one of those stubborn affairs which only time could end or cure.

And at last, time has done her patient work. The district is

completed. Everybody pays taxes. The land is being sub-
divided. Thousands will live where hundreds lived before.

And, whatever the outcome of the law in other localities, where
natural conditions were less favorable, or human wills less de-

termined, C. C. Wright i« sure of one monument that any man
might envy

—a monument of living green, with roots that go
deep and branches that extend wide and high.
At some later date, our readers may be interested to learn

more of the sister districts, Modesto and Turlock, especially
on their physical side. The present article is a leaf from
the history of our own times, which is especially appropriate
just now, because of the successful ending of a struggle which
will be historic in Western annals.
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A CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS.
mis magazine is read by a good many thousand of the

most public-spirited men and women in the West. Many
of them are in the larger cities, but a goodly number are

distributed among small towns and villages where there are

not too many opportunities for intellectual improvement and

entertainment. That is only another way of saying that society

is less perfectly organized in the small places than in the large

ones.

In San Francisco and Los Angeles, no matter what your par-

ticular form of intellectual interest, you will find a club of con-

genial spirits to which you may belong. Art, literature,

economics, religious speculation or what not—they are all

represented. And there are also many organizations to develop
different forms of local improvement. The Constructive League
has plans for pushing its work in these larger cities, partly by
the enrollment of an independent membership, partly by affilia-

tion with existing societies. Its organizers are already busy
with this branch of the work. But in scores of smaller places,

ranging from cities as large as Stockton and Presno down to

the very newest communities in the delta of the Colorado, the

situation is different. In nearly all such places, the oppor-

tunity to form a local Constructive Club is an invitation for the

people to do something which is now being largely neglected.

And what is this
"
something ?

"

First of all, to make their own town more lovely in every
sense of the term.

Next, to study the various ideas now before the public that
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look to the social and economic upbuilding of State and nation.

In a word, everything: that truly answers to the definition of

the word "constructive."

Finally, to assist in shaping specific measures (as a new irri-

gation law) to be presented to the Legislature at the proper
time, and to do what they can to induce the political parties to

which they belong to fight their future battles on lines of

worthy public policies that really mean something to us and to

those who shall succeed to our duties of citizenship.
If the League had no purpose except the first one—to make

each city, town and hamlet more lovely and more livable— it

would be well worth while to establish a local club in each com-

munity. But most good men and women want to have a part in

shaping the larger issues with which the future must deal. The
debating club is a wonderful school, and the village lyceum has
made glorious history. Let it be revived in all its old-time

vigor and contribute to the growth of a healthy public sentiment.

But how is the thing to be done ? It is only possible where
a live man or woman can be found to take the lead. There are

plenty to follow, but few to lead. It is a noble opportunity for

any man or woman, young or old. Here we are at the beginning
of a new century, living in new States which are to make new
history. It is time for new leaders, new movements, new
thoughts. It is easy to be nobody, but far pleasanter to be

somebody.
This article is written in the hope that a lot of people will

write to the President of the League and offer to take up the

work where they live. If you did not read the new Constitution
in last month's magazine read it now, and see if it does not
outline a work in which you would like to engage. If you
can get members, the League will pay you a commission out of
the fees you collect. In that way you can be paid for your
time. But your real compensation will come in another form.
It will be the satisfaction you take in helping to make
things better for us all. It is a poor religion, a poor political
party, a poor society of any kind, which cannot do that. And
it is a poor citizen of the Republic, especially of the Western
part of it, who cannot contribute his or her share to such a
result.

If you are ready to help, let us hear from you at once.
The day will come when you will be glad to say : "I was one

of the early members of the Constructive League. I helped to
make my town a beautiful home-spot. I lent a hand in lifting
my political party out of the ruts of mere office-mongering and
starting it off on the broad highway of public usefulness. And
I did my share to plant a civilization among these mountains
and valleys which was the glory of my century, and which sent
out an influence that helped to raise the standard of living for
all mankind."
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skin troubles of childhood."— Xezv England MedicalJournal.

" An important feature of the hygiene
of the hair and scalp is the proper use
of the shampoo."

AND WISE MOTHERS
KNOW THE IMPORT-
ANCE OF EARLY
AND PROPER CARE
OF THE HAIR AND
SKIN AND USE
PACKER'S TAR SOAP.

Our Leaflet, "The Value of Systematic Shampooing," mailed free. Address

THE PACKER MFG. CO. (Suite 87 W), 81 Fulton Street, New York.
J



SAMF'LES OF STUDENTS' WORK

TKe Education TKat Pays

WHEN
Francis W. Parker, one of America's greatest educators, said that "

thought
which does not end in action dies or stagnates," and that "manual training has done

more for the human race than the exercise of anj', if not all, of the other modes of

expression," he did not mean merely that manual training has been potent in helping

young people earn a good living. He meant (and said) that this training "is absolutely in-

dispensable to normal physical development ; it has had a mighty influence upon brain build-

ing ;
it has cultivated ethics as a basis of all moral growth."

In a word, the plan of education which includes manual training as an important factor

is the best for the development of all human powers and faculties. Such an education is

profitable in every sense. It pays.

THroop PolytecHnic Institute at Pasadena furnishes a striking example of what

may be accomplished by adherence to this plan of school work. Its graduates are sought
far and wide for positions requiring a high degree of skill. In the Institute the manual

training theory is carried out systematically, thoroughly, and to the end that its pupils of

both sexes may know how best to use their brains and hands. They are taught the branches

of learning given in grammar schools, high schools and colleges, and in addition, are trained

to use tools in wood and iron construction, in wood-carving, clay modeling, cooking, sewing,

drawing, basket weaving, electric work, assaying, chemical experiments, microscopic in.

vestigations, etc.

The Institute's laboratories and shops are expensively equipped for this manual work—
more so than any school on the Pacific Coast.

All readers of "Out West" who would like further information regarding Throop
Institute are asked to send to the Secretary for a .|ree catalogue, which givies. full particu-

lars as to courses of study, cost of tuition, etc.



A Woman Washing
without PEARLINE is

a sorry sight.

Hot weather makes
the sight sorrier.

—trouble is mostly with the

rubbing*Soap'sWaydemands it.

Rubbing-No Boiling
PEARLINE Washes in Hot or ColdWater without Rubbing

Hot Weather has driven millions ofi women to be

Grateful for Pearline

EN N EN'S
BORATED TALCUM

C: Toilet Powder-v
i^tpELICHTFUL AFTER BATHINC, •BgL,)

,%jJI a luxury after SHAVINC. ^BK^^^**^fc . .:i:.- I O .^t,* tka Pnmniavinn ^^Kff^

DELIGHTFUL AFTER BATHINC

pTA LUXURY AFTER SHAVIHC.

peautifies anil Preserves the Complexion

This Haynes-Apperson Rxtnabout ($1,250 complete) was run by
a customer iVom our factory home. 245 in lies in one day (about 14 hrs.),
on eleven gallons of g.isoHne and one gallon of water on a hot day.
How many '* seasoned "

cars can do tliis?

M HAYNES-APPERSON
n every Endurance Contest held
i ever entered.

is tlie only machine that 1

America and every contesi

17 •'«*'°aM%a%"n'L^^r'**' Stock Machiiiss.
The iimrliine yini Imv is tlu- kind that mal;es this Absolutely
(Jneqiilllleil Record. Ourcatalogue gives the recordscomplete.
Send for it and as* lor the •' Little Bopk," too. Inquirers are urged to

visit our factory, where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority
can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSON CO., Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.
The oldest makers ofwntor cars in America,

Member of the .\sBociaiion of LiceDsed Automobile Manufxctunrs.

Branch Store, 381-385 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
Eastern Representatives: Krooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-41-43

FultonSt., Brooklyn, N.Y., and 66 West 43d St., N.Y., John Maxwell,
Oneida, N. Y., Agent for Central New York. National Automobile
& Mfg. Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.



STATIONERY dept.
IRVINQ J. MITCHELL, Mor.

Office Supplies

Always the latest devices to save time,

labor and annoyance. We are agents
for the popular Yawman & Erbe Filing

Cabinets, Card Indexes, etc.—no better

made. Full line of staples and special-

ties at right prices. Inspection invited.

A thoroughly modern equipment for the

production of Copperplate Visiting and

Business Cards, Wedding Announcements,

Invitations, etc. Steel-Die Engraving
and Embossing by competent workmen.

Engraving and

Embossing

Souvenir....

Productions

In addition to our Mission Memories, Sunland

Scenes, Snap Shots, etc., we have in press

some extremely attractive novelties, in which

tourists will be particularly interested. The

designing, the engraving, the printing and

the binding will all be done in our own plant.

ALSO

PRINTING

ENGRAVING
BOOKBINDING
PUBLISHING

"ALL UNDER
ONE ROOF"

v^r^

115 South Broadway

Nearly Opposite New Chamber of Commerce

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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For your next trip across the continent,

it would be well to take advantage of the

New Overland Service of the Southern

Pacific, Union Pacific, and

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

Railways
This is the route of the Overland Lim-
ited and two other fast trains between

San Francisco and Chicago, via Omaha,
every day.

A postal card will bring complete information.

G. L.CANFIELD,
General Agent,

^ 635 ^'!arket St. San Francisco.

^^ F.A.MILLER,
General Passenger Agent,

Chicago.
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The enjoyment of outdoor life

is doubled to the owner of the

Oldsmobile. Its perfect simplic-

ity leaves "Nothing to watch but

the load."

Its working mechanism is so

easy to understand that every
member of the family can drive

this practical machine.

Mechanical ingenuity has done

away with all complications and

progressive ideas in con- /^Pj J
struction maintain the pre- V_>—>^

mier position of the Oldsmo-

bile. It is built to run and

does it.

Price $650.00
Selling agencies are established in all the

principal cities of the world. Call anc*

see why the Oldsmobile "goes." Write

for illustrated catalogue to Dept. 54

Olds Motor Works
Detroit, Mich.

IWembers of the Association Lkensrd Automobile Manufactirers

ARTISTIC

FURNITURE
Appeals to the masses, but the price

usually asked for such goods prevents

many from gratifying their taste. We

are aiming to assist all such by supply-

ing the most modern novelties in Furn-

iture, Draperies, Rugs and Mattings,

at moderate prices.

BROADWAY DRAPERY and

FURNITURE COMPANY

447 S. BROADWAY LOS ANGELES, CAL

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, 50c
and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

For TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTIN6
iVire, TtUphont or Write Wirt, Ttltphont or Writt

JOHN PARTRIDUE JOHN PARTRIDQC
For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIOae, 306 California 5t.. Sm Pranctoco
California

postage: stamps
All kinds of Stamps bought, sold and ex*

changed. Good trades for United States

Stamps.

R. HONSINGER. 1143 S. Hope St. Los Angeles, Csl.
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"Even my dtVilv like.-, it.. Every one in our family likes lell-O, and we
have it on the table every day. It looks nice and Mamma says it is so

easy to prepare. Won't you have some ?
"

Four Fruit Flavors: Lemon, Oranee, Raspberry and .'Strawberry.
IOC. per package. At all Grocers. Prepared in 2 minutes. Try it to-day.

The Genfsek Pt-t-^^ Fnon Co., T,t; Poy, N. Y.

The Best Wines

of California

arc good enough for anybody

60c

A trial order will convince

you that our Wines are

just what you've been look-

ing- and longing for

5-year-old Port, per gallon,

S-year-old Sherry, Angelica or 7^P
Muscat, per gallon / «^V/

20-year-old Port, Sherry, An-

gelica, Muscat, Malaga, d^i ^O
Madeira or Orange, per gal. *pi»«^\/

Send for Complete Price List

EDWARD OERMAIN WINE (0.

393-399 LOS ANGELES ST.

CORNER FOURTH

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

EAMES TRIGYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs

for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rollinff Chairs,

and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OLR CATALOGUE,
and see if one of our desig-ns will not suit your case.

2018 MARKET ST.. SAN FRANCISCO
OR S34 S. BROADWAY. LOS ANQELES. CAL.

KINODFWINE

ISSUED TO

IN ACCOnOANCeWITH
CORONA BL,ANC.^

H J WOOI.I.ACOTT
THIS bAiB.MUSTgesQAfFixtDnwraYnftM

Corona Blanca
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California's
official label {as above facsimile) g-uarauteeing' its contents to be tr««
and pure California -virines. *

These are the finest wines California produces, aged naturally,
from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-
nal nse. Shipments East Frei^Ht Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

EstablisHed 1&&0

Los -Angeles, California
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TO KEEP COOL
you must have a whirlitiK- fan to drive ih(? heated im-
pure air from your rooms. Will you pay $15 or more
for an electric fan, or will you buy our famous

Water Motor Fan
which makes 2,000 revolutions

a minute and throws a current
of air as stronfir as does an

electric fan yet co-ts only

$1.50
It can he attached to any spigot direct, or connecti-d

by rubber hose and attached to wall in same or anoibt-r
room. Can be adjusted by anyone, even a child, quickly
and easily. The fan is ten inches in diameter. Re-
quires but low pressure, the motor being fed through
a 1-16 inch hole. Runs smoothly, without noise or
annoyance—esi>ecially desirable for the sickroom.
Cannot get out of order.

Price Complete, $1.50 Booklet Free

Good Agents Wanted to sell the Water Motor Fan
to the thousands who have been waiting for a perfect
fan at a low price.

DELAWARE RUBBER CO., Dept. 102

031 Market Street Philadelphia. Pa.

Sales Rooms. 1408 West Ninth Street

LOS ANOELES, (AL.

Mailorders CT \Ai l//^l ^ Indian
Address to f^ , MV . V \JL^^ Trader

P. O -CANON D/ABLO. ARIZ.

MATURED



ank first in popular favor -with the shooting public because of their

uniformly high quality. When you buy a Winchester Rifle or Shotgun, you
can count on its being carefully made, well finished, an accurate shooter and thoroughly
reliable in action When you buy Winchester make, of ammunition, you can rely or. its

being properly loaded, carefully gauged ^nd inspected, and, tn a word, the kind that
shoots when you want it to and where you. point your gun. Aren't these iacts worth
considering when buying anything in the gun or ammunition line ? Winchester Guns
are made in all desirable calibers, bores, weights and styles, and are plain, partially
or elaborately ornamented, suiting every purpose, every pocketbook and every taste.
Winchester Ammunition is made for all kinds of shooting and all kinds of guns.Send your namt and address (or our large. Illustrated catalogue. It's sent free.

WFNCH ESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., SAN FRANCISCO.
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12 Deviled Crabs with origin ,
\'

nal shells as fresh as when
sprayed by cool old
ocean, for 55 cents.

WMENAMIN'S

DEVIIED
CRABS

This Ocean Food

Dtlitacy can now
be had by inland

folk in any cli-

mate. Our Crabs
are celebrated

for flavor par
excellence, and

lendanappetizins;

variety to the table.

If your grocer is not

supplied we will tell

you what grocer is.

Send to us for Free Crab Book.

McMENAMIN & CO.,
5 '» HIGHLAND AVENUE, - - HAMPTON, VA.

^.WlHSto]^
por

<;i7itdrei)

Mothers !

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S S00THIII6 SYRUP

has been nsc<l foi (iver SIXTY YKARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and Is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by DruirarlBtR in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for "Mrs.
Winnlow's Soothinar Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

OREAM RORINE
A scientific astringent cream which acts di-

rectly upon enlarged pores, cleansing, purify-

ing, contracting them, and successfully eradi-

cating blackheads, pimples and other disfig-

uring eruptions. Price by mail, $1.10.

THE WINDSOR BOUDOIR
r EAST A6th street

NEW YORK
All enquiries as to our special treatment for en-

larired i>ores. enclosiuB' stamp, will receive prompt
attention.

THE NEW

iPrincesse Petticoat j

is a tailor-made irarment. It rires a perfect

irlove fit at the top, impossible to attain with

any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic irrace to the beauty
lines of a graceful fisrure

that cannot be obtained

with any other petticoat

Every lady knows the

advantagres of a tailor-

made garment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fittinir garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a wrii-

dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to .lii

ladies who wish to see them, at

555 S. Broddwdy, los \nm, m
i .««« ft
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The Savag-e 25-35, 32-40 and 38-55 calibers are some sizes recently added to the famous 303 and
30 30 Model 189'J Hammerless Repeater. These loads are considered the standard for accuracy and will
probably never be excelled for hunting- and target purposes. Savag-e Rifles are fitted with "Special
Smokeless Steel" barrels and with a breeching- mechanism originally constructed to withstand the
enormous pressures developed by modern smokeless powder. This g-ives confidence to

"
the man behind

the gun." Catalog-ue No. 3, with full particulars, mailed on request.

SAVAGE ARMS CO., UTICA, N. Y., U. S. A.

WILLIAMSON BROS. R.eliable
Dealers in

Pianos -»-

Organs..
Behr Bros.

Shoninger
Ivers & Pond
Bush & Gerts
Poole
Schubert
HaddorflE
Victor
Karl bach
Strohber, etc.

Southern California

Headquarters for

Standard
Sewing Machines

PIANO STORE: 327 S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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S FINEST IN THE WORLD

i THE LIGHT RUNNINGPOX

Pleases the Employer—
Delights the Stenographer

WHY?
Because it

Lasts Longer
Does Better Work
Easier to Operate

THAN
ANY
OTHER

TYPEWRITER
MADE

FULL AUTOMATIC
Light Touch

High Speed

Simple
Durable

Ball-Bearing Carriage

Automatic Line Spacer

Line Lock

Adjustable Type Bars

Individual Key Tension

Aluminum Key Levers

Half-Inch Key Dip
Two-Ounce Tension

[Inntead of 4 to 6]

"Non-Smut" Carbons and Ribbons.

AtrentH wanted In every town on the Coast.

Ask U8 (or cataloRue.

Si =

g230>^
South Spring Street |

. Los Angeles, Cal. S
nilllHHIl IIIIIIIIIHT

Dr. Ogdcn's
Medicated Oxygen Co.

147 W. 23rd St.. New York, N. Y.

Treatment by Inhalation. Sent to

any part of the world. It cures Rose

Cold, Hay Fever, Rheumatism, Gout,

Asthma, Nervousness and Insomnia.

We don't take a case we can not cure

or benefit.

Smnd for litkraturm

Our Anti-Dipheutic prevents Diph-

theria, Sore Throat, and all Throat Ir-

ritations. Used by thousands of moth-

ers for their children. A Disinfective,

Antiseptic Microbe Destroyer.

COMPLETE. EXPRESS PAID. 91.30

FACE

BLEACH
^(o,GIVE5 THE SKIN

'A YOUTHFUL APPEARANCE

Removes Pimples. Freckles^

all Dlscolorations & Blemishes

S Makes A Perfect Complexion
riujiicstionalily tlio b«»t, safest :>iu! sur-
est prctiaration fnr purifyinK, beauU-

fylnK .iiifi |»re»*rvln|i tlu' complex-
ion. EiviiiR it tlic lu-alllitiil Jtlow of

youth, .tiid making it clear, fairand

perfect, and renuivitiR plni|iles,

frcoklos, m Ih.hrown sixits.oilinoss,
hinckho.ids, s,Tllo\vtifss. skin dis-

cuses and all skin discolorations. is

Mac. A. RUPPERT'S WORLD RENOWNED
PACE BLEACH. A Free trial »x>ttlewill

be sent to any lady who will clip this

advert Isetnent and forward with it her name and
address;—or a larue bottle.—cnongh in many cases
to thoroujfhly clear the comnlcxion,—will be sent
for Wi. Also a Jar of my siioerh EffypMan Balm will

be sent free with each 12 bottle ii you will forward
this atlvertlsrnicnt with your order.

Mm*, a. RlTPPRnr, • llik fi . ^t" T«rii CHr
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ROYAL WORCESTBRAiiP
BONTCM CORSETS

qyall^rcester

irsets

COMFOfirAAoCOJIfAfOJfSMJi
combined ufit/i

QfiyiEyiJVDlMSff

SKc daintiest ant> cHoiccst

of-tfte oScason'5 Wa)ox\cs>

&[\oxo in oil our^tclcB,

cept no Substitute
ASK YOUR DEALER

gi)
TO SUPPLY YOU fO

W IF HE DOES NOT. WEWILL
ON RECEIPT OF MONEY

^YUWORCESTER
Corset Co.

Worcester. Mass.
New^Vbrlc. Chicago.

San. Ecancisco.

Dealers

Everywhere

SELL
THEM
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Headache.
C51ds, Fatigue

Neuralgia,"Everyday

y^'

\m
The Great Human Missions of

ORANGE^INE,
POWDE.R.S

Prevention—! i Relief 1 1 Cure
Its iiccur:ite corrective power promptly

reacheH cause of incipient ailment ami
preventM little illn from becoming serious.
Offsets chill, exposure, faticne, excels. In
bi({ establishments it saves hours of time
and DuSerinK for employer and employee.

Tt almost instantly reaches the cause of

pain, all kinds of Headache, Nenralcia.
and the pain ceases. Under systeraatir
use it dispels even chronic eases of Head-
ache and Periodic Pain.

Advanced Colds. Grir.

Rest ion.Nervousnes- •

quickly dii^aripearunil'
of Oraneeine, whicli
action, increase* assimi
ment. Builds Tissue.

TMal D<kr>lra<rA ITv^aa OranKelne is sold bv druKRists everywhere In '2fic, fide and $l.nn packaees. On receipt of request we
A rial raCKa^C r rcC win nmil lOotri.il package FUEK with full directions, comi>OHition and description of its wide

Ihoman influences Address "OKA .\«;i:i,M,," t hIriiBo, 111.

uilllllllllliillllllllllllllliiillllllllllliilllllllllllli:

E This Library Table Made of Solid 5

I Oak, 28 X 42, Weathered Oak. a |
= Short Time Only, for S/S.OO S

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway and 63rd St., New York City

I
F. B. REICH ENBACn 1

S Deslfrner and Maker of Fine S
S Furniture, Parquet Floors. g
5 Reproduces Any Style, from S
B Any Period Desired. Send S
g for illustrations. 5
S E
I 618 S. Broadway, Los Angeles E

niiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiimiuiiiiiiimiiiiiiiir:

ABaOLUTML-Y PimmfROOP
European Plan K.xclusively. Local and LfOne-

Disl.Tiuc Tfleplionc in every room.

MODERATE RATES
From Courtland or Liberty Street (ernes take

car marked 6ih and Amsterdam Aves., direct to
hotel door— 2ti niinutes. From Grand Central Sta-
tion take Ked car marked Bro.idway to Fort I.,ee

Ferry and reacli hotel door in 6 minutes. From .ill

Femes and Ocean Steamers take9th Ave. Klevate4
Railway to S'Hli Street which is one minute walk
from the Empire. All surfacecarsof Metropolitan
System pass the Empire. Only 10 minutes to all

l>rincipal Theaters and Department Store*.

Music every evening. W. JolMM* Q«iM, fn^



Help Yourself
To ana with The Only
Natural Porous Food
Made From Wheat

Qavena Galloway, White Water, Wis., writes:
"We use Shredded Whole
Wheat Biscuit for break-
fast, as dessert for dinner,
toast for tea, and for chaf-
infr di.sh luncheons in the
eveninsr and would -vot be
.without it."

Split, toast and try it as bread. A deliciou.s com-
bination with preserves and fruits. Makes ideal

fruit short-cake and tempting dishes when combined
with mushrooms, sweetl^reads or vegetables.

SHREDDED

Wm BISCUIT
Can Be Prepared In Over 2SO Different Ways

It is a remarkable fact that no other food

takes the place of Shredded Wheat. This is

true because in it the complete requirements
of the body are found—-the identical food coun-

terparts of the human organism—it's perject

food affinity.

Cook Book artistically illustrated in colors, "The Vital Ques-
tion," sent FRKE upon request. Address

Matural Food Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y-

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED
" Warranted Linen "

ARE YOURS?

A I C3 C3QI lOM ^^ 'Tc making- and selling- theMIM ESMUOn be.st Art Tool in use. Applie.s
color by jet of air, enabling- the

J
artist to do better work and save

jcime. No studio complete with-
lout it. Circulars free.

Address, AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.,

ART \A/DDI^ 115 Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,

FOR

o.

\Ui

BRONANGELIN
The JELLY that requires no cooking. One
package Bromangelon, one pint boiling

water—that's all. Costs a trifle more than

substitutes, but it's a great deal better.

ALL GROCERS.

STERN & SAALBERG, Mfrs.

NE-W YORK

DELICIOUS DESSERT
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.eep strong always. Make every atom of your vitality count.

Build new tissues before the old give way. You can make

poor health good
—

good health better—by taking a glass of

before each meal and upon retiring. The "Best" Tonic aids

digestion
—

strengthens the muscles—steadies the nerves—and

the "Best" Tonic is Pabst Malt Extract. The BEST for

you
—the BEST for everybody.

Enclosed please find five dollars for which send at once two dozen Pabst Mak
Ejctract, The "Best" Tonic. I have now taken eight bottles of The "Best" Tonic and

it has done me more good than twenty-five dollars' worth of medicine I took before

I began taking your malt.—H. A SERGENT, South New Berlin, New York.

Allow me to congratulate you on your superior preparation of malt extract. I found it

excellent as a tonic for myself and prescribe it in all cases of Tuberculosis, Anemia,
Chlorosis and General Debility. As a tissue builder it has no equal.

— DR. H.
Blake HANNON. Cairo, 111.

Avoid cheap imitations— lacking the strength and
purity

of

Pabst Extract—they are frequently adulterated ana

^
usually

harmful. Your system demands THE BEST— and Pabst

Mall Elxtract is The "Best* Tonic. The proof lies in the uning.

At all druggists. Send your name and address for Booklet

PABST EXTRACT DEPT, Milwaukee. Wis., U.S.A.



Travel by Sea
On the SPECIAL VACATION and
SHORT TOURIST EXCURSION
TRIPS of the

Excellent Service—
Lo-w Rates, inclvidin^
BertH and Meals

EureKa
"Victoria

Bet-ween

San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Diego
Santa Barbara
Santa Crviz
Monterey-

Seattle Tacoma
Vancouver Etc.

Voyages to Alaska and Mexico
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Practical KnoAvled^e is
tKe sKort c\it to sxiccess

THE PHOTO-
MINIATURE
series of HandbooKs on
pHotog'rapKy offers plain
and practical information
aboxit 52 different
brancKes of everyday
"worK "witK the camera in
doors and out of doors.
Interestingly -written and
illustrated. 25 cents per
copy; or $2.50 per year,
post free.

SOLD BT ALL DEALERS
lr» order to wiri ne-w readers -we •will
send, free of all cKar^e, -witK every
neAV yearly subscription received
bet'ween August 1 and November 1,

1903, a 200-page booK on pictor-
ial pHoto^rapKy, Avith 200 repro-
ductions of tKe best pHotograpHs.
TENNANT & WARD. PublisHers

Ne-w YorK

PeopU residing at a ditlance trade with us as so/is-

factorily hy Utter as if they were here in person.

Puttee

Leggings
Genuine English (import-

ed) Piifskin Puttee Leif-

trings, first quality, $12;

second qtiality, $8.

Men's Leather l^eggiagu

as low as $3.50. and as

hiffh as $7.

Riding
Boots

Men's Freitch Calfskin Ridinir Boots at $16 and

$20. Women's Black Chrome Calf Kidinar Boots,

hand-sewed, $15.

WETHERBY KAYSER SHOE CO.
215 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cat.

59 E. Colorado St.. Pasadena, Cal.

JAMES W. HELLMAM
OPAL

THr KING or

REFRIGERATORS
SNOW WHITE iNSiDc ANDouioa

AGENT
t6l J\[. Spring St, Los Angeles

OPAL
i.s a SOLID ENAMEL all the way through,

non-absorbent^ anti-porous, and guaranteed not

to craze or stain, and is as easily cleansed as a

china dish. It is unquestioned that this mate-

rial is the best and most SANITARY that

can be used for refrigerator purposes.

Owing to very superior INSULATION the

Opal consumes less ice than any other make on

the market. Hence we have the essentials of

the perfect, high-grade refrigerator—
Absolute Sanitation

Economy in Ice

Beauty and Stren^tH of FinisK
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Open air sixirts make rou^h skin and try
the finest compleJilons. L'se the (lerftct

LABLACHE
Face Powcl r to counteract the ravages
of sun and wind. It clears, freshens ami
softens theskin; itpnserves a tieautlful

complexion; it restores a faded one. An
exquisite toilet necessity f.r over thirty years.

Flesli. White, I'lnk,

Cream Tint*. 50c. a box. Drueelsts or by mall. Takt no oiktr.

BKN Levy & Co., French Perfumers, 115 Klns^ston Street, Boston.

To those who know TYPEWRITERS
and the value of a dollar

^be CbicaGO
$35 3^PP^3^1s most strongly.

It has established a higher ''standard"
at a lower price. Our printed matter
tells how.

CHICAGO WRITING MACHINE CO.

72 Wbndki.l St., Chicago. U. S. A.

CHEAP RATES California, Washington.
Orroon, Colorado

We secure reduced rates on stiipmetits of household
iroods either to or from the above States. Write for
rales. Map of California FREE. If not interested,
tell friends who are. TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FREIGHT COMP \NY, R 325 Dearborn Street, Chicago
San F'rancisco Office: 18 Montironiery St., Room 4

Lios AnifeleK Oflice : 5(K) South Uroadway

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.

STOWELLJtCO., MffH.

relief for ASttinid.
Sdlil l>y nil nriiKkTixiK.
or liy m»ll, M ctMitH.

('linrlcotdwn. Maw.

NO DUST
WHILE DANCING
Bowdlear's Pnlverized Floor Wax sinks

into the wood and txtcomes a part of the beauti-

fully polished dancinir surface. It makes no

dust, does not rub into lumps or stick to the

shoes. Just sprinkle on and the dancers will

do the rest. Does not soil dresses or clothes of

the finest fabric.

P^or sale by Mack & Company, Lanffley &.

Michaels and Redinfrton & Co , San Francisco;
Kirk, Geary & Co., Sacramento, and F. W.
Braun Co , Los Angeles.

BOWDLEAR'S FLOOR WAX

The Only Double-Track Railway Between

the Missouri River and Chicago.

Why Not Go

East via San Francisco and

Qw^rlandl
Limited

The Most Luxurious Train in the World.

Buffet smoking and library cars

with barber and bath, Booklovers

Library, PuUman private compart-
meni observation cars, drawing-
room sleeping cars, all meals in

dining cars; entire train electric

lighted, through to Chicago, with-

out change. Direct connection for

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS
Tickets, reservations and full in

formation can be obtained from
W. D. Campbrll, Gen'l Agent

Chicago C North-Western Ry.
J47 South Sprlnir Street.

Los Antrclrs. CM.

The Out West L<x>se-L.eaf Ledger is best, simplest
ind cheapest.
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Dreamier
lV«»Crcam»

For the COMPLEXION
WILL CURE TAN, SUNBURN AND ALL SKIN DISEASES

Send for free Sample and Circular FOR SALE EVERY^WHERE
recamie:r manufacturing company

131 WEST 31st STREET, NEW YORK

California's..

Own Flowers

Grand Lilies,

Brilliant

Mariposa

Tulips,

Dainty

Pig's-Tooth
Violets

and scores of other bulbous plants native to California.

EVERY CALIFORNIAN SHOULD GROW THEM

Splendid New Hybrid Lilies of Burbank's, the best Daffodils

in America. Send for catalog with fullest cultural directions.

CARL PURDY
UKIAH, CALIFORISIA

"WE HAD m IDEA,
5J say a good many people who visit our plant, "that

you did all this at one place
—the designing, engrav-

ing, printing, binding, etc." But we do—and more. We are stationers, copperplate printers

and embossers, and we are glad to plan, to suggest, to follow the job from start to finish with

our personal attention. If you contemplate any work Ol IT lil/F^T Ofl
in our line, let us hear from you or meet you, please.

vF^ I WW l_0 I \J\J •

OFHCES: 115 SOtTH BROADWAY LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

**&J««Paloma toilet5?ap AX ALU
DRUG STORES

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509,
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CHAMPION REVOLVER SNOTS
OF THE WORLD

WON WITH THE

SMITH & WESSON
The American Team which recently won the International Champion-

ship for revolver shooting- made a splendid showing. They beat the
French Team by 249 points, though the Frenchmen had the advantage of

shooting at different times and the Americans all shot at one time.

Every member of the American team, zvith but one exception, used the

iMIin & WESSON REVOLVER

WINNING
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BUY IHISE BOOKS
FOR YOUR LIBRARY

Monks and Monasteries,
^^i'^.'i'f„'»"4';4

editions—$3. 5l) net, $1.50 net. "A narrative of

absorbing- interest. Mr. Wishart is deserving-
of g-reat praise for the unprejudiced manner in

which he has treated his subject."— Sa?i Fran-
cisco Argonaut.

In Nature's Realm, '7I-^-^\'^L^I^a
fascinating- book for those who enjoy the study
of Nature 'afield and afloat.'

"— The Observer,
New York.

Panp rnri Rallaric ai"* other Verse, by Joe Lin-
t>dpC t»UU DdlldUd CQ,„ Pictures by Edward

W. Kemble. $1.25 net. "There is nothing- in

current literature dealing: with Yankee charac-
teristics that is better than this." — Worcester
Spy (Mass.). "Really worth reading- and read-

ing- ag-aiu."—Saturday Evening Post

I lie UaiC UCaUlllUI, stimson. Twoeditions
—$7.50 net, $3.50 net. "The most vital and prac-
tical contribution to the art literature of the
new century."—The Arena, New York. Send for

prospectus M, g-iving- full details, etc.

On all books ordered from the publisher, postag-e
for carriag-e will be chargred.
For sale iu Los Ang-eles, California, by

C. C. PARKER, 246 S. Broadway
STOLL & THAYER CO., 252 S. Spring St.

FOWLER BROS., 221 W. Second St.,

AND AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
Albert Brandt, Publisher, Trenton, New Jersey

Davenport
and
Bed
in One

The newest thing- in metal beds, combining- a bed
and davenport in one pieceof furnitureand sold by
us to you direct from the factory on approval.
Strong-ly and simply made, nothing- to g-et out of

order. More serviceable than a folding- bed, fit for

any room. The bedding- is retained in it during- the
day, always ready, sanitary, clean and safe.
This is a special introductory barg-ain you can-

not afford to overlook. Freight prepaid east of

Mississippi River and north of Tennessee. If not
entirely satisfactory can be returned at our expense.
Send for our handsome catalog- of everything- for

the home at factory prices.

XKe HoviseHold Fxirnitvire Co.
Grand IVapids, MicH.

ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Bayard Taylor once met a man who boasted effusively of having read and admired

every word that Mr. Taylor had written. "How do you like Lars ?
" said Taylor.

"Ivars ?
" said the man in surprise.

"Yes, Lars, my longest poem," said Taylor.

"Gosh, do you write poetry, too," said the man in astonishment.

Many people who visit Southern California think of it as a place of poetical beauty,
where one sits beneath the orange tree and eats the golden fruit as it drops into one's

mouth

ORANGE COUNTY
writes prose also. The assessor's books show that Orange County has 35,000 acres of

barley (this year's crop will be 750,000 sacks at $1.00) ; 25,000 acres of wheat, 15,000

acres of alfalfa, 4,000 acres of beets, 10,000 acres of potatoes, 9,000 acres of beans, 3,000

acres of corn, 2,600 acres of celery, 300 acres of peanuts, etc., etc. The hens of Orange
County have contracted to lay 1 ,250,000 doz. of eggs this year for the tourist trade.

The Live Stock Tribune, an acknowledged authority says "Santa Ana enjoys the

proud distinction of leading all other towns in the number of breeders of registered

Jersey cattle, and of being the 'real Jerseydom' of Southern California."

These facts are not poetical but are very far from being prosaic and dull. We will

be pleased to give you further information upon receipt of a request for the same.

ORANGE COUNTY REALTY CO.
106 W. FOURTH ST. SAI\/TA ANA, CAL.
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Largest National Bank in Southern Calltornla

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS anokl.es

Desiffnated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 400,000

Surpiui and Undivided Profits over 360,00c

Deposits 5,ooo,ooe

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhofp, V.-Prest
J. C Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
J. D. Bicknell H. Jevne W. G. Kerckhoff
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. D. Hooker

J. C. Drake

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, . - - -

Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000.00
230,000.00
650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.

LEARN THi: TRUTH
I-lvery man antl woman, particularly
those entered upon matrimony, should
possess a copy of the new and val-

ualtle book

SEXOLOGY
l.y William H. WallinR, A. M.. M. D.,
Willi li sensllily treats of tlie sexologlc-
al relations of Iwith sexes, and, as well,
turn- ancl when tu advise sun or

dauKliter.

llnequaled endorsement of the

press, ministry, le^al and mediral pro-

fessions. DO YOU KNOW llial the

main cause of unhappiness, ill-health,

sickly children, ^nd divorce Is ailndtted by physicians
and shown by court records to be i|;norance of the laws

of self and sex. Stnt postpaid, on rrceipt o/ price-
Fine Morocco biHding. fLSO; cloth-bound, fl.OO. Write
for "Other People's Opinions," and Table of Contents,
also our 100-page illus. catalof^ue of books of mer^t—free.

Puritan Pub. Co., Dept. 93, Philadelphia

BtST RtPtATI.iin .SHOT GUN M TIIK tVORI.D

I»»li«t«i.'>rlMiifn 1

nboul the original
>IIUr Ir

pcond
).>..( Hot Kornril Slorl. Klgurnl IwUt

ttrri barrrt. Pouhle rilrarlon. Tiili« Down. Shu«i> Nilru or
BUoV pnwJer. S>'nJ9l. Gun trn IC. (). U.. (U.Od kud cit>r>ua(r.

Iiamlnallon allt'wcj, Hppelal offer reducrj from $?^.

FRANCIS BANNERMAN, 579 Broadway. N. Y.

5?

PARKER
"LUCKY CURVE

Fountain Pen
I attribute the .supremacv of the Parker

"Lucky Curve" Fountain Pen Ut the years
of thought I have given 10 its perfection. 1

will guarantee every fountain bearing my
name to give its owner satisfaction, and aUo
guarantee any of the rubber parts against

breakage, accidental or otherwise, for one

year. (See Accident Policy ) I could not do
this if I did not make an honest pen, a pen
capable of many years of satisfactory use.

Parker Pens are made in various styles, to
suit varied requirements, such as correspon-
dence, shorthand writing, book-keeping,
manifolding (that is, making duplicate and
original copies at one writing), and, in fart,
for every purpose where writing is done.
No student is

properly equipped whose out-
fit does not include one of^ these pens. They
range in price, starting at $1.50 to $2.00,
$2 so, and upward, according to size and
ornamentation. A more moderatepriced ptn— the Palmer— I sell for $1.00. If you ran
not find one of the 0000 dealers that sell ihc
I'arker Pen, order direct from me. I would
like to send you one of our beautifully il-

lustrated Catalogues. It would give you
more information than I have room for heri

I would like to have vou write me to-d.iv

GEO. S. PARKER
The Parker Pen Co.,

12 Mill Street, Janesville, WLs.
P. S.— If you will state in your letter that

you are an I NTEN DING PC KCH ASKR
of a Fountain Pen, I will send you, compli-
mentary, a 6-in. Aluminum Rule and Paper
Cutter, on receipt of stamp for postage — to

others 12 cents.

Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

SPAN/SH
AMERICA

RELATINQ
CHIEFLY TO

Largest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE
«|e.^Vo%^;^d^,"*?r^-

50 cent.s, which will be refunded on first order of ^00
or more.

W. W. BLAKE
QAUTE 8 CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

To Owners of Gasoline Enolnes.

Automobiles, Lauacbes. Etc.

The Auto-Sparker
does away entirely with all starting and
running lotteries, their annov»n> e ai.'i

ex|>ense. No l>elt— n.' s»it. h — no ti«t-

teries. Can I* atta' hnl l.> any rnelne
now usine tiatteries. Fully i;uarantr««1;
write for de>., riptive catalog.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MEG. CO.
42 Mall Street Peiriletoii. M.

BYRON MflUZy
Warranted forlOyears
SOHMER AGENCY.PIANOS

The CECILIAN—The Pcrfecf Piario Player

30a-3l2 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO

RAMONA TOILET 30AP FOR £ALEEVERYWHERE
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Popping of

lamp-chim-

neys is music

to grocers.

Macbeth.
If you use a wrong chimney, you lose i

good deal of both light and comfort, and

waste a dollar or two a year a lamp on

chirnnevs.

Do you want the Index? Write me.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

IN
COMPOUND! XG, an incomplete mixture was accitlent-

ally spilled on the back of the lianci, and on washing after-

ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENE. It is absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by magic. IT CANNOT FAIL. If
the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
growth, such as the beard or growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward.

Modene supersedes electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested Its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-cases (securely

sealed), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,
with your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

Local and Gknei?.\l Aohnts wanted
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO.

T>KPT. OO. Ctnoinnati, Ohio
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED

orWe offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest injury^

Air
Space
There are two reasons why there should

always be air betweeu skin and cloLhiuj,'.
Thefirstis thatair Isthe best non-conductor

of heat—HO that underwear liaviug ample air

space will keep in the body heat and keep
out tiie cold better than other underwear.
The second Is that the pores need air to

breathe the same as the lunjcs do, and when
they do not have it the poisons of the system
cannot be thrown off freely. In

WRiaUTS
Health Underwear

air space is always maintained between sl;in and gar-
ments by the Fleece of Comfort and lleiiUh—a fleece

lining composed of many tiny loop.s of wool inter-

twining. The open meshes of this fleece injure ab-
sorption of perspiration and perfect ventilation,
guarding against colds and promoting good general
health.
Yet it coats you no more to wear Wrisjht's Health

Underwear than ordinary kinds. Sold by dealers.
Send for our free book,

"
Dressing for Health."

WRIGHT'S IIKALTH UNOERWEAK CO.,
75 Franklin 8t., New York.

BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Roller
MAKES, Keeps and
Restores Beauty
IN NATURE'S OWN Way
'T^HE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
-* tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and Rrives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats
every portion of the face and neck
perfecilj', even to the

"
crow's feet"

in the corners of the eyes.

A jar of skin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ^C\c
Mailed upon receipt of price,

Jv/t,-*

Rubber Catalog-ue ffree.

Ag-ents Wanted.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS

Supplying- Ag-ents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St
F. W. Braun Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles
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ENAMELED yVMGL
ASK FOR

AGATE NICKEL-SFEEL
Look forfhe BLUE LABEL pasted on every

piece giiardnfeeing the enamel

FREE FROM POISON
^Why the manufacturers of AGATE NICKEL- STEEL;

^WARE do not havefouse poisonous ingredients/
Is explained in booiilet free to any address.
IF SUBSTITUTES ARE OFFERED WRITE US,
DhPARTMENT AND HOUSLFURNISHING STORES EVERYWHERE SELLTHEM ^

LALANCE&GROSJEAN MFG.CO.
NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON

coons
'Round-the-World

Tours

SEASON 1903

The membership for the parties leav-

ing September 29 and October 15, being

complete, it has been found necessary
to arrange for an extra party to leave

San Francisco

Wednesday, October 7
A few places are still vacant for this,

date. For particulars address

THOS. coon (EL SON
G21 MarKet St.. SAN FRANCISCO

Globe-Wernicke
...Book Cases
in oak of any finish, in mahoganized birch, in genuine

mahogany and black walnut. Built on a system of

"units"—you buy a base, a top, and as many shelves

as you actually require. As your library grows, add

more " units." Six sizes—to fit books of all sizes from

8^4 to \2>y2 inches.

Not necessarily costly
—cases of oak, size to hold 100

books, for $13.80.

Los Angeles Furniture Co.
225-229 S. Broadway o,.,.. uai. LOS ANGELES

^

V.
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BUY

Musical Instruments
HERE

and you will have the advantages of the best stock on the coast to

select from. We do not sell anything in either pianos or small

musical instruments that we cannot recommend and guarantee.

Any instrument purchased here that is not exactly as we represent
it to be, will be made good by us. Out-of-town people in particular
are urgently invited to call and see us when in Ivos Angeles, and

inspect the finest music house in the United States.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

CHICKERING PIANO
PIANOLA ORCHESTRELLE

VOSE PIANO
AEOLIAN PIANO

EVERYTHING IN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SEND FOR FREE CATAL.OQUE
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

MUSIC COMPANY
332 334 South Broadway LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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MAIL

ORDERS
PROMPTLY
FILLED

Whatever

you may
need in

FURNITURE

CARPETS

DRAPERIES
can be bouifht

with

perfect

satisfaction

by

correspondence

SECTIONAL

'^11Book Cases
PATENTED

THE MACEY "^ »'- °-«"-i -
—_^^^^^^^___ tional Bookcase bav-

inil self-disappearinir non-bindinir doors.

We are sole acents for Southern California

and show them in all the BEST WOODS.

OmcE FIR\ITURE
See our stock of oflice furniture before you
FURNISH YOUR OFFICE

NILES REASE
Furniture Co.

439-441-443 S. SPRING ST.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BEST REPEATINO SHOT Gl'.N lA TU£ nUULU
Ii whit tporUiiieii write

Mii<l<- of Drat K(irg<-<l SIcrl. Figured twUl
iri>l harr*I. Douhlo rxtraelon. Ti>kr Donn. Shoots NUru ui

V |x>w<ter. Shm<< $t. linn lentC. O. D.. 9».Ua and ezpretiage.
Ezftmitifttlon iillnwrd, Kpoi'liit olTrr reduced from %*ih.

HOST I'UWKKFIL RKPBATI.'HU KIKI,K SVhK HADE
I^*"K«'' IKMis*^^^ U. t>. aud EiiKl*>>d ndnpiliiK Miinteriyitem. « ihoi!

Autniokc, NorecdII,
Peiu-tr«ti..n>.

inch Iron,

mile

eje l.ir, w"k'ht S Ihs. 28 Inch
bftrrel. Send !?U,H5, and fir»r.claBS iportini;
M!im<T Milt with 15 du ildiliil(

l)lg (t!iine)c»rtrldyn
C, (>. !).. 9e.0U and rxpreiutre. Eiamlnalian allow.-d M
c ,rlrldi;e» $2i rer^t OOn. SMijh ly med Maiiwr Arniv Iiil1e.»10

SHAKfSIIOOfKKS- llllKKni I.O t III \ti KIKI, :

~

fftilbcr 44.

oMdbyU.S. Oavnl.

, 'ry. 6fh"l, 7lnrh harrtl.
1% Ibi. Acoiirat* powder and
liall ihootvr. S«rvlc«sbl« order
with lOO.vipiforSa.

(JREATKST STOCK
IN THE WORIiD

of duni, RIAri, RoToIrm, Bwordi,
HaddUi, Cannoni, Harniu, Uni

forma, etc. Kvcrythlnc In Ihc
MIlltBry Line. Govcrnmrnt'*
and Dealrra upp|i«d. boaranlr with
•tch paid urd«r.

One Krc« nun or lirvolvir
With Order for Ten

S.Y.axp..^. -..,.. I, :,ri,„l^. . ,>„ rrc,.|,,t

M.M. Kail ..r blank carfld^M *l..-.t

par 100. Shot rartrid|;i>« ijk| ho .,,, |(|,|

TAKJ.; IKtHN KEVOLVER
ncklni A ahnt
'•.ralibar «. *
Inch btrrrl. ?-

I. t ...tr
a A.MS

FRANCIS BANNERMAN, 579 Broadway, N. V.

The Best Folding Beds in the World

A I...'

cont.i

inf. •

t

•• W r

Itr.l

illiiM: , f

the latcl St) ;..5 I'ar

lor CaMnet. Cuml'in-
atlon. Ami I'pright
Fohlini; R«.U will Ix-

sent Free un re<(ur«t

WELCH

FOLDING

BEDS
are the only ones that bear the trademaric of (ho
(iiand Rapids Parniture Association, which means
highest quality. They an- absolutely safe, hiirh-trradf
in every respect and worth more than any othi-r

make because they areconstructed riKbt. ^Eguipp<-d
with Rip Van Winkle springs.; They are the result
of 20 years' exi>erience in foldintr bed manufactur-
ing. Thoy save room, are h.tiid-^ome in appearance,
reasonable in price. Sold through d«*Ur« only. Write
for name of nearest dealer where "Welch" beds can
be seen. Our free booklet will show you the kind of

foldintr bid y«iu>have been looklnar for to make a
bedroom larirer. and how to transform quickly anv
room into a slorpiiur room.

WELCH FOLDING BED CO.
Office, 55 Ottawa St. QRAND RAPIDS. .MICH.

ANrVO THtATRIUAL CUIU CHEAM
preTcniH early wrinkleii. It Is not a freckle coatiiur ; It le
moTMtbam. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Lo«Aa««lta



VIEW (JF CIRCULAR BRIDGE AND VALLEY. MT. LOWE.

Visitors to SoutHern (alifornia
CAN SEE All TNE
SCENIC POINTS
OF INTEREST VIA

PACIfK ELECTRIC RY.

MT. LOWE. LONG BEACH. SAN GABRIEL MISSION. PASADENA.
OSTRICH FARM. BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA

" From mountain peak to foaming surf"

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of scats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For information call on or write H. F. GENTRY, Agent

PHone
Main 900 250 S. Spring'

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa. cMonica
And HoUym)ood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angreles, for Santa Monica via Sixteenth
street, every ISminnies from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35 ; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Coleerrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Angreles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via Bellevue
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

tS'Tot complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

TICKETS TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
VIA

THE DENVER AND RIO GRANDE RAILROAD
THE SCENIC LINE OF THE WORLD '

LOWEST RATES—Through Tourist and Standard Sleepers

T. F. FiTZGERAi,D, District Pass. Agent T. D. Connelly, General Agent

230 SOtTH SPRING STREET LOS AIVGELES, CALIFORNIA



Anttnunr^m^nt

^^ ^OU will no doubt agree that Out Wkst is a good magazine— but

^1 we wish to make it better than ever, and are now projecting a

%^jjf vigorous subscription campaign thoroughly to cover Southern

California and Arizona. Briefly, the basis for a special appeal

to all Californians is that the magazine is not only a great credit to our

section from a literary standpoint, under the able editorial direction of Chas.

F. Lummis, but is perhaps the best immigration agent (presenting intelli-

gent and attractive information about the land we live in to the better

class of Easterners) emanating from the far West.

We expend a great deal of money on Out West, and its profit and

expansion must depend primarily on its subscription list. So, though we

feel that you are getting full value for your $2.00 in the magazine itself,

and as much or more indirectly through its incessant work for this State,

we have decided on a further inducement which we hope will add thou-

sands of names to the Out West list.

We are preparing a beautiful portfolio, enclosing artists' proof sheets of

lilhotone engravings (with /ac simile autographs) of prominent Western

writers. These superb plates will all be made from recent photographs,

will be therein shown for the first time, and will be loose, so that they may
be framed if desired. The price will be $2.00 each for these sets, but the

edition will be limited as nearly as possible to cover list of new subscrib-

ers, to whom they will be presented without charge. Our old subscrit)ers

can also secure a set by sending us the year's subscription of a friend.

That is, both the old and the new subscribers receive the portfolio under

this arrangement and at no additional expense to either.

In the order of the receipt of new subscriptions the portfolio will be for-

warded when completed.

$2.00 isn't a vast amount in itself, but a few thousand year's subscrip-

tions added to our present list will evidence the patriotism of our neigh-

bors and enable us to publish a magazine superior to anything heretofore

produced in the West.

Jtddress Circulation Department

ffiut W^st
lis South Broadway, Los Angeles



SoutKern Pacific

CKoice of

TKree Routes
EAST AND WEST

^yVinSGZ ^^^ ^^ Paso and New Orleans

^^Ogden^' via Ogden

(( CA^vc/xv" ^^^ San Francisco and.
tJfZClolCl Portland

The service on these trains is perfect. The time is the fastest. The

scenery most beautiful. The tourist car service appeals most directly to those

who desire to travel at a high rate of speed, but prefer to economize somewhat

on sleeping car accommodations.

The Southern Pacific runs personally conducted tourist excursions every

day in the week at reduced rates to and from various points in the East, without

change, via all routes. A conductor accompanies the train to destination, and

is ever ready to attend to the wants of the traveler.

G. A. PARRYNS
Asst. Gen'l Frt. and Passeng'er A^t.

201 SOUTH SPRING STRIIET, LOS ANGELES

SouitKern Pacific



Please Mention that You Saw It In OUT WEST.

The y^east in

Schlitz Beer
never changes

Beside purity, there's nothing
more important in beer than the

yeast.

We experimented for years to

get a yeast that was right
— a yeast

that would give a better flavor than

any other beer had.

When we got it we saved the

mother cells. And all the yeast

used in Schlitz beer from that time,

and forever, is developed from

those original cells.

But its best

g'oodness
is purity

Drinking Schlitz Beer means

drinking good health.

Not another beverage which you
drink is so carefully made. We
even filter all the air that touches

it, and sterilize every bottle after

it is sealed.

Yet the price of common beer

buys it.

Askfor the brewery botUing
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The best
at one-half price

It takes fi-je of the orfiinary
'*
quarts " to make a gallon, but a HAYNER QUART is a

full quart, an honest quart of 32 ounces, four to the gallon. Now, you pay your dealer at
least Sl.50 a bottle for whiskey that cannot possibly be any better than HAYNER, if as
good, or $7.50 a gallon. If you buy HAYNER "WHISKEY you save at least $3.50 on every
gallon. We sell two gallons for about the same as you pay for one gallon of probably poorer
whiskey. Just think that over and remember that HAYNER WHISKEY goes direct from
our distillery to you, carries a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUAR-
ANTEE of PURITY and AGE and saves you the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
i^/s so good and so cheap. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied cus-
tomers. That's why YOU shoxUd try it. Your money back if you're not satisfied.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration !

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL $A
QUARTS 4

.00 EXPRESS
PREPAID

We will send you FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S SEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for $4.00, and we will pay the express charges. Try it and
if you don't find it all right and as good as you ever used or can buy from
anybody else at any price, then send it back at our expense and your $4.00
will be returned to you by next mail. Just think that offer over. How could
it be fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Better
let us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, get a
friend to join you. We ship in a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
inside.

If you cm use 20 Quarts or can get some of your friends to join you,
we will send you HO <^uarts for »16,00 by Freight Prepaid, thus
saving you *4.00. We have been in business over 36 years and have a
paid-up capital of $500,000.00 so you run no risk.

Write our nearest oCace and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILMNG COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, MINN.

47 Distillery, Troy, O. Established 1866.

THIRTY-SIX YEARS OF CONTINUOUS SUCCESS. Just think what that

means. Thirty-six long years in business, each year more successful than the previous

one, with never a backward movement, always growing larger, ever increasing in pop-

ular favor. How many that were doing business 36 years ago are cTcn in existence

today? Very, very few. In this age of development and fierce competition, a con-

cern must do business right, treat its customers right and sell what is right, to even

hold its own, much less advance. To do otherwise means that the concern of today is

likely to be out of the running tomorrow. The graveyard of business failures is full to

overflowing. But thirty-six years of continuous success and still growing. Think of it !

How has it been accomplished? In just oneway. By selling abolutely pure whis-
key, direct from our own distillery to the consumer, saving him the enormous profits of
the dealers, and carrying out to the letter every statement or offer we make, thereby
creating a confidence with our over a quarter million satisfied customers that cannot be
broken. Read above offer. The Hayner Distilling Company.
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When you are at loss to know what to serve for luncheon—
when you crave something both appetizing and satisfying, try

Libby's (Natural navor) Pood Proclticts
Among the many Libby delicacies are Boneless Chicken, Melrose Pate,

Veal Loaf, Peerless Wafer-Sliced Dried Beef, Potted Ham and Corned
Beef Hash—wholesome foods that are as dainty as they are good—as

substantial as they are appetizing. Every Libby Product is as wholesome
as though made in your own kitchen, under your personal direction.

The Booklet, "How to Make Good Things to Eat," sent free.

Libby's Big Atlas of the World, for five 2 cent stamps.

I^ibby, McNeill & Libb^
C K i c St ^ o



IT'S ALL PURE

COCOA!
WALTKR MAKER'S!

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
ESTAII1.ISHEU ly?-^

DORCHESTER, MASS.

The OM Reitabls

POWDER
Absolutely Pure

THERE IS NOSUBSTITUTE

^1 K^'^k, ^^4 ^^^ W\M E. VT/AC^ have been r»tAbli»hed over 50 VeAR5. By our syfttcra

^^ #|V Hk^^/>M_M I^IVa iVI V^% poymentsevcry family in moderate circumstAAcrs CM o<
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UMFIMIY
Safeguards Health

The medicated properties of

Lifebuoy Soap make its

antiseptic cleansing qualities

so superior to all other soaps,

yet it costs no more than com-
mon soaps. Removes dirt and

destroys disease germs at

one and the same time

AT ALL DEALERS
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Occasions when
there is particular

pleasure in looking
one's best, demand

Woodbury's

Facial Soap
Purifies and stimu-

lates the skin with-

out destroying its

delicate bloom.
Gives to the com-

plexion the smooth,

fresh beauty of per-

fect health. A face

soap — discrimina-

ting people use it for

toilet and bath.

Your dealer has it.

35 cents a cake.

Specia! Of'er Our booklet, trial size
' package of Soapackage of Soap and

Facial Cream sent for

5 ctj. to pay prstage ;

or for 10 ct6. the same
and samples of Wood-
oury's Facial Powder

„__ and Dental Cream.

Addicss Dept. 'i2

The Andrew Jer^ens Co.,

Sole Owners, j^y\

Cincinnati, Ohio.

(4
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ABSOLUTE PURITY
IN KITCHEN UTENSILS

FREEDOM FROM POISON
is hereby guaranteed

The "Blue Lfibel on e-Oery piece pro-Cej o^r
jtatement.

When you buy Kitchen-Ware, buy

AGATE NICKEL-STEEL.
LALANCE CBb GROSJEAN MFG. CO.

New York Boston Chicago

GOLD FOR YOU
A chance for the small or large investor

to g'et in on the ground floor of a thor-

ouj,'hly reliable Gold Mining Company.
First 100,000-share block goes at 15 cents

per Stiare. Fully paid, non-assessable.

This block will not last long-. You will

have to hurry. A reliable and conserva-

tive management. Thoroughly proved

high-grade gold mines. Easy of access,

close to railroad. Send for free prospectus.

DE LEON GOLD MINING
and MILLING COMPANY

438 Douglas Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

"VIYELLA" Reer'd

THE POPULAR FLANNEL FOR FALL, 1903

"Viyella** comes in the latest Fall designs and color combinations.

Solid Colors, Stripes and Plaids, also Printed and Fancy Woven
effects.

Ladies' Shirt Waists, Dressing Gowns, Golf and Tennis Suits,

Children's Garments, etc.

Gentlemen's Pajamas, Golf Shirts, Golf and Tennis Suits.

"Viyella" is stamped on selvedge every five yards of each piece.

"Viyella" can be obtained at leading retail stores.

Avoid hnitations. Refuse substiiuies.

Does Not Shrink
Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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, REPEATING SHOTGUNS AND AMMUNITION
ank first in popular favor 'with the shooting public because of their

uniformly high quality. When you buy a Winchester Rifle or Shotgun, you
can count on its being carefully made, well finished, an accurate shooter and thoroughly
reliable in action When you buy Winchester make of ammunition, you can rely on. its

bemg properly loaded, carefully gauged and inspected, and. In a word, the kind that
shoots when you want it to and where you point your gun. Arent these facts worth
considermg when buying anything in the gun or ammunition line ? Winchester Guns
are made in all desirable calibers, bores, weights and styles, and are plain, partially
or elaborately ornamented, suiting every purpose, every pocketbook and every Uste.
Winchester Ammunition is made for all kinds of shooting and all kinds of guns.Send your name and addreu tor our Urge. Illuslrmled CMlmlogut. It's stni tree.

WFNCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., ^SAN FRANCISCO.
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TO THE INVESTOR:—
' 'Growing south at the rate of a mile a year, • '

' 'Erecting five hundred (500) buildings a month, ' '

' 'Building three hundred (300) miles of interurban
electric railway a year,'' ''Adding twelve (12) new
seaside pleasure resorts a season,'' ''Erecting five
(5) steel-frame sky scrapers, inside as many blocks,
in its down-town office district, all at once. ' ' That
is the enviable record of Los Angeles in actual
visible growth.

Los Angeles practically swallows up its suburbs as
fast as they are laid out, and outgrows its water,
sewer, electric light, fire department, police, street

and street paving
be cut and fitted

' 'New Clothes ' ' as fast
by our '

'City Father ' '

as

nurture great things, and
this metropolitan Los

and we

sweeping
they can
tailors.

The forces are here that
it is indeed a lusty youth,
Angelean, reared here on this western coast,
are not unjustly proud of its growth.

New York offers bargains in realty investments to-
day, but none such as you could get fifty or even
twenty years ago. New York is three generations old;
it is the family estate of a G-reat Orandfather , and
that is really the basis of comparison with present
investments in realty here. Buy all the land you can,
now!

We invite your correspondence.

REFERENCES : First National Bank, State Bank and Trust Company, Dun or Bradstreet

Codes: Bedford McNeil and Western Union.
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Blair's Shoe Store

311 SOtTH
BROADWAY I

Douglas's $3.50 Shoes,

Ladies' $3.50 Shoes,

bought at BLAIR'S, fitted by expert

fitters, brings a customer back

every time. Try us ONCE.

Blair's Shoe Store

«iVV%^\V%^V%/V%VV%%VVVVVVV%VV%%VV%%%'VV%^^^^%%^%%^^%'%^i%^i%%^'%%^'%%*1

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - - - $15,000,000

PAID-IN CAPITAL --.-.-..- 3.000,000

PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - . - 400.000

MONTHLY INCOME -.--... 200.000

The Largest Co-operative Bank in the United States.

Pays 6 per cent, on Term Deposits, and

5 per cent, on Ordinary Deposits.

i HOME OFFICE: 301 California St., San Francisco, California I

i DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, Pr« WM. CORBIN, Sec'y and Gen'I Mgr. |

i W. J. BEAVER, District M^mger, 2J2 LaughUn Bldjj., Los AngrUs, Cal. \
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FROM THE tree: TO FINISHED LUMBFR.
By FRANK HAINES LAMB.

"XTENDING from Alaska to the pass of the

Tehachepi in California, and from the summit

of the Cascade and Sierra Nevada Ranges to

the ocean, is the timber region of the Pacific.

In the North the forest is almost unbroken ;

as we come southward into Oregon and Cali-

fornia, fertile, open valleys of surpassing love-

liness alternate with the green-clad hills.

Beginning at the North, the Alaskan cedar, hemlock and

spruce—relics of a forest that extends to the Arctic Circle—give

way in British Columbia to the Douglas fir, western cedar,

hemlock and spruce of Washington and Oregon. Passing into

California, we leave behind these well-known timber species and

enter the home of the tree of trees in size and grandeur—the

Redwood. With it are associated cedar, and sugar and yellow

pines. Perched in small groves and limited forests high on the

western flanks of the Sierra Nevada, in the summer bathed in

eternal sunshine, in the winter buried in mantles of snow, is the

redwood's greater sister, the Big Tree.

For two hundred years our ancestors have "logged" in the

original Colonies ; today little remains of even the Great Back-

woods of Maine. The lumberman, ever following close in the

footsteps of the pioneers, moved in due course to the great

pineries of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota. In each case

the methods employed were very similar. The logs were of

moderate size ; they were cut in the summer and either hauled

immediately to the mill, or taken to the river by which they

Copyright 1903 by Chas. F. Lunnmis. All rights reserved.
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could be floated to the mill. This was usually done during the

winter, when sleds could be used, and the logs were left upon
the banks or placed upon the frozen river until the freshets of

spring- should float them to the mills.

When the life-long lumberman was forced to leave the Middle

Northwest because the white pine was becoming exhausted, and

go to the yellow pine and cypress of the South, or to the forests of

the Pacific, new conditions arose. In the South, no freezing
weather would form ice-sled roads, and the timber sometimes

grew in swamps. On the Pacific, no frosts aided him in his

work, the timber was found in swamps, on level ground or on

high mountain ridges ;
and above all, the size of the individual

pieces was so great, and the weight so enormous, that his or-

dinary methods were impracticable. New methods of logging

were, of necessity, introduced. December, in the State of Wash-

ington, though the latitude is that of Labrador, means a tem-

perature like that of April in the East, with sunshine and rain

following each other in quick succession.

The logging camp is in the heart of the primeval forest.

Like guarding sentinels, the great firs, from ten to thirty feet

in circumference, stand on every side, with trunks straight and

columnar, rough, brown-checkered bark, and limbs like stunted

trees two hundred feet from the ground. The small blue ex-

panses of sky showing between them apparently rests upon their

dark-green, fantastic-formed tops. The "camps" — rough,

wooden, rectangular buildings, looking diminutive in their mas-

sive setting of green—are designated as
"
Mess House," (the

dining-rooms) and "Bunk House" (the sleeping quarters).

Grouped promiscuously about these are the shops, stables and

other auxiliary buildings. Everything is temporary, every-

thing rough, suitable only for the rough, strong men who
pride themselves on being woodsmen.
Work begins at break of day, winter or summer. Soon after

three o'clock the cooks and their assistants begin the prepara-
tion of the morning meal. Beefsteak, coffee, fried cakes and

fried potatoes are served, with occasional variations. At the

tap of the gong the long files of half-asleep men enter the

dining-room. The meal is eaten in haste and in silence. At
the bunk-houses the work-clothes are donned and the "crew"
leaves in a body for the woods to begin the day's work. Noth-

ing is so delicious, so invigorating, as a cool, fall morning in

the woods
; nothing can be so disagreeable, so disheartening, as

to start out on a wet, drizzling winter morning, when there is

still scarce light enough to pick one's way along the trail lead-

ing down by the
"
landing

" and on to the woods.
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The crew steadily decreases in number as it proceeds. The

engineer, fireman and road-men drop off first at the road-

engine, located either on the river or at the railroad landing,

depending on whether the camp puts its logs into a stream by
which they can be floated to market, or loads them upon flat cars

for railroad transportation to the mill. Here begins the long

stretch of mud, water, timbers and treacherous wire cables that

make up a
"
skid-road." Such a road is a poor thing for pleas-

ure walks, but admirably adapted for hauling logs on the

ground with a minimum of friction. It is made by setting sec-

tions of logs, ten feet long and eighteen inches in diameter,

into the ground transversely of the direction of the road, so

^1
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Let us follow these to their work
and watch them "fall " a tree, see the

great trunk cut into log- lengths, and

then follow the log until it reaches

the road-engine down on the river.

The head faller, or "undercutter,"
is a massive fellow, six feet two as

he stands on a "springboard" high
up on a grand fir tree. In large tim-

ber the swell at the butt is very often

of poor quality ;
to escape this the

trees are cut from four to ten feet

above the ground. A notch is cut

into the side of the tree and the end

of a board inserted; upon this spring-

board, as it is termed, the fallers and

choppers work.

To fall a tree ten feet in diameter

where it is wanted, regardless of its

natural lean, and to fall it so as not

to break it, demand the highest
science of the woodsman.
A V-notch is cut into the tree with

an axe to about one-third of its diam-

eter, and facing the direction in which
the tree is to be felled. Then two

sawyers, taking opposite ends of an

eight-foot saw, begin to work from

the side opposite to the notch or

"undercut." When the tree begins
to settle, wedges are inserted, and

when it has been cut off, excepting a

hinge of wood from four to ten inches

in width, the wedges are driven in

with a steel sledge until the tree is forced over in the di-

rection of the undercut.

Starting slowly, then gradually increasing, then with a roar

as it gains momentum, snapping off smaller trees like fagots, a

monarch of the forest lies prostrate. A mile away, the fall

sounds like distant thunder ;
close b3% the ground shakes, and

near-by trees, struck by the falling giant, wave back and forth

like reeds before a hurricane.

As soon as it is down, the fallers are upon it, measuring it

off into log-lengths of from 24 to 100 feet each. Then follow

the sawyers, a single man to a cut, each with an eight-foot saw.

One Tree— Six Logs.
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a bag- of wedges, a sledge and an axe. It often taxes the inge-

nuity of the very best sawyers to cut an eight-foot tree, lying-

across some deep cation. Supporting- timbers may have to be

placed under the tree, and the cut made from beneath upwards,
so as not to split the tree when it parts.

The log, when cut, is
"
barked" on the side on which it will

ride when being hauled over the skid-road. It is
"
knotted " of

its limbs, if there are any, and then "sniped" at the end which
will be in front during the hauling- ;

the sniping consists of be-

veling entire circumference of log- for about six inches in depth.
Then come the' i" swampers," clearing away the brush and

A Logging Train.

debris so that the "yarding crew" can get to the log ;
after that

it is ready for hauling.

The "hooktender "
is the master of the yarding. Under him

are a dozen men, each with a particular task
;
but it is he who

decides just which way each log shall be removed, and the

means to accomplish this result.

The cable is usually from three-fourths of an inch to one

inch in diameter, and about 1,000 feet are used on a yarding

engine. The end of the line, with its great steel hook, is usu-

ally drawn to where it is to be attached to a log by the "line-

horse," a powerful animal, specially trained for this work
;
the

end of the line is fastened to the log either by passing the line

line around it, or by a pair of "grabs"—great steel hooks,

shaped so that the harder the pull, the more they imbed them-

selves into the wood and the firmer they hold.
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The line is then placed in blocks along the way to

'*
lead " the

log away from stumps and obstructions. At a signal from the

hooktender, the engine begins its work. Simple, swift, de-

cisive, the cable straightens out like a rod of iron. The power
of three hundred horses is tugging away to overcome the fric-

tion and gravity of forty tons of wood. There is no hesitation ;

the engineer throws open the throttle and the log begins to

travel. Another signal
—the log is stopped ;

the line is thrown

out of a guiding block, and again the travel begins.

What demons these logging engines are ! Simple, compact,

strong, subjected to every form of abuse and overwork, yet

always ready. The hand of the engineer on the throttle-lever

is the only governor. The log may hit a stump ;
if the en-

gineer or hooktender is quick it may be foreseen ;
if not, either

the line or its attachments are broken. Danger is everywhere.'

Stand away from that cable ! A tap of it under such tension

cuts like a bar of iron 1 P^lying pieces of wood or broken hooks

are liable to strike you a dozen paces away !

At the skid-road the logs are coupled into turns of three

or more ; then the endless cable of the road or landing-engine is

coupled to them, and they begin their journey over the road to

the landing, sometimes two miles distant. The road-engine is

more powerful than the yarding-engine, but works more slowly

and sedately. At the landing the logs are branded with the

owners' exclusive mark, put into the river, and are ready for the

"drive."

Nothing can be more thrilling, exciting and more dangerous

than a drive on a swift
"
white water" stream. Some rivers,

provided with systems of dams and sluices, can be "driven" at

any time of the year. Where natural water is depended upon,

the drive must wait until the freshets of winter. The dams

are built in narrow places in the river bed, and are from twenty
to fifty feet high. Gates are provided through which the logs

are run, the foaming wafer flows over the sluice with the roar

of a Niagara, and tears off down the rocky chasm of the river

below. The log is but an atom in such power. Carried along

in the midst of foam and spray, and driven with the speed of a

train, it finally reaches the quieter waters of the wider river

below ;
there it moves along more leisurely, and, alas, often

"
hangs up

" on a convenient gravel bar; as others come along

these are induced to stop also until a
"
jam" is formed. These

often reach mammoth proportions, miles in length, piled many
deep, and containing many thousands of dollars in value. Then
all of the gates of the dams above are opened wide ; dynamite is

used to blow out the key-logs. The water descends, the whole
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mass begins to raise slowly ; then a quivering motion is visible

—the mighty force of water, buoyant and impetuous, is at work.

With the crashing of logs the entire mass breaks away. The
river is cleared, the logs have "hauled," and the jam is no

more. Finally they reach their place in the booms below, and

from there are taken to the mills.

At the sawmill the log is again attacked by the tenacious
"
grabs," and is hauled twenty feet up an inclined plane to the

second floor of the mill. Steam again takes charge of it, and

it is rolled out of the log-haul by a pair of "kickers." It is

Unloading Logs.

placed upon the saw-carriage and turned right side up by the

massive knees of the steam
"
nigger," which, when not at work,

lies between the floor-joists of the mill. The power for all

these massive machines, capable of handling a log of fifty tons

weight, is steam, applied by direct cylinders. The saw-carriage
is steam-driven, and the

"
ofi^set

"
for the next board or plank

is done by power. When the log is
"
slabbed " on one side, it is

turned over and reloaded upon the carriage by the long, hooked
arm of the "nigger." All these operations are under control

of the sawyer with one lever.

The main saw in the more modern mills is a shining, endless

steel band, fourteen inches in width, and sixty-one feet long,

driven at a speed of 10,000 feet per minute around two massive
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wheels ten feet in diameter. The sharpening and repair of the

saws require a large shop, full of special tools and machinery.
The boards, or timbers, as they leave the main saw, are

transferred to any part of the mill by a system of steam-driven

rollers and cross transfer-chains. All these devices are con-

trolled by levers, and the lumber seems to be darting on its own
account in every direction. Small band-saws, and sets of small

double circulars, mounted one above the other and placed side by

side, still further reduce the larger sticks to dimension-lumber.

Timbers four inches by twenty-four follow one another through
a machine at the rate of twenty-five feet per minute and emerge
as 1 X 4 flooring strips.

At the end of the mill the lumber is collected from all trans-

TowiNG ON THE Skagit River.

fers and machines, and traveling over endless chains approaches

the gang-trimmer
—a row of circular saws mounted on oscillat-

ting frames, placed two feet apart for a width of fifty feet, which

can be raised or lowered by a system of pull-wires, by a man lo-

cated above the machine. As the lumber of all lengths passes

over the saw-table, one or more saws can be elevated and cuts

made in the board at those points. Ends are trimmed square

and to length ;
knots are cut out, leaving shorter lengths of

clear lumber—a board with one or two knots is worth vastly

more in shorter "clear "
pieces than as a whole for No. 2 lum-

ber. Refuse material is cut into 4-foot or "wood lengths" and

goes to the lath-mill, or to the wood-bins, all by automatic con-

veyance. All sawdust and refuse are automatically handled by
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special conveyors, or forced off in iron pipes by steam-driven

blowers and conveyed to the boilers to be used as fuel or to the

refuse fire-pit.

From the mill the lumber goes to every portion of the plant ;

to the docks for loading into vessels for every part of the globe ;

or to the railroad cars for immediate shipment to the markets

of the country. Other lumber is added to the great piles in the

yards for air-drying, or placed on trucks for the dry-kilns.

The dry-kilns of a lumber mill are veritable hells. With a

temperature of 180° kept up by steam or hot air from blowers,

it only requires from four to six days for the complete seasoning
of lumber. It is then taken on the same cars to the planing-

mills, where stand long lines of massive, complicated, fast-re-

volving machines. It is fed at one end between the feed rolls at

the rate of sixty feet per minute, and issues at the other in one

of a thousand various forms of moldings, ceilings, flooring and

siding of every size and design.

In the great storage-sheds are stored the material for hun-

dreds of homes. Standing on end, tied into bundles of five

pieces, fresh, clean, smooth as though polished, it is a pleasure

to handle such lumber. Long lines of box-cars stand on the

covered tracks, and into them it is being loaded for the journey
across the continent.

The tree that a few short weeks before stood amid the solemn

grandeur of the primeval Pacific forest, today may be converted

into dock and bridge timbers for New York, into
"
spuds

"
for

the dredgers of Florida, or into masts for ships plying the At-

lantic or the Great Lakes. The shingles on the roof of your
eastern home are quite likely from the dreary cedar swamps of

Gray's Harbor, Washington ;
or the interior finish from the

pine or redwood forests of the fog-laden hills of Northern Cali-

fornia. The variety of products from the Pacific Coast timber

is unequaled. Excepting the higher class of cabinet woods,

every want to which timber can be applied can be filled by some
Pacific tree. In size the range is from great sticks four feet

square and up to one hundred and ten feet in length. Many of

the mills can surface a timber 24" x 30" and any length.

The amount of standing timber according to government esti-

mates, is ample to supply the present cut for over a century, but

the present output is just a beginning ;
the industry is only in

its pioneer state, and is increasing greatly in volunfe every year.

Today it is the principal industry of the greater portion of

three great States. It is one of the main principal sources of

trafi&c for five transcontinental railroad systems. Hundreds of
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"The Lakokst Crdak in Washington.'
(Circumference 100 feet at the ground.)

steam and sailing vessels carry the products to every part of the

world
; and in Washing-ton, Oregon and Northern California,

the number of men employed in all its branches, and the value

of manufactured products, exceed all the other industries com-
bined.

Hoquiam, Wash.
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WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM ROME.
By GRACE ELLERY CHANNING.

II.
—"water out op the rock."

CCY^^UNNING water," said Swedenborg, "is the symbol of

]^^\ living- Truth." "Water," says a modern writer "is

the living joy of Rome."
No other city in the world boasts such a water supply ;

and

who thinks of Rome thinks at once of two things binding to-

gether her Past and Present—the fountains which are her

present charm and the aqueducts which were the glory of her

Past.

Rome was not born a water-city ready-made. It has been

truly said, the three things which prove the greatness of the

early Romans are their paved roads, their aqueducts and their

great sewers. Rome was an almost arid city to begin with, re-

lying upon the Tiber, that
"
mud-puddle in strenuous motion,"

as Hawthorne justly describes it, for her water-supply, and upon
certain cisterns, probably of rain-water, and such venerated

springs as that of the Muses in the grove outside the Porta

Capena beneath the Coelian hill. Such as it was, her very in-

sufficient water-supply rose at periods and flooded her, precisely

as if it had been a Western torrent, so that you may still see

the records high up on the facades of ancient churches. For

400 years after the founding of the city she got along in this

uncomfortable fashion, never having enough water, but fre-

quently having too much.
Pour hundred years later, nine great bodies of water were

pouring into Rome through nine great aqueducts. Still later,

this number rose to nineteen. The total length of the channels

of the original nine was upwards of 285 Roman miles, of

which 242 were cut beneath the surface, and 43 carried on

substructure above the ground. The height of level (with one

solitary and relatively insignificant exception) increased with

each new aqueduct. In other words, the equivalent of a stream

twenty feet wide by six feet deep, with a fall six times as rapid

as the river Thames, poured daily into Rome, between the times

of Trajan and Aurelian, a supply estimated at 332,306,624 gal-

lons—332 gallons per diem for every soul in a city of 1,000,000.

In our days, we are told, 40 gallons is esteemed "sufficient or

excessive,"
"
including the use of waters in manufactures, etc."

This abundance of water, together with her excellent drainage,

rendered Rome, in spite of her crowded population and an un-

healthful neighborhood, one of the cities freest from the scourge

of epidemic diseases of her times.
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'Miles of Silent Arches.'

Not merely was water abundant, but they went a long wa}" to

get it. The Aqua Marcia, famous to this day for its purity

and coolness, bubbling up from a beautiful spring in the

mountains, not far from Subiaco, rushes 65 miles through chan-

nel and aqueduct into the heart of Rome
;
and today

—
brought

again into the city by an Anglo-Roman Company in 1872—this

famous water supplies cisterns at the tops of houses on the high
hills. Classical writers dilated upon its qualities ; Shakespeare
himself makes Brutus mention it in

"
Coriolanus," notwith-

standing the small anachronism involved, seeing that the aque-

duct was not constructed until 300 years after Brutus's death.

It is still accounted the purest water in Rome. At its source it

is said to be so cool that a glass of water plunged into it on a

warm da}' shivers into fragments, as a glass will do in winter if

boiling water be poured into it. It is sold on the street in bot-

tles during the summer, and even when Rome is sweltering in

heat, water run from the Aqua Marcia pipes, notwithstanding
the heated metal in which it completes its passage, fills a goblet
with a draught which it is difficult to believe has comeuncooled to

the lips across 60 miles of blazing Campagna. The utmost care

was taken to protect the water in its passage that it might not

be heated on the long journey ;
so also the greatest pains were

taken to preserve the purest water for drinking solely, while the

less sweet and delicate streams served for watering the great

gardens, and supplying the 107 gratuitous baths of Rome, the
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Emperor's palace and the Pretorian camps. At the time of

Trajan and Hadrian a great deal of work was done to perfect

the water-system of Rome, and the amazement of the people is

recorded at seeing copious streams pouring over the arid heights
of the Aventine. Centuries later, Pope Paul brought the same
miracle to pass on the Janiculum, in the floods of the "Aqua
Paolo," which to this day supply all Trastevere. Much such

an amazement would seize the inhabitants of Los Angeles if

limitless fountains suddenly burst forth on her highest and dry-
est hills.

Having gotten their water, they took care of it. It had not

A Modern Aqueduct.

the benefit of belonging to a "Water Company." Today the

Aqua Marcia is more or less in trouble on that very account, to

judge from paragraphs in the papers, taking the mind back to

California with a very homesick feeling.

Seven hundred men under Frontinus (from whom we derive

all our information, and who acted as "Superintendent of

Water-works" in his day) were employed to keep the filtering

places and channels in proper repair. It is interesting—and

suggestive
—to know that of the 700 employes the Emperor paid

for 460, the State for 240.

Everyone knows how marvelously these water-ways were

built ;
how in channels, five Roman feet high, and two and half

feet broad, with walls a foot thick and roofs thicker still, the

water was carried over rough bottoms—to agitate and aerate,
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round bends at every half-mile—to break the force of the cur-

rent, through filtering chambers ingeniously simple, by ventilat-

ing shafts, into reservoirs (whence branches bore it all over

the thirsty Campagna, then a garden, now a desert) to burst at

last into garden, home and fountain, in the torrents of the Trevi

or the gentle plash of the Barchetta, so that at all times the

air of Rome is "quietly full of the sound of falling water."

A blest boon, this, indeed, for an inland city. Nothing,
when all is said, atones for the lack of water in a landscape save

its artificial presence.

No one knows the true value of
"
water—the greatest thing in

" Flowkring into Beautiful Forms."

the world"—who has not lived in and loved an arid land. To
one whose home is in our Southwest, where a "dry season"

reall}' means what it calls itself, and the very river is named
"Seco"—who has known the jealous treasuring of little pools

for thirsty roses, where every drop of water takes on something
the value of a lesser gem, and watched impatient for that nig-

gard "two hours" bath-time of the lawns and bushes every

day, there is something intoxicating in the incessant, opulent,

imperial abundance of water in Rome, to which the shallow

Tiber has nothing to say.
"
Surely they will cut off the fount-

ains," we say, as rainless month succeeds to rainless month"—
"surely the supply will be exhausted—the Zanjero will be upon
us with his warnings ;

" but the children splash in it, the piazzas

are wet with it, and the supply never fails. I have not envied
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Victor Emmanuel III nor the Pope, but I have mightily envied

all summer long- the man whose mission it is twice a day to lift

up all the little square doors in the pavement, fasten his wheeled

hose thereto, and make a sigriificance of rain all over the hot

stones, using his liberal discretion as to pools for the cab-horses

to stand in and temporary ponds for the barefoot brown toes of

children to riot in.

Nor could a Californian but be made thoughtful by all this.

We have already the climate of Rome and her natural beauty
—

an improved edition of both
;
we have her trees and flowers, her

kindly sea-breeze and her bracing mountain airs
;
we have even

an insufficient river of our own, which yet I have seen rise,

"Across thb Campagna."

Tiber-like, and sweep away house, tree and bridge
—

nay, the

very stream called "Dry" ran off with a postoffice in a time

that is hardly past history ;
and have we not in our Sierras, to

which the Sabines are but foothills, our glacial lakes, our rocky

springs ?—above all, have we not our engineers ? Cannot a free

people do what an enslaved one did ? Is a Republic less omni-

potent for good than an Empire ? Have we not already made
our far-away water into near-at-hand electricity, and cannot we
compel the water itself ? With water. Southern California

would be unapproachable—the noblest southern country given
to man.

This makes the poetry of Rome, this gives life and charm to

every bare piazza and narrow alley, for as if this loveliest ele-
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raent must work itself out in beauty, it flowers here in a thou-

sand beautiful forms, not only in the broad squares where

sculptured figures pour it forth into great basins, or throw it

high into the air, but from every street-corner where some

quaint head thrusts forth from a gray wall. Here it is a faun

who fills a barrel, and there a mischievous sprite blows it out

from his puffed cheeks, and in every court-yard, as you pass the

wide portone, some basin or cascade greets the eye and ear,

cooling, refreshing and delighting all together. None can doubt

how much water has to do with the health and moral health of

Rome
; the children play, the elders loiter, everyone comes to

fill his bronze jar or glass fiasco, and undergoes, all unawares,
the subtle influence. In the time of Agrippa there were 700

reservoirs, large and small, down to the household basin or

cistern
;
there were 105 fountains and 170 gratuitous baths in

Rome. Today the Thernue are represented by bathing houses

on the Tiber, but the fountains seem to have multiplied them-

selves endlessly. Under Prontinus it was strictly forbidden to

dip a dirty bucket into one of these street fountains, which

then as now made glad the heart of Rome, and the hearts of

her poorer population. An equal care was bestowed in dis-

tributing the overflow and in separating the surface water from

the drainage in the great Cloaca, another glory of the ancient

time from which we still may learn.

Second only, perhaps not even second in the long analysis, to

this fundamental fact of water in any shape, is the subtle in-

fluence of these beautiful shapes, culminating in the majestic
and august beauty of the Roman aqueduct. Here one's heaf t

fails
; we have invented the iron pipe, capable of sustaining

torrents. I suppose, if we brought water from our glacial lakes

and snow-fed streams, it would be in iron pipes across bare

bridges. Yet I take heart again ; only a small proportion of

the Roman water-way is overground. Even if we piped and

tunneled our Sierras, might there not be some sublime approach

by bridge and noble arch within our city limits at the least?

The chief approach to Rome lay between the magnificent
arcades of the Marcian and Claudian aqueducts, not more than

a hundred yards apart, and through their arches, thirty feet

high on the one hand and fifty on the other, the wide Campagna
stretched away to purple distances, to shadowy Monte Cavo and
white Soracte. Not less than the power was the beauty. And
here is a fact on which the education of the future will more
and more have to rest. We shall never be really a great people

until we have learned to take account of beauty as of religion.

Beauty is in itself a religious influence ; they who systematically
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leave it out of the account remain barbarians, and nothing is

truly well done which is not beautifully done as well. The
time will come when every work of utility will be a work of

beauty, like the Roman aqueducts. This it is which makes
their enduring- charm, which causes somethingf to spring to the

eye and touch the heart at sight of those silent miles of arches,

as no other Roman ruin, temple, or holy place can do. You
cannot look upon them without realizing- the giant streams of

life and strength and joy they bore to ancient Rome. The

palaces were for the Caesars, the Churches were for the purple

Hierarchy, the temples were for the gods and the trophies of

the conquerors, the water was for all, the one copious blessing

"To Fill Bronze Jar or Fiasco."

of the wretched pleb. And with a right significance the arches

of the aqueducts dominated all Rome,
"
among the grandest and

most conspicuous objects," the most beautiful amid that world

of beautiful structures, and the most enduring also.

When one thinks what equal splendor might be wrought for

another Southland with the blessing of water, one sighs for a

brief, beneficent Caesar. Next to water, the West lacks archi-

tecture. If only much water might be combined with a little

architecture and the useful, honorable iron pipe flower into arch

and bridge and fountain (not of the old forms but new and as

noble), what an achievement were this ! Who can call that un-

economical which rears at a certain present cost an object lesson

of beauty to last two thousand years
—which plants an influ-
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ence of work silently upon a race throughout the generations of

men ? And who can justly declare that any work is economical

which permanently neglects this element of the enduring beau-

tiful ?

If there is one development of art left for America it must be

in the line of the beauty of the useful—in the ennobling of all

which serves the noble common uses of life and humanity. This
is art and work worthy a great democracy. Not palaces for any
Emperor, but fair homes for a free people ;

not cathedrals for

any hierarchical priesthood, but schools, colleges, libraries for

the new religion of humanity, built and adorned as the temples
and the churches of an elder day ; not great gardens for any
prince, noble, cardinal or millionaire, but great parks for a

whole people ; and among all the thousand forms in which the

democracy will work out this religion of beauty, what can be

worthier its best endeavors, better deserve its lavish care, than

that which bears witness to the presence of the life-giving ele-

ment, to flowing health, prosperity and happiness, in short to
"
water in a thirsty land."

Rome, Italy.
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PROCEEDINGS or THE XIIITH CONCLAVE
or THE N. r. G. ^v. i^^^^^,,-^^^

By CLOUDSLEY RUTTER,
Naturalist, U. S. Fish Commission Steamer Albatross.

The N. F. G. W. met in regular millennial conclave a few

months since at the big bend in Sacramento River a few miles

above Colusa. Quinnat Salmon called the meeting to order, tak-

ing his position near a sunken snag, which he tapped with his

tail for attention. The snag was near the bottom of the river,

and formed an eddy in the current, thus enabling the chairman

to keep his head down-stream facing the multitude, for you

know it is difficult for a fish to breathe when his mouth opens

with the current instead of against it. There were thousands of

fishes about him (all with their heads up-stream), arranged in

groups according to species, the largest individual of each species

in front, being the accredited delegate to the convention, the oth-

ers arranged behind the delegate in the order of their size.

Salmon: "Native Fishes of the Golden West, from time im-

memorial, upon the millenarian anniversary of the discovery of

the pass to the Golden West, we have met to discuss various

questions pertaining to our welfare. Great have been the changes
since our last meeting, and important are the questions to come
before us at the present conclave. The attention of motionless

fins is earnestly requested.
"It will be our first duty to elect a permanent chairman. Our

rules for voting are well known—each native species is entitled

to one vote, to be cast by an accredited representative ; and only
those who were resident in the basin at the time of the last meet-

ing are considered native species.
"Nominations for permanent chairman are now in order."

Split-Tail: I nominate Sacramento Pike for chairman. He
has as big a mouth as any fish in the river, or bigger, and there-

fore can be readily heard. He has traveled over the whole basin
from upper Pit River to Kern River, and therefore knows all

Sacramento fishes at sight. He will be an ideal chairman."

Viviparous Perch: "1 nominate Sacramento Perch, who not

only has a big mouth, but has it filled with teeth. He has spines
in his fins, too, and is a fish of high caste."

<«3^S*2

\,

^S^

^2^U

<SjS^^
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"The Bio Bend in Sacramento Rive*

Viviparous Perch said this because he himself has teetli in

his jaws and spines in his fins, and considers himself among the
"four iiuiidred."

Split-Tail: "What is the use of having a mouth full of teeth
when you can get ail you want to eat without them, and are
never troubled with the tooth-ache?" and by way of proving his

point he gobbled up a May-fly larva that crawled out from under
a stick.

Lamprey: "I nominate
"

Many Voices: "Silence! Silence!" "You are not a fish."'

"You have no voice in this meeting."
Salmon: "Your case, Lamprey, will be referred to the Ich-

thyologist of the California Fish Commission, who will decide
whether an animal without a lower jaw can be a fish. In the
meantime you will have to keep quiet."

Lamprey did keep quiet, but not until he had wriggled his

way back among the group of salmon, and attached himself by
his sucking mouth to the gill-cover of one of them, when he

IjiTiMNAT Salmon.
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A Few Milks Abovb Colu.sa.

began rasping the skin away with his teeth. All the other lamp-
reys did the same thing, to which all the salmon objected, and
a general disturbance resulted. In a short time, however, the

salmon either had jerked the lampreys loose, or had managed to

swing them around and bite them in two. This fastening him-
self to other fishes is a favorite method of traveling as well as

eating with Lamprey, but it will not work when he tries it on

Quinnat Salmon.

<^

Lamprey,
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Prickly Sculpin: "Mr. Chairman, I nominate a fish who

combines all the characteristics ascribed to both the other nomi-
nees. His mouth is large and wide ; indeed, he is somewhat
related to the salt-water fish known as Irish Lord. There is.

Sackamknto Pike.

therefore, no question of his ability to make himself heard. He
has traveled extensively, and knows the inhabitants of the basin

thoroughly. He has a spinous dorsal fin, spines on his opercles,
and a bony ridge across his cheek. He is a fish of the highest
caste known in fresh water. I nominate Mountain Sculpin."

The water bubbled from the laughter that greeted this speech
and nomination.

Split-Tail: "Why, you little bullhead without brains, either

of the other nominees could swallow him whole, or you either,
for that matter."

Prickly Sculpin: "Yes, but you can't," and he promptly bit

Split-Tail on the anal fin ; and Split-tail could not resent the in-

sult, as his mouth is small and toothless.

Salmon: "Order in the river.—Any further nominations?—
It seems to me that someone should nominate my cousin, Rain-
bow Trout. He is a strong and beautiful fish, and is very wise,

having an adipose fin."

Rainbow Trout: "I thank the chairman for his eulogy, but

my election would be an impossibility. The toothless fry are in

the majority," meaning that the minnows would all vote for

Sacramento Pike.

Hardhead: "The trouble with your cousin, Mr. Speaker,
that no one knows just who he is. We do not know whether he

is Steelhead or Rainbow, and we do not care to provoke an
election contest."

Salmon: "There being no further nominations we will pro-
ceed to vote for chairman. All those in favor of Sacramento
Pike will please stand on your tails and be counted.— Blackfish,

Hitch, Hardhead, Split-Tail, Chub, Roach, Dace,—total seven.

All minnows, by the way."

Sackamknto Pkkch.
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Mountain Sculpin.

Sacramento Pike was confident of election, and so did not
vote.

Salmon: '"'Those in favor of Sacramento Perch.—Trout,
Stickleback, Viviparous Perch.

"Those in favor of Mountain Sculp'n.— Prickly Sculpin,
Mountain Sculpin."

Sucker did not vote. He had been too ill-treated by Sacra-
mento Pike to vote for him, and it would be next thing to treason
to vote for a fish having teeth in his mouth.

"Sacramento Pike is the choice of the convention. He will

please come forward and take charge of the meeting."
And all the minnows stood on their heads and flapped their

fins in applause as Sacramento Pike took the place of Quinnat
Salmon.

Chairman (gapin.: his mouth in acknowledgment of the honor
accorded him, whereupon Roach and Dace sought shelter in the

grass near shore) : "The purpose of this meeting is to renew
our knowledge of each other [the trembling Roach and Dace
thought they were already too well known by the chairman], to

introduce new members, and to provide for the common defense.

According to custom, each species, through its accredited repre-
sentative, will give an account of itself, introduce relatives that
have taken up their residence in the basin since the last meet-

ing, and bring up any other matter that may seem worthy of our
consideration. You will please speak, without being called upon,
in the order in which your names occur in Jordan & Evermann's
Check-list. The time is now at your disposal."

Western Sucker.

Western Sucker: "You may always know me by my big
warty lips. Only suckers have such lips, and my species is the

only sucker that travels over the entire Sacramento Basin ; there-
fore I need give no further description of myself.
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"Why do I have such lips? Because my ancestors had them.

Also, I need them. My food is the green slime growing on the

rocks, which I scrape off with my b'g warty lips. Now, it would
require a week for any of you small-lipped fishes to scrape off

enough slime to last you a day, while it takes me but a few
hours."

Chairman: "But do you grow big lips because your food is

green slime, or do you choose green slime for your food because

your lips are big?"
The question was too hard for Sucker, so he pursed out his

lips and went on with his story.
Western Sucker: "A great many ages ago the fishes in a

certain stream became so abundant that they were having a hard
time finding enough to eat. They lived mostly on insects, and
when these become scarce, some began eating tender plants. After
a while, the plants were thinned out, and some of the fishes had
to scrape the slime off the rocks. At first it was so abundant that

any kind of fish could supply himself; but as it was eaten of!

more closely, those with the bip^er lips got the more. In time
the lips of certain fishes became suited to this kind of food only;
they were the original suckers.

"One of my brother species. Small-eyed Sucker, could not
attend the conclave. He lives in a small stream a long distance
above Pit River Falls, which are impassable for suckers. He sent

word by Quinnat Salmon Fry, asking me to present his name so

that he may vote at the next conclave. You may know him by
his small eye.

"Another brother of ours, Tahoe Sucker, who looks like me
except that he has finer scales, managed to get over the moun-
tains a few centuries ago, and I give this notice of his residence
in the headwaters of Feather River in order that he may be con-
sidered an N. F. G. W. at the next meeting.

"A cousin of ours, Broad-mouth Sucker [Panlosteus] en-

tered the basin along with Tahoe Sucker. He is distinguished by
having his upper and lower lips separated at the comers of the
mouth by a notch."

Chairman: "The convention will please wake up! We are

now to hear from the great family of minnows."

Blackki.sh.

Blackfish (Orthodoa) : "lused to be called Sil.ll^ll^ t-i'iii.

because the teeth back in my throat are long and straight. I eat

fish eggs when I can get them, but I also like tender plants, and
Rreen pond .scum is a great delicacy. Unlike Western Sucker, I

have no sisters nor cousins nor aunts. I am simply Blackfish. I

have finer scales than any other minnow, more than a hundred
in a row on my side."

Chairman: "In some places you arc called Greaser!"
Blackfish: "Yes. and in some places you are called White-

fish, but that does not necessarily moan that your actions are

white."
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Rainbow Trout: "And in other places our chairman is called

Salmon Trout, to which both I and Salmon object. Not having
an adipose fin, you are not of our caste."

Rainbow was feeling sore over the election.

Chairman: "Well, I suppose Catfish is a near relative of

yours ;
he has an adipose fin."

Rainbow was too much insulted to make reply. T.iC idea of

his being related to Catfish comoletely overcame him, but Prickly

Sculpin took up the controversy.

Prickly Sculpin: "And I would like to know how our chair-

man comes by the name Pike. He used to be called Big-mouth,
which is more appropriate. I have talked with Catfish, who has

recently arrived from eastern waters, and has known Pike for

ages; he says that Pike not only has a bigger mouth than our

chairman, but also has it filled with teeth. Our chairman should

visit a dentist if he wants to be a pike."

Sacramento Pike made no answer to this tirade, and the regu-

lar order of business was resumed.

Hitch.

Hitch (Lavinia) : "Neither have I any brothers, but cousins

a plenty, and so has Blackfish. He and I belong to the same

family. Minnows, and are, therefore, cousins. I have only the

one name, Hitch. You may always know me by my deep, com-

pressed body, small, toothless mouth, slender tail, widely forked

tail-fin, and anal fin with twelve or thirteen rays. I feed on in-

sects, and do no harm to fish or flesh. I prefer quiet, muddy
water, and would never think of going to the cold mountain
streams. Cormorants and Striped Bass are my worst enemies."

Hardheai).

Hardhead (Mylopharodon) : "As you see, I look much like

our chairman, but my mouth is smaller, and my upper lip is con-

nected with the skin of my forehead, the crease behind the lip not

reaching from side to side. I was at one time called Grinder-

tooth, on account of the big teeth in my throat [pharyngeals].
The whole basin is my home."

Split-Tail: "You may always know me as the minnow that

has the upper lobe of the tail longer than the lower."

Salmon: "Oh, yes, I always know you. You are the fiend

that always follows me and my mate while we are spawning ;

you are the glutton that eats all our eggs. Scales and fins! If

my throat had not grown so small I would swallow you whole."

Split-Tail: "Not all ; I notice that Rainbow Trout eats some
of them."

Rainboiv Trout: "Well, sometimes young Quinnat Salmon
stays in the river until he is six months old, and then he eats

salmon eggs. I think that gives me a right to eat them."
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"At our last conclave, certain fishes came up from Tulare

Valley, and claimed recognition under the name of Posa Creek
Chub, but the committee refused to recognize them. Dr. Jordan
has recently examined them, and says they are a distinct species

[Leuciscus conformis]. I give notice of their coming of age. that

they may vote at the next conclave.

Red-Sided Chub.

"A brother of ours has entered the basin since the last meet-

ing, and is now living in the headwaters of Feather River. He
may be distinguished by a red stripe along the sides" [Leu-
ciscus egregius].

Sacramento Roach.

Sacramento Roach: "I am a rather small minnow, and am
of but little consequence. I do but little harm, and prolaably but
little good. I live mainly on insects, and die ma'nly in the mouths
of such monsters as our chairman. [Here the speaker shud-
dered.] On account of my small size and numerous enemies, I

have to live in ponds and sloughs and other out-of-the-way places.
Then, after many years, I forget just how my ancestors appeared,
and can't keep the right number of scales and fin-rays : and when
I get out of my puddle and meet some of my old companions,
they do not recognize me. I am so different in different localities

that it is hard to give a description that will fit all individuals.

Perhaps this will do : A round, slender body, small, toothless

mouth, dorsal and anal fins each with eight rays, four teeth on
the left side of the throat [pharyngeals], and four or five on the

right."

Klamath Roach.

Klamath Roach: "1 came to this basin a short time before
the last conclave, when Pit River cut through the Sierras. I

differ from my brother who has just spoken only in my com-
pressed body ; otherwise you could not tell us apart. Sometimes
my mouth is oblique, but not always."
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Dace.

Dace: "Sacramento Roach has just complained of being

small; he is not half as small as I, the smallest California min-

now. It seems that I am hardly big enough to describe, as I never

grow to be more than three mches long, but anyone who cares

may distinguish me by my very small mouth, usually with a small

barbel at the corner, like that of Split-Tail, who did not mention

the fact, and by my dorsal and anal fins, each having but seven

rays. I live on insects, and die—well, you remember the nursery

rhyme, 'Big fishes eat little fishes, . . . and so ad infinitum.'

1 am the infinitum."

Just then Hardhead yawned, and Dace sought cover.

Rainbow Tkout.

Rainbow Trout: "I am universally known, and therefore

need no description."
Chairman: "If you are so well known it seems strange that

ichthyologists should describe you under thirteen different names,
and that sportsmen should have almost as many names for you as

there are streams!"
Stcelhcad: "I should have spoken before Rainbow, be-

cause
"

Chairman: "In that case you have lost your right to speak.
Dr. Gilbert says that you and Rainbow are the same species;
therefore you cannot both speak."

Stcelhcad: "But sportsmen all say
"

Chairman: "They know nothing at all about it. Please keep

quiet."
Stcelhcad: "But I am bigger than

"

Chairman: "I will have you committed for contempt pretty
soon. Dr. Gilbert's word is law ; that settles it. The next men-
tioned in the Check-list will please stand on his tail and testify."

Salmon: "Well may Rainbow boast; he belongs to the great
salmon family. Next to me. he is the most important fish in the

river. Rainbows resemble Quinnats a little, but may be distin-

guished by young Quinnats having sixteen rays in the anal fin,

while Rainbows have but twelve."
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Chairman: "By the way, Quinnat, how do you come by the

name salmon? Rainbow is a brother of Atlantic Salmon, while

you are only a cousin.

Salmon: "Quinnat is my name. The name salmon was
given me by fishermen, though it's not such a misnomer as 'pike'
is for you."

Sacramento Perch: "Quinnat is well known to be the great-
est traveler among us. Can we not induce him to tell us some-

thing of his travels?"

Salmon: "It is a long story, and I can give you but a mere
outline of my wanderings. My parents both died before 1 left

the egg-shell, though I suppose 1 was as well off as any of you
were at that age. I think that none of you but Viviparous Perch
were ever owned by your parents. All other fresh-water fishes

of my acquaintance try to hide their eggs among the weeds or

gravel, and then never think of them again.
"But to return to my story: As soon as I was able to swim,

and was therefore able to catch food and keep out of the way of

my enemies. Rainbow Trout and Sacramento Pike—with due re-

gard to our chairman and my many-hued cousin—I started down
the river, floating backward in the current for ease in breathing
as well as in catching food. I reached the great salt water when
I was five months old. Here I found all manner of strange and
ferocious animals. Many times did I have to swim with all my
might to escape Shark or some other cannibal, and many times did
I make Herring and Tomcod sufifer in return. About a month
ago I left the ocean, after three years' wandering, and am now on
my way to the spawning grounds in the mountain streams. I

have not eaten anything since I left the ocean, and shall never
eat again. My life's work is nearly over, and I shall soon lay
my bones with those of my fathers for thousands of generations
past."

Steelhead: "Most of your fathers for the past few genera-
tions have laid their bones in tin cans or by the side of restaurant
plates."

if

Stickleback.

Stickleback: "You have just heard from the largest fish of
the river; it is now time to hear from me, the smallest. Although
I am so small, I am by no means insignificant. True, I am not
very good eating for any of you or anything else, and am not big
enough to eat other fishes, but I can and do eat their eggs, which
1 esteem very highly. When an egg is too large to eat whole, I

nibble at it until I get all I want. My teeth are sharp, and it

does not take me very long to nibble through the shell of even
a salmon egg.

"Be careful my dear old lumbering Chub. I know you are
big enough to swallow me, but you can't do it. In the first

place, you can't catch me, and even if you could, you would be
sorry for it. Do you see the sharp spines on my back? and the
two that I have in place of ventral fins? Well, you had better
see them than feel them sticking in your throat, for when I raise
them I lock them in that position, and they interfere greatly with
swallowing. Oh, I am a dangerous fish !
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"And I want to correct a statement of the last speaker, h

is not true that no fishes ever look after their eggs. We Stickle-
backs place our eggs in tiny nooks among the weeds or stones, and
then watch over them and see that they are molested by no one.

Oh, we are wise as well as dangerous !

"And there is another thing in which we are superior to the
rest of you. Most of you are dull-colored, and never change
color at any time. I know it is not safe for you to do otherwise;
but that does not alter the fact. But we are green and silvery,
with minute black specks; and during the spring our cheeks and
throat and breast and our ventral fins become bright orange.
Just see how beautiful!" and he stood on his tail and spread
his fins, but no one expressed any admiration, which pleased
Stickleback just as well as if they had. "Oh, we are beautiful
as well as wise and dangerous !

"And see how royally we are dressed ! Most of you are covered
with little scales, and il of the same size and shape and ar-

rangement. We have one row of short, broad scales, or plates,
that reach almost entirely across our sides and become narrower
and form a keel on the sides of the tail. (It is too bad the keel

disappears in fresh water.) And see the rough plates on top
of my head and about the spines. Some of you have spines, but
none of you can lock them. Oh, we are original, as well as beau-
tiful and wise and dangerous !"

And all the fishes hated the little boaster, but they did not
dare attack him, for all he said was true.

Sacramento Perch: "I have been described in a nominating
speech. It is all owing to Carp and Catfish that I am not the

most abundant fish in the river. They are such greedy spawn-
eaters, and have hunted me so mercilessly, that I have scarcely a

place left in which to lay my eggs."
FPardhead: "I would like to ask Sacramento Perch how he

gets his name. This same wise adipose-finned Catfish informs
me that all the perches have one or two spines in the anal fin,

while you have six or seven. He says von are not a perch, bu;

a sunfish." \W\ of which is true, even if Sacramento Perch would
not admit it.]

VIvlparo'.u Perch.—The side cut away,
showing yniini; almost ready t > be liorn.

VlVIPAKOTJR PkRCH.

Viviparous Perch: "Spiney fins, small mouth, srnooth scr

and young born alive; by these shall yc know me."
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Prickly Sculpin.

Prickly Sculpin: "The Sculpins, who mostly live in salt wa-
ter, are a numerous family and I am proud of belonging to it.

I have a wide mouth, as has been previously remarked, eyes
that look upward, and pectoral fins that resemble wings. As my
name implies, I am covered with minute prickles. I live in the
lower portion of the river.

"My brother, Tahoe Sculpin, crossed the Sierras at Sierra-
ville pass not long ago, and I give this notice of his residence.
His skin is entirely smooth.

"Another brother. Big-eyed Sculpin, lives in Fall River, and
is kept away from the conclave by Pit River Falls.

"A cousin of ours. Star Gazer, who has three soft rays in his

ventral fins (we have four), also lives in Fall River, and is kept
away by the falls."

Chairman: "We have now heard from all members of the

association, and will
"

Split-Tail: "Mr. Chairman, it is my duty to introduce to

this honorable body a distant relative of ours who has just taken

up his residence in the river. I refer to Carp."

Thereupon all the fishes in the river stood on their tails

and jumped up and down in their rage. "Down with the China
Fish !'' "Off with the fins of the heathen !" and many other similar

protests were heard. The chairman called for order.
Chub: "Mr. Chairman, we can never admit this heathen.

A minnow with a long dorsal fin, with even one spine in any of
his fins, and with long barbels at the corners of his mouth can
never become a member of the noble order of Native Fishes of
the Golden West."

BlackUsh: "Any fish that goes into the cow pastures at

high water and roots up the meadow, or who is so slow of fin

as to be caught as a common article of diet by cormorants is

certainly wanting in culture, and a proposition for membership
cannot even be considered."
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Catfish: "Is no one going to give notice of my residence?"
This raised another general water-splashing. "Pull out his

whiskers!" and "Away with a fish that will not wear scales!"
were his greetings. Catfish had been mentioned so often during
the meeting that he was much surprised at this reception.

Sacramento Perch: "Mr. Chairman, I am averse to ever ad-
mitting this slimy, scaleless, bearded cannibal to membership.We have too much notice of his residence already. It is all on
account of his egg-eating propensities that my species is disap-
pearing. I move that we bite off his barbels ; then he cannot find
our eggs, as his eyes are on top of his head."

Catfish: "You may try if you wish; but I warn you that I
will thrust a spine through your eye. I might as well eat your
eggs as for you to eat mine."

Hitch: "You are both cannibals, and deserve to be driven
out of the river. One eats my eggs and the other devours my
young."

Chub: "You all do that for me, and our chairman here cats
more of my young than anyone else."

Salmon: "You may thank the raindrops that you don't live
in the mountain streams with Rainbow and Sculpin ! Why, they
are regular gluttons for eggs and alevins [the young just
hatched]. They gorge themselves until their stomachs are full,
and keep on until they can not get ano:her one in their mouths.
But they can't catch Salmon fry, else I would not be here today."

Sculpin: "I think we should not spend all owr time finding
fault with each other. We all have to eat. I think it is all rieht
to catch a young fish occasionally; if we did not. there would be
too many of us and we would all starve. Just think how many
there would be in a few years if all our eggs hatched and became
mature fishes. Take Quinnat as an example. A pair of salmon
will produce 6,000 eggs, from which would grow 3,000 pairs of
adults in four years, or a total of 9,000,000 in eight years. In
twelve years there would be 27,000,000,000 pairs, and in sixteen

years
"
but the exertion was too great even for the fish "of the

highest caste known to fresh water," and the speaker turned over
on his back from nervous prostration.

Rainbow Trout: "What our demented friend has stated is

doubtless true, but that is no reason why we should be caught
by those big animals up in the air. They throw flies into the wa-
ter, and when we bite them, they are not flies at all. but hooks
fastened to long cords by which we are pulled out of the water.

I was caught once by one of those monsters, but I was so small

that he threw me back, remarking that he would catch me
again when I grew bieger. And he did, too, but I was so big
that I broke his hook."
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"The Nets Ake Hung in the Muddy Water."

Salmon :
" That is more fair than they treat us Salmon. They ride

around over the water on big ducks that never dive, and hang nets in the
water so that we cannot pass without running into them. The nets are

hung in the muddy water where we can't see them until we are all tangled
up. You can see the flies, and if you were not so greedy you could see the

hooks also "

Just then there came along a great duck covered with air animals. It

was much bigger than those Salmon had spoken of, being nearly half as

"
Xl-.AKt,Y ITaI.F WlDK AS THI-: Ki\-i-,K."'

wide as the river—so it seemed to the frightened fishes. They all thought
of the nets that Salmon had described as being so dreadful, and swam for
their lives.

Thus ended the Xlllth conclave of the N. F. G. W.
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' THE AVHITE SANDS OF NEW MEXICO.
By E. DANA JOHNSON.

^SrtHE Great White Gypsum Desert of New Mexico is one of

^ the strangest and most beautiful of all the natural

wonders of the Southwest. From the railroad at Ala-

mogordo, twenty miles away, a long line of gleaming white

shows against the purple background of the mountains, like

distant foam-crested breakers or a glittering coral reef. Viewed
from Cloudcroft, the little summer resort perched up among the

pines on the lofty summit of the Sacramentos, it appears as a

huge splotch of glistening snow upon the vast expanse of gray-
brown desert.

On a close view the White Sands are even more marvelous

and beautiful, and the resemblance to great drifts of snow is

still more startling. A twenty-mile ride over a good road out

from Alamogordo across the undulating plains brings one to the

edge of the desert. It starts up abruptly from the dun plain in

high rolling dunes of unsullied whiteness, blinding to look upon
in the bright sunshine. For quite a distance, as one looks from
a high point out over the leagues of gypsum, it is a spotless,

snowy waste. Farther away, stretches of scanty, whitened

vegetation, desolate alkali flats and dried-up lakes alternate

with wide banks of solid white gypsum. It is as if the plain
had been covered with very many feet of snow, after which a

high wind had swept over it, laying the ground bare here

and there and piling up huge drifts yonder. The great billows

of white, stretching away to the mountains in the sunshine, the

silence and the quivering haze, make a sight never to be for-

gotten. Vast, dazzling and mysterious, the Great Desert lies,

set in the midst of the greater solitude of the dreamy plains,

like a huge glittering jewel. The long serrated outline of the

San Andreas range rises darkly against the sky to the west^
while the sharp, jagged summits of the Organs stand out boldly
athwart the southern sky. To the northeast gleams the lofty,

hoary summit of Sierra Blanca, while nearer, to the east, the

Sacramentos quiver in the purple distance.

For a depth of a few inches, the gypsum dust is perfectly

dry, and climbing one of the little hills is like ascending a

mound of fine white sugar, into which the feet sink over the

shoe-tops. As a matter of fact, this curious white powder,
when dry, is nothing in the world but pure plaster of Paris.

Underneath, it is moist and cohesive, and will pack into a ball

in the hands like snow. The dryness of the surface is caused

of course by its exposure to the air
;
but the sand, if sand it
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may properly be called, is so heavy that the wind blows it about

very little, and the dunes change in contour only slightly.

The gypsum desert is nearly thirty miles long and averages

ten miles wide. There are 70,000 acres of the white sand-hills

besides the innumerable alkali marshes and lake-beds within the

borders of the White Sands, as the deposit is called by the

people of New Mexico. It is the generally accepted theory that

a great lake once covered this entire region, and that its reced-

ing waters left behind them these beds of gypsum. There have

been discovered, however, strata of lime and sandstone dipping
to the northeast at an angle of about eight degrees from the

horizon. The grain of the sands is the same as that of oolitic

limestone
;
this fact has given rise to a second theory that the

sands themselves may have been at one time an oolitic limestone.

During the volcanic eruption that threw out the
"
malpais

"

lava beds, so runs the theory, the heat may have driven off the

carbonic acid gas, its place being taken by sulphuric acid gas
from the volcano. This would give the chemical constituents

of the sands. With them are found alumina, silica, phosphate
of lime, magnesia, potash, soda, traces of borax and nitrates.

Salt, soda and potash are common and in quantity.

It is only lately that a commercial value has been placed upon
these vast chemical deposits, but recent experiments have shown
the possibility of making from them a plaster cement equal in

strength to the best made and weighing twenty-five per cent,

less
;
bricks equal in appearance to Philadelphia pressed brick,

weighing only half as much and withstanding a pressure of

nearly 1,000 pounds to the square inch
; waterproof tiling ;

artificial ivory ;
artificial meerschaum

;
a fine quality of chalk,

and other useful and ornamental products. A manufacturing

company has acquired the rights to the entire area of the de-

posit, and proposes to erect a mill and utilize the White Sands

commercially.
There is also a plan to establish a large sanitarium at Alamo-

gordo, on the ground of an alleged discovery that gypsum-water
is a specific against tuberculosis.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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THE FORD or CREVECCE^UR.
By MARY AUSTIN.

ES. I understand
; you are M'siu the Notary,

M'siu the Sheriff has told me. You are come
to hear how by the help of God I have killed

Pilon Geraud at the ford of Crevecceur.

By the help of God, yes. Think you if the

devil had a hand in it, he would not have

helped Filon ? For he was the devil's own, was
Pilon. He was big-, he was beautiful, he had a way—but

always there was the devil's mark. I see that the first time ever I

knew him at Agua Caliente. The devil sit in Filon's eyes and

laugh
—

laug-h
—some time he go away like a man at a window,

but he come again. M'siu, he live there ! And Filon he know
that I see, so he make like he not care ; but I think he care a

little, else why he make for torment me all the time ? Ever
since I see him at that shearing at Agua Caliente eight, ten

year gfone, he not like for let me be. I have been the best

shearer in that shed, snip
—

snip
—

quick, clean. Ah, it is beau-

tiful I All the sheep men like for have me shear their sheep.

Filon is new man at that shearing, Lebecque is just hire him
then

; but yes, M'siu, to see him walk about that Agua Caliente

you think he own all those sheep, all that range. Ah—he had
a waj^ ! Pretty soon that day Pilon is hearing all sheep men

say that Raoul is the best shearer
;
then he come lean on the

rail by my shed and laugh softly like he talk with himself, and

say, "See the little man; see him shear." But me, I can no

more. The shears turn in my hand so I make my sheep all

bleed same like one butcher. Then I look up and see the devil

in Filon Geraud's eye. It is always so after that, all those

years until I kill Pilon. If I make a little game of poker with

other shepherds, then he walks along and say :

"Ah, you, Raoul, you is one sharp fellow. I not like for play
with you." Then is my play all gone bad.

But if Pilon play, then he say,
"
Come, you little man, and

bring me the good luck."

It is so, M'siu I If I go stand by that game, Filon is win,

win all the time. That is because of the devil. And if there

are women—no, M'siu, there was never one woman. What
would a shepherd, whose work is always toward the hills, do

with a woman ? Is it to plant a vineyard that others may drink

wine ? Ah, non ! But me, at shearings and at Tres Finos

where we pay the tax, there I like to talk to pretty girl same as

other shepherds, then Pilon come make like he one gran' friend.

All the time he make say the compliments, he make me one
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mock. His eyes they laugh always, that make women like to

do what he say. But me, I have no chance.

It is 90, M'siu, when I go out with my sheep. This is my
trail— I go out after the shearing- through the Canada de las

Vinas, then across the Little Antelope, while the grass is

quick. After that I go up toward the hills of Olancho, where I

keep one month
;
there is much good feed and no man comes.

Also then I wait at Tres Pinos for the sheriff that I pay the tax.

Sucre ! it is a hard one, that tax ! After that I am free of the

Sierras, what you call Neive— snowy. Well I know that

country. I go about with my sheep and seek my meadows—
mine^ M'siu, that I have climbed the great mountains to spy out

among the pines, that I have found by the grace of God, and

ray own wit ; La Crevasse, Moultrie, Bighorn, Angostura. Also,
I go by other meadows where other shepherds feed one month
with another ; but these are all mine. I go about and come

again when the feed is grown.

M'siu, it is hard to believe, but it is so—Pilon finds my mead-
ows one by one. One year I come by La Crevasse —there is

nothing there
;

I go on to Moultrie—here is the grass eaten to

the roots, and the little pines have no tops; at Bighorn is the

fresh litter of a flock. I think maybe my sheep go hungry that

summer. So I come to Angostura. There is Filon. He laugh.
Then it come into my mind that one day I goin' kill that Filon

Geraud. By the help of God. Yes. For he is big that Filon,

he is strong ; and me, M'siu, I am as God made me.

So always, where I go on the range there is Filon
;

if I think

to change my trail, he change also his. If I have good luck, Filon

has better. If to him is the misfortune—ah—you shall hear.

One year Gabriel Lausanne tell me that Filon is lose all his

lambs in the Santa Ana. You know that Santa Ana, M'siu ?

It is one mighty wind. It comes up small, very far away, one

little dust like the clouds, creep, creep close by the land. It lies

down along the sand ; you think it is done ? Eh, it is one

liar, that Santa Ana. It rise up again, it is pale gold, it seek

the sk}'. That sky is all wide, clean, no speck. Ah, it knows,
that sky ;

it will have nothing lying about when the Santa Ana
comes. It is hot then, you have the smell of the earth in your
nostrils. Thai^ M'siu, is the Santa Ana. It is pale dust and

the great push of the wind. The sand bites, there is no seeing
the flock's length. They huddle, and the lambs are smothered ;

they scatter and the dogs can nothing make. If it blow one day,

you thank God ; if it blow two days, then is sheepman goin' to

lose his sheep. When Gabriel tell me that about Filon, I think

he deaerve all that. What you think, M'siu ? That same night
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the water of Tinpah rise in his banks afar off by the hills where

there is rain. It comes roaring down the wash where I make

my camp, for you understand at that time of year there should

be no water in the wash of Tinpah, but it come in the night
and carry away one-half of my sheep. Eh, how you make that,

M'siu
;

is it the devil or no ?

Well, it go like this eight, ten year ; then it come last sum-

mer, and I meet Filon at the ford of Crevecoeur. That is the

water that comes dov/n eastward from Mineral Mountain be-

tween Olancho and Sentinel Rock. It is what you call Mineral

Creek, but the French shepherds call it Crevecoeur. For why ;

it is a most swift and wide watet
;

it goes darkly between

earthy banks upon which it gnaws. It has hot springs which

come up in it without reason, so that there is no safe crossing at

any time. Its sands are quick ;
what they take, they take

wholly with the life in it, and after a little they spew it out

again. And, look you, it makes no singing, this water of

Crevecoeur. Twenty years have I kept sheep between Red
Butte and the Temblor Hills, and I say this. Make no fear of

singing water, for it goes not too deeply but securely on a

rocky bottom
;
such a one you may trust. But this silent one,

that is hot or cold, deep or shallow, and has never its banks the

same one season with another, this you may not trust, M'siu.

And to get sheep across it
—ah—it breaks the heart, this Creve-

coeur.

Nevertheless, there is one place where a great rock runs slant-

wise of the stream, but under it, so that the water goes shal-

lowly with a whisper, ah, so fast, and below it is a pool. Here
on the rocks the shepherds make pine logs to lie with stones so

that the sheep cross over. Every year the water carries the

logs away and the shepherds build again, and there is no shep-
herd goes by that water but lose some sheep. Therefore, they
call it the ford of Crevecoeur.*

Well, I have been about by the meadow of Angostura when it

come last July, and there I see Narcisse Duplin. He is tell me
the feed is good about Sentinel Rock, so I think me to go back

by the way of Crevecoeur. There is pine wood all about east-

ward from that place. It is all shadow there at midday and has
a weary sound. Me, I like it not, that pine wood, so I push the

flock and am very glad when I hear toward the ford the bark of

dogs and the broken sound of bells. I think there is other

shepherd that make talk with me. But me, M'siu, Sacre I

damn I when I come out by the ford there is Filon Geraud. He
has come up one side Crevecoeur, with his flock, as I have come

up the other. He laugh.

*Break-heart.
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"
Hillo, Raoul," say Pilon,

"
will you cross ?

"

"
I will cross," say I.

"After me," say Filon.

"Before," say I.

M'siu does not know about sheep ? Ah, non. It is so that

the sheep is most scare of all beasts about water. Never so

little a stream will he cross, but if the dog^s compel him. It is

the great trouble of shepherds to get the flock across the waters

that go in and about the Sierras. For that it is the custom to

have two, three g-oats with the flocks to go first across the water,
then they will follow. But here at Crevecoeur it is bad cross-

ing any way you go ; also, that day it is already afternoon.

Therefore I stand at one side that ford and make talk with

Filon at the other about who goes first. Then my goat which
leads my flock come push by me and I stand on that log while

we talk. He is one smart goat.

"Eh, Raoul, let the goats decide," cries Filon, and to that I

have agree. Filon push his goat on the log, he is one great
black one that is call Diable—I ask you is that a name for a

goat ? I have call mine Noe. So they two walk on that log

very still
; for they see what they have to do. Then they push

with the head, Diable and Noe, till that log it rock in the

water
;
Filon is cry to his goat and I to mine. Then because of

that water one goat slip on the log, and the other is push so

hard that he cannot stop ; over they go into the pool of swift

water, over and over until they come to the shallows ; then they
find their feet and come up, each on his own side. They will

not care to push with the heads again at that time. Filon he

walk out on the log to me, and I walk to him.
"
My goat have won the ford," says he.

"
Your goat cannot keep what he wins."

"But I can," says Filon. Then he look at me with his eyes
like—like I have told you, M'siu.

"
Raoul," he say,

"
you is one little man."

With that I remember me all the wrong I have had from this

one.

"Go you after your goat, Filon Geraud," say I.

With that I put my staff behind his foot, so, M'siu, and send

him into the water, splash I He come to his feet presently in

the pool with the water all in his hair and his eyes, and the

stream run strong and dark against his middle.
"
Hey, you, Raoul, what for you do that ?" he say, but also

he laugh. "Ah, ha, little man, you have the joke this time."

M'siu, that laugh stop on his face like it iMien freeze, his

mouth is open, his eyes curl up. It is terrible, that dead laugh in

the midst of the black water that run down from his hair.
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*'

Raoul," he says, ''''the sand is quick I
"

Then he take one step, and I hear the sand suck. I see Pilon

shiver like a reed in the swift water.

''''My God^'''' he says, "Me sand is quick I
"

M'siu, I do not know how it is with me. When I throw Filon

in the pool, I have not known it is quick-sand ;
but when I hear

that, I think I am g"lad. I kneel down by that log in the ford

and watch Pilon. He speak to me very quiet :

"You must get a rope and make fast to that pine and throw

the end to me. There is a rope in my pack."

"Yes," say I,
"
there is a rope."

"
M'siu, I think I would not have killed him with my hands,

but if God give him over to me in the quick-sand of Crevecoeur;

how then ? So I hold me still. Then is Pilon begin to curse

and cry.

"You, Raoul 1 I make you pay for this !

"

He work with his feet and beat the water with his hands.

But me, I can see the pool rising to his breast. After a little

Pilon see that also, then he leave off to struggle and make as if

he laugh, but not with his eyes
—never any more with his eyes

while he live.

"Well, Raoul," he says, "you will have your fun, but man,
do not make it too long."

"
It will not be long, Pilon," say I.

After that he is still until the water is come to his shoulders,

then he speak softly,
"
Raoul, my friend, there is in the bank of

Sacramento eight hundred dollars. It shall be his who saves

me from this pool. Eight hundred dollars. Think, Raoul !

"

"Eight hundred dollars ?
"

"
It is a good sura," says he.

"
But you will not need it now, Pilon,"

By that I see the water is rising fast. Then he burst out :

"Is it that you mean to kill me, Raoul. Mother of God, is

it so ?
"

"It is so, Pilon."

After that I do not know how it is. The water is rising fast,

the water is very swift in the pool and curl back against his

throat. I think he is pray to God and to me
;
then he fight in

the water—he choke—he cry. But me, I have run away into

that pine wood for a little while. Then I think I will go and

get that rope quick—but when I come again there is Pilon under

the pool. I can see that clearly, but a little way under the dark

water. His body is bent down stream and flows with its flowing
like the bent grass that grows by the water border, like the

long grass that is covered and rots under flood water. It is
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shaken with the shakintf of Cr^vecoeur. His eyes are open and
his mouth, like a fish, and the water goes over them. It is as if

he laugh down there under the pool ; I see his body shake. Hi*
arms stream out from him like the blades of wet grass ;

his

hand come up to the top and whirl about and go down with the

running water. But never they grasp nor go forward. He is

fast there in the quick-sands of Crevecoeur.

Yes, M'siu, it is so what you have said. M'siu the sheriff has
also told me. If I had taken my flock and gone my way, telling
never any man, then I should have missed this trouble and the

talk of hanging. But consider ! M'siu is perhaps accustomed
to think what is best to be done in an evil case ; but me, I have
never before need to hide what I have done. How shall I begin
then ? Also, I am a shepherd. Another might leave the sheep
of Pilon in the pine wood by the ford of Crevecoeur, but a shep-
herd—no. It is so that the sheep are the most silly of all beasts.

They know not to cross the water—but if they are led, they
make no fright. They have no cry when a cry is most of need.

If a bear or coyote come upon the flock to torment them, they

huddle, they run foolishly in twos and threes making no sound.

If there be a rain or untimely snow, the lambs sicken and die

plentifully. Ah, non ! That man have no heart who will leave

sheep to the hills with no shepherding. Me, M'siu, I can not.

So I take my flocks across the ford, since Filon is in the

water, and take all those silly ones toward La Crevasse, and
after I think about that business. Three days after, I meet
P'tee Pete. I tell him I find the sheep of Filon in the pine wood
below Sentinel Rock. Pete, he say that therefore Filon is come
to some hurt, and that he look for him. That make me scare

lest he should look by the ford of Crevecoeur. So after that,

five or six days, when Narcisse Duplin is come up with me, I tell

him Filon is gone to Sacramento where his money is
; therefore

I keep care of his sheep. That is a better tale—eh, M'siu,
—for

I have to say something. Every shepherd in that range is know
those sheep of Filon. All this time I think me to take the sheep
to Pierre Jullien in the meadow of Black Mountain. He is not

much, that Pierre. If I tell him it is one gift from Le ban Dieti^

that is explain enough for Pierre Jullien. Then I will be quit

of the trouble of Filon Geraud.

So, M'siu, would it have been, but for that dog Hcl^nc. That
is Fiion's she-dog that he raise from a pup. She is—she is nn€

femme^ that dog I All that first night when we come away
from the ford, she cry, cry in her throat all through the dark,

and in the light she look at me with her eyes, so to sa)' :

"
I know, Raoul 1 I know what is under the water of Cr^ve-
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coeur." M'siu, is a man to stand that from a dog- ? So the next

night I beat her, and in the morning: she is g-one. I think me
the good luck to get rid of her. That Helene ! M'siu, what

you think she do ? She have gone back to look in the water for

Filon. There she sta}', and all sheepmen when they pass that

way see that she is a good sheep-dog-, and that she is much
hungry ;

so they wonder that she will not leave off to look and

go with them. After while all people in those parts is been

talkin' about that dog of Pilon's that look so keen in the water
of Crevecoeur. Mebbe four, five weeks after that I have killed

Pilon, one goes riding by that place that sees Helene make
mourn by the waterside over something that stick in the sand.

It is Filon. Yes. That quick-sand have spit him out again.
So you say ;

but me, I think it is the devil.

For the rest the sheriff has told you. Here they have brought
me, and there is much talk. Of that I am weary, but for this I

tell you all how it is about Filon
; M'siu, I would not hang.

Look 3^ou, so long as I stay in this life I am quit of that man,
but if I die—there is Filon. So will he do unto me all that I did

at the ford of Crevecoeur, and more
;
for he is a bad one, Filon.

Therefore it is as I tell you, M'siu, I, Raoul. By the help of

God. Yes.

ludependeuce, Cal.

MIST.
By NORA MA V FRENCH.

OW-ARCHED above me, as I moved, the hollowed air was
clear

;

Beyond was whiteness, dim and strange, and spectral shapes
drew near.

Upon the little shore of brown that touched the misty sea,

Upon the shadowy borderland one paused and looked at me,
Then hurried on with greeting smile and sudden vivid

face I

A friend had started into life within my magic space.
Into the world of ghosts ag-aiu I watched him fade away—
First black he was, then dim he was, then merged in form-

less gray.
I(OS Ang-eles.
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MY FRIEND CHANO.
By W. B. SA WYER, M. D.

^Vi^HE first Indian I ever really knew, outside the pages of a

J^ book, was Chano. For reasons not unconnected with my
breathing- apparatus, I had been sentenced to what was

then the desert of Southern California, and, following sound

advice, was "roughing it." Chano was a home-made produc-

tion, part Apache, part Sonoran, part Yuma, and the balance

plain Indian. He said that he had left a wife somewhere, and
that she had "plenty."

"Plenty of what?"
"
Plenty of water."

That seemed to my tenderfoot judgment a somewhat limited

provision for a woman with her children. I did not then know
that plenty of water in this land meant food, comfort, and even

wealth.

He was dressed in sombrero, undershirt, overalls, and cer-

tain leather things that might sometime have been known
as shoes. He demanded four bits a day and

"
paseo

"
every

month, and agreed to do anything from digging to hunting.
There was an athletic strength in his poise. In the limpid

depths of his coal-black eyes there was gleaming a something.
If you have ever watched thoroughbreds fighting down the last

eighth, noses apart, or a salmon-fisher in the midst of his deal-

ings with something resembling a craft}"^ thunderbolt, you may
have seen that gleam. It is not to be described—it is game.
Chano's knowledge may not have been extensive ; but it

covered his environment, and it was sure. He could kill a jack-

rabbit from the back of a bronco, with an arrow at fifty 5'ards,

three times out of five. He could talk more Spanish than I

could—which was nothing phis. He could make a fire by twirl-

ing one stick between his hands upon another held between his

knees. He could trail a deer anywhere, for any distance, and

under any circumstances. He could shoot some. His first

efforts with the rifle were only suggestive, but, after some argu-

ment, he could find the target with about one per cent of the

shots. He would follow my trail, though, for seven miles back,

to get an empty cartridge to put on the end of an arrow.

His cooking was well, the last time he tried, we could

not tell whether he had fried the rim of my hat in water or

stewed his saddle blanket. I didn't eat.

Being considerably human, he had strong likes and dislikes.

A rattlesnake was an "Apache," in his vocabulary, and people

who treated him unfairly were—something distinctly worse.
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We hunted for months tog-ether, lived in a little hut which
his deft fing-ers had fashioned from tules and bougfhs, and grew
to know and appreciate one another, each after his own fashion.

I do not think there was love or admiration on either side, but

there was a wholesome feeling of respect.

He had an occult acquaintance with Nature that I had learned

to respect, and when he told me one morning that three antelope
had g-one b}^ out to the desert, I knew better than to doubt. So
we started after them. A loaf of bread (it must have been a

loaf of bread, for I baked it myself in a frying-pan) and a

small bit of cheese was our commissariat. The ponies were

staked where they could g-et water and some g-rass. To the

Bast was a plain bounded by a line of foothills, and then the

desert stretching beyond San Jacinto for a hundred miles or

more to Yuma
;
to the north the range of mountains, of which

the highest peaks are the southernmost of the Sierras.

The tracks showed that the starved and probably thirsty

antelope had turned back from our country. The first day Was

easy. The tracks were plain. We were getting- closer to the

game every moment. The little sand-hills of the bad lands had
no terrors, for Chano knew the country. That night was not

very uncomfortable. Warm sand makes a fairly good bed, and
blankets are not a necessity.

The second day was not so easy. The bread held out, but I

began to get thirsty. Our conversation was neither voluminous

nor interesting; but the square-heeled, sharp-toed, "pacing"
footprints of the antelope still dragged us forward. Chano
knew exactly where we were. The little round hillocks of the

sand seemed to me to be all of the same family, and, for that

matter, any two of them most convincingly twins. The sun

shone its best all the time and seemingly all from the same

quarter. The trail was always in a rift between the hills and

always turning to the right or left. We were undeniably

thirsty, but by night had neither desire nor ability to tell of it.

The problem of location was becoming very difficult of solution,

but quite desirable. The sand at night made the same sort of

couch, but there were weird dreams. I remember I was chasing

antelope in an open boat through a sea of sand, the billows of

which, while wet, were salty and unfit to drink.

On the morning of the third day, our small party was a com-

plete wreck. Chano's sandals had worn away and his feet were
cracked and bleeding. The purpose of the hunt had somehow
changed ;

we were now after only one thing
— water. Pebbles

no longer excited the flow of saliva ;
our tongues were swollen
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horribly ;
our eyes heat-blinded till they told us of nothing^ but

vague and shimmering uncertainties. The only purpose, the only

plan, the only hope, was something wet. It was a go-as-you-

please race, sometimes a staggering Indian, and sometimes a be-

wildered white man ahead, and the sun mercilessly roasting both.

I tried to remember how to get direction by the use of the hands
of my watch, but m)-^ memory failed me.

The little valleys through which we had passed and in the

bottoms of which we seemed to find now the footprints of many
travelers, were abandoned unwittingly, and we stumbled up
hills and down ravines and over knolls. On the top of one of

these hills Chano lay down. By no coaxing pantomime or

threatening gesticulation could I make him budge. He knew
where he was. He was lost, and his time to die had come. The
same sentient gleam in his black eyes told me he was fully con-

scious and fully alive to the desperation of the case. It told

me, too, that he knew when he had had enough, and that when
he got ready to die he was going to die, without fear, hesitation

or remonstrance. He waved me on with a half smile of quiz-

zical disbelief and resignation, but eyed me constantly as I

painfully crept down the hill and hopelessly ascended the next.

But here, what a radiant vision of joy and happiness burst

upon me. No Paradise ever pictured or dreamed of could equal
the beauty of a small damp spot in the valley below me. What
emphasis got into my motions or by what subtle mind-influence

the news got to the dying Indian on the hill behind, I cannot

tell, but he managed slowly and painfully to come to me. And
then there came a new light into those eyes, and the speed he

developed going down the hill was beyond my gait. When I

caught up to him at the bottom he was flat on his stomach,

pawing out the soil in exactly the same way as our old dog used

to disappoint himself digging for woodchucks. Would this be

a disappointment ? Would there be enough water for one of

us ? Would there be any ? Was this only a variation of the

story of Tantalus ? I began to fear his fingers would give out

or wear off
;
but they did not. Down in the bottom of a hole,

now two or three feet deep, a teaspoonful of the most precious
of God's blessings collected.

And then Chano, getting erect with difiRculty, with a bow no

courtier ever excelled, proffered me my life before his own. And
in his eyes there was that gleam, not to be described, but g-ame.

Riverside, Cal.
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UNTO THE HILLS.

By A. B. BENNETT.

OME, oh, come, and let us hit the trails we knew,
For the north-gods touch the dayspring- with the frost

;

Call the days of joy, and balmy nights and dew—
Let us follow, follow, follow that we lost.

For our health is somewhere waiting on the hills

Where the yucca-blossom scents the lonely wide :

Youth-renewal in the wine the hoar-god chills

Drink we deeply to forget man's bitter pride.

It is down a pearl-mist canon and its trees—
It is somewhere, still and solemn, in its air—

There—our love, and youth and strength, upon the hills,

Let us look, new-eyed, and stand and worship there.

Let us go and seek that something we have lost,

For together, on a sabbath of the soul,

Gods of winters of our childhood sent their frost—
Called from slumber, and we felt our spirits whole.

Ensenada, Mex.

THE ROPING IN OF HASH-RNIFE: JAIii:.

By GIFFORD HALL.

^>E was hard looking still—the ineradicable stamp of his

many years of cowpunching as much in evidence as his

affection for wife, children and home. I wondered that

he had married at all, since his rugged features and still more

rugged personality seemed a heavy handicap in a race for a

woman's favor. When the little broncos came to a halt at the

ranch, after the twelve-mile spin from the railroad, there she

stood, a little peach of a woman and her two baby girls
—

just

about the cutest, prettiest tots the ranges ever put up.
As we sat over our evening cigars, Jake gave me the story.
Name ain't Jake, for a start," said he, blowing a huge cloud

across the veranda.
"

It's Washington Hancock Lewis.
I kinder objected to Wash, and as they wan' no chance of short-

en in' Hancock, naturall}^ the boys was bounden to do the best

they could.

"Well, one feller he gets a-spoutin' 'bout names as is names,
and another about names as isn't names, and then they got to

scrappin', and one gets trail-branded for Happy Valley. Says
he, as he wiggles his toes for the last time,

'

I sticks to my
theory, boys. Them Bible names is the best names yet. You
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call that kid Jacob, and no such name as Bud or Buck.' And
sure enough the boys did, out o' respect for the dyin' ; and as I

rides for the Hash Knife outfit at the time,
' Hash Knife Jake '

was the name I got, and the name that stuck. You savey ?
"

It was old Monk Lewis of the Acorn B cow-outfit as raised

me. He kinder found me maverick, so I've heard, on the old

overland trail through Kansas. I was there when he found me ;

but I was kinder young, I guess, and my memory consarnin' the

event ain't so clear as it might be.

"A real square up, high-roll in', quick-shootin' schoolmaster

was Uncle Monk, you bet. When he didn't educate me with the

runnin' part of a hide riata across my beefy end, he kinder put

up a real university trainin' for me with the help of a 45 Colt's,

a Marlin repeater, and a wall-eyed cayuse as could pitch clean

from under a saddle and man without bustin' the cinches.

*'Well, I lost Uncle Monk — there was some gun play

a'tween him and Missoula Jack, and Jack shot straighter
—so

after squarin' accounts with Jack, I pulled freight. Them
Montana sheriffs is kinder previous in slingin' the law on a

feller what kills another, and ain't protected by a pull at the po-

litical bell-wire.
"
There's two things a feller can do when he pulls freight

from the home range. One is to lose himself East ;
the other is

to hunt another range. I crossed the Canadian line and turned

tenderfoot all I could for a time down in Manitoba.

"Now that Manitoba's all right, Wynne, for them as likes to

join the church and keep a-plowin' to find the parson in oats and

pigraeat ;
but to a man that's hugged leather through the cattle

country, it gits mighty tame byemby, you bet. So, *Adios !

'

says I, one day, and away I rides.

"Quite some later I yanked up at Willow Creek in the North-

west Territory, with my pony's nose butt against old man
Stevens of the Three Springs horse-ranch.

"
Says he, as polite as you please,

'

Say, kid, are you a buck-

aroo by any means—a rider of unbroken stock as wants ridin' ?'

'Boss, that's me 1

'

says I, as polite as I could, not bein' posted

on ettyket.
" '

Well,' says he,
'

you better come along. I'll give you five

dollars a head, and as good a home as I've got while you stay.'
" *

Boss,' says I,
'

I'm comin'.
" We takes a drink and gets on our horses and away we rides,

Stevens on an ol' sorrel mare as raggety as himself, and me on

my little quarter-horse
'

Montana,' what I rode up from the

States.

"He was as poor as a restorong chickin', was my pony, but a
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cracker-jack for all that, and Stevens was just tickled to death

the way he traveled.
"
That ragfgety mare of the old man's could travel some, too

;

and it didn't seem no time before we was close up to the foot-

hills and in the finest kind of grazing-.

"'We're on the home stretch now,' said Stevens, and with

that a turn in the trail fetched us close to a great grove of

cottonwoods.

"There was a house looking down on the creek and barn and

corrals ;
and below the house a big cienega

—one of them

marshes, you know, caused by the three springs what gave the

ranch its name. Old man seemed kinder proud of the lay-out,

and I wan't saying no to his blowin'. But the house wan't no

great shakes nohow
;
and when old Ma Stevens was round,

there wasn't no house—only Ma. Kinder pity you never saw
Ma. Ma was one o' them wimmen what a grizzly bear 'd cotton

to just the same as a stray cat would. A prize in a beauty show
wouldn't have come her way by miles—not much 1

—but Ma was

Ma, and more's the pity she's gone across.
"
Well, there bein' nothin' particler to do, I scouts round a lot

for several days, picking up the range ;
then Stevens and me

brings in the ponies.
"
Bein' a kid at the time, and kinder big in the mind, I prides

myself on my ridin'
;
but Stevens wan't built that way, and I

soon found the work kinder tame.
" '

I may be a bit slow, Jake, my son,' says he,
'

but I wants

my colts broke, not busted. They sells to grangers mostly, not

to fly-me-high cowpunchers. So jest go quiet, my boy
—

jest

you go easy, and you and me'll pull like one horse.'
"

I didn't kick none—just done as the old man says. But it

had to come for all that, else I'd a blowed up from spontanus
combustion. It was a sorrel mare, Wynne, a beaut from way
back ; and she could pitch the cruellest you ever saw.

"You've played the game yourself, I know, but you never

crossed a bronc as could lay it out with that sorrel. Sun fish,

change ends, throw herself, kick, bite, strike, squeal
—Gosh !

but she was a daisy, Wynne 1 and the mother of her the devil's

own proposition.
"

I cottoned she was hostile right off; but I gets into the

saddle and makes my play. Judas priest I but I thought she'd

never hit ground again. But she did, Wynne, like a steam

hammer, and then the fun began. Up goes old Stevens like a

monkey to the top of the corral fence, and there he sits a yell-

ing like he's loco.
'

Stay with her, Jake 1 Hang to her 1 Give
her steel 1 Flank her ! Rake her 1 GIVE HER HELL 1

'
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I knows from that he's a sport ; and I gives her beans for every
jolt she throws me.

*'
Never knew old man Stevens till then, Wynne, but I knew

him after. He was just like old man Jucklin as Opie Read
writes of, as revered the scripters but couldn't he'p fightin*

roosters.

"After I gets out'n the saddle, he wipes the blood from my
nose and talks like a scrapper's manager.

You're a peach,' he says,
'

a peach, Jake ! and I'll back

you for a hundred dollars a side against any bronco-twister

from here to the mountains.'
"
That's what he says, and he sticks to it white when the big

bustin' tournament comes off at Calgary. Says he : 'I can't go
myself ; but here's your fare, and I've posted the hundred dollars

with Forrester.'

"Says I : 'Dad, I brings them back, and a hundred more.'

And I did.

Well, sir, I broke the old man's string o' ponies in good
style ;

but when it come to leavin' the place
—
why, I just

couldn't quit, and so I makes the Three Springs headquarters,
and when not ridin' for the old folk, I worked for any outfit that

needed me.

"It was duriu' my third season on the Three Springs when
the old people gets a letter from England sayin' as how one o'

their nieces, a orphant, wascomin'to live with 'em. Now the old

man was down with the rheumatics some at this time and it

falls to me to fetch her out from the railroad.

"For a while I kinder spekerlates v/hat my duty is; then I

lays to and knocks off in a half hour all the mire it had took our
old buckboard a year to collect.

"Not content with that, I blacks up the harness and knocks
the dust out'n the skewbald mare and the gruyierre horse, as we
called our drivin' team. I sees old Dad a-smilin' but I kept

right on. They'se kinder stylish across the big water, I hears,
and I'm jiggered if any Britisher, gal or man, takes a lift out'n

me on style. Why I even slicks up myself to the end o' my new
Stetson hat and a blnck silk shirt.

"It wan't as I proposed cuttin' no dude figger, Wynne, more
than I wanted to keep up the old folks's end o' the stick, you
savey. But for all that I wonders what kind o' girl she'll be

and how she'll cotton to our ways.
"Well, sir, ^oco frouto old Number One comes a roarin' in

;

and after I quiets my buckin' ponies, I takes a squiff down the

platform, and, sure enough, there she stands, with a big police

trooper a-pintin' me out to her.
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"'That's him, Miss,' he says. 'That's yer uncle's bronco

buster, and I guess he's come for you in place of Mr. Stevens.

Allow me to introduce you.'

"Bigf as life he strides along a-clankin' of his spurs, and
her a-foUern' and lookin' as puzzled as if he talked Chinee or

Double-dutch.

"'Miss Austin—Mr.—er—er—Hash Knife Jake,' says he, as

red as a turkey gobbler. With that he dumps her little trunk

onto the buckboard, and looks at me like he'd give a whole

month's pay to be where I was.

'Glad to meet yer, Miss Austin,' says I; and then my
innards kinder weakens, and my mouth gets as dry as the road

to—Yuma.
" You can laugh all j^ou want, Wynne; but the first glance

out'n that girl's blue eyes knocked me three ways for Sunday.
" Prom some pints o' view I don't sirpose she'd a-stacked up

high as a beauty ;
but—well, you've seen her—and afore I'd

known her five minutes I'd have licked the judge of a beauty
show if he hadn't given her in to be the finest little bit o' calico

in the whole Nor'west.
"

If she'd been older, er homelier—but she wan't, you see.

Seventeen, Wynne 1 Dressed in black, and a skin like snow
with the dyin' sun acrost it !

"Well, I gets the ponies movin', and away we goes ;
and if

ever a feller felt queer, I did, with the boys a-takin' us in and
a-bottlin' it all up for next time I come to town.

"
I see her sizin' up the one-horse little sand-flat an' lumber-

dump of a town, the streets as started anywheres and ended no-

wheres, nickel-to-spend-and-don't-know-what-to-get loafers over

to Johnnie Flemings', the buck-board, the measly, ill-matched

team, and—me !
—and the last drop o' my^ courage just oozed

through my boots and left me about the down-wiltedest man as

ever handled lines at a lady's side.

"There was one thing I could do—make them broncos go
travelin' ;

an' you bet I did. Whist ! goes my whip, and away
they jumps; and afore the girl has time to see what would have
broke my heart entirely for her to see, we're strikin' a three-

minute gait for the foothills and home. For a little while I

savey nothin'. Then I begin to notice as the seat is gittin'

mighty narrow. Poco tiemfo^ there's clingin' hands and a scar't

appealin' voice.

Oh 1 sir, they're runnin' away—can't you stop 'em ?
'

"
Stop 'em ? Well, I brought 'em up so suddent that the girl

purty near scooted over the dashboard. But I caught her tight,
and—say, Wynne, 'd you ever have a girl cry on you ? Judas

priest ! but I was scar't worse'n she was.
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"Then all of a sudden I gets my sand back. She wan't no

longfer a bit o' sarcastic, curled-lip petticoat to be got out home
as fast as I could get her

;
but just a frightened little sister o*

mine—a he'pless, friendless, little orphant in a new country.
" '

Miss Austin,' says I,

'

if I've scar't you, I'll get out in front

o' this outfit and let you run the consarn plumb over me.'

"That fetched her, Wynne. A queer little gurgle came in

her throat, then her hands fell in her lap, and a sort of shaky
smile peeped out at me through the tears.

"
'You're a funny boy,' was all she said, but she pirked up a

heap after that and began to talk to me about the country to

either side of us—and you bet I rolled it in.
"

I'd got a-holt of my tongue again in good shape ; and the way
I talks o' round-ups and stampedes and night-camps and coyotes

was a caution. Oh, yes, I pitched it kinder high ;
but who

wouldn't, with a purty girl, as big eyed as a baby owl, a-sittin'

by him and drinkin' it down like jersey cream ?

"Well, we got home, and the old folks goes to huggin' and

kissin' of her and I'm froze clear out with never as much as a

smile. But my heart ain't down a little bit. Says I, as I takes

the team to the barn :

'

Jake, my son, you're a peach, and I'll

back you for a hundred a side against any dude as slings collars

and cuffs this side of the Rockies.'

"For a whole week I worked over my pony, Montana, a-gittin*

the kinks out'n his mane and tail. I groomed him, Wynne, till

he's as slick as butter ; then I breaks him with a blanket

a-flappin' him, till he'd have carried a baby in a basket. The
old man has a grey cayuse himself what he means the girl to

ride, but I goes right ahead, and when Montana's good and

ready, I makes her a present of him.

"'No, no, I couldn't, I really couldn't,' she says; for she

knows what store I sets on that pony. But I keeps at her, and

sure enough byemby she gives in, and away she goes on Mon-
tana to see another girl across the flats.

"Wynne, you should just have seen her. Black skirt, white
—

waist, I think they call 'em, and a leather-banded hat of her

uncle's. Ay, man, but I didn't know myself no more. Hash
Knife Jake was loco 1

"
For quite a little while the old folks took no tumble to it,

but you can't blind a woman all the time ; poco pronto Ma steps

right in and draws a dead line between me and Lucy. Then I

takes to moonin', and a more mis'able feller there wan't in all

Canada.
"

I see Lucy gettin' gayer and gayer, and a ridin' out with a

white-collared agent feller from the Creek, and my heart gets

bad. I knowed him, y' see, and Luce and the old folk didn't.
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"For a week I chews and chews over it. Then I takes action.

He's g-ot his choice, either to right Winnie Barnwell o* the res-

taurant and quit comin' after Luce, or settle with me.

"He's comin' out o' Fleming's as I ride in, a good-lookin',

sporty feller, with a rattlesnake's conscience and the gall of a

shyster lawyer ; and I hands him some o' the straightest talk

he's had since his mother slippered him for his first lie.

"But there always was fools, Wynne, and always will be—
fools as don't know a snag when they foul one

;
so when the

police come runnin'. Mister Hamilton's some sick, with a window
in his mangy pelt.

"It's the same big trooper as introduced me to Lucy, as

arrests me. He speaks gentle now, a-lookin' down at what the

boys are crowdin' 'round.
'

You've killed him,' and somethin'

more about his
'

duty ', and with that I give him my gun, and

go along quite quiet.
"
But Hamilton didn't die, and I got off with a year

—there

being some doubt about his attemptin' to draw on me before I

plugged him. At the end of my time I came back to the range.
"But I'm reckless now, havin' lost Lucy, and for over a year

more I just go to makin' my name unsanitary, till at last little

Inspector Farquhar gets tired and warns me to get out.

"Cold as frozen steel he looks me in the eye and says it :

'

Lewis,' says he,
'

I've winked at your breaks long enough out'n

sympathy for you—oh, yes, we of the force know all about it—
but you've got to go. I give you twenty-four hours.

Inspector,' says I,
'

adios !

'

"
I start to make a break south for Arizona, but a loco notion

strikes me that I got to see Luce again before I quit the range.
I strike the place at the northeast corner and follow the creek,

hopin' to see her out about the chickens without bein' seen my-
self, when I run right against her in the open of the corral

flats.
"

I see her comin'—judge, jury and public opinion all boxed

up in a cotton frock and a big sun-bonnet—and I hardens out

till I sit like a statue. She sees me.

"Close up she comes, lookin' red and white an' trembly.

'Jake,' she cries, 'Oh, Jake, I knew you'd come I I always
knew you'd come 1 Oh, Jake, Jake !

' At that she got all

choked up.
'

Luce,' I whispers,
'

Luce, dear, what is it ?
'

And her answer just naturally ear-marks, brands and reg-
isters me forever."

Patchin, Cal.
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» MY FIRST TRIP TO CALIFORNIA.
By RUTH EVERETT.

I
HE East and West are very near together now. In

five days of luxurious travel from New York, San
Francisco is reached. How different, oh, how very
different was the first trip I ever made to California.

It was in the fifties that my mother, with her four

little children boarded an ocean steamer at New
York to go to join her husband in the "Land of

Gold." The eldest of the children—my brother—
was eight, and the youngest was an infant. I was

six, but I will never forget that trip if I should live

to be as old as Methuselah. We were to go by way
of Panama, and that was before the railroad across

the isthmus had been built.

First of all, cholera broke out among the regi-

ment of soldiers on our steamship ;
and the captain

transferred the families to another vessel in mid-

ocean. But before this opportunity offered, certain

sanitary measures were inaugurated ;
and a diet

which forbade tropical fruits was prescribed. 1

presume that I was the only one on board who managed to evade

the captain's regulations.

As I think of it now, it seems to me that I must hare been

allowed an unusual amount of license for a maid but six years
old ; but I thought nothing of it then. My mother was traveling

without a maid, and I presume that my baby sister, who was just

toddling around, and consequently got into all manner of mis-

chief, gave her enough to think of. This, coupled with the fact

that my mother had a light touch of cholera, gave me the run

of the boat—released me from all wholesome rules. I had made
a firm and fast friend of the negro cook, to whom I communicated

my convictions that the captain was a tyrant ; that ripe oranges,

pineapples and bananas were grown by God on purpose for little

girls to eat.

The cook approved. He put me in a high chair in the corner

of his kitchen and let me eat all the fruit I wanted, with the

sole precaution of making me "cross my heart," when I prom-
ised if I should be taken with cholera, I would

"
never, never,

never tell." "May God strike me dead if I do." Do you know that

I think to this day that if anything had happened—so much had
that negro made me realize the importance of an oath—I would
have kept that promise, and have been slid off a plank into my
great watery grave, true to the man who gave me so many
goodies to eat. After I had gorged my self with the forbidden
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dainties, the old darkey carefully washed my face and hands,

made me breathe in his face so he could see if my '*bre£f smell

ob dem orange peel," which I would insist upon nibbling^at. In

case there were an odor of oil of orangfe, I had to eat a slice of

onion.

When we reached Panama, there was a fight between two of

the native servants in the vicinity of the kitchen. One stabbed

the other in the back. The wounded man—naked except for a

breech-cloth—ran through our dining-room, leaving a trail of

dark-red blood behind him, and dropping dead just as he reached

the porch.

As before mentioned, the railroad across the isthmus was not

built at that time. Consequently my mother arranged for

transportation over those twenty-seven or more miles of moun-
tainous paths. She on a mule, carrying in her arms our baby

sister, and each one of the other children strapped in a little

chair, which was fastened to a native's back. Although those

of us thus crossing the isthmus made quite a long train, the

pathway was so narrow and winding, that I was frequently out

of sight of my mother. Not knowing any other way to remedy
the matter, I set up a good, lusty bawl. At which my Indian

promptly slipped my chair down to the ground and said—
"Goo' bye I I no carry cry girls."

Then he slipped around a projection of rock out of my sight.

I screamed with all my might.
"
Oh, don't leave me ! I will be good ! I will be good !

"

I was picked up again, my carrier scowlingly assuring me
that if I opened my lips 'again he would throw me—chair and

all—over the precipice.

Of course I intended to make my complaint to my mother ;

but at the end of the journey, poor little mother looked so tired

and pale that my brother (whose Indian had stolen all the

beautiful glass marbles we had bought in Panama, the first we
had ever seen) advised rile to keep still about my troubles, as he

should about his own.

Well, our father met us in San Francisco, and we went to a little

town called Coloma—then the county seat of El Dorado County,
and in the heart of the mining district—through Hang-town—
now Placerville, which soon after that time supplanted Coloma
as the county seat. Every inch of the journey was made in the

coaches of the old Pioneer Stagecoach Company. My father

was county judge. I was always his favorite child, and the first

day he took me through the town, such a rarity was a little girl

that every man—miner, gambler or what-not—had either to

shake hands with, or kiss, "the judge's little girl," who soon
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got dubbed "Your Honor." I came home to my mother with

my little double hands full of gold coins.

It was that fall the bear was elected town clerk. But paren-
thetically I want to say that I must, at that time, have had a

pronounced predilection for cooks, for I soon struck up an ardent

friendship with the town baker, who was known as "red-
headed Davis." And I solemnly told my father that Mr. Davis
kept a man in his oven, and that this man would tell Mr. Davis
when the pies were done. The heat did not inconvenience the
oven-dweller in the least. My mother was for giving me a good
spanking for my lies, there and then. But my father, who was
great on fair trials, evidence, hearing both sides, and all that,

got a stay of proceedings, investigated the case, and learned
that Mr. Davis was an extremely clever sleight-of-hand per-
former and ventriloquist ;

and it was with the latter accom-

plishment that he had imposed upon my childish credulity.
Goodness 1 I started to tell you about the bear, and I have

taken you half over the world instead. Well, one of the miners
that lived near Coloma was called "Bill." And Bill had a pet

bear, scarcely more than a cub. I have heard my father say
that this cub was the most playful little animal that ever lived.

From all the neighborhood around, the men flocked to Bill's

cabin to play with the bear. The word "mascot" was not in

vogue in those days, but Bill's bear was preeminently the uni-
versal pet and favorite of the entire camp.
Somehow that fall an extremely unpopular man got the nomi-

nation for town clerk. People were whigs and democrats in

those days, and our mining camp was overwhelmingly demo-
cratic, in more ways than one. When "Bad Ben" got the
nomination for town clerk, every man Jack wished that he had
done his duty in the "primary," and thus prevented such a dis-

grace to the camp. By a single response made by one of the

miners, the spirit of indignation gave place to one of hilarity.
Said this fellow—"Am I going to vote for Bad Ben ? Not

much ! I'm going to vote for Bill's bear."
And so it went, from mouth to mouth

;
and the entire demo-

cratic party of the camp was a unit to vote for Bill's bear.

Those were the days when men voted "early and often," and

whiskey was four bits a drink, and you could vote between the
drinks.

With such a vim and snap and bang had the friends of Bill's

bear carried things, that when the votes were counted the bear
was found to have been elected by an overwhelming majority.
The miners good-naturedly consented to have the whig nominee
do the actual work of the office and draw the salary. There
was no stock-exchange out there in those pioneer days, but just
the same that was a case where a bear put to flight a big party
of men.
Whether or not it was the corrupting influence of politics, I

cannot attempt to say ;
but in his old age Bill's bear got cross.

He had to be chained, and a disgraceful sign which read—
BEWARE OF THE BEAR—was nailed to his tethering pole.

New York City.
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THE CHINOOn.
By LOUISA A. NASH.

WT was such a winter as Martin Elspach and his wife had

J^
not known in the few years since they had come to Eastern

Oregon—a bitter, driving, relentless season. They had

"homesteaded," and put their little savings into cattle and

sheep. Elspach had built with his own hands a tiny cabin

and a barn, and had fenced off a garden, a potato-patch, a

meadow and grain-fields. He got along with very little cash,

and his wife with as little society ;
but both looked forward to

the time when they could spend the winter in a town and edu-

cate their children. Now the snow was banked high against
the cabin, and even the tops of the bunch-grass were buried be-

yond the reach of the hungry animals. The fence-wires

stretched in great ropes of crystal, and the netting to keep
chickens out of the garden was a glittering silver mesh.

Martin had been out all the morning, trying to head off the

cattle from roaming to the great bare mountains in search of food.

There was room in the barn for the calves
;

its shelter would

eke out the paucity of its food, and the steers he could coax

round to the one sheltered nook he knew of, not far away. The

sheep must be kept on the trot round and round a level bit

where the wind seemed less searching.
"
Fadie, why did the lieber Gott send the snow ?

" asked little

Fritz, turning his blue eyes up to Blspach, as he came in for

dinner.

"I thought you like snow, little man, eh ?"

"Not any more now, 'cause Mudder won't let us go out to

make snow balls," answered Lilchen, one year wiser than

her brother
;
but he persisted in the question.

"For the same reason that Mother makes you stay in—to

keep the worst of the frost off, kind.''''

" Then the dear God is good after all, Fadie," said the little

man, satisfied.
"
Oh, Martin, we made a mistake in coming here. Why

didn't we go the western side of the State, nearer the ocean,

where they don't have these winters ?
" wailed his wife.

"They say it rains thirteen months in the year; you know

you don't like the rain."

"It's better than this anyhow, and not hard on the stock.

Oh, dear, what shall we do if they die ?
"

Lilchen, who was listening intently, said earnestly, "Little

Mudder, the lieber Gott will take care of us. That's what
Fadie told us."

By evening, when they were all shut in from the gloom, a

warm fire in the stove, and the children sleeping comfortably in
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their cots, Meta Elspach grew sanguine. "I do believe,

Martin, I hear dripping- from the roof."

Martin went to the door to test the belief.
"

If you do, Pm
afraid it's caused by the big fire. No signs of a thaw yet," he

said, but not despondently.
For two days his work repeated itself in cruel monotony, save

for the necessity of skinning a dead sheep or two.
"
Fadie, why do the sheep die ?

" asked the baby.
" Ou said

snow keeps things warm, and the sheep have snow on their

backs ?
"

pointing to the pelts on the fence.
"
But you see it melts on the sheep's warm back, and then it's

all wet for the frost to freeze," he answered absently; for, hear-

ing footsteps on the crisp snow, he was making for the door.

Mela had been very downhearted that day. She was keeping

entirely in the little cabin. "With two shawls tied over my
head," she explained, "the wind pierces me through from ear to

ear !

" and her husband was glad when he saw Chitco Charley

coming along at his usual slouchy gait.
''''

Kloiv-hi-ya?
'''' was

his "jargon" greeting, which was near enough to "How arc

ye?"
" What about the weather ? When will it change, do you

think, Charley ?
"

Chitco Charley went outside the door, and peered all round,
as if he had not been making observations all through his long
walk. Looking very wise he gave his opinion with great

gravity. "Two sleeps, chinook come. Cole chuck velly bad I"

Elspach had been long enough in the country to know that by
"chinook" he meant the south wind, and having great faith in

the Indian's forecast his spirits rose.
"
Say, Charley, why do you call the south wind

'

Chinook ?'"

"All light, I tell you. An-ait-tie [long time ago] Great

Spirit daughter. Snow Blossom, out walking. Big snow storm

come along and catch her.
'

Ta-man-a-ivis^^ Great Spirit (all

same Boston-man God), say to Tyees [chief] 'go look for my
daughter.' Great Spirit go south side big snow mountain, where
Chinook live, and blow hard his warm breath [illustrating by

blowing hard himself]. Great Spirit blow, blow till ^kolcsnass^

[snow] all go away. Tyees found Great Spirit's daughter by

big fir tree. She all cold and pretty near died. Great Spirit

make her live with warm breath. Ev-ly time Indian call south

wind 'Chinook.'"

The children listened open-mouthed to Chitco Charley's recital,

but were too awe-struck to ask any questions.

When he was gone, Fritz came to his mother with a big

yawn.
"
Und'ess me, I go to sleep I

"

"
Why, Fritz I When it's too early ? You've had no supper I

"
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"
Chitco Charley say two sleeps Chinook come, d'ive cole away.

Me make haste and get two sleeps. Me want to go out and

play !

"

From Lilchen's superior wisdom came,
" What a silly baby 1

He meant two nights." But little Fritz kept yawning till his

mother tucked him up cosily in bed.

Hope inside the cabin might restore the earth to its wonted

green ; without, the Ice King held it in iron grip.
" No matter, little woman ! If worst comes to the worst, and

we lose the steers and the sheep, we've still got the milch cows

and the calves !

"

" You never will see the dark side even when it is turned

right against your eyes I

" she complained.

"No," he answered placidly, "there's always a way out of

everything if we don't block it." But next morning there were

more pelts hanging on the fence.

"One more sleep," Lilchen called out in a cheery voice, as

her father was starting on his rounds, for she believed in Chitco

Charley's "Chinook," as surely as though he had been the

prophet Elijah her father had told her about. And the day was
less weary to the ranchman in consequence.

He had constructed a rough snow-plow which his lean
"
cayuse

" had pulled over the sheltered patch, so that the

starving sheep could get at the tops of the bunch grass, if they
had energy enough to do so. Meta had melted snow for them,
so that they should have warm water to drink.

Martin looked out the last thing at night. It was very still

and the stars were shining. He walked round to the side of the

house, and bared his head, hoping a little breeze might stir his

hair. But disappointed that he had no word of solid hope for

Meta, he came back to bed. Was Charley wrong after all ?

Morning came—yes, there were clouds coming up from down
south. He dressed hastily, and went out with a song of thanks-

giving in his heart.

The Chinook was doing its work slowly but surely. The dis-

tant hills looked purple in the distance, and the sky a soft gray;

the stilled freshets ran again, the air was balmy soft, and the

eaves dripped a happy music. Soon the snow melted in patches
where the sun shone. The sheep and cattle were saved.

"
Mudder open the window," entreated Lilchenin her excite-

ment,
' '

and let the lieber Gott come in !

" And mother, ashamed
for her want of faith, repeated a line or two of an old German

hymn—
Open, Lord, the door of my silly heart,

Do Thou come in, Nought but love Thou art.

Ifash-ville, Oreg-on.
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To tHe Pacific Coast of A.merica.

{Front their own, and contemporary English, accounts.^

X.—WooDBS Rogers, 1708.—Continued.

CC(f55rt^^ next thing of Consequence was to get rid of our Prisoners,

^**'|
which began to be a Burden upon us . . It was therefore deter-

^ mined that they should be set ashore, after trying every Method

possible to engage them in a Scheme for trading with us. We had several

times discoursed the two Morells, and Don Antonio, about ransoming the

Goods, and were in Hopes of selling them to Advantage, but deferred com-

ing to Particulars till now ; because we plainly saw, that unless they could

have the Cargoes under a Quarter Value, they would not deal with us. I

proposed going to Panama, and lying six Days as near it as they pleased,

till they brought the Money we should agree for, at a moderate Rate, pro-

vided they left Hostages on board us, whom on Failure, we would carry to

England. To this they would have agreed, provided we would take 60,000

Pieces of Eight for all the Prize-Goods. Then I proposed their ransoming
the Galleon, and putting a great Part of the Goods aboard her, provided
one of those three, and another they could procure, would be Hostages for

the Sum. They answered, that neither of them would go Hostage to Eng-
land for the World. I mentioned delivering the Galleon and Cargo to

them here, provided two of them would be Hostages to pay us the Money
at any Place but Panama or Lima, in six Days, if they would give us

120,000 Pieces of Eight, being the lowest Price we would take for all the

Prizes and Goods, Negroes »&c. They told us that trading with Strangers,

especially the English and Dutch, was so strictly prohibited in those Seas,

that they must give more than the prime Cost of the Goods in Bribes, to

get a Ivicense to deal with us
;
so that they could not assure of Payment,

unless we sold the Goods very cheap : Therefore, not finding it worth our

Time, and knowing the Danger we must run in treating with them, we de-

sisted, and ordered them all ashore, still hoping that this would compel the

Morells and Navarre to get Money for us, and prevent our burning the

Ships we could not carry away. . . . On the 10th of July, we put seventy-
two Prisoners on board the Bark, and, with our two Pinnances, she sailed for

the Main. On the 13th in the Morning, these Vessels returned from Land-

ing our Prisoners, and brought off seven small Black Cattle, twelve Hogs,
and six Goats, some Limes and Plantains, which were very welcome to us.

They met with little else of Value in the Village they were at : and, the

others being far up the River, they did not think it worth while to visit

them. The Country where they landed was so poor, that our Men gave
the Prisoners five Negroes, some Bags, Nails, &c. to purchase themselves

Subsistence. . . . According to the Report of our People, our Prisoners

were not extremely well pleased with the Change of their Situation, or

even with the Recovery of Liberty, in such a Place, and seemed to regret
the Advantages they enjoyed on board us. To say the Truth of the

Matter, I verily believe, that Don Antonio, the Fleming, Sig. Navarre and

the Morells, did not expect to part with us so suddenly ; but, by continuing
with us, and knowing we could not carry away all the Prizes and Goods, they

hoped we should of course have freely given them what we could not keep :

We apprehended that was the principal Reason of their not closing with

our Terms, which were advantageous to them ; besides, should we have

been attacked, they believed we mu.st then put them in Possession of their

Ships, which were of no Use for fighting. But, to obviate all their Hopes
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of benefitting themselves at this easy Rate, without participating of their

Money, the Magnet that drew us hither, I made them sensible, at parting,

that as we had treated them courteously like generous Enemies, we would

sell them good Bargains for whatever Money they could bring us in ten

Days time, but that we would burn what we did not dispose of, or carry

away. They begged we would delay burning the Ships, and promised to

raise what money they could and return within the Time to satisfy us.

One of the chief Prisoners we now parted with, was Don Juan Cordoso,

designed Governor of Baldivia, a brisk man, of about thirty-five Years of

Age : He had served as a Colonel in Spain, but had the misfortune to be

taken in the North Seas by an English Privateer ;near Porto-Belio, and

carried to Jamaica, from whence he was sent back to Porto Bella, He com-

plained heavily of the Usage he met with from the Jamaica Privateer ;
but

we parted very good Friends, and he returned us hearty Thanks, and a

Stone Ring for a Present to one of the Duchess's lyieutenants, that had

lent him his Cabin while he was sick on board. We allowed lyiberty of

Conscience on board our floating Commonwealth to our Prisoners ; for,

there being a Priest in each Ship, they had the great Cabin for their Mass,

whilst we used the Church of England Service over them on the Quarter-

deck. On the 15th of June, came on board, in a small canoe, one Michael

Kendall, a free Negro of Jamaica, who had lived for some time as a Slave

in the Village our People had plundered : He happened not to be there

then
;
but as soon as he had an Account of it, he fairly ventured his Life

to get away to us." This man gave the English an account of an attempt
made upon the gold mines under the command of "one Captain Edward

Roberts, who was joined in Commission from the Governor of Jamaica,
with the Captains Rash, Golding, and Pilkington, with 106 men. They
designed to attempt the Mines of lago, at the bottom of the Gulph of

Darien." After being out about five months they reached the mines undis-

covered, but the Spaniards and Indians laid ambuscades and shot many of

them. The English were diminished to about sixty, including the

wounded, when the Spaniards sent them a flag of truce, and offered them
their lives, after a small skirmish in which the English lost four more
men. The English agreed to deliver their arms on condition that they be

treated as prisoners of war. "
Having thus yielded, the Spaniards and

Indians carried them three Days up the River that leads to the same Mines

they designed to attempt, treated them very well, and gave them the same
Food that they eat themselves. But the fourth Day, when they came to a

Town beyond the Mines, and thought all Danger had been past, an Order

came from the chief Spanish Officer to cut them all off, which the

Indians and Spanish Troops did, as those poor disarmed Wretches sat at

Victuals ; so that in this barbarous Manner they were all massacred in a

few minutes, except a Scots, a French, and an English boy, with twelve

Free Negroes, which at the Intercession of a Priest, they kept for Slaves.

This man, being one of them, happened to be sold first to the Mines,

where, he says, he cleared at least three Pieces of Eight a Day for his

Master
; and from thence he was sold to this Place. We took notice of

this to the Morells, who came the next Morning with Money to ransom
what they could of us, putting them in mind of the different Treatment

they had from us
;
and how grateful they ought to be for it ; which they

seemed very readily to acknowledge, and, indeed behaved upon all Occa-

sions, with much Honour. We sold them good Bargains, tis true
;
bat on

the other hand, they ran great Hazards in trading with us, and trusted us

always with their Persons and Money, at the same time we had the Effects

in our Hands they came to purchase. On the 18th, a Negro belonging to
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the Duchess, was bit by a small, brown, speckled Snake, and died within

twelve Hours, notwithstanding' the Doctor used his utmost Endeavours to

save him. ... It was agreed that the same Bark we took, belonging- to

the Main, right against this Island, should be given to the Lieutenant's

Brother that we plundered, and who came over with our Bark ; for, being a

Man in some Authority on Shore, we hoped this Favour would influence

them to trade with us whilst we were here. . . • Messieurs Morell and
Navarre went a second time in our Bark for Money."
On the 3d of August the officers appointed for the purpose appraised the

Plunder and valued the clothing in order to divide it amongst the officers

and men according to their respective shares. " The silver-hilted Swords,

Buckles, Snuff-boxes, Buttons, and Silver Plate [appraised at a very low

rate] amount to 7431. 15s. besides 151b. 12 oz. which was in Rings, Gold

Snuff-boxes, Ear-rings and Gold Chains, taken about Prisoners. . . .

Early next Morning we had like to have had a Mutiny amongst our Men."
But by exhorting them, and with "

healing arguments" and by promising
that the Sailors should have larger shares than those already allowed,

mutiny was avoided.

"On the 7th, we gave Sig. Morell and Navarre their Ships, and all the

goods we could not carry away, for what money our Agents received of

them. As for the Effects in our Bark, we agreed for 12,0v)0 Pieces of Eight,
which, with 3,000 there remained of the old Debt for the Ransom of Guia-

quil, made 15,000 in the Whole, and which were to be brought in twelve

Days. Captain Cooke valued the Money now on board, for the Use of the

Owners, 20,000 Pounds and the Goods at 60,000 Pounds . We gave these

Gentlemen a Paper, which might serve to protect them, in case they fell

into the Hands of the Spaniards ; and we intended to have an Acknowledge-
ment under their Hands, as to the Particulars of the Bargain ;

but the

Bark sailed away from us in the Night. I cannot help taking Notice

here of the honourable Behaviour of our crew during the Time these

Prisoners were on board, in order to shew how much they regarded the

Credit of their Commission, and of their Country. Amongst our Prisoners

taken on board Sig. Navarre'' s Ship from Panama, there was a Gentle-

woman, and her Family ; her eldest Daughter, a pretty young Woman, of

about Eighteen, was newly married, and had her Husband with her. We
assigned them a great Cabin aboard the Galleon ; and none were suffered

to intrude amongst them, or to separate their Company : Yet the Husband
(I was told) shewed evident Marks of Jealousy, the Spaniards epidemic
disease. But, I hope, he had not the least Reason for it amongst us, my
third L/ieutenant Glcndall alone having Charj^e of the Galleon and Pris-

oners
; for being above fifty Years of Age, he appeared to be the most

secure Guardian to Females, that had the least Charms, tho' all our young
Men had hitherto appeared modest, beyond Example amongst Privateers :

Yet we thought it improper to expose them to Temptations. At this time,

Lieutenant Conneley, who behaved himself so modestly to the Ladies of

Guiaquil, was some Days in Possession of Navarre^s Ship, before we

stopped here to remove these Prisoners aboard the Galleon, where he

gained their Thanks, and public Acknowledgements, for his Civilities to

these Ladies ; and even the Husband extolled him. We had Notice these

Ladies had some concealed Treasure about them, and ordered a Female

Negro, that we took, and who spoke English, to search them nsrrowly ;

and found some Gold chains, and other Things, cunningly hid under their

Cloaths. They had before delivered to Captain Courtney Plate, and other

Things, of good Value. We gave them most of their Wearing-apparel
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and Necessaries, with three Female Mulatto Slaves, and parted very

friendly."

August 11 they sailed away from the Island of Gorg^ona, and on the 12th

took a bark, putting- Mr. Selkirk and his crew on board her. As their

ships were but very thinly manned, and there wa.s likely to be more action

than since they had been in those seas, they mustered the Negroes on

board the Duke, and found them to be thirty-five, strong, able-bodied

fellows. They were promised that if they would behave bravely and act

faithfully their slavery was at an end
;
that they would be taught the use

of arms, would be clothed, and would be given names (those who lacked

them). They were told they must look upon themselves as Englishmen,
and no more as negro slaves ; at all of which they were well pleased.

The next morning a vessel of 70 tons that had four-and-twenty Negroes,
was taken. After this they stood over to the Bay of Jecames where the

Indians are free, and by the help of a priest entered on trade with them.

They sailed from thence September 1st, aud on the 8th made one of the

Gallapagos Islands, where they very soon took an extraordinary number of

ea and land turtles of great weight,
" So that we were very full of them.

Some of the largest of the lyand Turtles are about 100 Pounds Weight ;

and those of the Sea upwards of 400. The I^and Turtles laid Eggs on our

Deck. Our Men brought some from the Shore, about the bigness of a

Goose's Egg. The Creatures are the ugliest in Nature
;
the Shell not un-

like the Top of an old Hackney-coach, as black as jet ;
and so is the out-

side Skin, but shriveled and very rough. The Legs and Neck are long,
and about the bigness of a Man's Wrist

;
and they have Club-feet, as big

as one's Fist, with five thick Nails on the Fore-feet, and but four behirjd ;

and the Head little, and Visage small, like Snakes ; and look very old and
black."

On the first of October they made the mainland of Mexico. "Our men

began to grow ill again, and two of them dropt down on the Deck, occa-

sioned by a kind of scorbutic Apoplexy ; but, upon Bleeding, they came
soon to themselves. The next day we made Cape Corientes. . . . Our
Business now was look for the Islands called Tres Marias, to procure some
refreshments." They discovered these Islands on the fifth, and on the

sixth landed some men in search of water. They found no sign of any
peoples being lately there, but found a human skull which they supposed
to be one of the two Indians Captain Dampier told them were left here by
Captain Swan about 23 years before, "for, Victuals being scarce with

these Bucanneers, they would not carry the poor Indians anj' farther
; but,

after they had served their Turns, left them to make a miserable End on

an Island." Here they found more turtles and pretty good water. "We,
the chief Officers, fed deliciously here, being scarce ever without Hares,

Turtle-doves, Pigeons, and Parrots of various Sizes and Colours."

On the 1st of November they came in sight of " the Point of California,

or that High-land which the Sailors call Cape St. Lucas.'''' They cruised

about here, lying in wait for Manila ships that were due to pass about that

time. Looking for water on the main land they saw some wild Indians

with whom they traded to the extent of exchanging a knife or two and

bags for two bladders of water, a couple of live foxes, and a deerskin.

The natives were very timid and " were the poorest Wretches in Nature."

The English were almost destitute of provisions, and had become very dis-

heartened by their long wait, and the uncertainty as to whether they had

altogether missed the Manila ship, when on the 21st of December they saw
a sail which proved to be the one they had waited for so long, and which
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they took after a Ions' and desperate fight.

" This Prize was called by the

swelling Name of Nostra Seniora de la Incarnacion, Disenganio, Sir John
Pichberty Commander ;

she had twenty Guns, twenty Pattereroes, and 193

Men aboard, whereof nine were killed, ten wounded, and several blown up
with Powder. We engaged them about three Glasses ;

in which time, we
had only myself and another man wounded. I was shot through the Left

Cheek ; the Bullet struck away great Part of my upper Jaw, and several of

my Teeth, Part of which dropt down upon the Deck, where I fell. . . .

I was forced to write what I would say, to prevent the Loss of Blood, and
because of the Pain I suffered by speaking."

By examining Captain Pichberty and his oflBcers they found that there

was another ship come out of Manila with them, of larger burden ; but

they had lost company with her three weeks before, and reckoned she was
at Acapulco by this time, she sailing better than this ship.

" We had a

Consultation on the two great Points ; first, what should be done with the

Hostages ;
and next, how we should act with respect to the other Manilla

Ship." It was finally agreed that the Duchess and the Marquis should go
in search of the next desired prize, and on Christmas eve they sailed. "As
soon as they were gone, we put Part of the Goods aboard the Bark into the

Prize, in order to send away our Prisoners. The Agreement we made with

them was this : As there were still 4000 Pieces of Eight due for the Ran-
som of Guiaquil, we agreed to sell them the Bark and Cargo for 2000 more;
and to take the Chevalier PichbertVs Bills, "payable in London, for the

round Sum of 6000 Pieces of Eight ;
which he very readily gave us, and an

Acknowledgement under his Hand, that he thought it a good Bargain."
On the 26th " centinels " discovered three sail out at Sea. So all the

Prisoners were put aboard the Bark, taking away her sails, leaving only
men enough with them to keep and look after them. All the other chief

officers and surgeons would have persuaded Captain Rogers to stay in the

harbor in safety, so weak was he from his wound. But he would not

listen to them ; and weighed anchor, made .sail and joined the Marquis and
the Duchess. The three English ships engaged the enemy's brave, new

Ship, with the Admiral of Manila commanding on her first voyage, until

their masts and rigging were shot away, and their ammunition was so

nearly gone that they were in danger of being taken themselves. " We re-

.solved to forbear attempting her further, since our battering her signified

little, and we had not Strength enough to board her : Therefore we

agreed to keep her Company till night, then to lose her, and make the best

of our Way into the Harbour, to secure the Prize we had already taken."

Captain Rogers was again wounded, this time in his left foot, with a

splinter, part of his heel-bone being struck out, and all under his ankle cut

more than half through. About 35 were killed and wounded on the

English ships.
" The Spanish ship was called the Vigonia; . . . her Complement of

Men on board . . . was above 450, besides Passengers ; . . . 150 of the

Men on board this great Ship were Europeans, several of whom had been

formerly Pirates, and having got all their Wealth aboard, were resolved to

defend it to the last. The Gunner, who had a Post in Manilla, was an ex-

pert Man, and had provided the Ship extraordinary well for Defence,
which made them fight so desperately. . . . She kept a Spanish Flag at

her Main-top-mast-head all the Time she fought us. We shattered her

Sails and Rig'ging very much, shot her Mizen-yard, killed two of her Men
out of her Tops, which was all the Damage we could see we did them, tho'

we could not place less than 500 shot (Six Pounders) in her Hull. These
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large Ships are built at Manilla, with excellent Timber that will not

splinter ; they have very thick sides, much stronger than wc build in

Europe. . . . The Enemy was better provided for us, because they had

heard at Manilla, . . . that there were two small Ships, fitted from Bristol,

that designed to attempt somewhat in the South Seas, and that Captain

Dampier was Pilot ; which was the Reason they had so many Europeans
aboard the great Ship most of whom having their Wealth aboard, would

fight to the utmost. . . . Indeed, they defended themselves gallantly ;
and

in all human Probability, would have defended her to the last ;
and yet,

perhaps, they were as much indebted to our Squabbles, as to their own

Courage and Conduct : . . . instead of taking Warning, as reasonable

People should have done, by the Effects of this gross mistake, we, on the

contrary, suffered ourselves to be thrown by it into new and greater Dis-

orders, than had hitherto arisen during our Voyage.
" On January 1, 1710, we returned again into Port ; and, aa we were

now determined to make as quick Dispatch as possible in our Passage to

the East Indies, we immediately parted with our prisoners, giving them

the Bark, with Water and Provisions sufficient for their Voyage to Aca-

pulco. Then we applied ourselves to settling our own Affairs. We spent

our Time until the 7th in refitting, wooding, and watering ;
and very satis-

factory it was for us to find as much Bread on board the Prize, as, with

our old stock, might supply us in our long run to Guam.'''' They fitted out

the prize with men from the other ships, and with thirty-six Manilla In-

dians, and other prisoners, making her complement about 110 Men. And
after much disputing they voted Mr. Ery and Mr. Stretton to equal posts

to act in navigating the ship, tho' under Captain Dover.

On the 12th of January they sailed from Cape St. Lucas, and reached

Guam the 11th of March. They stood in great need of fresh provision and

were much gratified by being received civilly by the Governor of the

island, who made them a generous offer of anything the place afforded. A
deputation was sent from each ship to wait on the Governor with an hand-

some present, in acknowledgement for his great civility. The Governor en-

tertained some of the officers in his handsome house, with a dinner of at

least sixty dishes of several sorts, the best that could be got in the Islands.

They presented the Governor with " two Negro Boys, dressed in Liveries,

twenty Yards of scarlet Cloth-serge, and six Pieces of Cambrick. . . .

The very next Day we got our Dividend, being about 60 Hogs, 99 Eowls,
24 Baskets of Indian Corn, 14 Bags of Rice, 44 Baskets of Yams, and 800

Cocoa-nuts," and 14 bullocks, and for each ship two cows and two calves.

After making presents to the Governor's Deputy, and other gentlemen
who had rendered services, it was agreed to steer directly for the south

east part of Mindanao and from thence the clearest way to Ternate.

They sailed many long leagues
—with men at loss how to steer for want

of proper charts ;
short of provisions ;

in leaky ships, and clogged with

great cargoes. But finally after all manner of hardships and privations,

arrived at Batavia, where they careened and refitted, and from whence

they sailed the fourteenth of October. Just one year from that date they
came to an anchor at Eriff ;

their voyage, "long and fatiguing, but the most

successful one ever set on foot at the Expence, and under the management
of private merchants, at an end."

[to be conci,udbd.]
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Mrs. Sarah M. Utt, Miss Anita Utt. Emily Rnnyon Earl, D. M. Riordan. Frank J. Sullivan.
Alice Phelan Sullivan, John Jewctt Garland, Alfred Solano, P. Campbell Hoyle, Amelia P.
Hollcnback.

Advisory Board : Mrs. Carolino M. Severance, Gen. H.G. Otis, R. Eyan, W.C. Patter-
son. Adeline Stearns Winer, Tessa L. Kelso, Don Marcos Forster, Chas. Cassat Davis, Miss
M. F. Wills, C. D. Willard, John F. Francis, Frank J. PoUey, Rev. Hn^h K. Walker,
Elmer Waclitel, Maj. H. T. Lee, Rt. Rev. Joseph H. Johnson, Bishop of Los Angeles.

THE welcome news that the venerable Mission of Purisima is not

beinfj destroyed by its owners, as was reported, but that there i«

even a hope of its rehabilitation, is given on another page.
The Club has just completed further repairs to the Pala Mission, to the

amount of $^78. The church and the entire front are now in a condition to

withstand another century, and the whole establishment is being properly
cared for. These extensive repairs have taxed to the utmost the Club's re-

sources ; and it ur^-ently requests its members, and all friends of such

work as it is doing, to rail)' with funds. Many members have overlooked

their annual dues ; and these dues are now seriously needed by the Club.

Membership is open to all, and is $1 per year. Life membership, with cer-

tificate for framing, $25.

An illustrated pamphlet showing what the Club has already done in

saving the Old Missions will be sent on application.

Every housewife who has tried the lyandmarks Club Cook Book praises
it. There is no other like it. Price, $1.50 ; by mail, $1.60; from this office,

or from Mrs. Mossin (address above), or at Parker's bookstore.

NKW CONTRIBUTIONS TO THK WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $6,372.

New Contributions—Miss Amelia W. Hollenback, Glen Summit, Pa., $25

(Life Membership). Miss Macondray, San Francisco, $1.
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rSEQuoYA League^^—"^ ^^^ (incorporated)
TO MAKE DCTTER. INDIANd

Se-quo-ya,
^^ the American Cadmus'^ {bom lyyi,

died 1842), was the only Indian that ever in-

vented a written language. The League takes its

title from this great Cherokee, for whom, also, science
has named ('^Sequoias ^^) the hugest trees in the world,
the giant Redwoods of California.

ExBCUTiVK Committee.

Dr. David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University. Kicliard Efau, Capistrauo, Cal.

Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief Biolog'l Survey, Wasliington. D. M. Riordan, Los Angeles.
Dr. George Bird Grinnell, Ed. Fortst and Stream, N. Y. Chas. Cassatt Davis, attorney, Los Angeles.
Chas. H. Lumnils, Los Angeles, Chairman.

Advisory Board.
Mrs. I'hebe A. Hearst, University of California. Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, Col. Phys. and Surg'ns, N. Y.

Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn. Dr. Geo. J. Engelmann, Boston.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard, California. Miss Alice C. Hletcher. Washington.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry I.ilrary, Chicago. F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, WashingtOB.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington. Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
W. J. McGee, Bureau of Ethnology. Mrs. F. N Doubleday. New York.
F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College. Dr. Washington Matthews, Washington.
Stewart Culin. Broolclyn Inst. Hon. A. K. Smiley, (Mohonk), Redlands, Cal.
Geo. A. Dorsey, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago. George Kennan, Washington.
Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Pres. Los Angeles Naf I Bk.

Life Members.
Amelia B. Hellenback, Josephine W. Drexel, Thos. Scattergood, Miss Mlra Hershey.

\ @%HILE this number of the magfazine is printing:, the

^^J[ Leag-ue is officially advised of the Department's finding:*

on the Moqui investigation which was made at the in-

stance of the Leag:ue.

The Department summarily dismisses Kampmeyer from the

Indian service, and reprimands Mr. Burton for neglect of duty
in having failed to notify the Department of Kampmeyer's con-

duct with recommendation for his dismissal. Kampmeyer per-

soiially committed a large part of the brutalities against which

the League complained ;
and if the investigation had done

nothing more than to rid the Service of this person, it would

have been worth the while.

The Department finds Balleng-er unfit for his position at

Moqui, removes him (to a less responsible place), and reprimands
Mr. Burton for not having reported Ballenger's unfitness.

The Department reprimands Mr. Burton for his "ill-advised

and improper method of carrying out the hair-cutting order,"

warns him "
explicitly that no threats and no force of any kind

shall be employed with reference to hair-cutting, but that he

must trust entirely to persuasion and example." Agfain, if the

investigation had had no other fruit than to secure, at last, after

eig-hteen months, this official death-blow to the notorious "Hair-

Cut Order," it would have been worth the trouble. And this

unmistakable lang-uagfe of the Department is seriously com-

mended to Mr. Spear of Yuma, and such other Indian agents as

have interpreted it as Mr. Burton did.
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The Department finds Mr. Burton in other respects a g^ood

man, pa3's him very much the same tribute that Mr. Moody's
report does, and will not remove him.

The Leagfue is satisfied thus far, and does not desire to be

hypercritical or ''difficult" for the rest. Its object in call-

ing- for an investigation was to enable the Department to dis-

cover shameful abuses that have been going on for about four

years in this remote corner of its jurisdiction, and to set them

right. Enough have been discovered and set right to make a

» radical change at Moqui. It is reasonable to hope, with the

Department, that after the punishment of his subordinates and
the reprimands to himself, Mr. Burton will be able to complete
his term without further injustice being suffered by the Moqui
Indians ; and the League sincerely does so hope.
To Mr. Burton, the League frankly tenders its direct apology

for whatever injustices have been done him personally. For
some of the acts of his subordinates no language could be too

strong ;
nor has the League any pardons to beg for its charac-

terization of the Hair-Cutting and the Raid
; but he was too

much confounded with his subordinates, and many expressions
were

"
lapped over "

upon him which should have been specific-

ally confined to the men for whose official acts he was responsi-
ble, but whose character he evidently does not share. At the

outset, the League more than once stated that it believed him
to be personally a good man

;
and it is glad to have this belief

confirmed and expanded. It is sorry that in the campaign to

remedy the proved abuses of his administration, and to secure
humane treatment for his wards—which has now been secured—
he proves to have been hit harder than was personally deserved.
Here is hoping that while he remains at Moqui he may do the
Indians good and himself credit.

To the "People of Peace," the Hopi Indians of Moqui, the

League's congratulations. They don't Have to Cut their Hair
until, with self-respect, a respect for their short-haired instruc-

tors shall lead them to desire to resemble the latter. No one
will dare shear them again against their will. It will be a long
time before another government teacher shall smash their furni-

ture and crockery, cut up their blankets, kick their children,

bully their women, or indulge in any of the other little pleas-
antries of the gentlemen whom the government has dismissed
the Service or removed to humbler spheres as a result of the

League's efforts. The Hopi will be no more insulted nor mal-
treated by any one. And that is what the League was after.

THE I.AST The last of the Indians concerned in the famous "War-
°^

KvfcTioNs
"er's Ranch eviction," are now safely installed in their

new home at Pala—secured through the efforts of the
Warner's Ranch Commission, the first campaign of the League.
In the beginning of September, Indian Agent L. A. Wright
peacefully and quietly removed to Pala the thirty-five San
Felipe Indians who were all that remained to be transferred.
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Their little village of Cienega was on the San Felipe ranch
; but

the case was conjoined with that of Warner's, and the same de-
cision of the U. S. Supreme Court carried the same penalty of

eviction. The hamlet of the Pelipenos was a pitiful and
poverty-stricken place, with neither land nor water half-way
adequate to their needs

;
and while, like all the other Mission

Indians, these people preferred their own old desert to any para-
dise, it is a comfort that on the fertile acres of the Pal a valley,
and under the more than liberal irrig-ating system the govern-
ment is now providing there for the Indians, they will be in-

comparably better off materially, and in the advantages of edu-
cation and real civilization. Their removal having been con-
ducted not only with tact and firmness, but with dignity and
Western "savvy," the Felipenos are not likely to fall into the

deplorable attitude of insolence and insubordination which has
characterized the Warner Indians ever since they were moved
by an excellent Eastern Inspector with methods he doubtless
would not have used had he been less a stranger.

Now that all the Mission Indians evicted by the U. S. .^^^ _^,„AND NOW
Supreme Court from Warner and San Felipe ranches have thk
been transferred to and installed upon a reservation in- nbxt thing.

comparably better than their old homes, are being supplied with

houses, implements and a high-class modern irrigation system,
and are being paid good wages to work their own good lands

until those lands shall support them—it is hoped that the further

provision of Congress may now be carried out, and prompt relief

afforded other Mission Indians who are, and for years have been,
as seriously entitled to sympathy as their evicted brethren, and in

far greater destitution. The money has been provided, its use

for this specific purpose authorized, the best method of apply-

ing it officially recommended ; the matter which had to take

precedence is now concluded
;
and there appears to be no reason

why the remainder of the obligation may not now be carried out.

It will be remembered that after the decision of the Supreme
Court, and the cry of surprise and indignation from California,

Congress appropriated for this case $100,000. Of this sum, $30,-

000 was to be applied to moving the evicted Indians, outfitting
and establishing them in a new home.* The remaining $70,-

000 was to purchase
"
a suitable tract of land " for these

"
and

such other Mission Indians as may not be provided with suitable

lands elsewhere "
. . . "provided, that the Secretary of the

Interior shall appoint an advisory commission, consisting of three

persons, who shall serve without compensation, to aid in the

selection of said tract."

The figure of $70,000 for land was based on the recommenda-
tion of a veteran Indian Inspector that the government pay $70,-

*The $25,000 beingr expended at Pala for a cemented irriaration system is from another
fnud.
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000 for the Monserrate ranch of 2370 acres, which was approved
by the Department.

It will be remembered that the g^eneral and continued protest
from California against this barg^ain finally led to the paosa^e
of the appropriation with the above proviso, and the appointin^^
of the Warner's Ranch Commission. It will be remembered that

this Commission, after thoroughly inspecting- 107 ranches

proflfered, and proving that the Monserrate had been repeatedly
sold for $30,000 to $40,000 less than was asked of the gorcm-
ment (as it has also been sold since), recommended the parchaae
of the Pala valley, 3438 acres, and with over 500 times the

Monserrate's water-supply ; and that this recommendation has
been carried out. This saved the g-ovemment $23,770 of tlie

land appropriation (or over 33M per cent.) to say nothing* of the

vastly greater acreag^e and water supply.
Under the wording of the act, *'a suitable tract of land,"

the Department did not feel justified in applying the $23,770
thus saved to purchase other lands for the relief of

'*
such other

Mission Indians as are not now provided with suitable lands.**

But Senator Thos. R. Bard, at the request of the League, ad-

justed this technicality and secured from Congrress full authori-

zation for such use of this unexpended balance ; and the De-

partment is free so to apply it. Naturally, this money canaot
be applied in any other way.

It will also be remembered that more than a year agpo the

Warner's Ranch Commission made specific recommendations to

the Department (see Final Report Au^. 26, 1902, pp. 2-4) for

the expenditure of this $23,770 in purchasing enougrh fertile

land contiguous to eigrht worthless reservations to relieve the

notorious destitution of their 721 Indians. The lands recom-
mended were formerly the homes of the Indians, who have since

been crowded back to the worthless environs. They would not

suffice to make these reservations as good as Pala ; but they
would relieve these eig^ht reservations from destitution, would
relieve ourselves of a standing disgrace for conditions too loof:

suffered, and would make these 721 Indians reasonably oonfort-

able materially, without doing violence to their deep-rooted lore

of home by evicting them to better lands at a distance. The
most abjectly destitute would not exchange their worthless

desert home for the finest location, save by compulsion. Thert
is no practicable way to take back the lands of which they have
been despoiled ; but enough of it should be houfki back for

them, at least enough now **
for a starter.** The chronic aind

acute condition of these reservations has been repeatedly re-

ported to the g:ovemment by its own officials for more than twenty
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jears, and is as bad now as erer. It does the people of Soathem
California no harm to g^ive ; but they should not have to be can-

aased periodically to relieve the need of Indians suffering: be-

cause the government fails to give them lands from which even

a New England farmer oonld wrest subsistence—not for himself

bnt for an Indian. More than twenty of the Mimoa reaerva-

tiotis atie totally inadequate and unfit.

Of caatmt $23,770 would sot go far if applied carelesslj or ta

igaoraace of local conditions ; but if so administered as it was
in tise first place saved, it will do the work recommended by
the CoonuMaoa. Nor is there reasonable doubt that when this

skall have teca cxmpetently done, Coag:re9i will provide means
to continne aloo^ these lines until the whole Mission Indian

sitnatioa shall be made at least no shame to us all as Americans.

Chas. F. Luioas.

W
THE V/^QUERO.

By CHRISTOPHER STAPLETON,

ITH a swing of rope and a stretching lope

The bold vaqnero CToes ;

His hand and steed aiake rhythmic speed

Toeetber while he tiirows.

Whene'er he flings the la9So''s wings
Fly o'er the sunlit space,

With circles lithe the lariats writhe

Upon the homed chase.

The free, free air ; the day's lig^ht care ;

The sa^e-bmsh gray and dry ;

The flash of hoof ; the lone ranch roof ;

The crumbling alkali I

The Centaur race with equine grace

Mig^ht roam in Greece the Blest—
But oh I for me the Cow-boys free

In the wild aad boaadlcss West !

City-.Xer.
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WN the Metropolis of the Pacific—the only California city

j^ which has ever endorsed the theory that it is Eminently
Proper to Break Men's Wrists so they can never work

again to feed their families when someone tells them they
mustn't—it befell not long ago that a seedy but decent me-
chanic entered a well-known market and began turning over,

rather wistfully, the Particular Bargains in meat. Liver, heart,

shin—one after another he pondered them, with
" That the

cheapest you got ?
"

"
Wal, what d' you -zvant ? " asked the butcher.

"Say, I'll tell you. I've been Out for three months, on a

Sympathetic, and they're coming pretty rocky. I haven't bit

meat in a week, and my folks are flesh-hungry. What / want
is the most meat I can get for my four bits."

"Here, how's this calf's head ? It's sixty cents, but you can

have it for four bits. 'Bout seven pounds."

"My meat," and the purchaser gleaned his pocket, laying
the proceeds on the counter. The package was wrapped, and

he departed with the step of one who has Done Well.

At the door, fifty feet away, he suddenly halted; stood a

moment, turned, came back.
"
Say, is this meat Union ?

"

"Right you are," the butcher nodded apologetically. "It

ain't. But if you can wait five minutes, I'll get it Unionized for

you
"—and he disappeared with the package.

In five minutes he was back and handed over the bundle with

a genial :

"
Here you are. It's Union now, O. K."

"Thank you," said the purchaser, and went his ways re-

joicing.

But a bystander, a stranger in town, wondered. And he

leaned over to the butcher.

"Beg pardon," said he. "But would you mind telling me
how you got that head Unionized ?"

The butcher laid a finger to his lip.
"

S-s-h ! Don't give
it away. I just took the brains out."
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Now the p'int of any story is in the application on 't. ^hose
If no one can see that it's funny, then it z'sn^i funny. It wbaky
shares the fate of the Duke's Weary Wheels. He went whebw.

driving- one day with his American host and they encountered a

farmer in a superannuated rig.

"Good afternoon, friend," said the waggish Yankee.
"

I see

you've come a long way."
" How^d you know ?

"
grunted the farmer.

"
Why your wheels are so shockingly tired."

Even the farmer laughed ;
and so did His Lordship.

"
Y' know," he said at dinner that evening,

" Your American
humor is so spontaneous ! NowM and I met a peasant on the

way this afternoon, and M said to him, quick as a flash :

'

I

know you have come a long road, my man, your wheels are so

Completely Exhausted.' " And His Lordship wondered that no
one smiled.

Caricature which has 7io resemblance, neither makes its subject

rage nor its audience smile. So long as Little Johnny has to

write under his drawing
"
This is a Kow," the family Jersey

will never dream of suing him for libel.

Now it is possibly no exaggeration to remark that the calf's

head story couldn't run many blocks on any street without meet-

ing someone who would laugh at it. And for more than one

reason, it is time for us all—for those who belong to unions,
and for the vast majority of us, who do not belong- to anyone
but our country and ourselves—to ponder why anyone on earth

should smile at so extraordinary a story.

The Lion is no Monopoly. He dotes on Labor, and re- LABOR
spects only People that Work. Though himself a multi- and
millionaire—having by his own efforts accumulated a i-abor.

family worth all that figure
—he is neither Puffed Up nor Im-

mune. Nine-tenths of the time he wears a mechanic's jeans; and
his gladdest hours are when he can rub them against good
hard licks as mason or carpenter so long as daylight lasts.

He can't work twenty-four hours a day, for sleep is a lovely

pastime when you can't do better. But as Sundays and holi-

days are none too good for him to Live in, every year his

working hours are more than the working hours of an Eight-
Hour man in three years. The Lion has to be told three

or four times that the whistle has blown—for he'll be blowed
if that was all he was waiting for. He never strikes, for he
has found a Boss that Suits him first rate. He is never locked

out, because the Boss couldn't possibly have a Quorum without
him. And the only Union he has ever had to join, a good
woman initiated him into without waiting to consult him. It
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is known as Federal Union Number One — and Indivisible.

And while he wis sort of pushed into it, it's his
;
and it has

his iron-clad oath.

No man with sense enough to realize the millionth part of

the energy that goes to waste in this immature world because

practically every two of us are on the average Pulling Alone, if

not actually Pulling Apart, is going to blame any men for or-

ganizing. It is one of the few rational things about even

thieves and Trust magnates—that they Get Together. If five

per cent, of the rest of us had wit to do the like, we could have
almost anything we unanimously desired, in the teeth of the

other 95 per cent. That is, if we unanimously desired something
Decent

;
for tho' 95 per cent, of us united on something scrubby

and un-American, and could for a time Snow the Other Fellows

Under, we couldn't Make it Stick. The majority would melt

from under us even as it melted from over them—for we are all

Americans, and somehow we generally Emerge. Beyond the

mighty truth spoken by the Biggest American, it is also true

that any man can fool himself about everything some of the

time, and about something all of the time—but no man can fool

himself all the time about everything.

A labor union—or a national confederation of labor

woui,D unions—of, by and for people who Labor ; headed,
succKKD.

inspired and directed by those who Labor Best
;
a chiv-

alrous protection to the Weak Brother, but not a premium for

him to Stay Weak
; a reminder to the Master Workman of his

human obligation to the dullest helper, but not a club to keep
him from daring to excel the Booby—not a voice on earth would
ever be raised against that. As to organizing for self- and
mutual protection

— that is precisely the origin of all law. Be-

fore Society had learned so far, the individual—or the Tribe

Union, Hottentot, No. 2—took vengeance into its own hands.

But when any American workman who "Belongs to the

Union "
lets the union think it Owns him; when he permits it to

hold its competent men back, lest they do more or earn more than

its scrubs
; when he allows it to hold down the expert work-

men and put their families hungry, if the drunken, shiftless, irre-

sponsible and lubber-fingered are not so well paid or as long
valued ; when he allows his union to be used not as a means of

self-defense and betterment to its members, but as a weapon to

punish, maim or murder outsiders ;
when he takes to his daily

job only the kit on his shoulder, and leaves his American head

and his human independence in the Unsafe-Deposit of a person
who has Time to Boss, since no one would hire him to work ;

and when he lets this Walking Delegate Prescribe to the Presi-
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dent of the United States what He'd Better Do—why, men and

brethren, it is about time for said American to g-o forth and re-

iterate his head against a stone wall a few times, till he wakes

up. The labor union is a modern sociolog-ic necessity ;
but the

American Union is just a leetle larger and more essential yet.

Less than one-tenth of all the working people of the United

States belong to unions
;
and while those who do not organize

cannot expect to have certain legitimate special benefits which

are secured only by organization
— they can expect, and

they are going to /lave, all the rights and privileges of Ameri-

can citizens. They are not going to be disqualified for office,

for employment, or for respect, by failing to swear allegiance to

some union. They are no better (unless they behave better)

than "Union Men ;

" but they are just as good. Also, they are

overwhelmingly more numerous
;
and while they do not dis-

criminate against unionists, if they shall ever be forced to, by
union discrimination against them, the finish is not hard to see.

The Lion knows very great numbers of union men in many
trades

;
and has a hearty respect for the majority of those he

knows. He believes them to be too sensible and too self-re-

specting to approve personally of folly, tyranny or lawlessness.

But it is up to them now to see that irresponsible leaders do not

drag them into such attitudes. No union man can truly serve

Az's union who isn't first loyal to Our Union
;
and a good many

are trying to make him forget that fact. The man whose
"
heart is in the union " had now better put his head in also—

and with special care that some gentleman of leisure shall not
"
unionize "

it as the butcher did. If unionism is to hope to
"
win "—or even to exist for very long

—in this republic, it must

be by sticking to American methods, and earning and keeping-

the respect of the vast American public
—by proving that unions

make better workmen, and no worse citizens.

The proper scope of a public library is certainly some-
^;,^^«

thing more than the mere beguiling of idle hours and wbraribs

the purveying of current fiction to restless tourists, or ^^^ ^

even the being an easy platter from which to fork out club

papers or school essays in large lumps and without trouble of

digestion. All these things are fit in their place ;
but the true

function of a modern public library, as of a proper private one,

is as a rallying-point for study, and a workshop where the

sharpest tools are kept for students. Amateur and grammar-
school students are as a rule amply provided for

;
but it is not

too much to say that few of our public libraries have any seri-

ous provision for the expert and the post-graduate scholar. The
best great libraries of the East are already thoroughly equip-
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ping themselves—and have been for several years, since libra-

rianship came to be an art—with those costl}' and indispensable

tools for which the serious American investigator had once to

gfo abroad. In the West it has to be said that this chiefest duty
of a library is only beg-inning to be dreamed of

;
and that this

side of Chicago there is not yet anything to which an investi-

gator, of American History for instance, would think of turn-

ing. It is doubly mortifying and astonishing to be obliged to

add that the Congressional Library of the United States, in

many respects the greatest of all libraries, is wofully lacking
as to some of the most important phases of Americana. It has

at last waked up, under Putnam's fine leadership, to this dread-

ful omission—dreadful because the delay makes it impossible

that that library should now ever become in the matter of

Americana what it should have been and could have been made.

Books in this sort were printed long ago, and in small editions.

What copies have survived the tooth of time and the careless-

ness of the only destructive animal, Man, have long since been

snapped up by collectors and are no longer in the market. Even
the books in English on so recent an American acquisition as

California, are scarce
;

and when one gets into the deeper
waters of the earlier history of the West and the Southwest

and America in general, prices rise to almost fabulous figures.

It is gratifying to be able to say that the Los Angeles Public

Library
—which has been for several years noted among the

libraries of the country for its activity, its circulation and effi-

ciency, though it has but about 80,000 volumes—-is seriously and

intelligently taking up this matter and is forming a valuable

nucleus of Americana. Such a department is peculiarly valuable

and indispensable here. In San Francisco and Los Angeles,
the two cities in which (from their position and their relation-

ship to the first American history) Americans are most likely to

study this history (including the other lands with which it

deals as well as our own) a competent kit of tools should be

provided. An intelligence like that of the American people is

not much longer going to prefer to remain ignorant about our

own Southwestern history, and about the history of Mexico and

other lands so intimately and so indissolubly connected with our

own territory, and with which we can have, and should have,

commercial and other relations so extensive and so profitable.

There is every reason why the public library of this city should

have a monumental collection of Americana. Such a collection

would not only be valuable to students, and attract them hither;

it would be, in time, of serious public value and pride. Unless

the work now begun be continued steadily and actively, such a
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collection can never be formed
;
but by enough persistence a

great collection, and a priceless one, can be made even now
;
and

it is a matter of congratulation that the library directors have

seen, and are acting upon, this enlightened duty.

Reports from many quarters that the venerable mission cood news
of La Purisima Concepcion (near Lompoc, Santa Bar- from

bara County) is being destroyed by its present owners,
purisima.

led to a brief reference in these pages last month, and set the

Landmarks Club to investigating. It is eminently gratifying
to discover that the report was a false alarm, though vandals

and the elements have indeed done great injury to these fine

old buildings. The mission is now owned by the Union Oil

Company of California
;
and while ownership by an oil company

might not seem reassuring to those that are familiar with some
oil companies, the fact that the directors of this corporation are

intelligent and public-spirited men, who will commit no vandal-

ism, is cause for congratulation. The directors are : Lyman
Stewart, J. S. Torrance, Frederick H. Rindge, W. S. Botsford,

W. L. Stewart, Prank A. Garbutt, James H. Adams, E. L.

Doheny.
As to the facts in the case, Mr. Prank A. Garbutt, manager

of the company's Pield and Land Department, writes as follows :

" The abandoned mission is on ground belonging- to the Union Oil Com-

pany of California. The building itself has been desecrated and damaged
by the public ever since its abandonment. Its visitors apparently did not

scruple to deface it in every possible way, and what could not be stolen

was ruthlessly destroyed. It apparently was a pleasure to them to pry the

massive roof-beams loose, in order to enjoy the crash occasioned by the

breaking of the valuable tile.

" On top of this, the late series of earthquakes in that section threw

down many of the brick pillars, and twisted the remainder so badly that

the front of the building is a veritable wreck. During these earthquakes,
which lasted several weeks, tile which could not be replaced for a thousand

dollars were displaced and broken. To save the balance of the tile, as

well as to avoid possible accidents to visitors, I had the remaining tile re-

moved from the roof and piled up near the building for safety.

"I have always had in mind the preservation of this Mission, and
took the matter up with Mr. O'Melveny, who, I believe, is a member of the

Landmarks Club. I stated to him that the Company was ready to co-

operate in any reasonable way with the Club in order to attain this object.

I even went so far as to take the matter up with Father Stockman, and

arrange to purchase the old original bells which it was my intention to use

in the restoration."

This is particularly good news ;
and while it is not certain

that the Landmarks Club can directly undertake a large con-

tract of this sort somewhat beyond its usual northerly boundary,
it will certainly cooperate in every way in its power with the

public-spirited desire of these gentlemen to preserve this valu-

able heritage to posterity.
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THR DHIFT AND
MUANING OF
POPUI,ATION.

Even as the Gold Rush to California in 1848-49 was a

shifting of population without precedent or reasonable

parallel in numbers, in character, and in length and dif-

ficulty of the migration—so also no other part of the Union has

been familiar with such an influx of such people as for the last

seventeen years have been changing the face of California. The
matter has already been seriously commented upon in these

pages, in a recent series "The Right Hand of the Con-

tinent
;

" but it is interesting to note that this same remarkable

immigration continues unabated, whether as to numbers or as to

social vitality. It is no flood of poor and ignorant foreigners

swishing over Castle Garden, but an astonishing procession of

the Sifted—the successful and the desirable
;
and it lays tribute

upon the flower of most of the important States of the Union.

Statistics just compiled by the California Promotion Com-
mittee of San Francisco show that there are 54,588 natives of

New York State now living in California—and 4,549 natives of

California living in New York State.

It is not without significance to note the larger contributors

to California's population
—as per the table following :

Natives of New York now living in California 54.588
"

Illinois
" " " "

42,304
•• Missouri " " " "

35,075
" Ohio " " " "

34,869
" Iowa •• " " •

26,739
•'

Pennsylvania
" " "

25,283
•' Massachusetts " " "

19,818
" Indiana " " " "

19,383
" Maine " " " "

14,732
"
Michigan

" " " "
14,592

" Wisconsin •* " " "
13,826

" Kansas " " " "
13,266

"
Oregon

" " " "
11,127

"
Kentucky

" " " "
9,988

" Minnesota " " " "
7,520

" Nevada " " " "
7,195

" Nebraska " " " "
7,170

•• Vermont " " " *'
5,859

" New Jersey
" " " "

5,314
•' Connecticut " " "

4,751
"
Washington

" " "
4,030

" Colorado " " " "
3,829

" New Hampshire
" " "

3,767
"

Louisiana " " " "
3,393

Nor is it unimportant to note that in the ten months ending

July 1, 1903— and without pretending to account for the thou-

sands of other persons who came to this State—63,937 East-

erners made use of the specific and counted "colonist rates"

to California.

Chas. p. Lummis.
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With his History of Early Steamboat
-

i-Q»
-

vi»<^,.
- .••- Navigation on the Missouri River, Capt.

0°Y ' .-- Hiram Martin Chittenden ag-ain puts histor-

ical students permanently and substantially in his debt. While gathering-
material for his important and valuable American Fur Trade of the Far
West, he met Captain Joseph L<a Barge, and promptly realized that he had
found a prize indeed. For not only did Captain lya Barge's personal recol-

lections of, and association with, the fur-trade run well back into its early

days, but his active service on the Missouri covered the entire period of

steamboat navigation on the Upper River. He was clerk on the *' Yellow-

stone," not quite on her historic first trip up the Missouri, but on her return

voyage down the Mississippi the same year (1831), being then but a lad of six-

teen. He took his own steamboat up the river on the last commercial trip

ever made from St. Ivouis to Fort Benton, in 1877
;
and was pilot on a govern-

ment steamer engaged in a survey of the Missouri Valley in 1885—the last

through trip ever made between St. lyouis and Fort Benton. In the mean-
time he had seen—and been an important factor in—the tremendous growth
of steamboating on the Missouri, and its subsequent desperate and hope-
less struggle with the railroads. He had made a comfortable fortune—and

had seen it slip away from him again, as the railroads wrested traffic away
from the steamboats. And at eighty-past, his memory was clear, exact

and fixU. Capt. Chittenden lost no time in persuading him to dictate his

reminiscences, and this task was completed and the notes carefully revised

by Capt. La Barge himself before his death. The latter event caused the

decision not to publish the material as a narrative of personal experience,
but to use it as the basis of the present volumes.

It is difficult now to realize how large a part in the upbuilding of the

West fell to the steamboats on the Missouri. Yet it is not half a century
since the River was almost the sole artery of commerce and communication

for the territory along all its length. The story of it all is very effectively

told by Capt. Chittenden, and should be thoroughly interesting to the

general reader, apart from its special value to the student. The illustrations

are not numerous, but carefully selected and of excellent quality. In every
mechanical detail the two blue-bound octavo volumes are beyond criticism.

Francis P. Harper, New York. $6 net.

There may be doubt as to whether Dr. Edward Robeson Taylor thb singing
is more accurately described as the most scholarly of Western OF a

poets, or as the most poetic of Western scholars, but neither

phrase will be seriously challenged. His Visions and Other Verse contains

some of his work that had been previously published, with much that is new
to print. Dr. Taylor's verse is invariably polished, musical and thought-
ful. The fantastic, the grotesque, the bizarre, have no attractions for

him. The sonnet called "
Morning

"—one of five suggested by pictures

of William Keith—may be quoted as fairly typical.

SCHOI,AH.
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Deep-broodinar Niffht has done its worst and best.

And once asraln we front the new-born Day,
WUere now the sickled moon with lessening' ray

Hanfifs low upon the sky's auroral breast.

The earth, soft-srarmented in robes of srray.

Drinks heaven's sweet dew with such delig-htfnl zest.

She fain would see time held a prisoner, lest

The sun should sweep her present joys away.
Home kindles now her necessary fires,

Whose shafts of smoke, that irently pierce the air.

Like incense seem in worship of the Morn,
And, as we list to these far-soundinir lyres,

So trreat all grows, so most divinely fair.

The soul, fresh-winged, upsoars as if reborn.

The publisher has done his duty handsomely, save and except for the

announcement that the volume is
"
frontispieced." The frontispiece is an

excellent reproduction of Keith's fine portrait of the author. A. M.

Robertson, San Francisco. $1.25 nei.

CAVIAKB In his introduction to The Moral System of Shakespeare, Prof.

TO THE Richard G. Moulton compares poetry, fiction and the drama to the
BNKR I,.

experiments of an investigator in physical science. The physicist

coutrives combinations v^hich had not hitherto existed, observes the result,

and from it deduces laws of g^eneral application ; even so does the literary

workman with life. Indeed, Professor Moulton holds that '' the survey of

life that bounds itself by facts is not even the best kind of observation ; it

is like the timid examination of nature by one who will use nothing but

the naked eye. . . . The poetic mind is the lens provided by nature for

human life." In seeking- the moral significance of the Shakespearean
Drama, each play is to be regarded as " a microcosm, of which the author

is the creator, and the plot is its providential scheme. When analysis of

the various plays has put together results drawn from each, then we have

a body of material sufficient for the study of underlying principles, and—
so far as may be—for the coordination of principles into something of a

moral system." Professor Moulton defines the three natural divisions of

his enquiry as follows :

In the first, particular dramas will be presented to illustrate what may be recognized as

root ideas in the moral system of Shakespeare. Then the inquiry will widen, and sufTey
the world of Shakespeare's creation in its moral complexity. In the third part will be

considered the forces of life in Shakespeare's moral world, so far as these express them-

selves in dramatic forms, from ix-rsonal will at one end of the scale to overruling provi-

dence at the other end.

The subtitle, "A Popular Illustration of Fiction as the Experimental
Side of Philosophy," seems unduly sanguine. It may possibly appeal

•trongly to the populace of the classic shades of the University of Chicago.
Elsewhere its audience will be select and appreciative, rather than numer-
ous. The Macmillan Co., New York. $l.v%.

THK UNDKK- Naturally enough, searchers for literary material in the fields

SIDK OK of chivalry have for the most part
"
hit the high places

" of glit-ROMANCR « •

tering adventure and ardent love-making only. Margaret Horton

Potter has seen through the glamor to that which always lies behind such

gallant clashing of arms— the lonely endurance and bitter anguish of the

women who can only wait and lose. Her Castle of Twilight—a story of

Brittany near the end of the fourteenth century—has this for its loading
motive. It is strong, sympathetic and entertaining. But the claim that

tl'.i book is
'* a thoughtful, thoroughly studied picture of mediaeval life "

can only be allowed with some important exceptions. For example, Misa
Potter should have discovered that trduvires and troubadours were not
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identical ; that Provence was the home of the latter, not of the former ;

and that the race of troubadours had been extinct for a hundred years
at the time of her story. The whole episode of the eloping nun is wildly

improbable and unconvincing-. And the characters seem to me to be medi-

aeval only as to dress and surroundings—otherwise distinctly modern. A.

C. McClurg- and Co., Chicago. $1.50.

Volume VII of the valuable series on " Historic Highways of monuments
America" deals with Portage Paths—"the Keys of the Contin- worTh

SEXTINO TIP
eut." It includes a comparative chart of the more significant

*

portages, and is quite up to the standard established by preceding volumes.

Mr. Hulbert closes this volume with a strong and entirely sane plea for

spending a little time and money in the precise identification and the mark-

ing by permanent monuments of these portage routes and other points of

historic interest. He urges especially the necessity of immediate action,

on the ground that " each year lessens the probability of accuracy, takes

from the neighborhood one and another of the aged men who would be

of assistance, changes more and more the face of the landscape—in short,

tends to rob all future students of something of real value that we might
confer upon them." This is well and rightly said, and is commended to

the attention not only of historical societies but of individuals who desire

to render lasting service at slight cost. The Arthur H. Clark Co., Cleve-

land, O.

Birds in Their Relation to Man is offered as a Manual of Eco- birds

nomic Ornithology for the United States and Canada. Putting A.S a
. FARM ASSKT" sentiment " into the background it considers bird-lxfe mainly as a

natural resource of the farmer, and presents the evidence in regard to each

of the more familiar species as to whether the balance of its account shows
on the side of jjrofit or loss. This is to be decided by investigating the

bill of fare of each species and determining whether the injury done di-

rectly to grain and fruit is enough to offset the indirect benefit from the

destruction of injurious forms of animal and vegetable life. There has

been much argument on this point
—mostly based on guess-work. The

evidence mainly relied on by these authors (Clarence M. Weed, of the New
Hampshire College of Agriculture, and Ned Dearborn, of the Field Colum-
bian Museum) has been the actual contents of birds' stomachs. The ver-

dict in most cases is in favor of our "
little friends of the air." It should

be noted thai the range of the observations does not extend to the Pacific

coast, and that some of the conclusions would necessarily be modified in re-

lation to a section where fruit-raising is the major industry. The book is

handsomely and fully illustrated, includes a valuable bibliography, and is

to be commended to anyone interested in the subject. J. B. I^ippincott Co.,

Philadelphia. $2.50 net.

A little book of genuine importance is the History of San Ber- a xxrt\M

nardino Valley, by Rev. Juan Caballeria. I have not such inti- reai,

mate knowledge of the field covered as to enable me to check its

facts. But the book contains such internal evidence of careful and patient

research, of temperate and unprejudiced judgment and of the scholarly
habit of thought, as to leave no room for doubt as to its accuracy. Among
the most interesting chapters are those devoted to the social, religious and

domestic customs of the Indians and of the Mexican pioneers. With the

period after the occupation of the Americans, Father Caballeria does not

attempt to deal.
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I select for quotation a passage which shows conspicuously the genuine

historical temper of this Catholic priest :

"
It is snfficient to say that the Mormons who first came to San Bernardino Valley were

ideal colonists. They were farmers, mechanics and artizans of the various crafts. So far

as material advantasres went, there was perfect equality. There was no wealth and no

poverty amonir them. . . . As a community they were honest, industrious, law-abidinff,

peaceful citizens, and under their thrifty manafrement the beautiful valley blossomed into

marvelous productiveness. The church laws were sufficient to regulate all public matters

until state laws were established. All minor dissensions amonir themselves were carried

into the church council and there submitted to arbitration. There was no appeal to other

tribunal. Their moral conduct was beyond reproach. Idleness, drunkenness, K-ambling-

and vice were unknown amouGT them until a later day when another class of people came to

minirle with them.

It is to be hoped that Father Caballeria will extend his studies over a

wider field, and publish them in a form to get a more extended circulation.

FROM Whether the "poetry" or the pictures, in the Book of Nature,
Fl,BA TO

t,y Johnny Jones, with spelling by his mother, are funnier, is im-
^ material ; there is fun enough in either of them. It is to weep

that this eager young scientist should so early have bumped up against the

tragical green peach. The truly scientific spirit which was so prematurely

nipped in the bud may be tasted in all its ripeness in profound and search-

ing observations like the following :

The thinirs I hate the most of all

To have around are fleas.

They jump and crawl all over yon.

And bite you where they please.

The range of these observations is no less striking than their penetra-

tion, extending as they do from the jelly-fish to the peacock. Paul Elder

& Co., San Francisco. 25 cents net.

OPALS Jacob Keith Tuley's Philosophy of Charms is interesting and sug-
A^ND gestive ;

but— like most other "philosophies"— it will convince
OCCULTISM.

only those who were already convinced. The author finds that

Hi.story is
"
full of proofs that .such occult power has been possessed by

jewels and other charms, and that it has been conveyed and exerted upon
those who kept them, when they knew nothing about their previous hi.s-

tory or associations." It isn't. There is plenty of evidence that this was

generally believed, but that is quite a difi^erent thing from proof that it

was true. He also thinks that he has "
clearly shown the scientific possi-

bility of a charm receiving, retaining and giving off perpetually a definite

rate of vibrations corresponding to that of the first wearer or '

magnetizer.'
"

He has not even " shown " that different wearers possess differing "rates

of vibrations," or for that matter any rates of vibrations at all. He merely
asserts it. The Keasoner Publishing Co., San Luis Obispo, Cal. 25 cents.

AUQUiD The leading article in the current number of The International

VEMININUM Studio—\\i2^. thoroughly beautiful and artistic "Monthly Mag-
^*

azine of Fine and Applied Art "—deals with Ignacio Zuloaga,

who, at thirty-three, is accredited as legitimate successor of the Spanish
masters of other generations. It is illustrated with many examples of

his powerful work. Each issue of this magazine is a delight unto the

eye of even an Outer Barbarian, wko, by the way, gets an added delight
from the discovery, on an advertising page, that the International Studio,

established in March, 1897, is still "approaching its sixth year." Ap-
proaching it backwards, perhaps ? Or is this but an added proof of the

Something Feminine in Art, cropi>ing out with delicious unexpectedness ?

John L<ane, New York. $3.50 psr year.
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Practical Journalism lives fully up to its sub-title, "a Complete what a

Manual of the Best Newspaper Methods." Its author, Edwin L/.
rbporter

Shuraan, writes from twenty years personal intimacy with all

branches of newspaper work, and no page of the book is either dull or ill-

informed. Mr. Shuman names as the qualities most needed for success in

journalism, "an alert mind, an intuitive judgment of news values, honesty,

tact, industry, patience, resourcefulness, and a liberal knowledge of the

world and of human nature." And he advises intending reporters to culti-

vate a style, swift, vivid, graceful, picturesque, dignified, clear and brief.

It will be generally agreed that this combination of qualities might at-

tract attention, even in a newspaper office. D. Appleton & Co., New York.

$1.25 net.

It is natural enough to look with suspicion on an attempt to inci,uding

revise and improve such time-proved tales as Jack and the Bean- ^ hardknbd

Stalk and Little Red Ridinghood, particularly when the purpose
is declared to eliminate "

all coarseness, cruelty, and everything that

might frighten children." A good many generations of children have

fattened on these tales. Nevertheless, W. W. Denslow has clearly
" made

good." There are a dozen of the books, and both the editing and the

illustrations are delicious. The youngster who doesn't get one of them
when gift-season next comes will have fair cause for complaint. G. W.

Dillingham Co., New York. 25 cents each
;
mounted on linen, indestruct-

ible, 50 cents.

This magazine recently gave some account of the production of "The
Knight of the Burning Pestle," by the English club of Stanford Univer-

sity. The " book of the play
" has now been published under the title,

On Seeing an Elizabethan Play. Besides appropriate comment on ithe

theatre, the play, and the music, this includes both words and music of

seven songs and the chapter. How a Gallant should behave himself in a

Play-house, from The Gull's Horn-Booke, printed at Eondon, 1609. The

frontispiece is an excellent reproduction of an old portrait of Francis

Beaumont. This book is creditable both to the committee which prepared
it and to the publishers. Paul Elder and Morgan Shepard, San Francisco.

Strong, wide-visioned, tolerant and hopeful, layman Abbott is soundly

qualified as bearer of the larger messages. The Other Room is a brief but

uplifting statement of his thought concerning what lies beyond the one

Inevitable Door. To Dr. Abbott, death is a glad awakening, an emancipa-

tion, a graduation, an entering upon a larger life of diviner service. Im-

mortality is not a thing to be hoped for hereafter, but to be grasped now,
and to be practiced here before we pass through the Door. To my mind
the most tonic sentence in the whole book is

" Who would not rather have
a right to immortality [even though failing to attain it] than to be im-

mortal without a right to be ?
" That rings like a trumpet-call. The Out-

look Co., New York. $1 net.

In Frances Charles's first novel. In The Country God Forgot, Arizona
was very much more than the place where things happened to happen—it was of the vital essence of the story. In The Siege of Youth, San
Francisco is only a stage-set. The "local color" which has been added
with some pains, might as well have been that of New York or Eondon for

all that it has to do with character or action. However, the story is far

from being commonplace. Incident is of less consequence than emotion

and reflection—indeed "a study in temperament
" would be a fairly satis-

factory class-label. Eittle, Brown & Co., Boston. $1.50.
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The ten short stories gleaned from the magazines and published under

the title of A Deal in Wheat, will add nothing to Frank Norris's reputa-

tion. They are all readable— and all clearly
"

pot-boilers." Perhaps
their most interesting feature—certainly the most instructive—is the evi-

dence of how much the author of The Pit didn't know about the Chicago
Board of Trade when he wrote the title-story of this book. "

Ignorant
"

isn't the right word to describe it
;

it is actually innocent. Doubleday,

Page & Co., New York. $1.50.

The Arthur H. Clark Company announces an extension of the plan of

its important series on The Philippine Islands. The original intention

was to include only "sources" prior to the nineteenth century. In re-

sponse to numerous and urgent requests, it has been decided to cover the

entire period of Spanish rule—that is, to bring the work down to 1898.

This will not involve an increase in the number of volumes originally an-

nounced. Historical students will welcome this broadening of the scope
of the work.

The Passenger Department of the Santa F^ Railroad issues an interest-

ing and thoroughly reliable handbook on the Indians of the Southwest.

Dr. George A. Dorsey, Curator of Anthropology of the Field Columbian

Museum, is author, and his name is sufficient voucher for its accuracy.
The customs and ceremonies of the Moquis are treated more fully than

those of any other tribe, occupying more than a quarter of the book. The
illustrations are numerous and well-selected. 50 cents.

An improvident but fascinating young gentleman of the F. F. V.'s, who
marries a lady veiled and unknown to him at the request of his wealthy
uncle, and a beautiful and talented young woman who consents to the mar-
riage as a preliminary step towards becoming a great actress, are the cen-
tral characters in Henry B. Boone's The Career Triumphant. The story is

of how they came to do it and what came of it. It is skilfully told, and of
no particular consequence. D. Appleton & Co., New York. $1.50.

Nancy Huston Banks wrote a good story in Oldfield ; she has written a
better one, and a larger, in Round Anvil Rock. She has chosen the same
field in Western Kentucky, but has gone back almost half a century, to the
more plastic days of its youth. The atmosphere is convincing, the char-

acter-drawing varied and eifective, the historic fact is not wrested out of

proportion, and the story is a holding one. It ranks well up among the
novels of the year. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

Bears I Have Met is an entertaining lot of California bear stories told

by Allen Kelly in fashion to whet the appetite for more of the same sort.

Illustrations by Ernest Thompson Seton, Will Chapin, Walt McDougall,
Homer Davenport and others add distinctly to the joyous flavor. Drexel
Biddle, Philadelphia.

The latest addition to the "Series of Historic Lives" is by John R.

Spears. It is, on the whole, satisfactory, though lacking something of
the fire and vividness which might be particularly appropriate in a treat-
ment of " Mad Anthony." D. Appleton & Co., New York. %\ net; post-
age, 10 cents.

Castle Omerafrhis a tale of love and battle in Ireland at the time when
Cromwell's iron hand was closing irresistibly upon it. F. Frankfort Moore
tells the story effectively, flavoring it with Irish wit, Celtic mysticism and
the alluring twinkle of Finola O'Neill's pretty ankles. D. Appleton St Co.,
New York. $1.50.

A convenient little handbook on the Santa Barbara Mission has been
prepared by John J. Bodkin. Special care has been taken to make it his-

torically accurate. The Tidings Co., Los Angeles. 25 cents.

Chaklbs Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

OI,D WAY.

AFTIIR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE!-WHAT?
WT is a wonderful time in whicb we are living. As a rule,

2 the process by which great changes are brought about is not

visible to the naked eye. Generally some startling event,

like a war or a panic, is required to awaken us to the fact that

something very extraordinary has occurred. The social thunder-

bolt falls unexpectedly from a clear sky. But today we are

moving so rapidly, and by such enormous strides, in the making
of far-reaching changes that everybody discusses the phenomena
at the breakfast table, on the street corner, or in the cars, just

as they do the weather. Every newspaper and magazine is

full of it. The ministers of the gospel can scarcely preach a

sermon without referring to it. The signs of the time are un-

mistakable, for they are writ large wherever we turn our eyes.

Private ownership, in the sense of small individual ^^^ passing

enterprises which compete with each other, is hurrying of the

to its end. Already it has disappeared from the larger

spheres of life. It is no longer found among the great manufac-

turing and transportation interests. It has been largely eliminated

from the ranks of skilled labor. In mercantile lines, especially

in the smaller cities and towns, it still persists, but is closely

pressed by the department stores of the big merchants. Organ-
ization is the word of the hour, and organization is constantly

developed on a larger scale. The instinct behind it all is pred-

atory only in part. There is much of the defensive in it, and

something of the genuinely progressive—the reaching out after

a higher standard of living. And it is as irresistible as the

movements of the planets. Man did not make it and man cannot

stop it. It is the outworking of the great Law of Unfoldment

and belongs to the evolutionary character of the world in which

we live. One of the most interesting and suggestive of recent

developments is that described by Ray Stannard Baker in Sep-

tember McClure's.

In an article entitled,
*' How Capital and Labor Hunt

rbmarkabi^b
Together in Chicago," he shows the remarkable outcome Chicago

of competition among the coal dealers and of strikes on INSTANCE.
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the part of the teamsters. They did the wisest thing in the world
—from their standpoint. It is so simple, as Mr. Baker says,

that only a real genius could have thought of it. They stopped

fighting each other, and went to fighting the unorganized con-

suming public. The first step was to form a perfect union

among the employers and a perfect union among the men. The
next step, to raise the price of coal and divide the increase be-

tween both sides to the compact—larger profits for the owners,

higher wages for the workers. The public paid the bill. In

order to make sure that the public shall continue to do so, the

owners agree to hire only members of the union ; the men agree

to work for none except members of the Employers' Association.

Is it not extremely likely that this system, carried out upon a

vast scale, will be the result of the present widespread troubles

between capital and labor ? If so, what will the public do ?

They cannot reach the problem by any ordinary laws. It is

conceded that the dealers have a right to fix the price at which

they will sell their coal, and that the laborers have an equal

right to say what they will accept as wages. At least, the two

propositions must stand or fall together. There is no monopoly
in restraint of trade in the popular sense of the term, because

the associated dealers by no means control all the coal, nor do

the associated laborers represent all the labor. Both sides have

simply perfected an organization which is superior to individual

enterprise, and those two organizations have agreed to work

together. It is a striking example of the modern tendency.
And it is safe to predict that only a modern remedy will avail to

cure the evils temporarily resulting from its operation.

iNBviTABLE
^^ ^^^ ^^^ West, our problems are different from those

soL,uTioN which the people are facing in Chicago and throughout
OK PROBi,KM.

^Yie older and more populous sections of the United

States. Out here, we are preeminently a new country
—a

mining, pastoral and agricultural country. In the larger cities,

like San Francisco, Los Angeles and Denver, and in some of the

bigger mining camps, the labor-and-capital question is as urgent
as it is anywhere, but that is not the aspect of the new condi-

tions which comes nearest home to the majority of our people.
The overshadowing question with us in this formative period of

our economic life is the question of dealing with our natural

resources—land, water, forests, pastures and mines. And of

these, all except the last named call loudly for action. There
are other things which are becoming yearly more pressing.
The consumer finds the cost of living constantly increasing.
The producer more and more craves a better system of market-

ing. And the matter of cheap and rapid transportation is a
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loomingf problem. Unquestionably, the way out of all our

troubles and perils will be found in a hig-her degree of coopera-

tion. This, indeed, must be carried to very great lengths and,

in time, to an extraordinary stage of perfection. After private

ownership, mutual ownership 1 After destructive competition,

constructive organization and association I After combination

of the few for the exploitation of the many, combination of the

many for the benefit of all ! This is plain enough to every

man who thinks. But in its details it does not mean the same

thing to everybody. To some, it means the speedy triumph of

Socialism—"Socialism in 1908," as its enthusiastic advocates pro-

claim. To others, it means the gradual extension of the princi-

ple of public ownership of public utilities, supplemented by the

gradual growth of cooperative organizations among consumers

and producers. But to all it means the steady uplift of civiliza-

tion to higher planes and a juster distribution of the good

things of life. In another article, some account is given of the

quiet but really remarkable progress which cooperation is

making in California, in these days of our boasted prosperity.

But in this paper I want to direct attention again to the prog-

ress in irrigation which seems clearly foreshadowed as the

result of the imperious modern tendency underlying the whole

trend of events.

An economic struggle, like the conflict of contending ^^^ private
armies, is always fought in detail. Back of it all there owner

may be a common impulse, and the whole line may move obsoi.kte.

forward to a common end. But leaders and followers deal with

different problems in different places. No single man or com-

munity fights the whole battle. The navy is pursuing the foe

at sea, the army is besieging his cities with some of its brigades,

and invading his more vulnerable territory with others. So

New England must work out its factory problem, Chicago must

deal with its coal question, and we of the Far West must solve

the enigma of irrigation on the big scale in which it now comes

to us. Last month, I pointed out the failure of private enter-

prise in dealing with the water supply. In that case, it is plain

enough, that after private ownership public ownership is to

come. Happily, it has already come. As these words are writ-

ten, surveying parties directed by a central head at Washington
are working all over the arid region in taking the preliminary

steps which will lead to a great public system of reservoirs and

canals. The private individual who desires to compete with

Uncle Sam in this field is at perfect liberty to do so. If he is

willing to loan his capital for a smaller return than no interest
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whatever, and to furnish water at a less price than actual cost,

then he is the man for whom the enthusiastic settler and home-
builder is looking^. And in that case, he may reasonably hope
to run Uncle Sara out of business. Otherwise, the aforesaid

individual may scarcely hope to find an opening in this twen-

tieth-century West of ours when the new policy gets fairly

started. To put it bluntly, he is already obsolete and destined

soon to become extinct.

^„„ „„^„^„,„ But this situation lays a very heavy obligation on the

NKw people. Having put their hand to the plow, they cannot
oBUGATioN.

^yj.jj back. They have decreed that private ownership
shall go. Now, they must substitute public ownership for it in

good faith. And they must do so upon a very great scale. The
present national irrigation policy is merely experimental. We
have a few millions obtained from land sales—nothing but the

crumbs from the rich man's table. With this we can make a

few samples of irrigated homesteads, even of irrigated valleys.

We can go into places, like the Salt River district of Arizona,
and build the storage reservoir of which private enterprise

vainly dreamed for a generation. We can develop and harness

the water-power which has been a sleeping potentiality for ages.

And thus we can demonstrate the beneficent possibilities of the

new policy, with all it means in the way of cheap and abundant

water and power and the subdivision of the land into many
little farms. But all this is only a sample. We must have big

capital to meet the big needs of these big times. We must

spend as much in building homes as we cheerfully spend in

building navies—as much in organizing the armies of peace as

we spend in maintaininjj the armies of war—as much in avert-

ing the menace of foes at home (the foes of want, of land-

hunger, of craving for economic independence) as we would

spend in repelling the invasion of foreign foes. This is a

matter to be settled at Washington, but it must be fought out

before the people of the United States. California and the

West should stand absolutely united when the time comes to ask

for appropriations to carry national irrigation to the full length.

STATK AND ^^" California depend on national aid alone in realiz-

NATioNAL ing a great system of public works ? I do not think so.
cooPKRATioN.

qAj^g ^^^^ sparscly-settled States, like Wyoming, Idaho
and Nevada, where land suitable for settlement is so largely

public domain, may perhaps safely depend on national aid. But
California is in a different situation. Avery large proportion
of the land to be irrigated is in private ownership. This is the

case in the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys, in the Coast

Region, and in a part of the South. It is perfectly reasonable
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that the State should join hands with the Nation in the work

which is to be done. Just as the streams are now being meas-

ured, the reservoir sites explored, and the forestry question in-

vestig-ated by means of joint appropriations at Sacramento and

at Washington, so State and Federal Governments should co-

operate in storing the floods which are to be chiefly useful in

improving lands now held in private ownership. Every dollar

of the money can be repaid, in accordance with the present

National Irrigation Law. National engineers can do the work

of investigation and construction. The property, when paid

for, can be turned over to the landowners and administered by
them in accordance with the good old American fashion of local

autonomy, to whatever extent may be compatible with the

general welfare. Such plans are simple enough and distinctly

in line with the trend of events. After private ownership of

water and works, public ownership through the cooperation of

State and Federal Government !

The adaptability of the American people to new public ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^
policies is one of the most remarkable features of our fok the

national character—and one of the most encouraging
step.

and inspiring. It often happens that the visionaries of yester-

day are the sane leaders of public thought today. Ten years

ago the man who talked of public ownership was not merely a

radical, but practically an intellectual outcast, regarded by

many as a disturber of the peace. Even three years ago the

idea, while tolerated, was thought entirely remote as a practical

thing. But we are moving forward—yes, forward!—with tre-

mendous strides. The time is ripe for the actual measure of

legislation which shall aim at the creation of several important
works in the manner indicated, at least as an experimental

policy. It is the next step in the building of California.

Wm. E. Smythe.

' COOPERATION AMONG CONSUMERS.

fOOPERATION
among producers is an old story in Cali-

fornia and one that is lengthening and strengthening
with the passing years. But cooperation among con-

sumers is more recent and less generally appreciated. In its

early stages it was attended by many failures and disappoint-

ments, and yet it persisted. The sessions of the Pacific Coast

Cooperative Union, annually held at Oakland, find the move-
ment a little stronger each year. There are now fifty-two local

stores scattered throughout the State, with a wholesale house
in San Francisco at their head. The magic word which proved
the inspiration and the turning point in the campaign for co-
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operation was
'*
Rochdale "—the name of the English town

where the famous weavers inaugurated their epoch-making ex-

periment over sixty years ago and developed the simple princi-

ples upon which the vast fabric of cooperative industry in that

country now rests.

THE CALIFORNIA PIONEERS.

The time has now come when people are beginning to ask,

How did the Rochdale movement in California begin ? Who
started it, and what was the outcome of the original effort ?

It began seven years ago, at a small village in the San Joa-

quin Valley, and the start was even humbler than that of the

English weavers. The name of the village is Dos Palos. The

original capital consisted of $10 in cash and $14 in produce. At

first, the store was opened only one night in each week, and

frequently the entire stock was sold on each occasion. Business

and membership rapidly increased. More capital was paid in

and the store opened for business twice a week, then three

times, then every day. At the end of six months, an inventory
showed : Fixtures and building, $100; merchandise and cash on

hand, $559 ; total, $659. At the end of another six months,
the capital had grown considerably, and a dividend of $160 was
divided among the stockholders. At the end of thirty months,
the cash on hand amounted to $1,061 ; merchandise, $3,756 ;

fix-

tures and building, $557.22 ;
bills receivable, $1,005.60 ; total,

$6,379.82. The date of this report was January 2, 1899. At
this time a new building was constructed, forty by sixty feet,

with a hall above. At the end of that year the capital

amounted to $12,930.25.

The enterprise was then well established, and has continued

to expand ever since. The capital on the first of last January
was $20,000, and the gain in business larger in proportion than

the increase in capital.

Having learned the secret of cooperation, the Dos Palos set-

tlers began to extend it in other directions. In 1902, they added

a furniture and undertaking department to their store, and

opened a lumber and fuel yard. During the present year, they
have started a creamery which handles the product of several

hundred cows. They have now determined upon a cold-storage

plant and an ice-factory, and are also considering plans for a

steam laundry.
Such things must either die quickly or extend in all directions.

They simply cannot stand still. It is contrary to the laws of

the universe. And at Dos Palos they appear to have taken firm

root and to be likely to extend until all the public-spirited mem-
bers of the community have come together in an institution
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througli which they will not only buy all they consume, but sell

all they produce. Not the least interesting- side of such things
is the social life growing out of them. It is a business partner-

ship which flowers in brotherhood. Is it not delightful to con-

template what California will be when the Dos Palos example
shall have been followed generally and carried to its logical
conclusion by a multitude of communities ?

THE LOS ANGELES COOPERATORS.
An example of another kind is the institution known as the

Los Angeles Cooperators. This was strong to begin with, but

gets stronger all the time. It started with a considerable capital,
as was to be expected in a community as large as Los Angeles.
It does a monthly business of about $8,000, which is constantly
increasing. In addition to the large parent-store, it now has
two good-sized branches in different parts of the city.
This company has developed a plan which makes it in effect a

mammoth department store. In addition to its large grocery
business, conducted in its own stores, it has arrangements with
dealers in every line, from the haberdasher to the agricultural

implement man. By throwing the trade of its 1,500 members
to the "associated stores," it obtains discounts ranging from five

to fifteen per cent, on all the}"^ buy. This goes to swell the

profits of the cooperative stockholders. It is more than likely
that in the end they will have a big department store of their

own, under their own roof, with branches in many different

parts of the city. This would be nothing but the legitimate
growth which is reasonably to be expected. The possibilities
in a city as large as Los Angeles are almost unlimited.

One indispensable condition of success in such ventures is

good management. The Los Angeles enterprise had this from
the start. Its Board of Directors includes such strong men as

A. H. Naftzger, head of the great citrus fruit exchange, Chas.
H. Toll, cashier of one of the largest banks, E. T. Dunning, a

leading lawyer, and Dr. John R. Haynes, a noted and wealthy
practitioner. Under the management of such men, anything
would succeed—nothing would have a reasonable excuse for

failure.

THE OUTLOOK.
There is every reason to anticipate the rapid and continued

growth of the cooperative movement in California and through-
out the West. It is a part of the new spirit of the times and
of the new and stirring economic history which we are making.
The cost of living is steadily increasing. The average family
finds it desirable, if not necessary, to increase the purchasing
power of its income. The sure way to do this is to combine
their capital with several score or several hundred of their

neighbors and so purchase their supplies at wholesale.
In this connection it may be interesting for the reader to know

that recent private advices from Ireland tell of a most extraor-

dinary growth of cooperation there. This fact, taken in con-

nection with the new land policy, promises a new and different

Ireland from that which has aroused the sympathies of the

world for many centuries past.
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GRAZING PROBLEMS IN THE WESTERN

STATES.*
By EARLEY VERNON WILCOX.

'NIMAL industry in the arid and semi-arid regions of the

western States differs fundamentally in its main features

from the same branch of agriculture in the eastern

States. The peculiar features of stock-raising- in the West are

almost entirely due to the local conditions of scarcity of water

and common land. The importance of the grazing lands of the

western States for the production of cattle, sheep, horses and

other domesticated animals, has long been recognized, and is

sufficiently apparent from the large number of these animals

which are produced on such lands. lu the early days of western

settlement, grazing lands were to be had by every one, free of

charge and in convenient locations. If, after making a tem-

porary location in one place, the stock-grower found that he was

being crowded by other stockmen, or that by overstocking or

injudicious management of the range the grazing was deterior-

ating, he had simply to move a few miles to a new location

where natural, virgin conditions of the range were again to be

found. In those times, and in fact until very recently, the pro-

duction of cattle, sheep and horses on the range of the western

States constituted an exception to the general axiom that we
cannot obtain something for nothing ; for, under the natural

conditions of the range the grass was produced without any
effort on the part of the stockmen, was harvested by the stock,

and no efforts were put forth by the owners except to round up
the animals and count them at periodical intervals, after which
a certain percentage of them was shipped to market.

The unlimited range and absolute freedom which were en-

joyed under these conditions made possible the development of

various lines of animal industry on an enormous scale, and the

profits under normal conditions were correspondingly great.

The utilization of the public lands for grazing is rapidly reach-

ing its limit—in fact, in most localities loud and bitter com-

plaints are constantly heard that the range is already over-

stocked and that the grass is gradually being destroyed. The
truthfulness of these charges is apparent even to a casual

observer, in the majority of the western States. It is, in fact,

only in certain favored localities, where the natural conditions

for the production of grass on the range are especially good,
that the tendency toward a desert condition is not more or less

conspicuous.

*Thin is perhaps as efiFective a atatement as could be made of this side of the qaefltion.
I by no means atrree with Mr. Wilcox's major conclusions, and expect to pnaent a different

view in an early number.—W. E. S.
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Of the public lands owned by the United States in arid and

semi-arid regions, 450,000,000 acres may be classified as grazing

lands. At present there are over 600,000,000 acres which are

not used for agricultural purposes, but of this total area about

100,000,000 is already, or should be, set aside as forest reserves,

while another 50,000,000 acres may be irrigated, either directly

by means of ditches, or by the construction of suitable reser-

voirs. The remaining 450,000,000 acres cannot be considered

agricultural land and will never be suitable for settlement, at

least until after the conditions of rainfall have become much
more favorable, or immense sums are expended in the construc-

tion of reservoirs for storing water. This land is therefore of

no economic value at present, except for grazing purposes. It is

too immense in area and of too little value per acre to permit

any great outlay for the purpose of improving the quality or

character of the grass. In fact, the experiments which have

thus far been made indicate that little is to be hoped for in this

direction, under present conditions, except from limiting the

number of animals which are allowed to graze upon a given area

so as to permit the gradual restoration of the range.

This area is rapidly being rendered useless, even for grazing,

and the great productive power of the western ranges is there-

fore being lost to the country. The chief problem in connection

with this land, in so far as the country as a whole is concerned,

is how to keep the range as productive as possible and how to

restore its productivity where it has been destro3'ed by over-

grazing. It would seem that a substantial agreement would

have long since been reached among the representatives of the

western grazing interests regarding a proposed method of treat-

ment of the range problem, and that definite plans would have

been urged upon Congress for enactment into laws. Such, how-

ever, is not the case. It is not possible to make any suggestion

regarding the treatment, even of a limited area of the grazing

section, which does not meet with more less acrimonious opposi-

tion from numerous interested parties. It is therefore not to be

wondered at that thus far no legislation for the purpose of res-

cuing the western range from destruction has been passed by

Congress. In fact it is highly improbable that any such legis-

lation will take place, until the men who are directly concerned

in the utilization of the ranges come to some agreement among
themselves which can deserve the respect of the eastern con-

gressmen.
Under present conditions no one has any particular claim to

public range
—

except such as he can enforce with the Winches-

ter, or with some other form of personal violence. If, for any
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reason, one stock-grower has been left in undisputed possession
of a tract of land for a long time, and should suddenly find him-

self crowded or threatened by the approach of other stockmen

laying claim to the use of the free range, the resulting contro-

versy may be settled in one of several ways, depending upon the

temperament and individuality of the persons concerned. The
man who is already located usually pleads this fact as the justi-

fication for his continuing in possession of the range, while the

new comer urges that the range is free and open and that his

rights are as great as those of any other person. If the parties

to the controversy are both cattlemen or both sheepmen, the

affair may be adjusted in an amicable manner, but whenever a

controversy of this sort arises between a sheepman and a cattle-

man, the result is usually a more or less serious conflict. The
shooting affrays between cattlemen and sheepmen are of almost

daily occurrence during the summer months, and these condi-

tions exist simply for the reason that no one has any legal appeal
in settling the controversies.

The unsettled condition due to overstocking the range, and
the consequent conflicts between different stock owners, removes

any tendency which stock raisers might naturally exhibit in the

way of personal interest in the preservation of the range.
There is only one way in which the men who utilize the western

ranges for stock-raising can be induced to take a personal inter-

est in the condition of the range, and that is by some system of

leasing. As long as a stock-raiser feels that he may at any
time be crowded out of a location, he will not seek to preserve
the grass on the range, but will strive to graze it off as closely

as possible in order that he may get every advantage of it before

he is forced to leave. The result is the one which would be ex-

pected. Everybody's property is nobody's property; and, with

no care and the constant overstocking, hundreds of thousands

of acres which five or ten years ago were abundantly covered

with grass to a height of from one foot to eighteen inches arc

now reduced almost to the condition of a desert. If, on the

other hand, stock-growers are given a lease for a tract of land

sufficient for their purposes and extending over a series of years
not less than five, with the possibility of renewal, they will

naturally seek to preserve this range so that it will give the

greatest possible yield of grass for the series of years, and will

not attempt to graze all of the grass off in the expectation of

being crowded off the range during the next year. Sheepmen
and cattlemen have frequently been heard to remark that there

is no object in attempting to spare the range when they are not

certain that they can stay in a given location for more than one
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year. They assert, therefore, that they must, in their own in-

terest, take every possible advantage while they have possession.

In one instance, where a large sheep-owner was attempting" to

drive cattle out of the country by grazing the grass so short

that cattle could not live on it, it was suggested to him that he

would soon spoil the range even for sheep-grazing. His reply

was frank and truly representative of the feeling of a large

proportion of the sheepmen and cattlemen who are using the

public range: "I understand very well that I shall make a

desert of the range inside of two or three years and will not be

able to continue any longer in the sheep business. By that

time, however, I shall have made enough money to retire from

business, and those who come after me may take what they find

left." If there were anything left, after the treatment which

is accorded the range by the average sheepman or cattleman,

the case would not be so urgent ; but, as grazing is at present

managed, there is absolutely nothing left to eat when the stock-

man decides to abandon a given portion of the range.

Aside from the income which may be derived by the Govern-

ment from leasing public lands, we should consider the greatly

increased productive capacity of the public ranges, under any

system of rational management. At present there is literally

no system of management ;
the affair is left to work out itself,

with the usual results. Every suggestion of leasing public land,

however, is met with more or less vigorous objections from

several quarters. On the one hand we hear from the western

stock-growers that they could not make a living under present

conditions if they were forced to pay even one cent per acre as

rental for the public range. This statement may be dismissed

without any serious argument. Men who have for a long period

made use of the public range, free of charge, sometimes seem to

think that if the returns from their business are not pure profit,

they cannot endure the conditions. The idea of getting some-

thing for nothing is manifest in these arguments. It is possible

to pay a reasonable rent for public range, and make even

greater profit than under the present conditions, with no rent to

pay, but with all other associated adverse conditions to contend

with. Another objection which we see exploited to its full ex-

tent on every hand is the contention that any leasing system

necessarily gives the large owner the advantage over the small

owner. It is of course recognized that a stock raiser with

large capital could afford to, and naturally would, lease much

larger tracts of territory than a new-comer, without means, who
is starting into business with a few hundred sheep or a few head

of cattle. It would be absurd to suppose that public range would
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be divided up equally among- individuals, under a leasing

system. There is no evidence, however, that the home-
steader would be at a disadvantage with the larg-e cattle

or sheep-owner under a leasing system of the public lands.

Land which is suitable for settlement for agricultural pur-

poses must be held open according to law, and is not sub-

ject to lease as grazing land. By giving preference, in

granting the leases, to men who are actual homesteaders in

the region, so that the leased land will abut upon their homestead

land, the possibility of the small owner being prevented from

obtaining grazing land is absolutely excluded. The thing
which is most needed by the majority of western States is a

more rapid increase in their population. The settlement of the

public lands would certainly take place at a greater rate, if the

grazing rights, as well as the homestead rights, could be ren-

dered certain and stable by suitable legislation. Under present

conditions, a homesteader with a few sheep or cattle, is abso-

lutely at the mercy of the large sheep or cattle outfits, who may
run their stock up to the homestead fence, and in many in-

stances deliberately herd their sheep in enclosed fields, so as to

destroy the crops of the homesteader and make farming so un-

profitable and disagreeable for him that he will leave the

country. Such high-handed procedures on the part of large

owners of cattle and sheep are by no means rare; they may be seen

during almost any growing season by traveling through the

grazing country. A person with very limited means is neces-

sarily at a disadvantage as compared with those of affluence ;

but it is not apparent how the passage of a leasing law for

public lands could put the small owner at a greater disadvatage
than at present. Wherever leasing of public lands has been

adopted, it has been found to operate favorably upon the preser-

vation or restoration of the range. Numerous instances might
be cited to illustrate this fact. The well known grazing laws

of Australia and Texas may be mentioned in this connection.

No one species of animal is responsible for the destruction of

the range, but the desert conditions of tracts which were pre-

viously natural meadows are to be ascribed entirely to the present

open condition of the range and to consequent lack of interest

in its preservation.

If a reasonable amount were charged per acre for leasing public

lands, and the lease made to extend over a considerable period

of years, each man would take an interest in his leasehold, and

would see to it that the range remained in a productive condi-

tion from year to year. He would not overstock the range,

would divide his leasehold up into winter and summer range,
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and would not graze any given area for two or three seasons of

the same year. The grass would then be enabled to form seeds,

and the sod would be maintained without deterioration. In

fact, where grazing either by sheep or cattle is properly regu-

lated, the condition of the sod upon the range may be main-

tained, or even improved, by careful management of stock.

The establishment of any leasing system would put an end to

the tramp sheep business, which is at present the greatest curse

of a number of the western States. Numberless sheepmen
travel from State to State, passing the winter in the southern

States, and the summer in the northern States of the Rocky
Mountains, driving their sheep with them wherever they go.

Many of these men own no real estate whatever, but simply live

in a sheep wagon along with their sheep. They have no regard
for the condition of the range, none for the cultivated crops of

homesteaders along the course of their travels. Their only

object is to get as much grass as possible without having to pay
for it. Their roaming life makes it also possible that they may
escape the assessor. These men claim that they have a perfect

right to graze off all of the grass up to the homestead fence of

settlers who have lived for years in a given locality and have

been instrumental in developing the country. Legally, they
have this right, under present conditions, and the homesteaders

are guilty of violating the law if they attempt to drive tramp
sheepmen away in order to protect their own homesteads. The
tramp sheep business would be rendered absolutely impossible

by any system of leasing, and all cattlemen and sheepmen, who
have the interest of the community in which they live at heart,

would rejoice.

It will require careful thought to devise a good leasing system
for the range, but it would seem as if the necessity for some

system were sufficiently apparent. It is impossible to under-

stand how the stock raisers, who are directly concerned in the

preservation of the range, can disagree any longer as to the de-

sirability of some action looking towards this result. When
the stockmen unite on the fundamental proposition that a

leasing system is required, the details of the system can be

worked out in a satisfactory manner, and the millions of acres

of fine grazing land, which are still in rather good condition,

may be prevented from being added to the rapidly increasing
desert of the arid and semi-arid regions.

Department of Agrriculture, Washin«rtoti, D. C.
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Scipio CraifiT, Redlands.
Elwood Cooper, Santa Barbara
W. H Portcrfield, San Diesro.
Georjre W. Marston, San Diesro.
Bishop J. Edmondi, San Dieiro.
William E. Smythe, San DIeiro.

' STAND BY GIFFORD PINCHOT.

^rtHE recent visit to California of Professor Gifford Pinchot,

J[
Chief Forester of the United States, has given many of

our people their first glimmer of intellig-ence in regard to

what a true forestry policy means. It is plain to the most
casual observer that any attempt to alter existing conditions

will be resisted by interested parties. Conditions are never so

bad that somebody is not satisfied with them. This somebody
wants to be let alone.

The first interest to be educated, converted, or overcome, is

the one already engaged in lumbering. In the end, this interest

will not oppose the Pinchot policy, which is also the Roosevelt

policy, and is fast becoming the American policy. In a recent

address Mr. Pinchot significantly remarked :

I am not a preserver of trees. I atn a cutter-down of trees. It is the

essence of forestry to have trees harvested when they are ripe and followed

by successive crops. The human race is not destroyed because the indi-

vidual dies. Every individual must die, but the race will live. So every
tree must die, but the forest will be extended and multiplied. It by no

means follows that the face of the land shall be denuded, so that the char-

acter of the watershed shall be altered, with resulting injury to streams

and to agricultural lands dependent upon them.

Is it possible to make our lumbering interests understand this

philosophy which looks far forward into coming centuries ?

Undoubtedly it is, for the idea has already been accepted by the

lumber companies in the East and South, many of which are

now carrying on their work under the supervision of Mr. Pin-
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chot's men. Doubtless the same result will be had in Califor-

nia. It is purely a matter of education. Even the spirit of

g-reed will fight for the new method, because the preservation of

the productive capacity of forest areas means future dividends

for the owners.

The next hostile interest to be confronted is the grazingr in-

dustry. Cattle and sheep men have long- enjoyed the use of

the public lands. Some portions of the forest furnish ex-

cellent summer pasturage. Those who now reap profits from

its use want to be let alone. Here again there is some misun-

derstanding. Cattle are permitted in the forest reserves under

proper regulations. Permits are issued, and a reasonable

amount of stock allowed to graze at proper times and places.

True, the unrestricted use of the public property is stopped. It

is recognized that there is a higher interest than that of the

cattleman and his herd. But those most familiar with the sub-

ject emphatically declare that the grazing industry gains more
than it loses through supervision and regulation. It gets better

feed, and this feed is preserved rather than destroyed. With
the sheep man, however, the case is different. No friend of the

forest, and but few friends of the public range, favor the pas-

turing of sheep in the present way. It is too costly ;
too de-

structive. Sheep must be raised by a different method than

that which now prevails, or there will be neither pasture nor

forest-cover in a few years more.

But there is a greater obstacle in the path of progress than

either the lumber or grazing interests, even assuming that these

might not be converted. This obstacle is public indifference.

That is to say, the very people who are most vitally concerned

in good forestry are the least willing to exert their influence in

its behalf. This is partly because they do not care, partly be-

cause they do not understand. For instance, what is the rela-

tion between a city like San Diego, and a great area of mount-
tain and foothill watershed, much of which bears neither trees

nor chaparral ? Why should such a watershed be included in a

forest reserve and rigorously protected by the administration ?

The growth of business and population, and San Diego de-

pends, to a large extent, upon the expansion of irrigated home-
steads on the western slope of the mountains. This may only
be realized through the construction of storage reservoirs.

Will you have those reservoirs filled with water, or with sand
and silt ?

" asks Mr. Pinchot. And he explains that if the res-

ervoirs are to contain water, erosion must be prevented and the

surface of the ground preserved. He says he has seen

hundreds of such reservoirs in Southern Prance filled with sand
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and silt as the direct result of the denudation of surrounding-

watersheds. It is utterly useless to build the reservoirs at all,

unless the land from which the water comes is protected from

destructive grazing and lumbering. It will be necessary to do

much planting, too. The agents of the Fprestry Bureau are

making an exhaustive study of chaparral in Southern California

at the present time, with a view to learning how useful this

may become in protecting the ground from erosion.

It is the whole of California—all its people, present and

future—who are really interested in the outworking of a great

forestry policy. It is the very foundatioii of things. Can the

public be organized and aroused ? It can be done only by some

aggressive organization, working systematically to that end.

Here is a great task for the Constructive League. And it is a

task in which our women can help immensely. The subject is

one which appeals peculiarly to them. They should become the

missionaries of the cause in every community. If there were

nothing else to be done, this alone would be big enough to

justify the formation of a Constructive Club in every village,

town and city of California.

In the meantime, aside from the comprehensive policy which
we have been discussing, there are several urgent matters of

legislation in which Mr. Pinchot appeals for our help, asking
us to bring our influence directly to bear upon our representa-

tives in Congress.

First, the Timber and Stone Act, under which the remaininjf

public timber is being rapidly gobbled up by speculators, must
be repealed.

Second, the forest work, now divided between the Geological

Survey, the Land Ofl&ce and the Forestry Bureau, should be

segregated in the latter, where it obviously belongs.

Third, the noble Calaveras Grove of giant sequoias ought to

be purchased and converted into a public park by the Grovern-

ment. The women of San Francisco are already working to

this end, and we are assured that victory is in sight if our

Congressmen can be induced to stand solidly together in favor

of the project.

Here is work, and grand work, for the men and women of the

Constructive League throughout the State. It should inspire

the organization of many new clubs, and bring those already

formed into a condition of larger activity.



The Secret

OF THE Pines

PURIFYING AND BEAUTIFYING

Clear smooth skin, soft lustrous

hair and a sense of refreshing
cleanliness - that is the "secret

of the pines," revealed through
the use of Packer s Tar Soap

Send /or our lea/let "C/?^ Vdue 0/ Systemaiic Sl\An\pooing!

The Packer M/g. Co.. 81 Fulton Street. NewYork.
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Tliis H AYNF.s Apperson KiiNABOUT ($1,250 complete) was run by
a customer fr.im our fartorv home. 24s miles in one day (about 14 hrs.).

on eleven gallons of gnsoline and one gallon of water on a hot day.
How many " seasoned

" cars can tlo this?

m HAYNES-APPERSON
is the only machine that has won every Endurance Contest held in

America and every contest or race ever entered.

17 ''*°°a'M%lmed br*"^' StocR Machlnes.
The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely
llnequiilled Kt^cord. Ourcatalogue sivesthe recordscomplete.
Send for it and as.c for the " Little Book," too. Inquirers are urged to

visit our factory, where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority
can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSON CO., - Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.
The oldest malers of motor cars in America,

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile ManufActuiers.

Branch Store, 381-385 Wabash Avenns, Chicago.
Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., I2to-4i-43

FultonSt., Brooklyn, N.Y., and 66West43c' St., N.Y., John Maxwell,
Oneida, N. Y., Agent for Central New York. National Automobile
& Mfg. Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.



STATIONERY dept.
IRVING J. MITCHELL.. Mor.

Office Supplies

Always the latest devices to save time,

labor and annoyance. We are agents
for the popular Yawman& Erbe Filing

Cabinets, Card Indexes, etc.—no better

made. Pull line of staples and special-

ties at right prices. Inspection invited.

A thoroughly modern equipment for the

production of Copperplate Visiting and
Business Cards, Wedding Announcements,
Invitations, etc. Steel-Die Engraving
and Embossing by competent workmen.

Engraving and

Embossing

Souvenir....

Productions

In addition to our Mission Memories, Sunland

Scenes, Snap Shots, etc., we have in press
some extremely attractive novelties, in which
tourists will be particularly interested. The

designing, the engraving, the printing and

the binding will all be done in our own plant.
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THE CONTRASTOFCENTURIES
A limited area of travel was the natural result of the indifferent methods

of locomotion used in the early days of the 18th century. Today

6>6e Oldsmobile
is everywhere. The pioneer American Automobile has outdistanced com-

petition. It is vastly superior to the next best machine made as its imitators

lack the twenty-three years' experience we have had in building gasolene

engines.

Four years of consistent service is the crowning triumph of the Olds-

mobile—the car which is built to run and does it with "Nothing to watch

but the road."

Ask any of these dealers to show you how the Oldsmobile "goes."
Albany, N. Y., Aato. Storage & Trading Co. Indianapolis, Ind., Fisher Automobile
Atlanta, Ga., C. H. Johnson. Jacksonville, Fla., F. E. Gilbert,

Binghampton, N. Y., R. W. Whippie. Kansas City, Mo., E. P. Moriarty & Co.

Boston, Mass., Oldsmobile Co. Lansing, Mich., W. K. Prudden &Co.
Buffalo, N. Y., Jaynes Automobile Co. Los Angeles, Cal., Oldsmobile Co.
Charleston, S. C, ArmyCycleCo. Louisville, Ky., Sutcliffe & Co.

Chicago, 111., OldsmohileCo. GithensBr.Co. Memphis, Tenn., H A.White.
Cleveland, Ohio, Oldsmobile Co. Milwaukee, Wis., Oldsmobile Co.

Columbia, S.C., J. E. Richards. Minneapolis. Minn., A. F. Chase & Co.
Dallas, Tex , Lipscomb & Garrett. Nashville, Tenn., John W. Chester Co,

Davenport, la., Mason's Carriage Works. Newark, N J., Autovehicle Co.

Denver, Colo.. G. E. Hannan.
Detroit, Mich., Oldsmobile Co.

Erie, Pa., Jacob Roth.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Adams & Hart.

Houston, Texas, Hawkins Automobile and
Gas EngineWorks

Harrisburg, Pa. Kline Cycle Co.

New Orleans, La., Abbott Cycle Co.
Now York City, N. Y., Oldsmobile Co.

Omaha, Neb., Olds Gas Engine Works.
Pasadena, Cal., Ed. R. Braley.
Paterson, N. J., F. W. Stockbridge.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oldsmobile Co.

Co. Pittsburgh, Pa., Banker Bros. Co.

Plainfield, N. J., F. L. C. Martin Co.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
, John Van Benschoten

Raleigh, N. C, Raleigh Iron Works.
Rochester, N. Y., Rochester Auto. Co.
St. Louis, Mo., Mississippi Valley Auto. Co.
San Francisco, Cal., Locomobile Co. of the

Savannah, Ga., T. A. Brj'son. Pacific.

Texarkana, Ark. J. K. Wadley.
Tucson , Ariz., F. Ronstadt.
Washington, D. C, Naf 1 Capital Auto. Co.
Hawaiian Islands, R. H. Halstead, Honolulu
Great Britain and Ireland, Charles

Jarrott& Letts. Ltd., London, Eng.
Canada, Hyslop Bros., Toronto, Ont.

Mexico, Oldsmobile Company,
Mohler & DeGress, Mexico City.

Write for illustrated book to Dept. 54

Olds Motor Works
Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

Members of the

Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.



Tourist Hotels

"The Ang-eltts," Los Angreles.

The "KttutBford" Hotel. Salt take Cit7.

THe A.n^elvj*$, Los Angeles
American and European plans. Cornei

Fourth and Spring: Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.

The newest of the first - class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

TKe Hnxitsford, Salt LaKe City

Tourists and others going Eastward wil]

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

NAVAJO INDIAN BLANKETS
MOQUI PUCQUES, POTTERY, ETC.

Sdles Rooms. 1408 West Ninth Street

LOS ANCfLES. (AL.

Mailorders ^ 14/ |//^| "7 Indian
Address to

~
. W . V \J^^ Trader

P.O.—CANON DIABLO, ARIZ.

OTHERS' TROOBlfS

m NOT OURS

We find no difficulty in supplying'

the wants of legitimate buyers, who

are posted on values, and know what

they want. We do not approve of the

bait system for drawing trade. Fur-

niture, draperies and rugs are our

specialty.

BROADWAY DRAPERY and

FURNITURE COMPANY

447 S. BROADWAY LOS ANGELES. CAL
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1904 Fairy Calendar Free!
Fairbank's Fairy Calendar has already taken its place at the head of the

annual artistic creations, and we honestly believe that this year's calendar far
surpasses all our previous productions.

It cgnsists of seven (7) sheets, size 10 x 12%, free from all advertising, the first sheet bearing
the year's calendar and the pther six composed of beautiful female heads (which are shown
above) around each lieing a ffame effect in imitation of burnt leather, with borders and decor-
ations in L'Art Nouveau (The New Art), the latest French treatment in decoration, which is

now all the vogue. The drawings by C. Ward Traver, an artist of national repute, are repro-
duce<l lithographically in twelve colors, and each is fitted with a muslin hanger. Calendars
of far less beauty and artistic merit retail readily for $1 00 or $1.50.
We will send you this beautiful Fairy Calendar which is

no"w ready for delivery
on receipt of ten Oval Box Fronts from Fairy Soap, or, if you prefer, for 25 cents in stamps.

Fairy Soap, the oval <rake, is the purest and finest piece of white soap in the world ; it sells for 5c.;
each cake wrapped and packed in a separate carton. Be sure to give full name and address.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Department 130, Chicago

:lit 1903, 1 he N. : Company, Chicago
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made of
clieap

chemical ini;re>:ieiils >>•.,

ruin a beautiful compltxion. lie <.i.l

safe way Is tp use

LABLACHE
Face I'owder. Its delicate perfume is

made from natural flowers. Many clieap
powders are hitjbly perfumed siniph' to
rover up ifToss iinpurities KAULACH K
Is always pure. An exquisite toilet necessity. Beautiful v

pralseil it for thirty year. I'lesh, White, Pink, Cream Tints.

Dru^riflsts or by mail. Vuif no other.

Ubn Levy it Co., French Perfumers, 125 Kingston Street, Hoston

RFfllM RII^INP^^ for yourself; stopworkiiufULUIIl UIJOIIILOJ for others. We start you In

a profitable niail-orderbusiness at your home. Plea>aiU
work; imment^e profits; unlimited possibilities. Full
information for stamp. Franklin Howard Co., Denver. Colo.

Unitarian Literature ^Vi\
on application to Secretary Woman's Al'iance, Harn-
stable, Mass.

dOV'T
RHVOLVURS, GUNS, SWORDS, MILITARY GOODS.
Nfvv and OLU, auctioned to V. liANNEKMAN, 57M H'way,
N. Y. Large illustrated llic catalogue mailed 6c stamps.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREA
will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, f

burn, chafed or rouirh skin from any canae. Prev«

tendency to wrinkles or aireinK' of the skin. Ke*ps
face and hands soft, smooth, firm and white. It ha>

I'lual. Ask for it and take no substitute.

PACKAGE OF ESPEY'S SACHET POWD
t>ENr FREE ON RECEIPT OF 2c. TO fAY POST/

P B KEYS, Agt. Ill S. Center Ave.. Chic;

MADAME AOELINA PATH aj, M.irf...

CREME SIMON good
indeed.

It is used today by over L'>

Careful mothers

know the

value of this

preparation for

Do not fall to send 10c. .<

lightful Skin Tonic, and of

Baby, as wc

as its\(ronh fi

all memb.'

of the fatnti

nsive sample of this c

itid Simon Soap.

Explanatory booklet free

George P. Wallau. 2-4 Stone St.. iMew Yor

**
1^1- H/lf) |\|0 IDF/\

"
^^y ^ ffood many people who visit our plant, "tl

*- '"^^ II VF ll/l_/-ly you did all this at one place—the desig-ning-, engr
ing-, printing-, binding, etc." But we do—and more. We are stationers, copperplate print
and embossers, and we are glad to plan, to suggest, to follow the job from start to finish w
our personal attention. If you contemplate any work i^l IT %)|/F^X C^i
in our line, let us hear from you or meet you, please. "U I WW l_0 I v»t

OFFICES: »5 SOtTH BROADWAY LOS ANGELES, CALIFORN

Dreamier
iV»»Cream°

For the COMPLEXION
WILL CURE TAN, SUNBURN AND ALL SKIN DISEASES

Send for free Sample and Circular FOR SALE. E,VE.RY^^HEI

RECAMIEK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
131 WEST 31M STREET. NEW YORl\

BYRONmm Warr.inted forlOye- SOHMER Ar.EN<PIANOS
The CECILIAN—The Perfect Piano Player

308-312 POST ST.. SAN FRANCISC

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM preyents early wrinklea. It is not a freckle coatins ; it

moTMi ttattm. ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St.. 1k>* Kna^

Ramon A. Toilet ^oA p FOR
EVERYWHERE
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T IS FOR ANY WOMAN who cares about herself or her home, and for ai

man who cares for any woman. Nine hundred thousand of the Women
America buy it every month.

Some magazines are made to be sold and skimmed
over—a few are made to be bought, read and

retained. There is a difference between "bought"
and "sold" in this sense if you think about it.

PEOPLE BUY THE DELINEATOR
It is necessary to sell it only to those who have never bought
it; get the October number and see if it is not so.

It is the happieS combination of literature and fashion

published. Its stories are a little more fascinating, its de-

scriptive articles somewhat more interesting, and its art

features of greater excellence than the several "next best*.'

On every news-stand in America the Odtober number offers

its fulness of notable fiction and pracflical help in every depart-
ment of the home. This number is decidedly better than any
other, excepting the ones for November and later on. Of your newsdealer or ar

Butterick agent at 1 5 cents a copy, or of the publishers, $ 1 .00 for an entire yea

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO., LTD., 17 West 13th Street, New York

THE PARTIAL LIST OF
CONTENTS BELOW

can only hint at the inter-

est underlying every line:

The Evolution cf a Club Wo-
man, by Agnes Surbridge, begins
in this number. It is an autobiog-

raphy and is the predi<Sed success

of the year. ^ J. C. Hemment,
the world-famed camera expert,

begins one of the most remarkable
series cf photographic articles ever

presented. They relate to his

personal adventures at home and
in foreign lands. ^ The Silent

Partner, by Lynn Roby Meekins;
A Florida Cracker, by Virginia
Frazer Boyle, are prominent
among the fiction features, while
the departments are fuller than
usual of good things, with espe-
cial interest centring in the chil-

dren's pages



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

212 iA^EST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

collecre on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

Occidental QoHege LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The Colleob. Fo# Couriet—Classical, Scientific,
Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new buildinirs,
to cost $70,000, to be erected this year.
Academy. Prepares for Occidental, State Univer-

sity, etc. The Occidental School of Music—Theory,
History, Vocal and Instrumental.

First semester besrins September 23, 1903.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADCMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

Prepares boys for colleife, Ciovernment schools, tech-
nical schools and business. Boys received and cared for
at special rates durintr vacation. 15-acre campus,
swimmine- baths, summer camp. Illustrated cata-
logue upon request. Phone Main 1556. Walter J.

Bailey, A.M., Superintendent. Downtown office, 410 S.

Broadway, Los Anjreles, California.

PASADENA 130-154 S. EUCLID AVE.

mim CLASSICAL School for Oirls
14th Year Begins Oct.. 1903

Uoardinsr and day pupils. New buildinirs. Gymna-
sium. Special care of health. Entire chartre taken of

pupils durinsr school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern collesres. European teachers
in art, music and modern lanfiruaares.

Tel. Black 1671 Anna B. Orton, Princiral.

CALirORIMIA FENCING SCHOOL
Competent teachers furnished schools and colleirea.

Our foils and fencinir paraphernalia are directly im-
I)orted from Paris, and are the best procurable in this

country. Send for price list and prosi>ectus of school.
212 and 214 Johnson Building, corner Broadway
and Fourth St , LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA.

Jnsfpb
7951

614 S. QRAND AVE., LOS ANGELES
In its own new buildinsr, with larjre irymnasinm. The
orreatest and stronsrest commercial school in Los An-
treles. Its (rraduates are the mo«t competent and se-

cure and hold the best po«ition>*. Investisrate.
LACKEY, HOOD & HOLLMAN, Manasrers.

To Owners of Gasoline Eigiaes.

Aatomoblles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
docs »wav entirely with all starting an<1

running liatterin, thrir annoyance «i.<t

exi>ense. No belt— no switch— oo bat-
teries. Can t>e attached to any enctne
now using hatteries. Fully guaranteed ;

write for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINGCR DEVICE MFC. CO.
42 Malii Street Pendleton. Ind.

The Dobinson School of Expression
In "the Italy of America,"

Los Angeles, Cal. 1041 South Hope St.

English Literature, Word Analysis, Interpretation.
Elocution, Physical Culture, Shakespeare, Health, Deep

Breathing, the Speaking Voice.
The Dramatic Department includes training for the stage

and placing of competent pupils.

H^ri^e for catalogue.

GEO. A. DOBINSON

Principal

,/^w6QDBi/Ay?/Tj^ Strong, Modern, Progressive

/(^Sl/l^ Ly^U{j/C^
'-^^ /»/VC=f/.eS. OAUFOmNIA

There In a orreater demand for Woodbury rraduates by bnninean firms
than can be supplied. We want One Hundred or more bright, active vounjr
men and younir women to learn SHORTHAND. TYPEWRITING and BOOKKCtPING.
Abundant keachinir force, modern inetliodv, widr-.-iw.ike management.
Knler any day. The f(;//.vi' ."<'<i«»«<// telN it all. Write toilay. RRmmiOMMT

BTTCIITinil I ADPC PADITAI $!«X),OUO Southern California ranch property for sale briow valu>

AIIlHIIUII LAnUL bAiMAL cahuenga mountain water co.. sherman. cal.

iRamonaToilet^oap FOR .SALE
EVERYWHEPf
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BUY IHISI BOOKS
FOR YOUR LIBRARY

Monks and Monasteries, ?^i^.'J'f„"'4'S
editions—$3.50 net, $1.50 net. "A narrative of

absorbing- interest. Mr. Wishart is deserving-
of great praise for the unprejudiced manner in

which he has treated his subject."—5a« Fran-
cisco Argonaut.

In Nature's Realm, '^^^^^L^t^l;.^ 'If.
fascinating book for those -who enjoy the study
of Nature 'afield and afloat.' "— Tie Observer,
New York.

Cano CnA Ralladc and Other Verse, by Joe Lin-
l^apC \j\JU UaiiaUd com. Pictures by Edward

W. Kenible. $1.25 net. "There is nothing in

current literature dealing with Yankee charac-
teristics that is better than this." — Worcester

Spy (Mass.). "Really worth reading and read-

ing again."— Saturday Evening Post.

The Gate Beautiful, l^i^^-f ito.^,^1
—$7.50 net, $3.50 net. "The most vital and prac-
tical contribution to the art literature of the
new century."—The Arena, New York. Send for

prospectus M, giving full details, etc.

On all books ordered from the publisher, postage
for carriage will be charged.
For sale iu Los Angeles, California, by
STOLL & THAYER CO., 252 S. Spring St.

FOWLER BROS., 221 W. Second St.,

C. C. PARKER, 246 S. Broadway
AND AT ALL BOOKSELLERS

Albert Brandt, Publisher, Trenton, New Jersey

I HAVE MADE ACARCFIJL
Chemical ^NAtvsis of

Smpcfont
forfheTeefh,

AND FIND Nothing injurious
OR ODJECriONABLE IN ITS C0^ll^-
smoN.

HAVE YOU GOOD TEETH ?

DO YOU WISH TO KEEP THEM SO?
THEN REMEMBER THIS—

For Two Score Years and Ten the one great TOOTH

HEALTH, BREATH PURiFIER and COMFORT to the

MOUTHS of genteel Americans has been

SOZODONT

California's..

Own Flowers

Grand Lilies,

Brilliant

Mariposa

Tulips,

Dainty

Dog's-Tooth
. Violets

and scores of other bulbous plants native to California.

EVERY CALIFORNIAN SHOULD GROW THEM

Splendid New Hybrid Lilies of Burbank's, the best Daffodils

in America. Send for catalog with fullest cultural directions.

Cf\RL PURDY
UKlflfi, Gf\LlFORNIf\
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Largest National Bank la Southera Calltamla

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANOKLKS

DesiK-nated Depositary of the United States.
Capital Stock S 400,000

Surplus aal Undivided Profits over 360,000
Deposits S.oeo.ooo

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kbrckhopp, V.-Prest
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond. Cashier

DIRECTORS
J. D. Bickncll H. Jevne W. G. Kerckhoff
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. D. Hooker

J. C Drake

All Departments of a Modem Banking Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UMTED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, . - . -

Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000.00
230,000.00
650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.

G. E. Bettiiifirer, Cashier.

HEME!LANDS
IN CALIFOR-NIA.
•yur. best watired lands in California. Locattd near Los
A Angeles. Inexhaustibly rich soil—tlie accumulation

of centuries. Soil and climate suitable for orantre,
lemon and olive culture Corn, wheat and potatoes yield
splendid crops. Market ifood. Prices excellent. T- wn of
Heiiu-t Is wide awake, has prosperous stores, bank, schoolsT ;in.l .hurdles.V WT^T7T7 I''"R'^ illustrated pamphlet, givin); reliable in

J rivCEi formation about the best irrii,'able lands in Call'

foruia, In tracts to suit. liasy payments .ind perfect title.

I HEMET LAND COMPANY
1 ^. Dept. m, Ileiuet, Riverside County, Califoinla

REOLANDS

ORANGE GROVES
IN REDL-ANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

FoK Sale at Lowbst Pkicbs.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledge of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a irrove or a bouse or a irood paying
business property in Redlands and vicinity.

For Information address

JOHN P. FISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. REDLANDS. CAL.

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with (rood water
riifhts. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for

profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a sxiecialty.

Jms
REALESTAT^,.-^

5U RANCE , LOA_N.5^
IN --'.'^ TJ

16 S. Raymond A Pasadena, Cal.

CHEAP RATES California, Washington.
Oregon. Colorado

We secure reduced rates on shipments of household
(roods either to or from the above Stales. Write for
rates. Map of California FREE. If not interested,
tell fripnds who are. TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FREIGHT COMPANY « 325 Dearborn Street. Chicago
San Francisco Office: 18 Mont(romery St., Room 4

Los Aiitreles Office : SOj Soutli Broadway

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT & SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202>^ & BROADWAY

NOLAN & SMITH BLOCK l-OS ANOtLtS. CAL.

KINO OF WINE

iSSUCO TO

IN ACCOROANCttfWTH

UK KM US

J

VINTAC, IS

\vo<ii.i.ACon
THIS LAIELMUSTfeSp«mxED TMTtv ORAI

"HfRMES" YINTAdES
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bc^rit the State of California**
official label (as above facsimile) (ruaranteein(r its contents to b« trv«
•nd pur« California -vrlne*.

These are the finest wines California produces, a^ed naturally,

from 4 to 30 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East Freight Frse.
Write for price lists, etc.

CetabllaHvd IftftO

Los ^n^eles, California
^A-'.»,

^pja'paloma T9Ilet5?ap AX ALL
DRUG STORES



gold:'. GOLD ! ! GOLD ! ! !

THese are th© new ma^ic -w^ordls

Meaning GOL.D

THE MINING or GOLD is the most profitable and highly remunerative in-

dustry in the world. The value of the product is unchangfing- ; the source of

supply never failing ;
the earth is full of it, but you must know how to get it out,

and first know where it is. "We Kno-w Ho^w to get it out, and it is at Il.ingman,
Arizona. Arizona is a wonderful mineral-producing land, its ratio of increased min-

eral production and wealth, by the census, being greater than any other like country.
We are in the heart of a great gold belt, ten miles east of the Colorado river—"the Nile

of the West." The famous Gold Roads are near our ten mining claims of true fissure

quartz ledges. Our stocK is no-w for tHe first time on tHe marKet. It is the

time to buy when the company starts—the stock is cheaper ; your profits, therefore,

greater. Our price is 25 cents; par value, $1.00. It is practically a limited

liability company—no personal liability- of stocKHolders. We are now selling
stock for a special development fund—be sure and asK about it. Write for

our beautiful Prospectus with Map of the Mines.

Golden Horn Mining Co., IQingman, Arizona
N. A. ToBKY WoLCOTT, Pres., Los Ang-eles, Cal. e\Ai f C^^^^^ C* W ^^ a.^^^1^^
Kean St. Charles, Kinsman, Arizona. ^**t t.. ^eCOtia Jt., L.OS JXtlgeieS

"Orange County Quality"
•THE BEST IS NONE TOO GOOD

SOIL CLIMATE WATER
SCHOOLS MORALS

ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
is called "The Homeseekers' Kdition of Southern

California." Come and look it over, or w^rite us

for information and prices of real estate.

ORANGE COUNTY REALTY CO.
/O© W. FOURTH ST. SAI\/TA ANA, CAL.

AMVUfl TUEATDIPAl Pill PDCAM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating; it re-

NUIIU illLHiniuHL UULU UIILAIiI moYesthem. ANTVO CO.. 427 N. Main St., Los Anareles
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ON HINTINOTON SHORT

LINE TO PASADtNA

$4 Down and

$4 a Month

1,000 MEN AT WORK
The above descendants of the athletic Greeks of old have jast completed the Pasadena Short Line, and are now

makinir dirt fly balla>tinir the track for quick travel. The Greeks are not alone in the irood work of development
which Mr. HuntinKton is pushintr throutrh, for they are ably seconded by the Japanese and Mexican continirents.
By the timekeeper's reports over 1100 men completed the broad-trausrinir into Pasadena. H. E. Huntinirton is en-
titled to the hearty coiipcration of everj' public spirited citizen in his (Treat enterprise of buildinir network of
electric railways to all points in Southern California. Now is the time to buy lots in the comlncr residence suburb
ofLosAnireles THE PASADEINA VILLA TRACT.
Twenty-five years aaro Pasadena was a sheep pasture. What a srrand transformation has been wronirht! It ia

today the finest all-year-round residence section in the world. A similar chanire will take place at the Pasadena
Villa Tract, which is three miles nearer Los Anjreles' business center. It is as bound to occur as the sun will rise
tomorrow. The entire region between Pasadena and Los Anjreles is bound to build up into a solid city.

Only $70 PER LOT
We are sellinar quarter-acre Pasadena Villa Tract lots for $4 down and $4 per month until paid for ; no interest,

notaxes. Our lots are unquestionably a eood investment. We are now selllua: at $70, bnt the price will soon be
raised to $100. The new Pasadena Short Line, the Monrovia and Alhambra electric railways now run from onr
tract to the business center of Los Angeles In only fifteen minutes. Such rapid transit Is bvfund
to make our quarter-acre villa lots soon sell for over $300. Two more electric lines will soon run throuffh the
tract. We guarantee 2^ per cent increase. For $4 down and $4 per month until paid for we will sell
a regular Pasadena Villa Tract Lot, full size SOxl.'W feet, facinar on !*)-ft. avenue, subject to the foUowlnfr
iruarantee from us : If at the expiration of one year from purchase this $70 lot is not worth $!<7.5t)—or 25 per cent
increase-based on the price at which our corps of salesmen will then be selllnK' similar lots, we will refund all

of the money paid us, with 6 percent interest additional. If the purchaser should die at any time before {>ay>
ments have been completed we will g-ive to his heirs a deed of the lot without further cost. If he should loae em-
ployment, or be sick, he will not forfeit the land.

Antong our purcHasers are tHe foUo-win^ leading citizens • H. E. Huntlntrton, vice-president
of the Southern Pacific K. R. Co.; L. T. (larnsey, president of the Los Ang-eles and Redondo Ry. Co.; W. H.
Carlson, ex-U. S. S|)ecial Commissioner of Railroads of Cuba; Baird Bros., wholesale commission merchants; J.
G. EstudiUo, ex-State Treasurer of California; F. H. Dixon. ex-State Harbor Commtssloner; Dr. William nod»e.
Dr. J. E. Cowles, and others. References i Hon. M. P. Snyder, Mayor of Loa Anreles; State Bank and Trust
Co. of Los Anareles, and our many satisfied customers. For further Information, map,etc., address

CARLSON INVESTMENT COMPANY
114 SOUTH BROADWAY LOS ANGELES, CALIfOR^IA

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Never choosefloor coverings hurriedly. Unless they please at the

start they are more than likely to seetn hideous before half worn out.

Choose Fall

Carpets Early
if you would be sure of having them
made up and laid the very day you are

ready for them.

Another reason for early choosing :

The choicest and most exclusive pat-
terns are first to go.

Carpets and Rugs from America's
best mills are here in lavish abundance— varieties unmatched elsewhere in

Southern California.

And prices are no higher than less

worthy grades are sold for in many
a store.

^--~-.^

Los Angeles Furniture Co.
225-29 S. Broadway, Los Angeles

Opposite
City Hall

DEPENDABUE FURNITURE AT A FAIR PRICE"

Bed Springs and Brass Beds
A FULL
LINE OF

THE BEST
IN THE
MARKET

NOW HERE

We have received a large shipment of the celebrated Rip Van Winkle Springs,
the most nearly perfect spring on the market. They absolutely will not sag and
roll in the center. We guarantee every one of them to give perfect satisfaction.

Our Brass Beds are all in beautiful designs, and of superior workmanship and
finish. A large shipment just in.

EVERY KIND OF FURNITURE FOR THE BEDROOM
If it is not convenient for you to visit our store, write us what you want. We

will use every precaution to fill your order satisfactorily.

Niles Pease Furniture Company
439-441-443 South Spring Street LOS ANGELES, CAL.



vou keep
lUe entire

correspon-
dence in a

heavy nianila

folder, placing-

copies of your re-

plies with the let-

ters which they an-

swer—all in order.

EAMES TRICYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chaiis
for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling Chairti,

and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUC.
and see if one of our designs will not suit your case.

SOW MARKET ST.. SAN FRANCISCO
om S3A S. BnOADWAY, LOS ANQELES. CAL.

You file the folder vertically (on ed^e) In a
cabinet drawer, where it is kept upriviit by a
compressor. You obtain tliis result: Your
whole correspondence with one concern, or
upon one subject, is always together; you can lay
your hand on it instantly.

Catti/ox'ue ngsM/. ittxcri/trs thf " Y and K" ytriifat Syslfn
in (iltiiil. Sliiill 7vt stmi it to yoi, /

YAWMAN Sl ERBE MFC. CO.
Los AtHfeles Ajfciuy;

THE OUT WEST CO,
San Francisco Office, 635 MISSION ST.

Main Factories and Ex. Offices, ROCNESIER.N. Y.

.^
iiiitiiilittiiieMli

618 S. Broadway, Los Angeles



THE FIGURES
FACTS & FORMUL/E
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
and Guide to their Practical Use
EDITED BY H. SNCWDEN 'WARD

A. booK of 165 pages cro^wded
witK selected formulae, recipes,
tables, sHort cuts and -ways to do
tKings. Covers every brancH of

pKotograpHy. A " LooK "WitKin
for Everything." Reference BooK
for pKotograpHers.

ClotH Bound, $1.00
Post Free to Any Address

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS
AND BOOKSELLERS EVERYWHERE
TENNANT & WARD, Publishers. NEW YORK

^
Add Another
Room to

Your Home
by using a Welch Fold-

ing: Bed. We make them
in 65 patterns—every one
a handsome piece of
furniture, in all sizes to
fit all spaces. Very con-
venient in crowded
apartments, in all houses
where more sleeping"
room is required, or
where an extra bed, that

be folded up out of
the way, is frequently
needed.

Welch

Folding Beds
are absolutely safe (guaranteed) and aro the result of 20 5 ears' ex-
perience in folding bed manufacture. They are the only ones en-
titled to bear the trademark of the Grand Rapids Furniture Associ-
ation, which means HIGHEST QUALITY.
The Welch Parlor Cabinet Bed, shown in cuts, occupies the least

space of any folding bed made, and is the only'
cabinet bed that folds up with mattress full

thickness antl the necessary bedding.

Welch Folding Beds
can be seen in furniture stores, but get our free

booklet, showing 20 styles, before you buy.
If no Welch beds are on

sale in your town, write

us how to get one.

Welch
Folding Bed
Company

Office, No 55 Iowa Street GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.



PARKER
"LUCKY CURVE"

Fountain Pen
Really is there any koo I reason

why you should not be usinifa Harker
"Lucky Curve" Fountain Pen V I am
makinic trood pens — and warrant
them—pens perfected by the experi-
ences t)f many years. Amontr the
pens I am makintr is one for you,
which, after it is fitted to your hand,
yon would not part with for many
dollars, so pleasinir would it be. Any
one of the 9,000 dealers sellinsr the
"Lucky Curve" will be arlad to help
find your pen. If you cannot And
th^m in your city, please order direct.

My pens, quality considered, are
not expensive. They are capable of
many years of satisfactory use. They
start in price at $1.50 to $2.00, $2.50,
$3 00 and hicrher, according to size
and ornamentation. I also sell a
dollar pen, the Palmer (without tlie

"Lucky Curve"), an excellent pen
for tue money.

In any event, let me send you my
cataloirue. It contains information
you outfht to know and costs you
nothinir. Kindly write today.

GEO. S. PARKER
The Parker Pen Co. ,

12 Mill Street, Janesville, Wis.
P. S.— Tf you will state in your letter thai

you are an INTENDING PURCHASKK
of a Fountain Pen, 1 will send you, compli-
mentary, a 6-in. Aluminum Kule and Paper
Cutter, on receipt of stamp fur postage — to

others 12 cents.

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFF5

ARB STAMPED

"Warranted Linen"
ARE YOURS?

AID Rmi<ftM ^L* are makinif and selllnir theMin onuon ^^^ J^^^ ^,^, |„ ^^^ Applies
color by jet of air, enabling' the
artist to do better work and save
time. No studio complete with-
ont it. Circnlarn free.

Add res*. AIR BRUSH MFO. CO.,
lis Naasan Street, Rockford, 111.,

U.S.A.

POR
ART WORK.

f^RROMO Seasickness

Nervousness

lyieuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, SOc
and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

Cures
_ HEADACHES

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.

STOMELLACO., Mfrs.

relief for ASthHS.
.Sold by all ItruKtrii'io.
or hy Tnall. 86 oenta.
('Iiarlpolovm, Maw.

The Only Double-Track Railway Between

the Missouri River and Chicago.

Why Not Go

East via San Francisco and

Th©

Llmli#
The Most Luxurious Train in the WorkL

Buffet smoking and library cars

with barber and bath. Booklovers

Library, Pullman private compart-
ment observation cars, drawing-
room sleeping cars, all meals in

dining cars; entire train electric

lighted, through to Chicago, with-

out change. Direct connection for

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS
Ticlccts, reservations atid full in-

formation can be obtained from
W. D. Campbell, Oen'l Agent

Chicago < North-Western Ry.
347 South Sprlnu Street.

Lo5 Anirclcs, Ca\.
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B FINEST IN THE WORLD S
i THE LIGHT RUNNING =

pox'

Pleases the Employer—
Delights the Stenographer

WHY?
Because it

Lasts Longer ^,
Does Better Work
Easier to Operate

THAN
ANY
OTHER

TYPEWRITER
MADE

FULL AUTOMATIC
Light Touch

High Speed

Simple
Durable

Ball-Bearing Carriage
Automatic Line Spacer
Line Lock

Adjustable Type Bars

Individual Key Tension
Aluminum Key Levers
Half-Inch Key Dip
Two-Ounce Tension

[Instead of 4 to 6]

Points

Wherein

the-

FOX
Excels

All

Others

"Non-Smut" Carbons and Ribbons.
Agents wanted in every town on the Coast.

Ask us for catalosrue.

= 230>^ South Spring Street =

3 Los Angeles, Cal. =

liiiiimiii— HiiiiniiSJ

Watches

s

It \

flillions ""^--^
In Numberr^^

One In

Accuracy

<>

There is
^

"k.
but one standard

^

in Elgin construction-

^perfection. Remember the

^watchword is Elgin, and that

^it
is engraved on the works

of every genuine
Elgin watch

i

An illustrated history
of the watch sent free.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.

Elgin. 111.



"Mama calls me the JELL-0 girl, She says I want it

to eat every day. Now I am having lots of fun with the

packages building a house for my doll."

Order a package from your grocer to-day. Four Fruit

Flavors: Lemon, Orange, Raspberry, Strawberry. 10c.

The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy. N. Y.

Millions ofjarjfor
Millions of people

LIEBIG
COMPANYS
EXTRACT or BEE f

LOOK FOR
'

SKNATURC
IN blue:

The amount of btt( iij«d in the LiebiQ Company^ ractoric)
it\ A »)ngle d&y is sufficient to feed twc million people.

JAMES W. HELLMAM
AGENT

/6/ J\l. Spring St., Los Jlngeles
OPAL

THr KING or

REFRIGERATORS

OPAL
is a SOLID ENAMEL all the way throuK:h,

non-absorbent, anti-porous, and guaranteed not

to craze or stain, and is as easily cleansed as a

china dish. It is unquestioned that this mate-

rial is the best and most SANITARY that

can be used for refrigerator purposes.

Owing to very superior INSULATION the

Opal consumes less ice than any other make on

the market. Hence we have the essentials of

the perfect, high-grade refrigerator
—

Absolute Sanitation

Economy in Ice

Beauty- and Stren^tK of Finish



V SHREDDED WWAT
BISCUIT

Makes Strong,
ll Healthy Children

BE ALERT where the welfare of your children

is concerned. If you want them to become vig-

orousmanly men and strong womanly women safe-

guard their health with the Natural Food—Shred-
ded Whole Wheat Biscuit—the only natural por=
ous (digestible) food made from wheat. In
this natural builder is contained the exact food
counterpart of every element of the body
and in the same proportion—that is why it is

called the Natural Food.

Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit is crisp and
compels thorough mastication which strengthens
the teeth and insures perfect digestion.

Dr. Francis H. Plummer, Chelsea, Mass., says :

" Your product has been in constant use in my family for a long time. It is a perfect food from a physiological standpoint
and aside from that, it has the additional merit of being an appetizing addition to one's menu. I can especially commend
it as a very desirable addition to the dietary of any family."

Sold by A.11 Grocers.
Send for the Vital Question Cook Book illustrated in colors FREE. It tells how to prtp^^r^ Shredded Whole Wheat

Biscuit in over 250 ways.

A,ddress THe Natural Food Company* Niagara Falls, N. Y.

The Best Wines

of California

are good enough for anybody

A trial order will convince
you that our Wines are

just what you've been look-

ing- and longing for

S-year-old Port, per gallon, OUC
5-year-old Sherry, Angelica or "75^^
Muscat, per gallon /OC

20-year-old Port, Sherry, An-
gelica, Muscat, Malaga, d*i r/\
Madeira or Orange, per gal. »pi»^\/

Send for Complete Price List

EDWARD GERMAIN WINE (0.

393.399 LOS ANGELES ST.
CORNER FOURTH

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

a

«A|

BROMAHOELiEl
The JELLY that requires no cookinir. One
package Bromang-elon, one pint boiling-

water—that's all. Costs a trifle more than
substitutes, but it's a g-reat deal better.

ALL GROCERS.
STERN & SAALBERG, Mfrs.

NK-W YORK

DELICIOUS DESSERT



Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS, WINSLOW'S S00TNIN6 SYRUP

has been used foi over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN. CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by Dru^grists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for "Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

'At mmu

THE NEW

jPriocesse Petticont
is a tailor-made garment. It gives a perfect

srlove fit at the top, impossible to attain with

any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic srace to the beauty
lines of a arraceful figure

that cannot be obtained

with any other petticoat.

Every lady knows the

advantages of a tailor-

made garment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wish to see tliem, at

\

» 555 S. Broadway, us Arjeies. oi.

CREAM RORINE
A scientific astringent cream which acts di-

rectly upon enlarged pores, cleansing, purify-

ing, contracting them, and successfully eradi-

cating blackheads, pimples and other disfig-

uring eruptions. Price by mail, $1.10.

THE WINDSOR BOUDOIR
7 EAST A6th STREET

NEW YORK

All enquiries as to onr special treatment for en-

larged pores, enclosing stamp, will receive prompt
attention.

BAILEY'S Rubber

{Massage

Roller
Makes, Kemps and
RmSTORES Bbauty
IN Natukk-s own Way

THE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
tion effect on the skin that

smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and gives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

" crow's feet"
in the corners of the eyes.

A iar of (kin food given with every roller.

For wtlc by all dealer*, or CTir
Mailed upon receipt of pric«,

'^VA,.

Rubber Catalogue Free.
Agents Wanted.

C J. BAILEY & CO.
22 BoyUton St., BOSTON, MASS

Supplying Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co^ 254 S. Main St

F. W. Braun Co^ 501 N. Main, Los Angeles

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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If your lamp-

chimneys break,

say Macbeth to

your grocer
—

loud !

He knows.

You need to know how to manage your

lamps to have comfort with them at smali cost.

Better read my Index
;

I send it free.

INIacbeth, Pittsburgh.

IN COMPOUNDING, an incomplete mixture was accident-

ally spilled on the back of the hand, and on washing after-
ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENE. It is absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by magic. IT CANNOT FAIL. If

the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
growth, such as the board or growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward.

Modem supersedes electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

,•# who have tested its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-cases (securely

sealed ), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,
with your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

•^l (Local and General Agents wanted
MODENE MANXJFACTITRING GO.

Ssirr. 8Q, OrwoKOfati, Ohio
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED

49-We offer $1,000 forfailMre or the slightest Injury

Ihe
Duties of
Underwear

The superiority of Wright's

Health Underwear is founded

upon hard common sense.

Your skin must, breathe the

same as your lungs
—

your pores

must have fresh air as well as

your nostrils.

You couldn't be healthy if you

lived without ventilation. You

can't be healthy if you live in

underclothes that don't give

your skin air to breathe.

Ordinary underwear is tightly

woven and lies close to the

skin. The pores breathe through

it with great difficulty.

WRIGHrS
HEALTH

Underwear
is built on a different plan. In-

side it is a fleece made up of

myriads of tiny loops of wool.

This fleece holds air, ventila-

ting the skin and allowing the

pores to breathe freely and

easily. I<.esult—healthy skin—

healthy body
—no chills—no

colds—no sticky feeling.

"With all this stands the fact

that Wright's Health Under-

wear cosis no more than ordi-

nary underwear. At dealers.

Our book "Dressing for Health"
teils the Btory fully. Sent free.

'wRIGHT'S HEALTH UNDERWEAR CO.^
75 Franklin St., New York.



A Magnificent
Music House
A visit to our store will prove a revelation to

all who have never inspected this, the finest music

house in the country. It is not alone the furnish-

ings and appointments that impart beauty to the

house, but it is, in addition, the very complete stock

of everything musical which our establishment con-

tains. We sell only the best makes of musical in-

struments, and there is not any kind of an instru-

ment manufactured that we have not got. When
buying here you can depend upon obtaining reliable

goods from a reliable house, for we guarantee

everything we sell, and always stand Iready to '

make our guarantee good.

RXCLUSIVK AGBNTS FOR

Chickering Piano Vose Piano Pianola

Aeolian Piano The Orchestrelle

Sead for free cataloifues, booklets and prices.

M.iil orders proniptlj- filled.

•f^/



SAVAGE

The Savae-e 25-35, 32-40 and 38-55 calibers are some sizes recently added to the famous 303 and
30-30 Model 1899 Hanimerless Repeater. These loads are considered the standard for accuracj', and will

probably never l)e excelled for hunting- and tareret purposes. Savajre Rifles are fitted wi'h "Special
High Pressure Steel" barrels and with a breecbinjr mechanism originai ly constructed to withstand
the enormous pressures developed by modern smokeless powder. This g-ives confidence to "the man
behind the g-un." Catalogue No. 3, with full particulars, mailed on request.

SAVAGE ARMS CO.. UTICA, N. Y., U. S. A.

WILLIAMSON BROS.
Old
Reliable
Dealers in

Pianos --

Organs,.
Behr Bros.

Shoninger
Ivers & Pond
Bush & Gerts
Poole
Schubert
HaddorflF
Victor
Karlbach
Strohber, etc.

Southern California

Headquarters for

Standard

Sewing Machines

PIANO STORE: 32T S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 5C9.
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VIEW OF CIRCULAR HKIDGE AND VALLEY. MT. LOWH.

Visitors to Southern (aliiornia
CAN SEE ALL THE
SCENIC POINTS
OF INTEREST VIA

PAdfK ElECTRK RY.

MT. LOWE, LONG BEACH, SAN GABRIEL MISSION, PASADENA.
OSTRICH FARM, BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA

" from mountain peak to foaminff surf"

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES soliciUd.

Fof inform«tion call on or write H. F. GENTRY, Agent

PHone
Main 900 230 S. Spring'

The Delightful Scenic Route te

Santd cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Obaervetlon Cart—
Free tram Smoke

Cars leave Fonrth street and Broadway, Los Anireles, for Santa Monica via Sixteeatb
street, every 15 minntes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via BelleTne
Ave., for Coleirrove and Sherman, every boar from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Anifeles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half honr from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Anardes for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via BelleTiie

Ave., every honr from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
honr thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

49~For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

TICKETS TO ALL PARTS OF TNE WORLD
VIA

THE DENVER AND RIO GRANDE RAILROAD
THK 3CKNIC UNm OF THE WOKLO '

LOWEST RATES—Through Tourist and Standard Sleepers

T. F. FiTZGERAiD, District Pass. Agent T. D. Connelly, General A^ent

230 SOtTH SPRING STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. dL Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



SoutKern Pacific

Choice of

TKree Routes
EAST AND WEST

ti

i3 LLflSCt ^^^ ^^ Paso and Ne-w Orleans

^^Ogden'' via Ogden

Portland
ft C/t/^c//^" ^^^ San Francisco and

The service on these trains is perfect. The time is the fastest. The

scener}^ most beautiful. The tourist car service appeals most directly to those

who desire to travel at a high rate of speed, but prefer to economize somewhat

on sleeping- car accommodations.

The Southern Pacific runs personally conducted tourist excursions every

day in the week at reduced rates to and from various points in the Kast, without

change, via all routes. A conductor accompanies the train to destination, and

is ever ready to attend to the wants of the traveler.

G. A. PARIIYNS
Asst. Gen'l Frt. and Passenger Agt.

2&1 SOUTH SPRING STREET. LOS ANGELES

So\itKern Pacific



Travel by Sea
On the SPECIAL VACATION and
SHORT TOURIST EXCURSION
TRIPS of the

Elxcellent Servic»—
Lo'w IVates. including
BertK and M«aila

HureKa
Victoria

BetAveen

San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Diego
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
Monterey-

Seattle Xacoma
Vancouver Etc.

Voyages to Jtlaska and Mexico

Writ© for furtKer information to

C. D. Dunann, General Passenger Agent

10 MARKET ST.. SAN FRANCISCO



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

STRENGTH
You want strength. You can get it, and keep it, by taking

Pabst Extract.

You can work better, play better, rest better, when you take

Pabst Extract.

Your nerves will be steadier, your digestion better, when you
take Pabst Extract.

And you will sleep sounder and rest better when you take

Pabst Extract.

Imitations are frequently offered. Insist upon having the genuine.

Physicians Prescribe Malt Extract. Druggists Sell It.

Write to Pabst Extract Department, Milwaukee, Wis., for booklet
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Please Mention that You Saw It In OUT WEST.

For your next trip across the continent,

it would be well to take advantage of the

New Overland Service of the Southern

Pacific, Union Pacific, and

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

Railways
This is the route of the Overland Lim-
ited and two other fast trains between

San Francisco and Chicago, via Omaha,
every day.

A postal card will bring complete information.

C. L. CANFIELD,
General Agent,

1

636 Market St. San Francisco.

F.A.MILLER,
General Passenger Agent.

Chicigo.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

There is

no biliousness

in old beer

The beer that makes you bilious

is what we call a "green beer." It

is beer that is marketed too soon
— that is insufficiently aged.

We store Schlitz Beer for months

in refrigerating rooms, and this

fact requires a storage capacity for

425,000 barrels.

We keep it there until it is well

fermented. That adds to the cost,

of course. That is why some beers

are shipped green.

"We are

that careful

all throug^h

Careful about materials— about

cleanliness.

So careful that we filter all the

air that touches Schlitz Beer.

And when it is bottled and

sealed, we sterilize every bottle.

Your doctor will tell you to

drink Schlitz Beer, rather than

common beer; and it costs you no

more than the common.

Askfor the brewery bottling.
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The Quality Store

A GREAT DISPLAY OF
BOYS' CLOTHIMC

that no mother should fail to inspect, because

it offers the highest grade, the best looking,
most stylish and best wearing Boys' Clothes

at lower prices than equal qualities can be ob-

tained elsewhere.

Excellent Suits,
$2.50 to $18 a Suit.

Mullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
First and Spring St., Los Angeles

DOIMOT
PURCHASE YOUR

Furniture and Carpets

until you have seen our stock. It is very com-

plete, and the prices are zvilhiii tlie reach of all.

We can Furnisfi Your Home or Office

Complete, and at prices that will sur-

piise you.
*

INVALIDS CHAIR
Wheel Chairs
Sold or Rented

Call and be Convinced
ff3/'J-S JO. SPRING ^r

Once a Customer

Always a Customer

DE TAdlE

ORANI

SEND TODAY
FOR FREE

DESCRIPTIVE
PRINTED
MATTER

eO^OOO ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

Located in Fresno and Kingrs Counties in the center of the State. All
rich alluvial soil on Kingrs River bottom in the best fruit-growing- region
of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn aud all other cereal crops
to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling of dairy stock. We are selling it in ten-acre

lots or larger at $>S.OO to $50.00 per acre ; one fourth cash, balance in eight
annual payments if desired. If 5'ou want a good piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding
that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing to work you
can make a start on the Laguna with less money than anywhere else,

and the climate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES <£ SAUNDERS, MANAGERS.
LATON, FRESNO COUNTY, CaUIFORNIA.



IT'S ALL PURE

COCOA!
ThB Old RBllaMo

WALTER BAKER'S!

Walter Bnkci'(Sc Co. Ltd.
ESTAIILISHEI) I780

DORCHESTER, MASS.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

n

\

^

I

HPvKK is no sport more invifforating and en-

joyable than shooting-, but yuur pleasure
all depends upon the reliability of the rillc

you carry. All that arms should he 5<* fm
bodied :n the "STEVENS." Th
you Jieed look no farther than the pr
hccn guaranteed for Jiccurnry rxiiuinmry
lor almost half a century.

OUR LINK,

Rifles, Pistols, Shotguns
Ask Your dealiT and in>^
•• STEVENS. ••

If you.
our goods, we will ship d;

prepaid, upon receipt of
tratcd catalogue sent free i

the
are
CSS
'us-

cst.

J. Stevens A.riTis and Tool C<
270 MAIN STREtT

CHICOPEE FALLS - -

i^rjust Iniiad • very IngrnloiM riudr
'Ipl of two Jc ftiiniiw A'lilrr«« Pii '

MASS.

% TM^CSdX PIvVNO^i
h.ive been esf.'iblishcd over SO YGAR5. By our SyUem
pay merits every family in moderate circumstAncescao o«
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An honest, undisguised soap with its own cSean,

wholesome scent, indicating its true antiseptic

qualities. It is more than soap, yet costs no more,

and does more. Lifebuoy Soap gives double pro=

tection, for it adds to the cleansing value of fine

soap a sure power to destroy germs of infectious

disease, so that the woodwork and floors, the

family washing, the toilet and bath, take on

new antiseptic and health-promoting features.

THE SOAP THAT SAVES



" The Quality Store

Superior Clothing
There is a wonderful difference in ready-to-wear

clothing even at equal prices, and to this difference is

due our rise to the very front rank in selling" of ready-to
wear clothing.

GOOD PALL SLITS, $10 to $40
TOP COATS, $10 to $42.50

Self-measurement blanks upon application. Mail orders filled.

MULLEN & BLUETT CLOTHING COMPANY
First and Spring Streets, Los Angeles, Cal.

We are making j\ GREAT DISPLAY of

BEDROOM SUITES AND CARPETS
Our patterns have been well chosen, the groods are made to wear

and look well. Our prices the lowest.

We
Sell ALL KINDS OF DESKS

Window Shades, 3 x 7 ft., 35c.

Df TACtlf

dRANT

i S£ND TODAY
( FOR FREE
r DESCRIPTIVE
J PRINTED
\ MATTER

60,000 ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

L/Ocated in Fresno and King-s Counties in the center of the State. All

rich alluvial soil on Kingrs River bottom in the best fruit-errowingr reg-ion

of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn and all other cereal crops
to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling- of dairy stock. We are selling it in ten-acre

lots or larger at $15.00 to $50.00 per acre ; one fourth cash, balance in eight
annual payments if desired. If you want a good piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding
that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing to work yon
can make a start on the Laguna with 'less money than anywhere else,

and the climate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES <£ SAUNDERS. MANAGERS.
LATON, Fresno County, California.

i
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"The best little friend I have"

UEBIGCOMPANY'S
EXIIMCTOFBEEF

UStD BY GOOD COOKS EVERYWHERE
GENUINE HAS THIS
SIGNATURE IN BLUE:

GOLD FOR YOU
A chance for the small or large investor

to get in on the ground floor of a thor-

oughly reliable Gold Mining Company.
First 100,000-share block goes at 15 cents

per Sliare. Fully paid, non-assessable.

This block, will not last long. You will

have to hurry. A reliable and conserva-

tive management. Thoroughly proved

high-grade gold mines. E^asy of access,

close to railroad. Send for free prospectus.

DE LEON GOLD MINING
and IV1ILLING COMPANY

438 Douglas Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

"VIYELLA" Regr'd

THE POPULAR FLANNEL FOR FALL, 1903

"Viyella" comes in the latest Fall designs and color combinations.

Solid Colors, Stripes and Plaids, also Printed and Fancy Woven
effects.

I^adies* Shirt Waists, Dressing- Gowns, Golf and Tennis Suits,

Children's Garments, etc.

Gentlemen's Pajamas, Golf Shirts, Golf and Tennis Suits.

"Viyella" is stamped on selvedge every five yards of each piece.

"Viyella" can be obtained at leading retail stores.

Avoid imitations. Refuse substitutes.

Does Not Shrink
Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



REBECCA
By

Kate Douglas Wiggin
"Mrs. Wiggin's delightful 'Rebec-

ca'—a study of girl life in New
England—is simply crammed from
cover to cover with glowing humor,
with human kindness and winning
realism. 'Rebecca' is to be ardently
recommended, and will prove the
book of books."—Chicago Tribune.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES
Published by

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.
4 Park Street, Boston

With A Decorative Cover, $1.25

Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

KELATINQ
OHim^LY TO SPANISH

AMERICA
Larifest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE V.^To.'''L^y':'%r^^
So cents, which will be refunded on first order of ^00
or more.

IV. IV. BLAKE
QAUTE a CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

^THE COFFMAN"!
$5.00

TYPEWRITER
simple, lit;ht, durable, accurate. Supplies the demand for a first-

class machine at a low price. Write for description.

BOYER & PRICE, 536 W. 61st St.. CHICAGO

Aio niai IGM We are makintr and selling theAIH UhfU^n ^^^ ^^ ^^^j j^ „^ Applies
color by jet of air, enabling the

1 artist to do t>etter work and save

[jtime.
Mo Btndio complete with-

^^^^^^^^Jont it. Circulars free.

'^^'^ ^^HV^ Address. AM MVSII MFO. CO.,

AD*r lAIORlf 115 Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,

For the Gaiety of the Nation

DHE LIMERICK UP-TO-DATE BOOK ;
Bachelor Bigotries ; Wid-

ows, Grave and Otherwise
; Johnny Jones Book of Nature. These

promise to repeat the surprises of The Cynic's Calendar of

Revised Wisdom. THE TOMOYE CATALOGUES, illustrated,

descriptive of the above and of other more serious works, will be sent

on request, and, being more than commercial bulletins, will prove of

literary and art interest. Address your communications to

Paul Elder (^ & Company
238 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO







Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

H /Bbemorial

THE GOLDEN GATE EDITION
OF THE COMPLETE WORKS OF

FRANK NORRIS
T^HE most untimely death, last winter, of Mr. Frank Norris

* dealt a severe blow to the future of American literature, for

the best and most conservative critics had already accorded him a

place of his own.

It is fitting-, therefore, that the works which he left should be

preserved in a sumptuous form, and so we have prepared a large

paper edition, limited to 100 numbered copies, of which thirty

were subscribed for before publication.

This edition consists of seven large volumes, containing- every-

thing which Mr. Norris had written. Full particulars of make-up,

price and unsold numbers will be sent upon receipt of this coupon.

DOUBLEDAr, PAGE & COMPANT,
34 Union Square^ New l^ork.

Gentlemen :

Please send me full -particulars of the GOLDEN GATE
EDITION of the works of FRANK NORRIS.

Name

Address.- - - -

O.W., ii,'o.j City: -



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

A CHOICE OF HOLIDAY BOOKS
The Itliislmled EdUion of

THE CARDINAL'S SNUFF-BOX
By Henry Harland. 12mo. $1.50

Proliiselv lUuslrated by

^' ^
'^'mcmLni. >^ THE HOUSE ON THE SANDS

New Novel

By Charles Marriott

Author of •• The Column," "Love with

Honor," etc. i2tno. $i.^o.

New Novel by the author of
"
The Vsurper,"

"
Idols," etc.

WHERE LOVE IS
12II10. $1.50.

By

W.J.

Locke

By
Baron

Russell

New Novel by the author of
"

They That Took the Sword," etc.

ELEANOR DAYTON
12mo. $1.50.

// you want the maximum of excitement to

the square inch, read

THE MS. IN A
RED BOX

By the "Dark" Author.

/I splendid swashbuckkr tale of daring and
adventure, nmo. $i.^o.

I2mo. $1.50.

BORLASE AND SON
A novel of business life,

slirring and true.

By
Nathaniel

Stephenson

16mo.

GEE-BOY

Cyrus

Lauron

Hooper
$1.00 net.

GEE-BOY
Tlie story of a bog-dreamer, after the style

of Kenneth Grahame's "Golden A^e."

THE LITERARY GUILLOTINE
By ??????

Ifyou want some of the most killing

E. C. STEDMAN says of

RIDCELY TORRENCES
new play :

"
It stamps the author

as a poet who will do lionor to America."
salmon popular aulhon-lur. ^^^^ DORADO EL DORADO

A Tragedy In Blank Verse. 12mo. $1.25 net.
it is. I6mo. $1.00 net.

JOHN LANE Write (or our

Illustrated Fail List NEW YORK



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

READY IN OCTOBER

'Marjle was speeding rapidly across the prairie."

Marjie
of the Lower T{anch

Dy FRANCES PARKER

A Ranch Story written by a real Ranch
Girl who has woven into her breezj' Western
romance pictures of ranch life from the view-

point of a girl who has lived on Montana
ranches from childhood. The adventures of

Marjie, the heroine, will hold the reader
from start to finish.

Elegantly Bo«nd in Blue Silk Cloth

and Silver.

Eight illustrations^ done in foiir-color

half-tone. Price, $1.50
Every book contains detachable pag-e entitlinsr the

purchaser to a beautiful art poster of illustration
shown here, 14x28, done in four colors.

iyOve Stories

rrom Real Life
By MILDRED CHAMPAGNE

A great writer said the other day that there never
lived a man or woman who had not at some time
been tempted to moral suicide. Of such temptations
Miss Champagne has written. She brings us face to
face with problems that the average man and woman
encounter. She works out these problems in a man-
ner that cannot fail to satisfy all.

Richly Bound in Red Silk Cloth and Gold.

Each Story Fully Illustrated. Price $1.50
Every book contains a detachable pagre entitliugr the purchaser

to a beautiful art poster of illustration shown here, 14x28, done in
four colors. Beatrice, The College-Girl Heroine.

EVERYWHERE C. M. ClapK PubHshln^ Co., Boston, Mass.



Please Mention that You

Exclusive

Agents
for

Chickering
and
Vose
Pianos

Saw it in OUT WEST.

Exclusive

Agents
for the

^olian
Piano
and the

Pianola

famous Musical Instruments

The name of a worthy musical instrument is not hid in

obscurity. A good thing cannot be kept down. Thus we
have chosen our stock of musical instruments from the famous
makes whose names are known the world over. Here you
will find the standard of i)ianos

— the Chickering; the

only perfect piano player
— the Pianola ; the best makes in

every kind of a small musical instrument; also other makes
of pianos and other instruments well worthy of recognition.

Our stock is so well chosen, our guarantee of every in-

strument so reliable that you'll find this store the safest

place for buying instruments.

Call, and we'll be glad to show you what you wish, or

write for free catalogs, booklets and prices. Mail orders

promptly filled.

SOUTHERN CALirORNIA MUSIC CO
332-334 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOS ANGETES, CAUTORMA
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OEPENDABLE FURNITURE AT A FAIR PRICE

Chairs for Every Purpose
The style, the kind of wood,

the fiuish, the upholstery work

and materials, the workmanship

in (jeneral ; all these thing-s

must be considered when buyinir

chairs. We show a superior line

of fine chairs of every descrip-

tion, in the best woods, finished

to match other furniture. Chairs

which we guarantee to give per-

fect satisfaction. If you are un-

able to call, let us fill your order

througrh our mail order depart-

ment.

Niles Pease Furniture Co.
439-^^l-44-3 SoutK Spring' Street, Los Ang'eles, California

r

There is no more need of biiyirig common-
place designs in furniture than in millinery.

Latest in

bedroom
furniture

Graceful, artistic designs in the choicest mahogany and birdscye

maple
—

distinctively different from anything yow have seen. Chiffon-

iers, toilet tables, washstands, and six styles of dressers to match the

bed illustrated above.

Los Angeles Furniture Company
225-29 S. BROADWAY, Opp. City Hall, LOS ANGELES



Tourist Hotels

"The Anirelns," Los Angreles.

The "Knntsford" Hotel, Salt Lake City.

TKe Angelus, Los A.ngeles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring: Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.
The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

TKe Unutsford, Salt LaKe City-

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your ha.gga.gc di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting- illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

The Strdttofd
MICHIGAN and

JACKSON BOULEVARDS

CHICAGO

GEO. B. WEAVER

European Plan

$1.50 per Day and Upwards

Located in the heart of the

Rtisiness, Shopping and Thea-

ter districts fronting on Lake

Michigan.
The handsomest Dutch

Room in America on the

ground floor, and noted for its

very excellent cuisine.

French ReKtaarant on parlor floor

The sanitary equipment of this

Hotel Is of the rery best and latest

improved .Tpplianci"-.
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MEXICAN AND

BENHAN INDIAN

TRADINO (0.
INCORPORATED

New York
Albuquerque, N. M.

Phoenix, Ariz.
Los Aneeles, Cal.

INDIAN ART OOODS
Wholesale and Retail

LOS ANGELES STORE just opened at

421 SOUTH BROADWAY

We are importers of Beads and Novel-
ties, and have on sale the larcest stock of

Indian BasKets. Navajo Ru^s and In-
dian Bead "WorK ever shown in the West.

The Brizard collection of Hvipa Indian
BasKets and Implements, numbering'
over 6000 pieces, is now, for the first time, ex-

hibited. Our motto is ^''Always -welcome, and
never importuned to buy." •

Benhdm Indian Trading

Compdny

A. M. Benham, Mg-r.

This Library Table Made of Solid

Oak, 28 X 42, Weathered Oak, a

Short Time Only, for SfG.OO

I B. REKHENBAdl
Desigrner and Maker of Fine
Furniture, Parquet Floors.
Reproduces Any Style, from
Any Period Desired. Send
for illustrations.

618 S. Broadway, Los Angeles

(AlllOmiA

Before you decide upon a location

come to

mm mm
and investigate our resources, our

social advantages and our delight-

ful climate. See for yourself our

orange orchards, our walnut

groves, our celery fields, our pea-
nut patches, our vegetable gar-

dens, our sugar-beet lands, our

grain farms, and our alfalfa

ranches.

WeM Hiem All
IN WHATEVER THE
SOIL WILL PRODUCE

Santa Ana is the best town
in Southern California. Write for

information, or call at our ofl&ce.

ORANGE (OUNTY REAITY (0.

106 W. FovirtK St.

Santa -Ana, Oal.
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Largest National Bank in Soutlieri Calltomla

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANOEI.K8

Designated Depositary of the United States.
Capital Stock X 400,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360,000
Deposits S>ooo,ooo

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhopp, V.-Pr««t
J. C. Drake. Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
J. D. Bicknell H. Jevne W. G. Kerckhoff
J. M. Elliott F. Q- Story J. D. Hooker

J. C. Drake

411 Departments of a Modem Baniiino Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, ....
Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000.00
250,000.00
650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson. President.

G. E. Bittinsrer, Cashier.

CHEAP RATES California, Washington,
Oregon, Colorado

We secure reduced rates on sliipments of household
ffoods either to or from the above States. Write for
rates. Map of California FREE. If not interested,
tell friends who are. TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FREIGHT COMFANY, R 325 Deartwrn Street, Chicago
San Francisco Office: 18 Montsromery St., Room 4
Los Anireles OfTice : 506 South Broadway



OUT WEST
"^"^•-'"ilMiMn

"

Bigger and better and more beautiful than ever. A mirror of the

literature, development and achievement in the great West—the "right
hand of the continent." 20 cents a copy. $2.00 a year.

"I always read it, for I am heartily in sym-
pathy with so many of the thing's for which it

works." —President Roosevelt.
"Its lively inrlependence and its g-enuine

learning'. ... A steady evenness of worth and
interest."—The Nation, New York.

"Its pag-es breathe the spirit of California and
the great Southwest."—Revie-w of Reviews.
"Widely read and quoted for its westernness,

tempered with culture, and its authority on
matters in its interesting- field."—Curre7it Liter-
ature, New I'ork.

Special ^
We are preparing a beautiful portfolio, enclosing artlsta' proof-aheets
>f sixteen litbntone engravingH (with facsimile autographs) of promi-
nent Western w^riters. These superb plates will all be made from

recent photographs, ^vill be therein shown for the first time, and w^ill be loose, so that
they may be framed if desired. The price will be $3.00 each for these sets, but the
edition w^ill lie limited as nearlv as possible to cover list of new subscribers, to whom
they will be presented without charge. tWe will mall a 8A1VIPI.E COPY, together with
one of the plate-proofs above described (ready for framing—no advertising) for SO cents.

Out West Company's ^leu/ Souvenir Editions
Sent Prepaid on Receipt of PriceMISSION MEMORIES.

Seventy-five exquisite half-tones of California Missions, with descriptive matter,
on heavy plate paper. Bound in yucca, $1.00. In crash bristol, 7Sc. (Neatly boxed.)

SUNLAND SCENES:
Over forty beautiful lithotone plates of Los Angeles and vicinity, with descriptive

matter. Heavy plated paper. Silk parchment cover tied with silk cord. In box, 25c.

SNAP SHOTS:
Sixty vignetted California views of mountain, valley and ocean, each an art gem.

On round-cornered Ivorine cards. In leatherette, gold-stamped box. SOc.

LAND or SUNSHINE ALBUM:
An attractive little collection of choice vignette views in double-tone color, with

yucca front cover. 20c.

PASADENA:
Ninely-six pages of vignetted views of Pasadena's beautiful homes, etc. (size 8x11),

including large reproduction in colors of Hotel Green. Cover in crash bristol, beauti-

fully illuminated in gold and Pasadena colors. Tied with silk cord. Each packed in
carton. 75c. ( Edition limited).

CARBONTONES OF SUNSET LAND:
Fifteen carbontone plates of Southern California—the Missions, etc.—each mounted

separately on mats 9'^xll. In portfolio-envelope, embossed in gold. 35c.

MISSION padre:s or California:
Six plates, size 11x14, on bristol board, from original drawings by Julius Ludovici.

Parchment cover with rope tie. 50c. ( Edition limited.)

Also a new line of fancy California envelopes, tri-color souvenir postals, score and
place cards, calendars, etc., from our original designs and plates.

OUT WEST CO. OFFICES: 115 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA



A GOOD INVESTMENT
Other business connections necessitate the sale, at a

low price, of a double store buildinsT, two stories hisrh,
situated at the corner of Vernon and Conipton Avenues,
in Los Anflreles. There are two lots (50x150 ft. each ),

and sixty feet frontinsr on Vernon is clear for other
business or residence building's. There is ample room
on the Compton Avenue side for similar buildingfs. It
is believed that tenants can be had before additional
buildinRs are completed, as the demand is g-reat and
the section trrowing' rapidly, with no houses for rent.
The building is occupied by urood tenants up-stairs and
down, under three years' lease, and the r.-ntals yield
ten per cent net (after paying- taxes and insurance) on
the price asked for the property. Large school g-rounds,
beautifully shaded, are on the opposite corner. Prop-
erty will advance rapidly in value within a year or two.
It Is fifteen minutes' ride from the city's center at Sixth
and Main Streets, and a little longer by the Vernon
Avenue line. Property will be sold, if taken within a
short time, at $4,500, one-half of which can remain at
seven per cent for a reasonable time. Refer by per-
mission to the Out West Co., Los Angeles Trust Co.,
Secretary Chamber of Commerce, American Type
Founders Co., and otlierbankinir and mercantile houses.
Address F. W. WOOD, 115 S. Broadway. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

LIBERAL

COMBINATION OFFER
our WEST and CHARLES DWIGHT WIL-

LARD'S HISTORY OE lOS ANGELES. Th
history is pronounced as fascinating: ii>

a romance b^^ competent critics. It is

profusely illustrated and bound in art

buckram binding. The regular price
is $1.50, and it is now offered for the
first time, in combination with Out
Wkst for one year, for $2.50. New
subscribers may thus obtain this ac-

curate and interesting volume at 50c.,

and for the present we will accept sub-

scriptions (including the book) from
those now taking Out West, dated
ahead from expiration of present term
of subscription. We must discontinue
this offer as soon as present copies on
hand are sold, so that orders, includ-

ing proper remittance, should be sent
in promptly. Address Subscription De-

partment,
OUT WEST

LOS AI\/GELES. CALIFORNIA
and specify this offer.

DO YOU WANT A DIVIDEND-PAYER?
Buy stock in the FRANCES M. M. CgL C. CO.. operating the

old St. John mine and the Gold Hill mine in Kern Valley, 40 miles

from Mohave.
The Gold Hill has four stamps in operation on very high grade, free-

milling quartz, producing a gold bar each week.

The St. John has had much gold taken from it, and very much still

remains. The Prances M. M. & C. Co. is timbering up the old 700-foot

shaft, and will be stoping ore in a short time.

The company desires to place a small block of stock for the purpose
of increasing its stamp mill.

Wire your orders at our expense, and remittance can follow, thus

securing a bonus of 25 shares for each purchase of 100 shares at 10 cents.

Dividends to begin January next. Agents wanted.

MINING INVESTMENT BROHlERAGE CO.
J. M. GRAVBitl., V. p. 362-3-4 "Wilcox Bld|(.

Ktfirtnce : State Bank J- Trust Co. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Fkbb—Three months subiicrlptloa to the litttrmatioHal .Vinimtr Ntwi free on application. Send In your
iiaitif and address at once so that you will tret in on the November edition.

J. M. CRAVBILL. aai-2-a-4 "Wlleox Dld^.
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gold;! gold ! ! GOLD ! ! !

These are tHe ne-w ma^ic -words

Meaning COLD

THE MINING or GOLD is the most profitable and highly remunerative in-

dustry in the world. The value of the product is unchanging ;
the sourfce of

supply never failing ;
the earth is full of it, but you must know how to get it out,

and first know where it is, "We Kno-w Ko-w to get it ovit, and it is at Hingman,
Arizona. Arizona is a wonderful mineral-producing land, its ratio of increased min-
eral production and wealth, by the census, being greater than any other like country.
We are in the heart of a great gold belt, ten miles east of the Colorado river- "the Nile

of the West." The famous Gold Roads are near our ten mining claims of true fissure

quartz ledges. Our stocK is no-w for tKe first time on tHe marKet. It is the

time to buy when the company starts—the stock is cheaper ; your profits, therefore,

greater. Our price is 25 cents; par value, $1.00. It is practically a limited

liability company—no personal liability of stocKHolders. We are now selling
stock for a special development fund—be sure and asK about it. Write for

our beautiful Prospectus with Map of the Mines.

Golden Horn Mining Co., JQingman, Arizona
N. A. ToBEY WoLCOTT, Pres., L/os Ang-eles, Cal. n>«fZ7r ^ fj. r n i
Kean St. Charles, Kinsman, Arizona. ^4/ t,. JeCOnCl Jr., L,OS JtngeieS

The Basis of any Office System must
be a Simple, Efficient Method

of Filing Correspondence

The original Shannon System (made solely by us) provides
—

not merely instant location of any paper
—but also positive Safety

and Unlimited Capacity. Our catalogue No. 30^1 takes up this subject

in detail. May we send it to you ?

YAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO.

Los Aiigreles Agrency :

THE OUT WEST CO.

San Francisco Office, 635 Mission St.

Main Factories and Ex. Offices,
Rochester, N. Y.

''YandE"

Rapid Roller

Letter Copier

provides the only safe,

sure way of copying cor-

respondence. Shows every
correction or alteration.

Strong
—

speedy
—

easily

operated. Write to-day 8»

for catalogue No. 33-ML,

iiiiMiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiil^^



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Zoj ^qge/e6

212 iAiEST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

coUeg-e on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

Occidental College
losanoeiescal

The Colleob. Fowr Courses—Classical, Scientific,
Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new building's,
to cost $70,000, to be erected this year.
Academy. Prepares for Occidental, State Univer-

sity, etc. The Occidental School of Music—Theory,
History, Vocal and Instrumental.

First semester besrins September 23, 1903.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMON\NEALTH AVENUE

Prepares boys for coUesre, Government schools, tech-
nical schools and business. Boys received and cared for
at special rates duriuir vacation. 15-acre campus,
swimminfiT baths, summer camp. Illustrated cata-
losrue upon request. Phone Main 1556. Walter J.

Bailey, A.M., Superintendent. Downtown office, 410 S.

Broad,way, Los Angreles, California.

PASADENA~I30-I54 S. EUCLID AVE.

ENOLIStl (LASSKAL School (or Oirls
IAth Year Beqins Oct., 1903

Boardintr and day pupils. New buildintrs. Gymna-
sium. Special care of health. Entire charg-e taken of
pupils durinir school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern collesres. European teachers
in art, music and modern languaires.

Tel. Black 1671 Anna b. Orton, Princiral.

Tel.

Joseili
7951

eiA S. GRAND AVE., LOS ANQ£l.ES
In its own new buildinsr, with large gymnasium. The
greatest and strongest commercial school in Los An-
geles. Its graduates are the most competent and se-

cure and hold the best positions. Investigate.
LACKEY, HOOD & HOLLMAN, Managers.

To Owners of Gasollie Eaglaes,

Automobiles, Launches. Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
does awmv entirely with mil ttmrtiiig •nd
running batteries, their annoyance ai.d

expense. No belt— no switch— no bat-

teries. Can be attached to any engine
now using batteifes. Fully guaranteed;
write for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MfG. CO.
42 Main Street PeidletM. lid.

DIalogfues, Recitations a n d
other Entertainments. Send
for free catalogue of <)v<t

2(K)(i plavs. THE DRAMATIC
PUBLISHINQ CO.. 358 Dear-

CHICAOO, or 40 W. 28th St., NEW YORK
PLAYS
born St.

Unitarian Literature fig I
on application to Secretary Woman's Alliance, Barn-
stable, Mass.

The Dobinson School of Expression
In "the Italy of America,"

Los Angeles, Cal. 1041 South Hope St.

English L/iterature, Word Analysis, Interpretation.
Elocution, Physical Culture, Shakespeare, Health, Deep

Breathing, the Speaking Voice.
The Dramatic Department includes training for the stage

and placing of competent pupils.

Wriie for catalogue.

GEO. A. L>OBiNSON

Principal

./^}i6oJJB£/Jfyy/T /^ Positive, Powerful, Progressive

Thorough courses, modern ideas, high-grade work, abundant teaching
force; superior bookkeeping, shorthand and typewriting methods; Pro-

ficiency tlie watchword; 'the success of the student" the motto ; superb new
college building, finest equipment, thousands of successful graduates. The
place to tf<>: Watch the New Woodbury, WW S. Hill St. Call, write or i>lione. ^mmmiommT

Ramona Toilet ^oA p FOR &ALEEVERYWHERE

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



EAMES TRICYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chair*

for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling- Chairs,

and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CAT4L00UE.
and see if one of our desig-ns will not suit your case.

20J8 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO
OR S34 S. BROADWAY. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

$1 the

"
My Business is to Mdkc Homes More Bedutifui."

NAVAJO INDIAN BLANKETS
Direct from loom to customer. My method > i

selling genuine Navajo Indian Blankets is pecu
liar. It is a plan by which I am ahle to offer m\
customers the choicest Navajo Blankets made
without the payment of exorbitant middlemen s

profits. I keep a representative at tlie Agencj
and through him, and by careful personal selec

tion, secure the pick of the best blankets woven
by the Navajo squaws. I can supply almost
anything in Navajo Blankets. If interested,
write for particulars of my special Fall Offering
of Navajo Blankets, giving full details of each of
a number of very choice jiersonal selections,
many in grays, blacks and whites.

By controlling the output of Ptieh'o Indian
Riii;s, which are qu'te similar to the Navajos, I

can have Indian Rugs WOVEN TO ORDER.

MEXICAN DRAWNWORK
)N APPROVAL. To acquaint you with

the superior quality and beauty of my drawnwork, I want to send you P"our
Beautiful pieces. No. A. 3-in. linen thread wheel, 15c.; No. B, 8x8 in. fine linen
Mexican Drawnwork Doily, ISOc; No. C, 6x6 in. fine linen Doily, 20c.; No. D,
11x11 in. delicatelinen handkerchief, 6)c. ^,0^
Total, regular price Jl M) \11 are gen-
uine

;
im-

ported di-

rect from
Mexico;
finest linen.

'

Send No A
One
Dollar today
for the set. You
will be delighted
and want to keep
them ; if not, return
what you do not want
and I will refmd balance of money due you. Any
piece sent separately at price named.

Fine Mexican Ofials, ready for mounting, 25c.;

excjuisite stones, flashing with fire, 50c to $1.00.

INDIAN BEAD WORK Fine, genuine Indian bead work,
procured by me direct from the Indians. Watch fobs, a variety of

beautiful dpsii^ns. Tnc. each: two-strand neck chains. 75c.: heavy
woven and braided neck chains, $2; beautiful bead belts, $3; all of
the highest possible quality, and sent prepaid.

Send for my BEAUTIFUL CATALOGUE of Mexican Drawnwork,
Indian Rnus, and other articles, mailed for four cents, or free with

any order for articles above. Write today.

Francis E. Lester, Box 16T, Mesilla Park, N. Mex.



Blair's Shoe Store

311 SOUTH
BROADWAY

il

Douglas's $3.50 Shoes,

Ladies' $3.50 Shoes,

bought at BLAIR'S, fitted by expert

fitters, bring a customer back

every time. Try us ONCE.

Blair's Shoe Store
8 Scliocil .S|., lioslon.

Ij8 Montgomery M., sail Francisco.

e^'vvv%vvvvvvvvvvvvvv^vvvv^^vvvvvvvvv%^vvvv^/vvv^^vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv>

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - - - $15,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL ----.--.. 3.000,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - - - 400,000
MONTHLY INCOME .--... 200.000

The Largest Co-operative Bank in the United States*

Pays 6 per cent, on Term Deposits, and

5 per cent, on Ordinary Deposits.

HOME OFFICE : 301 California St., San Francisco, California

DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, Pks. WM. CORBIN, Sec'y and Gen'I Mgr.

[
W. J. BEAVER, District Manager, 212 Laughlin Bldg., Los Angelas, Gal.







Formerly
The l^and of SvinsHine

THE NATION BACK OF US, THE WORLD IN FRONT.
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Vol. XIX, No. 5. NOVEMBER, J903.

' YELLOWSTONE PARR.
By M. E. ANDREWS.

GVN the great earth drama whose theme was the making of a

I continent, some of the most stirring- scenes were laid

J^ within the bounds of our National Park on the Yellow-

stone. Rocks of all the ages may be found there, and in

them is written its story for those who understand to read.

Its history as a permanent land surface, so the record runs,

begins with the great orographic movement by which almost

the entire Rocky Mountain system was outlined—by which the

vast reefs and sandbeds of ancient seas, and the rubble of name-

less shores were crushed together, folded and faulted, and lifted

thousands of feet above the sea
;
so that the ocean floor of ages

past wrinkled to become the mountain top of today.

Following the mighty labor of upheaving mountain-ranges,
there seems to have been a period of rest—rest upon the surface

only, for beneath it a fiery brew of molten rock was gathering.

"Active volcanoes surrounded the Park on the east, west and

north, and broke out in the central region."* Visitors entering

from the north are introduced at once to Electric Peak, an im-

posing mountain mass, snow-streaked in midsummer, that

stands like a sentinel on guard at the northern boundary of the

Park. During the period just referred to, Klectric Peak was an

active volcano, pouring its floods of liquid rock over the region

so beautiful now. The extensive lavas that cover the greater

part of the Park give evidence how prolonged was the pouring
of these scorching libations. The whole range of the Absarocas,
which cradle the waters of the upper Yellowstone, was built up

^Yellowstone Park Folio, U. S. Topographic Survey.

Copyright 1903 by Chas. F. Lummis. All rights reserved.
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by successive lava flows ;
and a thousand feet of basalt covers

much of the Park to the north.

The surface of these older volcanic flood plains is deeply

eroded, showing that for a period of time impossible to measure,

the great volcanoes lay dormant, while external agencies
—wind

and rain, the sun of summer and the frost of winter—exerted

their energies. Then the flood-gates of the mountains were

again opened, and vast quantities of that variety of lava called

rhyolite flowed over the old, eroded surface. Mount Washburn
was now the most active center, with Mount Sheridan, whose

picturesque outlines add so much to the scenery of Yellowstone

Lake, but little inferior in energy.
No man saw those vast outpourings ;

for the time of man's

Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel fkom the Tkkracks.

coming was yet untold ages in the future. The whole period of

the great Ice Age lay between that time and his. But they
ceased at last. Earth, weary of her groanings, fell asleep for a

season. Never again did the great volcanoes pour out their

fiery flood. But their furnaces are not even yet grown cold ;

for the hot springs and geysers of today, scattered by thou-

sands over the Park, are but the expression of their dying en-

ergy.
The end of this act in the great Park drama found it ap-

proaching its present form—that of a volcanic plateau in the

heart of the Rockies, more than 8,000 feet above the sea

in its higher parts, with peaks and ridges that rise from

2,000 to 4,000 feet higher still.

Just when the dying volcanoes ceased to pour out molten
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rock, just when they began to substitute boiling springs and

eruptive geysers for flowing lava, it is impossible to say. It is

known, however, that springs and geysers had been long in

action when the pendulum swing of change brought bitter cold,

and vast fields of moving ice covered the land where liquid rock

once flowed. In the Teton range today, small glaciers still

move down the mountain slopes. They are the last survivors

of that battle royal of the snow jokuls of the North, when, in

the long winter of the Ice Age, the Park was the center of

glacial movement.

The ice mass waxed and waned with growing cold and return-

Crater of Excelsior Gkyser.

ing heat. And as the floods from its melting subsided, the cur-

tain rose upon the last act in the drama of the Park—the Age
of Man. Yellowstone Lake fell to its present level, leaving its

record 160 feet above, in the water-worn gravel that covers the

old lake terraces. Rivers shrank in volume, carving their way
down through the solid rock, cutting wild canons as they flowed

over the steep descending slope. The boiling water of innu-

merable springs soaked into the old volcanic rocks, altering

their composition by chemical action
; changing the very

texture of the stern gray rock, making it susceptible of sculp-

ture into wierd towers and pinnacles where eagles love to build

their nests; and, by slow alteration into new compounds, painting

the rock-walls with the exquisite coloring that is the final
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fascination of the Grand Canon of the Yellowstone. The vegfeta-

tion of today gained a foothold
;
wild animals of many kinds

found a home there
;
and the Park assumed its present aspect.

How noble that aspect is, how full of beauty and of majesty,

only they know who have looked into the depths of its sapphire
and emerald pools ; who have waited, and not in vain, for the

liquid shaft to lift itself toward heaven ; who have climbed its

marble terraces
; passed through its Golden Gate ; listened to

the warning thunder from beneath the earth, and the roar of its

Gakuinuk Ca.non.

great cataracts
; who have stood at last on the brink of its marvel-

ous canon, hushed into silence by the unspeakable glory of it.

Hot springs and geysers are met with at intervals all over the

Park, but they are generally in groups situated on the floors of

basin-like mountain valleys, or on the sloping sides of the

heights that rise above such valleys. They are intimately con-

nected with the rhyolite
—the latest of the lava flows that cover

the Park so extensively.

The great geyser basins, including the Mammoth Springs

basin, are the noteworthy features of the western part of the

Park. They are situated along a line almost north and south

in the valley of the Madison and its tributaries, the Gibbon and

Firehole rivers. Southward still are the geysers of the pictur-
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esque Shoshone Lake basin, on the Pacific slope. The southern

part of the Park is dominated by Yellowstone Lake, which

spreads its transparent waters under the alpine skies at an alti-

tude of nearly 8,000 feet. From the most northern point of the

lake issues Yellowstone river, which, from this point to the

northern boundary, flows through the middle region of the Park,

passing the lofty summit of Mount Washburn about midway of

its course.

To the east of the great river and its eighteen miles of canon,

is the broad and very ancient valley of the Lamar river, with

the grotesque erosion-forms of the Hoodoo region at its head
;

with its Amythest mountain, and the wonderful fossil forest

Grotto Geyskk in Eruption.

along its west side, where 2,000 feet of rock strata are filled

with fossil vegetation, forest above forest, tier on tier of noble

trees, still standing, many of them, just as they grew when
floods of volcanic mud and ashes buried them out of reach of air

and light, and made a soil for another forest to grow above.

Percolating water has removed the woody tissue, replacing it,

atom by atom, with mineral substance—opal, jasper, agate,

quartz, as the case may be—preserving the most delicate micro-

scopic details of structure. Five hundred rings of annual

growth have been counted on some of these ancient trunks
;
and

there are from nine to twelve forests sepulchred there, one

above the other.

So each region has its characteristic attractions, which, as a

whole, excel those of any other region of equal area in variety
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and mag^nitude of features unique and marvelous, sublimely
beautiful here, restfully picturesque there.

Each of the g"reat geyser basins has its characteristic attrac-

tions. At Mammoth Hot Springs, the first on the government
road entering the Park from the north, the evaporating waters

have built beautiful bowls of pure white, or delicately tinted

travertine along the mountain side, terrace above terrace, filled

with pale-blue transparent water that seems to beautify even the

malodorous steam that rises from it. The level plain on which
the hotel stands is covered with extinct craters, from openings
no larger than a man's fist to huge depressions with gnarled

1 II Is I il li 1.1 N ( f \ I 1 .'"

and twisted cedar trees growing down the sides. Hot springs
and geysers, like all things else, have a definite period of exist-

ence ; and when the exit-tube becomes choked with deposit from

its own waters, it is abandoned for a new and easier outlet.

Sometimes a cone is built around the exit-tube, carrying it so

high at last that the water seeks a lower opening.
"
Liberty

Cap," near the hotel, forty-five feet high, is such an extinct

cone of eruption.

Leaving Mammoth Springs, the road passes southward,

through wild gorges alternating with prairie-like levels where

one catches glimpses of snow-streaked mountains, to Norris

geyser basin, twenty miles beyond. It is a broad, gently

sloping plain, covered with dazzling white sinter, over which

steam rises in scores of places, and slender shafts of water are

thrown into the air, the falling spray sparkling in the sunlight

against the pale blue sky. The absence of cones of eruption
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and the frequent bursting forth of new "spouters" leads geolo-

gists to the conclusion that this is a comparatively recent geyser
basin. The most important objects are the

"
Black Growler "

and the
" New Roarer," which first lifted up its voice of warn-

ing thunder on the 5th of January, 1902. The ground trembles

near the opening of this great vent, and the ghastly trees near

by, dead and coated with white deposit, show the blasting

effects of its steam.

By another drive of twenty miles, along Gibbon and Firehole

rivers, the Lower Ge3^ser basin is reached. Here are the "Paint

Pots," craters of boiling mud of various shades of gray, yel-

low and dull red. Here, also, are the Fountain geysers,

which exceed any in Norris basin in the height and volume of

their eruptions. About three miles beyond Fountain hotel,

though in the same basin, is Excelsior Geyser, an enormous

caldron of violently agitated, deep-blue water, 300 feet long by
more than 200 feet wide, sending up dense clouds of steam. A
few feet beyond are Turquoise Spring and, most exquisite of all

bits of coloring shown in the Park, the wonderful Prismatic

Lake, where the whole gamut of the rainbow flashes upon the

eye with a sparkling transparency and purity of color impos-

sible to reproduce.

But it is in the Upper Geyser basin, nine miles farther on,

that eruptions of boiling water reach their greatest magnitude.
Here are situated the best known, the favorite geysers, whose

pictures are so familiar—Old Faithful, the Castle, the Grotto,

the Grand, the Cascade, the Beehive, and towering above all in '

the majesty of its 250 feet, the Giant Geyser.
These are but a few of the greatest, however. Hundreds of

lesser pools, quiet or eruptive, are scattered over the white

plain, each contributing its cloud of steam to the cool mountain

air.

The deposit from the Upper Basin geysers is very different

from that of the Mammoth Springs. There, carbonate of lime

is the chief constituent, forming pure white or delicately tinted

travertine. In the Upper Basin, however, the deposit is a

dense, hard silica, called geyserite, capable of building substan-

tial rims of considerable height. But throughout the Park,

generally, each spring and geyser has an individuality of its

own. It may be a beauty of coloring known only to itself ;
or

the curious shape or interesting structure of its rim ; or it may
have its own choice of time or favorite manner of eruptions ;

but each is a thing apart.

No brush can do justice to the sparkling beauty of these liquid

gems. Deep, pure blue where the dias^onal shaft opens upward,
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passing- by delicate gradations to lighter shades, these again

merging insensibily into yellows, pale, deeper, orange and red

where iron oxide paints the deposit or fresh-water algae flourish,

and in their mysterious, microscopic laboratories help evapora-

tion do its work. Or, if sulphur is present on the inner surface

of the bowl, as on the shore of Yellowstone Lake, the blue is

changed to a rich, emerald green of surpassing beauty, with a

glint of gold where the sunlight flashes among the ripples.

The half dozen theories that have been advanced to account

for the intermittent eruption of geysers agree in holding that the

energy of expanding steam is held in check in interior cavities

or passage-ways until the accumulated force is sufficient to

Upper Geyser Basin.

burst its bonds. Then the water in the exit-tube is thrown

violently into the air, and the liberated vapor pours out in

clouds of steam. The greater the restraining power, or the

longer continued, the more explosive the outburst.

There is something very fascinating in these periodic eruptions.

One may see a perfectly calm surface of deep blue water with

steam quietly rising from the almost circular bowl. Presently it

becomes agitated. It swells up, boils violently, lifts its central

portion a few inches above the general level and then subsides.

Again and again it repeats this action with ever increasing en-

ergy, and then subsides so completel}^ that one thinks all is over.

But the interior forces are only gathering themselves for a last

mighty effort, and soon the whole great mass shoots skyward,

wrapped in a mantle of steam, 50, 100, perhaps 200 feet or
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more, and falls to earth again, a glittering mass of spray. For

seconds, minutes, or even hours, this spectacular performance

may be continued, and then the waters subside again into a

quiet, harmless-looking pool. By day the display is dazzlingly

brilliant. By night, seen in the silvery, soft moonlight, it is

even more impressive in its solemn majesty.

The plateau of the Park is already so high above the sea that

mountain crests more than twice the height of the Catskills look

like low ridges crossing its surface, and the scenery is some-

times disappointing to travelers familiar with the more sharply
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contrasting heights of the European Alps. Beautiful views are

not lacking, however, and one of the rarest of these is to be seen

not far from the continental divide that separates Atlantic from

Pacific waters. Wave on wave, a forest of pine and spruce sweeps
down the slope to the level lines of Shoshone Lake in the

middle distance. Beyond, on the far horizon, is the long line of

the Teton range, with snow-streaked, sun-illumined summits

sharply etched against the pale blue sky. The three central

peaks lift their towering heads more than 13,000 feet above the

sea
;
and to the right and left of these the snowy range con-

tinues, far as the eye can follow.

Afloat on Yellowstone Lake, too, nearly 8,000 feet above the

sea, a panorama of exceeding beauty is unrolled. The level

water has the brilliant green of Niagara. A distant semi-circle
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of mountains, Sheridan, Hancock, the Tetons, the Absarocas,

form a background to the billowy masses of forested heights that

roll down to the water's edge. Above the transparent green of

the water rise the nearer slopes, dusky with pines or grey-green

with the neutral tints of the sage brush. Overhead, a brilliant

dome of fathomless blue, or the magnificent effects of a storm-

swept sky.

If the policy of the Government is continued and the law

strictly enforced, the Park will in time become a vast zoological

garden, where all the wild creatures native to that region may
roam at will, secure from molestation. Already the bears have

On His Native Heath.
(Near Fountain Hotel, Yellowstone Park.)

learned their immunity from danger, and may be seen, not in-

frequently, lumbering sociably along the road civilization has

built for their human brothers. They come down to the hotels

at dusk by the half dozen or more, to feed on the refuse thrown
out to them. The voice of the coyote is heard barking around

the hotels at night ;
and though the buffaloes of the Park num-

ber only about twenty-five, elk and antelope exist in larger

numbers, and herds of deer may be seen browsing along the

edge of the timber, across an open space like Hayden's Valley.
The beautiful creatures are started up at times along the way,
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when they scatter to right and left, clambering with delicate

nimble feet down the slope to the water's edge, or climbing to

the other side and looking back from behind the brush with

soft, beseeching eyes. The big-horn sheep, mountain lion,

mink, otter, and marten are some of the many creatures that

must be sought in by-ways of the forest if they would be

seen
;
but numberless squirrels may be heard chattering among

the branches, chipmunks scurry across the road at every turn,

and the work of the beavers may still be seen in their congenial
haunts. The broad expanse of Yellowstone Lake attracts many
water birds—swans, pelicans, herons, geese, ducks, cranes,

plovers and other.

That the hot springs are sometimes traps for the unwary is

proved by a pitiful little tragedy among the wee creatures of

the shore of Yellowstone Lake. Along the lake shore the

emerald pools of boiling water sometimes shade out in colorless,

limpid margins over the grey sinter. Walking among them one

day, a baby sandpiper, unmindful of danger, was seen to step

into the treacherous pool, where it cheeped feebly to the dis-

tressed mother-bird, and in an instant was floated off, dead, a

tiny ball of fluffy feathers.

From Yellowstone Lake to Grand Cation, the government road

follows the Yellowstone river as it winds through Hayden's Val-

ley, a quiet stream where fish may be had for the mere tossing

of a line; passes Mud Volcano and the solfatarasof Sulphur

Mountain, and comes out upon the river again not far above the

Upper Fall.

Photographs fail utterly to give a correct impression of the

height and power of the Upper Fall of the Yellowstone. Meas-

uring two-thirds the height of Niagara at the brink, the steep

descent above gives the water a tremendous velocity, and it

dashes over the precipice a tumultuous flood of foaming green,

shooting out great jets of water and spray as it strikes project-

ing points of rock. On the farther side, the eddying water has

worn the rock into a semi-circular wall, that rises vertically

above the pool. Kept constantly moist by rising spray, it is

exceedingly beautiful with the rich masses of moss and lichen

that cover its surface.

A short distance beyond is the Lower or Great Fall, where the

water descends from a height almost twice a great as that of

Niagara. The road follows the canon close to its edge for three

miles beyond, terminating at Inspiration Point, where turn on

turn of the wonderful gorge is opened up to view. For miles

along its lower course the river may be seen zigzagging on be-

tween its steeply sloping rock walls, narrowing to a foam-flecked
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Elk in Yellowstone Pakk.

ribbon of green as the depth grows rapidly greater and greater.

Up stream, the scene is closed by the upper half of the lower

fall, shut in by the exquisitely colored canon walls. Not a

vestige of vegetation is seen on the rock walls, except an occa-

sional line or group of conifers. One looks eerily down into the

nests of eagles far below, on the tops of weird spires and pin-

nacles that rise from the canon sides. He may see the great
birds circling about in the depths of the cation, and hear them
call to each other, as though in conscious possession of that

beautiful rock wilderness. And far below them still rushes the

swift river—so far that the roar of its waters never reaches the

ear. Scarcely a shadow falls on the canon walls ; but the stern-

ness of the sculptured rock is turned to indescribable tenderness

and beauty by the exquisite pastelle tints of its altered sub-

stance. Every stage of alteration has its characteristic color,

from the pure white of completely altered rhyolite through all

gradations of yellow, orange and red, to the yellow browns and
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dark greys of the frowning- rhyolite that ha:> escaped change.
All these delicately varied colors are mingled in exquisite har-

mony and beauty ;
while at the upper edge, this softly tinted

rock gives place suddenly to the green grass of a rolling coun-

try, dark with coniferous forests. Other caiions may be deeper,

their rock walls more precipitous. They may be more appalling
in their stupendous heights and depths ; but to a depth and

rugged grandeur that stir the soul, the Grand Caiion of the

Yellowstone adds this glory of tender and harmonious coloring.

This is the charm that holds one spell-bound upon its brink, and

awakens emotions no other scene can arouse. It is like the reve-

MiNBRVA Tkrracr AND Mt. Kvkkktt.

lation of a great soul in all its loftiness of thought and depth of

tender feeling.

Point I^ookout, another pinnacle of observation, commands a

superb view of the lower fall in its entire 312 feet of descending

flood. The influence of physiographic structure in determin-

ing lines of contour is nowhere more evident than here. At

Niagara, Trenton, St. Anthony, and a host of falls better

known than those of the Yellowstone, horizontal and vertical or

nearly vertical lines dominate the scene. These are in regions

of horizontal ro».ks, where the undercutting of a harder stratum

causes it to project above softer ones. The water spreads out,

forming a level brink with banks rising at high angles.



Thb Lower Yellowstone Fall.
"Its 340 feet of descending- flood."
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The falls of the Yellowstone are altogether different. Both

upper and lower falls are caused by masses of hard, undecomposed

rhyolite ;
that lie like a dam across the river's course. The slower

down-cutting- of the water-saw through this more resisting

rock-barrier forms an inverted arch that repeats the char-

acteristic lines of the canon, and through this arch the con-

tracted stream pours to greater depths in the more yielding ma-

terial beyond. Curves and steep slopes are the dominating

lines, bounded by the level margin of the upper edge, and

broken by the vertical spires and pinnacles that rise in fantastic

shapes from the canon sides.

A short distance above the lower fall a trail leads down to its

brink. There one may stand and watch the flood as it pours

Fish Caught and Cuukkd Without Stikrinu in Onk's Tracks— YKLu>wsTu.Nji Lakk.

into the depths below. If he lingers through the sunset hour,
he may see the daylight fade from the caiion walls, and feel the
stillness of the night settle down upon the place. The arching
rocks above are like a gateway closing the outer world. The
Grand Cation shuts him in, midway of its depth, and casts its

spell upon him. Not a creature stirs in that strange rock
world. The eagles, with folded wings, are at rest on their pin-
nacled nests. The very colors on the cation wall sleep till the
sun shall awake them to warmth and vividness. Not a sound is

heard save the voice of the great cataract thundering
through the gorge itself has cut. The shadow of the earth

creeps over the sky and twilight deepens. Then the moon
pours a flood of light over the canon's brink ; and the whole
wild scene is a monochrome of pale gold.

Minneapolis.
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WHAT we: can learn from ROME.
By GRACE ELLERY CHANNING.

III.
—GARDEN HOMES.

DAM'S first residence was a gfarden,

and a garden is still the finest material

aspiration of the man who can choose

his home at will. Nowhere in the

world, perhaps, are gardens lovelier

than in Italy
—

they form the endless

theme of poets, artists, writers. No-
where in the world, also, might gar-

dens be more alike than in certain

parts of Italy and California, for no-

where in the world exists such similarity of material, and,

material aside, probably nowhere in the world do gardens differ

more. Something there is, no doubt, to be said in favor of both,

yet has the new much to learn of the old—and the new has not

shown itself altogether teachable.

Lovely examples of possibilities we had in California in the

old Spanish gardens which survived, but how many among us

building with the freedom which money gives, showed them-

selves able to profit by those object-lessons? How much more

often the object-lesson itself fell victim to the real estate dealer's

one ideal of "opening up
" a place

—
till California recalled his

Idist lowan or Kansan homestead. One of the first things which

strikes the traveler fresh from the gardens of the West is the very

different use the Italian, like the Spaniard, has made of substan-

tially the same materials. And this great gulf between the

Latin and the Anglo-Saxon, revealed in his conception of his

earthly Bden, can be traced in nearly every case, I think, to what

must be admitted the great failure of the eastern American

thus far in the West—his inadaptability to an outdoor life. It

cannot be too often insisted that the American for the most part

has no notion of an outdoor existence, especially if he comes

from the traditionally house-bound East. He goes out, he

drives out, he walks out, he takes "outdoor exercise," he may
even camp out for a few weeks each summer, but live out—no.

Nine times out of ten he cannot so much as write a letter out of

doors, and she cannot do her mending ;
as for habitually eating,

sitting, working, even sleeping out—forbid it. Heaven ! And
his "grounds" bear the stamp thereof ; they are show-places,

meant to set off the house in which he really does his living.

What you intend to do with your garden naturally determines

its character. Because the Italian has always done and intended
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to do these manifold things in his, he makes his garden differ-

ently. And because the American has still to outgrow an in-

door ancestry, we find him—not always, of course, but too often
— in the finest climate in America (far finer than Italy for the

most part) with the shameful confession of his residential un-

worthiness writ large in barren grounds ; scraps of lawn, shade-

less and shelterless, revealing not only a superbly unsuitable

house, but the mental barrenness also of its occupants, in whom
the whole Southwest could not stimulate an idea. Lovely
homes in lovely gardens multiply more and more among us, but

an}' Californian can recall whole avenues of stately "residences"

" Terraces for Sunsets." ( Villa d'Estk.)

naked as truth—so much so as to suggest that in addition to

what a brilliant writer calls "indecent exposure of the mind"
there may be such a thing as indecent architectural exposure.

And these are not the homes of poverty, mind you
—those you

will find adorably hidden in the "immeasurable rose;" it is

the Eastern or Middle-Western dollar which shines "for what
it is worth " out on the sidewalk.

The Italian, on the other hand, first of all in his garden

sought seclusion—and exclusion. Something more than pride

of caste reared his high walls about him, and within he made
himself a garden of delights. He gave his mind—the most

purely artistic imagination in the world—free play. He made

shady seats, against the noonday sun
;

he built terraces for
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sunsets and for a casual cup of coffee or glass of "Cesanese"

with a friend. If there was a mountain, he made an alley to-

wards it of tall cypress or dark laurel, and then continued it into

eternity by setting- that blue shadow across its end. Or he

roofed his vista over with live-oak of Italy, the sacred ilex, and

hung St. Peter's dome (he happened to have it !) like a bubble

in the distance. Always he sought blue distances. Had he a

hill (and never any people sought the heights so persistently as

the Italians and Etruscans, perhaps for purpose of defense

originally, but when they got there thej' behaved as if they had

come solely for the view) he built you a hundred steps— but

such steps
—and reared his villa at the top; or if a slope, he ter-

"Ukns Uakmonizinu with thk Stkps Thky Adokn."
(VlI.LA DBL PrINCIPK DoKIA PaMPHILLY.)

raced it for his comfort with a spaciousness that made it superb.

Then for his pleasure he made himself surprises; he threw up
here a fountain and there a thicket, not to

''''

fa Jigura'''' from

without, but to subserve his use or contribute to his pleasure

within. He made rose gardens and vegetable gardens and fruit

gardens, and somewhere he always left a noble sweep of green-

sward such as Boccaccio's story-tellers chose to tell their tales

in. For the contentment of the eye he set a statue here and

there among the green, and great urns harmonizing beautifully

with the steps which they adorned or paths they outlined. To
realize with what cunning he planned all this, one needs to

spend round months in such a garden, finding no hour which lacks
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its shade and sun and view, its breeze and brig-htness. In such

gardens men held their courts, talked philosophy and read

poems, walked and mused and conspired, lived and loved, held

councils and told tales. In such a garden today the thirteenth

Leo still receives his visitors and rules his Papal court through
the warm Roman months.

"
But all this "

say the owners of those altruistic lawns meant

for one's neighbors,
"

is un-American and un-democratic." If

one could be absolutely sure that pure philanthropy impelled so

many millionaires to deprive themselves of the priceless boon of

solitude, that would indeed put another face on it. But it has

"Mauk Shady Skats." (Villa Bokghksb

never been proved that even in California figs can be grown
from thistles.

Even a democracy, with its just civic debt of outward beauty,

may maintain an inner privilege of sanctity ; and what plea on

earth can be made for the individual home except that it is a

home for the individual—a place for that collective individual,

the family, to be free and private, in the intervals of its larger

social life? We still allow him a house-wall —why not a garden-
wall as well, if he wishes it ?

Yet I do not think we really want these beautiful Italian

walls, though not for nothing does the artist love them, with

their peering trees and running roses and constant hintings of

fair villa or quaint terrace, with now and then a glorious



'For thr Plkasurb of the Eye." (In the Villa Borghese.)
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g-limpse through a wide gateway. A noble avenue of trees is a

freer and a loftier screen, and a hedge made of ten thousand

roses, of spicy cypress, or of tender lime, can shut one in as

effectively and shut others out more graciously. No doubt there

is exceptional beauty in our union of greensward with green-

sward, home running into home with an eloquence of ease

which says much for the fraternity of man—but it says very

little for any notion of home-life that is not merely house-life.

Even to the passer-by, there is the difference between the finer

charm of suggestion, possible mystery, and the beauty that is

all there, lying out on the roadway to be seen in its entirety
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must sit down in shirt-sleeved relaxation on a doorstep, which

is virtually the front street, and there, if she will do it out of

doors, must the housewife prepare her vegetables. As for the

children, they must—and they do—play in the gutter itself.

This is a loss ;
if we must make so bad a choice, rather let us

put the public off with what grace of architecture we may, and

a strip of green or ornamental ground if we can—but let us

keep an inner breathing, living place for the home itself. It is

the back garden which is important, not the front. Best of all,

perhaps, for such a land as California, is the model of the Spanish

patio, with its wide-open arms enclosing the real dwelling-place

for the family.

This charm of seclusion, with bend on bend of wonder in

winding avenue and bursting orchard and towering tree, makes
the unapproached loveliness of our great western ranches— to

me as much more beautiful than any Italian garden, as the

noblest of California is nobler than anything I know in Italy
—

a country second only in my affections. But it is not everyone
who can own a thousand miles of California—nor is it necessary.

One need not be a d'Este or Medici in Italy, nor a Baldwin in

California to produce these loveliest effects. It is not land that

lacks
;
a small garden may be exquisitely fair. It is not money

certainly ;
it is not even water—the trouble has never been even

in arid California that trees would not grow if they were let to

grow. But men must learn to love trees first.
" He who plants a green tree by the wayside plants a thought

of God in the heart of his fellow-man." What does he do then,

who deliberately roots up these thoughts of God because they

litter the magnificent red-hot sidewalk, or their roots, more

rational than their planters, protest against the burning

asphalt ? I have known people to object to the eucalyptus be-

cause it shed its bark, to the pepper because it dropped its ber-

ries, and to the grevilla because it made the lawn untidy. Quite

obviously, for such as these the telegraph-pole is the ideal thing.

Such people, naturally, arc not born to be great gardeners, nor

need one hope that those will devise stone seats who never mean

to sit on them, or build noble terraces they never mean to

occupy.
All things, however, are possible to California ; she is the

land of contrasts. I think of certain hills between the Sierra

and the sea where men have laid out ludicrously paltry terraces,

a graveled "sweep" and a patch of lawn, embellished further

by palms set regular—like the aforesaid telegraph poles and

scraped till they resemble them— all leading up to a paltrier

wooden "residence," with a wooden tower, a weather-vane and
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a great glare of window—this on the one hand
;
and then I

think of other hills or valleys where a stately sycamore, a branch-

ing pepper, or a venerable live-oak has determined the home,

and the always dignified cement or stone or plaster has taken

refuge from the road beneath their shade, speaking of some-

thing as tranquil as English country-life with all the color of a

sumptuous southern setting
—and I know this for the type which

waxes as the other wanes.

Tree for tree, bush for bush, flower for flower, we have all

that Italy has
;
subtract the stone-pine and the laurel, and all is

said ; and for these count us up a score of things which Italy has

not. And we have it all, incomparably wzore—larger, richer,

"The Way of a Hundred Fountains."

more riotously. One who walks dreaming through these Italian

gardens which have been so many centuries the delight of man-

kind, seeing beyond their vistas California's larger spaces, her

far more rapid growth of vegetation, her deeper skies and more

splendid color—such a one must feel that he can in truth dut

dream what gardens hers might be, and what their influence

upon a race growing up amid these
"
thoughts of God."

Rome, Italy.
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* THE LAST EVICTION.
HE closing- chapter in the long story of the

Warner's Ranch eviction—the loss of their im-

memorial homes by six villag-es of Mission

Indians under decision of the United States

Supreme Court—was referred to in these pages
last month. How these Indians were dispos-

sessed
;
how (an agreeable innovation upon

the usual custom) they were supplied by Gov-

ernment with a much better reservation
;
and

how the Indians of Warner's Ranch were removed to the new

home, is already history.

On the 4th of September, Indian Agent L. A. Wright
reached the poor little hamlet of the Cienega, or We-nelch, the

home of the so-called San Felipe Indians, with eighteen wagons.
Their case was conjoined with that of the Warner's Ranch In-

dians
;
the same Supreme Court decision carried against them

the same verdict of eviction
; and their removal was delayed

only by the settling of the more numerous and more trouble-

some Warner's Ranch Indians on the new reservation.

Agent Wright held a Junta at once, explained to the Indians,

carefully and patiently, the status of the case ;
that they had

lost their homes, that the Government had purchased better

land and more land for them at Pala, and that he now came
with orders to remove them thither. The Indians absolutelj'

refused to consent to the removal
;
but as they had never been

worked upon by the scoundrels who stirred up the Warner'.^

;^^^.^^'"^ ^ . ^4gH^>^f >r-^!*5j v.4«>

Agent Wright and F'akmek Barnes.
(The latter carrying- three old women of San Felipe.)

I'hoto by Fertiald
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Ranch Indians to rebellion, they opposed only a passive resist-

ance. Dr. Wright gave them till noon to think the matter over.

When the junta was re-convened the Indians were stubborn as

ever. Some locked their houses and several women gathered up
blankets and a few other articles and took to the brush.^ These

were soon brought back, however, and finding argument useless,

Dr. Wright broke in the door of the captain's house and ordered

the teamsters to begin loading the property within.

As soon as the Indians perceived that, though gentle and

patient, the agent meant to carry out his orders, they were

reasonable enough to agree to his suggestion that the)^ had

Oi>D CiKNEGA Man. Photo by E. 11. Davis

better help in the packing of their effects
;
and they promptly

fell to. Everything that they wished to take along, no matter

how worthless (.and only those who know that little hamlet can

realize the nature of its personal property), was carefully packed

upon the wagons—rickety chairs, benches, tables and beds, cats

and dogs, hens, the stone mortars, metates, the cracked and

grimy cooking pots
—
everything was patiently and carefully

gathered up.

Dr. Wright's posse consisted "of Mr. Barnes, the superintend-
ent of farming for the Indians, and three Indian police (Martin
Jauro from the Agency, Salvador Duro of Mesa Grande, and
Will Pablo from Banning), with the teamsters. No disreputable
outsiders were called upon to assist the Government in enforcing
its mandates as toward its wards,
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Deserted Houses, Hot Springs. I^Aoio by E. H. Davis

As soon as this miscellaneous loading was completed, the cara-

van started on the seventy-five mile journey, camping that night
at Mrs, Page's, where rations were issued to the Indians.. The
next day Warner's Ranch was crossed, and the party camped at

Oak Grove. Temecula was the end of the third day's journey ;

and at noon of the fourth day the exiles came into Pala. The

^'l^'

!i^' r^i

U5

L,A PuEKTA CmouiTA—Uesekted Gkass Hut. Photo by E. If. Davis
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Indians picked out a camping site, their goods were unloaded,

and the pitching of tents, supplied thetn by Government, began—
along the beautiful little river of San Luis Rey.
There are now about 135 Indians at Pala, counting the fifteen

families from San Felipe. The latter, though sad at the loss

of their beloved, if worthless, desert home, still retain the

dignity and law-abiding spirit which also marked the Warner's

Ranch Indians until they were stirred up to insubordination by

disreputable whites, and encouraged therein by ill-advised

ofi&cials. The Pala reservation contains 3,438 acres of land,

mostly good, besides some 5,000 acres of public land added to it

f:.-'V ^;

Catalina Old Ciknkga Haskkt Makkk. /'//<>/,> /t A". //. Ihi-.is

on the recommendation of the same commission which pur-

chased the reservation. The latter land is of little worth ex-

cept for grazing, bee-range, fuel and a
"
fence "

against crowd-

ing whites. Such a reservation is adequate to support comfort-

ably three or four times the number of Indians now upon it
; so

there is no reason why these Indians should not prosper hand-

somely. It is cause for congratulation that they will have

direct supervision. The Mission agency has, for years, been

impossible of proper administration because of its very size. It

covered from the Tule River to the Mexican line some 500

miles
;
and it was a physical impossibility for any agent to (five

it the attention made imperative by the worthless character of

nearly all the reservations and their remoteness from civiliza-

tion. The agency has now been divided ;
Dr. Wright, whose
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tact, patience, and conscientiousness have long made the best of

an impossible task, retaining- the northern jurisdiction ;
while

Mr. Shell, who comes with an excellent reputation, will be in

charge of the more southerly reservations, with his headquar-
ters in Pala, where he is now striving to undo the mischief done

by the ill-advised or unscrupulous, who have between them

managed to get the Warner's Ranch Indians into a serious

tangle. An honest and competent man on the ground, familiar

with the circumstances and with the material advantages that

have been secured for these Indians, can make a model reserva-

tion at Pala
;
and the people of Southern California, to whose

deep and general interest in the case the action of the Govern-

ment is due, will watch with interest and expectantly for such

an outcome.

I

C' UPON A CORAL STRAND.*
By CHARLES KEELER.

^jrtHERE is a little half-moon cove not far to the

^ northeast of Papeete, where I have spent

many a happy hour watching the breaking
waves by day and by night, in fair weather and in

storm. The surrounding shore is raised only six or

eight feet above the water, and far and near the eye
rests upon masses of swaying palm trees. There is a

never-ceasing diapason of the booming surf as it

strikes on the coral reef in breakers, whose white

line sweeps around the cove like a mighty break-

?> ),„,^i^.w.-
water. When the trade-wind is light, especially in

the early morning, the reef is little more than a
A BELLK OF THE STRAND.

dash of chalk upon the blue of ocean, and the sound

of the breaking waters is hushed to a deep bass hum
;
but

with advancing day the breeze freshens and the waves tumble

and crash in white rollers, hurling the spray far up as they lift

in mighty chorus the sonorous chant of the sea. Right oppo-
site the center of the cove is a break in the reef, where the

ocean swell penetrates the lagoon until its last throbs are spent

upon the sandy shore. The Pautaua River, pouring its cur-

rent of fresh water into the sea at this point, has killed the tiny

builders of this mighty wall, leaving a passage through which
the largest ships may safely sail from the ocean into the lagoon,
and around the point into Papeete Bay.
There is a small village of natives upon this beach—wanderers

from another island who have settled here—and its inhabitants

with their homes, few though they be, add not a little to the

*Illnstrated from drawings by Louise M. Keeler.
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interest and picturesqueness of the region. They are fisher-

men, these men of Arorai, skilled in the capture of the dolphin,

the bonita, and the flying-fish. Their village cannot be called

neat or inviting, but it has none of the repulsive surroundings
of native fishing settlements I have seen in other parts of the

world. The little thatched huts, or sheds, are scattered irregu-

larly just back of the sandy beach, with canoes in front of them,
and cocoanut and burau trees for shade. I never passed this little

cluster of frail homes without receiving a hearty salutation from

the people who lounged about under the burau trees. Now and

again I found them eating their simple meal on the beach, or

leisurely at work on their fishing tackle, or making baskets to

hold fish, or, more frequently, absorbed in a game of cards.

It is suprising to find their children happy with so few amuse-

ments. Like their elders, they are fond of card playing ;
in-

deed, most of their games seem to be imitations of the sports

or occupations of the grown folk. I have seen, once or twice, a

number of small boys playing with a rude model of a canoe, but

the girls seem to know nothing of dolls. They are so good-
natured that little is needed to content them. Swimming is the

greatest joy of all the children, and in the water they are like

so many porpoises, jumping and splashing, diving and shrieking
in their merry play. They delight in the surf, and when it rolls

high, a dozen or more little heads may frequently be seen like

so many burnt corks bobbing about on the waves. As a big
roller advances toward them, they all dive into it and then come

sweeping back upon the sandy beach. After bathing in the

sea the children all run to the river for a fresh-water dip, and

here they have a royal time, swimming under water until it

sometimes seems as if they would never reappear. Indeed, as a

general rule, all the natives, old and young alike, prefer to

swim in fresh water
; hence the mouth of the Pautaua River is

the public bathing place for the entire settlement. When D the

The Coral Strand, Tahiti.
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river is swollen by storms, the older people go up the stream
and swim down in the swift current, yelling- like mad men as

they are shot toward the sea. At such times the children fre-

quent smaller streams, where they are carried along with great

velocity upon banana stumps. Mothers go to the mouth of the

river to wash their clothes, taking their children with them to

swim meanwhile
; thither, too, people carry their gourds for

drinking water.

The only sport in which I have seen the children engaged
that resembled the games of home, was playing at war. A
party of boys had dug two pits on the sea-beach, piling up sand,
drift-wood and cocoanut husks into earthworks some forty feet

apart, using dried cocoanut branches for flags. From these

forts they made occasional sallies, using handfuls of sand for

ammunition ;
but the attacks were not very spirited, and gener-

ally ended in a wrestling match in which everybody tumbled on

everybody else, and the opposing factions became hopelessly
mixed.

The natives exercise great ingenuity in catching fish about

this lagoon, and make use of a variety of devices. While I

was walking near the mouth of the Fautaua River one sultry

morning, an athletic young man passed me carrying a fish

spear
—a long pole ending in a cluster of iron barbs. He wore

only a ixircu fastened snugly about his loins, and as he came to

a low ridge of coral projecting into the sea near the mouth of

the river, he walked out upon it with the surf tumbling about

him, sometimes only ankle deep and again curling about his

waist. There he stood, poised like a bronze statue, his spear
in readiness as he leaned forward to strike. In this primitive

way many fish are caught, not only along shore, but out on the

half-submerged barrier-reef, where the ocean waves leap in

towering bursts of spray.

After a heavy storm, when the river is much swollen, num-
bers of natives, including a few women, wade along shore in

water above their knees and whip the stream with bamboo poles

and artificial flies, or with hooks baited with shrimp. Thus

they catch the silvery little mito or the black oopu^ two fresh

water fish which are much esteemed. I have seen whole parties

fishing in this way, casting their lines like veritable disciples of

Izaak Walton, while the river swept by them in an angry flood.

During low water the women often catch these fish in baskets.

One morning I saw four old crones come to the mouth of the

Fautaua River, and after throwing aside a few superfluous gar-

ments, walk deliberately into the midstream like four water-

witches. Two of them had big clubs and the other two carried
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light-meshed, open-mouthed baskets tapering in the form of

blunt cones. They walked in a row up stream, keeping a

sharp lookout for fish. As soon as a school was espied, the

baskets were submerged and the two club-wielders splashed the

water vigorously to drive the fish into them. After two or three

unsuccessful attempts, one of the women lifted her basket with

a quick motion and a fish was seen flopping in the bottom. The
successful fishermaiden, her gray locks fluttering in the breeze,

hurried to the shore, beat her fish to death with a stone and re-

turned to her place in the row, after passing her prize to one of

the club-women who carried a basket on her arm. How those

four old natives enjoyed the sport, laughing and screaming in

glee !

In the course of one of my rambles upon the beach I encoun-

Bathing in Hamuta River, Tahiti.

tered a fine old fisherman—a half-caste Tahitian named Davie,
who speaks excellent English. I learned that he was not an

Arorai by an almost unpardonable blunder. Meeting him on

the strand the day after the villagers had indulged in a carouse

I remarked that I had not seen him at the celebration. He pro-

fessed the profoundest ignorance of the whole affair, until I

pointed to the cluster of huts on the beach and explained that

the inhabitants had been making merry on the preceding

evening.

"Oh," he replied, "It must have been those working
people 1

"

His own home was slightly removed from the Arorais on the

opposite side of a little creek and at a greater distance from the
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>hore. He is a dauntless fisherman, sailing- in his stout dugout
canoe through the pass into the open sea, and spending the

entire day miles off shore in pursuit of dolphin. I have watched
him coming in from the day's fishing of an afternoon, his

square sail at first hardly to be distinguished from a white

comber on the blue sea. As he nears the beach, he jumps into

the water and steadies his heavy dugout by holding on the out-

rigger. Then someone comes down from the village to help
him and they put pieces of dry cocoanut branches under the

keel, slowly working the boat higher on the shore with every
lift of the waves. Presently they remove the day's catch of

A Fisherman's Hut, Tahiti.

dolphin—half a dozen great creatures, each four or five feet

long, with high foreheads and but a remnant of their splendid

coloring left. The yellow of the head and tail, the deep blue of

the dorsal fin and back, the white breast dotted with blue, are

all there, but all dull and subdued, their vivid splendor passing
with life. The dolphin is caught with a hook of pearl shell on

a heavy line, and it requires a stout man with steady nerves to

battle with one at the same time that he sails his craft alone

upon the open sea.

The bonita, or auhdfe as the natives call it, is also caugrht

with hook and line beyond the lagoon, or it may be speared on

the reef. Davie tells me that he always knows when to go fish-
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The Dolphin Fisherman.

ingf by watching- the sea birds, as the schools of small fish on

which they feed are invariably attended by a horde of hungry
pursuers. So he sits there upon the strand, smoking- his cig-ar-

ettes, and waiting for the birds to summon him to his task.

Plying-fish are caught at night with a torch and net. These

strange creatures are among the wonders of the tropic seas,

possessed as they are of such extraordinary power of sustaining

themselves in the air. As a rule they are not over six or eight
inches in length. The back is a dark blue color and the belly is

white, these hues no doubt aiding them not a little to elude their

pursuers, the dolphin and the bonita. But their main reliance

for escape is the unparalleled development of their fins into

wings, enabling them when closely pressed to leap into the air

and whiz above the crests of the waves for a hundred yards or

more.
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Drag-nets are used by the natives, and the hauling of the seine

is the event of the day on the shore of the lagoon. The nets are

always hung up to dry on the htirau trees and add another touch

to the picturesqueness of the village. In their nets they catch

the oarde^ a kind of mackerel, the attire, a small bony fish, and

the tihi, or red mullet. The last-named they frequently spear
at night during the first and second quarters of the moon.
Sharks are eaten by the natives with as much avidity as fish

grateful upon more fastidious palates. I saw one man going
home with a squid dangling from his spear, and looking well

satisfied with his morning's catch. Indeed, they argue, what
can be unclean that comes out of the sea ?

After a storm, many curious and beautiful shells are to be

found on the beach, especially in the vicinity of the point, and
it gives one a strange sensation to pick up rare forms that have

hitherto seemed to emanate only from a curiosity store. I never

could feel quite assured that I was not robbing someone when I

filled my pockets with them, and half expected, on rounding the

point, to see old Father Neptune standing there with his hand
outstretched for a Chile dollar for the goods I had filched from

his counter. But the great collectors of shells are the hermit

crabs. Anything with a cavity, into which they can retreat,

suffices them, and it is comical indeed to see a whole concho-

logical collection get up and walk across the sand. They assem-

ble in merry parties about some bit of refuse, and, when

A HoMB ON TH* Point, Tahiti.
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menaced, take to their legs. If hotly pursued, they instantly

subside ;
and when one of the shells, lately so animated, is

picked up, no sign of life is visible but the big- claw of the crab

tightly closing the door of his house. If the shell is held

quietly in hand for a few moments, the big claw is cautiously

thrust out to try the effect of a pinch, and then follow a lot of

little claws and two big eyes on stalks. With a quick motion it

is possible to catch all the claws and draw the creature out, but

it requires much careful manipulation to pull out the crab with-

out allowing it, like one of Bo-peep's sheep, to leave its tail be-

hind it. I have robbed many a hermit crab of its home (wanted

for my collection) in this fashion, and turned it loose on the

beach to look for another.

There is another small crab on the beach—a black fellow—
which darts across the strand with the rapidity of a spider. In

the dry sand, a little removed from the water, dwell the curious

land crabs—great fellows, comically clumsy, but most unex-

pectedly agile upon occasion. They make big holes in the

sand, at the entrances to which they pose themselves, gazing at

each passerby with gravely impassive features. My wife once

had a semicircle of them watching her out of their pop-eyes, as

she sat quietly sketching, but as soon as the natives, equally

curious, began to collect about the spot, the crabs beat a hasty

retreat to their holes.

[to be concluded.]

MONTEREY
By JEANNETTE CAMPBELL.

'N atmosphere of dreams and sea-winds blended,
A shimmering strand, a flashing- opal spray,
A sound of cypresses that talk together
Of things long passed away.

Worn, crooked streets, that stroll in languid leisure

To meet the old-time-scarred, time-traveled road

Along whose length, in days gone by, the currents

Of other nations flowed.

Old houses—balconied, red-tiled and stuccoed—
Still fragrant with the glamour of Castile,

Upon whose crumbling walls and tangled gardens
The Past has set its seal.

Across the years the tramp of herds is throbbing,
The gay vaquero's song is on the air ;

The old rooms thrill with sound of mirth and music,

Untouched by time or care.

Carmel re-echoes with the tones of Serra,
The rusted cannon finds its voice again.
And in the Bay a galleon casts anchor
With messages from Spain.

San Jose, Cal.
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the: lost mine or tishermans peah.
By MARY AUSTIN.

ISHERMAN'S PEAK lies southward and solitary

from the high Sierras, a noble dome of granite

above a little, old, weazened remnant of hills,

looking well over the brown shoulders of Pana-

mint and the valley of the Bitter Lake. It

looks east and south over a great waste of

sand and scrub, over the white road where the

ore wagons creak through crawling heaps of dust, over the dim

purple barrows that fence that quarter of the western world.

Near by it, under shrunken and impotent foothills, huddles the

sometime busy village of Three Pines, where, as in a pool of

slack water, harbors the drift of that wild tide of mining life

that eddies fitfully yet in the borders of the Coso Hills.

Here, when the days are long, and no one is passing in the

street, when there is no sound louder than the squawking of the

village hens or the dropping of ripe fruit in the orchards round

about, and nothing more insistent than the gurgle of the

hydrant where it runs into the horse-trough at the end of the

village street—here, from dropt hints of talk, reminiscence and

speculation, one gathers the gist of more tales, and better, than

are written.

The nature of a land determines in some wise the manner of

the life there. This is a large country, with few and far-be-

tween oases of richness and greenness. One may take days'

journeys in it and not come by any place or occasion whereby
men might live

;
and other days stumble upon the wealth of

dreams. Weeks on end the traveler finds no towns nor places

where towns could be, and then drops suddenly into close hives

of men, digging, jostling, fighting, drinking, lusting and re-

joicing. Every story of that country is colored by the fashion

of the life there
; breaking up in swift, passionate intervals

between long, dun stretches, like the land that out of hot sinks

of desolation heaves up great bulks of granite ranges with opal

shadows playing in their shining, snow-piled curves.

It is so far from the common ways of men by distance, and

the manner of living, that nothing disturbs it not native to the

soil. Doctrines, schisms, wars, politics, the trumpets of re-

form never reach it
; only the hankering for gold and the covet-

ing of women—with the rages, sacrifices, hatreds, jealousies

and retributions that play about these—quicken the blood at

Three Pines. No man was ever known to die out of his bed in

that country, except some woman or some mine was at the bot-

tom of it
;
and no ghost walks there that has not like cause for
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his unease. And no mine has so much laid to it of the killingf of

men and the love of women as the lost mine of Fisherman's

Peak.

^T,« ,,^T- The first that was known of the mine was in the time

AKD HOW when there rioted through that country a great body of
ir WAS LOST,

juining men drawn off from the dwindling diggings of

California and Nevada, and to that quarter, by the report of

the marvelous strikes of Panamint and the Cerro Gordo. They
raged up and down the passes of the hills, man-hunting and

mine-hunting with equal good will, and poured into Three Pines

for drinking and gaming what time their means allowed. Ac-

cording to the notion of the time, the times were good. Flour

was twenty dollars a sack, and eggs two dollars a dozen, hard

to come by at that ; and no man when he had put down a coin

asked for change. There were five saloons in Three Pines, all

going at a roaring blast, when on the bar of one of them ap-

peared one morning, among the glasses and the dice, a spar of

rotten white quartz shot through with lumps and streaks of

gold. At that time the characteristic ore of each of the large

mines was as well known to every miner as his neighbor's face,

and this was like no other. The news spread ; deputations ar-

rived from the other saloons to see and handle the wonder, and

question the barkeeper, who kept a discreet, unwinking silence.

But it was no such mystery by noon the next day, when a

drunken Indian was observed trying to barter a handful of the

precious specimens for a sack of flour. An Indian mine ! Pos-

sible riches, probable tragedy
—and Romance 1 All Three Pines

lost its head.

The Indians in the campoodie back of the town—Paiutes,

still savage and embittered—were made more comfortable in the

next three days, by gifts of blankets and canned stuff, than

they had expected to be this side the Happy Hunting
Ground ;

and were much too drunk for several days to give any

intelligent account of themselves. But nothing transpired.

Altogether there leaked out, and into the hands of miners,

specimens of the gold-shot quartz to the amount of a bucketful,

and many false clues
;
for about that time set out secretly, by

night, a dozen or more prospecting parties in divers directions,

returning in a week or so, bootless and disgusted.

At that time, also, there was no Indian dared stir out of his

tracks but found himself shadowed by a white man. Neverthe-

less, by some means, bits of the "Indian Mine" quartz con-

tinued to circulate in the camp intermittently for the space of

two years. During that time never an Indian was brought to

the crude justice of a mining camp, that was not proffered better
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shift if he would discover the place of the ledge. It is probable
that very few of the Indians ever knew, but finally it appeared
one did. Upon that errand he set out with six miners secretly,

and not one of the seven was seen or heard of alive again.

This much came to the surface, by way of the campoodie, that

they came to their end either by treachery of the guide, or the

wrath of the tribesmen, on the slope of Fisherman's Peak.

Once after that, Kern River Jim, a scout notably under the

protection of the Government, agreed to guide a party of white

men, not to the mine but to that vicinity. He went up Fisher-

man's Peak and all around it in seven days, returning to the

point of starting
—but no mine.

" The feet of the white men have been over it, but the eyes
have not seen," said the Paiute, and quitted them where they
stood. Well, you may guess they were back over that trail with

the greatest imaginable caution. But to no purpose. So by
such hints and helps, and by the glimmering bits that came up
from time to time in barter with the Indians, the story of the

mine was kept alive until the last pitiful rebellion of the

Paiutes ended in the death of the most part of their fighting
men. After that time no more of the white quartz came into

Three Pines from any source whatever.

Some years later a squaw-man from Darwin way, reporting

what his woman had told him for love, organized a party to

prospect for a certain forked pine blasted by lightning, which
she recalled as a landmark upon journeys from which her people
had returned with the crumbling quartz. It is reported that,

though the squaw-man found the blasted pine, he got nothing
for his pains. It served, however, to keep fresh in the minds

of prospectors the hope of the "Indian Mine," until new dis-

coveries further south drew them out of that country, and the

affair came up no more (except in talk) for the space of fifteen

years.

About the time all Three Pines wagged with excite-

ment over a handful of nuggets and rotten quartz, Hank guadai.upe.

Sturgess, freighting in from the dim, hot valley of Salt

Wells, saw in the blue dawn three coyotes trotting in narrowing
circles about a long heap on the sand, lying out about 200 yards
from the road. At times it seemed to stir, and then did not.

The small wind that creeps along the surface of desert sands

blew upon it, and made a flutter as of garments.
"
Lord !

" said Hank, halting his eighteen mules, and then

the sweat broke out on his tanned forehead to hear the morning
stillness pierced by a pin-point wail. The woman lay face

downward where she had fallen from illness (or drunkenness.
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perhaps) dead in the smother of her own garments and the

sand. On her back, in its basket, the three-months baby waked
and cried. Hank knew who she was, well enoug^h

— a Paiute

woman who had been as wife to a miner down Panamint way.

He, when he had worked out his claim, passed on to other digf-

ging-s, with no thought given to the woman or her child ; it was
a common fashion of the time. When Sturgess found her, the

woman's face was turned towards home.
The teamster carried the body on to the wash of Grapevine,

where he buried it, properly bushed and stoned to keep the

coyotes from it ; the child, for want of a better shift, he carried

to the Seiiora Lopez, washer-woraan-at-large for the camp of

Three Pines. The Seiiora, who was fat and indolent and un-

wholesome, made much of her condescension in mothering the

"half-breed brat," whom she named Guadalupe, and used as a

means of exacting contributions from soft-hearted miners. The
two became in a manner a charge upon the camp.
The child grew up bright and strong and shapely, choosing

her own way of life. There were plenty to tell her who she

was
;
the Senora Lopez, for one—who extolled herself at the ex-

pense of the child's possible pride, and her mother's people at

the campoodie. Guadalupe was much among the wickiups until

she was ten years old and the Lopez woman died. Then Mrs.

Hacket, of the Front Street Boarding House, adopted her in a

purely missionary spirit.

Mrs. Hacket was a New Hampshire woman with convictions,

no race prejudice and no tact. She made no odds of the child's

being half white, sent her to school and had her taught to play
on the melodeon

; taught her to work, too, after a fashion, but

never came into so much as the borderland of her hot little

heart. So by dint of these things Guadalupe got through
seventeen plain years in which Three Pines left off being a

camp and became a town
;
and the lost mine of Fisherman's

Peak one of its traditions.

Then, for the reason that she was young and beautiful in a

dark fashion, and had come to the full power of womanhood, or

for no reason at all, she began to love Castleton, the smooth-

mannered faro-dealer and professional gambler of those parts.

For her, who had known only miners and teamsters, he was, by
all the standards she had, the finest gentleman she bad known.
Before him she paraded her young attractions with the abandon
of perfect unsophistication. For all of which

"
goings on,"

Mrs. Hacket corrected her with a scourging tongue. It is a

pity good women should be so hard ; one would think they

might afford the larger compassion. Doubly a pity that they
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should be so often so unwise. It was at the tide of the year when
the spring- whimpers in young blood, that accusation and re-

crimination between Mrs. Hacket and Guadalupe reached a

point that the girl's nerves, always keyed to the hig"h pitch of

expectancy in those days, were not able to bear. So at the last

she broke out crying, with great, dry gfasps like a hunted

creature, not feeling- herself at fault, and burst out through the

door into the dusk of the spring- evening- ; then, as some re-

minder of her Sunday teachings came back to her, and timed

with the hot impulse of her blood, she stripped off her shoes

Bind flung- them back across the threshold, before she ran lightly

up the trail. There, an hour afterward, Castleton followed

her, having some inkling- of the situation, as, in fact, had every

gossip in Three Pines. He found her face downward in the

long, sweet grass on the edge of the mesa where the trail turns

off toward the little leafy huts of the carapoodie ;
and there he

comforted her between the blossoms and the grass, until the

young moon came up and trod softly on the hills.

So—as you understand — Castleton carried the girl ^^^ «T,r.^TxS^ TURN
away to Portago, where there were better pickings for of thb

his particular trade. They came back again in the TRAiiy.

summer of that year to Three Pines, Guadalupe going un-

ashamed, glorious in sumptuous clothing and the high pulse of

young delight.

You will not understand
;
but tAey understand, who have

walked that path, how she trod with it with a pure heart. But
with whatever heart, one comes very quickly to the end of

such treading. It was nearly a year from the time Guadalupe
began to be known as "Mrs. Castleton," and the spring came
on thick and warm. She sat in the dance-hall of the

" Same
Old Luck," talking to the pianist there, dressed in the tawny
yellows that so became her, laughing as she talked, but half

turning, as her habit was, never quite to lose sight of Castleton,

who was gaming idly with two Cerro Gordo men. The door

was open, to let in the warm spring afternoon and a sweet smell

of blossoming vines that mixed with the sickly odors of the

saloon.

Suddenly there was a commotion outside, and Guadalupe
looked up from her bright reflection in the piano lid to see two

strangers alighting from dusty, road-weary horses at the door.

Idle curiosity satisfied, she looked back smiling at Castleton,

since strangers were his particular good fortune, and was sur-

prised to find him gone. It was no surprise, but a vague unease

she felt when he did not come to his room at all that night.

Often, when the game was good, he sat on into the small
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hours. But when those hours were come, she woke out of

dreams of him—never again to have sweet sleep, or restful,

while she lived. Castleton was there in the room, haggard,

hurried, anxious, packing a portmanteau deftly.

Guadalupe was out beside him, helping with never a sound.

It was over so soon—the hurried movements—a word of explan-
ation : the two strangers men on his track for a thing done in

Calaveras a year before—one kiss—another—ah, never no more,
no more 1

"
I will get down to the bay," he said.

"
I will send for you

when I have money." And so, good-bye.
There were harder things to come after that

;
the loneliness,

the dread, no word
;
then the sharp need of money, the jeers of

the women
; worse—the ungenerous proffers of the men. But

being too young to unlove quickly, and seeing no other end to

her affairs, Guadalupe went back to her mother's people. In a

wickiup behind the town lived Chico, great-uncle of hers—all the

kin she had. The old man took her in
;

if he had shaped any
thought about her at all, it would have been that she had come
to that sooner than he expected.
She began to serve him—to learn the crafts of a tribeswoman—
suffering no pang in there-adjustment keener than the need of

her lover, of the sight of him, touch of him, print of his foot

in the earth.

Chico was wrinkled as the hills, looked older, and wandered
in his wits. He could not always remember whose child she

was, nor what she had given him for dinner
;
but he could recall

clearly all the things that happened before she was born, and
in the course of time he told her about the lost mine of Fisher-

man's Peak.

HOW THB
'

'^^^'"6 were four of us," said Chico ;

"
four men who

MINE WAS found the mine and kept it, and never we told another,
SOUGHT AGAIN,

though many persuaded us. But Red Morning tracked

us and held the secret to sell to the white men against his time

of need. So when we four heard what he would do, we killed

him, and the six who were with him. We followed hard on their

trail, even as he had followed us and killed one man in the night
with a long arrow through his body ; one each night, never any
more.

"When the first died, they said, *So we expected,' and went

cautiously about to cover their trail ; at the second, they said,
*

So many less to share the mine.' But at the third killing they
were afraid, and some were for turning back ; also, they held

that Red Morning had dealt them treachery ; but ever he spake
with a double tongue. Well he knew who followed.
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"
So we killed Red Morning last of all, and that was part

kindness—for if he had been caught in the town, the white men
would have hung him. Then we four made a vow that each

should kill the other who told any white man of the mine
;
but

of Kern River Jim we took no account, for there was nothing
certain that he knew. It was that he would have the white

men think well of him. After that came the war, and they

three died, two at Bitter Lake and one at the Stone Corral.

Then I said,
' How shall I go to the mine with none to watch

and cover my trail ?
'

for there were none of my own people I

could trust. But now I am old—I would lie softly
—and the gold

is clean gold."

Then he would grow suspicious, mumbling that she was
white and not to be trusted

;
that she was a fool to attend an

old man's greater folly. Next day he would forget and begin all

over again.

Now Guadalupe had not grown up in a mining town to no pur-

pose, and there were people in Three Pines yet who had in their

cabinets specimens of the white quartz of the lost Indian mine.

With all this maundering of Chico's, the girl began to think.

The smallest part of the treasure, provided it could be found,

would take her to Castleton, whose desire for her she rated

equal to her own for him.

So she beguiled the old man with food and comfortable

words, until he should tell her where the ledge might be found ;

and, reaching out for such help as she must have, laid hold of

Tom-Jim.
Tom-Jim was a Paiute of near her own age ; who, if the tribe

had been living in the tribal relation, would have stood high.
The reason why he happened to be standing in the way when
the girl cast about for a staff to prop her enterprise, was that he

had fallen in love with Guadalupe. He was afraid of her and

her superior white ways, but man enough to persist, and savage

enough to wish to have her, willing or unwilling. His pro-

cesses were as simple as his passions. He would serve her in

this matter of the mine, upon which she was so keen, and then take

her for his pains. He had very little idea of the real value of

the mine, and as for Guadalupe, she was too busy with plans for

the bestowal of herself and the treasure to give a thought to

his thought. She would have used him just the same if she

had known.

Between them they contrived a way to leave the campoodie,

unsuspected, along the trail to Fisherman's Peak. It was a

devious path, and steep. Chico lacked breath for it ; the old

knees wavered and the old wits wandered more and more.
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When they came to the bluflf of the blasted pine, he was too far

gone to be of any use to them. He might come out of that

sickness, and he might not ;
in the meantime, since they were

poorly provisioned, they must trust to finding the ledge with

the facts they had. The search fell to Tom-Jim ; Guadalupe,
for her share, watched by the old man under the glooming pines.

The landmark pine stood on the brink of a steep gorge head-

ing there. The mouth of the gorge opened miles away eastward

on a river canon. Somewhere in the gorge, which was called

Eagle Rocks, on an open scarp, masked by vines, cropped out a

ledge of rotten quartz shot through with gold. Tom-Jim set

out to find it. Under the pine, hearing the drone of wild bees

above the old man's fluttered breath, Guadalupe comforted her

heart against alarms by foolish dreams. Along in the warm
afternoon she woke out of a drowse to see Chico lie on his bed

of pine boughs with his eyes rolled upward under the dropped
lids and no breath coming and going between his parted lips.

HOW THB ^^ much that happened after that, the secret is kept

MINE WAS by the ravine of Eagle Rocks and the impalpable
FOUND, somewhat that holds the record of human thought—
of candles gone out—of fires burned down. There is a belief

among miners, very ill expressed or not expressed at all, that the

hot essences of greed and hate and lust are absorbed, as it were,

by the means that provoke them, and inhere in house, lands or

stones to work mischief to the possessor. That is why, though

many strangers have looked for it, no miner of Three Pines who
knows all this story will prospect for the lost

"
Indian Mine."

Between her fear of dead Chico, for so she judged him, and

desire to get on with the search, Guadalupe hurried down from

the blasted pine into the ravine, by no trails, slipping, falling

over places where she never could have climbed up, dislodging
a rubble of small stones, and at last (savage fear getting the

better of savage caution) crying aloud for Tom-Jim. She

found him not far from the foot of that bluff where her watch

had been, having worked up all that gully from the river and

found no likely place where a mine might be. Even now he was

hacking and tearing at the vines that mantled all that front of

rock. Chico's directions had been tolerably plain. Guadalupe
found herself reassured to help him with such homely labors.

So at last they found it, a small vein hollowed out a little by
reason of its softness between two walls of country rock. They
spent a long time over it, eager, laughing, blowing the sand

from yellow grains between their fingers, picking out the soft

metal from the rotten quartz with the point of a knife—lingered
until the sunlight was clean gone up out of the gully of Eagle
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Rocks. All at dusk there came a great cry that rose and shud-

dered brokenly between the canon walls. They looked up and

down, and could not tell for the moment from what quarter it

came, nor what it might be.

It seems that the old man had waked out of the trance or

swoon, or whatever held him in the semblance of death, with
that unexpected accession of vitality that comes sometimes be-

fore the final spark, and drawn by the last sane impulse of his

wandering mind, had come down into the gully by some shorter,

secret trail to find those two before him. It is plain that he had

forgotten them or repented of his purpose, for it was his cry of

fury that rang among the rocks, and his body that shot

out from the scarp with the impact of a beast against
Tom-Jim's shoulders. The two swayed together for one

instant of rage ; then Chico's arms slacked and fell away, his

body shuddered, sagged downward, fell, with knees crumpled
under it, among the crumpled vines. This time he was quite

dead.

The dark came on
;
the body of the old man grew large, and

half it seemed to stir. The two young people were alone in the

gully. Neither of them had loved Chico much. As for Tom-
Jim, he loved only Guadalupe, and he had found the mine. Now
his eyes began to burn, and some late-awakened instinct made
the girl's flesh to creep. To herself, you will understand, since

she had mated with Castleton, she seemed all white.

Now the wind rose up and began to moan among the pines,

and they could hear the night tones of the rising stream. Some-

thing that was neither wind nor water stirred in the air, and

Guadalupe bethought her of the knife that lay where it had

dropped among the quartz fragments. She felt for it and hid

it under her shawl, moving softly to put the dead man between
her and Tom-Jim.
But that would not save her

;
for when the soft dark was all

around them and one night bird called another to the mating, he

came upon her to take her in the power of his manhood, as he

would have taken a girl of his own clan. And so she killed

him with the knife, and he fell, coughing blood, across the other

body in the gully of Eagle Rocks.

Three weeks later, a party of hunters in the River ^^^
Canon to the east found a young Indian woman wander- i<ost

ing crazily in the woods, living on roots and berries

gaunt and wolfish-eyed. In very pity they carried her to Aurora,
from which, with the instinct of a homing pigeon, she made her

way to Three Pines. There she still lives witlessly in a low,
foul hut on the edge of the campoodie, become the prey of

AGAIN.
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creatures more debauched than she. She goes about muttering
and seeking on the ground for what she cannot find, and ever

as the spring draws to flood-tide, her madness increases ; but

for the most part she is sodden with drink. About her neck she

carries a little leather bag, and in it a splinter of white quartz

with a grain or two of gold. And when she is drunken, but not

too drunk, she will show you that and with it as much as she

remembers—it is not much—of the lost mine of Fisherman's

Peak.

Independence, Cal.

A DEIFENCE OF THE MINOTAUR.
By A USTIN LEWES.

"
^rtHE artist cannot live on air," said the Eastern Critic

J^ convincingly. "The rewards are East, and he must

go East."
'*

Yes, and cease to be an artist," growled the redbearded one.

"You are insatiable."
"

It is impossible to alter the law of things. We gravitate

to the cities, for there is the center of social life."
"
There you mean is the Mecca of all money-grubbing. I

was in Humboldt County this summer, and stayed painting in u

little valley. The source of things was there—lots of children

and the full, free, open life. The city seems almost intolerable

since I was there. There was a child and a calf every year
at the little farm where I boarded."

"And the child will, sooner or later, come to the city,"

laughed the Critic.
"
So will the calf, and we shall eat them both. That little

farm exists in order that we may consume what it produces, and

that is what is being done with our artists."
"
Quite a pretty comparison!" laughed the critic. "Almost

too realistic, though, for a man of your temperament."
"

If you improved them," went on the artist warmly, "if you
made men out of them, we could bear it better. But you do

not ; you simply destroy them."

"Is any fame, is any reputation to be made here?" asked

the Critic suavely.
" We do not go out into the wilderness to

look for John the Baptist nowadays. John must come to Jeru-

salem, frock-coated and top-hatted, and hear what the rabbis

have to say to him."

"True for you, and be hanged to you!" shouted the red-

bearded one (for the bad langu:ige of this reprobate champion
of the West was notorious).

"
But we don't get any John the

Baptists. They cannot live under the conditions."
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"There you are wrong. Directly a man is recognized as

having anything to show worth showing, he is run after and

petted."

"Which is quite as bad as neglect
—or worse 1

" said the

artist. "Your neglect we can stand; your patronage is ruin

to us. I have seen boys (and girls, too) go out from this town
to be swallowed up by you—turned into magazine illustrators,

cheap copjdsts, imitation Parisian decadents, and all that sort

of thing, while they were really worthy of much better things."

"Depend upon it, they amount to just as much as they are

worth," said the Critic.

"You are not talking to a five-o'clock tea-party," muttered

the Californian.
"
Let us get down to facts 1 This is an ideal

country for the production of artistic genius."

"There I disagree with you. It is too far removed from the

centers of civilization. It is provincial."

"Provincial! You use catchpenny words all the time. You,
a Bostonian, have the impertinence to speak of provincialism

to us. If you were a New Yorker you could do it with no more

show of reason. You Easterners are mere appanages of Europe.
You echo the latest fad

; you babble the latest slang from the

Piccadilly clubs
; you drink the latest compound on the boule-

vards
; you are, in fact, mere snobs, shut up in the subterranean

caverns which your tall buildings make of your cities. We are

not nearly so provincial as you. Even a bat-eyed European can

see that. We have our own history, our own tradition, apart
and away from your fragmentary continuation of that of

Europe. We have the possibilities of a real outdoor life. And
if you fellows with your maundering platitudes would leave

our women alone, we might amount to something."
"
Oh, if you are going to adopt that tone, we might just as

well close the discussion at once. I go to Europe every year. I

see all that is being done in the great studios in New York.

I come West by special request to tell the story to the Califor-

nians—and you make me out a destroyer of youth, a perverter

of artistic ideals."
"
Ideals be hanged ! You come here peddling what you call

ideals at fifty dollars a lecture, and working up a fictitious in-

terest in what you call art. The results are very plain to those

who have watched the matter at all closely. A number of

young men and women are infected every year with a wrong
conception of what constitutes art. They proceed to supple-

ment their ideals, or rather your ideals, with what they have

seen in the novels and the pictures of studios in the magazines.

They enter upon what they call the Bohemian Life, and most of
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them, thank goodness, have sufficient common sense to see their

folly in time, and to get out of it into ordinary useful work."
"Of course I recognize perfectly that all cannot obey the

calls of high art. There are neophytes who are and never will

be anything but neophytes."
"When did you say that last? Was it last night to the

Women's League of Art Connoisseurs, or the night before to

the Daughters of Rubens ? It was equally foolish in either

place. But to go on with the story. A certain number become
lost in the dirty mazes of slum bohemianism—for our delightful
social organization produces slums in every department of

human activity. The church, the law, art, universities, all

have their slums—even criticism. No I It's not worth while
to protest. Have you ever read what passes in the daily press
for criticism of art, literature and the drama ?"

"Oh, yes, I know all about that very well, but it does not

affect me. The question which we set out to discuss was
whether there was any chance for independent art in the West.
I maintain that there is not."

"
Why not ? Art is an affair of the individual, and I do not

see why anyone should not do his individual work here just as

well as anywhere else. There is every opportunity."
"Every opportunity to work, yes! But what are the op-

portunities to make money or even a good living ?
"

"That brings us to the question whether there are ever good
opportunities for the artist to make money. I mean any sort of

an artist, not a painter merely."" Now you are talking like a sensible person. You see I

happen to know quite a number of men who are conspicuous in

various purely artistic pursuits, and I can assure you that they
are not by any means free from the pressure of things. Art,
that is, real art, is never a paying proposition."
"I don't see why you should complain ; you make an exceed-

ingly good thing out of it. Why, you make more money than

any three ordinary artists rolled into one."

My dear boy, there is all the difference in the world be-

tween doing things and talking about them. The world, es-

pecially the women thereof, love the big bow-wow. Talk is

what pays, and, fortunately for me, I am a talker."

"Oh, yes 1 you are a talker, but somehow your talk does not

appear to help matters. I must repeat for the live-hundredth

time that we produce a remarkable number of people who have
a decidedly artistic bent, that they begin their work here, and
then we lose them, not only in their persons, but in their art.

The West ceases to influence them, and they follow in the train

of those who never knew this country."" That all comes of your ignorance of modern conditions. I

tell you again that the great centers will devour all that you
produce. It is the law of modern life. Even if you had a great

artist, and he were to build himself a home far away in the

Sierras, the great world would still annex him. You could not

keep him. I said before that you are provincial, and I repeat
the statement."
"Do you mean to say that we are not rich enough to keep our

artists ?
"
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"
Rich enough, yes ; but not well enough informed. You can-

not trust your own artistic judg-ment. You derive all your in-

formation on esthetic matters from the outside (such of you as

have any information at all), and you are lacking- in independ-
ence

; so that, in order for you to come to any decision in matters
of art, the approval of those of recognized authority is neces-

sary."
Then you think that we are bound to submit to the author-

ity of the East ?
"

"
I don't see how you can avoid it, if you have no authority

of sufficient weight here."
"Now I have you," said the artist triumphantly. "Now I

have you. All you have said could be said as effectively and more
effectively in favor of Europe against the East. Your defence
of the Minotaur is a miserable sham. You devour our artists

simply and solely because you have more money, and the con-
trol of the big magazines ; and because people like you insist

that there is no salvation to be had except by following your
drum. You kill our artists because you will not take the
trouble to understand them, and you place every impediment in
the way of their understanding themselves and the part which
they should play in the history of our common country."

San Francisco.

"X
WITHOUT YOU.

By JULIETTE ESTELLE MATHIS.

\0 more, no more !

" the surging waters hoarsely cried

When after years of grieving absence I returned

To fair, familiar paths my long loved sea beside—
My radiant sea—where opal memories burned.

"No more, no morel" the wind-swept branches swayed and

sighed
When once again I sought their spice-filled, trysting shade

And listened, pierced with silence, for the songs that died

In sweetest cadences—that called, and I obeyed.

Vain pilgrimage ! Better for me the freighted bark

Of priceless recollections moored in alien bays
Than going home to empty harbors, which but mark

Irreparable loss, deserted, lonely ways.

The light supernal darkens, shines for me no more;
The mounded, purple isles are graves of violets;

Through mists of tears I watch the breakers beat the shore

And strike the moaning strings of infinite regrets.

How strongly was I lured by restless, lying dreams,
Which promised happiness in wonted haunts anew !

Enraptured sped I to my goal
—and now it seems

The saddest of all earthly places without you !

San Francisco.
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THE BLUNDERERS MARK.
By EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES.
Time hath, my lord, a wallet on his back
Wherein to put alms for oblivion.
Those scraps are good deeds past,

which are devoured
As fast as they are made.

HERE were brave men before Agfamemnon, but

all of them, unwept and unknown, are over-

whelmed with endless obscurity, lacking: a

sacred bard. Even so, wise Horace, and
brave men since, as well, who lacked but a

chronicler to make them deathless. Here, in

our last-won landt, by a thousand times ten

thousand camp-fires, men have slathered whose forgotten deeds

match any told in song or story. The Pilgrim Fathert, the

Cavaliers of the Old Dominion, the sons of the Dark and

Bloody Ground, were fortunate in that they had fitting histo-

rians. But these, the Western pioneers, though they hewed
from the wilderness a broad empire to be their everlasting

monument, left behind them but a dim tradition, fading

day by day. The last of them will soon have left us
; an unre-

membered chivalry, whose onset shook the ancient silences

brooding over the mighty hills and the illimitable plains.

Rough men were these and uncouth, yet a milder race could

scarce abide that grim conflict. Unfortunate, too, in this, that

for the most part they lacked the softening influence of woman-
kind ; so that a stigma of folly and evil doings clings to their

memory. But, despite their faults, deficiencies and vices, they
were brave and gallant gentlemen, worthy of a better fate than

forgetfulness.

Out of the memories of bygone years, where thronging

shapes, dim-outlined, heroic, move vaguely through the mist,

one generous deed shines like a star ; one of those deeds, which,

having seen or known, one may not thereafter be wholly base—
one which, if I may, I would rescue from oblivion.

It may be some will read these lines who will remember. My
old-time comrades—you who knew me as "Doc" or "Wild-

horse Charlie "—
surely there are some of you in our old haunts

still. When the camp-fires are burned low, the songs all sung,

the last pipes lighted—sometimes, I think, you look from the

dying embers up to the neighbor stars, and tell this story yet.

He was eighteen years old when he first came to Wyoming—
a tall, sinewy, active Missouri boy. Naturally, we called him
"
Kid," and few of us ever knew what his real name was. Kid

had worked for Tom Collins four years, and from the first had
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shown an extraordinary aptitude for the stock business. He
was a quiet, reserved fellow, who always attended strictly to

business, and had little to say. But when he gave his opinion,

whether of men or of stock, it was pretty apt to be final. He
was a top roper, about the best I ever saw in any of the cow
countries. A fearless rider as well, although he was sometimes

worsted by an especially enterprising- horse.

Truthful, sober, quiet, willing- and able—that was Kid at

twenty-two. Small wonder that he was paid more than most of

the other boys, or that other ranches had made him tempting
offers. But he had stayed with Collins. He did not gamble ; if

he drank at all it was not to excess
;
and he had invested his

savings in cattle, running them with CoUins's stock. That he

was allowed to do this was in itself the highest tribute to his

integrity. For when a cowboy runs his own brand, he has

every facility for enlarging his stock at the expense of his em-

ployers, if he is that way inclined.

White women were almost an unknown quantity in that part
of Wyoming in 1874. So when "Butcher" Phillips brought
his wife to his ranch at the junction of the Chug and the

Laramie, and his niece from Georgia to keep her company, all

other events became wholly unimportant by comparison. There
was a general shaving of bearded faces, a replenishing of atten-

uated wardrobes, and an earnest, if entirely ineffectual, effort

at betterment of careless speech. When our combined orders

reached Cheyenne they just about cleaned out the available

stock of hats, boots, saddles, bridles and spurs. Miss Mary
Stead—I do not give her real name for obvious reasons—became
the idol of the cow countries.

It was remarkable how frequently boys from neighboring
ranches ("neighboring" in Wyoming meant anywhere in a

radius of seventy-five miles) came to the I X L ranch searching
for stray horses. Anyone would have thought that we lived in

a sort of horse-heaven, and that the saddle-stock of southeastern

Wyoming were possessed by the sole and overweening ambition

of spending the remainder of their days on the banks of the

Chug.
Kid was one of these earnest searchers, but his habitual reti-

cence was heightened by bashfulness till the result was a pain-
ful and uncomfortable silence which resisted the girl's well

meant efforts to put him at his ease. A vivacious and sociable

girl was Miss Mary, sensible and in no wise
"
stuck up." Kid

might well have found favor in her sight, for the marked re-

spect shown him by even the most reckless of his fellows im-

pressed her, and while not handsome, he had a fine manly face
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with honest eyes that met your own frankly, and a srrave, en-

gaging smile. But he lacked the debonair, careless impudence
which sat so gracefully on some of his brother "punchers,"
and the girl's merry raillery, which he was totally unable to

return, covered him with confusion.

The climax was reached when he wrote to ask her to ride

with him. For his speech, though infrequent, was direct, forci-

ble and pointed. But when he betook himself to pen and ink

his plight was pitiable. He floundered helplessly, like a colt in

a mudhole.

Choking with laughter, the girl showed his note to Mrs.

Phillips. It was written in a great, sprawling hand that might
have been the work of a schoolboy in the Second Reader.

Naturally, he had not sought advice or help in such a delicate

matter, and the result of his efforts at clearness was provocative

of mirth.
with me

Dear miss Stead would you like to go for a ride next sunday i

/\

in Cheyenne
have a gentil horse that is ust to ladies riding him and will come

/\

if you want to go he will come back by your plase
down saterday night please send me an anser by barer mr Tom

A. /\

Jonson hoping you all are well i am yours Respekfully

George Lewis.

"Oh, Aunty ! Did you ever see such spelling ? And just count

the carets and interlineations : One, two, three, four 1 The
Blunderer's Mark ! Did you ever see the like ?

"

"You oughtn't to laugh at the poor fellow, Mary. He can't

help it. And Jim says he's the best all-around man in the

country."
"He may be all that, aunty, but I can't keep from laughing

at him. And I wouldn't go riding with him for anything in

the world. He never says a word, and I just know I would die!"

And Tom took back the excuse of a previous engagement.
The Spring Round-up was to meet at Sidney Bridge and work

back up the river. The wagons of Tom Collins, Phillips (of

whose crew I was a member) and two other outfits were camped
at the mouth of Cherry Creek, 'some twenty miles below Ft.

Laramie. Each wagon had its own foreman, but Collins was

temporarily "making medicine" for the crowd until the cap-

tain of the Round-up should join us with the other wagons.
There was good feed for the horses, so Collins decided to wait

there rather than further down the Platte. So, after supper he

sent Kid back to Kelley's with word for the Hash Knife and

Flying X wagons to hurry up and overtake us.
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He struck out across country for the head waters of Cherry

Creek, leaving- the stajjfe road off to his right. About midnight
he staked his horse, built a fire and rolled up in his saddle-

blankets for a sleep. At two he started again ;
at sun-up he

came to Lawrence Forks, As he rode' down through the wil-

lows, an almost naked man crawled from his hiding-place in the

brush. It was one of two brothers who owned the Lawrence
Forks ranch. He was wounded and exhausted, and could hardly
tell his story. At daybreak they had been attacked by a large
band of Sioux, his brother had been killed, and he had barely

escaped by swimming the river, sorely wounded as he was.

"Don't mind me. Kid," he gasped. "I'll likely cash in my
chips this hand, anyway. You drift and give the boys warn-

ing. There ain't enough men left at the ranches to make a

stand—you'll just have to pull your freight." And Kid wrung
his hand and left him. I am glad to record that four days later,

after many narrow escapes, this man reached safety, and, after

a long sickness, recovered.

Kid's mind was working swiftly as he galloped on to Kelley's.

Phillips, he knew, had gone to Cheyenne, the rest of us were

with the wagons at Cherry Creek, and there was no one at the

ranch but the two women and the ranch hand, Ryan. It rested

with him alone to speed the warning to save fifty lives. To
Kelley's, Baker's, and the stage station he bore his unwelcome

tidings, sending the men he found there in an ever-spreading,
fan-wise line, East, North and West, to warn and save.

"
Tell

every one to drive their saddle horses, or if they can't drive—
shoot 'em," he said. "Don't leave any relays for them red

devils."

The Phillips ranch lay in a bend of the river, nearly four

miles north of the stage line. The river was bank full and

there was no safety beyond
—the only hope was in Ft. Laramie.

They must turn back southeast till they struck the main road to

the post, and by the time they reached that again the Indians

would have gained at least six miles, and would be close behind.

And here, I doubt not, he formed the plan he finally carried

out.

It turned out afterwards that this band of about three hundred

Sioux had broken away from the Red Cloud Agency, and drifted

to the South Platte in Colorado. While hunting there, they had
become embroiled with a party of freighters. Several men had
been killed on both sides and the Indians had started back to

the reservation, burning and killing everything in their track

When Kid came in sight of the ranch he was overjoyed to see

Joe Achuleta's wagon and buckskin mares at the hitching rack.
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Achuleta was a noted Mexican trapper and hunter, a man of

tried courage and resolution, and the best shot in the North-

west. A more welcome ally could not have been found.

"Hello the house 1

" he shouted. The two women and Achu-
leta came to the door.

" The Sioux are out and coming. Jump
in the wagon and light out for Ft. Laramie quicker'n greased

lightnin'. There's not a minute to lose. Where's Ryan ?
"

" Down at the corrals," answered Mary, as Kid lifted her in.

Joe ran into the house and came back with an extra rifle and
ammunition. "That's for Irish," he said. They dashed off

to the corrals for Ryan and started on their eighteen-mile flight.

Kid saddled the horse Ryan had just driven into the corral and

followed after them. At the top of the second hill Kid halted

and scanned the country behind. He galloped up and overtook

the wagon.
"Light a rag, Joe 1 There's a crowd of 'em not more'n two

miles back, coming along the stage road, an' they've seen us."

Their road led over a succession of hills and hollows. They
tore madly down the long slopes, crossed the little tributary
streams—toiled painfully up the shorter, steeper hills to the

ridge tops, then down again. Their pursuers came into view,
and bullets began to cut up dust around them.

From time to time Kid stopped and fired at them with his

saddle gun. Ryan drove, and Joe, kneeling in the back of the

careening wagon, kept up a fire with his Sharp's buffalo-gun
—a

terrible weapon, heavy and accurate, which threw a 480-grain

bullet, with 120 grains of powder behind it, and carried a mile.

Twice they stopped under cover of a hilltop, and, while the

panting horses rested a moment, the three men poured in telling

volleys on the savages. They killed a number of them, first and

last. But the wily foemen spread out on both sides and threat-

ened to surround them if they kept up such tactics.

Their situation was rapidly becoming desperate. The team
was failing, and the Indians were fast gaining on them, despite

the fact that their own horses were badly winded, Kid's fore-

sight having allowed them no change. To make matters worse,
Kid's horse was shot and they had to lose time while he ran to

overtake them.

He clambered in.
" You women lay down in the bottom of the

wagon. Drive like hell, Joe—take the brake off and do )'Our

damnedest. It's half a mile to the Eagle's Nest. Beat them
there 1

"

Joe stood up and lashed the plucky cayuses in a last desperate
effort. The wheels struck fire from the rocks as they thundered

down the hill in a cloud of dust, plunging, bounding, crashing
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—sometimes on two wheels, sometimes with all four in the air

at once. Bruised and battered they reached the foot of the hill,

crossed the coulee and turned into the Bag-le's Nest with the

howling Sioux three hundred yards behind them.

Ten miles from Pt. Laramie a precipitous, rocky spur ran

down to the river. Around the face of this the wagon road had
been blasted from the solid rock for a quarter of a mile, with a

straight fall of a hundred feet into the Platte on one side and a

towering- precipice of bare rock as high on the other. There
was no other way to go. Horsemen could not pass over the ridge
till they had gone two miles south.

Halfway through the cut stood an immense boulder, on which,
when the road was made, an eagle had built her nest. Prom
this the pass had taken its name.

As Joe slackened speed to make the curve around this boulder,
Kid took his rifle and dropped lightly out. Silently as he had

lived, he set his face from life.

It was not until they were almost through the cut that the

girl missed him, screamed and looked back. One glimpse she

had of him, as he waved them onwards ; and then they dropped
down the slope beyond, and she has not yet clasped his hand

again.

Rifle shots rang out behind them—volleyed
—echoed—dwindled—swelled—and sank again. Wild yells of rage and despair

floated after them on the wind—a few scattering shots, and then

silence.

They strained their eyes back to the pass. A cloud of smoke
floated lazily out over the river—and that was all. The pursuit
had ceased.

" We must go on," said Joe. "That's what he want—so you
womens can git away. He's not keeled, else Injuns come after

us. But eef he try to git out or I go to heem, they keel us from

ze Oder end. Eef he can hoi' 'em off, I come queek wid de

soldiers. But I'm 'fraid they go 'way back and git on de

reedge and keel him from up dere."

So they went on. Just before they came to the Laramie

Bridge they met a troop of cavalry, sent out by the commanding
officer to investigate the uneasy rumors which had reached the

post the day before. In a few words Joe told how matters stood,

and begged to accompany them. He was given a horse, a few
men were sent back to the fort with the women, and the rest set

off at full speed to save the Kid if it might be. But as they
came in sight of the Eagle's Nest they heard the spitting of

rifles from the top of the spur.
"
Eet is too late !

"
gasped Joe.

The captain halted and sent a detail to the left to climb upon
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the ridge ;

for to take his men into that narrow pass, exposed to

fire from a hidden foe would have been madness. But Joe, with

a bitter word—unjust as bitter—dashed on, and the captain,

leaving" the remnant of his men at the mouth of the pass with

strict orders to remain there, followed him alone.

As it chanced, the Indians on the spur had seen the soldiers

making the detour, and as they naturally had no wish to be

surrounded and hemmed in a trap, they had warned those below

and made haste to abandon their untenable position.

So Joe and the officer found the pass deserted. Seven dead

braves lay in the road, and beside the boulder la)' the Kid, the

Seal of the Last Silence on his poor dumb lips. His body was
riddled with bullets, and his face—God in Heaven ! cover it

up, mercifully shroud it in kindly clay from the eyes of men
forever !

Scattered around him lay pages torn from his note book, cov-

ered with old tallys and accounts. On the side of the rock he

had drawn—in his own blood—two arrows pointing upward.
The inference was plain. The captain climbed up on Joe's

shoulder till he found precarious footing and so to the top of the

rock. He found the bloodstained note book Kid had thrown up

there, and in it a few penciled lines—his last message.
What thoughts came to him as he waited there, of rose-dawns

or purple twilights, of midnight skies and free winds in his face,

of burning noons or sunset gates at even—the hand clasp of old

friends or perhaps— the prattle of children's voices—we may
not know. Only this, that in his last thought there was noth-

ing of self, no trace of complaining. Read now the words he

wrote, even as the Gates of Eternity rolled wide for him, and

say if the waste places of the earth may not breed Men indeed :

Dear miss Stead the injuns have gone to clime up on top of the

hill i am to bad shot-up to get away i have a littel bunch of cattle

and my people is all dead becaus i love you
at mr Collinses and i want you to have them the injuns is coming

A. A

good by
George Lewis.

TnlaroHa, N. M.
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X
the: horoscope.

By SUI SIN FAR.

O fortune-teller of low deg-ree was Fong Toy of

San Francisco's Chinatown. The spirit of div-

ination had been bequeathed to him by genera-
tions of ancestors learned in mystical lore

;
and Fong

Toy was said to have cultivated that spirit even more

assiduously than did his forefathers.

When he had first come to the American City, he

brought with him letters of introduction to many
leading merchants and business men in Chinatown, all

testifying to the excellence of his inherited talent and

the study that had perfected it
;
and his appearance,

together with his calm, affable manners and fluent

speech, went far to make a good impression.

As time passed, his elegantly furnished ofB.ce on Clay Street

became more and more a resort for the perplexed of Chinatown's

four hundred. The manifold subjects concerning which he

was consulted were of endless variety, important and unim-

portant, according to the caprice of the moment or the super-

stition of the individual. Sometimes it was a question of the

buying of a house, or in regard to some action of the Six Com-

panies, or whether a brother Chinaman could be safely smuggled
into the country, or if a sick cousin would recover

;
whether a

certain investment of funds would be profitable or unprofitable,

or a certain betrothal lucky, and if so, whether the result would

be many children.

One afternoon, about five o'clock, as Fong Toy was preparing
to leave his office for his Club, Him Wing, one of the officers of

the Six Companies, and the Chief of the Sam Yup Clan, entered

the fortune-teller's consulting-room, and seating himself in one

of the large, carved, oaken chairs which filled the corners of the

room, unfurled his fan and began to wave it vigorously before

his cool face.

Fong Toy waited in respectful silence for his patron to speak.

Finally Him Wing said, "I have come to consult you concern-

ing the betrothal of my daughter to the eldest son of Hom
Lock, the cigar manufacturer of Commercial Street."

Fong Toy started and looked away from his visitor. For a

minute, indeed, he seemed to be lost in a dream. Recovering

himself, however, he asked quietly for the precise time of the

girl's birth, also for that of Hom Lock's son. Upon these being

given to him, he proceeded to light two candles and some sticks

of incense which stood in a vase below the picture of some

deity. Then he took eigLt pieces of Chinese cash and putting
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them into a tortoise shell, shook them before the picture of the

g"od, meanwhile muttering: some invocation. After that, the
cash were emptied out of the shell. This was repeated
thrice, and each time Fong Toy carefully noted how the cash

fell, that is, upon which side. At the conclusion of the third

observation, Pong Toy turned to his g-uest and gravely said :

*' Prom the eight diagrams I learn that ill fortune will follow
the betrothal of your daughter to the son of Horn Lock. It is

therefore my opinion that it would be unwise for you to listen

to any proposals in behalf of the person you have mentioned."
Him Wing's brow clouded.

"Are you quite sure of this?" said he. "Perhaps today is

unpropitious. Some other time "

"No," interrupted the fortune-teller, his professional pride
touched. "I cast that horoscope with much care and according
to the instructions of the ancients. It is thoroughly reliable,
and although to please your honor I would that my unskillful

hands could recast it, that is not possible."
He bowed courteously, shaking his hands within his silken

sleeves, and Him Wing, frowning and dissatisfied, left the place.
Prom that day the wheel of fortune turned backward for

Pong Toy. The fact was that Him Wing and Hom Lock had
set their hearts and minds upon the betrothal of their respective
children. There were reasons known only to themselves why
the house of Him and the house of Hom should be united, and
that they should be thwarted in their darling wish by a con-

trary fortune-teller galled them bitterly. Por, strange to say,

though they chafed at Pong Toy's verdict and felt bitter against
him in consequence, neither dreamed of ignoring his horoscope.
They determined, however, not to give him another opportunity
to stand in the way of their desires, and acted accordingly.
Moreover they used their influence to draw from him the favor
of other patrons, in which they were so successful that all

Pong Toy's efforts to retain his business proved vain, and it came
to pass that he watched early and late for

"
guests

" that never
came.

"Ah," he sadly murmured, as he stood by his window one
afternoon in November and beheld Quong Wo, one of his late

patrons, pause beside a side-walk fortune-teller. "Men are

easy to please, so long as one seeks but to please ; but when one
tries to act in accordance with truth, then they are difficult in-

deed to serve."
" Have you eaten your rice,* Sir Portune-Teller ?"

Pong Toy, upon hearing himself thus addressed, turned in be-

wilderment to behold a little figure in dainty rainbow hued gar-
ments standing in the center of the room. The face of the

figure was turned towards him, but the eyes in the face sought
the floor in embarrassment as the young fortune-teller ex-

claimed,
" Mai Gwi Par, why honor you me ?

"

Mai Gwi Par was silent. Pong Toy viewed her with g^reat
inward perturbation.
Mai Gwi Par was the daughter of Him Wing, the maiden

whose marriage to a promising young man he had been instru-

mental in preventing. Every girl desires a husband. What
* The phrase

" have you eaten your rice?" is almply a Chlaese greetliur-
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more natural than that, smarting- with disappointment, she
should come to visit her wrath upon his head. It was not

proper, of course, but even a Chinese girl, under certain cir-

cumstances, can be unconventional. Was she very angry ?

Perhaps if she knew all, she would feel more pity than anger !

These thoughts flew through Fong- Toy's mind as he watched
the maiden and waited for her to speak. At last she raised her

eyes—very demurely. He gazed into their depths and his heart
for one moment became warm with rapture. What had he seen
therein ? Certainly not anger.
"Why do I give myself the pleasure of visiting- such a supe-

rior man ?
" she cooed.

"Pearl amongst maidens !

" murmured Pong- Toy.
But she heard him not and calmly continued, "Because I

wish to thank him for rendering me a great service. He saved
me from misery.""

I did but my duty," responded the young man.
His heart was overflowing- with joy to think that instead of

meeting- with reproaches he was receiving- sweet thanks.
"But your duty?" queried the g-irl, g-lancing- demurely at

him from under her eyelids.

"Yes," replied the young man seriously. "The g-ods that

superintended the casting of the horoscope caused me to per-
ceive that the betrothal would be unlucky. I but communicated
to your father what they revealed."

"Ah, then, Sir Fortune-Teller, I owe you no gratitude at all."

The maiden's voice was cold, and as she spoke, she arose from
the seat into which she had sunk.

"
Oh, stay but a minute," entreated Pong- Toy, miking a step

towards her. The girl's vanity was wounded, and with digni-
fied air she moved towards the door.

Pong Toy's position was desperate. Love called to him on
one side, while professional pride held him on the other.

Mai Gwi Far turned the door-knob. The fortune-teller laid

his hand upon hers. Trembling with anger she freed her tiny
fist and faced him. "It seems that it is as easy for fish to

climb a tree as for Pong- Toy to act honorably," she cried.

Pong- Toy now stood with his back against the door. It was
a bold thing for a Chinaman to do, and a strange thing for a

Chinese girl to suffer, but it must be remembered that Fong
Toy and Mai Gwi Far were living in America, and Chinese people
living in America adopt many of the foreign-devil ways, de-

spite what has been said to the contrary.
"Maiden," quoth Fong Toy, when speech became imperative."
Bitterer by far tha.i the loss of my honorable patrons has

been the thought that you, perhaps, resented the part I played
in the casting of the horoscope, and my pain was and is because
I love you."
The maiden's expression softened.

"Ah !

"
lisped she,

"
I have long thought so."

"You have !

"
"
Yes, I have noticed your eyes whenever they dwelt on me in

my passing to and fro. And when it was told to me that you
had cast a horoscope against my betrothal—to another— I

thought
—

well, I thought
—that which brought me here."
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Mai Gwi Far was small and plump, her face a delicate oval,

her eyes long and black, her mouth a red vine-leaf, and her nose
a delicately carved piece of jade stone.

In the delight of contemplating her charms Fong Toy had
lost the power to think.
"But I made a mistake— I thought wrong," added the girl."
Thought wrong," echoed the lover. "Ah, no, you are right

always."
A triumphant smile curved the girl's lips.

"Then, Sir Fortune-Teller, it is true that you wrought the

horoscope for love of me."

Fong Toy wisely refrained from answering this, and Mai Gwi
Far, with a wisdom even greater, did not press him. But she

began teasing him.
"Ah 1

" said she, "How grave, how dignified is our elegant
and accomplished fortune-teller ! So awe-inspiring his deport-
ment. One can scarce believe that he has feelings such as we
common mortals."
That roused the lover.

"You mock me," he cried.
"
There are stirrings within me of

pleasure, sorrow, joy and anger
—all caused through gazing on

you. You laugh at me because I failed in wit to know that you
knew of my love before I put it into words."

"Only sages have the privilege of being fools. Soon he will

say that he is not aware that Mai Gwi Far loves him."
"
Does she ?"

Fong Toy's face was radiant. The girl's suddenly became

grave.
"If it is not love, what is it?" she said, with a dramatic

little gesture that was also pathetic. "Why was I glad when
it was decreed that another was not to have me ? Why did I

grieve over your misfortunes ? Why am I here ?
"

Very gently Fong Toy approached nearer to her ; very timidly
he touched her bowed head. At last Fong Toy returned to earth.

"
Your father will never consent," said he.

"
I think that he will," she replied.

"And if he does I have no means to provide for you
—my

patrons have all deserted me."
"
Your patrons will return."

And Mai Gwi Far was right, for Him Wing, passing the

office half an hour later and hearing a familiar voice, entered

the place and beheld his daughter. She looked very sweet and

happy, but Him Wing did not think of that. All his concern
was her indiscreetness in visiting Fong Toy and the comment it

would cause in his world. However, after deliberation, he

agreed with the young people that the only way to save his face

would be to give her for good and all to the fortune-teller.

Thus Fong Toy, whose cleverness had earned for him the

proud title of
"
Son of a Unicorn,"* won a wife who was even

cleverer than himself. As to his business, it again prospered

merrily. It takes little to make or mar a fortune-teller's

fortune, and Him Wing and his associates could scarcely turn

their backs upon
"
one of the family."

I4O8 Anireles.

*" Son of a Uaicoru *' means a clever and fortnnate person.
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A LITERART EXPERIENCE IN NEW SPAIN.
By I. J. COX.

a^N an issue of the Gazeta de Mexico of June, 1786, during the brilliant

I vice-royalty of Don Matias de Galvez, there appeared a welcome
^ break in the ordinary advertisement of imported medical, legal, theo-

logical and historical books. Don Joseph Raphael Larraiiaga announced

the project
** of a faithful and erudite translation in rigorous Castilian

verse" of all the works of Publius Vergilius Maro. The translator had

been led to undertake his difficult but useful enterprise for the sake of the

resulting honor to the American nation, especially during the reign of that

benevolent and enlightened despot Carlos III, and of the regnant viceroy.

In his self-appointed task he had already progressed so far as to translate

into "assonant verse with agreeable variation of meter in each part,"

seven books of the -(iineid, the ten Eclogues, and the first Georgic ;
and

this he had done in such a manner as to convince those who knew Virgil
that his productions were worthy to be brought to light.

The complete work was planned for eighteen parts, as follows : the first

thirteen should comprise the twelve books of the ^neid, together with the

supplement of the poet Mafeo Vegio ;
the fourteenth, the ten Eclogues ;

and the remaining four, the Georgics. The grand total of 130,548 Latin

verses was to be duplicated by as many, more or less, of Castilian

hendecasyllables. No wonder the translator characterized his work as
" not a little arduous."

The printing was to be done upon the best (and almost the only) press in

the kingdom. Each octavo part was to be of fine paper, illustrated by
Grosin, and enclosed in a colored paper wrapper. City patrons could ob-

tain each part of the work, thus prepared, for one peso, while outside sub-

scribers would receive their copies through the royal mails, at four reales

additional. The press-work should begin when 400 subscribers were

obtained.

Two weeks later, while urging intending patrons to hasten in giving in

their names, our translator informs the public that all is going so well with

his enterprise that he has already more than 100 subscribers, some of

them being the most distinguished habitues of the vice-regal court. His
next communication, some three months later, is less sanguine in tone,

for subscriptions have been coming in very slowly. He extends for one

month the period in which they may be received, and then promises to

make a definite statement regarding the publication of the work.

This statement appeared in the Gazette of September 26th in the form of

an announcement that he should abandon his undertaking. In order to

be financially successful he needed at least 400 subscribers, while he had sue- ^
ceeded in securing only 191 ; so he had determined to desist from his project/

and to return to his subscribers their money. But Senor L<arranaga did not

wish to be completely balked in his literary aspirations, so he gave notice

that for his own gratification, and as a token of esteem for his patrons, he
should print and distribute to them gratuitously, a small volume contain-

ing a translation of two Eclogues, with a list of those who had favored

him with their names and a note explaining the various mishaps of his

undertaking.
If this distribution was a little touch of finesse on the part of Seiior

Earranaga, it was completely successful ;
for by another month the wide-

spread applause that greetdd his booklet led him to announce his determin-

ation to complete his original task, in the most economical manner possible.
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To accomplish this, his new edition should appear in four octavo volumes,

fully bound, to sell at four pesos each, thus saving two pesos on the entire

work. The first volume was to contain the list of subscribers, the four

Georg-ics, and the ten Eclogues ;
the remaining three, the -^neid and sup-

plement. As a personal favor he requested an early return of subscrip-

tions, with advance payment for each volume.

By the middle of December the translator was pleased to announce the

reception of more than 400 subscribers, with the number steadily increas-

ing. It will be remembered that he had originally intended to publish the

Georgics last, so that his new plan of publishing them in the first volume
caused him to delay beginning publication until he could complete his

translation. As his muse evidently did not lag at her task, he had accom-

plished this with ease, had submitted the work to the watchful authorities

for license, and had provided for the printing with due dispatch. A suffi-

cient number of subscriptions having been received, with the work upon
the second and third volumes already under way, and the fourth rapidly to

follow, he promised with these volumes no such delay as had characterized

the first. He would receive subscribers up to January of the following

year, and, for their assurance, he gave notice that in planning the first vol-

ume, he should reserve until the last the printing of their names.

The above announcement evidently did not take into consideration

the dilatory methods of Spanish-American officialdom ; for it was not until

the following February that Senor Larranaga reported the receipt of his

license, and reiterated his promise to proceed at once to printing. A new
hindrance then arose from the fact that the press he had selected was fully

occupied with other urgent work ; thus he was obliged, in order to expe-
dite matters, to transfer the task to another. His new printer, however,
could not promise the completion of the first volume before the latter part
of June. The translator gave due notice of this fact, so that his sub-

scribers, in view of the embarassments that had beset him since the incep-
tion of his great plan, might excuse this additional delay. He repeated
the promise that no such delay should occur in printing the remaining'
volumes.

In July, 1787, some thirteen months after the first advertisement of the

plan, came the announcement of the distribution of volume one. The
translator still offered an opportunity for further subscriptions, as addi-

tional lists would be printed in the remaining volumes ; but none of those

later published would be disposed of to other than regular subscribers, so

as not to break sets. By the latter part of October we learn that volume

two is being bound, and that the whole work is in a fair way to speedy

completion. Here, with this assurance of final success, the " Gazette "

parts company with Seiior Larranaga and his noteworthy translation, thus

hardly brought to light.

Before the Anglo-American reader hastens to utter his judgment con-

cerning this ambitious literary attempt, let him note that this was some

four years before Mrs. Mercy Warren advertised, in Boston, the publica-

tion by subscription of an octavo volume of her poems ; and that it antici-

pated the period among our early authors of local histories and ambitious

epics. While literary aspirations here received scanty recognition from a

generation entering upon its pioneer task of subduing a continent, in the

far-off capital of New Spain, a sympathetic and determined translator of

the classics was able to secure an appreciative circle of patrons.

Philadelphts.
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' EARLY ENGLISH VOYAGES
To tKe Pacific Coast of A.merica.

{From their own, and contemporary English, accounts.)

XI.—WooDES Rogers, 1708.—Conci.uded.

S I have not filled this Work with a Variety of Descriptions, so, before

I quit America, it may not be amiss to give the Reader some Account

of California; the rather because most of what I relate I was an Bye-
witness of, and therefore it deserves the greater Credit, I heard from the

Spaniards, that some of their Nation had sailed as far betwixt California

and the Main as 42° North Latitude, where, meeting with shole Water, and

abundance of Islands, they durst not venture any farther ; so that, if this

be true, in all Probability, it joins to the Continent a little farther to the

Northward : For shole Water and Islands are a general Sign of being near

some Main-land. But the Spaniards, having more Territories in this Part

of the World, than they know how to manage, are not curious after further

Discoveries. The Manilla Ships, bound to Acapulco, often make this

Coast in the L<atitude 40° North, and I never heard of any, that discovered

it farther to the Northward. Some old Draughts make it join to the land

of fesso; but all this being yet undetermined, I shall not take upon me to

affirm, whether it is an island, or joins to the Continent. The Dutch say,

they formerly took a Spanish Vessel in those Seas, which had sailed round

California, and found it to be an Island ; but this Account cannot be de-

pended on, and I chuse to believe it joins to the Continent. There is no

certain Account of its Shape or Bigness ; and, having seen so little of it, I

shall refer the Reader to our common Draughts for its Situation. What I

can say of it from my own Knowledge is, that the Land where we were is,

for the most part, mountainous, barren, and sandy, and had nothing but a

few Shrubs and Bushes, which produced Pruit and Berries of several

sorts. Our Men, who went in our Bark to view the Country about fifteen

Leagues to the Northward, say, it was there covered with tall trees. The

Spaniards tell us of several good Harbours in this Country ;
but we found

none of them near this Cape. We frequently saw Smoke in several

Places
;
which made us believe the Inhabitants were pretty numerous.

The Bay, where we rode, had but very indifferent Anchor!ng-ground in

deep Water, and is the worst Recruiting-place we met with since we came
out. The Wind, at this Time of the Year generally blowing over Land,
makes it good Riding on the Starboard Side of the Buy, where you anchor

on a Bank, that has from ten to twenty-five Fathom Water : But the rest

of the Bay is very deep ; and, near the Rocks, on the Larboard side, going
in there is no Ground. During the Time of our Stay, the Air was serene,

pleasant, and healthful ; and we had no strong Gales of Wind, very little

Rain, but great Dews fell by Night, when it was very cold. The Natives

we saw here were about 300. They had large Limbs, very straight, tall,

and of a much blacker Complexion, than any other People, that I had seen

in the South Seas ;
their Hair long, black, and straight, which hung down

to their Thighs : The Men stark-naked ; and the Women had a Covering
of Leaves over their Privities, or little Clouts made of Silk-grass, or the

Skins of Birds and Beasts. All of them, that we saw, were old, and

miserably wrinkled. We suppose they were afraid to let any of their

young ones come near us
;
but needed not : For, besides the good Order

kept among our Men in that respect, if we may judge by what we saw,

they could not be very tempting. The Language of the Natives was as
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unpleasant to us, as their Aspect ; for it was very harsh and broad, and

they pronounced it so much in their Throat, as if their Words had been

ready to choak them. I designed to have brought two of them away with

me, in order to have had some Account of the Country, when they had
learnt so much of our Language, as to enable them to give it ; but, being
short of Provisions, I durst not venture it. Some of them wore Pearls

about their Arms and Necks, having first notched it round, and fastened it

with a String of Silk Grass
; for, I suppose, they knew not how to bore

them. The Pearls were mixed with little red Berries, Sticks, and Bits of

Shells, which they looked upon to be so fine an Ornament, that, tho' we had
Glass-beads of several Colours, and other Toys, they would accept none of

them. They coveted nothing we had, but Knives, and other cutting In-

struments ; and were so honest, that they did not meddle with our Coopers
or Carpenters Tools ; so that, whatever was left ashore at Night, we found
it in the morning. We saw nothing like European Furniture or Utensils

about them. Their Huts were very low, and made of Branches of Trees
and Reeds ; but not sufficiently covered to keep out Rain. They had noth-

ing like Gardens or Provisions about them. They subsisted chiefly on
Fish while we were here, which, with the Miserableness of their Huts,
that seemed only to be made for a time, made us conclude, they had no
fixed Habitation here, whatever they might have elsewhere

;
and that this

was their fishing Season. We saw no Nets or Hooks, but wooden Instru-

ments, with which they strike the Fish very dexterously, and dive to Ad-
miration. Some of our Sailors told me, they saw one of them dive with

his Instrument, and, whilst he was under Water, put up his Striker, with a
Fish on the Point of it, which was taken off by another, that watched by
him in a Bark-log. The Reader may believe of this what he pleases ; but

I give it the more Credit, because I myself threw some rusty Knives over-

board, on purpose to try the Divers, who seldom missed catching a Knife

before it could sink above three or four Fathom
;
which I took to be an

extraordinary Proof of their Agility. Instead of Bread, they used a little

black Seed, which they ground with Stones, and eat by Handfuls. Some
of our men thickened their Broth with it, and said, it tasted somewhat
like Cofl'ee. They have some Roots, that eat like Yams ; a sort of Seeds,
that grow in Cods, and taste like green Pease ; a Berry, which resembles

those of Ivy, and, being dried at the Fire, eats like parched Pease. They
have another, like a large Currant, with a white tartish Pulp, a stone, and
a Kernel. This sort of Fruit they seem to value much. They have also a

Fruit, which grows on a Prickle-pear-tree, tastes like Gooseberries, and
makes a good Sauce. They have many other Seeds and Plants unknown
to us ; but I was not in a condition to view and describe them. They seem
to have an hunting Season, by the Skins of Deer we saw among them.

They paid much Respect to one Man, whose Head was adorned with

Feathers, made up in the Form of a Cap. In other Respects, they seemed

to have all things in common ; for, when they exchanged Fish with us for

old Knives, of which we had plenty, they gave the Knives to any that

stood next ; and, after they had enough, we could get no Fish from them.

They appeared to be very idle, and seemed only to look after a present
Subsistence. They observed our Men very attentively, while they cut

Wood, and filled Water ; but did not lend us an Hand at either, or indeed

in anything that required hard Labour. Their Arms are Bows and

Arrows, with which they can shoot Birds flying. Their Bows are about

seven Feet long, and of a tough Wood, unknown to us, with strings of Silk-

grass ; their Arrows about four Feet and a half, made of Cane, and pointed
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with Fish-bones, that they shape for the Purpose. Most of their Knives,

and other cutting- Instruments, are made of Sharks Teeth. I saw two or

three large Pearls in their Necklaces and Bracelets
;
and the Spaniards

told me, they had Quantities of them from the inner Part of the Gulph of

California, where they have Missionaries planted among them. Our Men
told me, they saw heavy shining Stones ashore, which looked as if they
came from some Mine

;
but they did not inform me of this, till we were at

Sea
;
otherwise I would have brought some of them, to have tried what

Metal could have been extracted out of them. The Spaniards likewise in-

formed me, that the Country in general within, on the Main-land of

Mexico, is pleasant, and abounds with Cattle and Provisions of all sorts.

The Natives grew very familiar with us, and came frequently aboard, to

view our Ships ;
which they mightily admired. We saw no Boats or

Canoes among them, or any Craft, but Bark-logs, which they steered with

Paddles at each end. We gave one of the Natives a Shirt ;
but he soon

tore it to Pieces, and gave it to the rest of his Company, to put the Seeds

in, which they used for Bread. We saw no Utensils for Cookery amongst
them ;

nor do I suppose they have any, for they bury their Fish in an Heap
of Sand, and make a Fire over it, till they think it fit for eating. There
were in this Bay all the Fish usual in these Seas. The fresh Water here

is good ; and they have abundance of Samphire. They make a Fire in the

Middle of their Huts, which are very low and smoky. We saw no extra-

ordinary Birds here. I was told by our People, that had been ashore, that

they obtain Fire, by rubbing two dry Sticks one against the other, as cus-

tomary amongst the wild Indians. The Entrance into the Harbour may
be known by four high Rocks, which look like the Needles of the Isle of

Wight, as you come from the Westward
;
the two Westermost in form of

Sugar-loaves ;
the innermost has an Arch, like a Bridge, through which

the Sea makes its Way. Here you ride landlockt from East by North back to

the Southeast by East : Yet it is but an ordinary Road, if the Wind should

come strong out of the Sea ; which it never did while we lay there. I

think it may not be amiss to add to these Facts, which cannot be disputed,
some Conjectures, that carry in them great Probability, and, if ever

they should be demonstrated to be Certainties, would be attended with very

important, and to us, that inhabit this Northern Part of the World, advan-

tageous Consequences. There have been many Opinions started about the

Peopling of America ; but that which, to me, appears the most probable,

is, that its Inhabitants came hither from Tartary, by that Northern Con-

tinent, which is supposed to join this Country to some part of Asia ; I

say, to me this appears the most probable, and my Reason for it is this ;

because the Spaniards, who come hither annually from Manilla or Luconia,
one of the Philippine Islands in the East Indies, are forced to keep in an

high Latitude, for the Benefit of the Westerly Winds
;
and have often

sounded, finding Ground in Latitude 42° North, in several Places of the

Ocean betwixt the East Indies and America, which makes me conclude

there must be more Land, tho' none of them, as I ever heard of, ever saw

any Continent, till they fell in with California in about 38° or 39° North

Latitude. I have often admired, that no considerable Discoveries have yet
been made in South Latitude from Am,erica to the East Indies. I never

heard the South Ocean has been run over by above three or four Naviga-
tors, who varied very little in their Runs from their Course, and, by conse-

quence, could not discover much. I give this Hint, to encourage our South

Sea Company, or others, to go upon some Discovery that Way, where, for

aught we know, they may find a better Country than any yet discovered,
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there being' a vast Surface of the Sea from the Equinox to the South Pole,
of at least 2000 I^eagues in Long-itude, that has hitherto been little re-

garded, tho' it he Agreeable to Reason, that there must be a Body of Land
about the South Pole, to counterpoise those vast Countries about the North
Pole. This I suppose to be the Reason, why our ancient Geographers
mentioned a Terra Australis incognita, tho' very little of it has been seen

by any-body. The Land near the South Pole in the South Sea, from Cali-

fornia to Japan, is wholly unknown, altho' the old Maps describe the

Streights of Anian, and a large Continent, which is but imaginery ; for
the Dutch themselves, who now trade in Japan, say, they do not yet know,
whether it be an Island, or joins to the Continent. I have now done with

California, of which the Spaniards would know very little, but for these
annual Vessels, that sail from Manilla to Acapulco. As I have mentioned
these Ships, I shall take Occasion to observe, that, generally speaking,
those that come from Manilla, are much richer than our Prize ;

for she
waited a long time for the Chinese Junks to bring Silk ; which not arriv-

ing, she came away with a Cargo mixed with abundance of coarse Goods.
Several of the prisoners assured me, that it was a common thing for a
Manilla Ship to be worth 10,000,000 Pieces of Eight ; so that, had it not
been for this Accident, we had taken an extraordinary Prize indeed. After

my Return into Europe, I met, in Holland, with a Sailor, who had been on
board the large Ship, when we engaged her ; and he let us into the Secret,
that there was no taking her ; for the Gunner kept constantly in the

Powder-room, declaring, that he had taken the Sacrament to blow the

Ship up, if we boarded her
; which made the Men, as may be supposed, ex-

ceedingly resolute in her Defence. I was the more ready to credit what
this Man told me, because he gave as regular and circumstantial an Ac-
count of the Engagement, as I could have done from my Journal.

KND OF WOODKS ROGERS.

TWO SONGS.
By NORA MA Y FRENCH.

^^OU love the chant of gfreen,

(gjr The low-voiced trees, the meadow's monotone.

Oh 1 friend of mine, it is for these you pray,

This alien land must call unheard, unseen.

While one beloved note your heart has known,
To hunger for it, half a world away.

Come with me to my height,
And stand at sunset when the winds are still.

Watching the hollow valleys brim with light,

The red and brown and yellow hills— they shout

And on the shoulders of the marching host

The bayonets are gleaming points of white.

Pressing beyond to deep and gradual blues.

Their lessening voices die in distance pale ;

Ineffably dissolved in opal hues.

Against the skj' the last sweet echoes fail

While all the West is quivering, fold on fold

To one great voice—one vibrant peal of gold.

Li08 Anrelan, Cal.
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LAVISHLY illustrated pamphlet showingf the work

already done by the Club will be sent free on applica-
tion. The Club is seriously in need of funds to continue

its work.
THE COOK BOOK.

So grave and serious a review as The Dial^ of Chicago,
says (Oct. 1, 1903): "In this age of domestic-science culture,
no worthy cook-book needs an excuse for being, and 'The Land-
marks Club Cook Book,' which comes to us from Los Angeles,
Cal., would need none in any age. For although it does not claim
to be scientific, it is closely allied to science, being the first of its

class, as far as we know, based upon or definitely recognizing a

regional adaptation of foods.
* * * This book radiates at-

tractiveness, from the significant string of peppers on its cover,

through its pages of half-tone pictures of the California mis-
sions in whose interest it is published, to the body of the volume.
With signed recipes from everywhere, its specialty is Spanish-
American cooker}^, and its masterpieces are famous dishes of
Old California, Mexico and Peru. The fact that Mr. Charles F.
Lummis contributes an introductory article on Spanish-American
cookery vouches for its accuracy as well as for its charm. He
also gives recipes for many historic dishes of those southern
lands which have held a large portion of his life and of his
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heart, and his section of this book is the only place known to

us where one can get English cooking directions for real Span-
ish dishes. Every American has reason to thank the Land-
marks Club for its efforts to preserve the most interesting of the
historic remains of Southern California, It has worked under

expert supervision, and the reports of what it has accomplished
with little money are most interesting. The compilation of
this book has been a labor of love on the part of the club, and
the proceeds of its sale will go to the further work of restora-

tion of the now fast decaying yet still beautiful mission

buildings."
FUNDS FOK THE WORK.

Already acknowledged, $6,398.
New Contributions—The Catholic Church, by rent of rooms

at Pala Mission, $408 ;
the same, by rent of the Monastery at

San Fernando Mission, $72 ;
Frank A. Salmons, services in re-

pairing Pala Mission, $50.

$1 each—A. S. Anondson, Borate, Cal.; Alice J. Stevens,
Los Angeles (services).

1

"ROSH or SEVILLE/'
By HENRY WALKER NO YES.

DREAMED last night of Spain, Love,
Where storied castles are.

A Troubadour again, Love,
I touched a light guitar.

Within the walls of old Seville,
Beneath thy moonlit lattice grille
I sang to thee, when all was still,

A lay of love and war.

You lingered by the grille, dear,
A picture in the bars ;

The Rose of old Seville, dear,
I vowed by all the stars.

And when a gage I asked of you,
To me a scented glove you threw,
And bade me up to dare and do
With lance and shield of Mar*.

You danced with me tonight, Love,
A stately old Quadrille.

Your eyes were softly bright. Love,—My sweet Rose of Seville—
You held two dainty hands to me,
The one was masked—the other free—
The truant glove I had from thee
Last night in old Seville.

You blushed at me askance, dear,—The music wove a spell
—

And thus in Cupid's trance, dear,
A prophecy befell :

Last night
—you said—in dream's domain

A Troubadour of olden Spain
Beneath thy lattice sang a strain,
And won a heart as well.
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MAKE BETTER. INDIANA

Se-quo-ya,
** the American Cadmus ^^

{born ijyi,
died 1842), was the only Indian that ever in-

vented a written language. The League takes its

title from, this great Cherokee, for whom,, also, science
has named {^^Seguoias") the hugest trees in the world,
the giant Redwoods of California.
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®r? f̂HE
selection of Chas. J. Bonaparte to assist the Secretary

of the Interior in ferreting out the rascals who have
been preying on the Indians of Indian Territory and

Oklahoma is one of the best that could have been made. There
seems to be no doubt that members of the Dawes Commission
and other government officials, paid to protect the Indians, have

indecently combined to "skin" them—and have done it by
wholesale. Mr. Bonaparte is the sort of man to get to the

bottom of this peculiarly contemptible business, and to bring
the offenders to book without fear or favor.

*
* *

Before the 700 Mission Indians for whose relief provision was
made last year, through the efforts of the League, have to face

another season, it is to be hoped the government will apply that

relief. At least as many more are destitute—and the shameful

condition of affairs has been known for years
—but for these

700 the money is on hand in the Department, and the method of

using it officially recommended. The matter was more fully

stated in these pages last month. It is time to agitate it now,
and to a finish.

Chas. F. Lummis.

;%5»6o"
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' THU GROWTH OF LOS ANGELAS.
GTT may interest the visiting Bankers to know that according
I to the last U. S. Census Los Angeles presents a phenome-

J^ non such as the most progressive of them are not familiar

with in the placid East. A long array of ofl&cial figures

covering the astounding growth and wealth of California was
contained in the series

" The Right Hand of the Continent,"

printed in this magazine throughout the year ending last June.

But the following tables, since compiled, may serve as a hint of

what the longer story has to tell. The figures, of course, are

for 1900
;
since which time the growth has been even greater.

Out of the 159 cities in the Union now having populations of 25,000 or

over, only 31 have shown in the decade from 1890 to 1900 one-half ihc per-

centage of gain that Los Angeles has made. These are :

-">'«" '"m" "ur*
Chicago, 111 1,698,575 598,725 54.4

Indianapolis, Ind 169,164 63,728 60.4

Toledo, O 131,822 50,388 61.8

St. Joseph, Mo 102,979 50,655 %.8

Memphis, Tenn 102,320 37,825 58.6

Portland, Or 90,426 44,041 94.9

Seattle, Wash 80,671 37,834 88.3

New Bedford, Mass 62,442 21,709 53.2

Somerville, Mass 61,643 21,491 53.5

Duluth, Minn 52,969 19,584 59.9

Waterbury, Conn 45,859 17,213 60.0

Houston, Tex 44,633 17,076 61.9

Akron, 42,728 15,127 54.8

Spokane, Wash 36,848 16,926 84.9

South Bend, Ind 35,999 14,180 64.9

Johnstown, Pa 35,936 14,131 64.8

McKeesport, Pa 34,227 13,486 65.0

Chester, Pa 33,988 13,762 68.0

York, Pa 33,708 12,915 62.1

Bayonne, N. J 32,722 13,689 71.9

Schenectady, N. Y 31,682 11,780 59.1

Superior, Wis 31,091 19,108 159.4

Butte, Mont 30,470 19,747 184.1

E. St. Louis, 111 29,655 14,486 95.4

Jacksonville, Fla 28,429 11,228 65.2

Newcastle, Pa 28,339 16,739 144.3

Atlantic City, N. J 27,838 14.783 113.2

Passaic, N. J 27,777 14,749 113.2

So. Omaha, Neb 26,001 17.939 222.5

New Britain, Conn 25,998 9,479 57.3

Easton, Pa 25,238 10,757 74.2

Lo« Angeles 102,479 52,084 103.3

Aside from the comparison of percentages, it will be observed that only
two of these 31 cities have gained as many people in the decade as Los

Angeles has.
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Prom 1880 to 1890, Los Angeles gained 350.6% in population.

In percentage of increase for that decade she was surpassed by

Omaha, 360.2 % ; Seattle, 1112.4 % ; Duluth, 3851.6 % ;
Kansas

City, 1,007.3%; Birmingham, 748.2%; Tacoma, 3,179.2%;

Spokane, 5,502.0%; Sioux City, 413.2%; Pueblo, 663.3%.
All these are now left far behind her in the percentage of in-

crease during the decade from 1890 to 1900. From 1880 to 1890,

Los Angeles was surpassed in actual numerical increase by 24

cities of the Union. In the decade from 1890 to 1900 only 13

cities in the country exceeded Los Angeles in number of popula-
tion gained ;

no city which had as many as 14,000 population in

1890 has had as great a per cent, of increase in the decade since.

Out of the 159 cities in the Union which now have 25,000 popu-
lation or over, only six of the smallest have made a larger gain

per cent. These are :

Place Poo 1900
Gain over percent^^**^® ^^''P' ^^^

1890 increase

Superior, Wis 31,091 19,108 1S9.4

Butte, Mont 30,470 19,747 184.1

Newcastle, Pa 28,339 16,739 144.3

Atlantic City, N. J 27,838 14,783 113.2

Passaic, N.J 27,777 14,749 113.2

South Omaha, Neb 26,001 17,939 222.5

Totals 171,516 103,065

Ivos Angeles, the 36th city in the Union by rank in population, has gained
more people in the decade from 1890 to 1900 than any of the 123 smaller

cities ;
and more than any of the following 22 larger cities. The number

preceding the name of each city is its rank in the Union by population,

1900.
^ „^ Increase

City Pop. 1900 since 1890

9 San Francisco, Cal 342,782 43,785
10 Cincinnati,© 325,902 28,994
12 New Orleans, La 287,104 45,065
15 Washington, D. C 278,718 48,326
17 Jersey City, N. J 206,433 43,430
18 Louisville, Ky 204,731 43,602
19 Minneapolis, Minn 202,718 37,980
20 Providence, R. 1 175,597 43,451
22 Kansas City, Mo 163,752 31,036
23 St. Paul, Minn 163,065 29,909
24 Rochester, N. Y 162,608 28,712
25 Denver, Col 133,859 27,146
26 Toledo, 131,822 50,388
27 Allegheny, Pa 129,896 24,609
28 Columbus, 125,560 37,410
29 Worcester, Mass 118,421 33,766
30 Syracuse, N.Y 108,374 20,231
31 New Haven, Conn 108.027 26,729
32 Paterson, N. J 105,171 26,824
33 Fall River, Mass 104,863 30,465
34 St. Joseph, Mo 102,979 50,655
35 Omaha, Neb 102,555 dec. 37,897

36 Ivos Angeles 102,479 52,084
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jICKING around the Lion's floors, amid old Indian mortars,

stone axes and the like, is a $14,000 bar of gold bullion.

At least, that is what four of the Smartest Business Men
in a well-known city paid for it, to the Lion's knowledg-e

—for he

was young-er then, and had not repented him of newspapers, and

was a legitimate heir to some of the *'finds" of Justice.

He knew these Respectable Citizens whose hard-bought bullion

now serves him as a door-stop. One or two were church-mem-
bers

;
one was a banker; all were commonly reputed

"
about as

Smart as they make." Not one of them looked to get $20,000

in coin across the counter in business hours for $10,000. Not
one of them was ever suspected, so far as the Lion knows, of

embezzlement, wife-beating, perjury or arson.

But when a polite Mexican confided to them, in broken Eng-
lish—first to one, and then to the three the one invited in—that

the stage carrying the monthly clean-up from the Candelaria

mines, in Mexico, had been held up, and the driver killed ; and

the bullion, a gold bar worth $18,000, taken
; and that the

superintendent of the mine had disappeared ;
and that a friend

of his (the speaker's) would like to sell the $18,000 bar for

$15,000
—why, they neither called for the police nor kicked the

courteous Mexican out of the back office. Here was a chance

to '*Make" $1,000 each, for nothing. They seemed to have

difficulty in keeping their lips moist, during the conference. An
appointment was made for that night—at the Mexican's second-

story-back room of a two-bit lodging-house near the railroad.

At this second meeting the
"
friend "

appeared
— a gray-eyed,

duck-ceated American—a civil engineer, it leaked out. With
fit reticence as to his general biography, he allowed it to be

understood that he had been superintendent of the Candelaria.

Doubtless they had noticed in the papers the bad luck the mine
had had. (They hadn't—but every reasonable man understands

that it is his own fault if he didnH
"
see it in the paper," what-

ever it was.) Well, to make a long story short, he happened to

have the disposal of a 60-pound gold brick. It was pretty

clean stuff, worth $18 a Troy ounce, easy. They could readily

figure up (as, indeed, he did for them on paper) what this
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would make. For reasons of bis own he wished to sell without

undue publicity ;
and would let it go for $15,000. His wife was

dying in Boston
;
and whatever he had done, he wanted to get

her and the children to a country where she could die easy and

he could start new.

The Respectable Citizens consulted in a corner.
"
He'll take

less," said one.
"
Let's offer $10,000."

But the ex-superintendent smiled—and then turned grave.
'*
I'm not a Tenderfoot," he said.

"
But about my wife, that's

no lie. She's a good woman, and she believes in me—and I need

every bit of it."

He was a bronzed, aquiline fellow, and not talkative
;
but

there was water in his eyes
—and fire, too.

The Respectable Citizens sought the corner again, again
mouth-to-ear.

"
Might stand for a thousand under, but that's

about the limit," was the conclusion
;
and the offer of $14,000

was made.
"
Dash me if he didn't make me feel like a robber 1

" said the

only one of the party that ever confided the story to the Lion.
" He straightened up and said : 'Gentlemen, you've got me in

the door. I can't sell at public auction, and while I'm hunting
a quiet deal She might die. It's yours, and I hope it'll do you
a lot o' good. I'll have the brick here tomorrow night.'"
"Tomorrow night" four Respectable Citizens, with coat-

collars turned up, dribbled into the same room by various dark

streets. Upon the rickety table were a candle, the Gold Bar, a

brace and drill. The ex-superintendent was alone. "Juan's

watching," he said. "I got him out o' prison once, and he's

stuck by me ever since."

"I told you I'd satisfy you," he went on. "I want good

money, and don't want a cent till you are easy in your minds
what you are getting. Sample it anywhere you want to."

Wherever tremulous fingers indicated, the drill squeaked.
The wiry yellow shavings, the ex-superintendent swept care-

fully upon a sheet of white paper. When there were no more

suggestions, he folded the paper carefully, shaking down the

"shavings," and handed it to the banker.

"Gold, all right. Oh, about $18 an ounce," was the verdict

of the best jeweler in town, who tested the "shavings" next

morning. And the four Respectable Citizens could hardly wait

for night.

The same room, the same shabby table, the same guttering

candle, the same gold bar—unmistakably marked by the drill-

holes. The money was counted upon the table
;
and the ex-

superintendent swept it into an ore-sack. "Thank you," he
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said, eartiestly.
"
Better take my old grip to carry the brick"

—and he handed up a battered valise.

But before anyone could sack the brick—which is the heaviest

thing: of its size any ordinary man ever handled—the Mexican

burst into the room whispering shrilly, "Police half-way up
stairs 1

" The ex-superintendent sprang for the open win-

dow, which "gave upon" a shed roof. Alas that it must be

said—the four Respectable Citizens emerged the same way.

They did not care to meet the police just then.

It is not proved that the Mexican dropped to the floor till the

scared purchasers were safely gone ;
and five minutes later

marched placidly down stairs with a battered but very heavy

valise, and off to an appointed room in another rookery, where

the Good Money was already resting. But it takes no special

mind-reader to guess so. For it is a fact that in the same town
in the same fortnight the same sharpers came within an ace of

selling the same Gold Bar to other Pillars of Society for $11,000.

This time, however, a reporter "caught on"—and then the

police. And the gentlemen from Candelaria barely escaped,

leaving their ponderous nest-egg behind.

This—which is no fable at all—docet that a thief is born every
other minute. The alternate births of the proverb are daffy

but honest. The whole spirit of Something-for-Nothing is not

only idiotic— it is petty-larceny. And the Stork seems to be-

friend the Get-Rich-Quick shark, the bunco-steerer, the stock-

gambler, the buried treasure faker. He leaves a new basket on

their doorstep every night.

One of the oldest, baldest, silliest, most typical and most

gratuitous forms of this disease is Cocos Island. An Associated

Press dispatch of so late as October 9th notes the latest record of

this insanity
—the arrival of the British ship "Lytton

" in San

Francisco, from her expedition to Cocos Island "in search of

;^6,000,000, asserted to have been buried in a cave by Peruvian

parties during the time that Peruvia was struggling for her in-

dependence. The expedition was in command of Rear-Admiral

Palliser, retired, of the British Navy, and contained a number
of prominent people. When the Lytton reached Cocos Island,

it was found that a great landslide had passed over the spot

where the treasure cave was supposed to be. The expedition did

not have the necessary equipment to remove the great mass of

earth, and came away without the coveted treasure."

There is a Cocos Island. It hasn't any treasure, and never

did have. The British Rear Admiral should put on his full

uniform and a shovel, and prospect for the pot of gold at the

rainbow's end. The nursery mind must be indulged. But it

really is a shame that year after year good money for Cocos ex-
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peditions should be paid into Alien pockets, with which its

owners would otherwise support industrious American three-

card-monte men, green-g-oods dealers and mediums.

With the Newspaper and prepared wheat sawdust, ^^^
all for breakfast, it is no wonder we are the Sunny Jim breakfast

of Nations. We don't care what we swallow, so long as
foods.

our Picture is on the Outer Wall.

Whether it is in having- the Turks kill off more Bulgarians
than ever lived, or in the offhand confutation of Darwin by a

ten-dollar reporter, or in muddling of the history and

geography of Europe, Asia and our own land—our daily Break-

fast Pood in type is much after the sort of Hodge's razor. The

gentleman from the country bought a razor for a shilling from

a street philanthropist ;
but was back next day in a rage.

"
Here, I can't shave with this !

"

"Of course you can't. It wasn't made to shave with," re-

plied the faker calmly.
"
Not made to shave with ? What was it made for ?

"

" To sell, gentle sir."

A straw from the trade wind of our Daily Educators is such a

paragraph as this—which is just now going the rounds of the

press of the United States :

"Out of the thirteen and a half millions of people in Mexico,
less than two millions can read, though the first printing press

in the world was set up in Mexico."

The first printing press in Mexico was set up by Zumarraga
in 1536— which did indeed antedate any in the United States by
about a century. Of course the grave reportorial mind—which

gravely discusses whether colleges, books, orators, or preachers
can last much longer, since the newspaper has already made
them all needless and trivial—can hardly be expected to have
heard of printing presses back in the 1400's, or of Guttenberg,
or of any of those obscure things. It is true that no book is

nowadays so well printed anywhere in the world as books
were printed in Germany 450 years ago—but those were only
books, and so not worth counting.
As for Mexico, there is a public school in every hamlet ;

be-

sides the hundreds of academies, training schools, technical
schools and colleges. And it is not out of place to add the well-

known fact that there are, in proportion, ten times as many
people born in Mexico who speak two languages as there are in

the United States. Of course vast numbers of our foreign-
born citizens learn our language here

;
but it is as uncommon

with us as it is common in Mexico that native-born professional
and public men—and in fact every one claiming to be educated—shall learn to use fluently at least one foreign language. Nor
have we any such provision in our public schools as that by
which Mexico makes it compulsory even for her children to

learn a foreign tongue.
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The Rooster is a cheerful bird
; but the rooster that crows at

midnight because he thougfht a firefly was sunrise, gets hoarse
to no better purpose than making himself unpopular in the

neighborhood.

HKNS' BGGs Many years ago there was current a classic poem to

00 0.
inisenect.

^

Said a great Congregational preacher
To a hen, 'you're a beautiful creature,'

The hen upon that
Laid two eggs in his hat.

And thus did the hen reward Beecher."

Which was a grateful hen, in excess of some of her successors.
In the same pulpit that Beecher once Filled, now flutters the

Rev. Newell Dwight Hillis
;
a dear young man, of acute cul-

ture and an emotion at every pore. Doubtless he tries not to

sound like a Peewee where Beecher was once Boanerges. But
he is as God made him.

In a sermon preached under that Tall Shadow not so long ago,
Dr. Hillis remarked :

"
Religion and refinement have never yet overtaken the barbarians of

California. No State has so little regard for the refining influence of
American institutions."

Mebbe so. As elsewhere in this world, much depends on defi-

nition. Are churches, for instance, "Refining Influences?"
We have in Los Angeles ten times as many, per capita of popu-
lation, as New York City. If such a procession of churches
hasn't overtaken us, it must be their fault—for we haven't been
running.
Now, very likely if Dr. Hillis came out here, he would not be

converted—and it is rather certain that we would not try to con-
vert him. He doubtless would go home without perceiving that
the Almighty is still smarter than his progeny

—
including His

Brooklyn Supplement. But on the other hand, it could not Hurt
Dr. Hillis to try. It might make him no bigger, but it could
not make him any smaller. Dr. Henry Van Dyke, quite as
famous a New York divine (and, aside from fame, vastly Better

Baked), has recently escaped with his life from among us—and
not with life only, but with more Power to his Elbow. Some
thousands of other Presbyterians similarly dwelt in our Tents
of Wickedness during the Assembly season; and found it rather
nice than naughty. There are some hundreds of thousands of
other Easterners who have anchored in California during the

years since Dr. Hillis first gave the rhetorical clocks palpitation
of the pendulum, partly because they liked to escape some "re-

fining influences."

If we lack Religion and Refinement—on which New York is

Long—does Dr. Hillis know any more stringent obligation than
to come over and give us them from Headquarters ? Or to

Try to ?

The number of volumes in the Los Angeles Public Library
was given in these pages last month as 80,000. This was true
once ; but at present there are 95,000 volumes, and the library is

growing fast in quality as well as in bulk.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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WHICH IS

Not often does the Century Dictionary lag
so far behind modern usage as in its defin-

ition of the noun financier. Once the word
doubtless named " one who regulates or manages the public revenues " or

"one who understands money matters." Today its more familiar and

specific application
—as Dr. Johnson would have clearly seen and bluntly

said, had he been spared to these times of haute finance—may be set forth

about as follows :

1. One who borrows srreat sums on small security. The larg-er the loan, the longer the

time and the more shadowy the security, the more accomplished the financier. The pay-
ment of the loans is outside the financier's function, except as it can be done from the pro-
ceeds of larg-er ones. (See Re-organization, Receiver, Bankruptcy.)

2. One who adds his credit to other people's cash (see Lambs) to buy milk, on the under-
standine- that he is to have the cream for his share.

3. One who buys a business balloon for a million and sells its contents for five, retaining
the bag and basket. If the size of the transaction is multiplied by ten, he is sometimes
called Prince of Finatice. (See also Promoter, and Confidence- Game.)

Probably few will challenge the sober meaning underlying these jesting
remarks as applied to the breed which has waxed so great upon

"
Ship-

building,"
" Lake Superior Copper,"

" U. S. Steel," and the like. If any
one counts them irrelevant or irreverent, as called out by Dr. Oberholzer's

stately and enthusiastic biography of Robert Morris, Patriot and Financier,
let him consider the unglossed facts as there set out. Certainly no small

part of the service which Morris was able to render his struggling country
as Superintendent of Finance lay in the facility with which he drew, and

discounted, great drafts on Europe, leaving to others the task of pleading
for funds to prevent their dishonor ; and the cheerful blandness with which
he could explain to the French Minister, requiring to know why he had
overdrawn his account in France to the tune of three and a half million

livres, that he had " miscalculated the amount in hand." True enough,
desperate diseases require desperate remedies, and national necessity may
be pleaded in apology for operations which would be simply dishonest

under ordinary circumstances. But this plea fails entirely to cover Mor-
ris's later private operations. If an enemy, instead of an avowed friend

and admirer, were writing the tale, he could hardly insert more damaging
fictions than the facts as to the building of "his great marble palace ....
the most magnificent house in America," and its furnishing on a scale to be

guessed from the report of a single shipment of five thousand guineas
worth of mirrors, while he was standing under the very shadow of the

bankrupt prison. Nor was the bankruptcy, which would be counted "
re-

spectable
" even now, less than colossal then—debts of more than three

million dollars, with assets of perhaps a shilling to the pound.
Morris was a giant, in very truth—a giant in courage, in hope, in re-

source and, most of all, in ability to inspire confidence. As a land-specu-
lator he put to the blush all but the largest of the "operators" of this gener-
ation. And even they might take off their hats to the man who sold more
than a million acres in the Genesee country of New York, warranting it as
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containing^ a million acres **
to save a survey," and later finding that the

limits named in the deed included no less than 1,296,000 acres ; who sold to

the Holland Land Company more than three million acres in Western New
York (in the title of which " some defect " was later discovered), retaining
a trifle of half a million acres in the same tract for himself ; and who, in

his last desperate effort to retrieve his fortunes, organized the North Amer-
ican Land Company, putting into it the title to more than six million

acres, scattered through six States.

In the preparation of this biography. Dr. Oberholzer has had access to

sources not hitherto available. He has done his work conscientiously and

well, and the resultant volume is both interesting and valuable. The
Macmillan Co., New York. $3 nei.

AFTKR THE Lacking the explanation which James Lane Allen puts into the
FASHION mouth of Judge Kavenel Morris—who may probably be named

as the one of all his characters whom he has most loved—near the

end of his Mettle of the Pasture, the title might remain mystifying even to

the very elect. For to most readers the idea carried is that of lusty and
exuberant vigor—of a colt in the blue-grass, snorting and kicking for sheer

delight of living. And of this there is almost nothing in the novel. The

phrase is taken from King Henry's speech to the soldiers before the walls

of Harfleur, as reported by one William Shakespeare :

... And you, trood yeomen,
Whose limbs were made in England, show us here

The mettle of your pasture. . . .

Judge Morris philosophizes, to an intimate, upon this earth as but a

grass-grown planet, and man as "the pasturing animal." Then using
mettle to mean no more than dominant trait, he asks :

What is the mettle of the American? He has had new ideas; but has he developed a new
virtue or carried any old virtue forward to characteristic development? . . . We are not bra.

er than other brave people, we are not more polite, we are not more honest or more truthful

or more sincere or kind. I wish to God that some virtue, say the virtue of truthfulness,

could be known throuirhout the world as the unfailinK- mark of the American—the mettle of

his pasture. Not to lie in business, not to lie in love, not to lie in relitrion— lo be honest

with one's fellow-men, with women, with God—suppose the rest of mankind would aKTce
that this virtue constituted the characteristic of the American ! That would be fame for

asres.

The heart of the story lies in the study of one case of such utter truth-

fulness as Judge Morris desired. In the opening chapter, a young Ken-

tuckian of the finest breed tells to the one woman of the world for him,
the unflinching truth about the only episode in his past life which could

possibly separate them. He does this on the very day of her first confession

that she returns his love, does it for no reason but his belief that she has a

right to know the worst about him—and strikes the radiance from her face

and the joy from both their hearts on the instant. The double themes are

set in these opening bars—major, minor, and the intervening shock of dis-

cord—and the rest is but their development. Mr. Allen has written sym-

phonies before ; this is a fugue. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

A GIFT Masked by its somewhat clumsy and unattractive title, Dr. S. S.
OF QUALITY Curry's Vocal and Literary Interpretation ofthe Bible [or Literary

and Vocal—ihc title-page and the cover do not agree) shines with

enthusiastic conviction. Dr. Curry holds that the reading of the Scripture

Lesson, since it is the delivery of God's message to man, is at least not a

less important part of public worship than the sermon, which is man's mes-

sage to man, or the prayer, which is man's appeal of praise and entreaty
to God. (That is, this seems to have been the conception of prayer held

by the Son of Mary. Too many showy pulpit orators seem to regiird it at
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the occasion for administering to the Almighty a blend of smoothly patron-

izing approval and eloquent advice as to things He has been Overlooking.)
Yet to many, if not most, clergymen and congregations, the bible-reading
is but a part of the Introductory Exercises, while the Sermon—and the

Sermonizer—are the Really Important Things. The purpose of this book

is to assist those who have been chosen (or who have chosen themselves)
as Bearers of the Message, so to speak the Written Word that its vital

meaning shall sound out clear and unmistakable. This, of course, requires
a certain mastery of elocutionary technique, but it requires far more a

thorough grasp, by both mind and heart, of what the message really is.

Dr. Curry discusses the subject on all sides, with such soundness of

generalization and such familiarity with practical detail as he has gained
from a quarter of a century of teaching—and learning. I can very cheer-

fully recommend the book to any church member who finds the Christmas

impulse moving toward his "
pastor

" to the extent of its price. It might

prove, to both congregation and pastor, that gift whose quality Portia tried

to make clear to Shylock. Doubtless some who so received the book would

resent the gift as reflecting on their capacity. Doubtless also anyone
so resenting will do wisely to read and reflect upon its Introduction, by
Dr. Peabody, Dean of the Harvard Divinity School—particularly the sen-

tences following :

No professor of elocution can make an effective Bible-reader out of a lisrht-minded, con-

sequential, self-assertive, or sentimental man. Reading- is an extraordinary revelation of

character ; and it would surprise many a minister to be told with what precision his read-

ing- of the Bible betrayed affectation, or hardness, or indolence, or conceit.

I propose to follow my own advice in this case, by giving my copy to the

clergyman whom I know best—and who does not need it so badly as do

many others within my acquaintance. The Macmillan Co., New
York. $1.50.

Some two score essays, critical, mystical, philosophical and the mysticism

poetic, by W. B. Yeats, are published as Ideas of Good and Evil. *-*^
^^^^

Here is a quotation which represents the author fairly both in

substance and stj'le, so far as this can be done by a fragment :

Man has wooed and won the world, and has fallen weary, and not, I think, for a time,

but -with a weariness that will not end until the last autumn, when the stars shall be blown

away like withered leaves. And now he must be philosophical above everything-, even about

the arts, for he can only return the way he came, and so escape from weariness, by philos-

ophy. The arts are, I believe, about to take upon their shoulders the burdens that have
fallen from the shoulders of priests, and to lead us back upon our journey by filling- our

thoughts with the essences of things, and not with things. We are about to substitute once

more the distillations of alchemy for the analyses of chemistry, and for some other

sciences; and certain of us are looking- everywhere for the perfect alembic that no silver

or golden drop may escape.

Since the days of Bcclesiastes at least, there have not been wanting
those to sound the note of world-weariness as the " modern " and final one ;

symbolists who hold that truth can be properly communicated only in very
little bits, wrapped in a great deal of fiction

;
and "

precious
"

spirits, who
find emotion, moods, revelation, of more value and importance than critical

scientific knowledge. Some of the truth is with them, undoubtedly, but

not all ; nor is intolerance of another habit of thought and vision either

more tolerable or less frequent among those who would spin their facts from
their fancies than among those who prefer to build their fancies upon their

facts. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

The same author has written, as Volume I of Plays for an Irish Theater,
Where There is Nothing. Which, in spite of its brilliancy, to this Phil-

istine mind, seems sufficiently described by its title. The Macmillan Co.,

New York. $1.25 net.

Q.'B.Vt.
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THE lyONGEST Samuel Merwin, in //is Little World, has drawn, with few lines

FEBRUARY but deeplv-etched, a life-like and convincinir picture of a lusty,
ON RECORD ^^ * ^

full-blooded " common " man. Hunch Badeau, lumberman and

schooner-captain, is a man worth knowing, and the tale of his love, self-

sacrifice, disaster and final success is a holding one. If the book were

biography, instead of realistic fiction, one would be justified in enquiring
how the eastern shore of Lake Michigan can be reached by sailing north-

west from Milwaukee. Even more interesting is an examination of cer-

tain dates, by the exact specification of which the story gains much of its

realistic flavor. These can only be explained by assuming laws of literary

perspective which warrant a certain foreshortening as to time. I found
an hour's entertainment in preparing a sort of time-schedule—from which
it appears conclusively that "Bruce's" accidental killing could not have

happened earlier than the second Tuesday in February. The following

Sunday is specified as being spent in Liddington ;
then comes at least one

week in Manistee. Following that, "Hunch worked hard during the rest

of the winter, so hard that he was startled one day, after two weeks up
country in the logging camp, to find that March was only a week away."
Most of us would be worse than startled, after putting in at least six weeks
in February, to find March still a week away. A. S. Barnes & Co., New
York. Si. 25.

THE SECRET The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come will be generally ac-
OF THE cepted as the very best work which John Fox has so far done

—and it is a best to be proud of. It is the story of a Kentucky
mountain-lad and his growth from a friendless waif to splendid manhood.
I do not recall in all fiction any boy more real or more winning than Chad
Buford. With his little prayer in the first chapter—" God ! I hain't nothin'

but a boy, but I got to ack like a man now,"—he steps into the heart of

the reader, and stays there to the end. This is to be of the company of the

Immortals. And who loves him must love his dog, "Jack," as well. Nor
is the story one of those in which a single star holds all the interest. The

stage is constantly full, and every character is well-drawn and worth the

drawing. There is humor in plenty, and broad farce a little ; passion iu

all its phases, tragedy, self-sacrifice and triumphant love. The prayer
accredited to a circuit-rider may be of use, as well as interest, in California

the next time a "dry season" sets some of us to praying.

O Lord ! we do not presume to dictate to thee, but we need rain, an' need it miirhty bad.

We do not presume to dictate, but, if it pleases Thee, send us, not a irentle sizzle-sozzle, but

a sod-soaker, O Lord, a g-ully-waslicr. Give hs a tide, O Lord !

Through the greater part of the book the tide of the story sweeps
steadily and powerfully. But the chapters devoted to the Civil War,

though still strong, seem to me by no means so distinguished as those

which precede. Chad's boyhood and earliest manhood arc drawn with a

free hand and the fullest sympathy ; his military service appears to have

been followed rather because it was necessary to round out the tale. But a

much more labored ending might be forgiven for the vitality and power of

the earlier chapters. Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.

"a MOUNTAIN, It is probably without precedent that a single publishing
A MINE, AND house should bring out in the same month two novels so much

A t.iRL. alike in outline, so absolutely different in essence, as that of Mr.

Fox, and Frederick Palmer's The Vagabond. Here is a hasty summary
which will fit either one of them with exactness :

A plucky lad of exceptional quality, whose early years have been spent almoflt without

association with other children, is deprived in his early 'teens of the irnardianship to which
he has been accustomed. Objecting to the new one proposed, he stril<es out for himself
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makes friends of his own and has won notable success by the time he comes of asre. The
Civil War then breaking- out, he enters the Union army, althouarh the srirl he has loved

since childhood is an ardent Confederate. He fierhts to the end of the war, winninsr rank
and distinction, and is at last forgriven and accepted by his heart's desire.

But here the resemblance ends, except that both are emphatically "g^ood
stories." The books are not even of the same family, one being' a finished

and artistic study of development, the other a rapid and absorbing tale of

adventure. Mr. Fox takes his readers into "Chad's" mountain home,
makes them free of the boy's friends and surroundings, and then lets them
watch him grow, meanwhile sharing his experiences, not only of body, but
of mind and heart. Mr. Palmer tells his audience, in a way to hold its in-

terest and awaken its sympathy, about what " the Vagabond " did and why
he did it.

The effect of these two books upon my younger Voluntary Assistant is

worth recording, the more so since the thorns of the editorial coronet (of

his school-paper) are scoring his brow this term. Chad's steps he fol-

lowed with aa absorption that deafened him even to the dinner-call
;
but

to my question about The Vagabond he replied this evening : "I haven't

read it through yet, papa. I've started it three or four times, but some-
how I can't seem to get interested in it." That Chad and his dog should

be fascinating was entirely to be expected ; but the verdict on the other

tale was an entire surprise and not easy to explain. Chas. Scribuer's Sons,
New York. $1.50.

It will be a most extravagant appetite for gore that remains un- " with hisTori-

sated after feasting upon Francis Johnson's Famous Assassina- ^ai, fidkwty "

tions of History. The sanguivolent-minded may here smack ^^° portraits.

their lips over the details of more than thirty major crimes, with numerous
side-dishes of the same order. Yet there is occasion for laughter even

among these "bluggy" scenes. As, for example, when we read that

Charles Kingsley's description of the slaughter of Hypatia
"
may not be

accurate in every little detail ;

" or when Mr. Johnson thinks it necessary
to explain that he does not omit Garfield from his list of Famous Assassin-

ateds " from any want of respect or sympathy for the memory of our illus-

trious martyr-President." One may perhaps fairly wonder, since Wilhelm
Tell's dealings with Gessler are given

" with historical fidelity"
—and a

portrait
—why Cain and Abel should not be similarly honored, with his-

torical fidelity
—and portraits. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50 net ;

postage, 14 cents.

Anna Robeson Brown's The Millionaire''s Son must be ranked " under
far up among the novels of the year ; indeed, if I were asked to which flag,

select three from the list for a reader of whose taste and mental
habit I knew nothing, this would certainly be one of them. Its central

motive is the deliberate choice, after adequate test, of his life work, the

fixing of both mark and method, by a young man qualified by talent, edu-

cation and position for success along either of two widely diverging paths.
Stated thus baldly, the subject does not look especially promising ; but the

masterly handling of the intricate play of conflicting motives, the study
of the complex influences of heredity and environment, the entertaining

dialogue, the singularly exact and discriminating character study, and the

exquisite love-story make a life-picture that is no less than fascinating.
There is not a dummy figure in the book, nor an uninteresting one, but

"Old Mr. Fllicott," with his atmosphere of Emerson and Bronson Alcott,

is a genuine acquisition to my personal friends in the book-world. Dana
Estes & Co., Boston. $1.50.
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CERTAIN Life's Common JVay, by Annie Eliot Trumbull, is not to be
VERY MODERN recommended for an idle hour nor to an indolent mind

; it is quite
too subtle, too stimulating, too keenly alive, to be appreciated

except by a reader who is all awake and content to be kept so. But given
the right reader and the right mood, its persistent sparkle of humor, flash-

ing not uncommonly into keen wit, the pleasant sub-acid flavor of its

character-drawing—often delicately malicious, but never unfriendly—will

be highly relished. These are, of course, but the spices to the real meat
of the story

—the development of a fine type of New England woman
under the stress of such emotion and experience as comes in an apparently
conventional life. A financial king and some of his lieutenants, politicians,

labor-leaders and society-men all appear on the stage ; but the " Committee
of Ten"—that select association of L/adies Appointed (by themselves) to

Run Things—is the real tid-bit of the book. A. S. Barnes & Co., New
York. $1.50.

AN The Silver Poppy is the first novel from Arthur Stringer, whose
lNTEl,i,BCTUAiv reputation as a writer has hitherto depended on clever short

stories and agreeable verse. It moves in
"
literary New York,"

and the protagonists are a young English journalist, poet, novelist and

essayist, and an attractive vampire of the female persuasion, who, as she

has done before with another man, feeds her reputation upon his brain-

products. But she pays bitterly in the end. It is vivid, dramatic and en-

tertaining, if somewhat incredible as to the main action. I take for apoc-

ryphal the hint that it is thinly-veiled autobiography. If that is to be cred-

ited, it lacks something of being creditable. D. Appleton & Co., New
York. $1.50.

GOOD READING First Lessons in Zodlogy, by Prof. Vernon L. Kellogg, of Stan-
THOUGH NOT A ford University, has been prepared as a text-book for grammar**

ifHADINO-BOOK "
'

schools and such high-schools as are not equipped for animal-

study by dissection. I have not yet received, or applied for, a license to

criticise the work in his own specialty of so sound and careful a scholar,

and so successful an instructor, as Dr. Kellogg. Yet I may venture to re-

mark that though the book is specifically not oifered as "a reading-book or

nature-study story book," I have found it specially interesting in both text

and illustration. Henry Holt & Co., New York. $1.20 «<?/.

Ernest W. Clement's Handbook of Modem Japan carries out reasonably
well its avowed plan

"
to be a compendium of condensed information, with

careful references to the best sources of more complete knowledge." A
long appendix contains much valuable tabular and statistical matter. The
Index is amusingly inclusive, Buffalo, Toledo, Damascus, Atlantic

Monthly, Babylon and Andover Review being sample items. A certain old

story about an Irishman who declared himself "agin the government"

actually furnishes two references to the Index— '* Irishman " and "New
York City." A bibliography of reference books is placed at the end of

each chapter, from which (since they
" have been prepared with great care,

and include practically all the best works on Japan in the English lan-

guage ") the reader may infer that Lafcadio Hearn has written nothing of

consequence on the Education, Art, or Language and Literature of Japan.
This is, to put it mildly, not accurate. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.

Alice Jean Patterson introduces her Spinner Family by disclaiming for

it any pretence of being "a scientific work in the strictest sense." She
need not have done so. It is just that for which it offers itself—

" a simple,

accurate account of the habits and characteristics of many of our common

spiders." Now, correct observation and exact and simple statement make
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work strictly scientific, so far as it g-oes. Nor does the fact that this little

book is particularly pleasing to eye and hand, well illustrated and readable,
really injure its value. I note a minor slip as to the home of the trap-door
spider, which she places in the sandy soil of California and other Western
States. These peculiarly interesting underground homes may sometimes
be excavated in sandy soil, but the many I have seen were all in adobe of
the quality which requires a pickaxe and patience to bring it to reason.
A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1 net; postage 17 cents.

The New Thought Sunplified is a tolerant and coherent statement of
what the author—Horatio Wood, one of the pioneers in this field—defines as
" a philosophy of life, or, better still, a new consciousness." An appendix
gives directions for Mental and Spiritual Gymnastics, with Formulated
Lessons for Self Development through Auto Suggestion. Some ribald

spirits may suggest that a more elaborate course than is here provided
would be desirable before testing practically Mr. Wood's assertion that

"every natural force in the world, within and without, will work in our
behalf if we give it free cooperation," by cooperating freely with, say, a

cyclone that is tending strictly to business. Lee & Shepard, Boston.
80 cents net ; postage, 8 cents.

Those who have followed Clifton Johnson and his Discriminating
Camera in England, Old or New, Ireland or France, will hardly need assur-
ance that his ramblings through Scotland have been fertile of good
pictures and entertaining anecdote. The Land of Heather is the very
agreeable result. If one were to consider these saunterings as a sort of

literary pilgrimage and undertake to infer Mr. Johnson's preferences from
them, the order of the list would be, Maclaren, Barrie, Scott, Burns, Black
and Crockett. But this is a speculation of small consequence, the im-
portant fact being that he has produced another attractive book of his own.
The Macmillan Co., New York. $2 net.

Toilers of the Home is a record of something more than a year of work
as a domestic servant in half a dozen "

places," by a clever young college
graduate with journalistic ambitions—Ivillian Pettengill. Her purpose
was partly to earn her living, partly to find out why "respectable Amer-
ican girls who work will cheerfully starve and suffocate in a mill, factory
or big department store—rather than grow healthy, fat and opulent in
domestic service." She found out, and the tale of her experiences is both
interesting and instructive, even to one who is barred, in the present in-

carnation at least, from being either mistress or maidservant. Doubleday,
Page & Co., New York. $1.50 net.

The greater part of the handsome little volume published as a souvenir
of the exceedingly creditable production of the Antigone of Sophocles, at
Stanford University last year, is taken up by scholarly essays by Pro-
fessors Fairclough and Murray, one of them considering the dramatic, the
other the choral, side of the subject. The illustrations are not up to stand-

ard, whether on account of poor photographs, bad engraving or unsuit-

ability of the Japan parchment used for half-tone work, I cannot say. It

looks as if each of these causes might have had something to do with it.

Nevertheless, the volume is very well worth while. Paul Elder & Co., San
Francisco. $1, net.

Geraldine Anthony's Four-In-Hand is vouched for as an entirely faith-
ful picture of "the fashionable club life of the ultra rich set of New
Yorkers," and its flavor smacks genuine upon the palate. The story is

cleverly told, with neither worshipful awe nor sour-grapes cynicism, but
with the informed assurance of the initiate. Yet, if the best there is in

this book is the best life has to oflfer when activity is no longer con-
ditioned by the necessity of earning daily bread, some of us will be more
thankful than ever for the grindstone. D. Appleton & Co., New York. $1.50.

The Care of a House is described by its author, T. M. Clark, as a " sim-

ple explanation of the structure of a modern house, and of the appliances
which are attached to it, with descriptions of the disorders to which they
are subject, and of the methods of preventing and curing such disorders."
To this modest and exact statement, it may be added that the book
is comprehensive, reliable and exceedingly useful. The Macmillan Co.,
New York. $1.50.

Florestane, the Troubadour is a light and entertaining story of France
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and Italy in the days of Courts of Love and Miracle-plays. Its author,
Julia deWolf Addison, has taken more pains to be correct in color and fact

than most dalliers with mediaeval romance consider necessary. Dante, Cim-
:ibue and Sordello appear on the stage, the latter, for the purposes of the

story, having turned friar and lived some twenty years beyond the time

ordinarily credited to him. Dana Estes & Co., Boston. $1.

Stanley Weyman's latest romance, Tke Long Night, is one of his very
best. The place is Geneva, the time 1602, and the plot is woven around
an attempt to betray the Free City, heart of the Protestant faith, into the

merciless hands of Savoy. The characters are alive and individual, the

action swift and reasonable, and discretion is used both as to blood-letting
and love-making. McClure, Phillips «& Co., New York. $1.50.

If a book well named is more than half sold, as I am inclined to believe,
Bradford Torrey's The Clerk of the Woods should not linger unwooed on
the book-counters. It is a particularly apt title, as well as attractive, for

this record of a year's stroUings in New England by-ways—simple, yet
touched with the illumination of the true nature-lover. Houghton, Mifflin

& Co., Boston. $1.10 net ; postage, 10 cents.

Songs From the Hearts of Women is a collection of one hundred of the

finer hymns written by women during the past two centuries, together
with brief biographical sketches of their authors. It is compiled by
Nicholas Smith, and the publishers recommend it as a gift-book

— with
sound reason. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.40 net ; postage, 10

cents.

A Pleasure Book of Grindelwald deals with a part of the Swiss Ober-
land of much interest to those who are fond of mountain climbing, either

in person or by proxy. Its author, Daniel P. Rhodes, knows his ground
thoroughly, the illustration is notably good, and the book altogether pleas-

ing to eye and hand. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50 net.

Book I of Spenser's Faerie Queene is the most recent addition to the

valuable and exceedingly low-priced series of " Pocket American and

English Classics." The Introduction and Critical Notes are by Dr. Wan-
chope, Professor of English in the South Carolina College. The Mac-
millan Co., New York. 25 cents.

McTodd, who has elsewhere played but an engine-room accompaniment
to Captain Kettle's truculent lead on the quarter-deck, is now given a
chance by his creator, C. J. Cutcliffe-Hyne, to tell a dozen tales of episodes
in which he figured. More than half of them are set on Arctic seas. The
Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

77k? Real Diary of a Real Boy, by Judge Henry A. Shute, seems to be

mostly genuine, though two or three of the more elaborate incidents are

open to the suspicion of having been edited and enlarged upon at a later

date than "186—." At any rate, it is genuinely funny throughout. The
Everett Press, Boston. $1.

Widows Grave and Otherwise is a collection of remarks, mostly humor-
ous and cynical, on the state of widowhood and its occupants.

"
They can

show no mercy to the widow "
might well enough have been taken for the

motto. It is attractively illustrated and decorated. Paul Elder & Co.,

San Francisco. $1 net.

Distinctly the best of the stories so far published in the series of **
Little

Novels by Favorite Authors," is Gwendolen Overton's The Golden Chain.
It is a tale of young love flowering swiftly under the glowing desert sun.

The Macmillan Co., New York. SO cents.

The Dent edition of Thackeray, in thirty volumes, is completed with
The Roundabout Papers and Denis Duval, Lovel the Widower, etc. It is

satisfying at every point, not least for the quiet elegance of its appearance.
The Macmillan Co., New York. $1 per volume.

A competent biography of Crabbe—one of those poets whom everyone
agrees to have been eminent, but no one reads—by Alfred Ainger, is added
to the English Men of Letters series. The Macmillan Co., New York. 75

cents ntt.

CharLBS Aifadon Moody.
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T
Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTH E.

fHE Kleventli National Irrigation Congress was a surprise

alike to the veterans and to the raw recruits. The at-

tendance was immense, the program almost without a

dull moment, and the enthusiasm boundless. When the debating

stage over mooted questions was reached, the scene was as bril-

liant and as thrilling as it is on the rare occasions when
the Congress at Washington rises out of its dull sea-level

and lashes itself into a storm of interest and passion.

Those who were responsible for the arrangements did their

work exceedingly well. They anticipated the pleasure and

comfort of the delegates at every point. Nothing was left

undone that ingenuity and lavish hospitality could suggest.

Probably not one individual in attendance regretted the ex-

pense and time he had invested in the affair. And this has

by no means been true of all the previous meetings.
The most impressive feature of the program was the singing

of the Irrigation Ode, written by Mrs. Gilbert McClurg. Some
of us have waited long and patiently for this theme to pass out

of the realm of prosaic things and become a subject of poetry
and song. We have believed there was something in it that

might well kindle the imagination and quicken the pulse of the

masses, and that in due time that something would be found by
those who know how to put it into music. It was a melting ex-

perience to hear the beautiful Ode rendered in solo, duet, quar-

tette, and by the choir of two hundred voices, and, especially, to

hear the closing choral sung by the whole great audience to the

familiar strains of "America." It would not be very extrava-

gant to say that if the Congress had ended with that song, at

the close of the first forenoon's session, the inspiration gained
from it would have been almost sufficient to pay for the effort it

cost.

After twelve years, the Irrigation Congress has become thor-

oughly representative of the West, and partially so of the entire

United States. Twenty-six States and Territories had dele-

gates at Ogden. While there were plenty of private interests

with axes to grind, it was the thought of great public policies

A WONDBRFUI<
IRRIGATION

CONGRESS.
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which dominated the convention. The movement has become

broadly national in character. It has taken such strong-

hold upon the popular feeling that it is probably safe to say

there will never be another meeting, like some of former

years, lacking in numbers or in the attendance of strong

leaders from every walk of life. Problems will be settled, but

new ones will follow as the night the day. For years the ques-

tion was : How shall we get the water on the land ? The
method has been determined by the National Irrigation Act,

though we must still fig^ht for adequate appropriations. We
are now dealing with another large issue—the question of sav-

ing the lands for actual settlers. Beyond this, lies the problem
of colonization. There is work for the men of today, and there

will be work for the men of tomorrow, in carrying on the move-

ment begun with the formation of the National Irrigation Con-

gress in 1891.

In the course of a very able address on State and

WITH national cooperation in carrying out the new policy,
iTSKLF." Senator Francis G. Newlands, of Nevada, referred to

the failure of the Works Bill in California last winter. Without

attempting to discuss the merits of that particular measure, he

predicted that this State cannot make much progress in irriga-

tion matters "until it is at peace with itself." He also ex-

pressed the opinion that those who fought the proposed legisla-

tion owed it to themselves and to the State to suggest some
alternative. This is a criticism which is frequently heard and

which is fair enough on its face. In time it will be a thor-

oughly just criticism, provided the opponents of the Works
Bill shall offer no substitute. But there was no time to frame,

discuss and perfect a measure after the Works Bill was placed
before the people a year ago. It was not until December that

the California Water and Forest Association, at its annual

meeting, formally endorsed the Works Bill and appointed a

committee to present it to the Legislature. Another month

elapsed before those interested in such matters throughout the

length and breadth of the State learned of the provisions of the

bill and came together in public meetings to discuss it. It was
then nearly time for the Legislature to convene. The utmost

that could be done—and it required lively work to do it
—was to

bring public opinion to bear with overwhelming force against a

bill which certainly did not meet the views of those who do the

real work of irrigation, and who must be depended upon to make
a success of any new law dealing with this subject. It was a

physical and intellectual impossibility to prepare an alternative

measure in time to bring it before the Legislature during its

session of sixty days.
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Senator Newlands certainly does not mean to say that, in our

anxiety for prog-ress, we ought to accept any sort of a bill, even

if we believe it fundamentally wrong-, unless we are prepared to

present a substitute at a moment's notice. The point he made
(and it is a sound one) is that there must be a substantial

agreement of public opinion in California as to the underlying

principles of irrigation, before we can expect a great deal of

assistance from the national Government in developing the re-

sources of this State. That is doubtless true, and the time has

now come when we must all work to that end. Public opinion
was with those who fought the Works Bill last winter, because

of its obvious evils
;
but public opinion will swing in the other

direction, if this element becomes merely obstructive and refuses

to assist in any progress of constructive character.

The convention was much interested in Senator New- ^^^ ^^^.
lands' account of the new State legislation in Nevada. i.aw in

It represents a unique experiment in State and national nbvada.

cooperation in the distribution of water. The State Engineer,
as well as the water commissioners on the various streams, are

nominated by the Secretary of the Interior and appointed by
the Governor. This is done as an evidence of good faith upon
the part of the State, and as a guarantee that the method of

distributing water shall accord with the spirit and the letter of

the National Irrigation Act. Would California be willing to

go so far ? Senator Newlands said there were some in Nevada
who were inclined to think, at first, that it was a dangerous sur-

render of sovereignty, but the general opinion was expressed by
one old irrigator who said: "If the Governor appoints, that

may be politics. If the people elect, that may be the upper end

of the stream against the lower end. But we can all trust

Uncle Sam."
Nevada's situation differs very materially from that of Cali-

fornia. In the former State, development is extremely back-

ward, and it is probable that new works will be created almost

exclusively by the Federal Government. It is in the highest de-

gree desirable that the water administration should command the

entire confidence of the Secretary of the Interior, under whose

supervision the works are to be built and carried on. But in Cali-

fornia we have a great variety of conditions. On the Santa Ana,
for instance, every drop of water that can be had by diversion,

storage, or pumping, so far as any one knows, is being bene-

ficially applied, and there is nothing for the Government to do.

The people have worked out a system of distribution among
themselves which admits of little improvement. The same is

true of many smaller streams, especially in the South. On the
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Tuolumne, to take a different case, practically the entire supply
is handled by two big irrigation districts (Turlock and Mo-

desto) which work together in perfect harmony and distribute

the water by means of their own elected ofl&cials. Here there is

probably no excuse for interference on the part of either State

or national authorities. But would it be feasible to follow the

Nevada example wherever works are to be built by the nation,

or by State and nation together ? Great plans are already in

contemplation for the Sacramento and Colorado Rivers. Stor-

age works are thought of on the San Joaquin, the Kings and

Cache Creek. In case such works are built, would it be feasible

to provide that so far as ^/lose are concerned the water commis-

sioners who are to divide the supply among a multitude of users

shall be nominated by the Secretary of the Interior and

appointed by the Governor, at least until the last dollar of the

national expenditure shall have been repaid by landowners ? If

so, it would meet the objection of the friends of the national

policy who are afraid of State control, on one hand, and, on the

other, dissipate the fears of those who see danger in the creation

of more State patronage. The suggestion seems well worthy
of consideration at a moment when hitherto warring elements

are trying to find common ground upon which to unite in de-

veloping the most important of the State's resources. The
Nevada law provides a cheap and effective method of adjudica-

tion of priorities without creating any new judicial machinery.

It is certainly well worth study on the part of Californians,

whatever may be thought of it after mature consideration.

The most important result of the recent session of the

A GRBAT Irrigation Congress is one which has thus far obtained
DB i^RA I N.

^^^ slight publicity. This was the sweeping declaration

in favor of a great system of public works on the larger rivers

of the West. The unanimous adoption of this resolution marks

a tremendous step in the progress of the cause. Talk about a

substitute for the Works Bill ! Let the people of California

read the following :

"
Whereas, The National Government is now actually eng-aged in the

survey of a great system of engineering works for bringing the waters of
the Pend d'Oreille Lake, one of the sources of the Columbia River, out

upon an area of more than a milliou acres of rich and fertile, but now arid,

land, in the eastern part of the State of Washington, and is also making
preliminary surveys for a comprehensive plan for the solution of the whole

problem of the regulation of the flow of the Sacramento River, the pro-
tection of the lower valley lands from floods and the utilization of the

waters of the Sacramento River which will furnish water enough for the

irrigation of over 10,000,(X)0 acres of land in the Sacramento and San
Joaquin Valleys of California, and is also now surTcying a system of
reservoirs and large canals as a harmonious unit for the conservation of
the flood waters of the Colorado River and their use in irrigation of the
rich alluvial lands in the valley of that river, which contains an area of
over 1,000,000 acres of irrigable lands ; and,
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"
Whereas, These great works, and other similar works, will, when built,

rival the great irrigation systems of India and the Assouan dam recently
completed on the Nile, and develop a closely settled population in regions
which will, in fertility and productiveness, equal the most densely settled

parts of France and Belgium, and such marvelously fertile irrigated
regions as the Valley of the Nile in Egypt and of the Po in Italy ;

therefore,"
Resolved, That we urge that the national Government should proceed

with all practicable expedition to complete the surveys and make the neces-

sary plans and estimates for the construction of the great reservoirs and
canals necessary to regulate for navigation and for the utilization for irri-

gation and power of the enormous volume of flood water that now runs to

waste in such great rivers as the Columbia, the Sacramento, the Colorado,
the Rio Grande, the Arkansas and the Missouri and their tributaries, and
that as soon as surveyed and ready for construction, and approved by the

Secretary of the Interior, these great engineering works should be built

just as rapidly as actual settlers will take the lands and build homes on
them and repay to the Government the cost of the construction of the
works. A loan frotn the reclamation fund in the treasury of the United
States should be made each year by congressional appropriation for the full
am.ount which the Secretary of the Interior may annually recom.m.end to

Congress as the amount which should be made available for disbursem,ent

for construction during the ensuing year, all such loans to the reclamation

fund to be repaid in ten annual installments as provided by the National
Irrigation Act."

Here we see the policy of national irrigation in full ^^^ promisb
bloom. Works like those on the Po, the Ganges and of abundant

the Nile 1 Millions and millions of acres to be con-
fruitage.

quered from the desert and translated into little farms—the free

homes of free men ! Here is something big enough to appeal
to the great heart of the American people. It invites us to the

mightiest task to which the nation has ever set its hand. How
all the little schemes of private capital fade away into nothing-
ness compared with this proposal of vast schemes to be realized

by means of public capital ! And already one powerful convert

has been won—no less than the San Francisco Chronicle itself,

whose tears over the unhappy fate of the Works Bill would, if

properly conserved and economically used, have irrigated at

least one county in the Sacramento Valley. Listen to the fol-

lowing extract from an editorial which appeared a few days
after the adjournment of the Ogden convention :

The great possibilities for irrigation lie in the Sacramento Valley. The
land is in private ownership, but, being already occupied, that will make it

all the easier for the Government to recoup itself for its expenditure in

storing flood waters for summer use. There are in the Sacramento Valley
6,500,000 acres of fertile land capable of irrigation, and they are capable of

supporting a population of 10,000,000 people. . . . The valley of the Po (in

Italy) is in no more need of irrigation than the valley of the Sacramento.
The watershed drained by it and the valley lands which it waters are no
larger. In their behavior as denuding streams and in the delta lands at
their mouths they are much alike. Similar problems arise for solution in
both cases. But the Italians have so dealt with these problems that the

valley of the Po contains a dense population, while that of the Sacra-
mento is for the most part uninhabited, save by the transient population
which sows the grain in the winter and returns in summer to harvest it.

The great problem^ of California is th* problem of the Sacramento.

Yes, indeed, and it is a problem so great that nothing but

Government enterprise can possibly solve it. Let us work to-
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g-ether to this end—let us irrigate the Sacramento and make it

sustain a population of 10,000,000. If the Chronicle will bring
the influence of San Francisco to the support of the proposition

the work will be done in the next few years.

«„» .,«„.« Nevada will receive the first benefits of national irri-THK RKNAS-
CENCH OF gation. And probably there is no one, even among

NEVADA, those who are most anxious to see their own localities

developed, who will begrudge Nevada this advantage. It is the

one State in the West which has ever shown a record of decreas-

ing population. This fact was due to a combination of extra-

ordinary circumstances which the people of Nevada were utterly
powerless to alter, but it was nevertheless humiliating to them
and to their neighbors. It is a matter of Western pride, as it

is a matter of national interest, that the tide should be turned.
And at last the combination of circumstances is all in favor of
the State. The mining industry is enjoying a wonderful re-

vival. Tonopah bids fair to be another Cripple Creek. Senator
Clark is rushing his new railroad through the Southwestern
counties on its way from Salt Lake to Los Angeles. And, more
important than all else, the Government has actually entered

upon work which will open something like half a million acres

to settlement. The first contract was let some weeks ago for

the canals on the Truckee River, and another one will soon be
consummated for the work on the Carson River. Under the im-

pulse of these events, business and population are growing
apace in many towns, Reno particularly. Potentially, Nevada
is one of the great States of the Union. It has waited for what
is now happening. Rich natural resources, rich men and a rich

government are working hand in hand to bring this neglected
State into the front rank of Western commonwealths.

THE PROBi,BM ^hc present method of handling Uncle Sam's great
OF ^^®

^^^ pasture is a lingering relic of the barbaric age in the
West. It has scarcely a defender among intelligent

men. But what shall take its place ? That is a question with
which the President dealt in his last message, and he suggested
that it might be necessary to create a commission before a lucid

answer to the question can be found. There was presented in

these pages last month a strong and clear argument in favor of

leasing the public domain to stockmen. It was written by Mr.
Earley Vernon Wilcox of the Agricultural Department at Wash-
ington. Elsewhere in this number, the opposite view is urged
by a practical and successful stockman of Montana. His ac-

count of cooperative round-up associations now in actual opera-
tion is one of the most interesting contributions to the discus-

sion of the grazing problems which has appeared anywhere. It

seems that the very thing which Major Powell advocated a

quarter of a century ago in his classic report on
"
Lands of the

Arid Region" is now being realized in the locality of which
Mr. Wooldridge writes. This plan stands for a democratic live-

stock industry instead of the monopoly of the range. It gives
every settler a chance to send his stock into the cooperative
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herd and to enjoy the benefits of the great public pasture. And,
what is equally important, it avoids the great risk which would
be incurred by giving private parties possession of the range
under long leases. No man can say today where the line is to

be drawn between lands which may be cultivated and lands fit

only for pastures. The Montana idea is worthy of the most
careful consideration on the part of those who must solve the

problem of protecting the livestock interests without endanger-
ing the welfare of future settlers.

Henry Demarest Lloyd died inChicag-o during the last ^hb passing

days of September. He died a martyr to the cause of
^^

champion.
the common people. Worn out and broken in health by
his labors for the coal miners before the Board of Conciliation
and Arbitration (in his last letter to the writer he remarked
that he had been

"
almost too busy even to write to my wife ")

he retired to his summer home in Rhode Island to recuperate.
Before he had reg-ained his health and vigor, a call came from

Chicago summoning him to take the leadership in the pending
battle for municipal ownership of the street railway system.
He was not fit to go, but he did go— and laid down his life in

consequence. He went into the fight with all the ardor of his

nature, working: night and day, and hurrying from one public
meeting to another in the course of the exciting campaign. He
took cold and died of pneumonia,
Mr. Lloyd was one of the most devoted and unselfish cham-

pions the American people have had in this g-eneration. Gifted
with splendid talents, blessed with large means, he was in every
way equipped to win honor and power by siding with the

strong-, to whom he belonged by birth and position. But he

preferred to forego all that money and popularity might buy
and take his place by the side of the weak. His shining lance

was the first one thrown at the trust system, and it was em-
bodied in his memorable Wealth against Commonwealth. It was
his patience and industry which discovered for the American
people the wonderful cooperative system of Europe. This
story is told in Labor Co-partnership. And it was he who set

us all to thinking and talking- of New Zealand institutions, by
going to that far country and gathering material for A Country
Without Strikes and Newest England. All these books will live

and grow in popularity with the passing years. But they repre-
sent but a small part of his contribution to the thought of our
times. His speeches and articles published in newspapers and

magazines have been innumerable. Throughout the thickening
contest of the past few years, his voice has rung strong and
clear above the tumult. Although he has not held office, he has
been a true leader of the people. It is hard to think that he
must be spared from the contests that lie before. But if he has

gone from sight, his spirit and his influence will live on. The
forces which he did so much to organize will move forward to

the g-oals he pointed out, even though his saddle be empty and
his voice forever stilled. Henry Demarest Lloyd lived nobly
and died nobly. Nor shall his name or his influence perish from
the earth.

Wm. E. Smythe.
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' cooperative: herds on the: range,.*
A POSSIBLE METHOD OF SOLVING THE GRAZING PROBLEM WITH-

OUT INCURRING THE RISKS OF LEASING.

By W. M. WOOLDRIDGE,
President of the Montana Agricultural Association.

^^rtHE time has arrived when the question of the utilization

^ and disposal of the public grazing^ lands of the United

States must be fairly met and decided. While I cannot

agree with some of the plans proposed, I recognize that they
are advanced by those who desire to have the question decided

to the lasting benefit of all concerned.

A residence of nearly twenty years in Montana, for the past
fifteen of which I have been actively engaged in promoting set-

tlement and reclamation of a territory as large as the State of

Indiana, has caused me to study the subject from the standpoint
of the sheepman, the cattleman and the homesteader. In the

present paper, I shall tell the story of a practical experience in

Montana, which possibly points the way to the solution of the

problem throughout the West.

Prior to irrigation development, and before much settlement

had occurred, the Montana valley of which I write was occupied

by large outfits, which ran their stock upon the range plan,

without any provision being made for winter feed and care.

Next came the settler with his few head of cattle. Irrigation

canals were constructed and fodder produced with which to feed

the stock during severe weather. Those with a limited number
of cattle at first ranged them around their farms, riding out

once or twice a week to see that everything was all right with

the stock, but as their herds increased and other cattle and

sheep began crowding in, the range near these homesteads be-

came eaten off first, and this plan was found impracticable.

Nothing was left for winter grazing. Then the fencing of ad-

jacent range lands and leasing was resorted to. This was found

to be too expensive for ordinar)' pasture land.

The next step was for a number of farmers and stockmen to

combine their herds, sending them out of the settled portions of

the valley about April 15th, or sooner if the weather was favor-

able. These combined herds ranged in size from 400 to 2,000,

and were in charge of from one to four men. With the larger
herds a mess wagon and cook was sent, and as soon as one

locality became fed off the camp outfit and wagon were moved
to another, and the stock worked over to the new range. The
price charged for the season was about $1.50 per head for those

owning less than 100 head and $1.00 for those owning 100 head
• See article in October Oox Wbst entitled, "Graxinir Problems In the Western

SUtes/* by Earley Vernon Wilcox ; also editorial note in this issue on pace SS4.
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or more. Practical cowmen made a business of running these

herds. A forfeit of $5.00 per head was exacted from the party

running the stock for each head which he did not return in the

fall or which might have escaped to the open range. It finally

became the practice to crowd in as many as possible into the

herd. Revenue being the only consideration, the stock began
to be returned in the fall in a thin condition. Much dissatis-

faction prevailed, also discouragement, and many contemplated
the abandonment of the cattle business.

This was the condition four years ago, when the cattlemen of

Chinook, Montana, proposed to other farmers and cattlemen the

organization of a cooperative round-up association. This asso-

ciation provided that each rancher should turn his stock over to

the foreman about April 15th. The association took all the

stock to the range, scattering them in small bunches, so that no

crowding of range would result. The stock is first placed upon
ranges where there is an abundance of water during the spring

months, but none later, and as the water dried up, or the range
became fed off, the association cowboys would work the stock

to a newer range. No attempt was made to herd the stock, but

lines were ridden and the stock confined within a certain terri-

tory. If any attempted to cross out of the territory in which
it was desired to hold them, they were turned back. At brand-

ing time, every person having cattle in the herd was notified

that the branding would be done on a certain day, thus giving
owners an opportunity to be present if they desired and to wit-

ness the branding. After the calf-branding, came the first beef-

gathering, at which time an outlook was kept for any unbranded
calves which might have been missed in the first calf-branding.

The beef being gathered, it was shipped to the Chicago
market, and another beef round-up made, which was also

shipped.

After the second beef-gathering, about September 25th,

preparations are made for the final gathering of the season.

This includes all stock on the range, which is gathered, and,
about October 15th, driven to some suitable point near the

valley, the owners being notified that the stock belonging to

them would be cut out and delivered to their representatives

upon a certain day, and at a particular place, and to be prepared
to accept them from the association foreman or representatives.

It is a great sight to witness one of these final round-ups and
deliveries. Eight or ten thousand head of cattle are seen in

charge of possibly fifty men on horses, the association represen-
tatives busing engaged in cutting out and driving each brand
to where the owner is stationed with his men, ready to receive

his stock. In the case of small herds, several nearby neighbors
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have their stock cut out together, and the owners again divide
the stock when near home. As soon as the entire herd has
been thoroughly worked over and divided, each owner departs
with his stock for home, and they are placed upon his winter

range, convenient of access to his homestead, where he has an
abundance of hay for winter feeding.
Handled in this way, the risk is reduced to a minimum. In-

stead of starving the stock through the winters and taking
desperate chances upon the entire herd being wiped out of exist-

ence by a severe winter, the stock is fed and kept in a thriving
condition. Particular attention is paid to keeping the cows and
spring calves in a healthy, thriving condition. Those having
an abundance of hay have been giving considerable attention
to fattening of steers for the spring market, with very gratify-
ing success.

The first season that stock were handled in this manner, the
cost of doing so for a season of six months was seventy cents

per head and forty-eight cents per head for the branding of

calves
; last season, sixty-eight cents and thirty-eight cents

respectively.
With the herd system a considerable number of stock escaped

to the open range, and was not easily recovered. Under the

present plan, everything is gathered, and it is not an uncommon
occurrence to hear of more stock being returned in the fall than
was taken out in the spring, stock which had previously escaped
having been recovered by the association.

A very friendly disposition is manifested among the various
owners of cattle throughout the valley. As a rule, it is the

practice that if a neighbor's stock strays to the ranch of an-

other it is cared for and the owner notified to call for it. During
heavy storms any stock which may be out on the range drifts

into the valley and is fed and cared for. The very best of good
feeling exists between the stockmen on both sides of the inter-

national line, and the line is no barrier to neighborly acts.

There is no limit to the number which any individual may
run in the cooperative herd. A man with a single cow or steer

pays and has the same privileges as the man with 1,000. There-

fore, there is no friction between large and small owners—in

fact there never has been in our valley, even when controlled

by large stockmen, who were very friendly with the farmers of

the valley, showing them many courtesies. There are many in-

dividuals in the association having 100 head or less, several

with 200 to 350 head, one outfit with 2,000. The cost per head
to each is exactly the same, cost being based proportionately
per head.
The greatest advantage derived from this method is that it

enables the farmer and stockman to save his winter range:
to run many more stock than formerly. It enables him, in a

measure, to cope with the sheepmen ; to gather and properly
care for his stock during the winter, having them where they
can be fed, if necessary. It avoids the necessity of leasing and

fencing large tracts for pasturage, which has been thoroughly
tried and found entirely too expensive in comparison with this

method, even if the question of lease price did not enter into

the question, and merely the fencing, securing water and main-
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tenance of fence were considered. There is even no objection
to non-resident stockmen coming- in, they taking- their chances

upon getting someone to care for their stock at so much per
head during the winter, the cost of winter care and feed being
from $3 to $4 per head from October 15 to April 15. This
method enables the farmer to find a ready home market for his

surplus hay.
It is my belief that if this method of handling stock were

more generally understood, and practiced in communities having
large stock interests, it would prove very beneficial to the cattle

interests as a whole. It would avoid the necessity of large en-

closed areas, settling for all time the leasing question.
In comparison with this method, leasing would be found en-

tirely too expensive. It is my belief that certain laws should be

passed to encourage this method of handling stock. A law should
be enacted compelling- transient sheep and cattle to be restricted

to certain separate ranges. I believe this should be a national
law. Today, the man with a band of sheep is not bound to re-

spect the range of any cattleman which might be upon g-overn-
ment land. I know of many small cattlemen who are disposing
of their stock, abandoning the business and going- into sheep,
because with sheep they can hold their own against another

sheepman, and feeling that they have an uneven struggle in the
cattle business by reason of trespassing bands of sheep. In
other sections, range wars have arisen over the disputed range,
resulting in murder and great financial loss.

I am fortunate in living in a part of Montana not affected by
land-grant railway. The railroad line operating in that
section of the State fully realizes that its own future welfare de-

pends entirely upon the fullest possible development of the ag-ri-
cultural resources. I can readily realize that, were I a stock-

man, living within the land g-rant of any railroad line, and pos-

sibly owning- or controlling a large area of private lands, with
a rapidly increasing- number of live stock, and looking at it

from a purely selfish view, it would be to my personal in-

terest to secure as much more land as possible from the railroad,
or through scrip, desert entry. Commutation Clause of the
Homestead Law, or Timber and Stone Act, but we are not dis-

cussing- what will benefit a few individuals. We are trying to

promote the largest possible development of the arid West.
In advocating leasing, very few take into consideration the

record-breaking- movement of settlers now moving westward.
The movement is merely in its infancy. What I have said re-

garding the round-up association is from the standpoint of a
farmer who combines livestock with his farming-. My experi-
ence in Montana, confirms my belief that with very few excep-
tions this class of farmers and stockmen are thoroughly op-
posed to leasing in any form. They are so numerous that

they will make themselves felt whenever the question of

leasing comes up. Then, the new people now moving west
are possessed of more or less means, and as soon as they have
developed a farm sufiiciently to produce winter feed, will also

engage in the stock business. They, too, are opposed to leas-

ing in any form. Then there is a constantly growing- and
powerful element throug-hout the entire West who are anxious
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to see the country fully developed ; to see it settled with a

prosperous people. These are bitterly opposed to leasing,

fearing that if permitted under any guise it would retard settle-

ment and development.
We often hear the statement that this land is unfit for cultiva-

tion ; that it is too high and unavailable for irrigation ; that it

should be made to contribute a revenue towards the irrigable
land ; that it should be leased and the money turned into the
reclamation fund

;
that the range is being denuded.

Last month I was in a portion of the State of Washington
where, as late as ten years ago, that vast stretch of the State
was given over entirely to stock grazing. Their annual rain-

fall is only twelve inches. It was stated most emphatically
that the land would produce nothing. The Great Northern
Railway built through that territory ; Eastern settlers began
to move in and occupy the grazing land. They insisted upon
plowing up some land. The result at first was not encouraging,
failure after failure resulted ; the stockmen said,

"
I told you

so
;

" a few of the more studious farmers at last began more
fully to understand the conditions ; today it is one of the
banner wheat countries of the world, crowding the famous Red
River Valley itself. Twenty bushels of wheat to the acre is

considered a failure. Who can say what land will or will not

produce a crop ? I used to think I understood the capacity of

my own State, but I no longer do so. I can cite a vast area
of territory in North and South Dakota, Montana and Washing-
ton that has had a similar experience.
The interests of the whole country can best be served in the

following manner :

1. Cooperative Round-up Associations should be encour-

aged.
2. Communities adjacent to the public range should form

such associations.

3. Such communities should elect by vote what particular
range and quantity should be assigned sheep and cattle, re-

spectively.
4. The Secretary of the Interior should issue annual grazing

licenses to such codperative cattle and sheep associations.
5. Sheep and cattle should be restricted to separate public

range.
6. No leasing should be permitted under any guise.

HinRdale, Valley County, Muiitana.

^ THi: FATE or THE PUBLIC LANDS.

^rtHE overshadowing issue at the great Irrigation Conven-

\ tion in Ogden, and the paramount Western question to

come before the Fifty-eighth Congress at Washington,
is the fate of the public lands. The laws now under fire are the
Desert Land Act, the Commutation Clause of the Homestead
Act, and the Timber and Stone Act. Shall these laws remain
on the statute books ? Shall they be modified and amended ?

Shall they be repealed outright ? And, if they be repealed,
what shall take their place ?

These questions were debated at Ogden, in the presence of a
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most representative audience, by men who are the leaders of
Western thougrht at this time. The opportunity for full and
exhaustive discussion, and for a deliberate and conclusive ver-

dict so far as that gathering^ is concerned, was a magnificent
one, but the opportunity was largrely thrown away. This was
not the fault of any individual, but was due to the lateness of

the hour when the debate was brought on and to the impatience
of the Congress to get away after a four days' session of unpre-
cedented interest and enthusiasm.
Not less than an entire day should have been devoted to the

discussion. The Congress had assembled on Tuesday morning,
September 15th, and was scheduled to adjourn on the afternoon
of Friday, the 18th, Pour days is as long a time as such a body
may reasonably expect to be held together, and interesting ex-

cursions had been planned to follow immediately upon adjourn-
ment. The report of the Committee on Resolutions was pre-
sented at eleven on Friday forenoon. It was a very long re-

port, covering a wide variety of subjects and making many im-

portant declarations, and it took Senator Reed Smoot thirty-five
minutes to read it rapidly. That was the only opportunity the
convention had to comprehend it, for it was not seen in print
until after the body had adjourned sine die. At the conclusion
of the reading, the noon recess was taken. The afternoon
session came to order about two o'clock. Everybody saw it was
perfectly hopeless to attempt anything like a discussion of the
entire platform, and that it must be taken on faith ; but every-
body insisted on hearing a debate touching the recommenda-
tions of the majority report in favor of repealing existing land
laws and the recommendations of the minority report which ad-
vised letting the land laws alone. It was finally decided that
each side should select three debaters who should have fifteen

minutes each, and that the question should then be thrown open
to the house for five minute speeches.
This was perhaps as well as could be done at that late hour,

in the midst of the confusion of a great convention then hurry-
ing to its close. But it was impossible for either side to pre-
sent the merits of its case in that way, and yet more impossible
for the convention to render a calm and careful decision. No
man, whatever his ability, his familiarity with the subject, or his

experience in debating, could possibly make a worthy presenta-
tion of the great issues in an impromptu speech of fifteen

minutes. One man on each side should have had at least one
hour, and should have had more than five minutes' notice of

what was expected of him. If that had been done, the conven-
tion would have heard two speeches which covered the ground
completely, and marshalled the facts and arguments in orderly
array. As it was, the convention heard a passionate debate,
carried on in the midst of an uproar of applause from the con-

tending sides. It was more like a joint debate in the heat of a

political canvass than like the calm discussion of a solemn and
fateful economic question by a deliberative body. It could not
be otherwise under the circumstances, but it was a pity that
the circumstances were not favorable to a complete and digni-
fied discussion of the matter.
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The advocates of repeal insisted that existing land laws are

chiefly used as instruments for taking- the public domain for

speculation and monopoly. They demanded new laws which
should safeguard the public interests and rigidly preserve the

irrigable lands for actual homemakers.
The defenders of the present laws insisted that these laws are

good in themselves, and such evils as have arisen from them
can be cured by administration. And they aimed to arouse the

suspicion that the advocates of repeal are working in the in-

terests of the land-grant railways, whose property would be en-
hanced in value if the laws are repealed.
The applause which greeted the telling points of the argu-

ment on both sides seemed about equally divided ; but this was
somewhat misleading, for the reason that States lying con-

veniently near to the convention city sent big delegations to

fight against repeal.
Under the rules of the Congress, a State delegation of 150

members could cast but twenty votes, but there was nothing to

prevent the entire 150 throats from making as much noise as

their lungs would permit. A careful canvass, made during the
noon recess, showed that the friends of repeal had the conven-
tion by the close margin of twenty-five votes. It is generally
conceded that they at least held their own during the debate,
and would have won had not something unexpected occurred.
At the critical moment, the Hon. James Carson Needham,

representative in Congress from the Sixth District of California,
took the floor. He began by saying,

"
I have never had much

sympathy with destructive statesmanship," and proceeded to

urge caution in dealing with the existing land laws. Finally
he presented the now famous Needham Resolution :

Whkreas, the Timber and Stone Act, the Desert Land Law, and the
Commutation Clause of the Homestead Act, have in many instances, in

their administration, beenfound to result in speculation and in monopoly of
the public domain to the exclusion of actual home-building ; therefore be it

Resolved, that we request the Congress of the United States to make
such modifications in said laws as will save the remaining public landsfor
actual settlers who willfound homes and live upon said lands.

This resolution swept the convention by storm on viva voce
vote. Idaho's 150 throats yelled a stentorian "Aye," though
upon roll-call Idaho subsided to the constitutional twenty. And
this was right, because there was no reason why the 161,772
people of Idaho should have a larger voice in the matter than
the 1,484,053 people of California, for instance. In point of

fact, it was treating Idaho generously to put it upon an absolute

equality with California.
On roll-call, the Needham resolution prevailed by twenty-five

majority. Owing to a mistake in the footings, the newspapers
stated it differently, but the resolution won by so narrow a

margin that a change of thirteen votes would have beaten it.

It is probably just to say that the Needham resolution reflects

Western public sentiment today with remarkable accuracy. It

was certainly carried at Ogden by the judgment of good men
who honestly seek to do what is best for the country. To illus-

trate, Oregon and Utah intended to support the majority report,
but instantly accepted the compromise. They deeply sympath-
ized with the demand that the public domain shall be used for
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honest home-buildingf, but they deprecated hasty conclusions as

to the method by which this should be done, and preferred to

leave the matter to the calm and careful consideration of the

national Congress. The delegations who went to Ogden to fight

repeal grasped hungrily at the Needham resolution because they
saw a chance to snatch a partial victory from the jaws of defeat.

But was it even a partial victory for the opponents of repeal ?

The reader's attention is invited to the italicized portions of the
Needham resolution. These words absolutely concede the con-

tention of the opponents of the land laws, so far as their prem-
ises are concerned. They confess that the lands are being
absorbed for speculation and monopoly, and they declare that the
lands ought to be saved for the home-builder. True, they stop
short of demanding the repeal of the laws, and now the burden
is upon Congressman Needham, and those who stand with him,
to prove that any method except repeal will accomplish the

objects set forth in the resolutions of the Eleventh National

Irrigation Congress. And let them not forget that while they
are dallying with this question, the lands which are the heritage
of the children of the United States are being looted right and
left. If the delay shall continue long enough, the object of re-

peal will be thereby defeated, for there will be nothing to save
for the home-builder.
The advocates of repeal know what they want, and present a

clear-cut proposition. They say the Desert Land Law should
be abolished, and that in its place there should be enacted an
Arid Homestead Law. This law should provide that a settler

may initiate his filing, for an area not exceeding 160 acres, be-

fore water is brought upon the land, and that, in order to do so,

he must show the means by which he proposes to irrigate it.

But before he may get title to the land, he must actually live

upon it and cultivate it in good faith for five years. The repeal
of the Commutation Clause of the Homestead Act would be one

step in that' direction. In place of the Timber and Stone Act,
the advocates of repeal ask for a new land law providing for the
sale of stumpage at its real commercial value and for the pro-
tection of watersheds by the Government.
These laws would close the doors securely on speculation in

the public domain, so far as agricultural and timber lands are

concerned, but would do no harm whatever to the man or woman
who wants in good faith to get a home. They would not inter-

fere with any legitimate enterprise now or hereafter engaged in

the development of Western resources. They would prevent
any new undertakings which aim at a monopoly of land.

The debate is now transferred from Ogden to the entire

United States. This is just as much an Eastern and a Southern

question as it is a Western question. In fact, it is much more
so

;
for the homemakers of the future live East and South more

than West—in the ratio of about fifteen to one. The country
will ring with the discussion until the matter shall be settled.

Whatever the result, one thing is certain—no man who fights
to save the property now belonging to all the people of the
United States, to be used for the highest benefit of all the

people of the United States, will ever be ashamed of his record
on that question.
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THE olive: branch to thi: water
AND FOREST ASSOCIATION.

(5yT has been widely announced that the Constructive League

I
will prepare an irrigation bill to be presented at the next

I Legislature as a substitute for the so-called Works Bill.^ Such is still the intention of the League, but recent events
kindle the hope that another conflict with the California Water
and Forest Association may possibly be avoided, and that all

the friends of progress may be united on certain measures. If this

hope shall prove substantial, the League will be found ready to do
its part. The Irrigation Congress at Ogden brought together
about sixty representatives of California irrigation sentiment.
The delegation had at its head the Governor of the State, who
has since expressed his enthusiasm for irrigation and his strong
desire to see something done in connection with the Sacramento
River, which he truthfully describes as

"
the great problem of

California." The Irrigation Congress made a most important
deliverance about the Sacramento, which is reproduced else-

where in these pages. The gist of it is that the national irri-

gation policy shall be applied to this stream and comprehensive
works created, like those on the Po, the Ganges and the Nile.

The entire California delegation supported that resolution, and
it seems likely to become the basis of our plans for future

development.
But it is likely that State legislation will be needed to sup-

plement this great plan. Can those who supported, and those
who opposed, the Works Bill now come together in support of

such measures as may be necessary to affect State and national

cooperation on the lines of the Ogden platform ? It so, an
enormous stride will be taken in the solution of the foremost
economic question of California. There may be other points
of agreement between those who found it utterly impossible to

unite on the measure presented by the Water and Forest Asso-
ciation last year. But at any rate, one big thing is in sight

—
a vast system of public work* to control and to utilize the Sac-
ramento River is now "within the sphere of practical politics."
The members of the League are urged to join the California

Water and Forest Association, if not already members, and to

attend the annual convention of that organization at San Fran-
cisco in December, prepared to do whatever is possible to unite
the friends of irrigation in support of constructive measures for

the benefit of the commori\vealth.
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' REDLANDS.
By HENRY L. GRAHAM.

'N the natural world, the phenomenon of growth is

one of great interest to the thoughtful observer.

The tiny acorn, carried to some favorable spot by
wandering bird, becomes the mighty oak, mon-
arch of the forest ; the ungainly little colt, tot-

tering unsteadily beside its mother in the pad.

dock, grows into a lithe, and sinuous winner
of the Derby ;

and that most helpless of all

created things at birth, a child, may become the

strong support on which a nation leans in its crises of storm and stress.

Of no less interest to the student of sociology is the growth and develop-
ment of the communities that form the integral parts of our great com-

monwealths, and they, in turn, t he Nation.

Redlands is perhaps the most conspicuous example in all Southern Cali-

fornia of the evolution of a progressive, modern "
city of homes," from

what little more than a decade ago was but a waste of sage brush and
cacti.

Mr. Lummis says in his Right Hand of the Co?ttinent :
" On the seventh

of May of this year (1903) President Roosevelt drove over miles of Red-
lands' streets, carpeted with rose-petals and fringed with charming
homes—not brick pigeon-holes elbowing one another, but Homes—and
miles of beautiful park ;

and addressed a crowd of 5,000 people of an

average of intelligence, refinement and taste

no Eastern community whatever could sur-

pass, and very few could tally up with—
and all this on ground where I used to hunt

jack-rabbits sixteen or seventeen years ago."
The real beginning of Redlands dates from

March 10, 1887, when the town

plat was filed. Here then was
a hamlet comprising the usual
" brick block," a few score

small dwellings, one or two

stores, and perhaps 100 acres

of newly planted orange trees.

From that date to this. Red-
lands has never taken a back-

ward step, but has made
steady, substantial, and per-
manent progress. With noth-

ing of the " boom " nature in

the gradual, healthy growth
of the past years, today it

bears the enviable reputation
of '* the best interior town of Southern California.

And small wonder when one thinks of the great charm of the climate,

comparatively free from fogs ;
the fertile soil, the wonderful beauty of

the natural surroundings
—of all of which more anon—and the sterling

qualities of its citizens,
*' for the most part," as another has said, "men

and women whose standards of culture, of intellectual attainment, of

morals, and of religion, are high."

Streets and
Homes
IN Redlands.
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Eighty miles from the ocean, Redlands nestles close to the foothills,

sheltered by a mountain range averaging in height on the north and east

about 5,000 feet ; and towering head and shoulders above their lesser breth-

ren are San Antonio, or " Old Baldy," San Bernar-

dino, and San Gorgonio, or "Grayback," three of

the highest mountain peaks in Southern Cali-

fornia—reaching skyward from 10,000 to 12,000 feet.

But to stick to the text—about growth—the past
two years, 1901 and 1902, have been remarkahlc
for the number and value of buildings erected.

Think of a million dollars' worth of improvements
a year, for two consecutive years, in a city with a

population of 7,000 ! And when the history of 1903

shall have been written, from present indications

it will prove another million-dollar year.
Statistics are dry reading, to be sure, but to prove to those who may be

skeptical as to the above statements, it might be well to quote the actual

figures secured by careful and accurate canvassers employed by the local

daily papers to obtain the information direct from builders and owners.

The canvass for 1901 was made by the Daily Facts. During that year
310 buildings were erected, almost a building a day for every working day
in the year. Of this number, 285 were residences and 25 were business

houses. The sum expended by the city for general improvements was

$24,800.00, this sum including improvements to school buildings, to streets,

ditches, storm-water bridges, sidewalks, gutters, curbs, and a $6,000.00

building for the fire department.
In the business section, $317,725.00 were expended, about equally divided

between new business houses erected and general railway and business

improvements.
In the residence section, 296 houses were put up at a cost of $546,000.00,

and $53,000.00 expended for improvements. The most imposing of the new
houses built that year was the residence of Mr. A. C. Burrage.
The total sum expended in improvements during 1901 foots up to

$957,237.00.

The figures for 1902 were secured by a representative of the Daily Re-

view, and set forth in a special illustrated edition. Dwellings and appur-
tenant improvements, $519,461.00. Buildings entirely for business, $330,-

616.00. Improvements of a public nature, $42,250.00. General improvements
by contractors, $75,850.00. Add to this the Edison Electric Co.'s plant in

Mill Creek Canon, adjacent to the city, $200,000.00, and the total sum ex-

pended for improvements is $1,168,177.00.

In general, the buildings erected have been substantial, many orna-

mental
; some by their size and beauty would do credit to a city much

larger than Redlands is at this time. During

1902, a number of first-class business blocks

were erected, the new Methodist Church

almost completed, a number of fine resi-

dences built, and many less pretentious put

up by people of moderate means. And \hv

end is not yet. Since the first of the pre.s-

ent' year, building has continued in all sec-

tions of the town. More than three score

dwellings have been completed and many
more are in process of erection at this writ-



A Few Redlands Residencks.
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ing. Trinity Episcopal Church will have, when finished, a substantial and

churchly edifice, costing $25,000.00. The Baptist Church is making a large
addition to its building ; the Presbyterians will spend approximately $20,-

000.00 in their new Sunday School building and addition to the church
auditorium.

The Savings Bank of Redlands has just fitted up, at an expense of

$5,000.00, new quarters adjoining the First National Bank.
The University Club, organized two years ago with a membership of

fifty, now, with twice that number, owns a magnificent home, designed by
one of its own members, Mr. L. Dorr Schaeffer, that will cost, complete
with furnishings, about $20,000.00.

The Contemporary Club, a woman's organization with about 200 mem-
bers, devoted to letters, art, society and local reforms, is contemplating the

erection of a new club-house opposite the Smiley Library.
Plans are now being made for the erection of a handsome theater build-

ing to accommodate 1,200 people and to cost approximately $35,000.00.

The Home Telephone Company, a local concern, has completed a

$6,000.00 office building near the center of town, having installed a
service with about 500 subscribers. $30,000.00 worth of bonds have been
issued for a new eight-room school-house in one of the school districts, and
to accommodate the increase in the number of High School pupils,

$68,000.00 will be expended this year in remodeling and enlarging the

present building.
The Casa Loma Hotel, filled during the tourist season, finds it necessary

The Casa Loma Hotbl.

to expand and has added a large number of new rooms, enlarg'ed the

dining-room and fitted up a new amusement hall. New plumbing, new
carpets, and new painting and renovating make it practically a new hotel.

While not the largest tourist hotel, it is certainly one of the most com-
fortable and attractive in the State, an ideal winter home for those who
wish to enjoy the fine climate and beautiful scenery of Redlands.

The present population of the city is 8,000, an increase in three years of

69 per cent, since the census of 1900. There are 200 miles of streets, 16

miles of cement walks, a property valuation of $14,000,000.00, an assessed

valuation of $6,000,000.00 and a bonded indebtedness of $54,000 00.

From vast storage reservoirs in the mountains an abundant water supply
is provided for domestic use as well as for the irrigation of the orange
groves, flower gardens and lawns.
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As has been well and truly said,
" What has been done in material de-

velopment during- the past year has been more than duplicated along intel-

lectual lines. Redlands is a city that stands for culture, and with her

schools and churches, her woman's clubs, and her musical organizations,
has gone ahead, in this respect, with leaps and bounds. A city of homes,
with all the good that the word ' home '

implies, is what Redlands strives

to be and is."

A brief mention may be made here of the various musical and social

organizations in Redlands. Besides the University Club, and the Contem-

porary Club, already noted, there are the Spinet, a purely musical organi-

zation, the Country Club, with a picturesque club-house on " The Heights,"
the Fortnightly, a men's club of limited membership, and the Redlands

Medical Society. The I^lks Club has handsomely furnished rooms, with

caf^ adjoining, in the second story of the Post-office building. The
Masons, Knights of Pythias, Odd Fellows, and almost all the fraternal

The a. K. Smiley Public Library.

organizations are represented by lodges. The Young Men's Christian Asso-

ciation owns a fine building, in which are the city offices. The Board of

Trade, one of the active commercial organizations of Southern California,
with a membership of nearly 400, maintains an Exhibit Room and Bureau
of Information, centrally located, for the convenience of visitors.

All the leading religious denominations have adequate and attractive

church buildings. There are in all about twenty religious and charitable

societies, and thirty literary, musical, social and patriotic associations.

The public school system of California is maintained at a high standard

of excellence, and it is universally conceded that there are no better gram-
mar or high schools in the State than those of Redlands. There are eight
school buildings, fifty-one teachers, and upwards of 1,900 school children.

The A. K. Smiley Public Library is a very handsome and substantial

brick building in modified Mission style, containing 8,400 volumes, and
with over 3,000 regular readers. This building, with the park of eight
acres in which it stands, was the gift to the city of Mr. Smiley, whose
name it bears.

The Facts and The Review are respectively the evening and morn-

ing papers. The Review issues a weekly edition. The Citrograpfi
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Peppkk Tkee Walk.

is a well-printed weekly, "a local authority on horticultural subjects, as

well as a purveyor of news."

While Kedlands, on account of its inland location, will never become a

great commercial center, it has a large number of business houses and

shops to supply the demands of its inhabitants, and these institutions have

kept pace with the growth of the city in improved and modern buildings.
There are three banks, two telegraph companies, two telephone companies,
and ample express facilities through a Wells-Fargo office.

The Santa F6 and Southern Pacific railroads maintain an excellent sys-
tem of train service to Lk)s An-

geles and neighboring towns.

The San Bernardino Valley Trac-

tion Co., an electric road having
recently acquired the Redlands
Street Railway, carries passen-

gers through and between the

cities of Redlands, Highland,
San Bernardino, and Colton, and
under the aggressive manage-
ment of A. C. Denman, Jr., is

reaching out into new territory.

On the line of this electric

road, within a short distance of

Redlands, is situated Urbita

Springs, a health and pleasure
resort with a tine, large swim-

ming pool, and provision for sul-

phur or mud baths.

Between Urbita and Redlands
the cars pass the new race track

and ball grounds recently titled

,up by the Traction Co. with

grand stand and sheds. Harlem

Springs, where is also a sulphur
water plunge, is on the Highland

In thk Mountains. branch of the electric road.
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Neither the resident nor the visitor in Redlands need suffer from ennui

for a moment. The matchless climate, the more than 300 sunshiny days
in the year, aiford ample opportunity for all sorts of out-door spiorts and
recreations. Horseback rides, coaching parties, golf, tennis, and bowling
may be enjoyed ; for the fishermen there are trout streams in the cations

beyond the city ; for the hunter, quail and dove shooting on the foothills

at the terminus of the car line, and deer in the mountains ; for the artist,

scenery of wondrous grandeur ; for the lover of Nature, beauty every-
where. Caiion Crest Park (Smiley Heights), with its 200 acres of tropical
trees and flowers

; Prospect Hill Park, also a fairyland of flowers ; Edge-
niont Koad, one of the finest scenic drives in the world, and the famous
"
McKinley Drive," are some of the attractions of Redlands.
A recent visitor from Canada, charmed by the outlook from Canon Crest

Park, exclaimed : "If there is any spot on earth calculated to give one an
idea of the beauty of the Garden of Eden, surely it must be Redlands."
The semicircle of snow-capped, rugged mountains ; the foothills, pic-^

Canon Crkst Pakk

turesque in their barrenness ; the distant valley, a delicate shade of green
all over its broad fields of upcoming grain ;

the thousands of acres of

groves, where are grown the famous Redlands oranges ; with the clean,

beautiful city in the midst—all this must be seen to be appreciated.

Many visitors have expressed in effect the opinion of Prof. Liberty H.

Bailey, when in Redlands. "
I have twice visited Europe and am familiar

with Germany, Sardinia, Italy and Switzerland, yet I have never looked

upon as beautiful a city as Redlands, nor have I ever seen as excel-

lent culture as is shown in your orchards."

Mr. Marshall Field, of Chicago, was a trifle more extravagant when,
after returning from a drive through Cafion Crest Park, and over Edge-
mont Road, he said :

" We had a splendid drive. One taking it can have
but one thing to say, that this is the most beautiful spot on earth."

"
I don't wonder," said the late President McKinley, when here in 1901,

" that the people of Redlands are proud of their city."
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lV»»Cream«

For the COMPLIIXION
WILL CURE PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS AND ALL SKIN DISEASES

Send for fr«© Sample and Circular FOR SALE EVERYM^HERE
recamie:r manufacturing company

131 WEST 31st STREET. NEW YORMl

BYRONmm PT TV "M ^"^ ^Z^ W.iriMiited for 10 years
1 /A IX V.^'s^ SOHMER AGENCY.
The CECILIAN—The Perfect Piano Player

308-312 POST ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

Ramona Toilet 3oA p FOR £ ALEEverywhere

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevenu early wrinkles. It Is not a freckle coatlnv ; it rr-

moTM tkan. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St.. Ixm Ana«les



fo"^ November

FOR BRIGHTEST FICTION

The cleverer ^ory writers assi^ in making The
Delineator's pages entertaining. Lillie Hamilton

French tells of "An Interrupted Honeymoon;"
Minna C. Smith of

"
The Little Mail Carrier ;

"

William MacLeod Raine of "An Unpremeditated
Engagement

"
; and then the serial itory,

"
The

Evolution of a Club Woman," about which every-

body is talking, is continued in this number.

FOR FASHION'S LATEST FADS

Women's wear in London and Paris and what

they will wear here is pidlured and described.

Fashionable hats from fashionable milliners, newe^
dress fabrics, trimmings and accessories, and invalu-

able hints for the well- gowned woman.

WOMEN'S SOCIAL DOINGS

her clubs, her entertainments, her society obligations
and various occupations are delightfully treated.

The

Mext
Time

YOU
Go

Out
CHILDREN'S STORIES AND PASTIMES

The Delineator's juvenile Tories are really en-

joyed by children who read or are read to, and

sugge^ions are offered to keep little hands amusingly

busy and teach while they amuse.

FOR HOUSEHOLD HELPS

Able writers sugge^ new thoughts in cooking,

happy arrangements in furnishing and short cuts in

all branches of housekeeping.

FOR ATTRACTIVE ILLUSTRATIONS

The world's be^ illu^rators make The Delin-

eator's pages attradive. The second of J. C.

Hemment's remarkable photographic articles, an

uncommon ^ory of Mr. Hemment's uncommon

doings, is in the November number, and the

work of Guerin, Rosenmeyer, Keller, Ashe,

Lowell, Aylward, Lyendecker and Eaton appears

monthly.

Of your newsdealer or any Butterick agent, or of the publishers, at 15 Cents a copy, $1.00 for an entire year

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY, Ltd., 7-17 West Thirteenth Street, New York City

FREE A beautiful black and while miniature reproduction of a 50-cent (25 cents to subscribers) four sheet calendar,

printed in colors, artistically mounted, representing BABYHOOD, CHILDHOOD, GIRLHOOD and
MOTHERHOOD, will be sent free to any one writing a postal for it and mentioning this magaiine. Write to-day.



Perfecir
Printing
Pls.tc^

Loj An^clcwS
Ccvlij^oraie^



lit

Yibrodioril

m
SOMETHING!

NEW

This invention passes
musical tunes through
you electrically.

When attached to any

Musical Instrument

the Electricity passes

through a person playing

the music emitted by

the instrument

Extremely pleasant and

wonderfully curative

in all diseases

Send for Literature

Vibrochord Co.

417StimsonBlk.

Los AngeleS; Cal

Our Boys' Department..
is beyond all question the most complete department
on the Pacific Coast devoted exclusivel}^ to bo3's' wear.

Mail orders promptly filled.

Everything for Boys

Except Shoes

^^/aii(J(f^Mmi^
LOS ANGELES

CAL.

VtAgAJVf'^
mkk.

WITHOUT TREES shoe wearing can go on without the aid of Shoe Trees, but the economy of WITH TREES
putting your shoes away with trees in tliem must appeal to you. Leadam's Slioe Trees pre-

serve the original shape and smoothness of footwear — Iceep wrinlcles out of the toe, keep the sole flat, and staves off old age. It is the only means
known for making wet shoes fit for next morning's wear. Slip the tree in the shoe—press the leverage— that's all. Don't be "roped in" with sub-
stitutes. See that my name is stamped on every pair. For sale by C. M. Staub Co., 255 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.; Wetherby, Kayser.;Shoe
Co., 215 S. Broadway, Los Angeles; 59 E. Colorado St., Pasadena, Cal.; Rosenthal Bros._(Inc.), 107 Kearney St., San Francisco.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

ON HUNTINGTON SHORT

LINE TO PASADtNA

$4 Down and

$4 a Month

1,000 m\ AT WORK
The above descendants of the athletic Greeks of old have just completed the Pasadena Short Line, and are now

makinsr dirt fly, ballastingr the track for quick travel. The Greeks are not alone in the good work of development
which Mr. Uuntington is pushintf througrh, for they are ably seconded by the Japanese and Mexican continreats.
By the timekeeper's reports, over 1100 men completed the broad-grautfing' into Pasadena. H. E. Huntinflrton is en-
titled to the hearty cooperation of every public spirited citizen in his erreat enterprise of buildinir network of
electric railways to all points in Southern California. Now is the time to buy lots in the cominsr residence snbnrb
of Los An^eles-THE PASADENA VILLA TRACT.
Twenty-five year.s asro Pasadena was a sheep pasture. What a erand transformation has been wronffht! It is

today the finest all-yearround residence section in the world. A similar chancre will take place at the Pasadena
Villa Tract, vvlilch is three miles nearer Los A ngreles' business center. It is as bound to occur as thesnn will rise
tomorrow. Tin- fiitire resrion between F'asadena and Los Ansreles is bound to build up intoasolid city.

Only $70 PER LOT
We are sellins- quarter-acre Pasadena Villa Tract lots for $4 down and $4 i>er month until paid for ; no interest,

no taxes. Our lots are unquestionably a tfood investment. We are now sellinir at $70. but the price will soon be
raised to $100. The new Pasadena Short Line, the Monrovia and Alhambra electric railways now run from our
tract to the business center of Los Angeles in only fifteen minutes. Such rapid transit is iMnnd
to make our quarter-acre villa lots soon sell for over $3iX). Two more electric lines will soon run throuirh the
tract. "We g;\iarantee 25 per cent increase. For $4 down and $4 per month until paid for we will sell
a resrular Pasadena Villa Tract Lot, full size 50x150 feet, facinar on 80-ft. avenue, subject to the following
guarantee from us : If at the expiration of one year from purchase this $70 lot is not worth $87.50—or 25 per cent
increase— based on the price at which our corps of salesmen will then be selliiifr similar lots, we will refund all
of the money paid us, with 6 percent interest additional. Ii ilu- purchaser should dii- , it uiv time before pay-
ments have been completed we will irlve to his heirs a deed of ilu' lot without further i-.>-i 1 1 in- should lo-c ••nt-

ployment, or be sick, he will not forfeit the land.
Amon^ our purcHasers are tHe follovrinef leading citizensi H. E. Uuiitintrton, vice president

of the Southern Pacific R.R. Co.; L. T. (larnsey, president of the Los Anireles and Kedondo Ky. Co.; W. H.
Carlson, ex-U. S. Special Commissioner of Railroads of Cuba; Baird Bros., wholesale commission --"erchants; J.
G. Estudillo, ex-State Treasurer of California: F. H. Dixon, ex-State UarborCommissioner: Dr.

" .iim Dodffe.
Dr. J. E. Cowles, and others. References! Hon. M. P. Snyder, Mayor of Los Anireles; State li.T •< tni TruM
Co. of Los Antfeles, and our many satisfied customers. For further information. mai>.etc., address

CARLSON INVfSTMENT COMPAi^

114 SOUTH BROADWAY LOS ANGELES, CALIEORNIA



Across
the

Continent
m

The OiasmoDil
From San Francisco to New York, over mountains, across deserts, through sand and

mud, the Oldsmobile won its way, surmounting every difficulty and proving to the world
His '^buWtto ran and does it."

By this remarkable trip the Oldsmobile demonstrates its eqality with the high-priced

touring car. Twenty-three years experience in the manufacture of gasoline engines
enables us to make a perfect motor. Simplicity is the key-note of the entire me-

chanism, and it is this perfect mechanical construction which leaves "Nothing
to IVatch but the Road," and which made possible this runabout's wonderful

trip from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Price $650.00. /

Any of our Selling Agtnts will give you a practical demonstration on the road of how /
the Oldsmobile "goes." Write for illustrated book to Dept. i^ |

Olds Motor Works, Detroit, U. S. A.

J:

Members of the Association of Licensed
Automobile Manufacturers.

NAYAJO INDIAN BLANKETS
MOQUl PLACQUES, POTTERY, ETC.

Sales Rooms, 1408 West Ninth Street

LOS ANGELES, (AL.

Mail orders g^ XAg I /^\ I -^ Indian
Address to ~. Vlf . \i KJl^^ Trader

P.O.—OANON DIABLO. ARIZ.

ABSOLUTE PURITY
IN KITCHEN UTENSILS

FREEDOM FROM POISON
b hereby guaranteed

The "Blue Label on etiery piece protfej our
jtalement.

When you buy Kitchen-Ware, buy

AGATE NICKEL-STEEL.
LALANCE <^ GROSJEAN MFG. CO.

New York Boston Chicaso



Trave in

Comfort
Trunk and
Dresser
Combined

» I-et us sell you our
relelirated "STAN-
I.HY n R USSER

1 KUNK" with smooth
No KUMMA(;iNG for

lotliiiig. All articles in their proper
place. Hottom just as accessible as top.
Cost no more than others. "Sold direct

from factory" — rtturnablt if not

satisfactory Axk for Catatoe A :rni

IIH lluMKK YoUNd Co.. I-td., Toledo, O. £

DANCING MASTERS
RECOMMEND IT

Dancing- Masters all over the United
States recommend Bowdlear's Pulverized
Floor Wax. It makes neither dust nor
dirt, does not stick to the shoes or rub into

lumps on the floor. Sprinkle on and the
dancers will do the rest. Does not soil
dresses or clothes of the finest fabric.
For sale by Mack «& Co., Langley &

Michaels, and Redington & Co., San Fran-
cisco ; Kirk, Geary & Co., Sacramento, and
F. W. Braun Co., Los Angeles.

BOWDLEAR'S FLOOR WAX

Ij^s^mne,

Cures While You Sleep

Whooping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

Hay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

noti't fail to use Cresolenk for the distressing
and often fatal aftections for which It Is recommended.
For more than twenty years we have had the most con-
clusive assurances that there Is nothing better. Creso-
lene is a boon to Asthmatics.
An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

gives the highest testimonials as to its value.

ALL I>KUUGI8TS

VAPO-CRESOLENE CO.
180 Pulton Street,
1681 Notre Dame Street,

New York
Montreal, Canada

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, ann-

burn, chafed or rouarh skin from any cause. PreTcnta

tendency to wrinkles or aireinfir of the skin. Keeps the
face and bands soft, smooth, firm and white. It has no
((jual. Ask for it and take no substitute.

PAf^KAQE OF ESPEY'S SACHET POWOEK
SENT FREE 0« RECEIPT OF 2C. TO PAY POSTAOE

P. B. KEYS, Agt. S. Center Ave., Chicago

MADAME AOELINA PATTI says -I have found

CREME SIMON
It is used today by over 1,000,000 ftstidtous women the worid orer.

very

food
Indeed.

Careful mothers

know the

value of this

preparation for

Baby, as well

as its worth for

all members

of the family

Do not fail to send 10c. ami sei nre f x| ensive sample of this de

lightful Skin Tonic, and of Simon Powder and Simon Soap.

Explanatory booklet free

George P. Wallau, 2 4 Stone St.. New York

RFfllN RIISINPSS ^"^ yonrseli; stop workin«ULUIIl UUOII1I.OJ for others. We start you in
aprofitable mail-orderbusiness at your home. Pleasant
work; immense profits; unlimitpd possibilities. Full
information for stamp. Franklin Howard Co., Denver. Cole.

Complete Assortments for

Fall and Winter. I903

Carpets, Ru^s
Curtains, Draperies

AT MODERATE PRICES

Those who make oarly .selections in these foods
will haTi> nothintf to rejrret. Stock and prodnctiona
are far Ix-hind the demand, and we donbt if ordera
can be duplicated this season.

T. BILLINGTON CO.
312-14 vSOUTH BROADWAY LOS ANGCLCS. CAL.
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Standard of the World
for Thirty Years

'

Cleanses,preserves,beautifies and whitens^
the teeth, strengthens the gums, sweetens
the breath. In neat, handy, metal boxes.
Ideal for dressing table and traveling. No
powder to scatter; no liquid to spill or stain
garments. 25c. at all druggists.

C, H. STRONG & CO. Proprietors
Chicago, U. S. A.

Women's Oxfords, $3.50
Just like cut ; patent kid vamp—gun-

metal quarter ; 1}4 inch leather heel ;

silk-ribbon ties: sizes 1 to 8—widths
AA to E. Mail orders given prompt
and satisfactory attention.

WCTHERBY-K4YSER SHOE CO.

215 S. Broadway, LOS ANGELES

59 E. Colorado St., PASADENA

A DOLLAR BOOR ON
Pictorial PHotograpKy
200 fine ii.i.ustrations
free: of all charge
In Order to "Win NE,W READERS for

The PHOTO-
MINIATURE
Series of practical handbooks about photog-

raphy, published monthly with illustrations,

we will send with every neiv yearly subscription

received between now and the end of 1903, a

tw^o-hundred page book on pictorial photography,

with much valuable information and 200 illus-

trations from selected pictures by prominent

pictorial photographers. The subscription price

is $2.50 per year. As soon as your subscription

is received, cither direct or through' your local

dealer, we will send the book, well packed and

postage paid to your address.

Send for List of The Photo-Miniature Seriesli

TENNANT & WARD, Publishers, NEW YORK

Add Another Room to Your Home

BY USING A WELCH FOLDING BED

We make them in 65

patterns—every one a

handsome piece of

furniture, in all sizes

to fit all spaces.

Very convenient in

crowded apart-
ments, and all

houses where more

sleeping room is re-

quired, where an extra

bed, that can be folded

up out of the way, is

frequently needed.

WELCH FOLDING BEDS
combine beds with wardrobes, chiffoniers, writing
desks, bookcases and dressers. All are absolutely
safe (guaranteed) and are the result of 20 years of

experience in folding-bed manufacture. They are
the only ones entitled to bear the trademark of the
Grand Rapids Furniture Association, which means
highest quality.
Welch Folding Beds can be seen at furniture

stores, but get our free booklet, showing 20 styles,
before you buy.

If no Welch Beds are on sale in your town, write
us how to get one.!

Welch Eolding Bed Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

OFFICE No. 55 IONIA STREET |



^5s£^
For

Mothers !

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS, WINSLOW'S S00THIN6 SYRUP

has been used foi over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHOEA. Sold by Druarsrists in every
part of the world. Be snre and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothiucr Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

THE NEW

JPfincesse Petticoat
IS a lauor made irarment. It trives a perfect

glove fit at the top, impossible to attain with

any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic frrace to the beauty
lines of a graceful fiffure

that cannot be obtained

•i ^"^^ with any other petticoat.

Every lady knows the

advantages of a tailor-

made garment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fittlnir garment,
and ladies who wear these

L Jl fill S I petticoats have a well-
i Jt • I •* dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wish to see them, at

555 S. Broiidway, us An^eies, oi.!les, Gi. i

FACE

BLEACH
-^G^GIVES THE SKIN

'A YOUTHFUL APPEARANCE

^ Removes Pimples. Freckles^

S all Discoloratlons & Blemishes

% Makes A Perfect Complexion
Unquestionably the best, safest and sur-
est pretiaralioii for purifying, beauti-

fying: and preserving tlu- complex-
ion, Kivinjf it the healtliliil k'ow of

youth, and making it clear, falrand

perfect, and removinK pimples,
freckles, m.jth, brown spots. oiliness,

blackheads, sallowness. skin dis-

eases and all skin discoloratlons. is

'Mme. A. RUPPERT'S WORLD RENOWNED
PACE BLEACH. A Free trial bottle will

be sent to any lady who will clip this

advertisement and forward with it her name and
address;—era large bottle.—enough in many cases
to thoroughly clear the complexion,—will be sent
for $2. Also a jar of my sut>erb EjrypMan Balm will

be sent free with each 92 bottle if you will forward
this advertisement with your order.

Mm*. A. BVPPBRT, 6 K. I4U Et.. law T«k Otf

%
%

BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Roller
Makbb, Keeps amo
Restores Beauty
in natuke-8 own way

THE cujvshaped teeth h.ive a suc-

tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and irives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet

"

in the corners of the eyes.

A i«r of «ldn food given with «v«ry roller.

For aal* by «U dealers, or '^fV*
Malted upon receipt d price,

-J^J^'

Rubber Catalogue Free.

Agents Wanted.

C J. BAILEY & CO.
22 BoyUton St., BOSTON, MASS

Supplying Agents

Western Wholesa-le Drug Co., 254 S. Mzin St

F. W. Braun Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles

Hummel Bros. A Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



The dealer who

sells lamp-chim-

neys to last, is

either a shrewd

or an h onest

man.
Macbeth.

How to take care of lamps, including the

getting of right-shape chimneys, is in my
Index

;
sent free.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

TN COMPOUNDING, an Incomplete mixture was accldent-
*

ally spilled on the back of the hand, and on washing after-
ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENE. It is absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by magic. IT CANNOT FAIL. If
the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
growth, such as the beard or growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward.

Modene supersedes electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested Its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-cases (securely

seeled ), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,
with your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

Local and General Agents Wanted
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO.

Dkpt. se, Cincinnati, Ohio
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED

«rwe offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest Injury

12 "Deviled Crabs with origi*

nal shells as fresh as when

sprayed by cool old

ocean, for 35 cents.

WMENAMIN'S

DEVILED
CRABS

This Ocean Food
Delicacy can now
be had by inland

folk in any cli-

mate. Our Crabs

are celebrated

for flavor par
excellence, and
lend an appetizing

variety to the table.

If your grocer is not

supplied we will tell

you what grocer is.

Send to us for Free Crab Book.

McMENAMIN & CO.,
53 HIGHLAND AVENUE, - - HAMPTON, V

One Night Dispels

COLDS and "GRIP'
with all debilitating after effects

-IF YOU USE,

ORANGEINE
(Powders)

Under simple directions in every
package.

NOTE.—Do not neglect colds and upsets, which
often cause all-winter weakness. The many
who know Orangeine say:
"I have not had a cold or headache in years.

which Orangeine did not quickly drive away."

The timely use of Orangeine promptl
corrects Headache, Fatigue, Neuralgia
Stomach Upsets, which often lead to seri

ous sickness; insures good health, gooi

spirits, and greatest possible productive
ness of life's time and energy.
TRIAL PACKAGE FREE.—Orangeine is sold by druggis
everywhere in 25c., 50c., and $1.00 packages. On receipt of requei
we will mail 10c trial package FREE with full directions, compositio
and description of its wide human influences. Address "Orangeinej
Chicago, 111.



w^

cool.

'I am the little cook.

I can prepare Jcll-0

as well as Mama. Just

add a pint of boiling

water to the contents

of a package and set to

Sometimes I serve it alone or with whipped cream. It is very nice

when nuts, fresh or candied fruits are added."

Four Fruit Flavors : Orange, Lemon, Raspberry or Strawberry. At grocers everywhere. 10c.

Thk Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, New York.

JAMES W. HELLMAN
Dealer in Stovcs and Heaters

OF Every Variety

One of the very best is THE IMPROVED

"lone" Heater
rUEL— Will burn Chips, Shavings, Bark, Roots,

Corn Cobs or Cord Wood, and give more heat in less

time, and retain it longer than any stove ever made.
DRAFT FUNNEL— By the patent method of

taking the draft from the top. we secure a perfect Air-

Tight Heater, giving absolute control of the Are. As
there are no openings near the bottom, the cold air
currents moving along the floor are avoided, and the
draft being obtained from desreading currents, which are
full of Impurities, makes the Heater the best of ventila-
tors. The air becomes gradually heated as it passes
through the draft pipe, and therefore enters the fire at
the right temperature, supplying the proper amount
of oxygen to produce and maintain a perfect combustion,
and saving fuel, because with this damper, cowp'ete con-
trol of the fire is obtained. The hot air coming from
above ignites and utilizes as fuel all the gases in the
stove which in most other stoves go to waste.

Call at 161 North Spring Street, LOS ANGELES



Shreoded Whe^t Biscuit

With
Cpeam

Triscuit As TofiST

Triscuit With Cocoa

SHREDDED\0:AT
Biscuit and Triscuit ESHSE^SS
porousfoodsmadefrom wheat without theuseoffats.yeast or chemicals of any kind.

SHREDDED WHOLE WHEAT BISCUIT is staple in every well-provisioned
larder and is the reliance of the thoughtful housekeeper because it

can be combined with fruits, preserves and vegetables, in making over

250 varieties of all-course dishes. It stands conspicuously alone as a

cereal for morning, noon and night.

TRISCUIT, the appetizing wafer is so baked by electricity that all

the rich, nutty flavor of the Whole Wheat is retained. There are

many original ways of serving it in addition to its standard uses as

bread, toast and as a successor to crackers. It makes delicious

cheese toast and sandwiches, and when dipped in icing is trans-

formed into healthful sugar wafer.

Place Biscuit and Triscuit In warm oven to renew crispness.

"I have been an invalid for three years; have tried the differ-

ent breakfast foods, but find that Shredded Whole IVheat is the

only food that I do not tire of and the only one which when used
constantly agrees with me." Ethel M. Second, Ripley, N.Y.

Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit and Triscuit
are sold by all grocers.

The Natural Food Company"
cyMakers of Shredded Whole Wheat Products Niagara Falls, New York

The Best Wines

of California

are good enough for anybody

A trial order will convince

you that our Wines are

just what you've been look-

ing and longing for ....

S-year-old Port, per gallon,

5-year-old Sherry, Angelica or

Muscat, per gallon

60c

75c
20-year-old Port, Sherry, An-

gelica, Muscat, Malaga, ti?j
CA

Madeira or Orange, per gal. \pi»«^\/

Send for Complete Price List

EDWARD OfRMAlN WINE (0.

393.399 LOS ANGELES ST.
CORNER FOURTH

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

^ a

BRONANOELCEl
The JELLY that requires no cooking-. One

packag-e Bromangelon, one pint boiling

water—that's all. Costs a trifle more than

substitutes, but it's a great deal better.

ALL GROCERS.

STERN & SAALBERG, Mfc«. ^
NEW YORK

DELICIOUS DESSERT



/FLES, REPEATING SHOTGUNS AND AMMUNITION
|ank first in popular favor 'with the shooting public because of their

uniformly high quality. When you buy a Winchester Rifle or Shotgun, you
can count on its being carefully made, well finished, an accurate shooter and thoroughly
reliable in action When you buy Winchester make of ammunition, you can rely or. its

being properly loaded, carefully gauged and inspected, and, In a word, the kind that
shoots when you want it to and where you point your gun. Arent these facts worth
considermg when buying anything in the gun or ammunition line ? Winchester Guns
are made in all desirable calibers, bores, weights and styles, and are plain, partially
or elaborately ornamented, suiting every purpose, every pocketbook and every taste.
Winchester Ammunition is made for all kinds of shooting and all kinds of guns.Send your name and addrcu tor our large. Illustrated catalogue. Ii't tent tree.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. SAN FRANCISCO.
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SAVAGE

The Savasre 25-35, 32-40 and 38-55 calibers are some sizes recently added to the famous 303 and
30-30 Model 1899 Hammerless Repeater. These loads are considered the standard for accurac3',j»nd will
probably never be excelled for hunting- and tarsret purposes. Savage Rifles are fitted with "Special
High Pressure Steel" barrels and with a breeching- mechanism originaily constructed to withstand
the enormous pressures developed by modern smokeless powder. This gives confidence to "the man
behind the g-un." Catalogue No. 3, with full particulars, mailed on request.

SAVAGE ARMS CO.. UTICA, N. Y., U. S. A.

J
WILLIAMSON BROS.

oia
Reliable
Dealers in

Pianos .-

Organs..
Behr Bros.

Shoning-er
Ivers & Pond
Bush & Gerts
Poole
Schubert
Haddorff
Victor
Karlbach
Strohber, etc.

Southern California

Headquarters for

Standard

Sewing Machines

PIANO STORE: 327 S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.



VIKW OF CIRCULAK BRIDGK AND VALLEY. MT. LOWK.

Visitors to Southern (alilornia
CAN SEE ALL THE
SCENIC POINTS
OF INTEREST VIA

PAdfK tlECTRK RY.

MT. LOWE, LONG BEACH, SAN GABRIEL MISSION. PASADENA.
OSTRICH FARM. BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA

" From mountain peak to foaming surf"

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

|Fot information call on or write H. F. GENTRY, Agent

PHono
Main 900 250 S. Spring

The Delightful Scenic Roate to

Sarda cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Obtervatlon Cars-
Free troffl intake

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Anfreles, for Santa Monica Tla Sizteeatta

street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each honr till U:35; or via Bellerve
Ave., for Colesrrove and Sherman, every hour from6:15a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Anareles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half ho«r from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Anireles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via BelleTne
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
honr thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

49'For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Sinarle Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trlp Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET. LOS ANGELES
THOLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

TICKETS TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
VIA

THE DENVER AND RIG GRANDE RAILROAD
TMM BCBNIC LINm OF THM WORLD ••

LOWEST RATES—Through Tourist and Standard Sleepers

T. F. Fitzgerald, District Pass. Agent

230 SOUTH SPRING STREET

T. D. CONNKLUV, titneral Affcnt

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

_Help—All kind*. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 118-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price lOc, 25c, 50c

and $1.00 Bottles

P" FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

KIDDER'S PASTILLES, -i^'e^f- Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Drugffisis,
or by mail. 86 cents.
Cbarlestown, Mass.

The Only Double-Track Railway Between

the Missouri River and Chicago.

Why Not Go

East via San Francisco and

Llmi
The Most Luxurious Train in the World.

Buffet smoking and library cars

with barber and bath, Booklovers

Library, Pullman private compart-
meni observation cars, drawing-
room sleeping cars, all meals in

dining cars; entire train electric

lighted, through to Chicago, with-

out change. Direct connection for

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS
Tickets, reservations and full in-

formation can be obtained from
W. D. Campbell, Gen'l Ajjent

Chicago 4 North=Western Ry.
347 South Spring Street,

Los An);eles, Cal.

PARKEt

FOUNTAIN PEN
""lilllllllllillllln'^'

If I could convey to you
how much real pleasure,

comfort and satisfaction
there is in store for you should

decide to become an owner and
user of one of my fountain pens, I

am sure you would not be long without. I
have never been satisfied wiih making

|

merely a good pen, but I am making what
i s acknowledged to be absolutely the best
pen in the world. Honest pens that will
wear and are capable of many years of
satisfactory use.
Special features are the famous "Lucky

Curve," Anti-Break Cap and Accident Policy,
insuilng against breakage for one year, any
rubber part of the fountain. If you cannot find
one of tlie 8,000 dealers, who sell my pens,
please order direct, as I can more than please
you. Parlier pens range In price from

$1 .KO for No. 1 , which is a nice little pen,
fully irarranted, to
2.00 t'orNo. 18. largerthan the Xo.l,ta

«8.50 tor Nos. 80 or 0%0, Screw Joint or
JuintleinH. Very popular numbers.

$4.00 buyn Xo. 84 or No. 084.
$5.00 for No. 86 or No. 086.
These latter pensare indeed magnlflcent goods

of large size. I also sell a dollar pen, the
Palmer (without the Lucky Curve), an excellent
pen for the money.
Let me send you my catalogue which shows

cuts of the foregoing as well as many other
styles and "The Reason Why," as well as the
name of a dealer who sells the "Lucky Curve."
Please do not forget that a Parker Pen makes

a splendid Christmas present. Some peoplehave
bought as many as a. dozen for presents.
Kindly write me today.

GEO. S. PARKER^
The Parker Pen Co.,

12 Mill Street. Janesvllle, Wis.
P. S.—If you will state in your letter that you

are an IntendlD^ parehaner of a Fountain Pen, I
win send you, complimentary, a 6-inch Alumi-
num Rule and Paper Cutter, on receipt of
stumps for postage—to others 12 cents.

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED

"Warranted Linen"
ARE YOURS?



Travel by Sea
On the SPECIAL VACATION and
SHORT TOURIST EXCURSION
TRIPS of the

Excellent Ser-vtce—
Lo-w R.ates. including
BertK and Meals
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It is easy to claim ''pure beer," but

one must double the cost to make it.

Schlitz is actually pure-

We go 1400 feet down for water.

We spend fortunes on cleanliness.

We not only filter the beer, but

filter all the air that touches it.

We age the beer for months, so it

cannot cause biliousness. We Pas-

teurize every bottle after it is sealed.

For fifty years we have insisted

on purity, and now all the world

knows it. The result is a sale

exceeding a million barrels annually.

Isn't absolute purity as important
to you as to others.?

Ask for the Brewery Bottling.
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For your next trip across the continent,

It would be well to take advantage of the

New Overland Service of the Southern

Pacific, Union Pacific, and

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

Railways
This is the route of the Overland Lim-
ited and two other fast trains between

San Francisco and Chicago, via Omaha,
every day.

A postal card will bring complete information.

O. L.CANFIELD,
General Agent,

I SSft Mtrktt St. San Francieco.

F.A.MILLER,
General Passenger Afent.

Chicigo.

mismaimm^mmm^mi^^^Mimmmmm\\\ . m



VahstEximOi
Calendar for 1904.

Maud Humphrey, the celebrat

painter of babies, conceived this beat]

ful and interesting subject, when
are most artistically and winsom(

grouped Babies of every Landand Clin

In this Calendar the types and natio:

characteristics are reproduced with gr(

care and fidelity; in both dress a

features are shown all the delicate c

oring and artistic effects so charming
the original painting.

The illustration herewith gives bu

faint idea of the beauty and cutem

of the Calendar itself. This Calen<

will delight every recipient. It mal

a rich and decorative Art Panel, s:

10x30 inches, ready for hanging.

The edition is limited ; order ear

Sent to any address on receipt of

cents in coin or stamps. It is wo:

more in any art collection or home.
Mention this magazine.

Pabst Extract Departmem
Milwaukee, Wis.

PaOistExtiact
The great tonic for tired, nervous, d

peptic and run-down conditions, is ol

imitated Insist upon the genuine, wl

you can get at all druggists.

-raMT-.^^llW,
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Choice of
All Routes

CROSSING
THE

contine:nt
e:ast and
WEST

LIMITED TRAINS
DAILY

THE PERFECTION
OF TRAVEL

Southern

Pacific

^EHTSA COPY



IT'S ALL PURE

COCOA!
WALTER BAKER'S! ^

40
Highest

Awards in

Europe
and

America

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
BSTAULISHED I780

DORCHESTER, MASS.

THEOLD RELIABLE

Absolutely Pure

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

STEVENS
"A SOUND MIND IN A SOUND BODY." says the

old Ivatiii proverb. Your boy will have both if

he uses the Stevens rifle. The grand sport of

hunting- will take him out of doors in the bracing
atmosphere, and engender the tine qualities of

Decision, Manliness and Seif-Control. Using
the "Stevens" on his trip through the woods
means positive enjoyment because of their

Accuracy. Reiiabillty and Safety.
We have been manufacturing Rifles, Pistols

and Shotguns for young and old, for almost
half a century.

Ask your dealer, and insist on the Stevens." It juu
cannot obtain our ifoods, kindly let us know, and we will
ship direct, express prepaid, upon receipt of price.

Illustrated cataloir mailed free upon request. It con-
tains much information of interest regrardinif sbootiUK.

Wc hav* }uil issued « very ingenious puzzle, which w«
shall be pisascd to stnd to any applicant upon receipt of two
2c stamps. Address "Puzzle Department."

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.
270 MAIN STREET

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

VTIQP PIANOS
^P ^^ W^^V^^^ V Write for CatnloKuo D

have been established over 50 VE
pnymentsevcry family in modera
a VOSe piano. We take old inst
deliver the new piano in you

D and explanations. '

Mv our system of
-^ncescaoowo

change and
•xpense.
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Our Boys' Department
is beyond all question the most complete department

on the Pacific Coast devoted exclusively to boys' wear.

Mail orders promptly filled.

EVERYTHING

EOR BOYS

EXCEPT SHOES
LOS ANGELES

CAL.

We are making- A GREAT DISPLAY of

BEDROOM SUITES AND CARPETS
Our patterns have been well chosen, the roods are made to wear

and look well. Our prices the lowest.

We
Sell ALL KINDS OF DESKS

Window Shades, 3x7 ft., 35c.

J^&Xi
FURNITURE AND CARPET HOUSE

S^l-^-S SO SPRING ,57;

M IA(II[

GRANT

SEND TODAY \*
FOR FREE y

DESCRIPTIVE f^

PRINTED \

MATTER >

60,000 ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

Located in Fresno and Kinirs Counties in the center of the State. All

rich alluvial soil on Kinffs River bottom in the best fmit-arrowinff reriun
of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn and all other cereal crops
to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling of dairy stock. We are selling it in ten-acre

lots or larger at $35.(X) to $50.00 per acre ; one fourth cash, balance in eight

annual payments if desired. If you want a good piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding
that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing to work yon
can make a start on the Laguna with less money than anywhere else,

and the climate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES <« SAUNDERS. MANAGERS.
LATOft. FHmmNO COUMTY. CAUfOKMIA.
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Watch toe Store Windows.

An Old Friend

to people of refinement, recalling delightful freshness

and a clear, smooth complexion.

Woodbury's Facial Soap
Famous tor over thirty years as a soap peculiarly

adapted to the delicate texture of the p^''^

25 cents everywhere.

SnPrial nffpr Our booklet, trial size package of Soap and Facial Cream sent.

ijpcVyiai unci for 5 cents to pay postage : or for 10 cents the Sfime and samples
of Woodbury's Facial Powder and Dental Cream. Address Dept.72

THE ANDREW JERGENS CO., Sole Owners, Cincinnati, O.
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A ]VIaga.2sine of thie Old Pacific and thie New

Edited by CHA S. F. L UMMIS
CHARLES AMA DON MOODY, Assistant Editor

Among THB Stockhoi^ders and Contributors akk:

DAVID STARR JORDAN WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
President of Stanford University Author of "The Conquest of Arid America," etc

FREDERICK STARR SHARLOT M. HALL
THEODORE H. HITTELL

Chicaaro University dR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
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T. S. VAN DYKE
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Author of "The Life of Ag-assiz," etc.
^AKY AUSTIN

CHAS DWIGHT WILLARD Author of The Land of Little Rain"CUAS. uwiutii wiLri^AKU ^ MAYNARD DIXON
CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL
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IPO RECIPES

EASILY

IMNTY
IsHES

IN Lie BIG CoMFAf^y'iBOO!
Published l)y the maimfartiire'-s of the world-known

LIEBia COMPANY'S EXTRACT of Beef.
Sent free to any housekeeper who will send her address on a
postal to Comeille David& Co., 105 Hudson St., New York.

An admirable book which should be in the hands
of every young' man.

THE CALL OF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY
By DAVID STARR JORDAN. President oj

Leland Stanford University, author of

"The Blood of the Nation," etc. 80 pp.
12mo. 80c. net. Postage 6c. additional.

An outline of the work which the Twentieth Century is to see accom-

plished, and of the character of the men who are to assume the respon-

sibilities of its tasks, written in a strong, inspiring manly way, as a stim-

ulus to the ambition of young men—and, indeed, good for all who would

aim wisely to do '*the day's work." Handsomely printed in two colors

throughout, and attractively bound—a desirable volume for gift-book

purposes. Fociety would be done a service if this little volume, so full

of wisdom and inspiration, of sane counsel and rare insight, could find

its way into the minds and hearts of all American youth.

THE BLOOD OF THE NATION
By the same author. 82 pp. 16mo. 40c. net.

Postage 4c. additional.

A study of the decay of races through the survival of the unfit. A
powerful little volume on a great and vital topic.

Order from your bookseller.

AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION
25 BEACON ST., BOSTON

"VIYELLA" Regr'd

THE POPULAR FLANNEL FOR FALL, 1903

"Viyella** comes in the laiest Fall desig-ns and color combinations.

Solid Colors, Stripes and Plaids, also Printed and Fancy Woven
effects.

Ladies* Shirt Waists, Dressing Gowns, Golf and Tennis Suits,

Children's Garments, etc.

Gentlemen's Pajamas, Golf Shirts, Golf and Tennis Suits.

**Viyella** is stamped on selvedge every five yards of each,piece.
"Viyella" can be obtained at leading retail stores.

Avoid hnitations. Rejuse substitutes.

Does Not Shrink



Christmas Gift Books

W.

THE LAND or LITTLE RAIN
By MARY AUSTIN. lUtatnUd by E, Boyd Smhh

Descriptions of the life of men, beasts, birds, and flowers of the desert region of California.
Sixty-four full-pagre and text illustrations in tint vividly picture the life of these dwellers in the
wilderness and recall the Thompson-Seton books. $2.00 net. (Postpaid $2.24.) In box.

HENRY WARD
BEECHER
By LYMAN ABBOTT

With Photogravure Portraits

A study of the life and character of this man
of spiritual and intellectual K^enius. $1.75 net.
(Postafire extra.)

PONHAPOG
PAPERS

By THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH
A (rronp of essays unique in manner, matter

and variety, and written with the author's usual

literary skill. $1.00 net. (Postpaid $1.07.)

THE DUTCH AND QUAKER COLONIES
By JOHN FISKE. lUuttrated Holiday Edition

This important work is now issued in holiday form, printed from new plates and copiously
illustrated. Two volumes. $8.00.

DAPHNE
By MARGARET SHERWOOD

The unique love story of an American arirl in

Italy, brilliantly told. $1.00.

A TOUCH or SUN
By MARY HALLOCK FOOTE;

Four del Itrhtful tales of the West, character-

ized by the same qualities which have lonff

made the author a favorite. $1.5U.

REBECCA or SUNNYBROOn FARM
By KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN

"The bestthinar Mrs. Wiarjrin has ever written."—5'an Francisco Chronicle.
Rebecca is quaint, humorous and irresistible."—iJroo-t/yw EagU
Of all the children of Mrs. Wiirarin's brain, the most laughable and the most lovable is Re-

becca of Sunnybrook Farm."—Z,//«. $1.25.

CASTILIAN DAYS
By JOHN HAY

lUuatratcd by Jo«cph PcnncU

A holiday edition of Secretary Hay's pictur-
esque account of his travels In Spain, with a
brilliant series of drawing's. $3.00.

WITNESSES OF THE
LIGHT By WASHINGTON GLADDEN

"The names, bright in themselves, be makes
luminous by his revelation of the character of

vax\L."—Pkilad«lpkiaTtUgraph. $1.25 net. (Post-
paid $1.36.)

w. THE CURIOUS Boon OF BIRDS
By ABBIE FARWELL BROWN. Uluatrattd by E. Boyd Smith

Fantastic stories about birds, collected from old legends and stories and retold for children in

Miss Browa's most enffarlnff style. $1.10 net. (Postpaid $1.21.)

THE YOUNG ICE
WHALERS

By WINTHROP PACKARD
"A vividly realistic and wholesome story for

\>oy».''—New Bedford Mercury. $1.20 net (Post-
paid $1.35.)

THE LOG OF A
COWBOY

By ANDY ADAMS. lUuatratcd.

"The real thinjr . . . racy of the soil and car-
ries its own certificate of first-hand knowledfro
on every pajri"." -Ckicimv Record-IferalJ. %\.SO.

'^ Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Bo<

M

w.
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NEW BOOKS
of Pertinent Historical Interest

A HANDBOOK OF MODERN JAPAN
By ERNEST W. CLEMENT. Illustrated. 8vo, net $1.40; delivered, $1.53.

Mr. Clement writes of modern Japan
— the Japan which has within a few years become a

world power, and this fact makes the work especially valuable at the present moment, when war

between Russia and Japan seems rather inevitable. There is nothing in history' more remarkable

than the rapid development of civilization in this wonderful country, and this handbook gives ex-

actly the information that is wanted by travellers or students. Mr. Clement has devoted his life

to a close study of Japanese life and affairs, and knows his subject from every point of view. Out
of his wide knowledge he has written this book— a practical reference work in every sense.

There are over sixty illustrations from photographs, including portraits of statesmen, views

of public buildings, and of various aspects of Japanese life. The usefulness of the work is in-

creased by an elaborate and comprehensive map made especially for the volume, from the latest

data obtainable.

FROM EMPIRE TO REPUBLIC
By ARTHUR HOWARD NOLL. With map and frontispiece. 8vo, net

$1.40; delivered, $1.54.

The scope of Dr. Noll's earlier volume naturally precluded a very detailed discussion of any
one period in Mexican history. No succession of events, however, has had a more important
effect on the development of the country than those concerned with the struggle for Constitu-

tional Government, and the story of the change from Empire to Republic is quite worthy of a

volume by itself. Dr. Noll has drawn upon his years of study of the subject to give a detailed

and accurate account of this vital phase.

A SHORT HISTORY OF MEXICO
By ARTHUR HOWARD NOLL. New revised edition, with new matter.

16mo, net 75 cents; delivered, 84 cents.

The first edition of Dr. Noll's admirable little book was prompted by the lack of any com-

prehensive history of Mexico in the English language. General histories pass over the three

centuries of Spanish rule, the long struggle for independence, the establishment of the short-lived

empire, followed by a nominal republic and the rise and fall of the second empire, as subjects

of but little interest, and without giving accurate information regarding them. Dr. Noll's book

was the first to thoroughly supply this need, and after ten years it is still alone in the field. This

new edition has been thoroughly revised and brought down to date.

A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers, Chicago



The Century Co/s
THe Yellow Van.

In this great novel of social contrasts, Mr. Richard Whiteing, author ot
" No. 5 John St.," has produced

a book for many readers, — one of compelling interest for the careless reader of the hour, while

the thoughtful man or wom'an will be stirred to Geei^er tliought. $150.

Pa Gladden : The Story of a Common Man.
In " Pa Gladden

"
is a unique mingling of religious sentiment and racy humor, making him one of the

most original and entertaining characters in recent fiction. The author, F'lizabeth Cherry Waltz, brougl.t
out his weakness and human generosities in a fascinating manner. Illustrated. $1.50.

Gallops 2.
To be " in at the death

"
could not be much more exhilarating than to read this story of the entertaininjr

people who have time to hunt and drive coaches, as set down by David Gray, author of that phenomenal
success,

"
Gallops i." It is charmingly written and full of fun. $1.25.

My Old Maid's Corner.
A sub-title of this artistic book could well have been,

" Reveries of an Old Maid," so fully does it present
the other side of the picture suggested by

" The Reveries of a Bachelor." By Lillie Hamilton French.

$1.00 nei; by mail, $1.06.

Under tlie JacKstaff.
These stories of an Irish man-o'-war's man have humor galore ; they are powerful stones of the sea, full

of mvstery and told with a charm and beauty of style possessed by few writers. Chester Kail

I^ernald, the author, also wrote " The Cat and the Cherub." $1.25

Sixty Jane.
John Luther Long is well and favorably known through his " Madame Butterfly,"

"
Naughiv Nav

" The Darling of the CJods." His latest book,
"

Si.vty Jane," will not disappoint his admfrers, and will

undoubtedly make him many new friends. $1.25.

Little Stories.
Here are snap-shots at some of the curious problems and conditions of life which have come under the

notice of the famous novelist-physician Dr. S. Weir Mitchell. They are all related in Dr. Mitchell &

best style, and are to be classed with the walnuts and wine of literature. $1.00.

A Comedy of Conscience.
A humorous story. The conscience, of course, hclonsjs to a New England girl, and the comedy is aflorded

through her unwitting possession of a valuable diamond ring, which, together with " Cousin John,"
allows Dr. Mitchell ample material lor fun. $1 00.

When Patty "Went to College.
Jean Webster has so admirably imparted the college spirit to her book that the reader readily becomes one

of the college circle. Patty is the central figure, always getting into scrapes, and always—getting out

again. This brings into play an astonishing amount of originality and imlimited resources. It is

one of the r<'tj'/books of the year and enjoyed by all. Illustrated. $1.50.

A Cliristmas Wreatli.
This is a collec tiuii of Richard Watson Gilder's poems appropriate to Christmas time. It is set in «

style, with border decorations, title-page, and two decorations by Henry McCarter. $1.40 uc/; i>\

mail, $1.47.

Three New BooKs in the "THtimb-Nail" Series.
l"..\(|uihite little books in embossed leather l)indiiii;s. i:.Kh book in .1 \h<\. $1.00 each.

Socrates. <She Stoops to Conciuer.
Translated from the Greek by Benjamin Jowett. By Oliver Goldsmith, a companion volume to

Sheridan's "The Rivals," published last year.

Rtib^iy4t of Omar KKaxx^m.
Containing FitzGeralrl's fust, second, and fourth translations, and an address by Hon. John Hay.

THe Century Co,, UnionSend for Illust
trat«d Catalogue.



Holiday Books
Mrs. "Wigjg's of tlie Cabbage Patcb and Lovey Mary.

Magnificent holiday editions of these great successes have been prepared this year for lovers of Alice Hegan
Rice's work. They are Uniform in size and binding, each containing 24 illustrations — 12 reproduced

in the original water-colors and 12 in black and white — all by Mrs. Shinn. This is the only illus-

trated edition of " Mrs. Wiggi." Sold together in a special box, $4.00 ; singly at $2.00.

Madame Btitterfly {Japanese Edition).
This e.xquisite edition of John Luther Long's fascinating story of Japan will prove irresistible to lovers of

beautiful books. A special cover by Genjiro Yeto, and illustrations from photographs by C. Yarnall
Abbott of Japanese subjects, printed in tint, give it a strong suggestion of the Orient. It will

prove very popular at Christmas time. $1.80 net ; by mail, $1.92.

THeodore I^escbetizKy.
This is a rarely entertaining volume, containing the life-story of the greatest living piano-teacher as told

by himself to his sister-in-law, the Countess Potocka, and by her set down. It is richly illustrated, and
the narrative introduces many prominent people. $2.00 net ; by mail, $2.14.

Tbirty Years of Musical Life in London.
Mr. Hermann Klein was a musical critic in London for over 30 years, during which time he came to know

more or less intimately all the prominent people in the musical world. The book is illustrated from
over 100 photographs, and is full of interesting anecdotes of Patti, the de Rcszkes, Wagner, and

others. $2.40 net; by mail, $2.59.

Tbree BooKs by President R.oosevelt.
RancK I^ife and tHe Hunting Trail.
A record of personal experience and adventure. Il-

lustrated with 94 pictures by Frederic Remington.
$2.50.

Hero Tales from A.mericanh History.
"

It is a good thing for all .Americans." Written in

conjunction with Henry Cabot Lodge. Illustrated. .

$1.50.

The Strexkttotxs I^ife. Herein is practically the creed of our President. He feels that whatever he

may have to say in the future on these subjects will be largely a reconstruction of what he h.is already said in

this book. $1.50.

Present-Day E^g^ypt.
A new edition. The author, Mr. Frederic C. Penfield, has revised and brought up to date this volume of accu-

rate and entertaining information, adding chapters on the great Assuan dam, etc. Illustrated. $3 .50.

"Winter India.
That Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore is the author of this book will be sufficient recommendation for many

people. It depicts life in India, and has all the clearness, insight, and entertainment found in her other
books on the Far East. Illustrated. $2.00 net ; by mail $2.16.

In iSearcb of a Siberian KlondiKe.
When Homer B. Hulbert wrote down the experiences of Washington 'Vanderlip among the natives of

Kamchatka and the untamed T'chuktches while searching for gold, he secured a true story of adven-
ture that is both graphic and compelling. Illustrated. $2.00 w^^// by mail, $2.15.

Tbe Training of Wild Animals.
Mr. Frank C. Bostock probably knows as much about wild animals as any living man, and he tells of his

experience and that of others in training them. He gives a clear account of how the work is done,
and incidentally shatters a number of popular fallacies. Illustrated from photographs. $1.00 net ;

by mail, $1.12.

Careers of Dangler and Daring.
A new edition. A book of thrilling incidents in every-day life, graphically written, exciting the admiration

of all. By Cleveland Moffett. $1.50.

Ne"%v Juveniles.
THistledo'M'ni. A story of New Orleans, the
hero a young acrotiat. By Mrs. C. \^ Jamison,
author of "

Lady Jane
'

Illustrated. $1.20 we// by
mail, $1.36.

CHeerful Cats and OtHer A.niinatecl
.At^imals. A new edition, with new matter, for a
new generation. By J. G. Francis. $1.00.

vSquare, New YorK

Baby Days. A new edition, with new material.
Edited by Mary Mapes Dodge, and full of 'lelights
for the very little folks. Richly illustrated. $1 50.

THe BooK of CHildren's Parties. By
Mary and Sara White. Plans for children's entertain-

ment, for the home and kindergarten. Illustrated,

$1.00 «^// by mail, $1.07.

Send for Illus^
trated Catalogue.



As a CKristmas Present
NotKin^ Quite

S*Nicholas
For Young FolKs
Edited "by Mary Mapes Dodge

The great magazine for boys and girk,
—the

inspiration of childhood, a supplement to

school education, interpreting to the young
reader the world of nature, literature and

art, and omitting only what does not make
•^ ' for true manhood or womanhood. No prig,

but a jolly companion, fond of fun and non-

sense ill their season. The joy of healthy boys and girls, and a blessing to

the lonely child or little invalid. Tr}' it.

For 1904 two important serials and a wealth of short articles by prominent
writers have been provided, and pictures from the best artists. St. Nicholas

has stood the test of thirty years and has calmly absorbed allits competitors.
Fr. m the beginning it has included memorable work from the very best authors

of the day. The departments—"
St. Nicholas League,"

** Nature and Science,"
"Books and Reading"— increase in popularity every month. Watch them
in 1904!

A Special CHristtnas Gift Offer
Let us send you the November and December numbers (November begins

the volume, December is the great Christmas Number) and a handsome
certificate— these you give at Christmas, and
a whole year's numbers from January on go
to the recipient of your gift. By this offer

you ^v/ fourtren numbers /cr the price of
twelve. Price $3.00. Subscribe through

your dealer or direct to the publishers.

TKe Next
Best Present

is a set of the bound volumes for the past year.
Two beautiful books— a complete library in

themselves— 1000 pages of ha])piness. Sold

everywhere, or sent j)repaid by the pub-
lishers on receipt of $4.00.

If you are not acquainted with St. Kicholos,
send for free sample copy and beautiful pro-

sj)ectus (in colors)
— the best proofs we have

of the magazine's fitness for every home.

THe Century Co.,
Union Square, - - New YorK

-»^



THe CHristmas
Century

^ 8 E-xquisite Color Pictures 8
Representing -worK of Maxfield ParrisK, Hti^o Ballin,

Miss Violet Oakley, and Miss £llei& B. XKompson

7 Complete Stories 7
A.notHer *' Pa Gladden " stor?', and otHers by Albert Bi^e-

lo-w Paine, £. I^. Sabin, Maurice Francis El^an, Roy-
Rolfe Gilson, J. J. Bell, and Maarten Maartens

^ 8 Strong Popular Articles 8
'^^ Including " THe Daily %Valk of the "W^alkin^ Delegate,"

" Fanaticism in America," by Dr. J. M. BticKley,
" Children of the People," by Jacob A. R.iis, etc.

11 Negro Songs 11
By Joel Chandler Harris, Patxl Laurence Dtxrkbar, J. D.

Corrothers, B. B. Valei:%ti>\e, and others, -with a
-wide ras\^e of variety ai:\d htxmor

78 Pictures in BlacK and AVHite 78
Ixxcludix\^ an E^xxgfra'virk^ by Ximothy Cole

Poems, In LigHter Vein, etc.
ALSO

** Itsklistn Gardens **

"THe New TKacKeray Letters"
••Fable and "WoodmytK "

••Four R.oads to Paradise"

Two l^emarkable Serials to Begin Soon
TKe YoutK ofVl^asKington
Told in the Form of an Autobiography. By
Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, author of "Hugh
Wynne." A daring and unique piece of his-

torical work, written as if it were done by
General Washington himself, sitting down at

Mount Vernon in his old age and recording
solely for his own eye the story of his youthful
life. Gives one a new sense of Washington.

JacK London's Sea. Novel
Mr. Jack London, whose story "The Call of
the Wild "

is one of the most deserved popu-
lar successes of the year, will publish his new
novel in The Century Magazine. It is a story
of the sea, original in character and profound
in motive. It has all the primitive strength of
" The Call of the Wild," but, as a narrative, is

even more thrilling. Itwill Isegin in January.

NeMT Subscribers.—If you begin your subscription with this num-
ber, we will send you a copy of the November issue FREE. You will thus
begin all the great serials and other important articles of the year. 1904 is

full of good things. Don't miss this opportunity ! Subscribe through any
agent or direct with the publishers. $4.00 a year.

TKe Centtiry Co., Union «Scttiare, New YorK
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Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

THE GIBSON BOOK\
:F0R=

1903

^Ni EIGHTY DRAWINGS S: . .. WZi^

Including

The Weaker Sex
The Story of a Susceptible Bachelor

By CHARLES DANA (GIBSON

$4.20 net (postage extra)

// Copyright

ims'jiy

Charles

Scribner'slSons

NOTABLE BIOGRAPHIES
BY- Br{

GEORGE F. HOAR

Autobiography of

Seventy Years
In two volumes, with portrait

$7,50 net (postage additional)

Not only for its political importance, but

for the unusual personal, social, and liter-

ary interest of the reminiscences it bring^s

together. Senator Hoar's autobiography
will be the most notable contribution of

the year to memoir-literature. It would
be impossible to find another man in the

country who has known more of the im-

portant men and measures of his time than

Mr. Hoar
;
and the charm and piquancy of

his style, with its range, from the eloquent
discussion of his political principles to the

humor of his anecdotes, are as remarkable

as his experiences. The book is refresh-

ingly frank and full of character and indi-

viduality
—a record of opinions as well as

events.

JOHN B. GORDON

Reminiscences of
The Civil War

In one volume, with three portraits

$3.00 net (postage 23 cents)

"Altogether the most remarkable war

book yet produced." — Savamiah { Ga.)

Morning News.

From the New York Sun: "The tone of

the book is genial, magnanimous and tol-

erant ; the style unaffected, luminous and
often eloquent. One thinks of John B.

Gordon as a virile and lovable character.

It was a fine thing for a man to bear him-
self so worthily in the great war

; it was
finer to write about it so sweetly and fairly
in the decline of life—'nothing extenuate,
nor set down aught in malice.' Every
American should read General Gordon's

book. He will be a better citizen for it,

and it will be a tonic to his patriotism."

CHARLES SCRIBNERS SONS, NEW YORtl
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Buy

Brandt Books
for Xmas

They delight, educate and never

grow old. No better books for pres-
ents on the booksellers' counters.

Every one a specimen of fine, old-fash-

ioned, honest book-making-.

lUnnNRI IflHT byDANBKARD Fifty pictures byITIWIIULIUII I f the author. $1.25 net, postatre 10c.

A brilliant, analytical and intensely dramatic story
illustrative of a Kreat strike in the Pennsylvania
coal reg-ions, with especial reference to the problrm
of human rijrhts, and an idealist's attempt to rectify
the wronsrs consequent to the private ownership of
natural monopolies. With an introductory study by
Mr. Lonis F. Post, editor of The Public, Chicago.

HOW ENGUND AVERTED A REVOLU-
TION or rORCE,

by B. O. Fl,0WKR. $1.25 net,
postajrelOc. The author has

(riven us a fascinatinir analysis of the causes which
forced Engrland dang-erously close to the brink of
revolution in 1848, tog-ether with a study of present-
ilay conditions in America.

ELEGIES: ANCIENT AND MODERN,
by Maky Li-ovn. Two volumes. Vol. I now ready.
$1.50 net, each volume; postage 12c A critical and
historical study of the Elegiac poetry of the world, to-

gether with an anthology containing the choicest
specimens of this noble form of verse selected from
the literatures of all peoples and of all ages.

THE GATE BEALTIEIL: S'^odrir^llirr^t
Education. By Prof. John Ward Stimson. Two
editions. Cloth bound, $7.50 net; postage 43c. Paper
covered, $3.50 net; postage 26c.

"A book of the first importance." -Out West.
"It is to American art what Raskin's 'Modern

Painters' was to the artof England."—i?. Htb*r New-
ton, D. D.

Abbott. M. D.
$2.50 net,

a real triumph of lit-

IN NATURE'S REALM, \i^^^^,^,.
I>(>Htaire l«c.

"A book to be treasured . .

erature."—7"A<r />/«//, Chicago.

MONKS AND MONASTERIES, ^>,h^.^;o^'i^:
lusli;ited. $3.50 net, postajre 18c. Newedition, 12mo.,
$1.50 net; postage 12c.

"A narrative of absorbing interest. Mr. Wishart
is deserving of great iiraise for the unprejudiced
manner in which he has treated his subject."—/"A/

A/'A'o"""', San Francisco.

CAPE COD BALLADS ;r,^5>„l?1^St.T.^'*A?:
tures by E. W. Kkmiu.k. $1.Z5 net, postage 8c.

"The verse Is of tlie highest type. There is noth-
ing in current literature dealing with Yankee charac-
teristics that is better than this."— 7Vk* Spy, Wor-
cester, Mass.
"Really worth reading and reading ag-aln."—.S"a/«r-

day Eveninu Post, Philadelphia.

At all booksellers. For sale in Los Ang-eles, Cal.,by

C. C. PARKER. 246 S. Broadway
STOLL &. THAYER CO.. 252 S. Sprint St.

roWLER BROS.. 221 W. Second St.

A\b«rt Brandt, Pnbllsher, Trenton, New Jertcj

GENERAL CHARLES KING
HIS I..ATh>»-T SrCCKKK

An Apache Princess
NOW KKADY

ALI. HOoKfilCl.UKMH OK

THE HOBART CO., NEW YORK CITY

Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

mELATIMQ
CHIEfLY TO SPAN/SH

AMERICA
Largest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE °*er/o%°^LSi"'?r?S;
So cents, which will be refunded on first order of ^00
or more.

W. W. BLAKE
QAUTE a CITY OF kIBXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

EL PORVENIR
(the bright future)

THE NEW WESTERN MAGAZINE
History, Romance, Reality of

THE WEST
A postal card will bring you a sample copy. Fifty

cents will bring you the mag'azine until January, 1905.
Write today.

EL PORVENIR PUBLISHING CO.
DENVER, COLORADO

Paxot, XJpham CO. Companx. PvibU«K*r*

A new book on Spain in 1903—NOW RKAOY

"TWO ARCONAUTS IN SPAIN." Dy Jerome Mi
A number of the recent letters written to Tkf Ar-

Konaut front Southern Europe—principally from Spain
—have been collected in a volume. The book makes
nearly 30O iiages, and is very handsomely printed on

costly wove paper from new type. Over a score of il-

lustrations accompany the text, from photoffraphs
taken by the Two Argonauts.
A rich rubricated title, in psendo-Arabic, framed in

a Moorish archway copied from the Alhambra, begins
the book. A colored map of Spain will be found a rerjr

useful addition to these travel sketches.

Only a LIMITED EDITION will be printed. Mr.
Hart's recent book of travel, "Argonaut Letters," alto

a limited edition, was out of print three moaths after

publication.

Price $2 net: by mail, $2.18. Address

THE ARGONAUT COMPANY
2^6 Sutter St., San Franclsoo
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California Missions and Landmarks
and HOW TO GET TNERE By mrs. armitage s. c. forbes*

A Practical Guide, together with a historical sketch of each of the Missions and

Landmarks, the Pious Fund, and Bl Camino Real, with Rates, Distances and

Accommodations at each point. PRICE, 35c. POSTPAID

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED FOR SALE AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
If your bookseller does not have it, send direct to

A. S. C. FORBES, 517 Stimson BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.

•Chairman of the California History and Landmarks Committee of State Federation of "Women's Clubs.

THE SUCCESS OF

The Conquest
has led the publishers to add to the latest

edition of the book] a wonderfully tm-pressive

FRONTISPIECE IN FULL COLOR
after a painting by Charlotte Weber, who

was sent [to St. Louis lespecially |for the

purpose of studying" the historic scenes so

vividly portrayed in the book.

The Conquest
is now recognized everywhere as the most

remarkable contribution to American historical

literature of recent years.

A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers
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THE DIAL
a Scmisr/Hbontbls journal of Xlteratig Celticism, Diacusaion, an& Information

IN
the flood of books ponrinu daily from the press there is so mncb to choose from that no person can, unaided,

judg-e what is to be read and what left unread. Hence a journal that may be steadily trusted as a safe and

agrreeable gruide to the character, the contents, the merits and demerits, of the important new books is ob-

viously of the grreatest value to everyone of literary inclinations or pursuits. Such a journal The Dial has lonsr

been known to be. Established for nearly a quarter of a century, it is grenerally recog-nized by the hisrhest criti"

cal authorities as "the leading literary journal of America." In its pages the new books are described and dis-

cussed upon their merits, without fear or favor, by the ablest scholars and critics in the country. To all who
need a trustworthy and independent guide and aid in the complex field of current literature. The Dial is altogether

indispensable.

SPECIAL TO READERS OF OUT WEST: Any reader of OUT WEST will

receive free, on request, a sample copy of THE DIAL, together
with a SPECIAL OFFER for a TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION.

"The Dial has always stood for character. It has the

old Puritan conscience oh which everything that is

lasting in our country is built. It is sane, wise, truth-

ful; it is honest, hopeful, and kindly; and with all this

it is the best journal of literary criticism which we
have, and we ask no better."—ZJaz'/'rf Starr Jordan-

^''The Dial's look and bearing are refinement itself.

Seriousness, fearless care, and a right instinct in let-

ters, help to make it the best review we have."—The
Independeit, New York.

"The Dial seems at present the most unbiased, good
humored, and sensible organ of American criticism."—Prof. Barrett Wendell in "A Literary History of
America."

"The Dial is easily our most valuable literary review.
It has been faithful to the best literary traditions from
the first, and will no doubt continue to be so."—John
Burroughs.

''''The Dial is the best literary paper in the United
States, and second to none in Great Britain."—TA^
National Review, London.

THE DIAL (founded in 1880) is published on the ist and ibth of each month. Tbrms ok Sub-
scription: %2.oo a year in advance, postage prepaid in the United States, Canada, and Mexico;
in all other countries comprised in the Postal Union, so cents a year for extra postage must be added.

THE DIAL, 203 MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Pre Columbian Relics
Genuine Ancient Pottery, Ornaments and Im

plements, DIRECT FROM THE RUINS in Arizona,
etc. Collectors supplied. Tour choice.

"An unique ornament for the Library, indis-

pensable feature of the Collection, unfailing in-

spiration for the Student of American Antiquities."

We will, send you full descriptions of specimens
in which you are specially interested, with our ref-

erences as to responsibility..

Address
REAMER LIIMG

(Field Collector) ST. JOHNS, ARIZONA

KINOOFWINE

ISSUCO TO

IN ACCOROANCevWTH

'hermes" vintages
j wooi.i.acott

•n»SL<Ba.MiisTBegov«xEDT>i«rRYnHAi

"HfRMfS" VINTACES
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California's
official label (as above facsimile) guaranteeing its contents to be tru*and pure California -wines.

These are the finest wines California produces, agred naturally,
from 4 to 30 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-
na.1 use. Shipments East Frei^Ht Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

CatablisKed IS&O

L08 A.n^eles, California



Blair's Shoe Store

311 SOtTH
BROADWAY

Douglas's $3.50 Shoes,

Ladies' $3.50 Shoes,

bought at BLAIR'S, fitted by expert

fitters, bring a customer back

every time. Try us ONCE.

Blair's Shoe Store

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
PAID-IN CAPITAL
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND
MONTHLY INCOME - -

$15,000,000

3.000.000

400,000
200,000

The Largest Cooperative Bank in the United States.

Pays 6 per cent, on Term Deposits, and

5 per cent, on Ordinary Deposits.

HOME OFTICE : 301 California St., San Francisco, California

DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, Prcs. "WM. CORBIN, Sec'y and Gen'l Mfr.

W. J. BEAVER, District Mjiruigerp 212 Langblln Bldg., Los AnfeUi, CaL





THE HOME OF THE PALMS.



Formerly
XHe l^and of SunsHine

THE NATION BACK OF US, THE WORLD IN FRONT.
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"RAMONA": THi: IDEAL AND THE REAL.
By CARLYLE C. DAVIS.

@p'
fHE devotion, vigfor and perseve-

rance witla which Helen Hunt
Jackson pursued her chief mis-

sion in life scarcely have a parallel.

Her literary labor and fame culmin-

ated in the historical romance of

Ramona, the influence of which has

been second to the production of but

one other American purpose writer.

The inspiration of Uncle ToirCs Cabin

and of Ramona was identical— the

wrongs inflicted by a superior upon an

inferior race. The chief aim of each

was ultimately achieved
;

the one

through immeasurable sacrifices of

blood and treasure, the other through
the peaceful evolution of public sen-

timent, leading up to a revolt of

the national conscience, and com-

pelling a reversal of public poli-

cies. It is not an extravagant claim that the humanitarian

impulse now giving direction to the conduct of Indian af-

fairs by the government had its genesis largely in the romantic

novel. The influence of the woman and her work was not only

immediate but lasting. It has come down to this day and hour.

The tragedy of Temecula will never be repeated. The era of

Copyrig-ht 1902, by C. C. Davis. All riirhts reserved.

Copyrieht 1903 by Chas. F. Lummis. All rights reserved.

Photo by ScJnnnacher, Los AngeUs
HELEN HUNT JACKSON.
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evictions has forever passed away. The Mission Indians will

not agfain be driven from their homes at the point of the bayonet.
Helen Hunt Jackson's posthumous influence will continue to

shield them.

The home of the author of Ramona was longf the border

land. Its earlier citizens suffered greatly at the hands of the

Indians. Many now living remember when even the capital of

the state was menaced by roving bands of murderous Arapahoes
and Cheyennes. The Meeker massacre is still fresh in the

minds of its people. The treachery of the Utes may never be

forgotten. But the prejudices of two generations, there and

elsewhere, should give way before the fact that the Mission In-

dians of California belong to a different category ; that they
are peaceful, industrious and frugal ;

that they worship the

white man's God, and endeavor, with a meager equipment, to

raise themselves to his plane of civilization. Some of them
loved their homes so well that they suffered death within them
in stoic preference to going out into the world in search of

others ! Not a few so died as martyrs to boasted American
civilization 1

It was Helen Hunt Jackson's purpose to tell the whole pitiful

story. It was her desire to paint it in its true colors in her first

book
; but she was persuaded that it was the better plan to

clothe it first in the presumably more attractive garb of ro-

mance, and then to follow with other works of a more historical

character after the ear of the public should be secured. This

was the sage advice of Don Antonio Franco Coronel and his

wife Doiia Mariana
;
albeit these staunch friends did not begin

to realize the enormous sale which the initial story was destined

to reach, the far-reaching influence it was to exert. Nor does

popular interest seem to decrease with the lapse of time. The
Public Library of Los Angeles owns twenty-nine volumes of

Ramona^ yet one can secure a copy only by means of a reservation

and along wait. It would seem that at least nine of every ten

tourists have read the story. Thousands of them visit the San

Diego, the San Luis Key, and the Santa Barbara Missions every

season, confessedly because of the association with them of

"Ramona" and "Alessandro," and all esteem it a privilege to

catch a glimpse of "Camulos," as the trains of the Southern

Pacific railroad pass through the hallowed spot. In the

"Coronel Collection " at the Chamber of Commerce in this city

is a portrait of Helen Hunt Jackson in oil, about 7 by 12, by

Alexander F. Harmer ;
and beneath it is the little mahogany

table upon which the opening chapters of the story were writ-
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The Historic "South Vekanda," at Camdlos.

ten. But the world, outside of Southern California, knows

little of the Coronels, the relation of the author of Ramona to

them, or the reason for displaying- the portrait and the table

with this particular collection of curios. Few indeed know
that a number of the characters in the story were living- persons

idealized, that they are living today, or that the famous jewels,

most unlikely incident of the plot, are still in the possession of

a Los Angeles woman. These facts and incidents constitute

most interesting- side-lights to the writer, intensified by a long

acquaintance with Helen Hunt Jackson in her lifetime, and may
not prove uninteresting to others. The truth will be found to

be, as so often it is, stranger than fiction. It is here first given,

only once removed from the lips of the living actors.

The inception and development of Ramona is in itself a story

of more than ordinary interest. It was the product of a pecu-
liar and fortunate combination of circumstances and events, a

happy mingling of realism and romance, the timely meeting of

Design with Chance.

Helen Hunt Jackson came to Southern California in 1882,

with a purpose not too well defined. She had been commissioned

by the Scribners to "write something about the Mission In-

dians." It would have been an easy matter for her, as well as

another, and without leaving comfortable apartments in a hotel,

to prepare an interesting series of articles on the prolific theme,
and her publishers would doubtless have been satisfied. But
she was directed to higher and g-reater achievements b}^ influ-

ences not reckoned with by her or those whom she represented.

The inspiration may have been heaven-sent, but the instru-

mentalities that proved most potent were human, tangible, real.

The conditions were ripe for her mission. Indeed, they were

waiting upon her. To the task of harvesting- the matured fruit

she brought a rare equipment. If events and circumstances
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trees, Mrs. Jackson met a cor-

dial reception at the hands of

Don Antonio and Dona Mariana,
not because of her distinction

or her worth, but because she

bore a letter from the Bishop.

They had never before heard the

name of their guest. Not blessed

with offspring, they had never

read her Bits of Talk for young
folk. They had felt the omnipo-
tence of perfect, patient love,

but not from reading her story

of Zeph. They knew, for it had
come home to them as to few

others, about a Century of Dis'

honor, though they had never

seen the book. They had been

fighting the battles of the In-

dians for many years, in the

most practical and helpful way,
without the aid of allies be-

yond the mountains, without knowledge of the devoted work

being done in other portions of the vineyard b}- the Helen

Hunts and their colleagues elsewhere. In the old and happy

days of church domination and priestly rule there had been no
"
Indian question." That came only after American "civiliza-

tion" took from the brown men their lands and gave them noth-

ing in return. It ministered neither to their spiritual, intellectual

or physical needs. It neither helped them nor permitted them to

help themselves. It simply abandoned them to their fate. In

struggling with this they ever counted upon the sympathy, the

advice and the material aid of Don Antonio and his great-

hearted wife.

Helen Hunt Jackson.

The situation had reached a critical stage when Helen Hunt
Jackson appeared on the scene. The statement of her mission

and the proffer of her assistance at once won the hearts of Don
Antonio and Dona Mariana. The mutual confidence early estab-

lished soon developed into friendship and ripened into love.

And the last meeting of the trio was quite as pathetic as was the

first. Dona Mariana was very ill, and believed she was on her

death-bed. Helen Hunt Jackson had responded to a summons,
and the speedy rally of the patient was doubtless largely due to

her visit. "You are going to get well, Mariana. You will
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"El Recrko"^The Old Coronel Home.

survive me. I feel that you will live to complete my work."

Only a few weeks later Helen Hunt Jackson was among- the

blest.

At her initial interview with the Coronels little more was ac-

complished than the establishment of confidence. A second

conference was arranged for the following- week. It happened
to be Christmas Day, 1882, a circumstance that appealed to

Helen Hunt Jackson only after her arrival at the hacienda, so

absorbed was she in other thoughts. Don Antonio, Doiia

Mariana and their guest were seated upon the broad veranda,
the latter intent upon the details of her host's relation of Indian

history and Indian wrongs, when the conversation was inter-

rupted by the appearance in the yard of five mounted men, evi-

dently in great mental perturbation.

"More trouble!" quietly suggested the Don, accustomed to

such visitations. "But it must be unusually serious, for these

are all chiefs of their tribes, and their ponies indicate that they
have been ridden a long distance and very fast. Excuse me for

a moment while I try to discover what it means."
The interview between the Don and the Indians was very

animated, all talking at once. Mrs. Jackson soon became as

excited as were the Indians. She could not understand their

language, it being a mixture of Spanish with the tribal dialect
;

but their voices and manner indicated the deepest distress, and
it was not difficult to perceive the import of their mission. It

soon developed that papers had been served upon them to aban-

don their homes and give immediate possession to white claim-

ants ;
and these chiefs had come, as so often before, for coun-

sel from the Don and Dona Mariana. Upon three distinct occas-

ions had the life of Don Antonio been saved by the timely in-

tercession of Mission Indians. The bond between them was in-
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At thb Old Coronel Hacienda, "El Recreo."
Where the story of "Ramona" was conceived and beg-un.

dissoluble. The Don was their "padre," and Dona Mariana
was in their sight little less than a saint.

Mrs. Jackson begged the privilege of talking with the chiefs ;

and, with the help of her friends in interpreting, she was soon

established in their confidence. The inspiration at that moment
seized her of visiting their villages, and the foundation was laid

for securing, as she might in no other way, the fullest confirma-

tion^of all that had been told her prior to their visit. This was
most pleasing to Don Antonio and Dona Mariana, and the inci-

dent was regarded as fortunate, for Helen Hunt Jackson was
assured of a welcome in the Indian settlements such as other-

wise might not have been accorded her, and of knowledge that

could be acquired by no other means. The details of the jour-

ney were soon arranged. It included a long and wearisome
ride over the mountains, in a springless wagon, to the Indian

settlements, with a side trip of observation to Camulos ranch,
which the Coronels desired her to visit, that she might get a

better idea of a typical Spanish abode, and because its occupants
were not only zealous children of the church, but traditional

friends of the Indians as well. Scribners' artist and Mr. A.
W. Kinney accompanied her on this journey.

It is not my purpose to follow them in their wanderings over

the San Jacinto mountains. The details have been recorded in

reports to the government. It is enough here to say that the

namelof Helen Hunt Jackson is to this day revered in the abode
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of every Mission Indian, and that, were it in the power of these

gfrateful people, it would long ag"o have been placed in the

church calendar of saints. Judged by the accuracy of her de-

scription of Camulos, it is

likely the pictures she

drew of Indian life were

faithful and conscien-

tious. She was at the

ranch but a few hours, a

circumstance which
makes her portrayal of it

all the more remarkable.

In the short half day she

not only observed every
detail of situation and

environment, but while

there evolved the chief

incidents of the story. It
"
was sheepshearing" time

in Southern California."

The Indians from over

the mountains were there.

All of the preparations
described in the opening

chapters of Ramona had
been made. "Father
Salvierderra " had come
down from the Santa

Barbara Mission. The
matin songs had echoed through the court. Mass had
been said in the little chapel in the orange grove. The
altar cloth, made originally from Senora Moreno's wedding
gown, was spotless in its whiteness ; but to the discerning eye .

must have disclosed a patch, for Helen Hunt Jackson saw it,

and every visitor there since has seen it, although it is probable
that on that particular day its existence was unknown to Senora

Moreno. That dear old soul, whose virtues suffer to some ex-

tent in the idealization of her character by the novelist, had
been occupied with manifold household duties, and may not

have been as observant of the smaller details as was her guest.

However that may be, the patch was an inspiration, and pro-

vided the material for one of the most touching incidents of the

story. The dimensions of the ranch have since been somewhat

curtailed, but the ranch-house, or hacienda, with its picturesque

environment and now historical belongings, survives the twenty

Senora Dona Ysabel del Valle.
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years that have since elapsed, without essential modification.

The visitor of today, stepping- from a Southern Pacific train

into the precincts of Camulos, will need to go through the yard

Hon. RK(iiNALDo F. Dkl Valle.

where the shearing was done, past the shed in which the wool

was stored and in the heat of which "Felipe" was overcome, to

reach the entrance of the house, for the railroad track is in the

rear of it Once within the court every scene will seem familiar :

the arbor and the fountain and the chapel ;
the path leading

down to the stream where "Ramona" washed the stains from

the altar cloth, and where "Alessandro" first beheld the

wondrous beauty of the maiden ; the porch on which the

hammock swung with its precious burden, and where the lover

drew symphonies from the violin fetched at such cost of efifort

by Jose from Temecula for the delectation of the invalid. With
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are regfaled is one that credits the author with having been

bribed to write it by interested parties for political effect, and
that the $10,000 thus earned was used in setting up her husband
in business 1 An equally absurd yarn, that found believers

with a certain class, credited the authorship of the story to an

unfrocked priest, whose nearly completed manuscript was appro-

priated by Helen Hunt Jackson. A brochure that originated in

Los Angeles, and which has reached its fourth edition, contains

a half-tone from a photograph of an Indian woman, said to be now
living in San Diego County, which the author claims is "the
real Ramona." There is scarcely a settlement south of the

Tehachepi that is not pointed out to the traveler as the
"
home

of Ramona." She was married at every mission from San Diego
to San Luis Obispo, if one but credits local legend. The real

facts, until now withheld, are as stated below.

For the
"
Senora Moreno" of the story there was doubtless a

hint in the equally strong, but infinitely more lovely, real char-

acter who was and still is queen of Camulos—Seiiora Dona
Ysabel del Valle, a widow of sixty-two, still living at the

ranch. The property descended to her husband from his father,

to whom it was granted before American occupation for merito-

rious service in the Mexican army.
Ex-State Senator Reginald F, del Valle, the oldest son, may

have suggested to the novelist the
"
Felipe

"
of the story. He

has long been an honored citizen of Los Angeles, a prominent
member of the local bar, and influential in the counsels of the

Democratic organization in this State. He was a delegate-at-

large to the last national convention of his party, and rumor at

the time connected his name with the Mexican mission, in the

event of the election of Mr. Bryan. It will be remembered that

it was to the City of Mexico that "Felipe" and "Ramona" went
on their bridal tour, and that with their happiness there the

author closes the story.

"Ramona" was a creation of Helen Hunt Jackson. She is

supposed to have been a happy blending of two characters of

the del Valle household—Blanca Yndart, a Spanish girl, a ward
of Senora del Valle; and Guadalupe, a Mission Indian girl,

given to the Seiiora when a child by a Saboba chief. Blanca
was the only child of U. Yndart, a resident of Santa Barbara.

Her mother, dying when the child was five years of age, com-
mitted her to the keeping of Senora del Valle, and she lived at

Camulos ranch as one of the family until she was fourteen.

Then her father took a second wife, and Blanca returned to the

parental roof, living there until her own marriage, four years

later, to James Maguire. Upon the death of her husband,
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some years ago, Blanca, with her two children, removed to Los

Angeles, and now resides on First street. She is the one

human document who may in truth be regarded as the

"Ramona"of the story. She is of the purest Spanish blood,

both father and mother having been born in Castile; and at forty-

two is still a woman of exceptional beauty. Her grandfather,

Captain Yndart, was a sea-faring man, more or less familiar

with all the navigable waters of the globe. In his world wan-

derings, covering a period of forty years, he accumulated a chest

of treasures of surpassing beauty and worth, and these are the
" Ramona jewels." For years they were held in trust by Sefiora

del Valle (" Senora Moreno ") for Blanca Yndart ("Ramona"),
when she should be married

;
and they are still in the possession

of Mrs. Maguire. They consist, in the main, of a large cross of

pearls of rare purity and unusual size, a rosary of pearls, and a

single pearl, pear-shaped, of extraordinary dimensions, and

valued at several thousand dollars,
"
tray after tray of jewels,"

an East Indian shawl of texture so delicate that it can be drawn

through an ordinary finger ring ;
a number of dainty kerchiefs,

and other rich and costly fabrics from the Orient— "
shawls and

ribosos of damask, laces, gowns of satin, of velvet." A daugh-
ter of Captain Yndart, who subsequently married a cousin of

the same name, was living at Santa Barbara when the old sea

captain paid his last visit to this coast. Having a presentiment
that he would not survive another voyage, he left the chest of

treasures with his daughter, with instructions as to their dispo-

sition at his death. They were to be divided between his two

grandchildren, Blanca and Pancho Yndart, the latter a cousin

of the former. Blanca's mother was delicate, and realizing that

she would not live to see her daughter married, she provided

that, at her death, Blanca should be taken into the del

Valle family at Camulos, Dona Ysabel being her nearest

and dearest friend. Mrs. Yndart, unwilling to trust others

with the jewels, herself took them to the ranch, and it is said

that not even her own husband knew of their existence. This

was before the era of railroads at Santa Barbara, and the route

chosen, along the beach, was safe enough when the tide was

out, but a miscalculation was made, and in rounding the prom-

ontory just above San Buenaventura, in water reaching almost

to the seat of the vehicle, Mrs. Yndart and the treasures narrowly

escaped being washed into the sea. Pancho long supposed his

inheritance was so lost, and it is said that the first intimation

he had to the contrary was gained from his reading of the story

of Ramona. Upon the death of her mother, Blanca went to

Camulos and remained there for nine years, wholly unconscious
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Don Antonio F. Cokonki..

Don Antonio and his wife srave Mrs. Jackson the inspiration for the novel.

of the existence of the jewels, or that such a rich raarriag-e dot

awaited her. This was strictly in accord with the wishes of

her mother, which were sacredly respected by Senora del Valle.

For thirteen years, and until Blanca's wedding, the jewels re-

mained in a stout chest beneath the bed of the Senora, unseen

by others.

Helen Hunt Jackson never saw Blanca or the jewels, but re-

ceived the story from the lips of Dona Mariana Coronel, years
afterwards. The little Indian girl, ward of Dona Ysabel, was
atCamulos when she visited there. She learned from members
of the household of the relations of the child to Blanca, corre-

sponding with the relations of
"
Margarita" to

" Ramona "
in

the romance. The story of the girl had also been told to Helen
Hunt Jackson by Dona Mariana. But there is a sequel to it
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Dona Mariana de Coronel.

which the former never heard. It may be told in a few words,
and is well worth the telling. Notwithstanding their lineage
and the traditions connecting them with Mexican rule, the del

Valles have never, since American occupation, been wanting in

loyalty to the United States government. There have been

numerous occasions for the visit of regular army officers to

various points in Southern California, and in passing up and
down the coast it was the good fortune of many of them to enjoy
the hospitality of Camulos ranch. They were always sure of a

cordial welcome there, especially at the hands of the elder del

Valle, who, in his declining years, took especial delight in re-
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counting- with those military gentlemen the thrilling events

that had transpired in this border land. Upon the occasion of

a visit of Captain G , of the —th U. S. cavalry, to the ranch,

he was struck with the sing-ular beauty of the little Indian girl,

whom he saw flitting in and out of the court. Turning to a

companion, a citizen of Los Angeles who had accompanied him

on this journey, he inquired with some agitation : "Who is that

girl ? Why, she is the exact image of my sister 1

" His friend

could only say that she was an Indian, given to the family by a

Saboba chief, but adding that the hostess would doubtless tell

him all that was known of her. An interview with Dona
Ysabel was immediately sought, followed by a talk with the

girl and a brief explanation, and when the officer left Camulos

he took with him to his post, in Arizona, the child who bore

such a striking family resemblance. It was natural for the

father to want his daughter. The child had known no mother

save the kind Senora del Valle, and the parting with her was
of course painful. Her own mother had been lost sight of in

the wanderings of the tribe after their expulsion from Te-

mecula.

The sagacity of the advice of the Coronels to Helen Hunt
Jackson to visit Camulos is thus shown to have been happily

vindicated. Upon her return to Los Angeles it was only neces-

sary to gather the tangled threads of fact into her loom as

warp, and, with the aid of her fancy as woof, to weave the

beautiful and symmetrical narrative that has done so much to

enrich and elevate American literature.

It has been seen that there was no
"
Ramona," and that there

was no "Alessandro," in the relation in which we have come to

know the two. And yet there was a strong suggestion of both

the incidents and the persons in events transpiring at the time.

It is an historical fact that in October, 1877, one Ramon Cor-

ralez, a Saboba Indian, was shot and killed by Samuel Temple,
for alleged horse-stealing. The tragedy took place high up in

the San Jacinto mountains, shut in by lofty peaks on all sides,

and having but a single access. This was doubtless visited by
Helen Hunt Jackson, for her description of the spot to which

the lovers flew exactly corresponds with the scene of the

tragedy. It is what is now known as the Idylwild tract. Straw-

berry valley, in the midst of which has since grown up a

much-frequented summer resort.

The slayer of Ramon still lives at the foot of the mountain,
more or less shunned by his neighbors because of the still popu-
lar belief that his victim was in the deplorable mental condition
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described by Helen Hunt Jackson, when, as *'Alessandro," he

was found in possession of the white man's horse. There

was also current at the time a legend connecting the same
Ramon Corralez with a romantic elopement with a half-breed

Indian girl named Lugarda Sandoval. The young couple in

their flight are supposed to have experienced many of the painful

episodes credited to "Ramona" and "Alessandro" in their night

journeys over the mountains to San Diego. At the same time,

while Helen Hunt Jackson was engaged upon the superstructure

of the story of Ramona^ at the Coronel ranch, Los Angeles was

ringing with the sensational infatuation of a beautiful Ameri-

can girl of the city with a Saboba Indian, whom she met

during an outing with her parents in the San Jacinto moun-
tains. They were not permitted to marry and did not elope,

but it is likely the incident, in connection with the Corralez-

Sandoval afifair, furnished the inspiration for the "Ramona-
Alessaridro " romance.

Helen Hunt Jackson desired to write the story of Ramona
while in Southern California, in the atmosphere of the Coronel

home, and within easy reach of reinforcing material, but fate

forbade it. The work was scarcely begun when events dictated

a different plan, and a temporary suspension of the writing.

She realized that unless the government could be prevailed

upon to extend speedy relief to the Indians, great suffering

would ensue, and she hastened to Washington to lay the whole

matter before the president and congress. She was fortified

with reports of officials and civilians, with statements of in-

fluential people of all stations, the material facts verified under

oath, and was in every way equipped for an effective campaign.
She successfully appealed to some of the most prominent men in

public life at the time, including Senator Henry M. Teller, and

finally prevailed upon the administration to send out a com-

mission to see what could be done. Reforms in the policy of

the Indian bureau soon followed, and within a twelvemonth
she had the satisfaction of securing the passage of the law

granting lands in severalty, together with implements for its

cultivation, to such Indians as would give up their tribal rela-

lations. The Indian Rights Association seconded her every

effort, also sending a commission to Southern California and

doing effective work at Washington. Before leaving Los An-

geles, Mrs. Jackson, in conjunction with the Coronels, devised

a somewhat ambitious plan for the institution here of an indus-

trial school for the Indians, with the idea that many of

those who had lost their homes might, with proper instruction,
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become self-sustaining-. It was hoped that the government
would provide a suitable home for such an institution, vesting

the title in the Indians, and this achieved, it was her purpose to

raise the necessary funds for equipping it by private subscrip-

tion and otherwise. Personally she contemplated devoting the

royalties received from I^amona and other books to be written

to this purpose. Her mission to Washington accomplished, she

went to New York, finished Ramona, and arranged for its pub-

lication. She then began the preparation of five additional

books, which she seems to have carried forward simultaneously,

but, on account of the fatal illness that attacked her, never

Mkkting oi' Mxssi-ON Indians with Don Axtonio Cokonel
AT Pala Mission, 1887.

completed any of them. In the midst of this labor of love she

was forced to lay down her pen and return to California, her

physician hoping but scarcely believing that the change would

prolong her life. She survived but a few months, passing away
peacefully at San Francisco on the 12th of August, 1885.

Almost her last act was to dictate a letter to the president of

the United States, thanking him for what he had done toward

alleviating the sufferings of the Indians in Southern California.

The details of her burial on the slopes of Cheyenne mountain,
under the shadow of Pike's Peak, and amidst scenes she loved

so much, are familiar to all.

Another generation has come on the stage since Don An-
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tonio Coronel gave up, at the behest of commerce, the pictur-

esque home in the orange grove which had sheltered him and

his since 1834. The troubled Mission Indian can no more find

it nor him. After the partition of the rancho he built a hand-

some modern residence at the corner of Central avenue and

Seventh street, overlooking the old tract, and there, in the com-

panionship of his noble wife, he spent the remainder of his

days, dying in 1894. There Helen Hunt Jackson visited the

Don and Dona Mariana in the summer of '85, a few weeks
before her death, and there a delegation of Mission Indian

women brought to their benefactress, as a token of their love, a

beautiful white linen morning robe, marvelously wrought by
their own hands, with the "drawn work" for which they are

famous accentuating the entire front. Setiora Coronel describes

the garment as the most elaborate and exquisite she had ever

seen, and calculates that in the production of it months of

patient and artistic labor of many persons must have been ex-

pended. To the new home was removed the collection of Cali-

fornia antiquities which Don Antonio had been fifty years in

gathering, and which has been pronounced unique and the most

interesting of any on the coast. The commonwealth had re-

peatedly sought to acquire this collection for the exhibit of the

State Historical Society, and $30,000 had been offered for it ;

but this and all other offers were declined, since it had been

Dona Mariana's purpose, ever since the death of her husband,
to give the precious relics to the city. During the past year

they were turned over to the Chamber of Commerce, where they
are now displayed, filling entirely one large apartment. Since

that time Setiora Coronel has taken up her residence in Guada-

lajara, Mexico.

Photographs, sketches and paintings of the old hacienda sur-

vive in the Coronel section of the Chamber of Commerce exhibit,

and will be viewed with interest and delight by generations

yet to come. They give strong hints of the gentle life beneath its

expansive eaves in the long ago, when Don Antonio was the

Indians' padre and every man's friend, the gates of his castle

ever opening inward to all comers, his hospitality known from

San Diego to Siskiyou. The figures depicted in some of these

views, the figures of the old Don and his wholesome, handsome

wife, and their native dependents, all drawn from life and per-

petuated in oil, will serve to recall not only their charming per-

sonalities, but, as well, the gorgeous costuming of that early era

on this coast, the chief events of which are rapidly mingling
with tradition.

Lot Angeles, Cal.
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A MORNING WITH THE BEES.
By ELIZABETH GRINNELL.

Qf STOOD before a line of small white dwellings with flat

I roofs, meditating- upon a mysterious subject called "The

J^ Condition of Women." "Here," I thought, selecting one

out of a dozen of the dwellings,
"

is the greatest organ-
ized body of individuals in the world, and under

' Woman rule.'

It is not a harem. It embraces politics, religion, municipal

affairs, household economics. And yet the ruler was never seen

save once outside her own door."

With ray hands behind me, that I might not seem aggressive,
I observed the entrance. The home-guard in golden uniform

paced back and forth at the open threshold. Now they peeped,
with intelligent faces, from the inside corner ;

and now they

emerged, made obeisance to the morning sun and retreated to

their post inside, but visible from without. To each worker re-

turning from the field, burdened with merchandise, the alert

guard gave room to creep heavily in. "Heavily," I say—for

no loyal resident of this colony returns empty-handed and light
of motion. Should any such essay to enter, they would be recog-
nized at sight as robbers and driven back at the point of the

bayonet. Perhaps there were twenty sentinels in all, perhaps
less, but they were the defenders of thousands. These, relieved

at intervals by fresh recruits, guard the entrance through sum-
mer and winter, night and day, with bayonets always fixed. I,

myself, led on by curiosity or thoughts of plunder, have been

wounded more than once.

"An ideal day for swarming," I thought. But there were no
'

signs
"—no excitement, no hanging in wreaths and clusters on

the outside
; only the laborers going and returning silently,

with now and then the hwn-biim of a drone straggling out alone

intent on his own purposes.
No living thing in the world is so sneaking, so surreptitious,

so cunning, as a drone creeping on his belly through the en-

trance, and leisurely soaring away without a word, as if he

would not disturb his colleagues at their breakfast among the

honey pots inside. He should wait until noon, by pre-arrange-
ment of all concerned ; but he has listened to whisperings
among the women folk inside, and slinks out to take advantage
of his fellows in love affairs. Thank heaven, by heaven's own
decree his day is short.

Cramming my mind with intention, I being owner of these

dwellings by right of conqueror and mistress of supplies, I

turned away, certain of no swarming for that day. With my
back to the bee-hives I stooped to examine the track of a lizard
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in the dust, when there came a sound a bee-keeper would recog-

nize on the desert or in mid-ocean. From the entrance of the

very hive I had been watching there was a gush of life, each in-

dividual separate and distinct, the blend forming a cataract.

The hive was pouring out its animate contents, and yet it was

not a-tilt. It stood in its white dignity spouting the golden

stream from the parted lips of its doorway, seeming to recede

from the booming mass.

Pell-mell, tumbling to the ground beneath in their mad exit,

flowed the bees, rising in the air as soon as each could separate

itself from its neighbor, and altogether circling about the parent

hive in such a whirlwind as might have caught up an Elijah.

They struck my face and shoulders like hail, and I could see

only as through mist. I was dizzy ; yet, that I might not seem

aggressive, I obeyed my law and kept my hands behind me.

Suddenly the force lessened, as when maple syrup pours
from the kettle first in a stream, then in breaking dribble, and

last in reluctant globules. In the air the bees were coalescing

in one direction. Icalledtothe Doctor, "Come and help me."

He came, rubbing his hands and laughing. I sent him back for

veils. Returning, he also brought a vial of fluid extract of

ipecac and a wad of absorbent cotton. Be it known to those

who handle bees for pastime or livelihood that this remedy ap-

plied at once to dagger wounds dissipates pain and swelling.

As my comrade came, he slapped gently right and left as if

fighting mosquitoes.

Nothing so irritates me—and the bees—as such movements.

I explained how "
one must deliberate, and not perspire, physic-

ally or mentally, when hiving bees." And I told the Doctor to

go rub himself in the peppermint bed, hands and clothes, and

shuffle his feet very much as a cat rolls in catnip. Bees like the

smell of plants, not of excited persons. If those who fear an

apiary would take the precaution to walk among sweet herbs,

they might borrow what they do not possess.

"Look, look !

"
I exclaimed. "They are going into that

orange tree. They've got to come out !

"

Gathering my skirt full of little stones, I threw them into the

foliage with all my might. Most of the stones hit the house

behind me. Then I climbed two feet up the trunk and shook

the boughs.
Now let any person attempt to climb an orange tree and he

will understand how it happened that the life-current trickled

down my face and made zigzag rivulets on my bare hands. It

was a pitched battle between me and the intentions of the bees.

Up rose the whole mass, circling about as at first. Then they
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made a perceptible move, as bees do when the mood is on them,

slow but straight away. Any bee-keeper knows that, unless ar-

rested at the initial stage, this move means hopeless disappear-

ance of the swarm.

"Throw dust!" I cried. And I set the example, filling my
doubled hands with dry dust from the plowed ground and toss-

ing it into the swarm to the best of my feminine ability. It

returned in seemingly increasing bulk, covering my upturned

face, sifting down my neck, and blinding the Doctor, on whose

innocent head fell more than his share of blessing.

"Bring my sun bonnet, or any dark thing !

"
I cried. I have

lived long enough to know that bees have no ear for the racket

of tin pans and kettles when they are swarming. But they
see and Jeel

—hence the dust and my sun bonnet. The dust dis-

organized the band, and the blue bonnet suggested a "settle-

ment." They thought it a cluster of their advance column sig-

nalling to halt.

I tossed the bonnet into the outstretched hand of a peach-tree,

in the path of the moving bees. Quick as a flash the leaders

espied the dark spot in the foliage, made a dash for it, and the

entire swarm made a bee-line for that tree.

They were a pretty sight as they swung from the bough, a

pendent, glistening, agitated globule. The family artist took a

shot at them, the Doctor playing the mirror back and forth to

lighten the varying shade of the leaves. They clung to one

another in a bunch like an inverted cone, heads up, wings parted
to show the golden bands, dropping here and there in links like

a chain, holding to each other by the hands or fore-feet. The

primitive settlers, underneath the mass at the initial hold, must
have been strong of limb and resolution. I touched the bough
lightly, and the bunch swayed gracefully, still intact.

My comrade brought me a ladder and a match, acting on par-

tial instinct in the case, or from past experience. It was now
that I slipped the veil over my hat. I had premeditated it on

account of a possible "slump" as it were, in the market. Then
I blew a little smoke into the cluster.

Far back in the history of bees, ere they had bowed to the

march of civilization, they housed in hollow trees and old logs.

Forest fires ate them out of house and home. They came to

dread the signal of blue smoke, however distant. Obedient to

the inherited instinct they still cower at smell of smoke. A
whiff, judiciously applied, is an irresistible sedative to the most

savage of them.

Finding the bough too weak to hold a hive set above them, I

decided to let them drop. Calling for a sheet, I took up the four
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corners, holding it well under the bunch, and instructed my
comrade to give the main branch a sharp rap with the axe. He
did so, and retreated simultaneously. Down fell the bees en

masse^ covering my head and shoulders, and sticking like burrs.

Here was the "slump" I had feared. Waiting for those who
had scattered to join their friends on the sheet, I gathered up
the corners like Peter in his vision and descended the ladder. It

was all I could lift, and my arms were not weak.

Once down, I threw away my hat and veil and carried the

sheet, tremulous with the vibration of its imprisoned emigrants,

to the empty hive I had prepared for it. I fastened the edge
under the alighting board, thus making a good and even roadway
for the travelers. As soon as the sheet was unfolded and laid,

the bees headed for the upper end, as if acting by command,
while I drove them along with a switch of grass as if they were

a flock of sheep, and as easily. None flew. It was a pretty

sight, and one a bee-keeper loves—these thousands of golden-

banded creatures heading straight for a doorway they have

never seen before, acting solely on faith, or instinct— faith's

counterpart.

Suddenly I noticed the bees were climbing up on the outside

of the hive, ceasing to go in at the entrance ;
while those al-

ready in had crawled to the top of the frames, as I saw by lift-

ing the cover.

"The queen isn't here," I exclaimed. "They have lost

their bearings."

"Maybe she's in the bonnet," called the Doctor.

"Of course she is," I answered; and taking a convenient

implement I reached up and dislodged the bonnet. I knew full

well that my individual and collective treasure would disor-

ganize and rise in a flash should t^iey hear the voice of their

queen before I could take her to the hive. Bringing the bonnet

carefully down, 1 took it to the hive and examined. What de-

light was mine 1 I discovered the graceful creature I sought,

slender of body, short of wing, more golden than her subjects,

and to one acquainted with her character and mission in life, an

object the gods might worship. I took her gently by one hand

and showed her to my comrade. She was the first real queen
his eyes had ever met. He bowed, lifted his hat to her, and

looked the admiration which he could but feel. At least I

thought it was admiration for the queen which I saw in his

eyes, though he intimated afterwards that it was really the con-

dition of my face. The dust 1 had tossed at the bees in the

beginning had not every particle fallen to the ground. But
what cares one for the blend of dust and perspiration at the

close of a successful campaign ?
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Retaining the beautiful creature just an instant, that the sen-

sation of an imprisoned queen of pure Italian blood which

might be imparted to my hand (once felt, is never forgotten), I

laid heron the uncovered top of the hive, her lovely face towards

the slit between the frames of the brood-chamber. She paused,

looked about her intelligently, whispered a word I could not

hear for my dull ears, and accepted the situation as one she had

beheld in her dreams.

Instantly her attendants surrounded her, caressed her, kissed

her face and neck and limbs, and offered her refreshment.

Then they escorted her to the dark interior of their future

home.

I placed the flat roof on the hive, and knelt down before the

shrine. Up the white pathway of the sheet came a long file of

beings, their silvery wings, against golden-banded skirts, shim-

mering in the noon sunshine. Faster than the narrow doorway
would permit entry they climbed, and straggled over one an-

other, blocking the entrance in their eager rush to join the

family inside.

With my fingers I pushed them gently apart to make room for

those passing in, smiling at the sense of comradeship whicli

the touch imparted to me, and which links the human race with

bird, and beast, and insect, when once experienced.

We carried the new home to the row of little white dwellings

of its kind and set it in its place. At nightfall I tilted the roof

and looked in. A piece of snow-white comb, as large as a fig-

leaf, depended from the middle frame. It was the token of

citizenship. I replaced the cover and resumed my morning
meditation upon that mysterious subject, "The Condition of

Women." If the bees continue to swarm, I shall never get

through with it.

Pasadena, Cal.
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WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM ROME.
By GRACE ELLERY CHANNING.

IV.—"houses to IvIve outdoors in."

T first thought we should not look to the princely

or aristocratic dwellings of a Mediaeval society

for hints serviceable to the homes of free

Americans
;
but however strong man may be,

Nature is stronger still, and he never gets

wholly away from his climate— unless he

emigrates to another. Therefore, although
we no longer feel a pressing necessity for tall towers, conven-

iently windowed, from which to pour out boiling oil on ill-re-

garded neighbors, nor iron links into which to thrust our torches,

nor gigantic halls for sycophantic levees—most of us being able

to compress our sycophants into a single parlor
—nor yet cunning

trapdoors through which to drop them ; though we do not in

America require a fiano nohile for the head of the house, nor

successively less magnificent pianos above for the families of

younger sons as these eventuate ; though, in a word, its social

uses are not ours, yet nearly every Italian house can furnish a

hint or two for our pleasure or comfort.

The first characteristic of it, palace or humble two-story

dwelling, is that it presents only its exterior to the outside

world, in contrast to the American home which takes the public

A Country Villa.
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A Country Villa.

SO largely into its confidence. All that you see at first is a

fagade, more or less simple or splendid or forbidding in pro-

portion to the social standing of the family, but in any case a

stone front set squarely on the street (we are dealing with city

houses of course) with grated windows in the lower story and

the successive tiers more or less decoratively treated, up to an

elaborate sculptured cornice and a tiled roof. The piano nohile

is distinguished by a more florid line of molding about the

window casings.

Tiled roofs we already know
; we found them when we went

"
Out West," and have never yet found anything better.

A wide i)ortone in the Italian house, heavily ironed, stands

open usually all day, and through the vaulted passage you look

into an inner court, which may be a whole garden or but a little

square with an ever-playing fountain. There may be—in the

large buildings there usually are—cloisters, and from the en-

trance-passage flights of stairs branch right and left to the

upper piatios. The shell of the house thus surrounds this court,

so that every room has its portion of light and air, and once

sealed up at the entrances the whole becomes an impreg-
nable fortress— very well adapted to the times for which it

was built—those genial
"
good old times" for which the un-

imaginative still sigh. Times are changed ; but nolbetter^plan
for a house in a warm country exists today, with the sole excep-

tion, as I have several times remarked, of the Spanish patio.

Where the Italian enclosed four sides, the Californian some-
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times enclosed but three, making the fourth side a well-se-

cluded garden ;
and this is the more genial plan for such a land

as California and such an age as the Twentieth Century, when
we no longer presume a prospective assassin in every caller.

More genial still, perhaps, would be the native instinct of the

American, which would infallibly lead him to turn his palio

round to face his neigbors and put his sheltering wall behind

his back—more genial and more in keeping with the kindly
American idea of what is due one's fellow-man, but with a re-

sultant not half so much like home.

It is a frequent taunt that the Latin has no name for

"home" and no idea of home-life. He presents then the

An Inner Court.

anomaly of being the one creature extant who builds for a life

of which he has no conception. The Italian house, whether it

be palace or villa, is admirably adapted for the privacy of the

isolated household—as our American house is admirably adapted
for neither the isolated family nor community life, as a rule. In

fact, so badly is it adapted to the former that some of us who
look hopefully forward to a cooperative future think we discern

in its objectionable transitional condition the promise of an evo-

lution to a better state. Prom this point of view it is perhaps
a pity to call it back to the other ideal.

Where the Italian can, he shuts his house in, both with wall

and garden ; where, as in a city, that cannot be, he turns his

strip or patch of outdoors inwards and keeps it where it will do
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him and his the most good. What strikes one most pleasantly

is to see how much outdoor life he will and does secure even in

his city dwelling-. In the house of the rich there is the inner

court, the cloister, the deep loggia ;
in the lesser houses

there are these same things in small, or all except the cloister.

From both, wherever there is a point of vantage, the Italian

thrusts out a terrace or hangs forth a balcony, then crowns the

whole house with a roof-terrace, and goes up there not merely
of a Fourth of July to watch the fireworks but nightly while the

sky is kind. In summer nights another city of Rome twinkles

aloft, populous and gay, or romantic and dreamy. A little

building but two windows broad will have two balconies and its

Behind Its Trees.

roof-garden ;
and the flowers, lacking everywhere below, bloom

aloft in the sunshine or fill the night air with fragrance. On
all conceivable occasions the Roman delights to hang forth lan-

terns
; very weird and pretty is the effect of all those softened

rainbow tints against the dusk. These—the roof-terrace and

the balcony
—are almost universal features of Roman architec-

ture. The higher up one goes, the more the windows tend

to become casements, whereas with us the garret window gravi-

tates as if by inevitable attraction towards the "dormer"—
sometimes because the badly-constructed roof is low, but more

often because "it looks so well from the outside." I think the

main reason houses are so charming in the continental cities is
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that—like people who are charming—they never seem to be

thinking- how they are looking "outside."

Another favorite Roman trick is to cut off a corner where it

juts upon a street, giving a chance for another tier of balconied

windows. These houses always remind me of the
"
blunt-nosed

bees" of Theocritus. It is also a frequent device to make tiny

three-cornered balconies in the inner angles of walls, so that, as

one wanders about Rome's "back-streets," one sees whole flights

of women, as it were, sitting preparing food or patching clothes,

chatting across or up and down to one another. The triangular

platform barely holds the chair and woman, but it is still out of

doors and better than a fire-escape.

T
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dows (in spite of a window tax) are many, his walls are thick,

and his formidable fortress-house is more amenable to sun and
air than many a house that looks more promising-. But of his

stone floors and un-homelike high ceilings may we take warn-

ing ; true forerunners of the tomb are they in winter, though in

a Roman summer they have their excuses.

It is, however, those balconies, loggias, roof-gardens and

bright terraces which, set at variable heights, give a charm

unique to Rome, and keep you walking literally with your head
in the air, every turn of the way revealing new and yet more se-

ductive corners, and all so eminentlylivable that you choose a new
apartment each time you walk abroad. Not infrequently, these

summer evenings, the lantern-lighted balcony or loggia just

makes shadowy-clear a merry dinner-party, too high up for any
passer to infringe its privacy. The bulk of our Californian

homes are too small to admit of cloister or even court, but the

smallest could have its balcony, as now its porch, and its roof-

garden above all—literally above all.

It is mournful to think of all the waste space on top of our

houses. This comes to us straight from our New England
homes, where roofs were necessarily snow-shedders, and where
we received the fixed idea that the function of a roof is to be

umbrella; we go on building them, accordingly, where sunshades

would suffice. What was good enough for our ancestors is good
enough for us—good enough for the West, too. We continue to

offer up to a southern sun habitations framed jealously to catch

each scant ray of New England winter sunshine—and to rear
"
Fronts," designed narrowly to border city streets, in the midst

of orange groves, or on lots bought by the front- foot, it is true,

but with a reckless western half-acre thrown in behind. We are

unconscious humorists. To illustrate the possible diversity of

idea in regard to one climate—I knew two charming people who
were to build a home. S/ie wished it to be a Southern man-

sion, white-walled and lofty-columned ;
/le was bent upon a

pure New England-Colonial. "Well," said she, "let us com-

promise and build a bungalow."

Now, a climate in which it is possible to build so widely must
be a remarkable one. It is true her house would have been some-

thing chilly in the winter, and his something over-tropical in the

summer, and the bungalow might leave something to be desired

at any time—California being neither a second Maine, Alabama
nor India. Perhaps, indeed, one might have pursued a migra-

tory system from wing to wing ; but what is certain is this—a

house composed of all three put together would be more agree-

able and interesting, both to look at and to live in, than any

coming ready-made out of the architect's brain with no assist-
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ance from the pair who meant to occupy it. Misfit houses are

worse than misfit clothes, because there is more of them ; and

they can be mis-fitted two ways—with reference to the country

they occupy or to the individuals who occupy them. The architect

who should condescend to study the one, and the individuals

who should act upon their knowledge of the other, might in

combination effect happy things for architecture.

To return to our neglected roofs. In Italy they wrap them
round with parapets, and sometimes roof them secondarily with

light pillars set between the two roofs, making a loggia which

is available even on rainy days. A charming place it becomes

for children to play, for hammocks to swing, for lazy people to

inhabit the hammocks ; a gay place to give supper parties, and

a restful one to carry "nerves" to. Not infrequently it be-

comes also a useful one—for the family washing. I look across

at sunset to my neighboring palace-roof, and sometimes I see

the flapping of phantom garments (the invaluable Chinaman is

not in Italy), and sometimes I see outlined against the rosy sky
the profile of a young girl, perched on that parapet, and stitch-

ing placidly.

Thus much of outdoors for city houses. When it comes to

country houses it is no longer possible to say where the villa

ends and the garden begins
—or at least where the indoor life

begins and the outdoor life ends. The garden is merely an ex-

tension of the home—a yet lovelier part, however lovely the villa

itself may be. And many and many a villa picked up bodily and

transplanted to Southern California could not be told for an

exotic—just as many a Californian home built since people began
to build with their brains might be set down in any one of these

Italian gardens and neither look nor feel a foreigner. The
villa, carried to California, would be the one to mourn ; for it

would miss its flights of steps, its fountains, fauns and favorite

stone jewels of all kinds. We build now better than we plant
—

last of all we shall come to furnishing our gardens with the

same, or even greater care, than our houses, as befits the Land
of Out of Doors.

Take it all in all, what with balcony, terrace, loggia, abun-

dance of roof up above and abundance of pa/io down below, run-

ning into superabundant garden when we can—I do not see

what we want of a house at all except to store things in (in-

cluding now and then ourselves), and that mainly to give ex-

cuse for those indispensable grated windows. To be sure, this

presupposes a Climate; but who that has once been next friend

to one ever thinks of building, by choice, outside it ?

Rome, Italy.
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BUTTERFLY COLLECTING WITH A
CAMERA.
By WM. S. RICE.

ONSIDERABLE interest is manifested lately

in nature study aided by the faithful eye of

the camera as a medium for preserving life-

like portraits of insects, birds, animals and

flowers upon the sensitized plate.

There is no more fascinating field of work

di^VwKfAa in photography than that of making studies

(^^^^^^1 of moths and butterflies in various phases of

action as their dainty and exquisite forms

emerge from the chrysalides, for it is then that

the best opportunity for taking butterfly photos presents itself.

The insect at this period of its life is usually so tame that it

will pose long enough to make an exposure of several minutes.

At this time the butterfly is seen at its best—every scale in its

place, every spot of color at its brightest ;
and while the ama-

teur photographer is adjusting the camera and obtaining the

proper focus, it will rest quietly on a leafy twig, or flower, so

that a time exposure of three minutes may be made through a

The "Black Swallowtail" (a Papilio). On grardeii pinks.
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Thb "Mouknino Cloak

small diaphragm opening, say 64, and very satisfactory pictures

will result.

To be assured of success, however, it is better to operate in-

doors where the light may be better controlled and any desirable

background may be used. A room with white, or light gray,
walls answers the purpose very well. Suitable twigs or sprays
of flowers are secured and kept in bottles filled with water, for

the insects to pose upon—better gather the flowers the day be-

fore you want to use them, and keep in a cool place over night.

About a foot back of the group place a sheet of white or gray

cardboard, so that no objectionable shadows may be cast upon
it; and, supposing that the light comes from one source, place a

white card in such a position that it will reflect some light into

shadows which might be too dense otherwise. If your model is

a butterfly you must be careful to avoid the slightest draught of

air through the room, as it will be sure to sway the delicate

wings or the blossoms.

A large proportion of the creatures with gorgeous wings, the

moths especially, fly only at night ; and therefore the insect

hunter is especially fortunate, if, during the daylight, he dis-

cover any of these beautiful creatures clinging with body and

wings hanging downward from a leafy twig. Such a specimen



Thk "Hickory Devil" Moth.

Polyphemus Moth. Just eiiiergred from the chrysalis.
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with, as well as their cocoons, and are some of the richest of

Nature's coloringfs.

In attempting to get indoor photographs of adult insects, it is

well to bring them at least a day before you wish to pose them,
and surround them with flowers or foliage so as to acquaint
them with as natural conditions as possible. Por this purpose
an insect cage is very good. A cage is nothing more than a box

with glass sides and a piece of wire gau?e tacked over the top.

Thus they become used to their new surroundings and they will

remain quiet much longer than if these preparations are neg-

Thk Cp;ckopian Moth. Resting: on an oak branch.

lected. If you will wander along any highway during summer,
especially if the roads have been sprinkled the day before, leav-

ing damp spots in the wagon ruts, you cannot fail to notice a

moving, frolicking cluster of yellow objects, which, as you draw

nearer, resolve themselves into dozens of the yellow roadside or

Philodice butterflies. If you clap your net over them and exam-
ine a few, you will be surprised to learn how many variations

occur in their markings and colors. Once upon a time these

commonest of butterflies were insignificant green caterpillars,

feeding upon the leaves of the alfalfa in yonder hayfield.

The Antiopa, or Mourning Cloak, is frequently seen in mid-
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The Beautiful "Luna." On a maple boug-h.

summer and rarely in early spring-. Unlike most hardy insects,

he emerges from the chrysalis in autumn, and when cold weather

The Spangled Fritillary.
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approaches, he hides in hollow trees or old sheds, coming out

for an airing, perhaps, the first mild day to stretch his cramped

wings or to feed upon the sap which exudes from scarred or cut

trees. In May the eggs are laid in clusters on the leaves of the

elm or willow. In two weeks these hatch into caterpillars which

begin to eat for dear life. These caterpillars become covered

with bristly black hair and have large red spots down the middle

of their back. After several weeks they enter the chrysalis

state, and after hanging like little gray bags from fences or

woodwork of buildings they emerge as butterflies.

"/i:itK.\" IJi' r ri.Ki'i.v (;i I'apilio).

These hunts with the camera require infinite patience in order

to secure good results. Very interesting studies of dead insects

may be made, providing the creatures are fresh and simulate the

living insect in pose. These studies need not necessarily be

like the stiff, unattractive pictures seen so often in works on

Natural History. By carefully and gently placing the subjects

on twigs or flowers in a position as though just alighting, the

result is far more pleasing and artistic than the
"
pinned and

dried "
specimens ever could be.

The photograph of the Black Swallowtail resting on garden
pinks was made thus, and also the picture of the Spangled
Fritillary resting upon a plant of yarrow. Such specimens are
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best photographed indoors, using- a light background—prefer-

ably a piece of white cardboard tacked on the wall a few feet

back of the subject, so that there will be no confusing shadows

on it. On a bright, clear day, the lens may be stopped down to

64, and an exposure of from three to four minutes may be given.

Black or dark-colored butterflies or other insects should be given
a trifle more time—say one-half minute longer.

This is a fascinating field of work in photography for the

boys and girls who love to collect insects. By making portraits

of the insects and then setting them at liberty again, one may,
at the end of a summer's vacation, have a very creditable collec-

lection of studies to mount and catalogue in a natural history

album.

To take pictures the full size of the insects, an ordinary box

camera will not answer
;

it must be one of the modern long-

focus instruments with a bellows long enough to extend so that

objects brought close to the lens will be seen in good sharp focus

upon the ground glass.

The indications are that future books on Nature Study will

be illustrated in this manner, so that literature on such subjects

may be better understood and enjoyed by the masses.

Stockton, Cal.

JOHN BID\SrE:UL*-A CHARACTER STUDY.
By WILL S. GREEN, OF COLUSA.
" The world is some better because he lived."

|ERE it the purpose of this paper to give a biography of

General John Bidwell, I should have to lay stress on the

fact that he was born in Chautauqua county. New York,

August 5, 1819
;
that he came to California in 1841

;
how his

life was blended with the affairs of the State
;
that he was a

delegate to the National Democratic Convention in 1860, and went
with the Breckenridge wing of that party ;

that he came out

strongly for the Union as soon as that issue was made
;
that he

was elected to Congress in 1864
;
that he was a brigadier gen-

eral of the State militia ; that he was defeated for the Re-

publican nomination for Governor in 1867
;
that he ran on what

was known as the "Dolly Varden " ticket and was defeated by
H. H. Haight for Governor

;
and that he was the nominee of

the Temperance party for President. But other men have been

through much such experiences as these whose lives have not

entitled them to live on in the love and esteem of the genera-

*This study of General Bidwell, written by a life-long- friend, will be followed in subse-

quent numbers of Out West by the publication of General Bidwell's reminiscences of his

life in California before 1850. These are of great interest, and valuable as historical

"sources.''—Ed.
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Grn. Bidwkll in Cami» in tiik Sikkka Nkvada, 1899.

tions. I shall confine my-
self to such incidents as

go to show the character

of the man, and, I think,

show that
"
the world

some better because he

lived."

General Bidwell was
not a success as a poli-

tician
;
and if the reader

does not understand why
he was not when he is

through with this paper,

it will be owing to a want
of power on my part to

portray character.

He was a determined

man. When a boy he de-

termined that he was

going to have a better

education than the coun-

try schools of the back-

woods of Ohio afforded.

He walked 300 miles to

the Ashtabula academy,
where he took a scientific

course, including civil en-

gineering. He thought
the Pacific coast was

going to develop rapidly,

and he determined to

reach it. Starting west-

ward, he fell in with an

emigrant train and

crossed the plains.

Everybody who has been on the plains has been struck

with the near appearance of snow on the mountains, and many
a man has been disappointed in not being able to reach it.

Young Bidwell saw it, started for it and did reach it; although

he did not get back to camp until next day. He brought some

snowballs in his 'kerchief to show that he did reach it. When
he settled at Chico, he wanted to plant trees and vines, but he

did not know where he would find a nursery nearer than San

Luis Rey, in San Diego county. He saddled up a horse and

started after them, and the stock he brought back on that horse
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formed the nucleus for the great orchards of Rancho Chico. The
ride, going and coming, was not less than 1,300 miles. He was
not hampered with roads and fences, but he could not go as the

Gen. Bidwell in 1850. From daguerreotype by Brady

bird flies. He explored the Sacramento valley on horseback,
and the map he made would be considered a very correct one

now. Stony Creek runs parallel with the main Coast mount-
ains about forty miles before it turns to the east and debouches

into the valley. Young Bidwell saw that there must be a valley
to the east of the high mountains, and as he was on an explor-

ing expedition—all alone—he determined to go over there. He
knew, of course, that he would meet Indians who had never

seen a white man, and who might resent the coming of one, but

he had determined to go and he went, and laid Stony Creek
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down on his map. He met Indians there who wondered much
at the manner of man, but he did not fear them. He had been

among Indians before to whom the white man was something
new. Children, animals and wild men instinctively know their

friends. Bidwell's disposition to the Indians—and to all man-
kind—was one not only of friendship but of love, and they in-

stinctively trusted him. But the fact that he went shows deter-

mination and courage of a rare order.

He was a just man. And speaking of the Indians reminds me
that no incident I could relate would show this trait better than

his treatment of the Indians. He had seen what civilization

Gbn. Bidwrll in 1868.

had done for the Indians, and when he went to the Rancho

Chico, he determined to try to protect their rights. He gathered
even those not on his land on to it, and gave them a chance to

make a living. He taught them to know the living God, and
later on built a church on the lands set apart for them, and often

worshipped there himself. He furnished them school facilities,

so that they are educated. When the town grew up around

them, he protected them as far as possible from the corrupting in-

fluence of "civilization." And when he died, he left it incumbent
on his widow to provide a home in perpetuity for the Indians.
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Pkoio by Prof. Hensbard, i8q3

Gen. Bidwell on His Enormous Mule, "Linda."

Each family has its allotted ground and household. They occupy
considerable valuable land with their homes, their stock, their

gardens and orchards. And John Bidwell taught them how to

acquire all these things, and how to use them. I have seen

many heart-rending stories of the removal of the Indians from

their homes to make room for civilization, but I have not heard

of another instance like this. John Bidwell was a just man.
He was a Christian. In his pioneer life he kept the Sabbath

day holy. His people were Baptists, but he attended worship
wherever he found Christian service. He was the largest sub-

scriber to every church in Chico. He connected himself with

the Presbyterian church, and spent $13,000 in the erection of a

church in Chico. People have thought him straight-laced and

sectarian, but in fact every man who worshipped God was his

brother. Straight-laced Presbyterians are supposed to be some-

what prejudiced against the Catholic church, but he gave this

church a block, one-half of which was sold for enough to build
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a church. In his Christian work, he included Temperance. He
believed that intoxicating liquors were the bane of the race,

and he had no compromise to make with the traffic in them.

To have been Governor, or President of the United States, he

would not have agreed to sign a saloon license. His religious

principles, his determination and his love for all mankind com-

bined on that.

He was a public-spirited man. He was depended upon to head

every subscription for anything that was considered of benefit

to Chico—and he always did it. He spent $50,000 on one moun-

The Bidwell Home, Rancho Chico.

tain road to bring trade into Chico. Some twenty odd years ago
I made a survey for a railroad from Colusa to Chico, and under-

took to raise $100,000 subsidy. With one voice everybody said,
"
Start with General Bidwell." I went to see him. He said it

had been a hard year on him
;
that he had not paid the interest

on his indebtedness ; that he would like to do something worth
while for the enterprise in hand, but, all the circumstances con-

sidered, he thought that $10,000—one-tenth of the amount to be

raised by the two towns and between—was all he could stand;
and he set it down. That night there was a fire. I went to it.

It was a hay barn belonging to General Bidwell. It was cer-

tainly incendiary, and he had several incendiary fires just be-
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The Best LiAte Poktkait of Gen. Bidwell.

fore. The hay lost was worth $10,000, to say nothing- of the

barn, I went to see him next morning- and asked him how he

felt about the subscription. He did not say he wanted the

paper back, but he said if he had not signed it he believed he

would ask the postponement of the enterprise until he felt more
settled about the incendiary fires. I handed him the paper, and

left for home. He would not have asked it back. When the

people of Chico undertook to g-et the Normal School located

there. General Bidwell was in Kurope. They wanted a location

and wired to him asking him what he could do in that way.

Quickly came the answer so characteristic of the man : "Any
place on Rancho Chico is at your disposal except my door yard."
He made drives all over his fine grounds for the use of the
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public. I have not in mind

the length of these drives, but

I think about 100 miles. His

enjoyment always was to sec

other people prosperous and

happy. This led him to want

to see them all Christian and

temperate ;
and he set an

example.

He was precise and particu-

lar in all thing's. Every mag-
azine or paper that he cared to

keep over the hour was marked

when he had read it, and care-

fully laid aside. He classified

and carefully set down in a

book kept for the purpose

every plant or flower, giving
its English and its botanical

name. He was a great lover

of botany ; he loved it be-

cause it was a part of Nature,

and all his works show that he

loved Nature—loved the handi-

work of God. He was partic-

ular in all his accounts. He
had an account with all per-

sons with whom he had any

dealings, kept in a precise

manner of his own. He knew

every day how he stood with

all mankind, and it was his

aim to know how he stood with

his Maker. Knowing how he

stood, he kept his end up fully

to every mark that Justice

could command— and if he

wanted to allow something to

the other side, that was with

him. An instance of how he did things in tliis way is told by
a foreman. The foreman went into his office and said: "General

Bidwell, that man who got the load of fruit last week has peddled
it all out, and comes back and wants another load on credit. I

think he will never pay."
"
Well," said the General,

*'
let him

have it. I understand he has no means of supporting his
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family. It may help do it." If one could now sec that book

account so carefully kept, one would see a characteristic credit

thereon. Being- particular about his own language, never al-

lowing- a vulgar or an obscene word to pass his lips, he was

naturally somewhat particular about those with whom he asso-

ciated on intimate terms. He was fastidious about his dress,

and being a man of commanding physique, he got the reputa-

tion of being proud and haughty.
It is just here that I wish to remark upon that misconception

From a daguerreotype of 1852

Gen. Bidwell Distributing Goods to the Indians at Rancho Chico. I

of character. There was no bond of sympathy between General

Bidwell and an impure person. There is usually a bond or a

want of it felt on first introduction. There are men who have

forced themselves, through political or business interests, to ig-

nore the instinct until it is not heeded. Give a man the char-

acter of being- over-religious and over-particular about temper-

ance, who is dressed with precision and who has such a physique
as Bidwell had, and a person of opposite character would say
on introduction that he was

"
stuck up," or that he was proud

and haug-hty. I knew General Bidwell for half a century, and I

never saw another man whose heart beat so kindly for people in the

humbler walks of life
;
never one who would go further to lead
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a man from the path of vice, and put him on the right road ;

never one more easily approached by any one who had confidence

in himself of being worthy of approaching a good man. I

know I have thought more of myself, because during all these

years John Bidwell maintained a liking for and a confidence

in me.

Children approached him always with the utmost confidence.

During all his life on the Rancho Chico the Indians came to

him with all their difficulties and disputes, and he was their

judge and jury, deciding everything in so just a manner as to

lead to perfect acquiescence. Of course he liked to have at his

mansion men of high standing in science, literature, the arts,

men at the head of this church or that; and, attracted by a

man of means, of learning, of high character, many of these

visited his home. This lent color to the notion of his haughty
and exclusive disposition. Can the reader imagine such a man
as I have described being a successful politician ?

Of the many complimentary things said of him when he died

I think the following by the Board of Education of Chico de-

scribed his character more exactly than any that came under my
observation, and I think it worth preserving in the pages of

Out West:
General John Bidwell died April 4, 1900. Death came to him unwarned,

swift and painless, but the day and hour of that coming- concerned him not

who was always ready ; and yet General Bidwell loved the world and all

she gave of good ; the trees, the flowers and vines spoke for him a lan-

guage that filled his soul with happiness, and spring time zephyrs, the

angry winter winds, the rushing water in its ceaseless journey to the sea,

and every voice of Nature was to him a song finding responsive echo in his

heart.

His life work was to learn all that was good ; to teach and educate; to

uplift and ennoble humanity. He was the foe of ignorance and vice, the

friend and patron of enlightenment. When from his bounty he gave his

choice gifts for the advancement of education and morality, this he did not

as a charity but in the line of his high ideal of citizenship and patriotic

duty, as sacred trusts for high and lofty ends. Of none could it be better

said,' " His life was gentle, and the elements

So mixed in him that Nature might stand up
And say to all the world,

' this was a man.' "

ColnM, Cal.
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C UPON A CORAL STRAND,*
By CHARLES KEELER.

[C0NCI<UDED.]

URING the course of three months I learned to know
this beach almost intimately, and to look upon its

graceful shore-line as my own. I watched the dark-

bodied frig-ate birds as they flew swiftly above the palms in

search of plunder, with their long sharp wings, their tails

forked swallow-fashion, and their slender bills. I saw the

tropic-birds, flapping above the sea in snowy mantles, with their

crimson beaks and two long tail feathers. Not infrequently a

curious gray wader, like a small heron, stalked among the

On the Site of the Makai—Tahiti.

stones at the river mouth, or lumbered above the beach with

heavy wing-strokes. Now and then a dainty tern, in silver and

white, whipped the air with its pointed wings, or a gannet
wandered in from the sea on its heavy flapping pinions. Always
plover haunted the pebbled places of the shore.

The clouds were a never-ending joy to me. Sometimes,
when the water was unruffled by the breeze and its glassy sur-

face heaved unshattered, their high-piled masses were reflected

across the lagoon in all their mystery of form and hue, wavering
only with the deliberate rise and fall of the ocean swell. The
white cumulus clouds that drift upon the horizon in fair

weather were splendid in their rolling outlines, and formed a

noble setting to the intensely blue water with its crisp white
waves. Then there were the storm-clouds from over the sea.

Dark shrouds of vapor might lower about the mountains for

*Illn8trated from drawing-s by I<ouise M. Keeler,
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days, and even sweep into the valleys, without indicating a

storm along the sea-shore
;

but when the clouds began to

gather thick and ominous beyond the reef they were almost

sure to be followed by wind and rain.

What an impressive time it is upon the beach as the storm

approaches ! The blue waves darken to indigo, the breeze

freshens, the black squall advances rapidly, folding the sea in

pallor of mist and rain. The spray upon the reef leaps in great,

joyous breakers. The waves thunder mightily and the rain

deluges the strand with its solid downpour. I stood at the ex-

tremity of the point in such a tropical squall, drenched and

bareheaded. It was impossible to breathe facing the wind, and

the force of the water compelled me to look toward the ground.

The pandanus leaves fluttered as if they would be torn to shreds.

The cocoanut branches were wildly tossed in air. The wind,

the sea, and the rain were masters of the strand, and I felt

subdued and awed in their presence.

If such a rain be but a passing squall, it is soon ended, and

the sun comes out in tropic brilliance, with a rainbow, per-

chance, arching down to the dark point where the cocoanuts are

still agitated ;
but if it be the inaugural of a December storm,

wc need not look for the sun again for many days. Then the

waves rise higher and higher, and their hollow booming grows
into an ominous roar. The rivers swell until their banks can

no longer contain them, plunging madly down the valleys in

muddy torrents and carrying uprooted banana and bumu trees

out to sea. The Fautaua and Hamuta Rivers meet at the sea-

beach and flow as one into the lagoon. In ordinary weather

they arc little more than mountain brooks; but when swollen by
a heavy rain, they are formidable torrents, rushing impetuously
into the sea with their freight of silt and drift, to be beaten

back by the advancing surf. As the waves roll over in combers

on the beach, they' are not blue-and-white as in fair weather,

but dark brown or chocolate-colored from the great amount of

sediment poured into the sea by the river. They come tearing

in, high and menacing, looking doubly wild on account of their

turbid hue. The sea is half lost in the obscuring veil of mist

and rain. The agitated clusters of foliage of the cocoanut trees

are bent toward the shore. A woman hurrying along the beach

toward the shelter of her thatched home, with red garments
clinging like the draperies of a statue, but adds to the loneli-

ness of the deserted shore.

From the eastern point of this cove, Mooroa can be seen off

to the west of Tahiti, with its wonderful outline of crags and

pinnacles. Its summits are the great cloud-gatherers of the
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region, and here the ships of air lie at rest, their vast sails piled

aloft in the blue sky. It seemed like a cloudland, this blue

island across the water, and its enchanted shores drew me as I

A Bit of MooRitA.

paced my coral strand. Arranging to go with one of the parties

of natives who frequently pass back and forth between Tahiti

and Moorea in their open boats, I waited in vain at six o'clock

on the appointed December morning. They had postponed de-

parture until two in the afternoon, at which hour I was bidden
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to attend. At two I was informed that one of the party had

gfone on a spree and been arrested. The boat would certainly

leave the next morningf at

six, said they.

Meanwhile a storm was

brewing. Had we started

that afternoon we should

probably have been ship-

wrecked in our little open
boat

;
for the worst squall

of the season suddenly
blew up from the sea,

with a heavy wind and

an angry roll of surf.

For two weeks the gale
continued and Moorea was
not to be thought of in

such weather.

As a last resort I deter-

mined to go in the little

tug £va which makes

weekly trips there with

the mail, and on the re-

turn of fair weather, set

out with my little family
to attempt once more to

break the spell which
seemed to bind this cloud-

wreathed island. By the

light of the full moon
we started for the steamer

landing, arriving there in

the flush of early morning.
We were just in time, and had no sooner settled ourselves for

the trip than the moorings were cast off, the whistle blew a

fierce toot and we started out on the lagoon. Then some one

noticed a family of natives wildly gesticulating on shore and we

put back to the dock again. I began to doubt whether Moorea
was not destined to remain forever an island floating betwixt

cloud and sea, and forever unattainable
;

but we made
another start and put bravely out through Papeete Pass to

the ocean. Here we rolled and tossed about, the poor little

boat, which seemed to be trying to do a man's work long after

it was entitled to a berth in some home for aged and infirm

mariners, puf&ng through its asthmatic engine and gasping now
and then as if ready to give up the ghost. In some way it

-looi^'-AK'*''""-

By th« Sea Where Cocoanuts Grow, Mo6r6a.
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crossed the interveninj: stretch of sea, however, and carried us

along shore, just outside the reef, past Cook's Bay and into the

mouth of Openohu Bay, where we were landed at the little pier.

Here we were received by the gendarme, in full uniform, with

white braid on his blue coat. He was a very important-looking

personage
—as he should be, since he fills all sorts of positions

from governor and postmaster-general to chief of police and

customs inspector. Although so much of an autocrat, he ap-

peared very amiable, and none of the natives seemed in the

least awed by his august presence.

Moorea on near view was no less a land of enchantment than

when seen in its blue mist across the sea. Its two deep bays

pierce it to the heart, circled about with crags so sharp that

they resemble rows of gigantic sharks'-teeth. Here and there

single slivers of rock shot up into the clouds, and as the veil

was withdrawn from time to time we saw great cathedral spires

and strange, haunted castles of the gods, half tumbled into

ruins. The lovely shore-line was margined with lofty cocoanut-

palms and the thatched homes of the people nestled under bread-

fruit and pandanus trees on the narrow rim of plain. If Moorea
was a tropical wonderland of strange grandeur, its inhabitants

were living there under a spell that seemed to cause little sorrow

despite its curse. Many of the people are stricken with /^J'e
—

that fearful swelling of the limbs which turns a man to a mon-
ster—with the dread leprosy, or with other diseases almost as

insidiously deadly. But troubles do not weigh heavily on these

simple folk, and they seem, to the casual visitor at least, as

happy and care-free as the birds.

The Eva carried us back to Tahiti in safety, staggering

bravely through a head sea and several brisk squalls, finally

leaving us at the dock before the set of sun, rejoicing, as we
went our homeward way, to think that we had lifted the veil

and at last peeped in on the mystic land of Moorea. After that,

as I trudged over the sand of my coral beach, and saw the

familiar outline of peaks across the sea, darkly silhouetted

against the sunset sky, or barely visible through the mantle of

morning haze, I filled out the outline with visions of its im-

pressive beauty when standing in the shadow of its crags.

But my strand has glories of its own to be enjoyed, even

without the vision of Moorea upon the horizon. In fair weather
it is most inviting when the colors change from hour to hour,

and an ineffable serenity broods over the scene. In the early

morning the water of the lagoon is often of the tenderest shade

of azure, which deepens imperceptibly,' with advancing day and

freshening breeze, into the deep blue of mid-oceau. Sometimes
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the color is the same close to shore that it is beyond the reef,

and again there will be a great streak of pale, opalescent green
inside the white line of breakers and a strip of ultramarine blue

beyond.
When the wind blows well to the eastward, the cove is shel-

tered by the point. Here it is sometimes so still that all the

cocoanut trees might admire their images in the water, although
a stiff trade wind may be blowing off the point. From this low

tongue of projecting land a fine expanse of coast is visible—
toward the west the cove where the Arorais live, and toward

the east a large bay terminating in Point Venus. Looking
through the screen of cocoanut and pandanus trees, the green,

rolling mountain-slopes may be seen gradually ascending from

both sides of the island and piling up toward the precipitous

crest of Aorai. Many a time while walking home at the close

of day, I have seen the mountains with deep blue shadows

marking their valleys, and with the overhanging fleeces of cloud

tinged to glowing hues.

By starlight the cove is no less wonderful than by day. Then
the sound of the waves is hushed to a lapsing moan, and dark-

ness holds its spell over the shore. The point is thrust out as a

black silhouette between the white clouds above and the sea

below, with the pallid line of foam edging the strand. Here
and there an ebon coco-palm shoots its graceful head above the

mass of foliage. Orion is in the zenith, the Hyades and Plei-

ades following, with the peerless Sirius in their train. Two
spots of Magellan clouds are in the southern horizon, and the

whole vast dome of night is resplendent with stars. On such a

night I watched the coming of the full moon. The after-glow
had long since faded in the west when the pale presence of light

grew into being in the east. Imperceptibly it brightened,

slowly it illumined the dark night, until it was apparent that

the great luminary herself was at hand. The rays of light

streamed up into the clouds, vague and intangible. Then sud-

denly a cloud sailed by and out of it stepped the moon, full-

orbed and splendid. The coco-palms glistened at a thousand

points ; the undulating sea quivered with a path of ghostly
fire

;
the night was more glorious than the day.

Many a moonlit night I have gone through the banana
thicket and over the plank bridge across the Hamuta River,
with the pale, fascinating light playing on the tropical foliage
and imaged in the still pool down under the cocoanut grove
where the silver light shimmered on the graceful drooping
boughs of the trees, and past the two stones that mark the

marai, to the shore of the lagoon. What weird beauty of
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tremulous waves dancingf upon the strand I As they came sweep-

ing proudly up to the shore and arching landward, the moon-

light shot a silver shaft

into the breaking line,

that glistened for a

moment, expanded in

wavering reflection on

the trough of the sea,

and vanished in a

ghostly length of

white foam upon the

dark shore. With the

plunging of the wave
the surf cried aloud,

and as the white foam

slipped back into the

deeps, a soft whisper
of pebbles sliding over

one another answered
the call of the sea. So
it was continued with

every wave that sought
the strand, sometimes

louder and brighter as

a larger billow spent
its force, and some-

times lower and dimmer as a smaller comber rolled into shore,
but always crashing in flashes of subdued fire.

On New Year's day I was walking along this beach with my
wife and little girl when we heard a great commotion at the

Arorai village. A shower had just passed overhead as we ap-

proached the cluster of thatched huts, but the people were all

out of doors in spite of it, witnessing a rehearsal for a dance.

They were to give a performance that evening at the residence

of the sugar-planter hard by, as a token of good will at the

commencement of the new year, and the star actors were having
their dress rehearsal. I had seen a number of native dances,
but never one like this. The performers were two men and two
old women, all in an advanced state of intoxication. The elder

of the men was a half-witted creature with the face of a baboon—broad and bestial, fringed with a scraggly gray beard. His

companion was a tall, athletic fellow a little past middle life,

with a countenance so plastic in grimaces that it ran the whole

gamut of an insane asylum while he danced. The women were
withered old hags with wrinkled faces and skinny limbs orna-

A Bit of Island Scbnkry, MoOri^a.
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mented with tattooing-. They were toothless, or nearly so, and

might have served as witches in Macbeth. Their red dresses

were draped so that the knees showed in the dance, and their

Along MoSr^a Coast.

-k"'s.e. A Ks*'*—

unkempt heads were crowned with wreaths of bright yellow
leaves. All four sang"

—the men roaring like mad bulls and the

women shrieking like furies, while they postured with out-

stretched arms, swayed, grimaced and slapped themselves in time

to the crazy music. When the dance was ended they all insisted

on shaking hands with us, not once but a dozen times, wishing
us a hon anni—and looking with maudlin admiration at the

sketch my wife had made of them. Then we hastened home-
ward to escape the squall and the importunities of our drunken

neighbors.
In the evening I went to the celebration. All the inhabitants

of the little hamlet who were able to stand were upon the lawn
in front of the house. The same quartet that had entertained

us with their dance of death in the afternoon were on hand, and
in addition there were two little girls of about nine and twelve

years of age, who were to make their debut. The old women
gave tliem the motion and the pretty creatures, in long purple
dresses and wreathed in flowers, started across the lawn in time

to the wild song. They held their arms akimbo and swayed
their hips from side to side as they advanced. Planking them
were the drunken hags who danced with them and urged them
to more and more violent motions, while the two old men stood

behind, singing, and the whole circle of onlooking natives

shouted and laughed at the performance. Holbein might have

searched long for a more suggestive scene.

I fancy the shades of the men of long ago must have looked

on at this scene in horror of the sacrilege, for the dance took

place upon the site of the old marai or temple which was of old

so sacred that no woman dared approach the spot, and men
spoke in whispers when they drew near. There is little left today
to mark the ground—only two big stones standing upon end
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near the seashore ;

but it is enough to stimulate the imag^ination

and to recall the wild scenes which once must have been enacted

there. Its location had been chosen with the greatest care. It

stands just back of the sea-beach on a long stretch of level

ground, and its stones are placed where they command a view

of the entrance to the harbor seaward and of the mountains

landward. Indeed, the view from this spot is particularly im-

pressive. A long, level plain leads ofiF to the steep range of

mountains, with Aorai sweeping up as a sharp ridge to a height
of over 7,000 feet, and then dropping off precipitously, leaving

the pinnacles which compose the Diadem, or Maiao as it was
called by the natives, in the midst of the great Fautaua Valley.

The home of the sugar-planter stands upon the site of the

niarai^ and interrupts somewhat the view of the noble range of

mountains. It is an old French plantation house, with a history

dating back to the palmy days of the Aitamono boom, but its

interest pales before the romantic visions which cluster haunt-

ingly about the two big stones. Here gods were invoked and

sacrifices offered
;
the living came to supplicate and near at hand

the dead were laid to rest. I like best to think of this lovely

coral strand of Tahiti as it was when the gods walked the

earth, when sea and shore were filled with the presence of

spirits, when every action was attributed to their intervention.

To tlie shades of Po they have all retired now, and Taaroa, the

father of gods, with all his hierarchy, is scarce remembered

where once he was supreme.
Berkeley, Cal.

the: parting year.
By CLARA L. MASON.

^ff SIGHING wind creeps through the purple haze

,i|j* Which swathes the sleeping vale, and soft unweaves

The clinging fingers of the dying leaves

That drowsily rustling fall to earth. It plays

Among the tall, dry, whispering weeds, where swa3'S

A busy goldfinch. O'er the rude stone walls

The clematis has draped her feathery balls,

And 'gainst the stones like flame-tongues move
The swaying goldenrods. The dreamy day
Is steeped in sweetness, sadness, mystery.
And list ! the call of some late-mourning dove

Floats from the hillside down the hazy way—
The day's perfecting note of harmony 1

Silvi'iado CaHou. Cal,
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THE SANCHEIZ GRANT.*
By RICHARD L. SAND WICK.

<{ I (^ELL, how are you anyway, Bill Richardson ? You an'

^^Y i^^'s about the only fellars left in these parts that

come over from old Missouri with the Dander party.

They've all cleaned out and gone to the mines." The speaker

swung from the saddle, slipped the bridle from his buckskin,

and turned her loose to graze in the rich alfilerilla.
"

I know one besides us that ain't there right now, Jake,"

said Richardson.

"Who's he?"
"
Si Peters. Don't tell nobody ;

but I seen him last night about

dark with a couple o' strangers from the diggin's. They've got
somethin' in the wind. He said cattle was fetchin' a big figger

in the mines. I reckon we'll hear of somebody that's lost a

bunch o' cattle 'fore forty-eight hours is gone by."
"
Si is a devil," said the other. "He was runnin' a faro-

table last I beared, and lettin' his hair grow down his back
;

makin' loads o' money."
"Yes ? Wal, Jake, they'd be good money in honest farmin'

if it wasn't fer these Greasers that's took up all the good land."
"
That's dead right, Bill. When we was after 'em at Santa

Clara, Fremont and Stockton oughtn't ever to 'a let up till we'd

chased the hull kit an' passel of 'em out of the State—women
and all."

" What gits me is to see 'em ridin' round on their bosses,"

said Richardson,
"
never doin' a stroke o' work. An' we Ameri-

cans that licked 'em in the war, an' know more in a minute

than a Greaser could ever know, have to work like slaves for a

livin'."
"

I dunno's we know so much after all, Bill," said his friend,
"
to give them the best valley land, while we stake out claims

in the sage brush."
" What you goin' to do about it ? All that fightin' agin Val-

lejo up to Sacramento ain't done the settlers no good. The
Greaser keeps the land fur all their howls."

"
Yes, but they's Americans backin' Vallejo.t Frisby married

his daughter. Did you hear how Lyser got away with Castro's

ranch over in the Salinas Valley?
"

* This story is vouched for by the author as correct in outline and essence ; the detail

has been filled in with ih- stor3--teller's privilewe. The time is the winter of 1852. Not all

tile methods by which California lands were "
conveyed " from the hospitable and trustful

l;and8 of their orisrinal owners to the slirowder invaders were so contemptibly mean as

t;iose related here—but they were commonly as effective. The Spanish names and the

places rire Riven correctly in the story; the Eug-lish names are fictitious. A son of Gil

Sinchez married a sister of Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson.—Ed.
t Of General Vallejo's ranch at Sonoma it is said that he could srallop his horse all day

steadily in one direction without passinar its border.^.
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" No

;
what was they to it ?"

*'

Why he bought four thousand acres out of the ten thousand

in the ranch and then fenced in the hull. Castro went to Orr to

see what could be done to get it back. Orr took time to look up
the law and meanwhile see Lyser. Orr got two hundred dollars

for his opinion ;
which was that Castro must deed the land to

somebody else in order to appear in court himself and swear it

was his'n. So Castro deeded it to Rice
;
and Rice turned it over

to Lyser. Lyser is starting a town on the place, and is callin'

it Salinas. Orr is busy sellin' lots fur him. An' the great

Coramandante Castro is the only man that's out of pocket."*
"
Serves him right," said Richardson,

"
fur goin' to war agin

the Americans."
"
I'm try in' to git them Injuns off my claim in the Carmel,"

his friend continued. "They and the priests and the Greasers

all swear that the land was granted to the Reds when the mis-

sion busted up. But they ain't got nothin' to show fur it, and

that's too good land to go without a title in black an' white."!

"Say, I wonder if Sanchez has got a good title to his land

around the Santa Cruz Mission here ?" asked Richardson.
" One

of these days that land '11 fetch a price."

"They ain't no record of it among the papers up to Mon-

terey," the other replied, "so fur as I ever seen, an' I've ben

through 'em huntin' titles for them cussed Injuns on my place.

But I think he's got some sort of a grant from the Mexican

governor, Alvarado. If I was you, I'd go up to his house and

sec. They say Sanchez is took blind."

At this point Mrs. Richardson announced dinner.

"Say, Bill, 'fore we go in, I've got a proposition I want you
to help me out on. I'm goin' to run for sheriff under the new
constitution. I know a lot of folks that I think '11 come my way,
if somebody '11 get out an' hoop it up a little fur me. An' I'm

kind o' bankin' on you fur that somebody."
"You can count on me doin' all I know how," said Rich-

ardson.

"Thanks, Bill
;

I may be able to help you out some time."

"Ain't you folks never goin' to come to dinner ?
"
called Mrs.

Richardson, a second time appearing in the door.
"
Miss San-

chez has fetched over a pipin' platter of enchiladas and a

chicken cooked Spanish style. They smell real good."
"Ain't you a little scared o' Spanish cookin' ?" asked Jake.
"

I dunno ; I kind o' like the chile peppers," answered Mrs.
* Thix isBubstantiallr the utory told the author by General Castro's son, now llvintr ia

Monterey. The General once owned forty leagues of land and numerons herds of cattle.

t When the Spanish iniMxionn In California were necularized the neophytes from the
San Carlos mission were nettled in the Valley of the Carmel on four hundred-vara tracts.
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Richardson. "They say, though, that the Mexicans is so full of

'em that a coyote won't touch their dead bodies."

"I think I'd be afraid of somethin' a little stiffer than

pepper, if a Greaser give it to me. Them Greasers is awful

good to your face, but nasty enemies behind your back."

"Yes," said Bill Richardson,
"

I hear say they'll knife a man
in the back too quick if they git a chanst, where nobody '11

find it out. But they wouldn't dare pizen us. We've et their

hash afore, with no bad effect. Gimme an enchelady, Lize."

While dinner was going on at the Richardson's, Gil Sanchez's

young wife sat looking down toward the new neighbors from

the porch of her home.

"I wonder how the American lady will like this," she asked

herself as she held up a piece of Mexican drawn-work, evidently
intended as a gift to Mrs. Richardson. "I'm goin' to make
her love me. And then if any one tries to take our land from
us as they have that of cousin Jose Jesus, and Castro's, and Pio

Pico's, they will find we have a friend at court. Senor Rich-

ardson was a soldier with Fremont, so he must have influence.

I am glad I took them those enchiladas. Seiiora Richardson

says her husband likes them much."

Unconsciously she spoke the last word aloud. Baby stirred

in his cradle and the senora set it gently in motion, while she

brushed away the troublesome flies. Little Juan, her eldest, lay
on the lawn playing with the dog.

"Go, Juanito, and ask Papa if he does not wish to"join us on

the porch ?
"

Soon Seiior Sanchez appeared, little Juan leading him through
the door. He was a man of some thirty years, above the aver-

age height. There was no mixed blood in his veins
;
he had

accompanied his Franciscan uncle direct from Spain when a boy.
From him he had acquired the love of books that led him to in-

dulge in reading too early in convalescence and so ruined his

sight. Below the shade over his eyes there showed a nose suffi-

ciently strong and masculine, and a well-carved chin. His

mouth, however, was fashioned for melancholy. There was
that of tenderness and sadness about it, which must have
marked his face for sympathy even had his sight been whole.

Yet of his own misfortunes no one ever heard Gil Sanchez

utter a complaint.
"I've been thinking of your cousin, Jose, Maria. How could

he have lost his ranch ?
"

" You must not let that trouble you ; nor think, because of it,

we may lose ours. I told Senora Richardson of Jose's misfor-

tune, and she seemed to feel quite sorry for him. I am glad we
have some good Americans for neighbors."
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"

I think we had better ask Jose and his wife to come and live

with us. They must not want while we have plenty."

"What a good man you are to think it ! Of this I am sure,

the blessed Virgfin will never let anyone wrong such a dear, kind

soul as you, my husband."

She went and stood behind his chair as she spoke. Her soft

arms slipped from the loose sleeves, entwined themselves around

his neck, and drew the big head back on her breast till the up-

turned face met hers in the warmth of a dozen kisses.

"There now, don't you feel better?"—then, looking- to the

west, she cried, "Oh, Gil 1 the sun has come out 1 Let's take

it as a g-ood-luck sig-n to us and to everybody !

"

The sun had dropped from a bridge of clouds and hung just

above the waters, wrapping the bay in its own warmth and

glory. She stood shading her eyes with her hand, till the sun

dipped and the waters darkened. Turning, she saw Richardson

riding up the path.
"

I was just thinking of you, Seiior," she said.
"

I was wish-

ing you and Senora Richardson might come over to dinner some

day, and spend the evening with us."

"Mebbe we will," said he, dismounting and coming up the

steps.
" Them encheladies was fine ;

I e't four of 'em myself."
"
I'm so glad you liked them, Senor. I was afraid Concepcion

had made them too hot for you."

"No, they was all right. Say, Sanchez, I come over to see if

I could get a squint at your grant. They's a feller wants to sell

me a piece o' land that he says he got on a grant from Pio Pico ;

and I want to see what a grant looks like 'fore I go in and like

as not git my fingers burnt on a forged piece of paper."
"

If you would like to see mine, you are welcome Senor.

Maria will get it for j'ou."

"Yes, I know right where it is," said she. "Then I must

put the baby to bed. This night air is not good for him."

She brought the tin box and put it in her husband's hand. He
felt for the key, unlocked the box, and, raising the cover, ran

his hands through the contents.
"
Here, Sanchez," said Richardson,

"
I'll find it. Mebbe my

eyesight is some better'n your'n."
He took the box from the futile hands and began to rummage.
"

It is the paper with a rod line at the margin," said the

courteous host.

"I don't see it," said Richardson. He cast a quick look

around him, then bent again over the box. His right hand

dropped down by his side, and something slipped into the leg of

his cowhide boot. Looking up, he started at sight of little
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Juan coming round the corner of the house. Did the boy see ?

Little Juan darted off after the dog. If he saw, he did not

understand.

"My wife will find it for you when she comes out again,"

said the blind man.

"Well, I guess I won't wait to get it tonight. It's most too

dark to see. I'll come in some mornin', when I'm goin' by, and

take a look at the grant by daylight. Good night, Sanchez."

Late that night the sound of a horse's hoofs was heard out

side. A rap on the iron bars of their chamber window followed.

It was Rosalas, one of the two Indian vaqueros employed on

the ranch.
"
Senor, I tell bad news. Much cattle gone, Romero gone.

Gringo steal. Gringo kill."
" Come in, Rosales. What is this you say ?

"

Dona Maria opened the door and the Indian entered. He
stood silent for a moment, with eyes fixed on the floor

;
then in

a few words told the story of the stolen cattle. Discovering the

loss of a herd, they had followed the trail to the Santa Clara

valley, where they found the cattle headed north. The long--

haired faro-dealer and his two companions of whom Richardson

had spoken were in charge of them. Romero galloped up to

the former, and with his quirt pointed out the brand S over the

hip. "Sanchez, Santa Cruz," was all he said. But it was

enough. For answer the white man struck at him with his

rifle. Romero drew a knife, but fell the next minute with a

bullet in the head. It was all over in a moment. The three

had turned their guns on Rosales next, but he spurred his horse

into the chaparral, and quickly disappeared.
"Is Romero dead, Rosales?"

"Si, Seiior. I ride San Jose. I get nobody go for cattle.

All fear Gringos."
"
Are the other cattle safe ?

"

"
Si, Senor."

"I would gladly give all the cattle I have if it would but

bring good Romero back."

Gil Sanchez groaned, the faithful Rosales passed out of the

door, silent, with eyes downcast. As for the tender hearted

little senora her pillow was wet with tears that night.
Next morning early. Padre Soto visited them.

"
I would have

come last night," said he,
"
but I was too tired after my journey

from Monterey. I came to tell you that your grant should be

recorded at once, before some one annoys you by filing on your
land."

"Tell us, good father," said Don Gil. "Do you think there

is danger of our losing the property ?
"
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"
No, Scnor. Your title is good and the grant is clear. Many

of our people are losing their property because the location and

boundaries are so vague.* But yours is not so. Father Case-

nova is come with me ;
and he will take your grant back with

him to Monterey, if you wish, and have it recorded."

Dona Maria stood up on a chair, and from the highest shelf

in the cupboard brought the tin box down again. She looked

the papers through hurriedly, then went to the window and

examined them one by one. When the last paper was raised

from its place, she gasped ;
and the box fell to the floor.

"What is the matter, Maria dear?" It was the voice of

Senor Sanchez, who had risen from his chair and was groping
toward her.

"Nothing, Gil. Only—I am so nervous—I cannot find any-

thing. Here, Father Soto, you please find the grant." She put
the box in the good priest's hands, and led her husband back to

his chair.

Father Soto went over the papers deliberately, laying them
out one after another on the table.

But the grant was gone.

For three days Senora Sanchez searched the house for the

missing paper. They dared not tell any one of the loss, not

even the Richardsons, for fear some stranger would lay claim

to their property. Luckily, Richardson did not come in to look

at the grant as he had said he would. Father Soto consulted a

lawyer, who advised that they take the case to court and try to

prove their title. He would undertake the case himself for

eight hundred dollars down, and half the property if he won
the suit. But Father Casenova approved neither of the man
nor of his offer. At last it seemed best to take up the land as

if it belonged to the United States government ;
and Father

Soto and Senora Sanchez went to Monterey for that purpose.

Father Casenova, who knew the oflScials there, went to the state

house with them.

It was all too late. Their land was already filed on. And
the claim bore title to James Richardson.

Now I should like to have this story turn out as all good
* The vasrueness of many of the Spanish trraiits as to the boundaries and the location of

the property granted will be apparent from the following- grant of a buildingr lot in Mon-
terey, which if) copied verbatim :

Grtgvrio CasUnar**

On tk* 3rd day of Jitnt, 1S4.1, a lot mat granttd to him, cousistine of 30 varm* frontagt and
boo varan in dtpth, toward the right sid* of Don Manmel Dmtra's house.

(Signed) Teodoro Gontalet

yose A. Chai'et.

Irocated on such property, the Spanish Californiana have sometimes been nuable to re-

sist the encroachments of more resolute neighbors.
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stories do; the villain hung, and the hero exalted. But some-

body might enquire into the truth of the matter, and, finding

the conclusion false, doubt the whole story. I should like to

have the lost grant unexpectedly come to light
—but Jim Rich-

ardson tore it to shreds the night he stole it and the winds scat-

tered it beyond recall. I do not know what happened to the

new sheriff that ordered Gil Sanchez off his own land
;

I hope
he was afterwards kindly shot. I should like to record that

the Richardsons were driven out of their ill-gotten possessions,

and that Gil Sanchez was restored to sight and property. But

alas, I have seen the record
;
Gil Sanchez, tnurw, Nov. 2, iSdj;

and it stands in Monterey, not Santa Cruz. As for his sons,

both of them are dead. But there remains a vigorous grandson*
who had the honor of being addressed by Stevenson in a poem
to his Name Child. This grandson might call me to account

should I paint in any but sober colors the wrongs of Gil San-

chez, when property went over peacefully from the conquered to

the conquering race—from the Spaniard to the Anglo-Saxon.
University of ChicagTo.

IN THE REEFING OF THE VIRGIN.
By LUELLA GREEN HARTON.

lES, Senora, I am old, very old. The years had brought
sorrow and manhood to me before the seeds were born of

the moss on the oldest adobe house in San Francisco.

Look at this old leather hand 1 It is dry as parchment. I cut

my finger the other day, Senora, and no blood came. But my
mind is growing young. I remember things that I had for-

gotten. I remember how pain felt. And, do you know, I can

remember how it felt to love. That is the only proof I have

that there is still a drop of blood in my old body ;
for my heart

grows warm, Senora, when I think of her.

She lived in Monterey; Maria Avila was her name. She was
the adopted daughter of Doi&a Avila. Her birth was a mystery—an Indian, they said she was, but her face was pure Castilian.

I am only a half-breed, and when I first saw her I was a ped-
dler of glass beads and trinkets which the fathers had brought
from Mexico. I was brother to the wind till I met Maria.

That was the day before Christmas, seventeen hundred and

something. I can't recall the year
—I count by centuries now.

We had spent the day in dancing, in watching bull fights and
in tournament riding. When I saw her first, she was dancing
with Jose Avila, the son of her adopted parents. He was good

* Louis Sancliez, nephew of Robert IfOuis Stereasoii, now a student in tke University
of California.
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to look at, a big: handsome man with a man's brown face and

the long black curls of a woman. The searching torchlights

discovered tiny blazes of red in her almost black hair. Tali

and slender, she moved with exquisite grace. She had the

straight features of a Madonna. Her face was pale, unless

warmed by the fire in Jose Avila's eyes ; and then it was the

delicate color of the wild rose—not the red that scorched the

cheeks of many other girls under the same provocation ; for his

were eyes that looked love into the eyes of all women.
At midnight, mass was celebrated in a church built for the

occasion. It was a big arbor, or sort of pavilion, large enough
to hold several hundred people. We men had built it of hewn
trees and great green branches. Even the roof was made of

boughs and leaves. Garlands of red berries brightened the

walls. The green ceiling was covered with blue and white

gauzy stuff that had been brought from Mexico for that pur-

pose. Stars of tinsel were thrown among these fleecy clouds.

The whole pavilion was illuminated by swarms of little lamps,
made of earthenware and filled with tallow.

The altar was a pyramid of burning torches and lighted wax
candles. At one side of the church, near the altar, a large

booth had been erected which contained the crib—the Child in

the Manger. The wax figure of a pretty, dimpled baby lay on

the straw. Live cows stood near, blowing out clouds of warm
smoke from their nostrils, chewing the hay and gazing placidly

at the brilliant sight about them. At the close of the midnight
mass, a procession of young women and men dressed in fantastic

shepherd costumes entered the church and proceeded to the crib.

Each carried an offering for the baby Christ.

Leading the procession were Maria and Jose. No other shep-
herd was attired so richly as she. Her short gown was of

crimson velvet with an overskirt of silk of the same color lined

with yellow. She wore the jewels of Dona Avila. In her arms,
which were sleeved only with costly bracelets, was a little

bleating lamb, her gift to the Holy Infant.

After that I could not leave Monterey. I loved Maria, though
I never dared to raise my eyes to her. She was a pure star

shining in the heaven of my thought. I never hoped even to

touch her tiny hand. I lived at the ranch of Dona Avila, but

my seat was at the servant's table.

Months passed. A change came over my loved one. We
thought she was going to die—she was so sad and pale. Jot^

Avila had gone, no one knew whither. They said he had asked
his mother's consent to his marriage with Maria, and that there
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had been a terrible scene between them—that she went into a

fury and ordered him away.
In her bad health and trouble, Maria seemed to grow fond of

me. She would send for me to sing for her. We were alone

tog-ether many times, and once I knelt and kissed her little

buckled shoe, and she smiled at me, I was filled with delight

and ready to die for her.

One day Doiia Avila summoned me to her apartments. She

had never done so before. I was surprised to know that she

deigned even to remember my existence, and was vaguely won-

dering what she could want of me, when her door, which I had

reached, was flung open by her and as violently shut behind

me. Dona Alvira and Maria were the only others in the room.

The older woman's face was ablaze with anger.

"Vile Indian!" she screamed at me. "Is this your grati-

tude? You accept my food—you live upon my bounty—and you

corrupt the creature I loved I Take her away from me—she is

viler than you. Her mother was vile before her."

My love stood calmly by, her head lifted a little haughtily.

She held out her hands to me, and said :

"
Pedro, I have told her that you are my lover. Will you take

me away from here ?
"

I felt a burst of glory in me. The man, that had been crushed

in the half-breed since birth, sprang up, full-grown and strong. I

opened my arms, and she knew that the act was a promise of pro-

tection and a pledge to take no mean advantage of the situation.

She came to me, and for the first time rested within the circle

of my embrace.

There was a fine scorn in Dona Avila's glance.
"
Indian, go get your horse and the best in my stable for this

creature. Get a basket of food also, that you may not starve.

Then take her, and let miles cover her shame and mine," she

said as she swirled out of the room.

We rode into the mountains. There I made my dainty lady
a home of pine boughs. I fished and hunted for her food, and

prepared it for her. I slept outside her door at night, glad to

be her watchdog.
In the morning of the day before Christmas, Maria appeared

at the door of the hut. Her eyes were strangely bright. She
demanded that the horses be brought and that we go to Mon-

terey. I objected, for I knew that at last unhappiness had done

its work, and that she was out of her mind. She insisted, and,
the habit of obedience being strong upon me, I yielded.
What a ride that was 1 She sang and laughed, and called me

"Jose, my love," in tender caressing tones. Her long hair
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became unbound, and flirted and capered with the wind, and the

horses, urged on by her mad shrieks, flew faster than birds.

It was dark when we reached Monterey. The sky was black

and starless, it was raining, and I thought the angels must be

weeping for my love. Her horse stumbled and she fell. I

leaped from mine. Both beasts stopped.

The deep-voiced bells and the silver singing chimes announc-

ing midnight mass broke the stillness as I lifted Maria in my
arms. I forgot her shame. I remembered only that she needed

help, and I carried her toward the arbor. Just outside I

stopped. It came to me that she would wish to be concealed

from the people there, not shown to them. In the darkest

place I could find, against a side wall of the arbor, I spread my
coat on the ground and laid her on it. The music from the

church and the odor of incense stole out to us. She was alive

. . . And she was sane.

* ^^ * If If * ^^

The arbor was dark with the exception of the perpetual light

before the holy sacrament and a little lamp in front of the crib.

These flickered and cast unearthly shadows about, filling the

church with a congregation of noiseless, moving spectres. They
might have been angels silently worshipping. Maria, who,
the year before, in the splendor and pride of wealth and girl-

hood and happy love, marched through the church at the head

of a joyous procession, to the sound of glad Christmas music,

carrying a bleating lamb, now a mother in sorrow, surrounded

by a band of shadows, tottered over the same path to the mourn-

ful, sobbing music of the wind. She was leaning, not on the

arm of her proud lover, but on me, a poor half-breed, and she

was bearing a little human lamb. Together we went to the

crib. She held her shivering baby to the warm breath of the

cows. Then she said,
"
Pedro, take up the little Christ 1 He will go with us

;
and

in the manger we will leave my baby to the Blessed Virgin
"

She died in my arms on our way back into the mountains. I

buried her there in a spot where the grass is oftenest green,

where in spring the wild flowers blow and the birds sing to the

blossoms and the sun the hymn the angels sang at the birth of

Christ. In her cold embrace I placed the little infant Jesus.

Alameda, Cal.
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THE PASSING OF THE CAMPMEETING
IN CALIFORNIA.
By LEELA B. DA VIS.

VEN the memory of the old-time campmeeting- is rapidly-

fading ; yet barely a generation ago it was one of the

most important phases of religious life in California.

Methodist missionaries came to this coast in the '30's. The
Catholic padres had long preceded them

;
and until the inunda-

tion by the gold-seekers, California was known as an exception-

ally religious, God-fearing country. The discovery of gold

transformed San Francisco from a straggling-, isolated village

to one of the busy seaports of the world, and rushed throngs of

men into the trackless valleys and over the untrailed mountains.

The missionaries had the difficult problem of coping with the

new condition and reaching these men. The first services out-

side of the city were held in the rough roads that wound by a

cluster of miners' cabins, in saloons, in school-houses (as soon

as there were any), and in private houses when one could be

found with a room large enough to hold a dozen persons.

The long, warm season of the interior valleys was favorable

to out-of-door services, and as there were no buildings of a size

to hold large congregations, the worshippers were driven, per-

force, to the woods. As the population increased "basket

meetings
" were held, so-called because their attendants took

lunch in baskets and remained to services held at intervals all

day. These soon merged into campmeetings, which g-rew in

interest and importance for many years.

The first campmeeting was held near Nevada City, in July,

1852, by ministers of the M. E. Church South. Soon after, one

was held in the Santa Clara Valley by the M. E. Church. The
Cumberland Presbyterians and the United Brethren held a few

campmeetings, as did also the Baptists. The Christian Church

for years combined their annual State meeting with a camp-

meeting. But the large majority of the campmeetings were

held by the two branches of the Methodist church. Beginning
in July or August, about the close of the harvest season, and

continuing till the rains began, one campmeeting after

another was held throughout the Santa Clara, San Joaquin and

Sacramento Valleys, and many in Sonoma County. A feature

of the summer editions of the church papers was the column or

columns of announcements of campmeetings.
A grove of trees near a stream of water would be selected as

the site. The pulpit was a small slightly elevated platform on

which stood a pine table and one or two wooden chairs. The
seats were rough boards, loosely laid, on puncheons. Immedi-
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ately back of the pulpit was a larg^e tent for the use of the

preachers. The tents, sometimes made of tent cloth, but

usually of roug-h boards, were erected in irregular fashion

on three sides of the central place. The grounds were kept

thickly strewn with straw. The cooking was done over open
fires back of the tents. The arrang-eraents for cooking, like

everything else in connection with the meeting, were devised to

meet a specific need; there was nothing of the superfluous. Some
families would bring their cows to supply milk, or a coop of

chickens to be eaten. The children and family dogs had free

run of the grounds.
The order of services was, usually,

Morning Prayers.
Nine o'clock prayer meeting and song service.

Morning service at 11 A. M.

Afternoon service at 3 p. m.

Evening service at "
early candle-light" (usually

preceded by a service of song).

A horn, sometimes of tin, sometimes a cow's horn, was blown

to announce the time for service.

Occasionally "grove prayer meetings" were held between 3

and 6 o'clock in the afternoon. The men would go ofif by them-

selves to some secluded spot in the woods for a short "season of

prayer." The women also would have their hours of prayer.

The people in those decades had few opportunities to attend

religious meetings of any kind. When a sporadic service was
held within their reach, the time was snatched from a round of

toil abated only slightly on Sunday. The continual services of

carapmeeting afforded the religiously inclined a satisfaction not

to be had at any other time. It was also a season of social in-

tercourse, when friends could meet and indulge in friendly

gossip, take notes of the latest styles (since this was the time

for the wearing of one's best clothes), and exchange ideas on the

best methods of cultivating grain and fruit lands, preserving,

pickling and dressmaking. In the balmy evenings the young
men could furtively^ woo the maidens. The campmeeting was a

sort of clearing-house for pent-up emotions, desires and am-
bitions. Those who could not "camp" attended the services

whenever it was possible.

Sunday was, of course, the most important day. Small mov-

ing clouds of dust for many miles around showed that all roads

led to campmeeting. The best preacher was appointed to con-

duct the eleven o'clock service, which had been preceded by a

love feast" or "experience meeting." The ministers present,
and many of the church members and new converts gave testi-
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mony to their relig-ious experience. This was a trying time

for such members as were too timid to rise and say anything
without suffering torture, yet fearful that not to do so would be

interpreted as
"
denying Christ." At the close of the morning

service opportunity was given for those who wished to unite

with the church to do so.

As soon as there were evidences of interest, a call would be

made at the evening service for those who were seeking religion

to come forward and kneel at the "mourners' bench." The ex-

horter would conclude in some such way as: "Gomel Come
now ! Now is the accepted time. Come forward and kneel at

the mourners' bench while we sing." Between the verses of the

song, this invitation would be pressed forcibly, by aid of the

thunders of Sinai, the glories of the promised land, and the

terrors of hell. The moving shadows cast by the flickering

candles touched the impressive scene with weirdness. Shouts

and exclamations of "Amen 1
" "

Bless God !

" "
Hallelujah 1

"

"
Glory to God !

"
mingled with the songs and punctuated the

pleas.

Sometimes there would be a fringe of irreverent spectators at

the rear of the evening congregation, to make jesting comments

and watch for
"
the fun" of the occasion. Occasionally one of

these would be touched by some plea and join the seekers round

the altar. His
"
gettin' religion" might be ridiculed, but such

an incident never failed to have a subduing effect.

Bibles and hymn books were scarce ; usually the hymns were

"lined out," but often the old hymns that needed no "lining
"

were sung—hymns linked with tender memories, and pointing
to a better land with a force that no other words could have.

The sermons might have been—probably were—soon forgotten,

but the familiar hymns were a personal possession, and much of

the spirit of the meetings ran on the threads of time-worn

melodies. Many—thousands in all—were "converted," and the

influence of these meetings was deep and far-reaching.

The great valleys, rimmed with the purpling haze of the dis-

tant mountains, and arched over by the brilliant blue of the sky,

made fitting temples for the worship of the Most High. And
the ministers, however imperfect their efforts may have been,

saw that there should be harmony between this magnificent
enfoldment and the human creatures struggling on the earth

beneath—a harmony that should lift the careworn souls to con-

sciousness of kinship with the Power that set and shifted for

them the wonderful panorama of valley and mountain and sky.
The advent of the

"
boarding table " marked a step upward

in the scale of convenience, and also, though not so recognized
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at the time, a stride toward the end of campmeeting days.

Larg-e churches in nearly all of the towns, in which reg:ular

services were held, made outdoor meetings unnecessary. Fre-

quent social communication and varied diversions sapped their

"drawing" quality along those lines. The inconveniences and

discomforts of camping contrasted sharply with the increasing
household conveniences and comforts ; when inconveniences

came to seem hardships the end was at hand.

The conditions which called the campmeeting into life and

sustained it are past
—and with them the meetings. In a few

places in the State they are still held occasionally, and doubtless

this fitful survival meets some special need. But the spirit of

the old-time campmeeting does not tent within their bounds.
San Francisco.

THE SUM.DAUGHTERS OF AH
By MABEL CRAFT DEERING.

H POON and Ah Tai were alone as usual. The
big clock in the police station which looks out so

impotently over the Chinese Quarter had chimed
twelve ; and the ill-smelling oil in the little lamp was

throwing off more and more odor, and less and less

light. Ah Foon stretched her rounded yellow wrists

back of her head, sleek as a swallow's, and the sound of

her pretty yawn was drowned in the click of her jade
bracelets.

"
It's late, little sister," she said,

"
and they won't be

here for hours—better come to bed with me."

The almond eyes of the little Ah Tai were already
'' ""

almost closed in slumber. She was nodding heavily when
she suddenly sat bolt upright. Foon was startled, too. She
blew out the light and turned the key in the door, but very, very

softly.
"
Who's there ?" she murmured at the keyhole, in Chinese.

"A friend," came back a man's voice.
"

Is your father at

home ?
"

'*No," said Foon.
** Where is he ?

" said the voice.

"They are selling' the girls at auction tonight. He is going
back to China with my mother," said Foon.

" The auction was broken up by the police
—

they are g-one,"

replied the voice.
"
However, it does not matter. Just tell

him that Quong Chong is coming down on the morning train

tomorrow."
"All right," breathed Ah Foon.
Ah Foon'8 heart stopped beating beneath her sahm. Too
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well she knew what the message meant. Quong Chong was

the old Chinese in Marysville to whom her mother had been try-

ing to sell her, and Poon knew that if Chong- were coming all

the way to San Francisco it meant that the bargain had been

closed, the money paid over, and that Quong Chong was coming
to take his purchase home. Then, in a flash, many things were

made clear to her. She knew now why her mother had been

jingling gold pieces two days before
;
she knew where her

parents had obtained the money with which they were gambling
so late tonight ;

she knew for whom those handsome sahms and

trousers and pleated skirts were intended. Her mother had

tried them all on Foon, but she had said they were for the other

girls
—the girls who were about to be sold at auction. Alas,

they were Foon's sacrificial garments
—the silks and satins in

which she was to be decked before she was offered up.

Ah Foon's heart quailed within her. If she had never seen

Quong Chong it would not have been so bad, for she would

probably have welcomed marriage with any man to escape

from her parents. Quong Chong was old; he had few teeth; his

cheeks and lips fell in
;
his sparse hair was gray at the roots of

his cue, and he had unpleasantly skinny fingers with long,

claw-like nails. Even these things might have been endured,

however, say six months ago, for Quong Chong would probably
not live very long, and then Ah Foon would be young, quite

rich and a widow—and even in Chinatown widowhood brings
some desirable privileges. But one month ago Ah Foon had
met Lon Sook and, since then, even a week with Quong Chong
had become impossible,

Lon Sook was an actor at the Chinese Theater in Washington
Street—the Wing Go Sang—palace of delights for impression-
able Chinese girls and even for stolid Chinese men— a place where
coolie cares slip from tired, bent shoulders ;

where clothes do

not matter
;
where surcease from worries can be purchased for

twenty-five cents—a temple of delights, in fact, for all grades of

Oriental life. Ah Foon, like all Chinese women, was devoted

to the theater. She loved it so much that it was the despair of

her life that respectable Chinese women may go at but one time

of the year
—the New Year. Truth to tell. Ah Foon andAh Tai

had gone many times when they should not, and so had spread
their forbidden sweet through the whole year. But the New
Year, with its brilliant lights, its flowing sam shu and its heavy
stalks of fragrant lilies, had been over less than a month and,

during the two festal weeks, Foon had gone to the theater every

night—had gone to hang her slim yellow hands over the gallery

rail and to fix her eyes with delight on the expressive face of
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Lot! Sook as he trod the boards. He was so handsome and so

young 1 Poon loved him best in tragic parts where he strode

about fiercely and wore peacocks' or pheasants' feathers in his

headdress and clashed a sword about his enemy's ears until the

flimsy stage rocked under his splendid stride. But she loved him

too, in piping feminine parts, when he was rouged to the eyes

and whitened about the mouth, when he overworked the ravish-

ing dimples which were quite hidden under the terrible beards

of his tragic roles and when his wonderful falsetto voice, soar-

ing into unnamed keys, was the delight and despair of China-

town. Ah yes, Poon loved him this way, too—she could scarcely

tell which way she loved him better. She sat motionless the

nights he played, from six until midnight, never clapping, for

that would be against etiquette, and scarcely daring to breathe,

lest she should lose one of his piping notes in the loud squeak
of the Chinese fiddle or the blare of the brass trumpet. Bred

with a Chinese orchestra from babyhood, she sometimes wished

the horn was not quite so loud—it made it so hard to hear the

liquid notes and beautifully articulated words of her idol. She

was even too absorbed to notice the vendor of grapes and // chee

nuts as he passed around. She was very fond of sweetmeats,
was Ah Poon, but who could stop to chaffer and buy while such

heavenly things were happening just below on the stained piece

of old carpet which had, perhaps, belonged to Aladdin; for had

he not wedded a Chinese princess ? Sometimes she envied the

women who were Lon Sook's wives in the play, until she re-

membered with a thrill that they were men masquerading, and

she was glad that women were not permitted to act.

Then she met him. Of course her mother did not know.

Even people of the social position of Ah Sum and her husband

would have looked down on Lon Sook with disdain. Hand-
some he was and young, money he made in plenty, but he was
an actor—and the actor is still an outcast in China.

Ah Poon had grown up like a weed. Since her babyhood she

had run wild through the streets and alleys of Chinatown and,

as she was exquisitely pretty, everyone loved and petted her.

The very policemen on the beat smiled at little Ah Poon and

called her by name. She had run away to the Mission School

many a time and for that her mother had whipped her
;
but she

had managed to pick up some English crumbs and once Miss

Cameron, the missionary, had tried to get 5*ooni into her pos-

session. But Ah Sum and her husband had talked to the judge
so plausibly, had sworn so glibly and had brought so many
wealthy merchants as witnesses to their respectability, that the

judge had awarded the girl to her parents and had made side
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remarks about societies for preventing- things and missionaries

who tried to break up families.

Freedom had made Poon self-reliant, and the influence of

the street seemed only to have made her hardy. When
she met Lon Sook she presented him on the instant with that

little remnant of heart which had not already flown down to

him from the gallery. Sook was young", too, and he had given
love for love. In token of it, he presented Poon with a pair of

black kid gloves. They had been his
;
but his feet and hands

were so delicate that they were scarcely too large for Poon.

When she returned from the theater that night she went to bed

with the g-loves on. In the morning she still wore them.

"Where did you get those silly foreign things?" asked Ah
Sum crossly.

"I found them at the theater," answered Poon.

"Poolish one, take them off," returned the mother.

Poon left the room.

At the midnight supper, Ah Sum noticed the gloves again.
"

Still wearing those ugly coverings ?
" she enquired.

"
Yes, my hands are cold."

The next morning. Ah Sum observed,
" You must be crazy

—
take off those things."

"
My hands are sore," said Poon desperately, for she had re-

solved to wear the gloves always.
Then the mother roughly tore the gloves from the flawless

satiny hands and threw them in the stove. Poon wept mis-

erably all day.

Poon had cried tonight because she could not go to the theater.

She had no money and had sat all the evening alone, thinking
of Lon Sook and wondering if he were looking for her in the

gallery, the while she pressed Ah Tai, whom she truly loved,

against her side. But now she was glad that she had not gone
to the theater, for in that case she would not have received the

news of Quong Chong's coming.
She flew to the dirty window. The dust was thick on the

pane, but she scratched some of it away and peered out at the

illuminated face of the clock. It was only ten minutes after

midnight. The play did not end until twelve and it would take

Lon Sook some time to wash the paint off and dress himself in

his own garments, for he was to play the woman tonight. She

might waylay him on his way from the theater. It was worth

trying.

"Ah Tai," she said, "Dear Ah Tai, will you go to bed

alone ? There are plenty of people in the house and no one will

come for two hours. I must go out for a little while; but I'll be
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back in half an hour and if anything: should happen that the

father and mother should come while I'm away, keep very still

and don't let them know that I'm not with you. You shall have

/i chee nuts tomorrow if you do as I tell you, Tai."

The sleepy Tai nodded assent. She was too tired to care

much. She was often alone
;
and // chee nuts were attractive at

any time.

Before Tai had removed her outer sahm^ Poon was speeding:

down the dark and dirty stairway. Across the landings and

down the narrow stairs she flew, for she had not a moment to

lose. In a few seconds she was walking- rapidly in the shadows

up Stockton street, then she darted down an alley and was lost

altogether. She was not courting observation
; she did not

wish to raise questions in enquiring minds, and, worse still, she

might meet her father and mother. That would be fatal to all

her plans. If they were winning, they would stay late; if they
had lost all their money they might, even now be returning.

In the shadow of a doorway she waited. It was only a few

minutes, then a group of chattering actors came along. Foon
held her breath and listened. She did not hear his voice. As
they passed she leaned forward—she did not recognize him

among these shuffling men. But she dared take no chances of

missing him, so she followed. Then they passed under a street

lamp and the face she sought was not among them. She sped
back along the alley and almost ran into the arms of the man
she was seeking.

*'Ah Foon," he said, "What's the matter? What are you
doing here ?

"

*'Ah, beautiful Sook,"she breathed, "tomorrow Quong Chong
is coming from Marysville to marry me. He has paid my
mother what she asked and he is coming tomorrow—in the

morning. What shall I do ?
"

Lon Sook was bewildered. This was most inconvenient. He
loved the girl, but he was making money—what could he do ?

To think of hiding a girl as well known as Foon in the

Quarter was out of the question. For twenty-five dollars Ah
Sum would hire some one to murder him. There was no other

place where he could act except in New York and he had not

the money for so long a journey. Suddenly he bethought him-
self of some cousins who lived on a fruit ranch in the interior of

the State. They had invited him to join them in their venture,
thus removing the stain from the family 'scutcheon, but he had
said

"
no "—no humdrum ranch life for him. But now, with

this pretty girl who loved him for his constant companion, the

monotony was less appalling. He made up his mind quickly.
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"
Meet me at ten o'clock tomorrow by the golden fountain in

the square," he said,
"
and I'll take care of you."

"Where can we gfo?" trembled Ah Foon, but the oracle

would not answer. Discipline must be preserved.

Foon went home strangely peaceful. She crept in beside Ah
Tai, but not to sleep. In the darkness she drew her little sister

to her and bade her good bye.
"

I'll send you the It chee nuts,"

she breathed to the sleeping child, "but not tomorrow."

In the still hours she heard her parents climb the stairs. They
were quarreling angrily and disputing as to certain wagers.
Foon hated them mildly—but not as an American girl would

have hated them. She knew that she was pretty, and she didn't

see why they could not have sold her to some one young and

attractive, and the young and attractive person always took the

form of Lon Sook.

When all was quiet. Ah Foon made her preparations to go.

She went to the chest where the new trousers and sahms were

kept and selected the plainest of them by her sense of touch.

Another dark and useful one she made into a bundle with a

large red handkerchief tied about it. Then she was ready. To
go by the door and stairway she would have to pass through
the room where her parents slept. She dared not do it. So she

made for the bamboo ladder which stood in the room where Tai

slept so profoundly. The ladder sagged under her weight, but

she climbed like a cat, and, presently, lifted the skylight which
led to the roof. The ladder always stood there—it was the way
of escape taught in all well-regulated families. Whenever dis-

agreeable Americans with disagreeable papers came around,
the standing orders were,

" Make for the roof."

Day was just breaking as Foon crept out on the uneven
surface. Across the street some Chinamen were turning over

their drying iSsh—damp from the vapors of night
—but Foon

darted behind a chimney and the men soon went down. Foon
made her way to the street by a staircase two blocks from her

own. She had no time to lose now—the hue and cry would soon

be after her. She knew what she was going to do—she was

going to search for an ash barrel near old Portsmouth Square.
She would have to trust to luck to find a barrel partially empty
and she would have to take chances on being carted away by
the ash-man; but she must be near the "golden statue" and the

striking clock, so as to keep her tryst at the proper hour.

Chinatown sleeps late. It loves the night and enjoys the dark

hours, and daybreak finds few abroad in the streets. Ah Foon
found a barrel that would do—it contained only a little dry rub-

bish. Hastily emptying this into the street, she turned the
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barrel over, crawled beneath it, and prepared to wait until the

clock struck ten.

The city's noises waxed about her. The first cable cars, few

and far between, rattled past. Then came horses struggfling

for a footing up the steep and slippery streets, their iron-shod

hoofs making music on the cobblestones. Then she smelled

fresh vegetables and her barrel shivered and trembled as it was

jostled by the heavy basket of a passing vegetable vendor. The
noises became more confused. Foon was very cramped and very
tired. She thought she would sleep a little. She was roused

by what seemed an earthquake. She clutched at the inside of

the barrel
;

it righted itself—it was only an idle boy who had
kicked it in passing.

The big clock struck nine. By this time her father and

mother had missed her and the chase was on. Foon's heart

beat high. If onl}-^ she were able to meet Lon Sook at ten, she

had the most perfect confidence that all would be well. Half-

past nine—still no ash-man! How she blessed that man for

being late! As the clock struck ten a man on the opposite side

of the street was startled to see a barrel on the sidewalk reel

and tip and a Chinese j^irl crawl out on hands and knees. She

gave herself a hurried brush or two, patted her hair and ran off

through the square with a red bundle. The man looked after

her idly, but one is never surprised in Chinatown, and to this

Irishman she was only "one o' them chinks."

The square was full of tramps sunning themselves on long
benches. There was not a Chinaman in sight. The windows
of Chinatown looked down on the square, but the denizens

themselves leave the walks and shrubbery to the specimens of

decayed Caucasian manhood which gather there. Around the
"
golden statue " Ah Foon sped, and there, on the other side,

was Lon Sook waiting. Silently he took her hand and together

they raced across the grass while a policeman waved his club,

and shouted
" Hi there," behind them. One of the dusty hacks

of the waiting line had an open door, and the driver had folded

the blankets from his horses and was preparing to sit down on

them on his high perch. Lon Sook pushed Foon into this car-

riage and the horses galloped down the street. Ah Foon had
the most delightful sense that something was happening—some-

thing of which she was the center. No American girl reclining

on cushions of pale corduroy ever enjoyed more vividly the sen-

sation of an elopement or of a bride starting on her wedding
journey.

Ah Foon did not know where she was going. She only knew
that Lon Sook declared in Chinese that she was eighteen years
old and that she nodded her head vigorously, since it was almost
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true, and the fact that Lon Sook said so made it true to her

lo3'al little soul. Then a mad wrote things on a sheet of paper

and handed it to the interpreter who went with them through

long-, damp, stone halls. The next thing Poon knew she was

standing with Lon Sook before a man who asked them a few

questions, and then smiled indulgently at them, remarking to

another man who sat at a table below his desk,
"
Mighty pretty

Chinese girl
—I'd enough sight rather kiss her than most of the

American ones that blow in." Then Foon and Sook made their

way through the halls to the carriage again and were rattled

and jolted down to the ferry where they took a boat and were

off for the fruit ranch in the interior of the State. There were

no tears and there were no kisses, and there did not seem to be

much love about it, but Poon and Sook belonged to a race which
understands without overmuch speaking.

Meanwhile, Chinatown was boiling and bubbling with the

news of Poon's disappearance. Ah Sum and her husband had

slept late, for they had not received the message, but they ex-

pected Quong Chong by the afternoon train, and at nine o'clock

Ah Sum went to call her daughters, for Poon must be decked

for her bridegroom. Ah Sum roused the still sleeping Tai and

inquired crossly where her sister was.
"
Where is Poon ?

" she cried, shaking the little girl.
"
She went out late last night," said the truthful Tai. "I

have not seen her since."

Such a jabbering and chattering as ensued in the outer room I

The parents lost their heads completely. Ah Poon gone out in

the middle of the night and not returned ! She had, of course,

been abducted by some highbinder. Why, ah why, had they
not guarded their treasure more carefully ? Now she had been

stolen, and what was to be done when the purchaser appeared ?

He would demand the girl or his money back. Alas, some of

the money had been spent for clothes and the rest had been lost

at dominoes and /«« ian. Ah Sum tore her thin hair in her

anguish, and her cries ascended to heaven.

Such a thing as an elopement never entered their heads. There
is no word for it in Chinese, for a girl with sufl&cient independ-
ence to run away willingly with a man was never born south of

the Great Wall. Women have been abducted, kidnapped, stolen,

thousands of times—but eloped, never ! Before eleven o'clock,

Ah Sum had visited the house of every friend she had in China-

town. Her old face was tear-stained where the bitter drops had
coursed down her wrinkled cheeks. She even went to the Mis-

sion. Miss Cameron might have heard that they were going to

sell Poon and might have taken her
; but Miss Cameron sue-
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ceeded in persuading the old woman that she knew nothing of

the missing- girl.

Quong Chong arrived, gray hairs, fallen-in cheeks, wrinkles

and all. He was deeply disappointed, of course, and he gazed

disconsolately at the presents he had brought for his bride—
beautifully carved gold bracelets and rings, in the nature of a

bonus. Then he demanded his twelve hundred dollars. Ah Sum
tore out some of the few hairs that remained to her and ex-

plained that the money was gone. Quong Chong was furious—
he talked of arrest. Ah Sum was very polite. She called Tai
—sweet twelve-year-old Tai, who was beautifully dressed, with

her black hair coiled coquettishly over one ear and caught in a

gilded bird-cage.
'*
This is our other daughter, Tai," said Ah Sum, grinning

horribly.
"
She is much prettier than Poon. If you will wait

five years you may have her at the same price. Meanwhile,"
she added hurriedly, "we will pay you interest on your money."
Chong looked at Tai.
*'

I will wait," he said simply.
Tai went back to play at dominoes with apricot pits for chips.
Two years passed, and Ah Sum had never heard of Ah Foon.

They had searched for her in every California city, but they
had never found a trace of her. They had been told that Lon
Sook had broken his engagement at the theater because

he had a better offer from New York—so he had said. No one

ever thought of putting the two disappearances together. The
fruit ranch was far from any Chinese settlement, and news of

Lon Sook's pretty wife never traveled beyond its boundaries.

Ah Tai, perhaps, might have given a clue, but Ah Tai,

though but a child, was loyally devoted to the memory of

a sister who had been kind to her. The //* ckee nuts had arrived

within the week, but they had been conveyed secretly to Ah
Tai by the Bible woman who came to read to the little-foot

woman on the floor below. Quite often little gifts reached Ah
Tai, but they always came through Miss Cameron of the Mis-

sion ; and Ah Sum, more devoted to gambling than ever, knew
nothing about them.

Ah Tai was now fourteen and growing womanly. Quong
Chong did not find himself younger as the years wore on, and

he was becoming impatient. He made the trip to San Fran-

cisco to see Ah Sum and to urge his claim—he was tired of

waiting for his twelve hundred dollars. Ah Sum recognized
the justice of his demand. It was hard to be obliged to give
two daughters for the price of one—it was harder still to let

Ah Tai go at fourteen, when the next three years would have

ripened her beauty and enhanced her value. Ah Sum regarded
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gfirls as a farmer's wife counts chickens—they increase greatly

in value if you let them get a little big-ger.

But toothless Quong- Chong could not wait. At his age every
month is important. He would give Ah Sum a month to get

Ah Tai ready, and not a minute longer. Remembering the

mysterious disappearance of Ah Poon, as well as to guard

against surprises, Ah Sum put Tai under surveillance, confining

her in the third floor of a gambling house up a barricaded stair-

way. She would never be alone there night or day.

The change was accomplished not a day too soon. Tai had
not been to school for a week, and Miss Cameron felt sure that

something was wrong. Tai did not know that she had been

promised to Quong Chong, but Miss Cameron knew the circum-

stances of the case and she thought it probable that Ah Sum had

promised her younger daughter to avoid making restitution of

the money. Lately Ah Tai had complained of beatings from

her mother, and Miss Cameron thought the time ripe for a

rescue.

Ah Tai's absence from the school for a week alarmed the young
missionary. Something surely had happened, for Ah Tai was
faithful and punctual and, besides, there was a letter waiting for

her from Ah Poon. One day the missionary and two police

officers, one of them belonging to the society for the prevention
of cruelty to children, swooped down upon the lodgings of Ah
Sum. The door stood open, and Ah Sum smilingly invited

them to search. They looked everywhere
—it was no use—the

child was gone. They questioned Ah Sum. She smiled blandly
and in a most innocent way replied that she did not know where
Tai was. She shrugged her shoulders.

"Ah Poon disappeared, now Ah Tai disappears also. You
perhaps know where Poon is ?

"—this with a little leer—
"Well, Tai is gone perhaps to the same place, maybe, who
knows ?

"

Miss Cameron contrasted Ah Sum's complacent attitude with
her distress of two years before—and she knew that the mother
had put the little one safely away.

"
It's no use," she said to her two escorts.

"
She'll never tell

us where Tai is. They've hidden her somewhere—I'm afraid

I've waited too long."

Many underground wires led to the Mission. Men who owe
their wives to Miss Cameron are grateful ;

and whatever faults

the Oriental may have, ingratitude is not usually one of them.

It was not many days before Miss Cameron knew that Ah Tai
was in the gambling house

;
but the heavy doors of the stair-

case were a problem. The gambling club was regularly incor-
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poratod, and the law was powerless to disturb its pleasant little

evenings.
A raid at night was out of the question

—then there would
be electric lights and look-outs, and no one but a member might
pass up the stairs. Miss Cameron was sometimes sarcastic

about American laws—Chinese gold seemed so much more
potent. Her attorney advising her that there was nothing to

be done— nothing legal at any rate—Miss Cameron was thrown
back on the only advisor who had never failed her. With all

her keen Scotch wit and her sharp Scotch tongue and her laugh-
ing, shrewd, gray eyes. Miss Cameron was a devotee. Hour
after hour she spent upon her knees, talking over her difficulties

with her God. Her friends in the world, and they were many,
could not understand this phase of her character

;
her friends

in religion were sometimes nonplussed at the sharp criticisms

she gave vent to—she was certainly an unusual combination.
So Miss Cameron prayed about it—she prayed that the iron

doors might open
—she prayed that she might rescue the body

so as to get at the soul of Ah Tai. Rising from her knees, she
went at once to the telephone and called up the Children's

Society.
'*
Send Mr. Kane up, please," she said,

"
I have news that

will interest him."
Mr. Kane came a few cars afterward, and Miss Cameron told

him that Tai was in the gambling house, but that there seemed
little prospect of reaching her. Mr. Kane knew all about the
iron door and he scarcely thought it worth while to make the
trial. Still, it was an empty afternoon and he was willing to go.

"It might just happen to be open," said Miss Cameron wist-

fully.
"Not very likely," said Mr. Kane, smiling indulgently, in

a superior, masculine way.
In ten minutes they were on their way to Waverly Place. It

was the middle of the afternoon and the quietest hour in the

Quarter when they turned in at the door of the Hongkong Club,
Limited, and paused half way up the stairs at the heavy iron

door. Not a sound from above could penetrate beyond that
barrier. Ah Tai might scream her heart out and no one be any
the wiser. The intruders pressed into a cobwebby corner of the
stairs and waited. Miss Cameron's firm lips were closed and
her gray eyes were steady. No one would have suspected that
she was sending up a fervent petition. Sometimes it seemed to

her that her insistent pleading must make her a nuisance in

heaven. She said to herself that she was becoming a perfect
tease ;

but she was convinced that those who believe have their

prayers answered—if it be good for them—and how could it fail

to be good to save the soul of Ah Tai ?

Just then the iron door swung slowly open. Someone had
unfastened it from inside and if Miss Cameron and her escort had
been on the other side, they would have been neatly imprisoned
beliind the door as it swung open. In the open space stood an
old man. He was carrying a chubby baby boy and he was de-

scending very carefully, for the child was fat and heavy. For
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a moment he did not see the intruders, then he shouted in

Chinese :

" The officer and teacher are coming."
There was a confusion of noises on the floor above. Dominoes

were thrown to the floor, stools were knocked over and when
Miss Cameron and Mr. Kane reached the top floor there was a

mixed-up-looking- room and some innocent-looking heathen who
tried to behave as though they had been having a quiet smoke
and had not been interrupted at the very apex of an exciting and
interesting game.
Miss Cameron explained breathlessly that she was looking for

children to attend the Mission school and inquired if any fami-
lies lived there.

"
No, no families," answered one of the men blandly.

Around the main apartment were several closed doors and
Miss Cameron asked if she might enter. The Chinaman who
acted as spokesman frowned and shook his head. Miss Cam-
eron raised her clear voice—the partitions were thin.

"Ah Tai, Ah Tai," she said, "Your teacher is here. Where
are you ?"
A small voice behind one of the doors said "Her " and

then the sound was cut off by a hand hurriedly placed over a
mouth.
But the visitors had heard. Mr. Kane placed a burly shoulder

against the door.

"I'll break it down unless you open it," he said.
"
Don't you

try to bluff me."
The door was slowly opened and there was Ah Tai. She was

sitting on a table, tailor fashion, and a domino game had evi-

dently been in progress about her. She had been rolling and
lighting cigarettes for the players when the warning cry was
heard and they had carried her, table and all, into the inner
room. She had slipped off her shoes and was now trying to

encase her little bare feet in her embroidered slippers.
There was no parleying. Possession was to be nine points,

as usual, and Mr. Kane picked the child up and ran down stairs,
Miss Cameron running behind them. On the stairs they met
Ah Sum, and she went tearing after them up Stockton street,

through the rain, followed by a motley crowd which collected

in the street at sound of Ah Sum's lamentations. Their only
reward was one of Ah Tai's slippers which dropped off during
the chase.

Of course they tried to get her back
;
but there were tell-

tale bruises and marks of beatings, and Ah Tai went from her

parents' control to that of the Children's Society, and through
it to Miss Cameron, who is a sort of godmother to half the
Chinese girls in California.

Ah Tai spends her school days in the Mission; but her vaca-
tions are passed on a fruit ranch in the interior of the State.

On her embroidered sa/im she wears a chatelaine and gold
watch, which may be incongruous, but which, since it is their

joint gift, speaks eloquently of the prosperity and happiness of

of Ah Poon and Lon Sook.

San Francisco, Cal.
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' THE CAMINO REAL.

HERE are many tokens that the time has at last

come when we can reconstruct the Camino Real—or

at least the three-fifths of it lying under the accepted

boundaries of Southern California. If it is undertaken

with the right spirit, in the right way, and with the

proper combination of historic accuracy and
"
business "

competency, this fine ideal can now be realized. These

are the conditions precedent ;
the undertaking is an

enormous one
;
but

" Some things can be done as well

as others "
if only they be done right. The complete

Camino Real would be about 500 miles long. If it is to be re-

habilitated, it must be emphatically a Good Road. There are

not today so many miles of Good Road in California. These
two basic facts are enough to show to any thoughtful person
that if we are to more than double our mileage of good roads*

it must be by allying sentiment with "horse sense." The
Camino Real must be such a highway that Col. Pope will say
"Goodl " when he sees it. It must be no fake in history. If it

pretends to summon the sentiment of the historic highway, it

must follow it. We cannot afford in California to call never so

good a road the Camino Real, if it goes nowhere near the his-

toric line. It always pays to be honest ;
and in this case it

doesn't '*pay
" not to be. The Franciscan pioneers picked out

the best through road from San Diego to San Francisco as un-

erringly as they selected the garden spots of California for their

Missions. There is nothing original in saying that every great

highway and railroad in the United States was surveyed by the

Buffalo and the Indian. Senator Tom Benton said it, half

a century ago ;
and the most exhaustive work on highways ever

printed anywhere is today serially emphasizing it in 16 volumes.

The only way in which the Camino Real can be rehabilitated is

by dealing honestly with the historic interest which attaches to

that romantic trail from Mission to Mission of that marvelous

chain of 500 miles of establishments the Franciscan pioneers
built in the wilderness a century ago ;

and as honestly with the

modern sentiment that even a historic road ought to be "good
sledding." With that two-fold care, the Camino Real can be

made the most popular and the most important utility in which

any section of California has ever joined.

The organized historical movement which originated in this

city, and has here been developed by patient, consistent and

competent prosecution for upward of ten years, is at last ripen-

ing its logical fruit. It has reached such proportions
—both in

volume and in solidity
—that it should be adopted, adapted and
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applied to a larger public utility. It iias not only laid the founda-

tions substantially and well
;

it has created and crystallized

public feeling to such a degree that the superstructure is now
not only possible but in demand.

The beginning of organized effort in these lines was made

upward of ten years ago by Miss Tessa L. Kelso, then City

Librarian. She founded a Society for the Preservation of the

Missions
; interested a goodly corps of well-known and zealous

workers, and did very effective pioneering by conducting the first

excursions to the Missions, making a historically valuable collec-

tion of lantern slides, and, in general, awakening sentiment to

the critical need of protective work. Her departure from this

city arrested the movement only temporarily ;
the

"
good-will"

and the material assets of that society being bequeathed to an

organization of wider scope incorporated to carry the work
forward.

Almost contemporaneous with Miss Kelso's pioneering, born

of it and inseparable from it, came Miss Anna B. Picher's long,

patient and almost personal crusade for the Camino Real—a

logical outcome, and indivisible part, of the Landmarks move-

ment. It was Miss Picher's splendid share in the great general

plan for the preservation and rehabilitation of the historic land-

marks of California. It needs not to recall the really heroic

campaign of that devoted woman—how unselfishly, how gently,

but how unswervably, she kept her quiet way, nor how finely

she succeeded, at last, in bringing the better portion of the

public to support her ideal.

Bight years ago, the Landmarks Club was organized as a
medium for the forwarding of all such work, responsibly, effec-

tively, and with that historic accuracy which all such enter-

prises demand. It is incorporated under the laws of this State,
to secure

"
the immediate preservation, from decay and vandal-

ism, of the venerable Missions of Southern California
;
the safe-

guard and conservation of any other historic monuments, relics

or landmarks in this section
;
and a general promotion of proper

care of all such matters."
The Old Missions are as a class by far the most important

historic remains in California
;
and to their conservation the

Landmarks Club has bent its chief energies. How large the
contract is, is perhaps best inferred from the fact that seven of
the nine Missions in Southern California were going fast to

decay ;
and that one building at one of them could not be re-

placed to day for $100,000.
But the greater the task, the more need to perform it. The

Landmarks Club has awakened, organized and expanded public
interest by many illustrated lectures throughout Southern Cali-

fornia
; by personal appeal ;

and by the regular publication,
every month for nearly eight years, of Landmarks literature.

It has gathered its membership from every country of the
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civilized world and from every State of the Union. It has
aroused the women's clubs not only of this State, but of the

country
—and at the National Federation held in this city in

May, 1902, the Landmarks Club presented to that body the
Mission work and the Camino Real, awakening an enthusiasm
which is still operative. Furthermore, similar clubs, directly
inspired by, and modeled after, the Landmarks Club, have since
been formed in Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Wisconsin—and
at last, this year, in San Francisco.
The Club now holds long leases on the Missions of San Fer-

nando, San Juan Capistrano and Pala
; has made more repairs

at each than were ever before or elsewhere given all the Mis-
sions in the State ; has also done important work at the Mis-
sions of San Diego and San Luis Key. Without resorting to

questionable methods of raising money, it has already expended
over $7,000 in protective repairs. For one item, it has reroofed
more than 60,000 square feet of Mission buildings. Had not
this work been undertaken when it was, and prosecuted as it has
been, the Missions of San Fernando, San Juan Capistrano,
Pala and San Diego would be today hopeless ruins. Besides
this, the Club has made successful campaigns to save the his-
toric street-names of this city ;

to prevent the obliteration of
the Plaza by a public market ; and (within a few days) to pre-
serve the old frescoes on the Plaza church.
The Camino Real was the

"
King's Highway

" from Mission
to Mission. It had neither existence, nor reason to exist, save
as road to the great establishments between which it ran. It was
a rude trail. Its sole interest—whether to history or to the tour-
ist—lies in its relation to the Missions. The fact that these

buildings are now being preserved is the best reason, as well as
the only practical one, for a rehabilitation of the road.

Interest in the Missions and their highway has been culti-
vated till it is now general and vital. The wide-spread and
fast-growing Good Roads propaganda can easily be allied. The
bicycle and automobile interests are powerful and can be en-
listed. The enormous accession of tourist travel—all very much
in want of amusement, and all finding too little organized
amusement now provided in Southern California—would make
in this the most famous coaching road in America. The
women's clubs, the farmers, and many other interests, can be
rallied to this work for considerations sentimental, practical,
patriotic.

Believing that it is time to regard the Camino Real no longer
as a dream but as a practical matter to be worked out, and with
its foundation already laid, steps have been taken to initiate it

under such auspices as will secure its success. The foremost
commercial, historical and technical bodies have been enlisted.
If the building of this historic road as a modern highway shall
be attempted at all—as it is almost certain that it will be—it

will be under the direction of such business men as will assure
its being a Good Road

; under the direction of such scholars as
will guarantee that it is truly a Camino Real

;
and with the

allied interests of so many kinds that now can, now ought to,
and will now be glad to, make it a magnificent success.
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ffN American history there is not, perhaps, a more

^ extraordinary instance of moral triumph by Man
over the Machine—if indeed there be a fairly

comparable case—than that of Roosevelt in the matter of

Cuba. A year ago he was the one Voice Official for

Honor. Congress was—well, it was Cong-ress. The billion-

aire States whose gout twinged at mere thought of the

Cuban baby's bare foot in the same room, were united

against the fulfilment of our pledge ;
the States which had no

compunction of corns upon their southerly toe were indifferent

and inorganic, so far as concerns national ethics
;
and the large,

noisy and powerful correlation of Interest was in the saddle

against the reciprocity treaty. The President was the only au-

thoritative voice speaking for national decency. But he spoke.

And he insisted.

It is a little more than a year ago since it was prophesied in

these very pages that Congress, in disregarding this injunction
as to our duty, was making a mistake.

" The Legislative

Dogberries," it was then said, "have not quite read the dips
and angles of Roosevelt's jaw, nor taken the pulse of that Re-

formed Dutch blood. He will wear them out. They hold over him

numerically ;
but he has the same advantage over them that

the Washington monument has over a congress of weather-

cocks. He knows where he is, what should be done, and how to

do it. . . . They can bother him, they can disgrace them-
selves and the country ; but they cannot change a principle."

Behold what things a year has brought forth 1 The Presi-

dent's admonition as to our public honor may have been lost on

the politicians, but it found the American people. The paunchy
Beggars on Horseback of a year ago are dismounted, and fain

to walk humbly at the tail of the procession. Congress has

Heard Something Drop. Even the materialists of California,

though they make a wry face, have yielded to the thing that

^as inevitable, just so soon as an authorized American spoke

straight to the American conscience.

The keeping of our word to Cuba is not a triumph only, but a

.esson It means that careless as we are, busy as we are,
"
delud-

NOT HARD,
WHEN YOU
KNOW HOW.
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hered" with our Success as we seem to be, the public sentiment of

America responds safely when the right man questions it aright.

There are impossible people who complain that the treaty with

Cuba is after all only a doll, with the saw-dust leaking. Maybe
so. But to secure even this plaything is one of the finest victories

recorded in the history of this republic ;
and only the armchair

critic can think to blame, for lack of omnipotence, the man who
hath wrought thus much miracle. Meantime, in this critical

year, Cuba has gone ahead magnificently in self-government.

It has justified the expectations of its warmest friends—and far

more rosy expectations than the Lion ever entertained. Noth-

ing can increase a moral obligation ;
but this, at least, does not

lessen ours. With the class of persons who still maintain that
" we do not owe Cuba anything," it is no longer, thank Heaven,

necessary to be concerned. The American people have decided

that whatever we may owe, or may not owe, anyone else, wc
owe Something to Ourselves. Including the fulfilment of our

word of honor. And not only for our little day, but for all the

days to come, after history shall have held its Crowner's Quest

upon us
;
when our passions shall be dumb clay, our urgent

pockets dissipated, the confident voice of us forgotten of the

very echoes that crowed us back ;
when there is none to speak

for us but our very acts in all their proper coldness—then, men
will say

"
See how easy it still was for one Man to lead his

people Right, when a million tried to lead them wrong."

AND NOW '-^ appeal to you to protect these mighty trees, these

SAvsTHB wonderful monuments of beauty." So said the Presi-
BiG TRBKs.

^gjj^ when, for the first time, he saw last year the giant
Redwoods. It is now in order for us to appeal to him—and to

every other fit American—to /lelp us protect them.

The Big Tree is the biggest growing thing on earth. It is

the oldest living thing on earth. Its veterans were tall trees

when Christ came to teach people to Care for things. There is

only one place on the globe where it grows, and that is Cali-

fornia. It exists here in ten isolated groves. Only one of the

important groves is adequately protected from vandals. The
rest are more or less completely at the mercy of the sort of

people who would knock down the Washington monument and

Bunker Hill to sell the stones for pig-pens, if they could do so

without getting into jail. Forty mills are now butchering the

Big Trees into shingles, stakes, and other things equally im-

portant
—

"skinning," as Roosevelt said in his Western tour, "a
part of the country for the benefit of the few today, which
should be saved unspoiled for our children's children."

California has a good many irons in the fire for itself. It is

developing faster than any other State in the Union, It "ought
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to protect its own forests," maybe ; but it cannot practically do

so—nor should a truly enlightened public sentiment ask it to,

unaided. As a matter of fact, where one Californian sees the

Big- Trees, two people from outside of California have that en-

lig-htenment. The Big- Trees, which grow nowhere else on

earth, are a world's heritage. If there is anything in America

which can righteously be deemed a national duty, it is the pre-

servation of these peerless monuments.

Californians are doing their share toward the preservation of

that American possession which is greatest— if we reckon at

once the ease with which it can be destroyed and the possibility

of replacing it. They have organized and agitated a reason-

able, self-respecting plan for national preservation of one of

the groves—the most important, that known as the Calaveras.

Speaker Henderson of the House smothered this Bill. He is a

nice man, but he never saw God's Big Things. A new bill for

the preservation of the Calaveras Grove is now prepared, and

will be presented by the California delegation. The President

has seen the Big Trees. He comprehends, so far as the phos-

phorescent end of our little human spinal marrow can compre-

hend, the thing it has taken four thousand years of God's

Patience to create. Maybe he can labor with the unrecon-

structed Eastern Congressman, and convince that excellent, if

near-horizoned, personage of the necessity of preserving these

chiefest hereditaments of this most favored nation. And it is

time for every Californian, whether he has or has not seen the

greatest perishable treasure of his State, to take his Pen in Hand
and beleaguer every public man he knows to Bear On, lest

America be disgraced.

In the happy days of childhood, it used to be only the
q^ite

College Professor or other urban person "discovering" anothbr

the country, that in some twilit ramble tried to pat a
^^^^ ^^ ^'*-*-

"Pretty kitty! Kitty! Come, kitty!"
—and too late discovered

that it Wasn't a Kitty at all. Since the memory of man runneth

not to the contrary, it never before befell a hunter.

But cross-examine his nose as he will, the Lion cannot make
this Panama business seem to smell like a Kitty.

It need not be said in these pages that the Lion believes in

President Roosevelt, from the ground up, and from tip to tip
—

not as a demigod, not as a Party Savior, but as one of the

luckiest—or most Providential—Miracles of Manhood that ever

beicll any nation in its need.
"
Miracle " may seem to have

, : re di'ucnsvDns of a large word. It is intended to have. If

Mr. Roc:^'^elt h. a halo, it sticks to his hat when that is

doffed. He has the outward appearance of being Just a Man.
But a Man, in our politics today, is more of a miracle than the
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Loaves and Fishes—which are no miracle at all, when it comes

to politics, thoufi^h a bit reversed ; for of the twelve baskets-

full spread, the wonder is that neither a crumb nor a minnow is

left. In our public life, if the man who nowadays steadfastly

Fits himself for statesmanship, by study, by concentration and

by travel, t'sn^i a miracle, the dictionaries will have to Guess

Agfain.

Unspoiled, unafraid, self-confident ; beyond suspicion by any
sane and outdoor person as to his absolute integrity ; with a

mental grasp not more than three of all our presidents have

equalled, and a far broader preparation than any one of them
had at his age—the President is still a man. And as he knows
he makes mistakes, it is no treason now and again to agree with

him. The Panama mistake—for it ts a mistake, if there is a

God in Israel or anywhere else ;
if history, honor and fair play

are not the composite photograph of a Jest— is not alone the

only vital one thus far
;

it is incomparably surprising. For

almost in the same breath, in the matter of Cuba, our David

had laid out the Huge Lubber of the Philistines with the pebble
of American Honor sunk deep between his eyes.

So far as the Lion's limited observation of history runs, there

was never precedent nor parallel for this Caesarian recognition

of a "Republic" before it was delivered. If England had

recognized the Southern Confederacy by return mail after the

firing on Sumter
;

if We had recognized the Boer Republic even

two years after it had made the world's record for incomparable

resistance; if—well, without "rubbing it in" any deeper, if

any civilized or savage nation had ever before recognized a

rebel "government" (using that term for convenience, of a

Tooley-street movement which had no government, and hasn't

one yet), there would perhaps not be much left to say, in a

material age wherein Honor does mighty well if it is ever heard

from at all. But no man ever knew of the like before. We
did not recognize our own Texas—where more Americans were

killed by the Mexicans than Colombians have killed one another

in twenty years
—
Q-U-I-T-E so precipitately. Monroe, of the

Monroe Doctrine, was the President who recognized the Spanish-
American colonies, which had revolted from Spain ;

but he took

time to do it. It was in March, 1822, that he recognized the

republics which by then had maintained war with Spain for

from six to eleven years ; and had proved, as he said, Spain's in-

ability to subject them.

Whom do we "
recognize

"
in Panama ? Do you know ?

Does anyone know ? Who composes, or who heads, this slide-

foMhe-plate "republic." A Frenchman is its representative in

Washington, and is writing impudent letters to a United States
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Senator as to the Senator's duty. We know him. But who is

its Panameiio President ? Who are its Congress ? Who elected

them ? When ? What was the vote ?

The Lion doesn't know much, but he does know Panama. It

and Colon are the vermiform appendix of Colombia, in morals
and in patriotism. They get their living by the interoceanic

traf&c. They are the Baxter street of Central America. There
is not, the Lion believes, another tawny town in all Colombia
that would sell its Motherland. No other population has had
any hand or voice in this Declaration-of-Independence-for-What-
There-is-in-It. The alleged "Republic" of Panama has
neither head nor hands nor feet. All it has is its belly. Which
is its god.
There are people as certain that an interoceanic canal is the

greatest thing on earth as they are that High Protection or

Jeffersonian Democracy is our Sole Salvation ;
and for the same

reason—they have Heard So. So also has the Lion. But he
doesn't know anything really about either gospel. Either is too

big for his small mind
;
and he would rather leave both with

the people that Know they Know. When the canal is built,

politics will have as much to say as engineers; and politics at

present favor the route where only about $140,000,000 has al-

ready been wasted in visible failure—leagues of rotting testi-

monials that the Law of Gravitation is still bigger than some
people. But of course they were Mere French. When WK
come along, of course Gravitation will Cease Continuing, A
mean person would hope it may—if only for the sake of watch-

ing the face of the California Promoter when he reall}' gets
what he thought he wanted—and perceives the whole Oriental
trade (which /lad to come his way) Passing by on the Other
Side some 3,000 miles

;
and observes what a benefit it is to his

Idol to have New York brought twice as near to the Other Fel-
low as to him—the Other Fellow being merely all the inter-

mediate countries which produce the same things, but where
land costs one-fiftieth as much, and labor one-seventh as much,
as where the Gentleman has Something to Sell. But the Lion
isn't mean—at least, when he can help it. It is always pleas-
anter to learn—or to see anyone else learn—by forethought than

by crucial experience. Those were only Frenchmen whose
locomotives, steamers, dredgers, tugs, scrapers, rot in evidence

along the Panama right-of-way to the tune of more millions
than the metropolis of the United States dare vote for sewers,
transit, public schools and all other utilities in two years. Of
course American water would run up hill. Of course American
machinery never rusts. The best machinery in Panama's grave-
yard, through which you can stick a heretic forefinger, was
American—but the owner was only a Frenchman. Americans
have certainly succeeded, before now, where all else had failed;
but if in 20 years from now American genius shall have opened
and maintained the Panama canal and realized one per cent on
the investment, the Lion will be glad to pull his own teeth at

the first door-knob, and beg pardon of the Prophets.
But this is straying. It is only human judgment against the

Future, which no man may safely promise. But the Past is
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open ;
and in all of it, the Lion fails to find the earlier case

where the world's great model of self-government said to an-

other friendly country, about knee-high to a respective grass-

hopper : "Come, make a treaty giving me half what you have, or
I'll take it all." Never before has a big republic said to a little

one—almost as badly misgoverned— "If you try to put down, in

any of your towns, a riot that might Do Me Good, you have me
to fight." Never before has the republic "recognized" a re-

volt before the mother country heard of it.

The Lion loves people who do not stutter on too many prece-
dents when there is something vital to be done. But, after all,

precedents sometimes have their uses. Government has been
going on for some time at least long enough for a consensus of

governments to have invented International Law—which is

merely the application to peoples of the most rudimentary and
undisputed equities that rule as between man and man. And
this Panama business is flat in the face of both. A "World
Highway

" sounds good—but it is poor walking if it must be

paved with the broken tablets of a nation's honor.
No man, probably, is fool enough to question the President's

courage ; but neither is anyone so much a fool as to imagine for

an instant that if Panama had been on British territory we
should have got up before breakfast to recognize the toadstool

republic of over-night, and to forbid England to land troops to

put down her own riots. Nor would our warships (with extra

marines) have been flocking to the spot before there was any
revolution, to make sure that England didnH land police.

Still, we are not such bullies as we just now look. We rob
Colombia not so much because she's little and helpless as because
we are ignorant of all these Southern countries, and have ac-

quired, too, the habit of despising everyone we don't know—
particularly if they are more brunette than we. What rights
have

"
Dagos," anyhow ? Indians,

"
Niggers," Filipinos, Mexi-

cans—if they were Human they'd be Bleached, wouldn't they ?

This may be a "natural" notion—but it is a blunder. And on
the Isthmus it has its funny feature. The Colombians else-

where are mostly Spanish and Indian blends ; conservative,
quiet, staunch, and patriotic. The Panameiios (except foreign
adventurers) are colored by way of Africa—octoroons, quad-
roons, and on up to Erebus—more imitative, less moral, and
easier to buy their Country from. They may be handy to De-
liver the Goods ; but the whole South would have a harder
swallow than Booker Washington if the Panameno govern-
ment was entertained in the White House.

If no one else on earth cares to protest against the forgetting
of fair play and against our recognition of a Graft Republic,
the Lion is content to be one. And if none of the entitled and
habituate can put up a petition in this behalf to whatever Gods
may be, this unaccustomed beast will make some stagger
to Pray that either the Man he believes in may See Better, or
that the public sentiment he has led so nobly and so far may
now take its turn at the nose-rope and fetch him where he Be-
longs. For he is one who Belongs on the side of Right.

Chas. F. Lijmmis.
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THAT
WHICH IS

SL WRITTEN
„ Tried by every test which I have skill to

'%^^,^'^-"^^' apply, The Land oj Little Rain is one of the

relatively few books that really count—that

justify their being by something- more than an agreeable titillation upon
the palate, or the imparting of information of no particular consequence—of

those that have both body and soul. For, first of all, it is true—carefully
true to the infinite detail of outer seemings as well as to the larger sweep
of their massed effect, intimately true to vital inner meanings. Now
truth, so far as it may be passed about among men, is by no means the

simple and elementary thing which it appears to the unenquiring, but a

most intricately woven fabric, in which one may perhaps distinguish as the

seven primary strands, unblurred vision, sympathy, fearlessness, charity,

discrimination, assimilation and interpretation. Only from all of these, in

just proportion, and with patient industry can the white garment of truth

be wrought. And this book of Mary Austin's is clear white.

It is of hardly less importance that this truth-telling centers upon a sub-

ject which is but a name to most who will hear it—and a name which has

carried with it ideas of desolate loneliness at best, of tragic horror more

commonly. Not many know anything of "the desert" by personal experi-

ence, and of the books which have been attempted at it I recall but one—
VanDyke's The Desert—which approximates this in quality. And this is

by so much the more interpreting than that, as the Professor of Art con-

cerned himself primarily with form and color, while the woman—teacher

of children and mother—was more interested in life.

For its style alone, for the felicity of its phrase and the rhythm of its sen-

tences. The Land of lAttle Rain is worth more than one reading. The

passage here quoted, though chosen for another reason, is perhaps a fair

sample from which to get the flavor of the whole. Mrs, Austin is writing
about a mining-town "about three days from anywhere in particular :"

Somehow the rawness of the land favors the sense of personal relation to the super-

natural. There is not much intervention of crops, cities, clothes, and manners between you
and the org-anizing- forces to cut off communication. . . . Alonsr with killingr and drunk-

enness, covetingrof women, charity, simplicity, there is a certain indifference, blankness,

emptiness if you will, of all vaporings, no bubbling- of the pot— it wants the German to coin

a word for that—no bread-envy, no brother-fervor. "Western writers have not sensed it yet ;

they smack the savor of lawlessness too much upon their tong-ues, but you have these to

witness it is not mean-spiritedness. It is pure Greek in that it represents the courage to

sheer off what is not worth while. Beyond that it endures without sniveling, renounces

without self-pity, fears no death, rates itself not too great in the scheme of thing-s ; so do

beasts, so did St. Jerome in the desert, so also in the elder day did gods. Life, its perform-

ance, cessation, is no new thing to gape and wonder at.

But two words more can now be said about this book, which would need

many more to do it full justice. One, that it has been fitly dealt with by
the publishers, who have made a volume that is a delight to the eye and

hand. The other, that this admirable craftsmanship brings peculiar

and personal pleasure to each of those who have helped Out Wbst to

become what it is, and have in turn been helped by it in their own growth,
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since Mary Austin has been more intimately of that company than most

others. And the dedication, "To Eve, the Comfortresb of Unsucccss,"
touches very close home. Houghton, MiflBin & Co., Boston. Stoll & Thayer,
Los Angeles. $2 nei.

i/X)KiNG FOR Roger Pocock's Following the Frontier is unmistakably the
TROUBLE—AND rgg.! thing with the hide on. It is autobiography of the kind that

grips the reader on the instant, never lets go its hold and leaves

him finally convinced that he has been following the trail of a Man—
cranky enough and somewhat inclined to bluster, knowing quite well how

many different kinds of a fool he has made of himself and quite willing

to add some new kinds to the list provided only that they are interesting
—a man, indeed, who has spent considerable of his time in getting into

fool scrapes and most of the rest of it in getting out of them. Here is

something from the first page :

When I was old enousrh, and went to school in the Midlands, the bi» boys, with a healthy

instinct of somethinjr wronsr, did their best to put me out of my misery ; and I survived,

but with broken nerve, a coward.
Yet that was not so disastrous as the gramraar school tuition, which still prepares the

modern boy to be a scrivener for the sixteenth century. W'e asked for bread, and they crave

as a stone—the bones of foreitrn lanaruaires to irnaw instead of the livinsr speech of living

nations; the . . . squalid biosrraphies of English kinjTS instead of the history of our

freedom ; the names of counties to us who were citizens of an Empire ; dogmatic theolog-y

to cut us off from Christ ; and no traininsr whatever of the hands in craftsmanship, or of

the eye in aiminor rifles to defend our homes.

Havinsr missed an education, I came forth blinkinr into the modern world with an apolo-

getic manner apT>ealinir for kindness, and larire nsoless hands, as fit for earning wag-es as a

nine-days' puppy.

His father having a habit '* when he felt depressed about his income," of

moving,
"
generally to another continent, by way of economy," he found

himself in 1883 at the front of the Canadian Pacific Railway. He was

then, "a youth tender and awkward, with a nose long enough to lead, but

a chin too weak to follow. Such a chin as that shrinks back from success

in life, such a delicate inquiring nose always gets hurt in a fight, and

dreamy blue eyes are apt to see much trouble." And right here he must

be left, so far as this paragraph is concerned ; but with the assurance that

the hiph places which he hit during the years between 1883 and 1900, with

his unexpurgated opinions concerning them, make a book which is emphat-

ically unladylike : which is not to be taken as authority on the spelling of

Spanish names, the morals of the Spokane Chamber of Commerce, the

ethics of Mexico—indeed it doesn't pose as authority on anything except

what one man did and saw and thought—but a book not to be overlooked.

McClure, Phillips & Co., New Yovk. Si. 50.

THK If it be true, as the publishers assert, that fact and fiction hav«
MANTLE ^en combined in Stewart Edward White's The Forest, the blend

OK ELIJAH. j^^^ y^^^ made with singular skill. The whole book rings true,

and its note, unstrained and unquavering, is very good upon the ear. It

is not a "nature-book," nor a book of travel, or adventure, or humor, or de-

scription, or character-study, or philosophy
—though all of these are in it.

Indeed, it is not to be classified at all ; there are not enough of the kind to

make a class. If it belongs to any family, it is to that of which Johu

Muir is the rightful patriarch— and if anyone now in sight has a rever-

sionary interest in the cloak of the Prophet of the Sierras (long may be

the day before it slip* from his own shoulders), it is Stewart White. He
does not ask you to read about the forest ; he takes you into the wilderness

with him, and, according to your own capacity, you add unto yourself of

its fragrant breath and its bigness, and discover the genuine luxury of
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doing without the " necessities " of the tamer breed. Only he who is both

genuine lover and patient artist can weave this particular spell. In

fibre and finish alike, this is Mr. White's best work so far, and is beside* a

sure presage of better yet. The illustrations, by Thomas Fogarty, rival

the text, and add much to both the beauty and the meaning of this rarely

beautiful and significant book. The one facing page 76, in particular, has

for me the charm of an opal. The Outlook Co., New York. $1.50 nei.

The Magic Forest, by the same author, is a much slighter book, but one

quite as certain to fascinate the audience for which it is intended. It tells

of a little sleep-walking lad who closes his eyes in a Pullman berth on a

Canadian Pacific train and opens them again to find himself alone in the

forest north of I^ake Superior. Fortunately, he soon falls in with some
Indians on their way home in their canoes from a fur-trading trip

—and
what happens to him thereafter will fill the mind of every boy who reads

the book with envy. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

It was long ago demonstrated, by painful experiment, that a "r.BT him

gentleman who feuters his lance to ride in tourney does exceeding Xakb heed
well to assure himself definitely as to the permanence of the rela- ^^^^ ^^ fai.l.

tion between his uttermost parts and the rich caparisons of his steed. Mr.
Rossiter Johnson, who has been long enough in the literary lists to know
better, has offered himself up as a new evidence—painful or amusing, ac-

cording to the point of view—of this fact, with his Alphabet of Rhetoric.

An avowed expounder of the correct use and arrangement of words,
a critic who repeatedly essays to show in detail how Macaulay,
Addison, Burke, Ruskin, Matthew Arnold and Emerson might have phrased
their thought more correctly and elegantly, is assuredly under penalty to

give reasonable pains that the words from his own mouth shall at

least be true words, even though the finish of his own style be far inferior

to that of any of those with whom he finds fault. On questions of taste,

Mr. Johnson may well enough fall behind the disclaimer in his preface—
"

I wish the reader to look upon this book, not as an authority, but as a

reminder, from one who is simply a fellowstudent." (Considering, by the

way, that the author, in the body of the book, distinctly disapproves of the
*' Preface Apologetic," one may wonder whether he would annex unto him-

self Sara Bernhardt's plea in extenuation of the result of an early slip
—

" But it is such a little one ! ") But this will not avail as to matters which
are within the easy reach of any student of language. To say that the

book is peppered with error on such points is hardly overdrawing it. Of
these a few may be cited.

Mr. Johnson objects to after as an adverb, asserting that it is primarily
a preposition, that its adverbial use is erroneous, and that afterward is the

only correct adverbial form. Even a casual study of the history of he

word would have shown him that the adverbial use was the original one;

that the prepositional use was subsequent and derivative, and that "about

the space of three hours after ' ' was good enough for the . scholars who
were responsible for the King James Version.

Mr. Johnson offers assault and repulse as instances of " the unnecessary

making of a verb from a noun." He alleges that the original words were

the verbs assail and repel ; that from these were derived the nouns assault

and repulse, and that these came to be used, incorrectly and unnecessarily,
as verbs. It would be difficult to pack more innocence, both as to history,

and present discriminating usage, of words which are nearly synonymous,
into the same space. Neither assault nor repulse, as a verb, is a by-blow ;
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each can trace its lineagfe directlj and honorably back to the Latin. The
ancestor of assault, in that g'eneration, is the intensive verb derived from

the ancestor of assail; similarly, refiulse springs from the frequentative
cousin of the ancestor of repel. And to this day a writer choosing his

words with precision will use assault, as a verb, to indicate a more violent

action than assail ; while repulse on his pen will connote repeated attacks.

Page 244, on which the blunder as to repulse is emphasized (it is referred

to in at least two other places) is literally shocking to one who is a stickler

for exact statement. Beginning with its first line,
''''

Relative, ^& a noun,

has but one meaning"—the Century Dictionary has discorered four—" the

noun relation may have any one of three meanings"—the same authority
is responsible for eleven major definitions. Follows the discussion of

repulse, and then comes " Rcv.—See Hon." On turning to "Hon." one

finds the author, who, on yet another page, protests vehemently against
the use of abbreviations, actually standing sponsor for " the Hon. Caleb

Smith." The last shot on this unfortunate page is aimed at Ringleader,
of which it is said ' "If ringleader has any meaning^ different from

leader, it consists in the implication of a rabble headed by some

vulgar fellow." In fact, ringleader, used with any respect for the niceties

of language, necessarily implies organization, coherence and carefully de-

vised system. A rabble may well enough have leaders—it cannot hare

ringleaders.
With more space, and fewer books waiting on my table for comment, it

would be interesting and profitable to point out half a hundred points
at which Mr. Johnson stumbles inexcusably ; but the specimens
already given must suffice. It should be said, however, that the book is

exceptionally readable, considering its subject ; that the majority of its

points are well taken, and that a little scholarly care would have made it

ussful and creditable. D. Appleton & Co., New York. $1.25 net.

GOOD The delightful little volumes of the Pocket American and Eng-
EDITING— lisfi Classics have been prepared with special reference to use in

A NTi RATI
the secondary schools, but their appeal is much broader than that

of mere text-books. The selection of titles has been discriminating and
catholic ; the biographical and critical introductions are generally excel-

lent for both scope and condensation ; the notes usually adequate without

being obtrusive ; there is nothing
"
cheap

" about paper, type, press-work
or bindings ; and the price of each is that ridiculously insignificant sum
which Californians are wont to call

" two bits." The series deserves a

place in any library. Nevertheless, it occasionally happens that the

editor selected for some one of the number deserves such castigation as
has been earned by the Harvard Instructor in English who is responsible
for the " Notes " to Tennyson's Shorter Poems, just appearing in this

series. These, besides fracturing several of the minor commandments
applying to explanatory notes, transgress repeatedly the first and most
essential one—Be Accurate. Space is lacking to set this forth at length,
but I may mention as specimens that churl does not mean *' a country
wagon," as stated in the note on " Charles's Wain "

(page 264) ; that

pentagram is not " the figure of a six-pointed star "
(page 273) ; that the

Inquisition was an ecclesiastical court, not ** a form of torture for unbe-
lievers" (page 277)—neither was it "instituted" by the Spaniards, with
the connotation of "

originated
" which the word will carry to most minds

and that, as shown by the context, the editor misses wholly the poet's

meaning in the note upon lines 8-15 of " The Two Voices." Such blunder-
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ing as this is especially intolerable when pressed upon stttdents with the

weight of a teacher's authority.

The two other volumes in this series which have lately come to my table
—Plutarch''s Lives (of Caesar, Brutus and Antony) edited by Martha Brier,

of Oakland, Cal., and Shakespeare^s Twelfth Night, edited by Edward P.

Morton, of the Indiana University—are fully up to the high standard of

the series. The Macmillan Co., New York. 25 cents each.

A. Barton Hepburn, Lly.D., some time Comptroller of the Cur- Ne Supra
rency, ex-Supt. of the Banking Dept. of the State of New York, Crepidam
and now an officer in one of the great banks of New York City,

Juatcaret.

has written a History of Coinage and Currency in the United States, of

which the somewhat overwhelming title is abbreviated to The Contest for
Sound Money. It is careful, thorough and reliable, and will at once take

rank as a standard authority in its special field. When an author strays

away from his own fireside, he is apt to discover the pitfalls which are

strewn thickly for the unwary. Mr. Hepburn explains that,
The term " sound money " doubtless orig-inated from the auricular test commonly ap-

plied to coins. The counter or other convenient surface ofEering- an opportunity, the coin

is dropped thereon, and its quality depends upon whether the resulting- ringr possesses the

true sound or not.

This is truly profound.
"
Doubtless," also, by the same rule the term

" sound lungs
" arose from the Jiabit of physicians of tapping and listening

at the outer walls of the human bellows ;
and " a sound thrashing

" from
the vigor of the protesting wails which it calls forth. The Macmillan Co.,
New York. $2 net.

While in London last year. Jack London deliberately shucked the undbr
ofi^ his accustomed clothing and environment and went over to the siDB of

East End to live as they do who must live there. What he learned prosperity.

there and what he thinks about it are now told vividly and powerfully in

The People of the Abyss. The book is—as every candid view of the lower
and larger segment of life in any great city must be—a terrible indictment
of what we are variously pleased to call " Christian civilization," or

"Anglo-Saxon progress," according to the angle from which it is viewed.
Here is the author's final answer to the question. Has Civilization bettered

the lot of the average man ?—an answer essentially similar to that of Car-

lyle, Ruskin, Morris, Huxley and many another who has cared to see and
dared to speak.
Civilization has increased man's producing- power an hundred fold, and through mis-

management the men of Civilization live worse than the beasts, and have less to eat and
wear and protect them from the elements than the savage Innuit in a frigid climate who
lives today as he lived in the stone age ten thousand years ago.

The book is fully and satisfactorily illustrated from photographs. The
Macmillan Co., New York. $2.

History being the rightful prerogative of statesmen—rightful casting
but too often neglected—it is entirely fitting that Hon. Thomas shadows
E. Watson, of Georgia, should have written The Life and Times before ?

of Thomas fefferson. The treatment seems to be competent along the
main lines (though I am not expert in that field and lay no claim to speak
with authority), as it is certainly briskly interesting. But more entertain-

iny: are the author's excursions into various side-paths ; the stern candor
with which he exposes the delinquencies of others who have attempted
this field—Curtis, Woodrow Wilson, Prof. Channing, Henry Cabot Lodge
and even Roosevelt

;
the penetration with which he discovers that " the

attitude taken by Washington, Lee, Henry
" and others, in 1774 "was sub-
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stantially that of a labor union of the present day during- a struggle with a

capitalistic trust ;" the facility with which Gouvemeur Morris grows from
" the cold-hearted snob who preferred to guzzle wine with brother snobs,"
on page 202, to "a practical, successful financier, a statesman of rare intelli-

gence, a student of men and measures," on page 438
; or the airy confidence

of the allusion to " some adventurous seaman who flew the Union Jack in

remotest waters with Hawkins or with Drake," both of whom had been
dead a century and more before there was any Union Jack. Far the most
significant feature of the volume is its dedication to William Randolph
Hearst,
Because he has consecrated his wealth, talent and energries to the improvement of the

conditions under which the masses of our people live
; because he has shown an earnest,

fearless and consistent interest in the cause of the weak and oppressed ; becante he is to-

day working with spendid ability alouir the same lines vlticJi Mr. Jeffersoo jnark«d out a
hundred years ag-o.

D. Appletou &. Co., New York. $2.50 net.

ANOTHER One of the dearest, quaintest and most lovable of the blessed
LiTTtK SISTER family of everybody's children has just been added to that iovous

TO EVBRYBODY ^ ^ ^ ^ j •

circle by Kate Douglas Wiggin. Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
steps into the reader's affections at the moment she starts on her journey
to her aunts' home—that stifled place where (to quote herself)

. . . those of us who live herein

Are most as dead as serrafim

Thoug-h not as g-ood.

She is sweet, and bright, and unexpected, and affectionate, and unselfish,
and has as many other of the heart-winning qualities to which a woman -

child is entitled as she can hold. Yet she seems so convincingly alive as to

make one wonder if Mrs. Wiggin did not draw many of her lineaments
from her memories of the One She Knew Best of All. Houghton, Mifflin

& Co., Boston
; Stoll & Thayer Co., L,08 Angeles. $1.25.

MEMORIES Against the Recollections, Personal and Literary, of Richard
°^ •* Henry Stoddard, but one complaint can lie—that there are not

nearly enough of them. It is an illuminating addition to the

literary history of the United States since the early 40's, when the young
artisan began to find his poet's tongue and to win the friendship of others
of the literary guild ; and it gives besides—mostly by indirection, since Mr.
Stoddard was never given to posing under the limelight—a very winning
picture of a modest, courageous, achieving and inspiring life—a life of eren
more value for what it was than for what it did. The editing, by Ripley
Hitchcock, and the introduction by E. C. Stedman (close friend for forty

years) have been labors of love, and show it. I may be pardoned for add-

ing my one personal recollection of Mr. Stoddard. It is of a little party,
ten years ago or so, each one but myself with assured stand in the literary
world, which dined together, and then spent the evening at a " Test
Seance." I found no disembodied spirits there, but even that casual even-

ing has left to this day a warm and vivid impression of the strong and

kindly spirit of the living poet. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York. $1.50.

HOW SPAIN The letters written from Spain, by Jerome Hart, for publication
LOOKS TO A In the Argonaut, now appear very richly garlied, under the title

of Two Argonauts in Spain. There is little effort at "
style

" in

this easy-going talk of the experienced traveler, and no trace at all of
'*
gush." Mr. Hart himself describes them as "

pen sketches taken on the

wing," vivid if not profound, interesting if not "
literature." I cannot

better this frank estimate, by a penetrating critic, of his own work ; but
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can heartily underscore the vivid and interesting. Mr. Hart does not
trouble himself to be thorough or conventional ; he merely tells, always
with a dash of satirical humor, about the things which interested him, not

hesitating to follow any line of thought right back to California, or wher-
ever else it may carry him. The result is an intimately personal flavor

which is unusual and agreeable. The illustrations, from photographs
taken by

" the Argonauts," are not in this case misnamed
; they really

illustrate. In every mechanical detail the book approaches perfection.
The Index, seems to have been prepared mainly for the Entertainment
of the Indexer, Payot, Upham & Co., San Francisco. $2 net ; postage,
18 cents.

The Heart oj Rome is one of the best of the long list of good Crawford
stories which are to the credit of Marion Crawford, and that •*^'^ ^^S

means that it will make the most jaded novel-reader sit up and

pay attention. With a charming love story is blended a hunt for hidden
treasure of an unusual sort, and to this is added a risky adventure in which
the " lost waters " of Rome nearly end the career of hero and heroine.

All this is given zest by the fact that the action takes place almost wholly
in—or under—palaces ;

and that a Baroness, wife of a Senator of Rome, is

distinctly plebeian in the circles to which the reader is introduced. In

cl«sing the tale, Mr. Crawford says that if it "shows anything worth

learning about the world, it is that a gifted man of strong character and
honourable life may do a foolish and generous thing whereby he may be-

come in a few days the helpless toy of fate." He might have added that

it shows, in relation to the art of story-telling, how far a practised artist

may involve a lady, noble of lineage and of character, in situations almost

unbelievably compromising, and yet keep both her and the tale clean and
credible. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

After the high-flown unrealities with which Charles Major wooing
bid successfully for big editions with his Blooming Knighthood, ^^ pioneer

or words to that effect, it is a surprise and a delight to have from
him a tale so simple, so informed and so genuine as A Forest Hearth.
This is a love story of the days when Indiana was still a wilderness for

the pioneers to tame. Mr. Major warns his readers in the opening para-

graph that his story will contain " no heroics, no palaces, no grand people—nothing but human nature, the forests, and a few very simple country
folk indeed." That is, in place of the gilt and tinsel of his earlier " his-

torical romances," with Elizabeth Tudor and Mary Stuart and others of

that ilk come direct from Mrs. Jarley's Wax Works to play at being alive,

the reader will find here only an affectionate and convincing picture of the

earlier days of the country which the author knows best and loves most

dearly, and of the people who lived and loved in it. He—either he—is to

be congratulated. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

It is for its studies of character that Mason A. Walton's A sparrows,
Hermit's Wild Friends is most valuable—for its clear-cut and squirrei^S and

othkr Polk
convincing drawing of the distinct individuality of those persons

'

who wear the fur and feathers that grew there. Mr. Walton has lived for

almost twenty years where and so that his calling list has been made up
for the most part from among the people who fly or run or crawl. He has

studied them with clear eye and open mind
;
he tells about them with no

particular effort at literary style, but with contagious affection and insight;
and anyone who, after reading his testimony, can still doubt that our

DAYS.
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cousins of the field and the air think, and reason, and learn, and choose,

instead of automatically stepping upon the treadmill of instinct—why, he

is simply beyond the reach of evidence. The book is illustrated profusely

and competently, and is a credit to all concerned in its making. Dana

Estes & Co., New York. $1.50 net.

BOOKS AT The " Unit Books "
promise to be an interesting experiment in

SO MUCH book-making and selling
—

particularly the selling. The purpose
A PACK.

.g ^Q reprint, one a month,
" the permanent books of all litera-

tures," and to sell them at a price based on the number of pages—one cent

for each "unit" of 25 pages, with no extra charge for paper cover, 30

cents for cloth and 50 cents for leather. Thus, Hawthorne's Marble Faun,
with 524 pages, will cost 21 cents in paper, 51 cents in cloth, 71 cents

in leather. This, and the Letters and Addresses of Abraham Lincoln,

are the two of the series which have come to my table. They are com-

petent editions, and cheap at the price. Howard Wilford Bell, New York.

THE WORSHIP Dr. William Mathews, who wrote How To Get On In The
OF THB World a generation ago, now elaborates the same theme in Con-
GOi,DBN Ai, .

quering Success. This contains nearly 400 pages of mingled an-

ecdote and advice. In the Index I find the titles, self-advertising, self-as-

surance, self-confidence, self-reliance
—but not self-sacrifice ; persistence and

pertinacity are there—not loyalty ; economy and liberality in business—
but not charity or helpfulness ; success, over and above all—but not a line

for friendship, charity, love, justice, mercy or even usefulness. I should be

sorry to see my own boys setting their course in life by such a compass.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.50 net.

THE ADVANTAGE Cyrus Townsend Brady has torn his mind from the scenes of
OF STAYING gore in which it delights to ramble, for long enough to enable him

to abridge that famous novel of the 40's, Dr. Samuel Warren's

Ten Thousand a Year, to a length more fitted to this generation's endur-

ance than its original 400,000 words. The work has been skillfully done,
and the illustrator. Will Crawford, has caught the spirit of the book admir-

ably. Dr. Brady prefers Tittlebat Titmouse as a title to the one selected

by the author; and, in this case, when doctors disagree, the one above

ground has the say. Funk & Wagnalls Co., New York. $1.50.

Bight
"
Essays in Western History," by Reuben Gold Thwaitcs are

published under the title of the first—How George Rogers Clark Won the

Northwest. This is followed by
" The Division of the Northwest into

States," "The Black Hawk War," and others of almost equal significance.

Like all the published work of this sound and indefatigable historical stu-

dent, this volume is both interesting and valuable. A. C. McClurg & Co.,

Chicago. $1.20 net.

The same marvelous expedition—hardly to be matched in history for the

difficulties overcome and the tremendous permanent results tracing to the

courage and endurance of so small a band— has furnished Caroline Brown
with the inspiration for her romance, On the We-a Trail. She has taken

much pains with the historic facts underlying the story, which is otherwise

sadly faulty. She loves the inflated phrase far too well; she tangles
"
his's " and "him's" up so impossibly that, for example, one gentleman's

"
figure . . . fell short of his own height by some six inches"—which

would seem to make him a kind of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Her hardy
pioneers, regardless of sex, shed large tears freely and frequently ; her

Indians are pure Cooperesque—and so on for quantity. Yet the story-
teller's knack is there under all the rubbish, and evidence of the patience
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to labor. There is reasonable probability of a vastly better book from
this pen. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

A sample of The Limerick Up To Date Book, by Ethel Watts Mumford,
will serve better than a pag-e of criticism.

There was an old sculptor named Phidias,
Whose knowledge of Art was invidious.

He carved Aphrodite
"Without any nig-htie—

Which startled the purely fastidious.

There are fifty-two of these, and the book is appropriately decorated.

Paul Elder «& Co., San Francisco. $1 net.

The elaborate foolery with which George H. Derby, graduate of West Point

and lyieutenant of Engineers, amused himself while on duty in California

in 1855, writing- over the signatures of
" John Phcenix " and "Squibob,"

has probably been responsible for as much hilarity as falls to the share of

most fun-makers. It is just as funny as ever, and well deserves the new
and attractive edition in which it now appears. Forty illustrations, by E.

W. Ketnble, add greatly to the flavor. It is worth mention that the copy-

right legend of Phoenixiana is the same, except for the date, as was carried

by the first edition almost half a century ago. Not many publishing
houses of today were alive then. D. Appleton & Co., New York. $2.

The sixth volume of The Philippine Islands covers the years from 1583

to 1588. The most persistent question, just at that time, according to the

documents here appearing, was what to do with China and the Chinese.

Some wanted the Chinaman excluded from the Islands, others would have
him regulated, while still others wanted him encouraged to come. Nor
were there lacking those who strongly urged that China should be con-

quered, for the service of Christ, the glory of Spain and the benefit of both

public and private purses.
" Statesmen " have not changed so very

much in 300 years. The Arthur H. Clark Co., Cleveland ; to be completed
in 55 volumes ; $4 net per volume.

Probably more people have made the shudderingly fascinating acquaint-
ance of their uncomfortable relative, the gorilla, through the good offices

of Paul Du Chaillu, than in all other ways put together. It is more than

forty years since this giant ape made his initial bow to any consider-

able audience, in the pages of the first book of this explorer-author ; quite

fittingly, therefore, he appears in the last one. In African Forest and

Jungle, published just before the veteran's recent death. Unless the boys
of this generation differ radically from those of mine, they will find the

book sufficiently thrilling. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50 net.

Leaving other students to collect and record the facts about birds—in-

cluding a good many that " ain't so "—Abbie Farwell Brown has gathered
some of the older fancies from many lands. Her Curious Book ofBirds
contains twenty-nine tales from sources far removed in both time and

place. It will satisfy any child who gets it for a Christmas present. Miss
Brown has made no effort to preserve, or even suggest, the individuality of

the peoples who made these stories, by indicating ever so slightly their

idioms of expression or thought. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.10

net. Stoll & Thayer Co., lyos Angeles.

The Mark, by Aquila Kempster, is a story of India, in which reincarna-

tion, hypnotic control and Hindu magic are set off against a background
of peculiarly slangy English officers. The tale is sufficiently entertaining,
albeit the conversation of the ancient adept, the reincarnated prince and
the L<ady in the Case brings to my irrelevant memory a circus of long ago.
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It had an elephant and the elephant had a stately attendant, Hindu as to

turban, complexion and robes, but, when excitement betrayed him unto

speech, most unequivocally of the Celtic persuasion. Doubleday, Page &
Co., New York. $1.50.

A number of Frank Norris's later essays, mostly upon various phases of

literary work, are published under the title, TAe Responsibilities of the

Novelist. They are always vigorous, often polemic, and, without excep-

tion, show marks of haste and lack of preparation. Mr. Norris held high
ideals of the power and duty of the writer of fiction, and worked steadily

towards them. The value of his work as essayist lies mainly in his formal

statement of his self-imposed standard as novelist. The proof-reader has

made some exceptionally bad blunders. Doubleday, Page & Co., New
York. $1.25 net.

Raiding With Morgan seems to bring to an end the "
Young Ken-

tuckians Series." At least it marries off one of the gallant cousins whose

thrilling fortunes in the opposing forces of the Civil War have kept boy-
readers hungry for more through the four preceding volumes. The other

hero was similarly dealt with in the preceding installment ; and, though
fighting does tiot necessarily end with the signing of Articles of Capitula-
tion nor love-making with the marriage certificate, their usefulness for the

story-teller's purposes departs at these milestones. A. C. McClurg & Co.,

Chicago. $1.25.

Michael Davit t's Within the Pale seems to be a temperate and informed

study of the outrages against the Jews in a part of Russia. The material

was gathered on the ground, and under commission for an American news-

paper. Mr. Davitt was even more concerned to learn the causes and the

possible remedies for these repeated horrors than to dwell upon their hid-

eous details. The most surprising piece of information in the book is one

wholly apart from its main course—that " no Jew has ever Ijecome a mil-

lionaire in Scotland or the United States." A. S. Barnes & Co., New York.

$1.20 net.

Poe^s Best Tales and the same author's Best Poems and Essays are pre-
sented in companion volumes, with preface, biographical sketch and intro-

ductory studies by Sherwin Cody. The work is well done from every point
of view. Not the least merit of the volumes is the ease with which,
in spite of their 500 pages apiece, either of them will slip into a reason-

ably roomy overcoat pocket. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1 each, net.

The Scarlet Banner, by Felix Dahn (translated from the Grerman by
Mary J. Safford), gives vivid pictures of the luxury which rusted the iron

out of the Germanic blood after a century of rule at Carthage, and of the

intrigue and struggle which preceded the fall of the Vandal Kingdom in

Africa. The story is interesting ; and the history, though rather richly

embroidered, is probably safely reliable—since care and thoroughness are

habitual to German students. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50.

The conclusion of the whole matter, in Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler's

Place and Power, is that " the mainspring of English public life, the fun-

damental force of the British national character, is neither the cult of the

jumping cat nor the worship of the golden calf . . . it is the fear of

the Lord, which fear is the beginning—and the end—of wisdom." Which

may be true, in spite of appearances ; but the evidence of it is not to be

drawn from this novel. D. Appleton A Co., New York. $1.50.

In The Year's Festivals Helen Philbrook Patten tells agreeably about nine
of the Idays which time-honored usage has set aside for distinctive ob-
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servance—New Year's, Twelfth Night, St. Valentine's Day, All Fool's

Day, May Day, Easter, Hallowe'en, Thanksgiving- and Christmas. His-

tory, tradition, legend, jest, anecdote and verse all contribute to the at-

tractive little volume. The illustrations are from paintings of the mas-

ters. Dana Estes & Co., Boston. $1 «<?/.

An earnest and athletic young clergyman, with a clear conception of his

duty and a determination to do it regardless of what may be in the way,
and a young woman of beauty and position who begins by earnestly dis-

liking him, are the principal characters in Caroline Atwater Mason's Holl

ofHeathfield. She begins to pity him early in the book
; naturally, the

embrace comes before the end of it. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

Marjie of the Lower Ranch is announced as "a ranch story by a real

ranch girl," with " the Western dash that might be expected of a girl

who would not ride a broncho that she herself had not broken to saddle."

The young lady may very likely be an accomplished
*'
bronco-buster,"

but needs further training before attempting to mount the Steed of Ro-
mance in public. C. M. Clark Publishing Co., Boston. $1.50.

Mildred Champagne undertakes, in her Love Stories from Real Life to

prove that, "Virtue is truly its own reward;" that, "Trouble is often a

blessing in disguise;" that, "Experience is indeed the best of all

teachers ;

" and to establish sundry other statements as startling. Any
who doubt their truth may (perhaps) be profited by reading the stories.

The C. M. Clark Publishing Co., Boston. $1.50.

The marvelous pioneer work of Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe in discovering
a way to open the windows of the soul for blind-deaf-mutes is recorded in-

terestingly by two of his daughters in Laura Bridgman. There is no better

title to immortality than that earned by Dr. Howe, whose whole life was
a flame of unselfish struggle for the uplift of those oppressed by men or

conditions. lyittle. Brown & Co., Boston.

Marriage in Epigram, compiled by Frederick W. Morton, contains re-

marks by more than 500 authors on that absorbing subject.
" The book

does not take sides ;

" hence the searcher may find testimonies bearing out

whatever shade of opinion he may happen to hold at the time. The longer
he has lived, the more inclined he will be to agree with all of them. A. C.

McClurg «&Co., Chica,go. 80 cents net.

Much the best work so far done by Frances Charles is The Awakening
of the Duchess. Her former books have seemed to strain after effect. This
is naught but a simple and straightforward tale of a little San Francisco

lassie who had lacked a mother's tenderness, and how she won it
;
but

it hits the mark which the other books often overshot. I^ittle, Brown &
Co., Boston. $1.50.

My Favorite Book-Shelf is described as a "
collection of interesting and

instructive reading from famous authors." This is exact ; and it may be

added that the selection is creditable to the taste of the compiler, Charles

Josselyn. In fortnat, the book approaches perfection; a handsomer page,
or one more comforting to the eye is rarely seen. Paul Elder & Co., San
Francisco. $2 net.

The Star Fairies is a particularly good-looking book of fairy tales, by
Edith Ogden Harrison. Her fancy is delicate, and the old materials are

given new and attractive form. The illustrations in color harmonize with
and set off the text. Altogether it is an excellent Christmas present for a

rather dainty little girl. A. C. McClurg &. Co., Chicago. $1.25 net.

Chari^bs Amadon Moody.
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The Dancers, and Other Legends and Lyrics, Poems by Edith M.
Thomas, $1.

Summer Song's in Idlenesse, by Katherine H. McDonald Jackson. $1.25.

Knglish Lyrics of a Finnish Harp, by Herman Montague Donner. $1.

The Mothers, a dramatic poem, by Edward F. Hayward. 75 cents.

Young Ivy on Old Walls, A Book of Verse, by H. Arthur Powell.

A Reed by the River, Poems by Virginia Woodward Cloud. $1.

A Field of Folk, Poems by Isabella Howe Fiske. $1.

Tangled in Stars, Poems by Ethelyn Wetherald. $1.

Apollo & Keats, Poems by Clifford Lanier. $1.50.

Semanoud, Poems by H. Talbot Kummer. $1.

All the above are from the press of Richard G. Badger, Boston.

The Cynic's Calendar of Revised Wisdom for 1904, by Oliver Herford,
Ethel Watts Mumford and Addison Mizner,

" with many clever illustra-

tions and bright decorations in red and black, bound in bright colored

shirtings with poster label." Paul Elder & Co., San Francisco. 75 cents

nri.

The Thirty Years War on Silver: Money Scientifically Treated and

Logically Presented. By A. L. Fitzgerald, Justice Supreme Court of

Nevada. Ainsworth & Co., Chicago; Jones's Bookstore, Los Angeles.
$1.10.

Drawing Room Plays, by Grace Luce Irwin. Seven "
practical amateur

plays" by "an experienced writer of amateur dramatics." Paul Elder &
Co., San Francisco. $1.25 ngi.

Said the Observer, a collection of newspaper sketches, by Louis J. Stell-

mann. The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco. 75 cents.

A Biographical Sketch of Charles A. S. Vivian, Founder of the Order of

the Elks. The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco. $1.

Wild Roses of California, A Book of Verse, by Grace Hibbard. A. M.
Robertson, San Francisco. $1 nei.

Hagar ; a Dramatic Poem in Three Acta, by RoUin J. Wells. The Broad-

way Pub. Co., New York.

The City of Is, and Other Poems, by Frederick Milton Willis. Mercury
Press, San Francisco. $1.

Poems of Love and Philosophy, by J. Vinton Webster. The Whitaker
& Ray Co., San Francisco. $1.

Beyond the Requiems, and Other Verses, by Loais Alexander Robertson.

A. M. Robertson, San Francisco. $1 nei.

Cloistral Strains, by Louis Alexander Robertson. A. M. Robertson,
San Francisco. $1 net.

Spray from Helicon, Poems by Henry Reed Conant. The Ohio Printing
Co., Cleveland.

The Solitary Path, Poems by Helen Huntington. Doubleday, Page &
Co., New York.

Westwind Songs, by Arthur Upson. Edmund D. Brooks, Minneapolis.
75 cents net.

A Gentleman, from one of Cardinal Newman's lectures. A. M. Robert-

son, San Francisco. 10 cents.

The Golden Banquet and Other Functions during the Reception of Presi-

dent Roosevelt. The Stanley-Taylor Co., San Francisco.

Death Valley ; Swamper Ike's Traditional Lore, by D. A. Hufford. D.

A. Hufford & Co., Los Angeles. Paper cover, 50 cents; yucca, 75 cents

snake-skin, $2.
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Cenductad by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

^HKN the news came that 20,000 men had sud-

denly become idle at Butte, every man who
knows the wonderful State of Montana must

have grown profoundly thoughtful. Litigation over a mine

threw the shadow of approaching want over 20,000 homes

just at the edge of winter in a country where winter is real

and not imaginary. And yet those men are surrounded by
vast natural resources which only await the application of

human labor to render them fit for the support of millions.

Why, these miners are the Ancient Mariners of their time—
Water, water everywhere,
But not a drop to drink—

Opportunities for homes and profitable employment on every

hand, but nothing for these men to do, and nothing wherewith

to satisfy the cravings of their hunger 1 It is a social tragedy.

Excepting Texas and California, Montana is the biggest

State in the Union in point of area. In extent and variety of

resources, and potentialities for the support of a population, its

rank must be about the same. Something like seventy per cent

of its soil is still public property, though this statement is

somewhat misleading, since much of the unoccupied land can

never be used for homes or farms. However, there is plenty of

fertile agricultural soil which may be made useful when irriga-

tion is provided. In the midst of all this natural wealth less

than 300,000 people are living today. And yet 20,000 can starve

to death because a few men have had a row about the owner-

ship of a mine and insist on shutting down the works until the

case has been passed upon by a higher court. The 20,000 can

suffer, but the very act which plunges them, and their wives

and children, into the darkness of coming want adds a few

Since the above was written, the Grovernor of Montana has called a

special session of the Legislature to enact a "
fair trial law "—whatever

that may be. As a consequence, the mines have reopened and the men re-

turned to work. But this fortunate circumstance does not lessen the im-

portance of the question discussed—the question of providing methods
which will render impossible the suffering of great numbers of people iu

the midst of undeveloped natural wealth equal to the sustenance of mil-
lions. The Butte miners have gone to work, but the problem which was
sharply revealed by the situation in which they were temporarily placed,
remains to be solved.

SOCIAI, TKAGBDY
OF
MONTANA.
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millions to the superfluous wealth of the men who are figfhtingf

over the mine, since the cessation of production enhances the

valu€ of the great stock of copper they have on hand. Is it

treason to say that in a land where the people have the power
to right every wrong such things should not be ? Well, then,

juake the most of it ! It is a foolish and short-sighted people
who permit 20,000 industrious citizens to suffer even the appre-
hension of want in the midst of such plenty as exists today in

Montana.

^m^^ If the New Zealand democracy ruled the affairs of Mon-
NRw ZEALAND tana the 20,000 idle men would have no cause for worry.

DOES. Their idleness would be of short duration. They would
be put at work, not for some other mine owner, but for them-

selves. And their last state would be decidedly better than
their first. The New Zealanders have a public employment
agency that is looking for the Man Out of a Job. Like Mon-
tana, they have a wealth of undeveloped resources and, unlike

MoJDtana, they are perfectly capable of turning those resources

to good account. The New Zealanders own the railroads, and
are thus able to furnish transportation to the man who needs to

travel in order to find a place to work. They utilize waste labor

in improving waste land. If they had the Montana case to deal

with, they would give the idle 20,000 a chance to build roads,

bridges and irrigation canals. Thus their immediate wants
would be promptly met. This would involve no loss to the

State. The new values created by the expenditure of money
and labor would largely exceed the cost. Having prepared some

fine, new district for settlement, New Zealand would proceed to

settle it with the very men who had done the work of prepara-
tion. The men would be trained, if necessary, in agricultural

work by practical teachers, and then permitted to settle in

villages convenient to the public domain.

^'But how would they get the capital to start?" some one

asks. Simplest thing in the world—New Zealand would lend it

to them. "What, without security?" the inquirer persists

On the contrary, the security is the best in the world. It con-

sists of a little farm with an industrious family upon it fighting
for home and independence. New Zealand loans money for

«uch purposes *n sums ranging from $150 to $15,000, the amount

depending upon the settler's needs and the value of the prop-

erty. Not good banking ? Well, the Colony asserts that it has

not lost a single dollar in the process yet. What better can be

said of any banking ?

The truth is that nearly all new countries are improved with

borrowed capital. That is the explanation of the presence of so

many loan agents wherever colonization is in projfress. The
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people of New Zealand are no more a class of borrowers than

were the settlers of Kansas and Nebraska—and no less. Only
New Zealand issues the promissory notes of the country, bor-

rows its money en bloc at three per cent, and loans it directly to

the people at four and a half per cent
;
while Kansas and Ne-

braska borrowed of a broker, who borrowed of a commission

house, who borrowed of a loan and trust company, who bor-

rowed of some thrifty school ma'am back in New England. It

cost the people of Kansas and Nebraska anywhere from eight to

fifteen per cent, for their money, and the people of New Zealand

four and one-half per cent. In both cases the security was of

the same kind—that is, land and human labor. To the casual

observer, it would appear that the New Zealanders are several

per cent smarter than their American cousins.

At any rate. New Zealand has the remedy for all such blight-

ing disasters as that which recently fell upon Montana. There

is room enough in this world for every man who is willing to

work, and especially in Montana, where wasting waters are

crying to be stored, and where manless land is waiting to re-

ceive the landless man. Some day Americans will gain wisdom

enough to develop their resources after some such method as

that which is working so successfully in New Zealand. Already
we have begun to build irrigation works by national enterprise.

This is good as far as it goes. But we shall go farther in time.

We shall say it is just as necessary to build homes as it is to

build battleships, and we shall appropriate money as freely for

one purpose as for the other. Some of this money will be loaned

to settlers who would otherwise be unable to make a start, or

who could only hope to do so by mortgaging themselves to

money-lenders who collect interest several times over for the

benefit of numerous interests engaged in the transaction.

There is another aspect of this matter well calculated ,_ «„-„*
to make men think. Most of the valuable mines in the a bettek

West have been discovered on land which was formerly
^^^

public property. What the people own they have a perfect

right to dispose of under such terms and conditions as they may
think just and wise. They could, if they chose, provide a

simple and effective method of establishing title to such prop-

erty definitely and finally before anyone is permitted to operate

it, and thus avert such calamities as the one which has fallen

upon Butte. They could, with justice, and perhaps with

wisdom, provide that the title to mineral lands should never

pass from the Government, but that the property should be

leased for a term of years to those who would develop and

operate it under certain humane and business-like regulations.

They might even stipulate how differences between labor and
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capital used in connection with such leased mines should be

settled, and thus erect safeguards against disastrous strikes and

lockouts and long- periods of idleness, which now bring hard-

ship, not only to owners and operatives, but to many other ele-

ments whose prosperity is dependent upon that of mining dis-

tricts. Indeed, the people might go farther and arrange to

collect a magnificent income in the form of royalties for mines

located on public property. It is reasonably certain that the

larger part of our mineral wealth yet remains to be discovered.

It lies, unsuspected and undisturbed, in land which now belongs
to all the people of the United States. The establishment of

such regulations could do no possible injustice to anyone.
There is no vested interest in this undiscovered wealth, except

the vested interest of the American people. Those who do not

care to lease mines under these terms would be under no obliga-

tion to do so. Still, the terms might be such as to encourage
them to engage in mining. The mine that turned out to be un-

profitable might pay no royalty whatever, while those that paid

reasonably well might contribute a reasonable royalty to the

public treasury, and those that proved to be bonanzas might
contribute in proportion. For instance there is a certain mine
which is said to yield a net revenue of $1,000,000 a month to

the person who owns it. It is located on land which a few years

ago belonged to the Government. Such a mine might reason-

ably pay ten per cent of its profits into the treasury. In ten

years this would amount to nearly as much as the total sum now

lying in the Reclamation Fund for the benefit of national irri-

gation. The man who owns it might worry along with an

income of $900,000 a month from the property, while thousands

of homes would be created with the proceeds of the royalty and

the whole country benefited.

These ideas are not new. Other countries have applied them

successfully in the past. The Boers filled their war-chest with

money obtained from this source. The mineral wealth which

still remains as the property of all should be used for the benefit

of all, and it may be that the reason 20,000 men, and many
more women and children, are plunged 'into gloom at Butte is

that we may learn this lesson.

gocj^j^ Henry E. Huntington, and his widespread scheme of

iNFLURNCK OF electric railways, are probably the strongest factors in
KLKCTRic UNBS. ^^^ evolution of new social conditions throughout a

large part of California. Mr. Huntington and his associates

must be men of imagination, or they could not foresee a vast

future development of material resources and a growth of popu-

lation, then proceed boldly to employ their millions in hastening
the realization. Taking Los Angeles for the center of their
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operations, they are reaching out into the country in every
direction. They are going- east through the San Bernardino

valley and west at least as far as Santa Barbara. From the

latter point they are likely to reach up the coast to an ultimate

connection with the growing network of electric lines at San
Jose and thence on to all the communities about the Bay. They
are striking south into prosperous Orange County, and will no

doubt follow down the coast to San Diego, thereby opening up a

delightful region which is destined to become the resort of many
thousands in summer and winter alike. But this is not all.

The new system is to penetrate the great San Joaquin Valley,

going north from Ventura to Kern County, then on through
Tulare and Fresno. The latter city and its surrounding colonies

will become like a web of electric lines. What effect will these

developments have upon the social and industrial life of Cali-

fornia ? The effect will be two-fold.

It will enlarge the lives of all who now dwell in the territories

to be traversed. To cheapen and to quicken transportation is to

bring people closer together and to lengthen their days by saving
their time. The electric car is the poor man's carriage. It

opens the door of the country to those hitherto housed up in

the town. It is merciful to the farmer's horses, for it is cheaper
to ride in the car than to drive one's own team. These new
conditions mean a constant interchange of people between town
and country with a resulting increase of social opportunities.

People will now gather to attend all sorts of meetings as they
never did before. They will see each other oftener and know
each other better. And this means the enlargement of life.

There is another aspect of the matter of no less importance.
These new electric railways will facilitate the settlement of the

country in small farms. Doubtless they will give a new impulse
to the modern tendency which makes for the concentration of

population in large towns, but this is not likely to be the evil

in agricultural California, which some people think it has been in

Eastern commercial and industrial centers. The reason is that

it pays here to cultivate the soil and that the conditions of rural

life are much more attractive and satisfying than in some other

parts of the country. With the exception of irrigation, no in-

fluence can do more to facilitate close settlement of the land
than cheap and rapid transportation. Therefore, a large, im-

mediate and constant growth of population may be expected to

follow the construction of these new electric lines. It has re-

quired much faith to build them in advance of the actual de-

mand, but no one who appreciates the latent greatness of Cali-
fornia doubts that this faith will be handsomely justified. Mr.
Huntington's enterprise is a big contribution to civilization on
the Pacific.
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It is little wonder that persons who are unfamiliar

A GOOD ^ ^

MAN with the facts fail to sympathize with the demand for
MISTAKEN,

^j^g repeal of the Timber and Stone Act when a man
like General Green, the Sage of the Sacramento, misunderstands

the reason and the object of the movement. General Green

keenly appreciates the vital need of preserving the watersheds,

and always means to be on the people's side of every question.

And yet he criticises Chairman Boothe, the executive head of

the National Irrigation Congress, because he has called upon
the President and the General Commissioner of the Land Ofl&ce

and urged them to favor the repeal. General Green's point is

that it is the President and Commissioner who are solely respon-
sible for the honest enforcement of the law, and that it is

ridiculous to ask them to favor its repeal when all they need do
is to insist that the letter and spirit of the law be observed.
So he denounces Mr. Boothe's talk as

"
humbug."

The Timber and Stone Act was not enacted for the purpose
of preventing the absorption of the forests for speculation and
monopoly. How can it be

'*
enforced" so as to prevent that

result ? A citizen files upon a quarter section of timber, mak-
ing oath that he does so for his own use and benefit. He pays
two dollars and a half an acre and gets title. Then he turns
around and sells the land to a syndicate which is consolidating
a vast tract into a single ownership. The moment the title

vests in this citizen he has a right to sell it to whomever he
chooses. Perhaps that is the "use and benefit" he intended

from the beginning, or perhaps he has honestly changed his

mind. It is an extremely difficult matter to prove that the filing
was dishonest within the meaning of the law. There is some-

thing in General Green's contention that the
"
poor devil" who

takes up land to sell for a song as soon as he gets title is as

much within his rights as the well-to-do individual who takes
it up to hold for a high price and pays taxes on it for five or

ten years before finding a customer. But that is not the point
involved in the demand for the repeal of the law. Neither the
"
poor devil " nor the well-to-do citizen should be permitted to

acquire valuable timber-land merely for speculation. Water-
sheds must be preserved, because of their intimate relation to

agriculture. They can only be preserved, when timber is cut
and denuded areas replanted under good public regulations.
And when timber is sold, the Government should realize some-

thing like its true value.

Evidently General Green does not understand what the advo-
cates of repeal propose as a substitute for the present law.
Their proposition is that the Government shall not part with
another acre of its forest lands, but shall retain title forever.

Then they propose that stumpage shall be sold at reasonable

prices to those who will cut it in accordance with good regula-
tions. Thus we shall eat our cake and have it, too. This is a

sane and just policy which should be supported by everybody
except those who want to grab the forests and hold them
a£ainst the needs of the future—a class to which General
Careen by no means belongs.

Wm. E. Smyths.
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IN DErENSE or FOREST RESERVES.
HB West is trembling- in the travail of a new birth of

J^ customs and institutions. And among- these is tlie

scientific and comprehensive forestry policy represented

by Gifford Pinchot, the official head of the work in the United

States. The first step in this plan is the withdrawal from entry

df timbered areas still belonging to the Government.

The creation of forest reserves is bitterly opposed throughout
the West by two elements—the lumber interest, which wants to

acquire more timber, and the livestock interest, which desires to

range its cattle and sheep on the forest lands without re-

strictions, as it has done in the past. Besides these two
chief objectors there are many who sympathize with them.

These include merchants and other business men who want the

country developed as rapidly as possible, and who regard the

reservation as an interference with legitimate enterprise. The

opposition is particularly ag-gressive in Northern California,

where timber is an economic factor of vast moment.

Mr. Pinchot recently visited California and listened to the

objections advanced against his policy. In a letter to a prominent
citizen of San Francisco, he has supplied specific answers to all

the arguments brought to his attention. The essential points

contained in his letter are reproduced, not only as a matter of

current interest, but also that they may be of record in these

pages for future reference.

The object of the forest reserves is, to use the words of the

President, "the making and maintenance of prosperous homes.
"

The idea is not to retard development, but to make all the re-

sources of the forest available for use. The present lines of

withdrawals are not intended to be permanent, but are made

simply to give time for a more careful examination. Land
found unfit for forest reserves will be excluded.

It is claimed that large areas unsuited for reserves now owned

by the Southern Pacific Company have been included, and that

this will permit the Company to effect an exchange of com-

paratively worthless land for valuable lands elsewhere. The
Government has shown in its dealing-s with the Santa Pe Com-

pany in Arizona that its policy is to exchange for lands of equal

value, where railroad property is unavoidably included in re-

serves. Lands temporarily denuded may, however, be very
valuable for reserve purposes. Brush and chaparral are of great

importance as protectors of water supply.
It is claimed that large owners will denude their lands and

then exchange for valuable timber elsewhere, and that various

counties will lose in taxes. Mr. Pinchot replies that denuded
lands unsuited for agriculture pay small taxes, but admits the
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other evil mentioned in this complaint. He says the friends of
forest reserves have repeatedly sougfht to have the law amended
so that land could be exchanged only for land of equal value.

They still hope to succeed. If the timber on thousands of

square miles now covered with chaparral had been cut under
proper regulations, the land would now be covered with valuable
stands of timber and be a permanent source of wealth to the
counties in which it lies.

It is also objected that mineral development will be retarded

by the reserves. The mineral laws apply equally within the
reserves and outside, except that large users of timber are re-

quired to purchase it from the Government under permit. Con-
venient regulations have been made in this regard and there is

no danger of delay on account of red tape. In the Black Hills,
where the policy is in full operation, the miners sustain it

heartily.
Mr. Pinchot denies that the livestock industry will be un-

reasonably restricted in consequence of the reserves. Of course,
the Government is anxious to prevent overgrazing, and this is

important to all the interests dependent upon the watershed.
But during the past year 1,151,278 sheep and 459,137 cattle and
horses have been grazed on forest reserves under regulations.
There is no force in the objection that the reserves will inter-

fere with homeseekers, since land more valuable for agriculture
than for timber will not be included. Neither is it true that
investment in railroads and power plants would be discouraged.
The law makes provision for right of way through the reserves,
and new railroads are chiefly contemplated where large areas
of timber are in private ownership. Friends of the forest policy
favor a law permitting the sale of stumpage, so that timber on
the public land would continue to be cut, though under good
regulations. The success of power plants depends on continuous
water supply, and on the holding of the soil by the forests to

prevent the silting up of reservoirs. Power plants are much
more likely to locate on streams whose headwaters are thus

protected than elsewhere.
It is said that the prolific growth of young trees after cutting

makes forest protection unnecessary. But good forestry, says
Mr. Pinchot, will keep the land producing trees instead of brush.

Finally, the opponents of the reserves declare that the forest

is unnecessary to regulate the flow of streams, and that on the

contrary it wastes the water by absorbing it. As this objection
amounts in some localities to a popular superstition, Mr. Pinchot's

reply must be quoted :

It has been proved by the experience of all mankind, not only in the
United States but throughout the world, that the forest* do regulate the
streams. This truth is held most firmly by the United States Geological
Survey, which is the highest authority on the subject in this country.
Those who hold that the forest does not regulate the flow of streams, or
that the trees absorb more water than they save, are simply mistaken.
Careful local studies by the agents of the Bureau of Forestry in Northern
California definitely confirm this view.

Mr. Pinchot's letter is the most important contribution yet
made in defense of the great forest reserve policy. It should be

widely read and discussed, for it is inseparably related to the

growth of the largest possible fnumber of homes and the pros-
perity of all industry in the West.
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POSSIBLE GROUNDS OF AGKI:i:mENT.

^SrtHE most public-spirited and disinterested citizens of Cali-

Jl^
fornia would be glad to see all the thoughtful friends of

irrigation unite upon some good measure to be presented

to the Legislature thirteen months hence. The San Francisco

Chronicle was the most prominent champion of the Works Bill.

The opposition to that measure was perhaps voiced as rigor-

ously in this magazine as in any other publication. That news-

paper and this magazine now find themselves in agreement on

two very important propositions.

The first is that the policy of national irrigation should be

promptly applied to the development of the great interior valley
of California in accordance with the declaration of the Ogden
Convention. This plan is heartily supported by Governor
Pardee and the Interior Department. The money is lying in the

Treasury to carry it into effect. It is no longer a remote possi-

bility, but an absolute certainty if the people want it. So far

as we know, none of the elements which opposed the Works Bill

would object to this epoch-making development.
The Chronicle, in a recent editorial, speaks well of the Dis-

trict Irrigation Law, and expresses the opinion that it offers a

feasible method of future progress. It very wisely suggests
that it should be safeguarded on its administrative side to pre-

vent the repetition of some very foolish mistakes which were
made in the past. Many who opposed the Works Bill, though
not all, would agree with the Chronicle on this matter also. It

would secure that joint ownership of land and water for which
we contended, and it could be made to supplement most admira-
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bly the system of public works to be constructed by the Govern-

ment. It also secures the principle of local autonomy, or home

rale, so dear to the irrig-ators of the West. It would leave

absolutely undisturbed the various communities, particularly

in Southern California, which have worked out their own salva-

tion by using practically all the water supply beneficially and

economically, and which now want to be let alone. While

strong- opposition would doubtless develop to any extension of

the District idea, the same would be true of constructive legis-

lation of any kind.

Even with such plans adopted, it would still be necessary to

have some general administration over streams in which these

large new works should be created. Agreement on this subject

might be more difficult. But in this connection a study of the

new Nevada law is earnestly commended. Some of its features

may prove feasible in California. At any rate, the Constructive

League Is ready to do all in its power to unite the friends of

irrigation on some good measure. This done, the League will

fight as hard to put that measure through as it fought to defeat

a bill which it considered fundamentally wrong.

A TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIVAL.
BBNJAMIN PAY MILI.S ^NTBRS UPOKf A NEW EVANGEUSM WITH

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC BEARINGS.

NEW evangelism was launched in Southern California

during October last. It seems quite safe to predict that

it will make a deep mark on the life of the times. While
the work is of a profoundly spiritual character, it is also inti-

mately related to social and economic thought and tendencies,

and may thus w«ll bfl chronicled in these pages. Indeed, it is

distinctly a product of the Twentieth Century West, and lends

encouragement to those who believe that some of the most

potent influences of the future ar« to originate on the Pacific

Coast and travel eastward.

The voice of the new crusade is one that has long been heard

in the land in connection with evangelistic work, though on

somewhat different lines. With the exception of Dwight L.

Moody, no revivalist of recent times has addressed more people
or accomplished larger results than Benjamin Fay Mills. Al-

though he is yet but forty-six years of age, his name has been

familiar to the whole country for at least fifteen years. A dozen

years ago he was in the height of his career as an Orthodox

evangelist, and his work in that capacity extended into a much
later jjcriod. But the day came when he changed his views on
some materia) points. The churches which had everywhere lent
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their enthusiastic cooperation to his former work were naturally

shocked and frieved when the announcement came that he had

adopted liberal views of theolog-y. They felt, and did not hesi-

tate to say, that B. Fay Mills had destroyed his usefulness at a

moment when he should have entered upon the prime of his

career. But no one questioned his sincerity. There is a simple
rule by which such things are measured in these days.

" How much does he get out of it ?
" the average man asks,

meaning, of course, how much money does he make. The suc-

cessful revivalist of national or world-wide fame always enjoys

a large earning capacity. Usually, he demands nothing, but

invariably he receives a handsome free-will offering from his

large and enthusiastic congregations. He is well entertained,

as a man intensel}' busy in doing good for others ought to be.

His name and his words fill the newspapers and his praises are

on every lip. He becomes a man of real power and, in addition

to the satisfaction of noble achievement, enjoys a very generous
measure of worldly success. It was evident enough to all that

when Mills the Orthodox became Mills the Liberal, he must have

done so for conscience's sake. This fact did not mitigate the

genuine sorrow with which the announcement of the change
was received in the hundreds of communities which he had so

deeply stirred in former times, but it did make him quite secure

in the respect of his fellow-men.

Mr. Mills began his career in liberalism at Boston, where he

was invited to go by Edward Everett Hale. A committee was

organized to support his work, and for two years he addressed

great congregations in Music Hall and HoUis Street Theater.

Four years ago, he accepted a call to the First Unitarian Churcn
at Oakland, Cal. He filled that pulpit until the llth of last

October, also preaching at Alameda in the afternoon, and at San
Francisco in the evening, each Sunday. He still enjoyed good

audiences, though of course no such concourse of people came
to hear him as during the great revivals when nearly all the

churches worked with him.

A settled pastorate, even with two extra congregations to

preach to once a week, was a very quiet life for Mr. Mills, after

the years of strenuous work which lay behind him. But the four

years' residence in the beautiful Piedmont Hills represented a

period of intense intellectual activity. With the aid of his

gifted wife, he became a profound student, not of theology in

the narrow sense, but of all the great religions of the world, of

literature, of science, of society and of economics. He was

searching for God and found hira—everywhere ! And he was

seeking the inmost meaning of Christ's teachings in their rela-

tion to the practical affairs of daily life. For he believed that
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his real mission on earth was yet to be performed

—that his
"
future

"
lay before and not behind. He felt also that his true

work lay in the evangelistic field and not in filling any single

pulpit.
But a more momentous thought was stirring within him. He

had once been a powerful preacher of Orthodox theology. He
had left this ground and become a Unitarian. But could he
rest even there ? He had reached the conclusion that the
essence of every religion is the same, and that all the great
teachers, through all the ages and in all parts of the earth have

preached an identical gospel. At length, a clear conception
came to him. He would resign his pastorate and go forth
"
without scrip or purse" to preach "the very best thoughts

that I can think, believing that if this be not the truth, then
truth is something so much greater that as yet I cannot even
think it." But where should he begin ?

He prepared a brief statement of the religious work which
he believed he was fitted to do and sent it to a few trusted per-
sonal friends living in different parts of the United States. He
asked them to tell him frankly, first, whether they sympathized
with such an undertaking ; second, if so, whether they would
undertake to "father" it in their community. All of his

friends replied sympathetically, but only one place seemed to be

open for an immediate beginning. This was San Diego. Mr.
Mills preached his farewell sermon at Oakland on Sunday,
October 11th, and the first sermon of his new evangelism Tues-

day, October 13th. It was absolutely necessary to rest one day—on the cars !
—because of the distance between Oakland and

San Diego.
Mr. Mills and his San Diego friends anticipated no difficulty

in the formation of a representative committee to take charge
of the meetings. The plan was to have a member from each

religious organization, including the Hebrews, Catholics and
Theosophists, as well as representatives of the public outside
of all organizations. But it was quickly discovered that no
such committee could be enlisted. Prominent church members
declined to participate, but did so in a way which could not fail

to command entire respect. They said that if Mr. Mills was
trying to do good they wished him all success, but since he had
changed his views materially they thought they ought first to

hear the new message before committing themselves to its sup-
port in the slightest degree. Otherwise they might put their

churches in a false position. On the other hand, they did not
desire to be put in the position of declining to assist something
which might turn out to be acceptable to them. In other words,
they thought they ought not to be asked to declare themselves
one way or the other until the new evangelism had spoken.
When the matter was reported to Mr. Mills, he promptly con-
curred in the opinion of the church members. "But," he said,
"I did not want anybody to feel that while professing to love

everybody, I did not love them." There was, therefore, no com-
mittee to prepare the way. A hall was engaged and it was
announced that Mr. Mills would deliver four addresses on
"Twentieth Century Religion."
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When the hour arrived the speaker found a crowd which ex-

tended out upon the sidewalk. He had to request the people
who filled the aisles to stand a little closer and let him pass
through. The moment he was recognized, a wave of applause
swept the hall. One thins: was already settled—the people still

desired to hear Benjamin Pay Mills. He intended to make no
reference to the change which had occurred in his theological
opinions since he appeared in San Diego twelve years before,

Benjamin Fay Mills. Photo by Stephens

and did make none himself. But the friend who introduced him
touched upon the matter briefly. He said:

" When such a revela-

tion comes to any man what would you have him do ? Would you
have him grovel, like a coward ? Would you have him hold a
mask before his face, like a hypocrite ? Or would you have him,
like a brave and dauntless soul, sacrifice power and popularity
and emoluments, if need be, and be true to himself ?

" The
answer of the audience was unmistakable.
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In his first address, Mr. Mills gave a rapid outline of the kind

of religfion which he thinks the twentieth century should accept
and practice. It will be a religion of learners, of laborers, and
of lovers. On the three following- nig-hts he took up these ideas
in detail. In discussing- the "Religion of Learning," he planted
himself squarely on the doctrine of evolution and gave a mar-

velously lucid account of the world's scientific progress, particu-
larly during the nineteenth century and the opening years of

the twentieth. This religion will accept nothing as final, so far

as the physical facts of the universe are concerned, but will

keep abreast of scientific knowledge as it unfolds.
" The great-

est thing we know," he said,
"

is that we are to know more."
The sermon on the

"
Religion of Labor " was one of the most

inspiring of the series. "God never made a world," he de-

clared. "He has started several, including this one, but He
depends on the human race to carry it forward to completion.
All who do their work in the right way, and in the right spirit,
are working in partnership with God." He proceeded to show
the beauty, dignity and holiness of labor and the importance of

training the young to this conception of the work they are to

do. There is no more important aspect of religion. In his ad-

dress on the
"
Religion of Loving," he applied the teachings

of Jesus not only to the relations of individuals to each other,
but to their relations with industry, politics and society. It was
a plea for brotherhood, carried to its logical conclusion. He
fearlessly declared that Socialism is inevitable, though he looks
for a day beyond that, when men will be "good enough to live

the loving life without the compulsion of law."
The Mills meetings in San Diego were planned to cover four

days. Actually, they lasted four weeks, being extended from
time to time in response to popular invitations. Soon the

preacher was speaking three times a day
— at the early hour of

8:15, then at 3:.^0 in the afternoon, and at 7:30 in the evening.
Unity Hall, where the meetings began, was early outgrown,
and the more commodious Isis Theater was engaged when it

had vacant dates. On one occasion it was suddenly found that
neither the hall nor the theater could be obtained for two days.
In this dilemma, Mr. Mills's friends asked for the use of the
First Congregational Church for the purpose of holding four

meetings. The request was graciously granted, after full dis-

• cussion at a meeting of the membership. In all, something
like forty meetings were held, with an aggregate attendance ex-

ceeding the entire population of the city. And what did the

preacher talk about at all these meetings ?

The early morning meetings were of a very tender and con-

fidential character. The people were required to be in their

seats promptly at 8.15, when the doors were locked. Mr. Mills

spoke exactly one-half hour, and dealt exclusively with the

inner meaning of the Sermon on the Mount. These talks were

extremely spiritual, and brought the people very close together
in thought and purpose. The public meetings covered a wide

range of discussion and amplified the ideas which had been sug-
gested by the four opening addresses. A very notable group of

addresses was that on
" The Divinity of Man."
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Mr. Mills was asked to formulate a statement of his teaching-,
and did so in the following- words, which have been printed in

colors on a card and placed in many a San Diego home and
office :

THE GOSPEL FOR AN AGE OP TDNREST.
The Gospel for an Age of Unrest is a re-statement of the fundamental

truth that unselfishness is the solution of every individual and social prob-
lem. Science teaches the unity of substance, and the last word of philoso-
phy emphasizes altruism as the type of life that is fitted to survive. In

private life this gospel means consecration to the ideal expressed in the
words " Not to be ministered unto, but to minister." In sociology, it is

called brotherhood ; in economics, it requires cooperation ; its political ex-

pression is democracy, and in religion its name is love.

It stands squarely on the declaration of Paul that "All law is fulfilled in
one word, even in this : Thou shalt love !

"

It is always constructive and never censorious ; thinketh no evil, is

always kindly in spirit and utterance ; contends with nothing ; aims to
criticise only by creation, and takes as its motto,

"
I am come, not to

destroy, but to fulfill." It is Christian in the true sense, and teaches that
the life we believe Jesus to have lived is the life men ought to live, and it

recognizes the same gospel at the heart of every great religion.
It aims to found no institutions, but to generate the Spirit that will test

every institution, strengthen those that are worthy to live, and make its

own appropriate forms of expression.
It attaches itself to no church or sect or party, but endeavors fearlessly

and lovingly to apply its principles to the home, the school, the church, in-

dustry and commerce, the State and the intercourse of the nations.
It is empirical, not dogmatic ; practical rather than theoretical, and

affords a basis for spiritual union and practical cooperation of those who
differ in intellectual opinions.

It recognizes no artificial distinctions among men, but regards them all

as children of God and brothers one of another.

Mr, Mills' farewell meeting was held at the Isis Theatre in

the presence of an immense audience. Besides his own address,
there were feeling remarks by several citizens who voiced the

appreciation of the community. Two of the addresses expressed
the popular sentiment so perfectly that brief extracts must be

quoted :

Mr, Philip Morse, a prominent business man, and a Method-

ist, said :

Do we not all believe in goodness ? And, if we do, are we willing to
order our lives accordingly ? * * * Hegel says that " when the time
is ripe, men know." I believe the time is ripe for men to begin to prac-
tice brotherly love, and that it is going to win.

If this spirit has really taken root here in San Diego, our city will have
an added charm that shall eclipse all the rest. The self-seeking spirit will
be put away ; greed and the rule of gold will be effaced, and the glorious
leaven will spread until other communities, other States and other nations
shall catch the divine inspiration and realize the true meaning and practice
of the Sermon on the Mount.

Mr. Ernest E. White, manager of the Spreckels Commercial
Company, and a Unitarian, said :

What Mr. Mills has been saying is not new. I have heard just such
truths from my youth up, but I can truly say that I have never known them
before. Mr. Mills is inspired with the true spirit, and has been enthusing
us with the same spirit. His teachings are a panacea for all troubles, and
make life and its problems so simple that its difficulties fade away. They
do not make life easy—no man who wishes for his epitaph the glorious
epilogue to Asolando, which Mr. Mills has just quoted, would want to make
life easy. But they do make life simple, and wholly within the compre-
hension of each of us. Now, if we wish to express our thanks to him, in
the way that would please him most, it will be by trying to live the life he
has pointed out to us—to live our religion

—a religion of deed and not of
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creed ; a religion of service to our fellowmen. And it will be in this way
only that we can thank him adequately—not to talk about it, but to do it.

Such is the story of the first chapter in the new evangelistic
career of Benjamin Fay Mills. Readers will naturally ask if

there was any practical outcome of the work aside from
the spiritual awakening- which always accompanies a powerful
presentation of Christ's life and teachings.
There was no

"
mourners' bench," no appeal for converts.

But as the meetings went on from day to day, the speaker saw
many evidences of tremendous earnestness on the part of men
and women. A few days before the close, he invited all who
seriously desired to lead the Christ-like life to address letters to

him and say so in black and white. A large number did so.

These received a reply, asking them to assemble and confer
after his departure. He outlined definite plans on which they
might proceed. He did not advise an organization. "You
cannot build anything that has roots—it must be planted. If it

has really been planted here, it will grow," he suggested.
Some people thought he would try to found a new church or

society. On the contrary, he urged those who now belong to

churches to remain with them and build them up, and those
who do not belong to churches to affiliate with whatever church
seems best to meet their needs. But there is a large field of
labor which he urges them to cultivate, cooperating as far as

possible with existing institutions. To this end, committees
were formed, and every individual assigned to service on one of
them. These committees cover a wide variety of activities,
not all of which are in the line of charities. Something will be
done for the spread of scientific knowledge and, it is hoped,
much will be done to teach the young the religion of labor.

Public meetings will be held to discuss the wide range of topics
in which general interest has been aroused. Prominent men
from abroad will be invited to give the public the benefit of

their knowledge and ideas. Home talent will be developed in

the same field. But, most important of all, the little band will

try to live the simple, loving, self-effacing life which Jesus
lived and taught. In a word, the plan is not to talk, not to

pose, but to do—and to do it so quietly that no one will know
who did it.

Mr. Mills went from San Diego to Ivong Beach, where he

preached the
"
Gospel for an Age of Unrest "in a Congrega-

tional church. Over the door of that church are these words,
**A Temple of Brotherhood and Truth." Thence, he went to

Green Bay, Wisconsin, where he continued his labors in another

Congregational church. The first of the year will find him
back in Southern California, for a crusade which will perhaps
cover several months. Los Angeles gave him an audience
of thousands on a recent Sunday, and demanded a series of

meetings, which will probably begin in January.
His enthusiastic friends believe the new evangelism will

sweep around the world and make a spiritual awakening that
will write its history in the annals of social and economic prog-
ress. Whatever may come of it, the new work of the famous
evangelist is certain to attract the deepest attention through-
out the religious world.



HAIR WELL KEPT REFLECTS THE USE OF

Packer's Tar Soap
Pure as xhe Pines

A Perfect Cleanser Recommended by Physicians
THE PACKER MFG. CO. NEW YORK
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The Basis of any Office System must
be a Simple, Efficient Method

of Filing Correspondence

The original Shannon System (made solely by us) provides
—

not merely instant location of any paper
—but also positive Safety

and Unlimited Capacity. Our catalogue No.oOML takes up this subject

in detail. May we send it to you ?

YAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO.

Los Anireles Agency :

THE OUT WEST CO.

San Francisco Office, 635 MIsBion St.

Main Factories and Ex. Offices,
Rochester, N. Y.

Rapid Roller

Letter Copier

provides the only safe,

sure way of copying cor-

respondence. Shows every
correction or alteration.

Strong
—

speedy
—

easily

operated. Write to-day

for catalogue No. 33-ML

i^MiKaM9stimvHasmitsiiv»»/mr.vvttm((tf^^ ^S^
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Fbadine is kind to fabrics

NAVAJO INDIAN BLANKETS
MOQUI PUCQUES, POTTERY, ETC.

Sdles Rooms, 1408 West Ninth Street

LOS ANGELES, (Al.

Mail orders p- XAM |//^# 'T Indian
Address to ^ . VV ., V \Jl^^ Trader

P.O.-CANON DIABLO, ARIZ..



Tourist Hotels

"The Aairelns," Los Anareles.

The "KanUferd" Hotel. Salt Lak* City.

THe An^elus, Los Angeles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring: Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.

The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

THe Unutsford, Salt LaKe City-

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

Ilie Stratlord
MICHIGAN and

JACKSON BOULEVARDS

CHICAGO

GEO. B. WEAVER

European Plan

$1.50 per Day and Upwards

Located in the heart of the

Business, Shopping and Thea-

ter districts fronting on Lrake

Michigan.
The handsomest Dutch

Room in America on the

ground floor, and noted for its

very excellent cuisine.

French Restanrant on parlor floor

The aanltary equipment of this

Hotel Is of the Tery beat and latent

improved appliances.



iTheOldsmo
No roads too rough or uneven for the Oldsmobile. Its strong

construction and simple mechanism are built to undergo the

mo^ severe usage. Its ecisy, cushioned frame affords perfect

comfort to its occupants at all times.

Embodying the late^ improvements that our long experience

has sugge^ed, the Oldsmobile is today, in ail seasons and on

all roads, "the be^ thing on wheels."

Price, $650^
For ^ormy weather, the Oldsmobile can be fitted with a water-

proof top and apron that provides perfect protection for the occupants
and the operating lever.

SelKng agencies in all the large cities, or write for full

information to Dept. 54

OLDS MOTOR WORKS
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers
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Largeit National Bank in Southeri California

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANOBLKS

Deaiarnated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock S 400,000

Sarptus and Undivided Profits over 360,000

Deposits j,ooo,ooo

J. M. Elliott, Prtst. W. G. Kerckhofp, V.-Pr««t
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Preit.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
J. D. Blcknelt H. Jevne W. G. Kerckhoff
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. D. Hooker

J. C. Drake

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N, E. Cot, First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, . . - -

Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000,00
250,000.00
650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.

No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.

G. E. Bittinfirer, Cashier.

Ordn^e (ounty Rundies

Divideoii Payers

That is the

reason why

The Mort$d§c Indebtedness

on property is less than in any other

county in the State. SAI^iTA ANA is

the county seat.

For information write to

ORANGE (OUNTY REALTY (0.

SANTA ANA. (AL

REDLAND8

ORANGE GROVES'
IN REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

FoK Salb at Lowest Prices.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledge of Red-

lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a arrove or a house or a irood paying
business property in Redlands and vicinity.

For information address

JOHN P. FISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. REDLANDS. CAU.

PASADENA

/ SEL.L ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with irood water
rights. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for

profit. Fine homes in Pa.sadena a specialty.

I REAL.ESTATEr-^.
JlNSURANCE. LOAN.^

16 S. Raymond .\ Pasadena, Cal.

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT & SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202>^ & BROADWAY

NOLAN & SMITH Bl-OCK LOS ANUlLlS, CAL.

For TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTING
frirf. Telffhonror \lritr II ire. Te/t/JiL'nr .r II r,!,

JOHN PARTRIDGE JOHN PARTRIDGE
For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

ll'irr, TtUfhcnr or ll'riu

JOHN PARTRIDGE
306 California St., i^AN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

CHRISTMAS
TtllNOS-FOR HER
What would be more acceptable than a

choice box of Whiting's paper with her

monogram embossed ?

A Waterman or Swan fountain pen is also

an ideal gift.

OUT yNEST CO.
nS S. BROADWAY. LOS ANGELES
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THE

EQUITABLE
J.W.ALEXANDER

PRESIDENT

HENRY B HYDE

J.H.HYDE
VICE PRESIDENT

Past, Present and
t Future Christmases
^ w^ere all shown toEbenezer

^^li^ Scrooge in Dickens "Christmas Carol"

^ Suppose you could be shown your

^^ future Christmases. or those of
^'

t your family ?

:^ Dorit you think it might possibly

^^-^^^^^^
cause you to at once take stepsm ^jj^ to protect your loved ones and

vacancies formen ofcharacter toad as representatives

Apply to GAGE E.TARBELL,2nd Vice President

For full information fill out this coupon or write

itie [QoiioDie lite flssoraoce socieif oi me uoiiedSies

i

J 20 Broadway, New York Dcpt. No. 34

i Please send me information reg-arding- an Endowment for

11

$ if issued at.

Name

Address

.j'earsof asre.



EDUCATIONAL. INSTITUTIONS

212 iA/ieST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped businew

coUeg-e on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

Occidental College
iosanoelcs.cai

The College. Fow Courses—Classical, Scientific,
Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new building's,
to cost $70,000, to be erected this year.
Academy. Prepares for Occidental, State Univer-

sity, etc. The Occidental School of Music—Theory,
History, Vocal and Instrumental.
First semester begrins September 23, 1903.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEAl-TH AVENUE

Prepares boys for collegre. Government .schools, tech-
nical schools and business. Boys received and cared for
at special rates duringr vacation. 15-acre campus,
swimminc .baths, summer camp. Illustrated cata-
loirue upon request. Phone Main 1556. Walter J.

Bailey, A.M., Superintendent. Downtown office, 410 S.

Broadway, Los Anjreles, California.

PASADENA-I30-I54 S. EUCLID AVE.

ENdLISHdASSKAL School (or Girls
14th Year Beqins Oct., 1903

Boardinerand day pupils. New buildings. Gymna-
siunr. Special care of health. Entire chaig-e taken of

pupils during- school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern collesres. European teachers
in art, music and modern languaires.

Tel. Black 1671 Anna B. Oktoh, PRiNCifAL.

Josfpli
7951

6/4 S. QRAND AVE.. LOS ANQELES
In its own new buildingr, with large gymnasium. The
greatest and strongest commercial school in Los An-
geles. Its graduates are the most competent and se-

cure and hold the best positions. Investigate.
LACKEY, HOOD & HOLLMAN, Managers.

To Owofrs of Gasolise Eigiif.-.

Automobiles, Lausches, Etc.

The Auto-Sparker
<l<>es away entirely with all starting and
runnintj^ l>atterie$. their annoyance atxi

expense. No belt— no switch— no bat-
teries. Can be attached to any eaglDC
now usinf batteries. Fully gtiannteed ;

write for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINOCR DEVICE MFG. CO
42 Main Street Pesdleton. lad.

PLAYS
born St.

Dialogues, Recitations and
other Entert.tinments. Send
for free catai^ue of over
2IKK) plavs. THE DRAMATIC
PLBLI5HINU CO.. 358 Dear-

CMICAOO, or 40 W. 28tli St . NEW YORK

Unitarian Literature Ir^I
on application to Secretary Woman'
stable, Mass.

Alliance, Barn-

The Dobinson School of Expression
In "the Italy of America,"

Los Angeles, Cal. 1041 South Hope St.

English Literature, Word Analysis, Interpretation,
Elocution, Physical Culture, Shakespeare, Health, Deep

Breathing, the Speaking Voice.
The Dramatic Department includes training for the stage

and placing of competent pupils.

IVriie for catalogue.

,/^lv6oi)Bi/Ay7/T /^ Positive, Powerful, Progressive

Thorough courses, modern ideas, high-grade work, abundant teaching
force; superior bookkeeping, shorthand and typewriting methods; Pro-
ficiency the watchword; 'the success of the student" the motto ; superl) new
college building, finest equipment, thousands of successful graduates. The
place to gol Watch the New Woodbury, f«)9 S. Hill St. Call, write or phone. fRKSIOENT

RamonA TOILET 3oA p FOR 3ALE
£VERVWHEF7E

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. A Co., Tel. Main 509.



Of^l

The grandest of all pianos^ pronounced so by

the finest musicians from the time the first Chick-

ering was made—eighty years ago
—until now,

when

The Chickering
stands as an almost, if not quite, perfect piano.

Jonas Chickering built his first instrument well,

and every one since has been better built, and the

Chickering has always stood at the head. We
are sole agents for the genuine Chickering. We
are exclusive agents for the VOSC, the PIANOLA,

the AEOLIAN PIANO and the VOCALIAN ORGAN.

Send for free booklets and other information.

San Dieg-o Branch:
] 050-4 Fourth St.

SOUTHERN CHLJFORNm
MUSIC COMPJlNy-
352' 33 ¥ SOUTH BROflDW^Y L/J-



Take the curl out of the

Hold the sole flat, [toe

Prevent ill effects

of wet leather.

Drive wrinkles out

of the uppers.
Insure comfort.

Prolong the wear.

Keep the shoe like

new.

Shoe Trees become an
indispensable article

with you.
Name on every pair.

For sale by
C. M.StaiibCo..

216 S. Broadway, Lo* ADgelet.

Wetbaby-Kayxr Shoe Co..

2I&S Hroadway. Los Angeles,

&» E. Colorado St.. Pasadena.

When selectitiK-

a Christmas

present why not C
get something
combining- ele-

gance, comfort
and durability.

There isnothintr

that would be

more univers-

ally appreciated
than a handsome

Morris Chair.

Besides they are not as expensive as you would
suppose. In order to aret the lowest possible price
we have received a solid car lot of these chairs,
which will be sold at a small margin above cost.

Those who make early selections in these troods
can be assured of havinir choice of patterns and
prompt deliveries.

T. BILLINGTON CO.
312-14 SOUTH BROADWAY LOS ANGELES. CAL.

The Carpet and Curtain Store.

D€camlcr
lV»»Crcam'

For the COMPLEXION
WILL CURE PIMPLES. BLACKHEADS AND ALL SKIN DISEASES

Send for free Sample and Circular FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
RECAMIHR MANUFACTURING COMPANY

131 WEST 3l9t STREET. NEW^ YORIi
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Suitable Christmas Gifts
are sometimes hard to select. You cannot ffo amiss in choosing- some
nice piece of furniture for your token of friendship. It will always be

useful and ornamental, and greatly appreciated. We grive a few

sug-grestions for both men and women
which make excellent presents:

For WOMEN
Writing Desk
Table

Dressing Table
Music Cabinet

Sewing Table

Easy Rocker
Sofa Pillow

China Closet

For MEN

Shaving Stand
Book Case
Morris Chair

Cellarette

Chiffonier

Smoking Stand
Turkish Chair

Library Table

TlT^^^ORDER BY MAIL. We give maU orders very care/ul attoi-

UU^-^
'

Hon, and gi
'

guarantee satisfaction.

NILES PEASE FURNITURE CO.
439-441-443 SovitH Spring' Street Los Angeles, California

r

Give Good rurniture
Bad enough when something you buy for

yourself turns out to be trash—but what if

you gave it to someone for CHristmas ?

You are safe in anything you buy here ;

and you are sure to find a suitable, sensi-

ble, acceptable gift for every member of

the family—gifts that will adorn the home
and be of practical use every day for years
to come. Choose early if you care for the

choicest. We'll deliver any day you say.

225-29
South

Broadway

ro

\\i
Opposite

City

Hall
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TKe ^reat round -world

I\no>v8 notHin^
TKat can matcH it



OCEAN 10 OCEAN
WITHOUT
CHANGE
VIA THE

NEW YORK
HILADELPHM

BALTIMORE

THE SHORT LINE

TO THE FAR EAST

IHRO' THf HfART OF THE OLD SOUTH
SUIMSET LIIV1ITED in connection with the superbly equipped

SOIITHWESTERIM LIMITED, a palatial solid vestibule
train between New Orleans and New York.

Personally conducted parties tri-weekly, without chantre of cars^between
San Francisco andlWashinarton, D. C.

THROUGH DINING CAR SERVICE

P.K.GORDON Southern Pacific GROVE KETCHUM
Pacific Coast Pass. A^ent Ttgents

or
Travelingr Pass. Ag-ent

w.
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JAMES W. HELLMAN
dkalbk in Stoves and Heaters

OF EvEKY Variety

One of the very best is THE. IMPROVE.D

"lone" Heater
FUEL— Will burn Chips, Shavings, Bark, Roots,

Corn Cobs or Cord Wood, and give more heat in less

time, and retain it longer than any stove ever made.
DRAFT FUNNEL— By the patent method of

taking the draft from the top, we secure a perfect Air-

Tight Heater, giving absolute control of the fire. As
there are no openings near the bottom, the cold air
currents moving along the floor are avoided, and the
draft being obtained from descending currents, which are
full of Impurities, makes the Heater the best of ventila-
tors. The air becomes gradually heated as it passes
through the draft pipe, and therefore enters the fire at
the right temperature, supplying the proper amount
of oxygen to produce and maintain a perfect COOibustkM.
and saving fuel, because with this damper, complete C0«-
trol of the fire Is obtained. The hot air coming from
above ignites and utilizes as fuel all the gases in the
stove which injmost other] stoves go to waste.

Call at 161 North Spring^Street, LOS ANGELES

WILLIAMSON BROS.
oia
RelUbU

Pianos —
Organs..

Behr Bros.

Shoninger
Ivers «& Pond
Bush & Gerts
Poole
Schubert
HaddorflF
Victor
Karlbach
Strohber, etc.

Sonthern CallfomU
Headquarters for

Standard
Sewing Machines

PIANO STORE: 327 S. SPRING ST.. LOS ANGELES. OAL,
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Christmas
THINGS=FOR HIM
We make our best bow and offer the fol-

lowing" ; Waterman and Swan fountain

pens, stilettof pocket knives, oak ink

stands, leather letter wallets, and some
other items to delight him.

OUT Wi:ST CO.
113 S. Broad-way LOS ANCELES

lias ({rave ilange
plexi n. The
always

LABLACHE
Face Powder which freshens, clears, and
softens the skin and makes the complex-
ion pure and beautiful. Any woman may
havealovely complexion. LABLACHE
is the greatest beautifier in the world. Nothing else is "Just as good.*
Flesh, White, Pink, Cream Tints. 50c.abox. Dru^gfists or by mail.

Bkn Levy & Co., French Perfumers, 125 King^ston Street, Boston.

EHHIBn
Holiday rnonei/

goe^ykrthest
here^ in Calif-

-orniafs Grandest
Ciiristmas Store
where everi/thing
is sold aljye-

partment Store prices.
TTie ^Special T>isp/at/s of/lolidm/

Merchandise, and tiie savings tobewade
are worth travelingmany miiesjbr^

C^i/or/zia.^

KAMONA Toilet ^oA p FOR .SALE

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. IVlain 509.



Travel in

Comfort
Trunk and
Dresser
Combined

* Let us sell )

( eleLratefl
" STAN-

LEY DRESSER
I KUNK" with smooth

s.i.lini; .Irawcrs. No RUMMAGIHG for

clothing. All articles In their proper
place, liottoin just as accessiiile as t<i

Cost no more than others. "Sold direct

from factory" — rtturnabtt if not

satisfactory. Ask for Catalog M S7li
\

THK llOMKR Young Co.. Ltd.. Toledo,

MADAME ADELINA PATH says
•

l have found

CREME SIMON K'ood

iii=^ed.

It is used today by over 1,1

Careful mothers

know the

value of this

preparation for

uonien the world over.

Baby^ as well

as its worth for

all members

of the family

Oo not fail to send 10c. and se> ure expensive sample of this de-

lightful Skin Tonic, and of Siinun I'owiler and Simon Soap.

Explanatory booklet free

George P. Wairau, 2-4 Stone St., New York

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
will relieve and cure chapped bands, lips, rash. Ban
burn, chafed or rouarh skin from any cause. PreTent*
tendency to wrinkles or afreinir of the skin. Keeps the
face and hands soft, smooth, firm and white. It has no
equal. Ask for it and take no substitute.

PACKAGE OF ESPEY'S SACHET POWDER
BENT FREE OH RECeiPT OF 2C. TO PAY POSTAar
P B. KEYS. Aflt. S. center Ave.. Chlcags

niGHWATER ADJUSTABLE TROUSER CLEFS
Requires only two seconds to make

lonir trousers short, or short trousers
loiior. They protect trousers from dnst,
'>iirrs and dew, when hnntinir, frolfing',

ilinir, skating- or ball playing. When
. \ clinir, they prevent trousers from be-
eoniins shapeless or soiled by the chain
or catchintr in sprocket wheel. Price per
pair, 5l)c postpaid. Catalog- of 3«iO useful
articles free. World's Supply Co., Lock
Box 4H, York, Nebraska.

^U'eso^m^
Cures While You Sleep

Whooping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

flay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

i>oii't fnll t nuKNE for the distressim
nd often f.it.il ;i: which U Is recommended
""or more th;u) twrmv \i-.us we have had the most con
lusivc assur;inies tli.it there is nothing better. Creso-
ene is a Ixxiii to .Am iimatics.
An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

rives the highest testimonials as to its value.

ALL DRUGGISTS
VAPO-CRESOLENE CO.

180 Pulton 5treet,
'' New York

(ft.m N"*— »>..-.• 4*rM>t. Montr-^i C«>niida

EAMES TRICYOLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Cbair*
for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling Chairs,

and Hospital Appliances. Si>ccial machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.
and see if one of our desiirns will not suit your case.

20ia MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO
OR S3A S. BROADWAY. LOS ANQELES, CAL.



rOR THE HOLIDAYS

A\#̂:
/^

HAT better holiday gift can you make to

Eastern friends than a year's subscription

to OUT WEST?
Chas. F. Lummis, its editor, and the large

corps of staff contributors, are making it the ablest literary

exponent of the West. Beautifully printed and lavishly il-

lustrated, it ranks with leading American monthlies in size,

style and contents. Why not send one or more subscrip-

tions to Eastern friends— a present that goes a dozen

times a year? We have an attractive copperplate card,

with holly wreath, which announces the holiday gift in your

name, and which we mail, together with December num-

ber, to reach anywhere in America just before Christmas.

This year we are doing a little Holiday Giving on our own

account— a beautiful portfolio containing 16 superb litho-

tint engravings from recent portraits of leading Western

authors, goes absolutely free of cost to each new sub-

scriber. This alone is worth the entire subscription price.

Magazine and portfolio will be sent to different addresses

if desired. tSend or hand us $2.00 for each subscrip-

tion, giving your name and those of your friends, and you need

have no worry or trouble about packing or shipping. We

attend to it all. Do this now. Isn't the idea a good one ?

My



Out Dec. 6th : Caiiiornia Missions—12 mounted plates (9Xzll) in portfolio envelope, 50c.

Out West Company's

NEW SOUVENIR
EDITIONS

Sent Prepaid
on
IVeceipt of
Price

MISSION MEMORIES . Seventy-five exquisite half-tones of California

Missions, with descriptive matter, on heavy plate paper. Bound in yucca,
$1.00. In crash bristol, 75c. (Neatly boxed.)

SUNLAND SCENES t Over forty beautiful lithotone plates of Los An-
geles and vicinity, with descriptive matter. Heavy plated paper. Silk

parchment cover tied with silk cord. In box, 25c.

SNAP SHOTS : Sixty vignetted California views of mountain, valley
and ocean, each an art gem. On round-cornered Ivorine cards. In

leatherette, gold-stamped box. 50c.

LAND or SUNSHINE ALBUM t An attractive little collection of
choice vignette views in double-tone color, with yucca front cover. 20c.

PASADE.NA1 Ninety-six pages of vignetted views of Pasadena's l>eauti-

ful homes, etc. (size 8x11), including large reproduction in colors of Hotel
Green. Cover in crash bristol, beautifully illuminated in gold and Pasa-
dena colors. Tied with silk cord. Each packed in carton. 7Sc. ( Eidi-

tion limited).

CARBONTONES OF SUNSET LAND . Fifteen carbontone plates
of Southern California—the Missions, etc.—each mounted separately on
mats 9J4'xll. In portfolio-envelope, embossed in gold. 50c.

MISSION PADRES OF CALIFORNIA! Six plates, size 11x14, on
bristol board, from original drawings by Julius Ludovici. Parchment
cover with rope tie. 50c. ( Edition limited.)

Also a new line of fancy California envelopes, tri-color souvenir postals, score
and place cards, calendars, etc., from our original designs and plate*.

OUT WEST MAGAZINE FOR 1904

SPECIAL
We are preparing; a be»utirul portfolio, enclosing mrtlsta'

proof-aheets of sixteen lithotone ensr»vlnga (with fkoalnille

autographa) of prominent 'Weatem writers. These superb
plates will all be made from recent photographs, will be therein shown for
the first time, and will be loose, so that they may be framed if desired. The
price will be 98.OO each for these sets, but the edition will be limited as

nearly as poMible to cover list of new subscribers, to whom they will be pre-
sented without charge. IDWe will mail a 8AMPL.X COPY, together with one of
the plate-proofs above deaoribed (ready for framing—no advertising) for SOo.

OUT WEST CO. eSr-AN'iii.!:s."cXi'*''



SOME

BARGAINS IN MAGAZINES
1a7E had not intended to make any clubbing offers this year ;

but
"'

along- comes Moore's List, and we find that without cutting
the price ot Out West, we can make some tempting offers of other

magazines with it. All subscriptions may be either New or Renewal,

except that the PORTrOLIO OF WESTERN AUTHORS can be sent

only to NEW subscribers to OUT WEST.

Art Interchange

Success , . . .

Cosmopolitan
OUT WEST

*Portfolio of Western Authors
*Sent only to NEW subscribers to Out West.

$4
I

I

2

2

$10

OUR
PRICE

$5.00

Instead of the Art Interchange in the above list, either World's Work (regular

price $3), Review of Reviews ($2.50), Outing ($3), Country Life in America ($3),

Current Literature ($3), LippincotVs Magazine ($2.50), or the Independent ($2),

may be ordered. ^ Instead of Cosmopolitan: Frank Leslie''s Monthly, Pearson's,

Harper^s Bazar, Woman's Home Companion, or Good Housekeeping. Tj Every-
body's or McClure's may be added to any list for $1 additional—or any other mag-
azine at its published subscription price. We make this offer for the convenience of

our subscribers. ^ The magazines may be sent to diiferent addresses, if desired.

World's Work .

Country Life in America .

OUT WEST
*Portfolio of Western Authors
*Sent only to NEW subscribers to Oct West.

$3
3

2

2

$10

OUR
PRICE

$575
For either World's Work or Country Life in America, there maybe substituted

Art Interchange or any substitute for that magazine allowed in our $5 offer.

Art Interchange

Cosmopolitan
OUT WEST

^Portfolio of Western Authors
*Sent only to NEW subscribers to Out Wbst.

$4
I

2

2

$9

OUR
PRICE

$4.75

Same substitutions allowed for Art Interchange and Cosm,opolitan as in our $5

offer. ^ We cannot make any other changes in these lists than those specified
above. Send in your orders promptly.

OUT WEST CO., 115 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.[:Cal.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COID CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-
moves thstn. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Ansreles



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

ON HINTINOTON SHORT

LINE TO PASADtN*

$4 Down and

$4 a Month

1,000 m\ AT WORK
The above descendants of the athletic Greeks of old have just completed the Pasadena Short Line, and are now

makinsr dirt fly, ballastinR' the track for quick travel. The Greeks are not alone in the good work of development
which Mr. Huntington is pushinir throuarh, for they are ably seconded by the Japanese and Mexican contingents.
By the timekeeper's reports, over 1100 men completed the broad-srausrinir into Pasadena. H. E. Uuntinirton is en-
titled to the hearty coiiperation of every public spirited citizen in his irreat enterprise of buildlnff network of
electric railways to all points in Southern California. Now is the time to buy lots in the coming residence suburb
0/Los Anjreles-THE. PASADENA VILLA TRACT.
Twenty-five years atro Pasadena was a sheep pasture. What a g-rand transformation has been wronght! It is

today the finest all-year-round residence section in the world. A similar chantre will take place at the Pasadena
yjlla Tract, which is three miles nearer Los Angeles' business center. It is as bound to occur as the sun will rise
tomorrow. The entire reirion between Pasadena and Los Antreles is bound to build up into a solid city.

Only $70 PER LOT
We are sellinir quarter-acre Pasadena Villa Tract lots for $4 down and $4 per month until paid for ; no interest,

rto taxes. Our lots are unquestionably a srood investment. We are now sellinar at f70, but the price will soon be
raised to $100. The new Pasadena Short Line, the Monrovia and Alhambra electric railways now run from our
tract to the business center of Los Angeles in only fifteen minutes. Such rapid transit is bonnd
to make our quarter-acre villa lots soon sell for over $300. Two more electric lines will soon run throoffh the
tr&ct. "We guarantee 2^ per cent increase. Fi>r$4down and $4 t>er month until paid for we will sell
a rcirular Pasadena Villa Tract Lot, full size 50x150 feet, facinir on «0-ft. avenue, subject to the following
iruaraniee from us : If at the expiration of one year from purchase this $70 lot is not worth $87.50—or 25 per cent
increase—based on ttte price at which our corps of salesmen will then be sellinK- similar lots, we will refund all
of the money paid us, with 6 percent interest additional. If the purchaser should die at any time before pay-
ments have been completed we will irlve to his heirs a deed of the lot without further cost. If he should lose em-
ployment, or bo sick, he will not forfeit the land.
Amon^ our purchasers are tWe follo'wln^ leadinjf citizens • H. E. Huntington, vice-president

of the Southern Pacific R. R. Co.; L. T. Garnsey, president of the Los Antfelcs and Redondo Ry. Co.; W. H.
Carlson, ex-U. S. Special Commissioner of Railroads of Cuba; Uaird Bros., wholesale commission merchants; J.

G. EstudiUo, ex-State Treasurer of California; P. H. Dixon, ex-State UarborCommissioner; Dr. Wuliam DoAgt.
Dr. J. E. Cowlcs, and others. References i Hon. M. P. Snyder, Mayor of Los Anireles; State Bank and Trust
Co. of Los Anireles, and our many satisfied customers. For further information, map,etc., address

f CARLSON INVESTMENT COMPANY
114 SOITH BROADWAY LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA



"Ny Business is to Make Homes More BeMui."
NAVAJO INDIAN BLANKETS

Direct from loom to customer. My method of

selling ^jenuine Navajo Indian Blankets is pecu-
liar. It is a plan by which I am able to otfer my
customers the choicest Navajo Klankets made,
without the payment of exorbitant middlemen's
profits. I keep a representative at the Agf ncy,
and through him, and by careful personal selec-
tion, secure the pick of the best blankets woven
by the Navajo squaws. I can supply almost
anything in Navajo Blankets. If interested,
write for particulars of my special Fall Offering
of Navajo Blankets, giving full details of each of
a number of very choice personal selections,
many in grays, blacks and whites.

By controlling the output of Pueh'o Indian
Rugs, which are qu'te similar to the Navajos. I

ran have Indian Rugs WOVEN TO ORDER.

MEXICAN DRAWNWORK
$1

ON APPROVAL. To acciuaint you with
* the superior quality and beauty of my drawnwork, 1 want to send you Four

Beautiful pieces Mo A i in linen thread wheel loc No B Hx8 in hne linen
Mexican Drawnwork Doil> Wc No C 6x6 in fine linen Doily, 20c No D,
11x11 in. delicate linen han Ikerchief (>

Total, regular price $1
uine; im-

ported di-

rect from
Mexico;
finest linen

Send JVo A
ONE
DOLLAR today
for the set. You
will be delighted
and want to keep
them ; if not, return
wliat you do not want
and I will refund l>alance of money due you.
piece sent separately at price named.

Fine Mexican Opnls, ready for mounting, 25c.:

exquisite stones, flashing with fire, 50c to $1.00.

INDIAN BEAD WORK Fine, genuine Indian bead work,
procured by me direct from the Indians. Watch fobs, a variety of
beautiful designs, "5c. each ; two-strand neck chains. 75c.; heavy
woven and braided neck chains, $2: beautiful bead belts, $3; all of
the highest possible quality, and sent prepaid.

Send for my BEAUTIFUL CATALOGUE of Mexican Drawnwork,
Indian Rugs, and other articles, mailed for four cents, or free with

any order fur articles above. Write today.

Francis E. Lester, Box I6T, IMcsllla Park, N. Mcx.

Any

MATURED



Please Mention that You daw it in OUT WEST.

NOTARY PUBLIC
phones: sunset main 1S89

IND. Aiseo

L N. ROSENBAUM
Attorney at Law
Solicitor of Patents
Pension Attorney

General Law Practice

Collections Made Anywhere in the World

Patents and Trademarks Procured in An)' Country

Pensions Applied For

Corporations Organized Under the Laws of Any State

Caveats Applied For

Copyrights Obtained

304 NEW YORK BLOCK
SEATTLE, WASH. U. S. A.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM prcveuitt early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatiax ; it re-

moTes them- ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St.. Los Aareles



f^^dim^^
X^ClR I SARY MAGAZINE

| I M ( I^1 V>'1 \.
V, FOR WOMEN J \ y \J ^

will contain :

THE LATEST
FASHIONS

developed from designs furnished us

exclusively by the leading dressmakers

of Paris and New York;

PRACTICAL
HOUSEHOLD HELPS •

each department being in charge of an

acknowledged authority ;

FICTION AND
GENERAL
LITERATURE

of the mo^ intere^ing and elevating kind;

THE FOUNTAIN
OF YOUTH

the be^ series of articles on

personal attractiveness ever

written.

The DECEMBER <^^5S'^r
was issued on November 15th w^ith a
first edition of over One Million Copies

THE EVOLUTION OF A CLUB WOMAN
appears in its third inilallment in this Number. This moft remarkable ^ory of club life began in Ocftober, and for the ben-

efit of later subscribers who wish the ftory complete, a reprint has been made of the October and November issues. It has

also fiction by Andrew Lang, Richard Le Gallienne, Albert Bigelow Paine, W. A. Fraser, Harriet Prescott Spofford ;

Special Articles by Gustav Kobbe, Carolyn Wells, Clara E. Laughlin, J. C. Hemment and Grace Peckham Murray.

Of your newsdealer or any Butterick agent, or of the publishers, at 15 Cents a copy. $1.00 for an entire year.
THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY, Ltd., 7-17 West Thirteenth Street, New York City

We have issuea a beautiful 50-cent (25 cents to subscribers) four-sheet calendar for 1904. It is printed in colors,

artistically mounted, and represents Babyhood, Childhood, Girlhood and Motherhood. A black and white miniature

of this will be sent free to anyone writing a postal for it and mentioning this magazine. Write to-day.FREE



"While Mama is busy ^ettintj ready for Christ-

inas Dinner I am preparing the Jell-0. I can
do it as well as she. I am going to add some
candied cherries to this, but the addition of any
fruit or nuts makes a nice change. Why don't

you try some for your Christmas Dinner?

Everybody likes it."

Four Fruit Flavors; Lemon, Orange, straw-

berry and Raspberry.
TiiK fiKNKsKE PtTRE Fooi) Co., I.c Tloy, N. Y.

5.

t«o

BUOH&HGEKPEl
The JELLY that requires ao cookiagr. Our
package Bromanirelon, one pint bollinir

water—that'N all. Costs a trifle more than

BubHtltutes, but It's a irreat deal better.

ALL GROCERS.
STERN & SAALBERG. Mfn.

NKW YOKK

DELICIOUS DESSERT

1 I

The EHMANN
OLIVE OIL

was found by government
chemists, while testing every
known brand of olive oil, to

be so fine that the Chief of

the Bureau of Chemistry of

Washington ordered some for

his own use. Your grocer

keeps it. If not, write to us

and we will supply you direct

from the factory.

EHMANN OLIVE CO.. Oroville. CaL

I I

The Best Wines

of California

are good enough for anybody

60c

A trial order will convince

you that our Wines are

just what you've been look-

ing and longing for

5-year-old Port, per gallon,

5-year-old Sherry, Angelica or "T^r
Muscat, per gallon / •^V*

20-year-old Port, Sherry, An-

gelica, Muscat, Malaga, ^i C A
Madeira or Orange, per gal. \pi«»yv/

Send for Complete Price List

EDWARD Qimm WINE (0.

393-399 LOS ANGELES ST.

COnNCn FOURTH

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA



Cheap eggs

are as good as

cheap lamp-

chimneys.

Macbeth.
If you use a wrong chimney, you lose a

good deal of both light and comfort, and

waste a dollar or two a year a lamp on

chimneys.

Do you want the Index? Write me.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

ITNJCOMPOUNDING, an incomplete mixture was accident-
;* ally spilled on the back of the hand, and on washing after-
'ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENE. It is absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by magric. IT CANNOT FAIL. If
the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
growth, such as the board or growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward.

Modem supersedes electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by II

who have tested Its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-cases (securely

sealed ), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,
with your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

Local and General Agents Wanted
MODENE MANUFACTURING CX>.

DbPT. 9e. ClMOIWKATT, OhIO
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED

«»"We offer $1,000 for failure or the sIKihtest Injury

I haVe made a careful
Chemical ^nalv^is of

Sioxodont
forf/ieTeefh,

AND FIND Nothing injurious
OR ODJECTIONABLE IN IT5 CQ^II^-
smoN.

^;^!«^5^^^i^^^^v«*i^/^
HAVE YOU GOOD TEETH ?

DO YOU WISH TO KEEP THEM SO ?

THEN REMEMBER THIS—
F»r Two Score Years and Ten the one great TOOTH

HEALTH, BREATH PURIFIER and COMFORT to the

MOUTHS of genteel Americans has been

SOZODONT

BENtlAN INDIAN

TRADINa (0.
INCORPORATED

MEXICAN AND

New York
Albuquerque, N. M.

Phoenix, Ariz.
Los Angeles, Cal.

INDIAN ART GOODS
Wholesale and Retail

LOS ANGELES STORE just opened at

421 SOUTH BROADWAY

We are importers of Beads and Novel-
ties, and have on sale the larg-est stock of

Indian BasKets, Navajo Ru^s and In-
dian Bead "WorK ever shown in the West.
The Brizard collection of H\ipa Indian
BasKets and Implements, numberinfir
over 6000 pieces, is now, for the first time, ex-

hibited. Our motto is "Always zvelcome, and
never importuned to buy."

Benhdm Indian Trading

Company

A. M. Benham, Mg-r.



Mothers!!

{Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S S00THIN6 SYifflP

has been used foi over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURESWIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHOEA. Sold by Druarsrists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's SoothinjT Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

THE NEW I

IhKm Petticodtl
18 a lanor made trarment. It gives a perfect

glove fit at the top, Impossible to attain with
anv other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic irrace to the beauty
lines of a graceful figure

that cannot be obtained
with any other {>etticoat.

Every lady knows the C
advantages of a tailor-

made garment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.

!We

shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wish to see them, at

, 555 S. Broadway, los An^eies. oi. i

FACE

BLEACH

%

^(5,GIVES THE SKIN

'A YOUTHFUL APPEARANCE

*j
Removes Pimples, Freckles,

fm all Discoloratlons & Blemishes

% M/ii(f5 A Perfect Complexion
Unquestionably Ihe best, safest and saf-
est preparation fur purifying, beauti-

fying: and preserving the complex-
ion. Klving it the healthful irlow of

youth, and makinj; it clear, fairand
perfect, and rcmovinft pimples,
freckles, m ih, brown spots. oiliuess,

b1ackhead<«, sallowness. skin dis-
eases and all skin discoloralions. is

'Mme. A. RUPPERT'S WORLD RENOWNED
FACE BLEACH. A Free trial bottle will
be sent to any lady who will clip this

adve;-tisement and forward with it her name and
address;—or a large bottle.—enough in many cases
to thoroughly clear the complexion.—will be sent
for $2, Also a jar of my sunerb Egyptian Balm will
be sent free with each $2 bottle if you will forward
this advertisement with your order.
mme. A. nrPPEIlT, e R lltk St, Rrw Tark CMf

%
%

BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Roller
Makeb, Keeps and
Restorbs Beauty
in nature's own way

'TpHE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
* tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and gives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the "crow's feet"
in the corners of the eyes.

A iar of sMn food given with every roller.

For aale by all dealers, or QC\e'
Mailed upon receipt ol price,

JVA**

Rubber Catalogue Free.
Agents Wanted.

C J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St.. BOSTON. MASS

Supplying Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St-

F. W. Braun Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angdes

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Pfease Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

Orangeine
Good Health and Good Spirits Club

Established January 1st, 1900.

Limit of Membership Now Increased From 1000 to 2000.
Applications Entered in Order of R.eceipt.

The present wide acquaintance with ORANGEINE proves that under intelligent and timely

use, it quickly dispels all kinds of pain and promptly corrects common and seasonable ailments.

The "Orangeine Good Health and Good Spirits Club" was formed for the purpose
of mutual benefit and information.

The results of continued good health and quick rescue from pain
To Our }Iemberst and common ailments, are faintly indicated by a few selected experi-

ences printed below.
Our Club has brought so much instruction and enthusiastic co-operation, that we

To Us: have decided to double the membership, and have increased our facilities for

properly caring for the same.

CONDITIONS OF ME,MBERSHIP.
Upon payment of $5 annual dues, each member will receive, post paid, on the first of

every month, for one year, a $1 box of 35 Orangeine powders with our monthly letter. They
will further receive, upon application, from our medical department full information as to the

uses, composition and results of Orangeine, full instructions for special applications,
and complete knowledge of Orangeine's power to relieve pain, prevent and cure common ail-

ments, and dispel chronic conditions.

Our Members Agree to apply the Orangeine powders thus received (at far below our trade

price) only for private use, and further, as may suit their pleasure and convenience, to

thoroughly ventilate, wherever possible, their own experiences of comfort, health and protec-
tion through Orangeine.

yi Few Specimen Experiences, Selected from Three Days* Mail
Showing the NeVer Failing PoWer of

Orangeine
(POWDERS)

Promptly and Intelligently Applied, Under Our Simple Directions

To Quickly Dispel: Colds, Grip, Headache, Neuralgia, Fatigue, Nervous-
ness, Indigestion, Stomach Upsets, (temporary and chronic ailments), and the
"Half SicR," "Out of Sorts," conditions which often lead to serious sickness.

Mr. J. A. Waldron, Editor Oramatlc Mirror. New York,
who has used Orangeine several years, writes: "It helps me
over hard places with a hand as light as a feather. For me it

dispels Grip and Colds in winter. Hay Fever in summer, and
keeps me in good condition always."
Mr. T. R. Tlmby, Krooklyn, N. Y., the distinguished in-

ventor, writes: "In the interest of humanity, lam pleased to
say that I am never without Orangeine, as I regard it a speedy
cure for nearly every ill, and it should be in every one's reach
by day and by night."
Mrs. R. Oilell, New City. ?J. Y.! "It has been a God-send to

me for I suffered untold misery for years, until I became ac-

quainted with Orangeine a few month ago. I have not had a
headache since I commenced to use it. and before I was hardly
ever without a headache."
Mr«. Funny (i. ItBrtlett, Ea»t Windsor, Ct.. in her .83rd

year writes: "Orangeine is very sustaining for my years, and
I have found it very helpful to friends who suffer from Hay
Fever and Asthma, and really magical in recent cases of Neu-
ralgia and Grip."

lion. iVonff KhI Kah. Imperial ChlneMe CommlAHloner at
the St. LouIh Kxpoaltlon, Haya: "Orangeine has done me a
world of good. My continual round of official duties calls ifor

something to tone me up and keep me always in condition to
perform all sorts of mental and physical effort. Always effec-
tive, easy to take, produces no other than the effect desired." ,

Prof. O. B. Supper. IMoklnson Collece. Carlisle. Pa. "I
have entirely escaped Hay Fever during the past two seasons. I
have not had a cold for more than a year, thanks to Orangeine."
Mr. J. I>. Wllfton. 5 Trinity Pliiee. \Villlumi>|>ort, Pn . Huyn:

"Orangeine has accomplished for me a relief that I thought
was hopeless. While abroad, Orangeine kept me and my party
immune from headache and all dyspeptic discomforts."
Mr. 8hlpley W. RIcker. Jr., South Berwick, .Uc: "I am

finding new uses for Oranpeine every day, and am constantly
recommending it to my friends,
Mr. Alonzo Wllllum«. «r»w York City. ii8y«i "My wife

and myself both use Orangeine, as we have have found it the
best remedy for headache and neuralgia we have ever used."
Mrs. I« E. Woodson. Mneon. Uti., says: "I would, not be

without Orangeine for anything. It has been used by the en-
tire family and we are all devoted to it."
Hon. C. MoClymondn. Atwood. Pa.i "Orangeine is cer-

tainly a splendid remedy in an emergency, and for colds and
headache most efficacious in my experience, and among my
neighbors."

.Mr. .Ihs. T. MoCinurnn. Jersey City. N. J.s "My wife has
suffered with headache for five or six years; has tried nearly
all kinds of remedies with only temporary relief. Orangeine
gives her almost immediate relief."
Mrs. Lena Swain. 66 St. Stevens St.. Mobile. Ala. "By the

timely use of Orangeine I have not had a cold this summer."

''An Orangeine Club Membcrshify is the most valuable of all Holidav Gifts.''

Tr>l/ll T^nr\rn<r^ Tfvt^a Orangeine is sold by druggists everywhere in 25c. 50c and $1.00 packages. On receipt of request
I I lUI r UCIWUgC r I CC we will mail » lOc trial package FREE with full directions, composition and description of it*
wide human influences. Address "ORAXGEIXE," ChlcaKo, 111.



ank first in popular favor "with the shooting public because of their

uniformly high quality. When you buy a Winchester Rifle or Shotgun, you
can count on its being carefully made, well finished, an accurate shooter and thoroughly
reliable in action When you buy Winchester make of ammunition, you can rely on its

being properly loaded, carefully gauged and inspected, and, tn a word, the kind that

shoots when you want it to and where you point your gun. Aren't these facts worth

considering when buying anything in the gun Or ammunition line ? Winchester Guns
are made in all desirable calibers, bores, weights and styles, and are plain, partially
or elaborately ornamented, suiting every purpose, every pocketbook and every taste.

Winchester Ammunition is made for all kinds of shooting and all kinds of guns.
Send your nmmc and address tor oar large. Illustrated catalogue. It's sent frte.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. ^SAN FRANCISCO.



If yovi are not >vearing A^^'.-H.. S.
Co. B-ucKsKin Shoes by tHis time,
tHe fa\ilt is not -witK tHe SHoes,
for you Haven't seen tHem. Be-
sides being suitable for ordinary
occasions, BucKsKin SKoes best
fill tHe Foot'wear requirements of
all out-door sports and pastimes.
BooK abovit BucksKin SHoes—

for men, -women and cHildren.
A postal card -will fetcH it—free.

SHOE COMPANY
Los Angeles and Pasadena

CALIFORNIA

A DOLLAR Boon ON
Pictorial PHotograpKy
200 FINE ILLUSTRATIONS
FREE OF ALL CHARGE
In Order to Win NEW REAL.ERS for

The PHOTO-
MINIATURE
Series of practical handbooks about photog-

raphy, published monthly with illustrations,

^ve w^ill send w^ith every ne'w yearly subscription

received between now and the end of 1903, a

tw^o-hundred page book on pictorial photography,
with much valuable information and 200 illus-

trations from selected pictures by prominent

pictorial photographers. The subscription price
is $2.50 per year. As soon as your subscription

is received, cither direct or through your local

dealer, we will send the book, well packed and

postage paid to your address.

Send for List of The Photo-Miniature Series

TENNANT & WARD. Publishers, NEW YORK

A free: boohlet....
....ON FOLDING BEDS

We have issued a

booklet on Welch Fold-

inerBeds that will be
of interest to anyone
desiring- to economize

room in the
house, or who

wants an extra bed
that can be easily

folded up out of the

way. It shows 20 of

the latest styles of

Parlor Cabinet Beds,
Combination FoldiBg
Beds (combining- beds

with wardrobes, chiffoniers, writing- desks, book
cases and dressers), and our famous "Oxford" Beds.

AVELCH FOLDING BEDS
are a^*o/«^^/j' ««/<.' (flruaranteed) and the result of 20

years' experience in folding- bed manufacture.

They are the only ones entitled to bear the trade

mark of the Grand Rapids Furniture Association,
which means highest quality.

Welch Folding- Beds can be seen at furniture

stores. If none on sale in your town write us how
to get one.

Welch Folding Bed Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

OFFICE No. 55 IONIA STREET



VIEW OF CIRCULAK BRIDGE AND VALLEY. MT. LOWK.

Visitors to Southern (dlitornin
CAN SEE ALL THE
SCENIC POINTS
OF INTEREST VIA

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RY.

MT. LOWE. LONG BEACH. SAN GABRIEL MISSION. PASADENA.
OSTRICH FARM. BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA

" From mountain peak to foaming surf"

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For information call on or write H. F. GENTRY, Agent

FKono
Main 900 250 S. Spring-

1 lis

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa. cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comlortable Observation Cars—
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fotirth street and Broadway, Los Anreles, for Santa Monica via Sixteenth
street, every 15 minnies from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each honr till 11:35; or via Bellevse
Ave., for Coleirrove and Sherman, every hoar from 6 :15 a.m. to 11: 15 p.m. Care leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Ancreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hoar froM
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Ansreles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via Bellertae

Ave., every honr from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
honr thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

.
4^For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Sinirle Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $Z00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANQELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

TICKETS TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
VIA

THE DENVER AND RIG GRANDE RAILROAD
' rum sovwio umm op thm would •

LOWEST RATES—Through Tourist and Standard Sleepers

T. F. PiTZGBRALD, District Pass. Agent T. D. Connelly, General Apent

230 SOtTH SPRING STREET LOS AIMCELES, CALIFORNIA

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia
HEADACHES

It is a tuild

Laxative

Price lOc, 25c, 50c
and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
-"^ '"^- Asthma.

STOWEIL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mall, 35 cents.

Charlestown, Mass.

The Only Double-Track Railway Between

the Missouri River and Chicago.

Why Not Go

East via San Francisco and

Ow#rlamd

The IVIost Luxurious Train in the World.

Buffet smoking and library cars

with barber and bath, Booklovers

Library, Pullman private compart-
meni observation cars, drawing-
room sleeping cars, all meals in

dining cars; entire train electric

lighted, through to Chicago, with-

out change. Direct connection for

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS
Tickets, reservations and full in-

formation can be obtained from
V^T. D. Campbell, Gen'l Agent

Chicago 4 N6rth=Westerii Ry.
247 South Spring: Street,

Los Anjreles, Cal.

.N»»*"*s/r

The

ELGIN
WATCH

and the

Train Order

Make Trabel

Safe.

'Tlmemakers and Tlnielceepers
" an illustrated

history of the watch sent free.

LLGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
Llgin, 111.
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For your next trip across the continent,

It would be well to take advantage of the

New Overland Service of the Southern

Pacific, Union Pacific, and

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

Railways
This is the route of the Overland Lim-
ited and two other fast trains between

San Francisco and Chicago, via Omaha,
every day.

C. L. CANFIELD,
General Agent.

i
686 Marktt SU S«n Francisco.

wmmmmmmmmmm

A postal card will bring complete information.
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Purity
~ above everything

— distin-

guishes Schlitz beer from the common.

There's a difference, of course, in

the barley, the hops, the yeast. We
use the costhest materials. But the

goodness of Schlitz is mainly due to its

healthfulness.

The artesian water used—the absolute

cleanliness—the
filtering

of the beer,

and of even the air that touches it—the

extreme aging—the sterilizing of every
bottle after it is sealed; those are the

facts that make Schlitz what it is.

Those are the reasons why the

demand for Schlitz exceeds a million

barrels annually.

Yet no standard beer—no beer that

is good for you
— costs

less.

Ask for the Brewery Bottling.



Travel by Sea
On the SPECIAL VACATION and
SHORT TOURIST EXCURSION
TRIPS of the

excellent Service—
Lo-w IVoites. including
BertH and Meals



N )^
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Nothing more appropriate as a remembrance—everyone wants a calendar
and the Fairy Calendar is the most artistic of the year. Send one to each of

your friends.
Consists of seven sheets, lo x ij%, free from all advertising, the first sheet bear-

ing the year's calendar, and the other si.x, heads of beautiful women, with a burnt
leather border effect and decorations in i,'Art Nouveau. Exquisitely lithographed
in twelve colors, ready for hanging.

HOW TO GET IT
Send us ten oval box fronts from Fairy Soap, and we will send calendar absolutely free. If you prefer,

send us 25 cents in stamps. This is. without doubt, the most liberal calendar offer of the season.

Fairy Soap is the purest and best white soap made for the toilet and bath. It is oval in shape and
daintily wrapped in an individual carton. Price 5c.

THS N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Departmept 130, Chicago.

coprm&n 1903 -the N.K.FAiRaANKconpANY Chicago
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Mellin's
Food

"TAe gracious hoy who did

adorn

The world whereinto he was

born"

Kenxeth Lester Fox, Three and one-half years old

We tried nearly every other infant food known, and none of them seemed to agree.

Finally we called a doctor, who commenced to use Mellin's Food for him. He immedi-

ately began to gain, and has been very healthy ever since. Kenneth's Father.

We want to send you a free sample of Mellins Food for trial.

MELLIN'S FOOfitr^^-e^lfce^NY, Boston, Mass.
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ILLUSTRATED

Saturday €xprc$$
Special features of the Saturday €xpms — the most

entertaining newspaper in Southern California— in-

clude fine halftone illustrations, high-grade book and

literary reviews, correspondence from London, New

York, Chicago, San Francisco, and all important

points in California. The TllUStratCd Saturday €xprc$$

is never less than 24 pages, and the subscription price

to any address in United States, Canada or New

Mexico is but |],oo for Owe Vcar

CI)C Express is the oldest daily in Los Angeles, and

is published every evening except Sunday. Sample

copies free to any address upon request.

£0$ Jingeles Express
THE EXPRESS BUILDING

213-215 me$t fiftb Street Cos Jltideles, California

RVRON Mflll7V
1 > T J\ l^T ^^ f~^ Warranted for 10 yearsJ^ 1 jRL 1X V.>'N^ -SOHMER AGENCY.

The CECILIAN—Tlie Perfect Piano Player



Look at the Trade-Mark f

Traoe-mark

OH EVERT GEHUIKE PACKAGE OF

The Finest

Cocoa-^Chocolate
In the World. Wade only by

I Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.

Established 1780. DORCHESTER, MASS.%
40 HIGHEST AWARDS IN EUROPE AND AMERICA. -^

WEOLD RELIABLE

Absolutely Pure

THERE 15 NO SUBSTITUTE

**/t tan f'r iii>H*
'"—/*.•/ Hrnt amJ attr,ntiv4 fuaah 0f onrs, but wi// ktt^ y«»« cne*nHx' unti/ vom s^ft't it. / »•» %vi«r ,»., *

thtst loHy IvtHltr r:,Mi>,-.,. J.i,ir,ys '

I't'ZJ^I. li PI: r.-l K I M I S' I r .<r;.i,Hj; In- i.rnl ./.fl'ft. .Ix.i ... -„,,,, , . K •

«/. arvvsw* mmmm and tool, co., sto main srmmmT, cnioops* rALLm. MAssACHusmrrs

VnC^A PIANOS
have been established over 50 YEARS. By our tyftten of

payments every family in moderate circumstances can own
a VOSE piano. We take old instruments in exchanRe and
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